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PREFACE 

This Is Volume II of the published staff studies end supporting 

papers prepared for the Defense Manpower Commission. 

The Defense tfinpovir Commission was crested by a provision of the 

Defense Appropriation Authorization Act,  1974  (Public Law 93-155, Title 

VII), which, Inter alia, stated: 

Sec. 702. It shall be the duty of the Commission to conduct a 
comprehend ive study and Investigation of the overall manpower 
requirements of the Department of Defense on both a short-term and 
long-term basis with a view to determining what the manpower 
requirements are currently and will likely be over the next ten 
years, and how manpower can be more effectively utilized in the 
Department of Defense. 

The Commissioners have submltt, ;d two formal reports to the Ccngiess 

snd the President, an Interim Report on May 16, 1975 and the Final Report 

on April 19, 1976. 

In addition, for purposes of public information and to facilitate 

further research on these subjects, the Commissioners have arranged for 

this publication of certain studies and working papers prepared by the 

staff of the Defense Manpower Commission, together with supporting 

contract studies and a special report prepared for the Commission by the 

Department of Defense. While some of the published DMC staff papers are 

in finished form and were presented formally to the Commissioners, others 

are only draft working papers but still potentially useful to publish. 

Not published but included in tha Commission files are internal working 

papers, trip reports, miscellaneous data, reference matprials, records of 

DMC hearings and meetings, and administrative papers. 

Th.; views expressed in the published DMC staff papers and contract 

studies are those of the authors or contract research firms, HO 
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applicable. Publication of such papers In thai« volume« does NOT necea- 

aarlly Imply approval or endorsement by ehe Dafenae Manpower Commission. 

whoa* vlewa arc aa stated In the aforementioned DMC Interim Report and 

Fin»    <ort. 

All of the papera publlahed by the Defenae Manpower Commission may 

be reproduced and disseminated without further authorltatlon by the 

Commission, notwithstanding any previous llnltations which mav have been 

stated on contract reports pending review and releaae by the Commission. 

Additional copies, beyond those initially distributed by the Commission, 

may be purchased, by volume, from the Government Printing Office, 

Waahlngton, D.C. 

Bruce Palmer, Jr. 
General, USA (Ret.) 
Executive Director 
Defenae Manpower Commission 

Waahlngton, D.C. 
May, 1976 
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A. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT Or THE VOLUTION OF CURRENT MANPOWER POLICIES, 
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by Norbert R. Kaus, Thomas G. Solle and Albert Shanefelter. (Related to 

Chapter III, DMC Filial Report.) 

E. MANPOWER BUDCETINC WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, 
by Audrey J. Page.  (Related to Chapter III, DMC Final Report.) 

F. COMPARATIVE COSTS OF DEFENSE MANPOWER, 
by Marvin N. Gordon and John D. Sitterson, Jr.; with two contract 

reports: 
r-1. Manpower Coats, by ICF, Inc.; and 
F-2, Cost Comparisons of Selected Active and Reserve Military 

Units, by J, S. Domln, Logistics Management Institute. 
(Related to Chapters III, IV and VI, DMC Final Report.) 

G.  LESSONS LE/  J):  T.1E MECHANICS OF ESTABLISHING, OPERATING AND CLOSING 

OUT A TEMPOKARY COMMISSION, 
by Paul C. Keeuan, Jr.  (Supplements Append'» A, DMC Final Report.) 
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by John D. Sltteraon, Jr., Hugh M. Walton and Paul C. Keenan, Jr. 
(Related to overall DMC Final Report, eepeclslly Chanter IV.) 

C. U.S. MARINE CORPS — TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW AND GENERAL PURPOSE FORCE 
MANPOWER REQUIREMENT. ISSUES! 
by John D. Slttersoi , Jr., and Ray A. Dunn, Jr. (Related to overall 
DMC Final Report, especially Chaptera IV and V.) 

D. VU.S. AIR FORCE — TTAL FORCE OVERVIEW AND GENERAL PURPOSE FORCE 
MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS ISSUES, 
by Ray A. Dunn, Jr. (Related to overall DMC Final Report, eapeclally 
Chapter IV.) 

E. OVERVIEW OF THE RESERVE COMPONENTS,' 
by Hugh M. Walton.  (Related to overall DMC Final Report, eapeclally 
Chapter IV.) 

F. SELECTED RESERVE ISSUES, 
by Hugh M. Walton, Ray A. Dunn, Jr., and John D. Sltteraon, Jr. 
(Related to Chapter IV, DMC Tlnal Report.) 

G. FULL-TIME PERSONNEL SUPPORT FOR THE RESERVE COMPONENTS, 
by Hugh M. Walton.  (Related to Chapter IV, DMC Final Report.) 

t!.  INDIVIDUAL RESERVES,' a multifunctional paper, 
by John D. Sltteraon, Jr. and Wl.Uiaa A. Lindsey, Requirement« Group, 
DMC Staff, with other aenbara oi the DMC Staff; with aaaoclated paper, 
below: 

H-l. The Availability cf Individual Äeady Reaervlata (IRR) 
Upon Mobllltatlon, by Kenneth J. Coffey and James W. 
Abellera, Recruitment Group, DMC Staff. 

(Related to Chaptera IV and IX, DMC Final Report.) 

Ij  U.S. AND SOVIET COMBAT-TO-SUPPORT RATIOS,' 
by John D. SiUerson, Jr. and Hugh M. Walton; with contract report: 

1-1. United Statea and Soviet Combat-tc-Supnort Ratio», by 
Philip H. Lowry and William F. Scott, General Research 
Corporation. 

(Related *.o Chapter IV, DMC Final Report.) 

J.  SUPPORT FORCES. 
by Marvin N. Gordon and Johr D. Sltteraon, Jr.; vlth contract report: 

J-l. Contracting for Services In the Department of Defense, 
by Norman E. Betaque, Jr. and Thomas M. O'Hern, Jr., 
Logistics Management Institute. 

(Related to Chapter IV, DMC Final Report.) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMART 

Total Fore« Overview of U. S. Any 

Optimal Manning of Amy General Purpose Force« 

DMC staff was directed to prepare an overview 
paper on each Service, In teraa of the Total 
Force, focualng analyals on manpower requirements 
and mix of the General Purpose Forces. 

?ir*t part of study Is essentially Informational. 
Main point Is that Active Any manpower Is 
projeened in Five-Tear Plan to continue at present 
level of 78S,0OO in average ma.yeare—with a slight 
end-strength increaae (to 793,000) in FT 7T and 
thereattar to adjust for seasonal variations In 
the new budget year system. No lncresse in civilian 
manpower fa programmed by 'he Army. 

Analysis focuses on the Army's planned expansion 
to 16 active divisions, Including initially the 
uaa rf three Selected Reserve Brigades to round 
out three new "hybrid" divisions plus use of a 
number of additional, sepsrate round-out battalions 
from the Selected Reserve. This will be s major 
test under the Total Force concept. 

The study examines a number of problems in planned 
Army force structure that impact on manpower 
requirements and utilisation—including (a) short- 
comings of the hybrid divisions under the 16-diviHon 
program, and (b) problems sssoclated with three 
brigades in Germany (one already there plus two 
new ones under Nuiu Amendment) deployed there 
from parent divisions in CONUS. Some ideas for 
rationalizing the force structure In future vears 
are discussed, in terms of manpower. 

There Is strong Justification of the objective of 
16 Active Army divisions, but there are various 
practical problems affecting manpower i'.i the Army's 
present force structure plans. The rejult* of the 
efforts to use "hybrid" divisions with Selected 
Reserve round-out units will be especially significant 
in polncing the way for future decisions concerning 
the Total Force mix. 

It would appear that little, if iay, significant 
further military manpower savings can be projected 
in the Army General Purpose rorces, since major 
Army manpower savings otherwise achieved are 
being consumed in the 16-division program. A case 
could be made for some increase in such ma.mower, 
hopefully offset by savings elsewhers in the Army. 
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RECOMMENDAT\0N: Out the DMC accept thli study as a bail* 
for pertinent parts of the DMC Final Report. 
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U.S. ARMY 

TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW AND GENERAL PURPOSE FORCE MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS ISSUES 

PART I - OVERVIEW 

The purposes of this paper are:  (a) to present an Informational 

overview of the force structure and manpower of the U.S. Army, Including 

Its Reserve Components, In terns of the Total Force; and (b) to focus on 

the 16-dlvislon plan and other manpower requirements lrsues concerning 

th«> Army force structure, principally Army General Purpose Forces, on 

which the Defense Manpower Commlssloii should establish a position. 

(Other staff papers will focus on the support forces and other Issues.) 

Summary of Army Manpower In the Total Force 

U.S. Ar.jy Forces consist of the Active Army and its Reserve 

Components.  The Selected Reserve elements of the Army are the Army 

National Guard and the U.S. Army Reserve.  (Individual Reservists 

outside the Selected Keserve are treated separately In another DMC 

staff paper.)  Selected Army manpower data are suirar..ir:.zed as follows 

(Including FY 1964 as a pre-Vietnam baselin, year): 
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ARMY MANPOWER IN THE TOTAL FORCE 

(In Thousands) 
FY 77 

FY 64     FY 75        FY 76      FY 7T      DOD 
Actual  Authorized   Authorized   Authorized   Program6 

Active Military1 969.0 785.0 785.0* 793.0* 793.0 

Civilians1-2 453.2 401.8 401.8b 406.4b 407.7 

Direct Hire (360.0) (337.5) 

Indirect Hire3 ( 93.3) (64.3)3 

Any Nat'l Guard" 389.15 400.0 400. 0 400.0 400.0 

Army Reserve4             261.0s         22S.0 
Sources:    DoD Manpower Report for FY 

Authorization Act,  1975. 

219.0 
1976 and 197T; 

219.0             212.4 
Defense Appropriations 

1 End strength. 

2 Military functions only.  (Excludes separately funded civil functions.) 

Indirect hire not Included in manpower authorization controls prior 
to FY 76. Indirect hire figures for FY 75 as well as FY 64 are actual. 

Authorization for ARNG and USAR is minima average paid drill strength. 

5_ National Guard technicians were chsnged from State to Federal 
employees in FY 69. FY 64 dsta have been adjusted to include these 
technicians as if Federal civilian employees. 

As stated in DOD Budget for FY 76 and FY 7T, January 1975. For 
up-dated figures, see DOD Appropriation Authorization Request 
for FY 77, when submitted. 

* Less Army part of 9,000 Congressional cut (military) to be allocated 
by Sec Def. 

Programmed part of DOD total, subject to Sec Oef re-allocation of 
reduced total after Congressional cut for DOD overall. 
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Below is a breakdown of i tie Active military, civilian (direct and indirect hire) 

and Selected Reserve (paid drill strength) manpower of the Army, according to the 

main Defense Planning and Programming categoric», showing the trends FY74-FY77:* 

(Knd strengths, thousand») 

FY 74       FY 7 5        '-'7b FT 7 7 

Actual       Auth       Requested   ProjeCttd 

Strategic Forces 

Military 

Civilian 

Reserves 

Ceneral^ Purgose Forces 

Military 

Civilian 

Reserves 

Auxiliary Forces 

Military 

Civilian 

Reserves 

Mission Support Forces 

Military 

Civilian 

Reserves 

Cen ral Support Forces 

Military 

Civilian 

Individual (Active Mil) 

Cadets, Students, t rnes 

Patients, prison, trims. 

4.5 

.4 

1.6 

.4 

.9 

417.8 444.6 472.5 475.2 

45.3 46.5 45.7 47.3 

561.8 553.8 553.8 553.8 

40.1 

31.6 

15.2 

30.8 

27.3 

2». 1 

42.9 41.7 40.^ 39.7 

99.6 103.2 105.3 105.9 

26.0 2 3.9 21.9 22. 2 

144.9 528.7 121 .'■ 120.6 

227.6 224.0 221.5 225.2 

32.5 33.8 32.6 12.6 

134.2 133." 121.8 134.8 

(95.6) (95.5) 183.9) (100.4) 

(18.6) (38.4) (37.9) (34.4) 

Compiled fro.H D0D Manpower Requirements Report for FY 1976 and DOD Reserve Forces 

Manpower Requirement? Report tor FY 1976. For up-dating, see same reports for A 

FY 77, when published. 
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Organizatlon of the Active Army 

The Active Army In the United States Is under Heac garters, Department 

of the Army, In Washington.  DA commands Army activities In the United States 

(except Army elements under unified or specified joint commands).  Under 

the National Security Act of 1947, as amended by the Department of Defense 

Reorganization Act of 1958, IU also remains responsible for the administra- 

tion of, and the provision of personnel, equipment and support for, Army 

forces under the operational command of unified or specified commands 

overseas (or elsewhere). 

The Army command structure in CONUS underwent many changes in 1973. 

As a result, there are now three major commands under DA, as follows: 

• Forces Command (FORSCOM), with headquarters at V'ort McPherson, 

Georgia — Commands the deployable Active Army forces in ('ONUS, presently 

including two corps (III and XVIII Abu) and «11 the divisions and other 

deployable units, and the forces-oriented Installations on which those 

units are baaed. Also exercises command over three CONUS "field army" 

headquarters (dividing geographically the country, plus Puerto Rico), which, 

in turn, command the Army Reserve units in their areas and supervise USAR 

and Army National Guard training. The three "field armies" control and are 

assisted by nine Army Readiness Regions and by Active Army Advisory Groups 

working with the USAR and ARNG units. Ac'.ive Army troops under FORSCOM 

represented about 60Z of total Active Army military strength in 1974, with 

the proportion increasing in 1975-77. 

s Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOO), with headquarters at Fort 

Monroe, Virginia — Directs all Army individual training, including the 

Active training centers and Army schools* and exercises command over some 

♦Except the Army War College, which is directly under DA, and the Medical 
Training Center and Medical Service Schools. 
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22 major inetallatlona. Manages tha Amy ROTC, through four r«cently 

established regional activities. Aleo is responsible for the develop- 

ment of organization!, materiel requirements and doctrine; dlrecta three 

functional combat development agenclea (for administration, loglatlca, 

and combined iru operatlona) co-located and affiliated with key Army 

educatioaal Institutions. (NOTE: Iaauea of DMC lntereat in the areaa 

of training and education are addreiaed in aeparate DMC staff papera 

prepared by the Development and Utilization Group.) 

• Any Materiel Command (AMC), with headquarters in Alexandria, 

Virginia -- Reeponaibie for the design, development, procurement, distri- 

bution of, ir/. support services for, the Ar«y's combat and eupport materiel. 

Exercise« command over a number of subordinate "commodity commands" (An amenta 

Command, Electronics Command, Troop Support Command, etc.), the Teat and 

Evaluation Command, depote, laboratorlee, etc »nd aasociated inatallationa. 

In addition, there are a number of smaller but highly Important other 

activities directly under DA — notably including the Health Servicea Command 

(single manager for Army medical activities in th» • aited Statea), the 

Recruiting Command, the Army Intelligence Command, the Army Security Agency, 

the Strategic Communlcationa Command, the Army War College, and the U.S. 

Military Academy. 

Overseas the Army provides, administers and supnorts the Army force« 

which are under the operational comuan-" of the Unified Commanders. The 

principal Army components overaeas are U.S. Army, Europe (USAREUR), conaistlng 

primarily of the Seventh Army and support elements (4 1/3 divisions and 

other units in Germany in 1974, with two more combat brigades being added 

in 1975-76 under the Nunn Amendment); and the Eighth Army in Korea, now down 
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to one division plus supporting elements.  (The U.S. Amy Is In the proctss 

ot eliminating field army headquarters.) Other Amy organizations oversea» 

include the U.S. Army, Japan (primarily concerned with logistical activities 

and Installations on Okinawa and in mainland Japan), the Amy elements of 

SOUTHCOH in the Canal Zone, and the Army elements of various U.S. MAAGS, missions 

and attache activities accredited to foreign countries around the world. 

Army Force Structure 

The key combat unit in the Army is the division. The U.S. Army has 

several different types, which can be tailored in detailed organisation 

and strength, but typically would run In author .ted strength (at 1001 

manning levels with three brigades each) about as follows: 

Infantry Division 16,500 

Infantry Division (Mechanised)     16,300 

Armored Division 16,500 

Airborne Division (82nd) 14,900 

Airmobile Mvlslon (101st)        17,700 

The U.S. Army uses a Division Fcrce Equlvalei.r (DFE), sometimes called 

"division slice," for figuring . d allocating manpower requirements In an 

active theater of operations. For about ten years, this planning figure 

has been 48,000 for each division and It« proportionate share of all the 

other combat and support troops In the force. (NOTE: An analysis of U.S. 

Army combat-to-support ratios in comparison to those of the Soviet Army is 

provided in a separate DMC staff paper and the associated contract research 

report on that subject.) 

As of 1974, there were 13 divisions (actually 12 2/3, as one was short 

a brigade) plus four separate brigades and other units In the Active «nay, 

and 8 National Guard divisions plus 20 separate brigade« (general purpose) 
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•nd other unit» In tha Reaerve Components. 

A aaln eub.ject of DMC and Congreeslonsl lntirest concerning th« U.S. 

An; Forca structure la tha on-going DOD/Army program tc lncraaaa tha 

uumbar of Actlva Any divisions from 13 to 16 by and FY 76, lnJ .lally at 

laaat ualng a Reserve Component brigade to round out each of lour "hybrid" 

dlvlalona, plua ualng a nuaber of additional "round-out" bcttallona. 

At tha aane tine, tha Amy la forming two additional dlvlalona! brlgadaa 

for deployment to Europe under the Nunn Amendment. 1/ The Amy haa atatad 

that It can do thla progressively by internal reorganisation* and aanpover 

conversions with no significant lncreaae in authorised peraonnel (except 

a small end-strength adjustment for seasonal dlfferencea under the new 

fiscal year system;. DOD and Army five-year plans project a leveling off 

at the Active Army level of 16 divisions and end-year strengths of 793,000 

active military peraonnel, with no Increase in civilian employee levels. 

Some needed reorganisation of the Reserve Component force structure is 

bslng worked out (aa will be discussed separately), but with no lncreaae 

now programmed In paid drill strength. 

In i comparison of parloda of hostilities, the Army resched a high 

of 89 divisions and about 8.3 million in World War IX (Including about 

2.3 million in the Army Air Force); 20 actfvr divisions with 1,668,579 

active military personnel (including some mobilized Reserves) ss of 

31 March 1952 during the Korean War; and 19 active divisions with 

1,570,343 sctlve military personnel during the peak of the Vletrau. 

conflict (30 June 1968). 2/ 

1/    The Kunn Amendment (to the FY 75 Defense Appropriations Authorl.j-.ton Act) 
required the non-combat component of total U.S. military strength to be 
reduced by 18,000 by June 30, 1976 (6,000 by June 30, 1975) and authorized 
equivalent increases in combat strength. The Army's share of the non-combat 
cut in Europe and of the commensurate increase in combat strength there, 
as allocated by the Secretary of Defense, is about two thirds of the total. 

II    Source: Selected Manpower Statistics, DOD, OASD (Comptroller), May 1975.A 
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Soac other selected comparative data follow: 1/ 

FY 64 

DIVISIONS 

Active 16 

Reserve 29 

Total 49 

SEPARATE BRIGADES 

Acnlve 1/ 5 

Reserves 11 

Total 16 

ARMORED CAV REGTS 

Active * 

Reserve _2 

Total 7 

SPEC FORCES GPS 

Active 7 

Reserve _7 

Total 14 

FY 68 
(Vietnam) 

19 

_8 

28 

6 

20 

26 

5 

_4 

9 

FY 74    FY 77 Proposed II 

_4 

11 

13(-) 

_8 

21 

4 

20 4/ 

24 4/ 

3 

_4 

7 

16(-) 

_8 

24 

4 

20 4,' 

24 4/ 

4 

_4 

8 

p Sources: DOD Manpower Requirements Report for FY 1976; Report of 
Hearings before the SASC (94th Congress) on S.920 (DOD Appropriations 
Authorisation for FY 76 and FY 7T, Feb-Mar 1975). 

2/    Programmed as of spring 1975. 

V    Of the Active Army brigades, three are "special purpose" (Berlin, 
Alaska, Canal Zone). The fourth, in FY 75-77, is the newly-organired 
6th Armored Cavalry Brigade (Air Combat), a new type experimental 
unit formed in 1975.  In 1974 the fourth separate brigade was the 
197th, subsequently incorporated in one of the new hybrid divisions. 

4/ Of the Reserve (ARNG and USAR) separate brigades in FY 74-76 and 
programmed for FY 77, 20 are in the deployable "General Purpose Forces 
There Is an additional special purpose ARNG brigade, programmed for 
school troop support in the event of mobilization. 
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The projected lb divisions In the Active Armv at the end of FY 76 will 

vary from two Active brigades each to four, with varying use of additional 

"round-out" brigades and separate battalions; there also are 24 separate 

brigades (as sho- 'i in the preceding tables) and many other non-divisional 

combat units; and various Actlve/Xeserve battalion mixes are involved. 

Therefore, it is necessary to count the net changes in total numbers of 

brigades and combat battalions. 

In terms of Active Army brigades, there were 42 total in 1974 and 

there will be SO at the end of FY 76, a net Increase of eight. The Army 

and DOD prograrned two more for FY 77, to replace the round-out Reserve 

Component brigades In two of the hybrid divisions.  (The RC brigades would 

remain affiliated as augmentation units.) However, the Senate Armed Service 

Committee, in acting on the 16-dlvlslon plan in May 1975, stated its approva: 

of the plan to be "conditioned only if the Army . . . continues f.c maintain 

an Army National Guard or Reserve brigade as one of the threj brigades in 

each of the three proposed divisions."* The Committee went on to point out 

that the number of Army divisions is not authorized ad a matter of permanent 

law and will cont tnue to be subject to changes In the annual authorization 

and appropriatioi jrocess. 

In terms of Reserve Component brigades, the total of 44 (24 divisional 

and 20 non-divisional) is unchanged from FY 74 in the present programs for 

FY 76-77 and thereafter. 

♦Report No. 94-146, Senate Ar^ed Services Committee on S.920 (DOD Appro- 
priations Authorization Bill), May 1975, p. 115. 
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Maneuver battalions (counting other non-dlvlslonal combat unlta of 

Amor and Infantry aa wall at  thoaa Included In tht tabla above) totaled 

378 (172 Active and 206 Reserve) In FY 74 and (as of summer 1975, subject 

to change) were programmed to Increase to about 411 In FY 77 (205 Active 

and the »ane 206 Reaerve). Thus, the Active Any maneuver battalions, 

a meaningful measure of strength In combat units, would lncreaae by 27, 

Arty General Purpose Forces also Include other non-dlvlslonal unlta 

of Rangers, Field Artillery, Air Defense Artillery, Engineers, etc. In all, 

counting these units as well a» the maneuver battalions, the Army aretes 

that it haa programmed the addition of 48 new Active Army combat battalions 

by cod FY 76 (compared to FY 74), a 17Z increase in such units.  (Actually, 

some of these are converalona of previously existing units. I.e., con- 

verting three Construction Engineer battalions to Combat Engineer units.) 

Of these, 28 battalions will go toward making up the Active Army components 

of the three new "hybrid" divisions. Eight will be used to form the two 

new Nunn Amendment brigades for Europe (both ac'.ually fourth brigades, 

dc loyed in Germany, of two divisions in CONUS). 
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Two are new Ranger battalion!. Three arc the Engineer unit reorganlzatlona, 

previously «entloned.  The rumalndar are six field artillery battalion* and 

on« HAWK air defense battalion, to beef up non-dlvlalonal coabat support. 

(A tabular recapitulation of all the existing and programmed units In the 

Ac'lva Any cannot b* provided In this paper bacausa of security classification.) 

In addition to the changes in units, some significant manning increases 

sra prograssMd In the authorlted leval of actual rrganltstlon (ALO) of soaa 

units previously programed for manning st lass Chan full TOE strength. 

Summing up all the changes, Mr. !V.ul Phillips, then Acting Assistant 

Secretary of the Army (M4&A), atated before a Senate Armed Services 

Subcommittee on February 25, 1975 that the changes will 'ncreasa the 

Active Army's combat-to-support manpower ratio to 53:47 by the end of FT 76, 

compared to a FT 72 ratio of 41:59.2 

For example, the Army planned to Increase the U.S. vanning level of 

the 2nd Infantry Division In Korea (excluding attached Korean KATUSA personnel) 

from &QZ  (ALO-3) to 86X In FT 75, hoping to go higher In FY 76 and ultimately 

to 100X (ALO-1).  (Report of Hearings before SASC, 94th Congress, on S. 920, 

DOD Appropriations Authorization Bill for FY 76 and FT 7T, 1975, Part 3, 

pp. ll?7-98.) 

2 SASC Hearings, op. clt., p. 1155.  Appsrently Mr. Phillips used the 

"major combat units" (divisions plus) methodology which counts ss "combst" 

all manpower In divisions and all non-dlvlalonal combat units. For further 

discussion, see the separate DMC staff paper entitled, "U.S. and Soviet 

Combat-to-Support Ratios" and the associated contract study for the DMC by 

the General Research Corporation. 
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Europe 

Hawaii 

Alaaka 

Panama Canal Zone 

Far Eaat (Korea) 

12 

Projected en-J FY 76 peacetime deployments o( Active Army dlvlalona 

and aeparate brigade« are «« follows: 

CONUS 10 Division« (Including 3 with one brigade 

each in Europe and 3 hybrid divisions short 

1 active brigade each) 

4 Divisions + 3 Brigades (from C0N1JS divisions) 

1 Brigade (special purpose, Berlin) 

i Division (hybrid, shore one brigade) 

1 Brigade (special purpose) 

1 Brigade (special purpose) 

1 Division (rounded out by KATUSAs) 

The foregoing information hat bean furnished lc considerable detail 

becauae the 24-dlvlslon (16 active and 8 reserve) structure and manpower 

levels programmed for FY 76-7T have been projected by DA and DOI) to continue, 

at lenst In general outline, throughout the five-year planning period—subject 

to changes in details which may be programmed by DOD/DA and, of course, to 

Congressional action in the annual authorisation and appropriation proceascs. 

Further details concerning the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve 

and their future manpower requirements are pressnted In the separata 

DNC staff papers entitled "Overview of the Reserve Components" and "Selected 

Reserve Issues." 

Issues covsrlng the civilian employee components and contracting for 

services in the Army (and the other Services) are treated primarily aa part 

of the sepsrate DHC staff paper on "Support Force Issues". 

Selected Issues concerning the future manpower requirements of the Army, 

primarily concerning its General Purpose Forces, are treated in Part II. 
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PART II - SELECTED ISSUES:  «MY FORCE STRUCTOtt AMP MANPOWER 

Mguimaarre 

GENERAL 

This section focuaea on th« Army'» 16-divlilon plan and other 

manpower requirements Issues concerning the Army forca atructure, 

principally Army Ccnecal Purpose Forces, on which the L'fense Manpower 

Commission should establish a position. 

Incremental Costa of Addltonal Army Division 

At a hearing by the Manpower Subcommittee of the Senate Armed 

Services Committee on February 25, 1975, Mr. Faul Phillip» (then 

Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army, M&RA), responding to a question 

by Senator Nunn, acknowledged the sizeable manpower reductions which 

might have been possible if the Army had remained at 13 divisions. He 

alao explained other currently estimated Incremental coats of 

adding the three new divisions, totaling approximately $2.0 billion for 

the five-year period FY76-FY80—including about $409 million In new 

conatructlon, about $1.3 billion for equipment requirements over five 

years, and lncreaaed operating coata (excluding military personnel) of 

$51 million In FY76 and $31-37 million (In constant dollars) annually 

thereafter.!^ No additional training costs were cited, although it 

is obvious that significant training savings ecuid have been achieved 

with a smaller force. 

Requirement» for Army General Purpose Forces 

If the Army can create three more divisions (at least in hybrid 

form) without an Increase in manpower, an obvious question Is: 

1/ Report of Hearing on S.920 (Defense Appropriations Authorization 

Bill), SASC, Part 3, Feb-March 1975, pp. 1177-78. 
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Why shouldn't the Art.y hold at the 13-dlvlelon le» il »t<d turn th* savings 

back to thi taxpayers? In response to this question, tha Department of 

Defense has provldad strong justification for a U.S. Arny active fore« 

of 16 divisions, plus reserve ccaponents. 

In his Annual Defense Department Report submitted to the Congreas 

In February 1975, Secretary Schleslnger discussed the worldwide military 

balance, Including the atrateglc nuclear aspects. In part of that 

report he a4dr<>a»ed particularly tha balance of military forcaa In 

Western and Central Europe, where U.S. and NVTO force« have been directly 

confronted by some 27 Soviet and 31 other Warsaw Pact divisions (smaller 

than U.S. divisions) vlth some 16,000 tanks and about 2,900 tactical 

aircraft In East Germany, Polatil and Czechoslovakia alone.—  (And ve 

know from official Intelligence estimates and our study of unclassified 

materials from eputable sources^' that th« Soviet/Warsaw Pact Forcea 

Immediately confronting NATO are backed up by large Soviet Forces In the 

USSR, Although aooE are committed to the China Frontier, plus a tremen- 

dous Soviet mobilization capacity.!') Mr. Schleslnger alao addressed 

1/ Pp. 1-19, Itl-3,4. 

2/ For example, see The Military Balance. 1975-1976, International 
Institute for Strategic Studies, London, 1975; and Jeffrey Record, 
Siting Up the Soviet Anay, The Brookings Institution, Washington, 
1975. IISS estimates Soviet ground forces at about 1.8 million in 
the Soviet Army plus about 310,000 KGB and MVD security troops, total 
aoout 2.1 million, excluding 17,000 Soviet naval Infantry troops 
(comparable to U.S. Karines). 

3/  For further detailed estimates of Soviet Army strengths and the 
numbers snd size of the different types of some 166-167 so-called 
'divisions" (some manned at only 2/3 or 1/3 strength bur. rapidly 
mobillzable), see separate DMC staff paper and accompanying contract 
research study by the General Research Corporation on "US and Soviet 
Combat-to-Support Ratios." 
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Chlnese military strength and other factor« worldwide affecting the 

need for US ground forces. He went on to make a strong case for 16 

active U.S. Army divisions In the context of the Total Force. HI« 

stated rationale for the 16-di\'sion Is so pertinent to this paper 

that It Is extracted and attached (Appendix A). 

In chair turns before Congressional committees in 1975, Secretary 

of the Aimy Calloway, General Weyand (the Army Chief of Staff) and 

Mr. Paul Phillips all emphasized the need for the 16-dlvlslon active force. 

General Weyand stated that "Since 1968, while we have cut our Army In 

half, the Soviets have added 20 more combat divisions."!' 

General Weyand stated: 

As you know, our NATO commitment alone exceeds 20 combat 
divisions and a considerable number of non-divisional unite, 
and the best considered military judgment of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff has established a requirement of 30 divisions (Including 
Reserves) with a lov-rlsk Army force level. II 

Under questioning he explained, "That figure i. 30 divisions Is what the 

JCS believe that we requited to respond not only to NATO but to uni- 

lateral contingency problems ... 30 divisions worldwide.!'  General 

Weyand explained further: 

Our objective ... 1? to build 16 active Army divisions from 
roughly the same resources used to provide 13 divisions in 1974. 
Our plan to do this Involves the creation of three new, active 
combat divisions from existing units and manpower, both active 
and Reserve, that had been made available by the conversion from 
support to combat fur.ction9.it' 

1/    Statement by General Fn;d C. Weyand, before the Co-suittee on 
Armed Services, House of Representatives, February 26, 1975. 

2/ SASC Hearings, op cit, p. 1123. 

3/    Ibid. 

4/    Ibid.,  p.   1122. 
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Hr. Phillips stated that, "Over th* years, cur brat military judgment 

has determined that in a conventional war the Any would require 

about 30 divisions (Active and Reserve) to provia« the United States 

with a low-risk force and a high probability of success." Ht- went on 

to tell the Senate Committee: 

A low-risk force of 30 divisions would be too expensive 
considering other claimants Tor natural resources. However, 
we now have the opportunity to create additional combat power 
from within our current manpower authorizations and we should 
do so. We ecu do so if you will again authorize us to remain 
at a strength of 785,000. Our Army would be significantly 
better than in 1972 when we reached the low of 12 2/3 divisions 
with an 810,000 end strength, presumiug [then] that we could 
aake much greater immediate use of large Reserve component units 
than we now know to be possible. At the 13-div'ston level, we 
had simply gone too far in our post-Vietnam fo- .-. reductions.1/ 

The DMC staff's extensive study of pertinent, .naterlals^' and the 

various official briefings for the Commissioners and staff (by 0SD, 

DIA, OJCS and CIA) support the need for iucreased capabilities in the 

Active and Reserve components in the U.S. Army, especially considering 

the Soviet threat to the United States and to NATO Europe, but also 

considering other problems In the worldwide situation, both present 

and potential. We are deeply concerned about the increased Soviet 

threat and the shortcomings of the United States and NATO military 

poFture, aside from our strategic forces. 

1/ Op. cit., p. 1155. 

2/    Specifically includes a number of studies published by the 
Brookings Institution and the International Institute of 
Strategic Studies. 
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Assumlng or given the need for the expanded Active Army Forcr. of 

16 divisions (including the hybrid division» and the Nunn Amendment 

brigades In Europe), this Commission under Its charter still oust concern 

Itself further with the manpower Implications—with the Army's current and 

projected . ..move: requirements and how that manpower will be used. The 

ensuing discussion focuses on several selected Issues In that area or 

related areas. 

SEI.ECTED ISSUES 

A Closer Look at the 16-Dlvlslon Plan 

As mentioned earlier, all three of the new "divisions" (as well 

as the older 25th In Hawaii) Initially are "hybrids," each short 

one active brigade but In the event of mobilization to be "rounded-out" 

by an affiliated brigade of the Army National Guard or Reserve. 

Two of these new hybrid divisions will additionally be short 

another Active battalion each, and several other CONUS divisions 

will also be short of battalions, again relying on Reserve Component 

"round-out" units. In all, as of mld-1975, the Army Staff was planning 

on using 12 separate round-out battalions by end FY76, 11 at the end of 

FY77. (These figures are subject to change as the Army reviews and 

modifies its plans following Congressional action on the FY7C Defense 

Authorization Bill.) 

Moreover, two of the new hybrid divisions (the 24th Infantry Division 

with headquarters at Fort Stewart, Ga., and the 5th Infantry Division 

(Mechanized) with headquarters at Fort Polk, La.) will, at least 
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through FY 76, have only one Active Army brigade each located with the 

parent division headquarters and other division baae units. The other 

two brigades, redeslgnated (with alight reorganisation) from "school 

troops" brigades previously existing at the Infantry and Amor Schools, 

wiU continue In those "school troop" roles at Fort Banning and Fort 

Knox, respectively. 

Additionally, there are soae very serious problems about equipment 

for the new divisions, which relate to the viability of the whole plan 

but are essentially outside the charter of the DMC. 

Thus the Army's 16-divlsion plan should be seen as exactly what 

it is—with no Illusion that somehow the Army Is producing three new, 

full, ready-to-go Active divisions, plus the new two Munn Amendement 

brigades In Europe (to be discussed further below), all with adequate 

support—and all with no increase in manpower. 

Because of their ovn concerns about theee same matters, the Army 

and DOD planned to create an additional Active brigade for each of these 

two "hybrid" divisions in FY77, using manpower spaces hopefully squeexed 

from savings elsewhere and alao using the additional time to procure 

needed equipment. Under that plan, the two Reserve Component brigades 

would continue in affiliated status as augmentation units but no longer 

relied on to "round-out" the divisions. This reflect» DOD/Ai«y 

doubt that Army Guard and Reserve units of brigade or larger tAte 

can realistically maintain and sustain the high readiness status 

required for the quick deployment capability expected of Active 

Army divisions. The two new hybrid divisions at torts Stewart 

and Folk were selected to be filled out with Active brigades first 
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because of their having onlv a brigade «ach located at their 

bare stations. Clearly, the Aray hoped to fill out the third new 

ilvislon ultimately, If It could squeeze out the manpower and obtain 

the equipment to do ao . 

Meanwhile, however, aa previously noted, the Senate Anted Services 

Commute, in its report on the FY76 Defense Authorization Bill, 

stated its approval of the 16-dlvlaion plan to be "conditioned only 

if the Aray fully carries out Its present plan and continue« to maintain 

an Army National Guard or Reserve brigade as one of the three brigades 

in each of the three proposed divisions." The Committee said nothing 

about the separate round-out battalions.  Obviously the Army it having 

to adjust its planning accordingly. The Senate action doe* not u^p the 

Army from trying to reprcgram the sac, .wer that would have gone into 

the two new brigades so as to for» battalions in Till  if that manpower 

is authorized for FY77 U big "IF") but that would slo little to fill out 

the truncated "divisions" at Forts Stewart and ?<>lk. 

Round-Out and thg Total Force Policy 

In terms of the Total Fore« concspt, the Aray's affiliation 

program (affiliating Reserve Component brigade« and battalions with 

Active Army divisions for training, etc.) is a  wholly laudable one 

which already is paying dividend» in improved readiness and aoral* in 

the affiliated units. Going one step further and relying oa the 

affiliated units to "round-out" Active division» is a major example 

and genuine test of the Total Force concept a» applied to the Aray, 

The round-out units would be given special attention *nd extraor- 

dinary support, which they must have if they are to achieve the necaesary 
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dcgree of readiness to be able to mobilize rapidly and deploy and fight 

effectively with their affiliated Active divisions.  Even so, the question 

remains as to whether it is realistic to consider that «uch Guard and 

Reserve units can really achieve and maintain the necessary readiness. 

The round-out concept has proved itself to be successful in the special 

case of the hybrid 25th Division in Hawaii, given geographic proximity and 

other very sped.*'! factors including the expecially strong and proud Guard 

anl Reserve units Involved and total support from both them and the Ac ive 

Army side.  By contrast, the CONUS hybrid divisions and their round-out 

units face different circus nances, and the questions remain. 

The cited action by the Senate Armed Services Commlttc » is going 

to fore«. * genuine teat of the round-out and hybrid dlvlsloi concept 

and focus Increased attention on that test—much mare so than if 

the .rrsngemrts were viewed as just a temporary, interim device pending 

the filling out of the divisions with Active units. This should 

challenge both sides, both Active tad flescrve Components, who will have to 

work very hard to make the coi.cept succeed, and the necessary first-line 

equipment -Jill have to be provided and funded. If it works successfully, 

then a maior breakthrough in implementing the Total Force concept will 

have been achieved and the pattern should be continued. If it does not, 

and the results are faced realistically, chen the consequences must be 

to step relying on the Army Reserve CoDjionents to do things that 

only adequate Active Forces can do. 

A related problem is,wr.erc do the affiliation and round-out programs 

leave the National Gimrd divisions which do not participate in these 

programs? That and othit issues concerning the Selected Reserve 

will be addressed in a paper on "Selected Reserve Issue». " 
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Th« Nunn Amendment Brigades In Europe. As previously noted, the 

Amy Is creating two new brigades for deployment to Germany, as part of 

the U.S. Army, Europe, under the prov':?nns of the Nunn Amendment calling 

for reduction In FY75-76 of 18,0'/0 U.S. support personnel there (all 

services) but authorizing their replacement with combat units. Each 

Nuun brigade will be a fourth, .:>rvard deployed brigade of a CONUS 

divialon.earmarked for wartime deploymer". to Europe. Each brigade will 

have its headquarters and aupport elements permanently stationed In 

Germany, with the maneuver battalions (armor and Infantry) rotating 

periodically from the parent division In CONUS. This arrangement not 

only Is costly but Is impacting severely on the readiness of the parent 

divisions in CONUS (as described in a separate paper on this subject 

by the Development and Utilisation Group and Reginald Brown). 

Meanwhile, the Army has already had a brigade from the 1st Infantry 

Division permanently stationed in Germany as part of Seventh Army. 

The rest of the 1st Division Is stationed in CONUS at Fort Rlley, 

committed to NATO, with Its personnel periodically airlifted there 

temporarily on REFORGER exercise« involving the use of equipment 

pre-positioned in Europe. That might have made sense as an 

economy measure (reducing gold outflow, etc.) and the Armed Forces 

have committed themselves to making the REFORGER system work; but it is 

hardly the best system in terms of military efficacy. (We know that 

more than one senior military commander in Europe has been concerned 

about this, while necessarily accepting the decision.) 

Now that the two Nunn brigades are being added, the question is, 

why have three separate divisional brigades in Europe—each separated 

from its parent division thousands of miles away in CONUS? The division 
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la the basic self-sustaining combat organisation of the Any, not a 

divisional brigade. The problem« of the separate brigades lc thla 

lnatance are horrendous, the readiness of the parent diviaions of the 

two Nunn brigades la Impaired> and the adequacy of sustained aupport 

for the expanded USAREUR combat force la questionable (haa been questioned 

by a foraer CINCUSASEUR). 

Rationalisation of the Force Structure. 

In light of the foregoing, why not combine the three aeparate 

division brlgadea into a fifth division in USAREUR, with the necessary 

additional divisional headquarters and aupport elements, thereby creating 

a more effective combat force, with more punch and sustaining power? This 

would solve every single problem that has been mentioned above. And 

the parent "heavy" divisions of the Nunn brigades, besides being able 

to recover their readiness, would be back down to their normal three- 

brigade size, a more manageable and efficient force. It would take a 

few more thousand troops in Europe, but the necessary manpower could 

come from eliminating one of the hybrid division baae organlzationa in 

CONUS, not yet fully formed, anyway. Or manpower spaces could come from 

not activating the two new Active brigades for the hybrid divisions. 

It probably is too late to do any of the restructuring Indicated 

sbove, at least in the near term, without further undesirable turbulence. 

However, the foregoing observations have been set forth to show what a tan- 

gle the Army's force structure has gotten into—an Army which has done a 

truly superb Job of rebuilding in many respects but which now is confronted 

with the results of a number of incremental actions, some of which were 
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forced on the A;my. All of this Impacts on ehe requirements f.*r and 

utilization of Army manpower, which Is not being us.d to maximum cost- 

effectiveness in the force structure described above. As the Any 

proceeds Into the decade ahead, and depending Importantly on the 

results of the Total Force experiment with the new hybrid divisions, 

consideration should be given (by the Army, the Department of Defense 

and the Congrer.a) to modifying the Amy's force structure into t more 

rational one. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There are serious problems In the Army's present force structure 

plans, as discussed above. The coming decade should afford an opportunity 

to resolve these problems. 

The use of Reserve Component units to "round out" Active Army 

divisions Is a major new effort to implement the Total Force concept. 

The success of this experiment remains to be seen, ir terms of the ability 

of the round-out units, with Active Army support, to achieve and 

sustain the necessary levels of readiness. The continuation of such a 

degree of reliance on Selected Reserve round-ou: units depends on the 

success of the experiment over the next several years. The results 

will impact '/n the subsequent force structure of both Active and 

•selected Reserve units of the Army. 

The Army's total manpower requirements end optimal Total Force 

manpower mix for the next decade cannot be completely projected until 

further studies tha: are in process are completed (especially the 

papers on Support Forces, Selectsd Kuserve Issues, and Individual 

Reserves) .- 

1/ See the DMC Final Report, when published, for estimates of overall 
dpfense manpower requirements for the next decade. 
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Insofar ■• can be projected for the »nalyei* of »elected issues 

concerning the Amy'« General Purpose Force», It would appear that 

little, If any, algnlflcant further allltary manpower «avlnga can be 

projected In theae vital parta of the Aray. Major aavlnga In various 

part» of Aray manpower have already been accrued, but the net military 

manpower aavlnga that othervlaa would have been poaalble are being 

applied, and uaed up, In the 16-dlvlalon program. Indeed, a good caae 

could be made for »one aodeat lncreaaaa In General Purpoae Forcea 

military manpower to coapleta the 16-dlvlalon program and permit the 

auggaated changes In the USARBUR force structure,  .'ending the final 

reaults of the other related studlea, we could expect any Increased 

allltary manpower In the Aray General Purpoae Forcea to be more than 

offaet by savings elsewhere In the Aray Total Force. 

RECOMMENDATION 

It la recommended that he Defense Manpower Commission accept the 

foregoing analyais and conclusions as a baala for Dreoar.Uion of 

pertinent aectlona of the DMC Final Report. 
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AFFENDIX A 

Following la an extract  (Pages 111-13 - 16) of the Report 

of Secretary of Dcfcnae James R.  ScUeslnger to the Congreaa on the 

FY1976 and FY197T,  Feburary 5,  1975: 

The Ground Forcea 

Despite the advancea of modem  technology, no one doubts  the 
need for ground  forcea  In most conventional    onfllcts.     There is 
»o other  full  countemeaaure to eneny  ground  forcea.     They are  the 
k«y element  in holding territory against attack,  and  (of  course) 
they can alao seize enemy  territory or threaten to do eo.     Because 
of thla versatility,  they provide the most effective leverage that 
"* have available in bringing an enemy to terms.    For all these 
"»son»,   the ground  forces are an Indispensable  Ingredient of any 
"o-i-nuclear deterrent. 

In !964 we aet our Army strength at 16 1/3 active and 8 reserve 
divisions.     In the aftermath of Vietnam,  the change  In strategic 
concept, budgetary preasures, and the concerns about the feasibility 
of the all-volunteer force, we reduced the Army objective to 13 
active and 8 reserve divisions.     (The Marines,  as you know, maintain 
3 active divisions and air wings by law.)    Now we believe that we 
should return cc the 16 active and 8 le&erve division objective 
provided that the Army is able to improve its "te«th-to-tall" ratio 
and find more combat spaces within its existing manpower total. 

Some observers have asked why,  If 13 active divisions was a good 
enough number several years ago, we now need to revise the number 
upward.    Others have suggested that,  if there »re support spaces to 
be saved, we should return the money to the Treasury  rather than 
provide the Army with this allegedly perverse and unnecessary  incentive 
to become more efficient. But these criticisms mi&s the point that we 
had already gone too far in reducing our active-duty ground forces. 

When the previous administration changed the strategic con- 
cept and set an objective of  13 active Army divisions,   it did so 
on the assumption that ou.r high-priority National Guard and Reserve 
divisions would achieve (.ufficiently high standards of combat 
readinecs io that we could deploy thea a.jost as rapidly as our 
active Army divisions.    We have now concluded, however,  that such 
heavy reliance on the Guard and Reserve divisions  foi  initial defense 
missions would be imprudent.     It is worth rememb^ling,  in this 
connection,  that it took a minimum of eleven ncntna to ready these 
divisions for combat in World War II and Korea. 
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Our plant  for Initial defense ahould depend priaarlly on the 
active forces  for two aaln reaaona.    First, we might have very  few 
days or weeks In which to rtady and deploy  forces before  the out- 
break of  fighting.    Second,  as Batters now stand, we oust depend prlnarllv 
on active duty  ground force units  to Beet such demanding schedules. 

This  Is not  to say that Guard and Reserve units would not 
have laportant  roles to play In conventional conflicts of  the future. 
Mobilisation and deployment schedules Bight prove  less deaanding than 
I tiave Indicated,  In which caae we night b<i wining to call up the 
aaln reserve units.     In addition,   they can continue to servx ss  the 
long-war hedge described earlier. 

In other words.   If we ere to set  responsibly  toward the 
Nstlonal Uuard and Reserve, we ahould atop pretending that we can 
use all of  then aa  full substitutes  for active-duty ground  forces. 
Obviously  they csn be useful   In special  circumstances such as  the 
csllup during the Berlin crisis of 1961.    Eventually  they did 
play an laportant rola In World War II and Korea,   and they Bight 
have done so In Vletnaa had there been the political will to call 
the« to active duty.    But  In circumstances where there are only 
short periods of warning and the Boat decisive battles of the 
war occur during the first days snd weeks of conflict,  then the 
active-duty ground  forces must bear the brunt of the  Initial de- 
fense.    Nonetheless, we will still rely on  two brigades and a nuaber 
of separata maneuve.   battaliona fron our Reserve Components to round- 
out tha 16 division active Anry force that we are planning. 

There jstlll reaalna the question of why we need 16 rather 
than 13 active-duty Amy divisions.    Part of the answer obviously 
lies In a greater substitution of active-duty components  for 
reserve units In our initial defense force.    But of even greater 
laportance Is our hallef that  in ehe aftennath of Vietnam and 
the changeover to the all-volur.teer force, we basically wer.t too far 
In reducing our active-duty ground forcea. 

For moat contingencies,  the ground force requirement depends 
on several fsctors.    Tue  first is the ratio of  force co space. 
Whether we sre talking about Central Europe or Korea,  If a front 
la to be held alor.g its  length with a  reasonable degree of  confidence, 
there must be a alnimum density of manpower along that front, with no 
significant gaps between units.    Second, there should be a reserve — 
both locally and at higher levels, that can be allocated to halt 
penetration's or develop counterattacka.    Third,  certain ratios  — 
whether we are talking about manpower,  manpower In maneuver battalions, 
firepower scores,  or weapons effects Indicators — should not be allowed 
to favor an attacker by too great a marjf.in.     For example.   If en attacker 
could achieve a favorable overall ratio of perhaps 1.5:1 in several 
of these respects, he could embark on such  large local concentrations 
that the defender would find it difficult to prevent one or more 
breakthroughs. 
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With these factor* In Bind, and a datallad knowledge of the 
eapabllltlee of both allies and potential enemies,  It baconaa 
possible to calculate tha needed Input of ground forcea by the 
United State« to provide an adequate Initial defense in any (Ivan 
theater, and tha deterrence that go** with it. 

Our current strategic concept,  the nalntenance of two aajor 
atronipolnte in con'jnctlon with our alllet, and the need to pro- 
vide a highly combai-re*dy force for Initial defense pretty well 
dictate our ground force requirement.    To satisfy this minimum Initial 
defense  requirement (tha United Statea ultimately deployed 90 
large divisions in World War II), not only would we want 16 active- 
duty Army divisions; we would also have  to depend heavily on the 
three active-duty Marina division« t« help fill the need. 

Within a t~cal active Army strength of 783,000 men and women, 
we obviously cannot expect to acquire the full 16 dlvlalon forca 
or anything like it a» , *-t cf tb* standing Any.    Evan if wc 
are able to bring our overhead for training support and command 
down to 25 percent of the total, tli.-.t will still leave ua with 
fewer than 590,000 people for the ground forcea.    At thla level, 
«a must continue to draw on the reserve for «elected combat unit« 
aa veil aa for critical supporting elements of the division slices. 

Given a'l   these  circumstances,  I believe that the Congress 
not onlV should endorse the goal of  16 active-duty Army divisions, 
but should alto join in: 

— continuing to offer th» Army the incentive to convert 
apace» from support to combat by allowing them to retain 
the benefits of real efficiencies in the form of Increased 
combat power; 

~ maintaining active-duty Army strength at the minimum 
level of  785,000 despite the high cost of manpower and 
the understandable temptation to reduce military personnel 
as   in allegedly quick way to save money; 

— considering whether,  In fact, we should not increat.« actlvi- 
Army m/tspower so a« to reduce still further our dependence 
on the Guard and Reservt for our initial defense forces. 

If the Ccngr«ss will provide this kind of support,  the Department 
la confident  that General Weyand -- following the example »o powerfully 
act by Generil Abrams  — will ensure the evolution of a Xo.an and 
capabli Army of which we can all be proud.    We art also confident 
that our r/erall r.cr.-uucl»ar deterrent — ind thus »11 deterrence — 
will be substantially strengthened. 
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SUBJECT:      Total Force Overview and General Purpose Force 
Manpower Requirements Issuea of the U.S. Navy 

ISSUES:       o Unique Navy Problems 

o Active/Reserve Mix 

o Manpower Requirements Determination Problems 

o Rotation - Tempo of Operations 

o Number of Aircraft Carriers 

o Manpower Requirements 

BACKGROUND:   The DMC Staff was directed to prepare an overview paper on 
each Service In term* of, the Total Force and to focus on 
Issues pertaining to General Purpose Forces. 

CONCLUSIONS:  The U. S. Navy doea have unique problems in manpower matters 
compered to other Services. 

Continued attenti  should be given to the Neval Reserve 
to Integrate It *-.*..er with the active force«. 

The Navy's manpower requirements determination process Is 
being Improved but needs strong and continued support. 

Rotation and tempo of operation have major manpower 
implications on manpower planning. 

The Staff accepts without issue the latest Secretary of 
Defense actions on the carrier program level, earlier 
marked for study. 

The Staff sees little likelihood oi  farther major savings 
in manpower of the General Purpose Forces of the active 
Navy and believes present DoD manpower projections should 
be tentatively accepted. 

RECOMMENDATION: The DMC accept this paper as basis for the preparation 
of pertinent parts of the DMC final report . 
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U.S.  NAVY 

TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW AND GENERAI. PURPOSE FORCE 
MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS ISSUES 

[.  PURPOSE 

The purposes of this paper are: (a) t ->  present an overview of the 

force stru :ture and the manpower of the U.S. Navy in terms of the Total 

Force; arJ (b) to focus on manpower requirement issues concerning the 

naval force structure, primarily the naval General Purposes Forces, which 

are of Interest to the Defense Manpower Cosniiiaion. Other staff papers 

will focus on the support forces and other issues. 

II.  TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW 

A. Naval Force Structure - At the height of the Vietnam War In 

1963, the U. S. Navy had a force structure of 976 ships. The structure 

has been reduced to some 490 ships (with a low of 480 projected by the end 

of FY 76). Current plans and Congressiorally-approved shipbuilding programs 

call for the fleet to increase from tb"  FY 76 low to 509 by the end of KY 77. 

The Navy has set as its objective, a Navy of 600 ships; however, neither the 

Secretary of Defense nor the Congress has indicated approval of that 

level at this tim.». The present and recent Navy force structure follows: 

B 
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NAVY FORCE STK .IJM 

Typ* of Ship Number c 
FY 74 

t Active Fo 
FY 75 

.  'hips 

Submarines: 1U 116 115 

ballistic S .,.,iU (SSBN) 
Nucie*r At  V (SSN) 
MeG'cl Attack (SS) 

41 
61 

•   1 

6; 
ii 

.1 
;8 
10 

Carriers: i3 15 13 

Attack (CV/.) 
:'ulti-purp)se (C.' * 
Nuclei Attack (CVa/i, 
Nucltar 'mltl purpose (UfN) 
Training i'CVT) 

u 
3 

J 

l 

7 
6 
2 
0 
0 n 

Surfac» Combatan .;'"■• 162 i^l • ~t 

eruisers 
Destrnye '.s: 

mil fram 
DD 931/945 
DDG 
DLG 
DDGN 
DD963 

92~ 
\8 
14 
29 
28 
3 
0 

28 
73 
18 
.:."» 
38 
0 
0 
3 

28 
"■6 
15 
1', 
39 
0 
0 
'/• 

Escort Ships: 
DE 
DEG 

tr igetes: 

FFG 

64 
58 
6 
0 
0 
r 

0 
0 
0 

64 
58 
6 

0 
0 
0 
64 
58 
6 

AmphiMous Forces £6 f 63 

Support Forces: 135 126 Ml 

Underway Replenirhmr.it 
Auxiliaries 

49 
86 U 

41 
76 

Patrol Craft - ii I 

Minesweepers 9 3 3 

TOTALS 515 504 490 

*Multi-"'. ~ose carriers combine attack and ASW capabilities; all CVAs nil. 
eventv illy bft converted to CVs with the exception of the MXDWAY. 

**0n June 30 I'^S, several surface combatants were redes ^gn.-'ed: Cruisers - 
DI.GN to C&N, ULG-lb and DLG-26 classes to CG; Destroyers - 1:^5-6 class t* 
DDG; Frigates - DE to FF and DEG to FFG. Ther-? was no increase in cruisers 
from FY74 to FY7I other than the redeaignation of destroyers. B 
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Active Tactical Air forces 

NAViX RESERVE FORCE i >HIPS 

Type of Ship 
n  74 

Number 
FY 75 FY 76 

Deafroyars 37 34 30 

Amphibious Warfare Ships 0 0 3 

Mine Warfare Shipa 25 31 22 

Patrol Ships _0 _0 _8 

TOTAL 

NAVAL 

62 

AIR FORCES 

65 

Number 

63 

FY 74 FY 75 FY 76 

Fighter/Attack Squadrons 
Reconn & EW Squadrons 

68 
30 
98 

70 
31 

101 

65 
32 
97 

Active AC» Squadrons 

Land Based 
Ship Based 

24 
23 
47 

24 
23 
47 

24 
27 
51 

Naval Reserve 

Attack Carrier Air Wings 
Reserve Tactical Spt Wing 
Carrier Anti-Sub:j.trine 

Aviation Group 
Reserve Patrol Wing 

2 
1 

2 
2 
7 

2 
1 

2 
2 
7 

2 
1 

1 
2 
6 

piÄI*M*vW^8ftW$Ml!|^1K 

For FY 76, the squadrons of the Tactical Naval Air Forces are 

organized into 12 Carrier Air Wings. ASW aircraft forces include 

squadrons of carrier-based (fixed wing and helicopter) and squadrons 

of land-based P-3 patrol aircraft. 
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B.  Suwnary cf flavy Manpower In the Total Force - U. S. Navel 

forces conu-Ut of the active Navy, Including Its civilian coreponent, and 

the Naval Stscrve.  Selected Naval manpower data are summarized as follows. 

(Including FT 190* j» a pre-Vietnam baseline year): 

NAVAL MANPOVS« IN TH.K T0TA1 FORCE 
(End Strengths In Thousands) 

FT 6'«    m  75    Pt 76    FY7T     FT 77 
Actual   Author-  Author-  Author-  DOC 

iced lied iced Progra« 

Active Military* 667.6 540.0 528.7 535.9 546.0 
Civilians 327.8 310.0 313.8 ■114.2 319.8 

Direct Hire 314.7 300.3 304.4 304.8 310.4 
Indirect Hire 13.1 9.'' 9.4 9.4 ?.4 

Naval Reserve** 123.3 117.0 106.0 106.0 ?;:.o 

* End Strength 

** Minimum average paid drill strength 

See Table I for Manpower Program breakdown. 
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18.6 IP.9 19.6 20.4 

1. 1 1.4 1 .5 1.8 

P.I (1.1 0.1 0.1 

\AV\ 

Kolt'w   U a breakdown ol   the   active   milttarv,   civUUn   i «J f r«»< i   and   Indirect   hire), 

.mil Sheeted Reserve  (paid drill  RtrenRtlO manpower of  th« Na- . according to the 
■naiti ft.'ftuise  Planning and Progi'iunming categories,  showing t'.c trends FY  74-FY  77* 

(KnJ  Strength«,   thousand*} 

FY   1974 FY   l<»75 F*   197ft FY   ]<*!■ 

Actu.il Author! ?»■■n      Requested Fro Joe led 

S tr .i'_ »filt Fo rrfs 

Military 

Civilian 

Reserve» 

General  Purpose Forces 

Military 

Civilian 

Re serve- s 

Auxiliarv Forces 

Militrtty 

Civil van 

Reserves 

^l^*l?Tl -*up£ort J*£rve* 

Military 

Civilian 

Reserve» 

236. K 245.1 »41.1 249.2 

5.7 5.5 5.9 6.1 

63.0 60.4 45.6 45.4 

29. 7 31.0 29.5 26.8 

46.5 47.8 45.2 45,2 

6.1 i . 4 7.1 7.1 

67.1 73.'. 69.5 69.5 

35.5 36.2 37.8 37.8 

26.0 25.9 21.9 22. 1 

(\i!itr<*_l Sui^r_t Jorges 

Mil it.»TV 

Civilian 

Individual (Active Mil) 

Kdsbpn, Students, trues 

Pat.ents, prison, trans. 

I'ompiled from D0D Manpower Requirements Report for FY 1476 and DO0 Reserve Forces 

Manpower requirements Repnrt for FY 1976, For up-dating, see same reports for FY 

when published. 

87.2 B6.1 86..' 85.8 

224. 1 219.1 221.4 228.8 

16.1 17.6 16.4 lb.4 

106.2 84.6 82.7 94. 1 

(61.0) (56.9) (34.'.) U5.5) 

(43.:) (27.7) (28.2) (28.9) 
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C.  Organization of th« Navy» - The Secretary of the Navy heads the 

Department of the Navy. Under the direction, authority and control of the 

Secretary of Defense, he 1» responsible for the policies and control of the 

Department of the Navy, Including its organization, adainistration, operation 

and efficiency. The Civilian Executive Assistant? to the Secretary are the 

principal advisers and assistants to the Secretary on the administration of 

the department aa a whole and ar« assigned responsibilities in their 

respective areas. 

The Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), the senioi military officer of the 

Department of Navy, is the principal naval adviser and naval executive to the 

Secretary of the Navy and Is a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Under 

the Secretary he heads the Navy staff and exercises commar.d over the oper- 

ating forces of the Navy not under the unified commands and over certain 

central executive organizations (e.g., Naval Materiel Command, Bureau of 

Medicine and Surger)) and assigned shore activities (functional field 

commands).  Under his direction the Department of the Navy provides the 

operating Naval forces under the operational control of the unified commands 

and provides support and administration for them. 

The operating forces of the Navy Include the several fleets, seagoing 

forces, district forces, Fleet Marine Forces and other Assigned Marine 

Corps forces, the Military Sealift Command, and other forces and activities 

as may be assigned. 

The major couraands afloat include the Fac.flc Fleet, the Atlantic 

Fleet, the Naval "orces, Europe, and the Military Sealift Command. The 

Pacific Fleet includes the Third and Seventh Fleets, with the former 

»Summarized from U.S. Government Manual, 1975/1976 revised May 1, 1975, 

General Services Administration. 
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operating In home waters off the west coast of the United States and the 

latter deployed to the Western Pacific and Asian areas. The Atlantic 

Fleet Includes the Second end Sixth Fleets, with the former operating off 

the eastern and Gulf Coast of the United States and the latter dep'oyed to 

the Mtu.-zrranem area.  The Naval Forces, Europe Include forces assigned by 

the CNO or otherwise made available by other naval commanders. The Military 

Seallft Command provldea ocean transportation (by Government-owned or 

commercial vessels) for personnel and cargo for all components of the 

Department of Defense. 

The Bureau of «aval Personnel plans and dlrecta the procurement, 

clstributlon, administration and career development of Navy personnel. 

D. Reserve/Active Mix - Our main treatment of manpower requirements 

Issues concerning the Naval Reserve will be contained in the forthcoming 

DMC staff paper, "Selected Reserve Issues." Meanwhile, however, some refer- 

ence to the active/Reserve mix la appropriate here. 

The Nr.vy's approach to the Reserve/active mix indicates that the 

Navy has been traditionally less dependent on the Reserves than the Army, 

Air Force and the Marine Corps.  The Service is hardware-oriented and, under- 

standably, there has been a general tendency for the active forces to have 

priority >ver the Reserve forces In both numbers and quality of equipment. 

The Navy has been reviewing its approach to the Reserve forces in the past 

few years and has initiated c.ianges In organization toward mission-oriented 

activities. 

The latest major restructuring of the Naval Reserve occurred in 1973 

when It was adjusted In mission-capable, task-performing units specifically 
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tailored to provide capabilities for the active Navy, rather than the 

heavy emphasis on individual augmentation that prevloual existed.  This 

was the fifth major restructuring since World War II. 

The Navy is getting subatantlal prodding to reexamine ita approach 

to the use of Reserves by both the Secretary of Defense and the Congress. 

This will be covered in greater detail later. 

E. Civilian Force - As shown by the statistics, the Navy has a relatively 

large civilian force. The projected percentage of civilians versus active duty 

military personnel <t\  the Navy in FT 77 la approximately 60X, compared to the 

Army's 51X, the Air Force's 46X and the Marine Corps' 102. 

The civilian force faces a number of difficult problems. The need for 

civilians with technical backgrounds and skills is accentuated by the Title 

VIII section of the Defense Appropriations Authorization Act of 1975, which 

requires that all major combatants built in the future be nuclear powered, 

subject to the possibility of certain exceptions being sought by the President 

on the basis of the "national Interest." The general requirement for 

nuclear power applies to new aircraft ...^ tiers, major surface combatants 

and strategic and other submarine». The fact that the Navy builds a number 

of its own ships in shipyards and the import.'nce of the shipyard as a major 

strategic element in our Defense program adds a dimension not paralleled in 

other Services. The problem of numerical civilian ceilings as well as 

monetary control is viewed as a difficult problem with regard to supporting 

and managing the Total Force manpower base because of the Iris of flexibility. 

The ability to forecast future shipyard work and the relative low 

profits in the industry have made manufacturers reluctant to enter into 
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expensive training programs for newly hired personnel.  The Navy states 

the need for a 'stable, reasonably sized, long-range Navy shipbuilding 

commitment" to overcome these difficulties.  (Many of these problems will 

be covered In later Requirements Group papers under Base Support and in 

Management Group papers which discuss the problems of specific operating 

controls set down by Congress for the Executive Branch.) 

III.  SELECTED ISSUES 

A. Unique Navy Problems - The Navy has unique problems compared to 

the o'.^^r Services. The Navy is constrained in its manpower planning and 

weapons system development by the size of a ship. A hull of a ..»rtain size 

can co' tain only so many bunks, so many missiles, aircraft, etc. 

The nature of sea duty Itself is a difficult and unique problem. The 

Navy feels It is not possible to offer a career which would require sailors 

to stay at sea during Jieir entire time in the J-rvice. The long deployments 

in peacetime and the family separation pose uany difficulties.  Some rotation 

between sea and shore is considered essential,  liven then a sailor's life is 

not a normal woiking experience.  The hours are long; witness th» ship 

manning documents which are based on a 74-hour week for watch Standers and 

a 66-hour week for non-watch Standers in "at sea, at war" condition.  In 

addition to this, when the ships come In for overhauls at periodic Intervals 

the crew, or at least part of it, remains with the ship, working side by side 

• 1th union workers who are generally better paid and have more reasonable 

hours. 
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Deployments continue to be difficult «van in peacetime. The Commission 

found that the goal for peacetime deployment» van alx aontha deployment 

followed by 12 aontha operating froa the ahlp'a ho»« port. Beeliea the 

planned deployments being far froa the IWM port, the operation» conducted 

by a Navy jhlp during the "huae port period" may aaan atvaral veeka at a 

tlae away froa hone port. At tlaea, becauae of achcdullng, tlae away froa 

hoae port may begin to approach that of an actual deployment. 

The requlreaant for highly trained technician» makea the Kavy difficult 

to aan. Thla need for technical competence la requited in both the military 

and the clvlllcn branches. The technician require» difficult recruiting 

competition for a high quality aan, than long lead tlae» for training with 

the coneornaitant expenae. The Title VIII requlreaant for nuclear propulalon 

exacerbatea the need for top technical capability. 

B. Actlve/Renerv« Mix - T>ie Defena« Department Total Force Study 

and the rcent Congressional lntereat have lncreaaed the Navy'» lntareat 

1- the use of the Naval xeaervt. t>nd haa highlighted aoaa of dlfflcultlea of 

effective uae of theae reaourcea. 

Aa of thla late date, the question of the funded level of the Naval 

Reserve for FY 7'i s' ill Is not settled, pending final Cor.grisslonal action 

on the Department of Defense Budget for FY 76 and 7T. The Senate Appropri- 

ations Committee recently voted to appropriate funds for an FY 76 Naval 

Selected Reserve at an overall paid drill strength of 94,000 (aa proposed 

by the Department of Defense), which is 23.000 below the average strength 

authorized and funded by the Congress in 1975.  Previously the Congress 

had approved an authorization of 106)000 pend'ng completion of a new Nevy 
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study.  The Senate fcrmed Service» Co-.mlttee coounttd that nit hough the 

Committee re. etvud testimony supporting higher level« fron repress- cstlve» 

of the Naval Reaerve anti various Reserve aaaod.itlone, thty found iv  »peciJic 

missions wt.ich would Justify Increases about these Strengths, but neither 

did the Committee go along with the further cuta which the uepar'.ment of 

Defence had proposed.a Further, the SA.SC alngled out the Sa >al Reserve 

aa In need for increased integration of Reaerve unit« with icf.lv* dut" forr.es. 

The DoD Total Fore« Stud», recently cov-leted, .esullrd '.n th« Secretary 

of Defense directing, th« Navy to conduct major teats for both the surface 

component «ad the air component of th* Resetv«. A teat In FY 77 will plan 

this* manning systems for surface combatants (100X active, 30 actl-e/20 Reserve, 

Md 65/35, compering ahlpa of comparable age). In «aval nvlation the Navy 

waa directed to provide two Reaerve carrier wings with a:tiv« dut; training 

«board a carrier and la to develop training to a level of efficiency where 

one wing -ould a.'vaya be ready for combat within 1< days, Including night and 

cyclic oparatlona; the aecond wing la tc be ready within 30 days. Th« 

Secretary of Defence further pointed out If tho. Reserves could not meet theae 

requirements, the tlavy should Jlsband In FY 78 the Reaerve Tactical Air 

Carrier S^-vdron«. 

»NOTE (added In February 1976): Subsequently, In the final Congressional 
action on the FY76 DoO Hudget, the Haval Reserve was funded at 102,000 
for FY 76. 
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In general, although there ha« been renewed lntereat In the V.*<nl 

Ri:eerve, there appears to be a lack of imagination in th- uae of these 

resource». A praulbie increase in the us* of Reserves to man shipa and 

aircraft perhaps could aailst '.he Havy over the difficult period face«, in 

the ltawolate future where i»t«t of the pressing needs are in hardware 

acquisition or rt!uildlng ih< Fleet.  Requiring that all ships be manned 

fully by active duty personnel adds to the overall cost of the Navy.  The 

concept of allovlrg more units at lower Immediate readiness relying on an 

immediate callup suc'i aa in the Army roundout concept, may be of value in 

reducing overall costs and allowing the Navy to move toward its objective 

to Increase the number of ships st a lrvwer overall cost. 

C. Manpower Requirements Determination Problems - The hardware 

orientation of the Navy hco put manpower planning la the back seat. There 

does not appos, to be adequate understanding io the top level of Navy 

runagement of the Impact of some of the decisions made regarding u,iapower. 

This applied not just to the manpower managers but to the entire Navy 

planning and programming operation. 

This problem is illustrated by examination of the caparison between 

the requirements determined by the Ship Manning Documents and other factors 

which affect manning levels.  Thu Ship Manpower Documentation Program began 

In 1966 with the objective of providing a rigorous, analytical process for 

determining manpower requirements afloat, by the end of FY 74 this program 

had been completed on a ship class basis and is of great value to the Navy. 

The Navy has expanded the program so that it is now examining each Individual 

ship. This is necessary because the equipment and configuration modifications 

are different between individual ships of the same class. 
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However, what Is occurring In Navy programs is this:  A ship's 

manning document will call for a certain nui*br', say 300, in order to 

accomplish the work based on a 74-hour watch standard and a 66-hour non- 

watch standard working week.  This takes Into account all the ship's functions 

and the weapons systems employed. However, it may be that the number of bunks 

that a ship has is only 250. Next, in order to reduce costs, the total 

manpower requirements will be underfunded so that perhaps only about 

240 people are budgeted for that particular slap. However, this is still not 

the final number of personnel assigned, because of varying manning priorities 

within the Fleet (such as the requirement to man the Fleet Ballistic Missile 

Submarines at 100% and others at a higher percentage than the overall manning 

level). Thus the personnel actually assigned to a given ship may fall well 

below the budgeted average levels. 

The end result of this is confusion and unhapplness in the Fleet. The 

"leet sees the bottom line, namely the personnel they have on board,  compares 

it both with the number of bunks they have and the number of personnel neces- 

sary to run their ship and weapons system, and finds that it is inadequate 

to do the job.  Thus a frustrating experience is caused for the people on the 

line. The reasons for this are not completely understood by the top level 

decision makers. 

Needless to say, readiness conditions from a personnel standpoint have 

been deeply affected. Although the Navy states that most of the ships 

and aircraft squadrons deploying are in an "essentially combat-ready status," 

critical shortages in middle grade, experienced petty officers degrade the 

personal readiness of all units.  For example, the Navy currently has an 

erlisted shortfall of 15,200 enlisted personnel, which equates to a manning 
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percentage of 96Z. However, this does not take Into account a skill mismatch 

problem of 29,900 petty officer deficit In «5 undermanned ratings.  The Navy 

reports that these personnel deficiencies have resulted In 351 of deployed 

ships aid 551 of deployed aircraft squadrons reporting essentially non-combat 

ready due to personnel. It should be noted, however, that the Navy reporting 

system is much more u.iit-orlented than some of the other Services. This 

means that although it gives the Navy a precise inalcuijon of its units, the 

inter-Service comparisons nay not be valid, as other Services report larger 

aggregate units. 

As mentioned above, the Manpower Documentation Program is being expanded 

in F: 75 to begin to do a ship-by-ship documentation program. This further 

refinement is not expected to change the aggregate numbers of personnel 

required by the Navy; however, experience to date has shown that the new 

documentation Indicates a need for larger numbers of technically trained 

people who are long lead time training problems. This will require careful 

management of these more expensive personnel In the Navy Inventory and may 

require Increased funding for their training. 

The Commission alao notes that the training responsibilities and the 

manpower responsibilities have been divided since 1971. While this appears 

to have many advantages, this indicate' that there may be coordination 

problems betwesn the Chief of Naval Education and Training and the Chief of 

Naval Personnel. 

The DMC staff notes that many improvements have been initiated in 

the Navy to Improve their manpower requirements determination. The 

Commission staff contends these efforts, but cautions the Navy and the 

Department of Defense that unless adequate funds and manpower are devoted to 
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this important element of the Service, the difficult problems noted abovs 

will not be solved.  It is incumbent that all top Navy managers understand 

the unique and difficult manpower problems that the Navy presents and that 

they take that into account in all decision making. 

D. Rotation-Tempo of Operations - The DHC staff notes that there e.rj 

manpovcr implications of substantial importance from the rotation and tempo 

of operation policies of the Navy. The Navy, "v a matter of course, speeds 

a great deal of time at "en,  deployed throughout the world to project a 

presence of the United States. The problems of maintenance of a viable 

personnel force under these circumstances are immense. For example, in the 

high priority, i uclear submarine and surface force community it 'iaa been 

necessary to provide an unprecedented bonus to encourage jfficers and 

enlisted men to extend their obligated periods of duty in or/er to insure 

that the operational schedules can be met. A Navy person going into these 

programs can expect the first ten years to be back-to-back sea duty tours 

with little opportunity for normal family lite. 

There were several approaches taken in regard to rotntion in an earlier 

paper by the Defense Manpower Commission.  In one paper it was noted that 

stationing personnel overseas for ; period of three years appeared to be an 

excellent idea, both from the cost standpoint and that of morale. Neverthe- 

less, this Joes not apply directly to the situation the Navy fa^*.-., since 

the Navy lacks the same infrastructure of housing, commissaries, etc. 

overseas that is available to the Army and Air yore« units in Europe. 

Additionally, repair facilities for the large combatants are not generally 

available in overseas areas. There is an excertiun to this in the Yokosuka 

area where one aircraft carrier is now statioi.ed, and this program appears 

to be working reasonably well. 
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E. Number of Aircraft Carriers - In the subject Issue paper developed 

by the Requirements Team, Naval carrier forces wer« discussed.  The approach 

approved by the Commission was that we would study the subject and monitor 

the progress of the plannet, carrier reduction program through the Congress. 

The Navy program Included In the Defense Department's budget request 

for FY 76-7T reflected a decision to go ahead with the reduction in carriers. 

It showed a decrease in the number of large carriers to 13 by the end of 

FY 76, with 12 active carrier wings. The reduction would retire the two 

oldest active carriers. Twelve are to be used to support the forward 

deployment of four, in the usual three-for-one pattern. The thirteenth, 

retained at least for the present, pending further decisions, will provide 

a spare for surge requirements (in emergencies it could replace another 

carrier in overhaul, using its air wing, or take on Marine or Reserve 

squadrons) and otherwise make a deck available for training the two Naval Air 

Reserve carriur wings.  The Secretary of Defense decision regarding retention 

of the thirteenth carrier will be subject to review in future years, depending 

in part on the ability of the NAR carrier wings to meet criteria recommended 

in the 1975 OSD study on "The Guard and Reserve in the Total Force." 

We are satisfied that the question of the thirteenth carrier Is being 

addressed properly in the Department of Defense. Accordingly, the DHC staff 

suggests that the Commission simply note the foregoing and accept the 

programmed level of carriers without issue. 

F. Manpower Requirements - Despite all of the special problems which 

have been discussed concerning the Navy's manpower requirements, it. remains 

ne essary for the DMC to address the question as to what those requirements 

are. 
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DoD planning and programming project a 17,000 Increase In the Navy's 

FY 77 active military manning requirements over those of FY 76.  Even If those 

additional personnel are provided, there still will be a 15,000 personnel 

shortfall below requirements for fu*l manning, accordingly to the Navy (with 

skill mismatches and serious petty officer deficiencies in certain ratings). 

Apparently the decision to program manning at that level took place In the 

budget process n trade-offs between materiel, operating costs, and military 

manpower.  Considering the problems which have been discussed, the DMC staff 

considers the General Purpose Forces portion of the Navy's military manpower 

program to be fully Justified. Even that level ought to be accompanied by 

some decrease In the routine operating tempo.  Some cut-back in routine 

distant deployments of the Sixth and/or Seventh fleets is feasible, would 

ease the presently serious manning problems of the Navy, and actually could 

even enhance, rather than diminish, the Navy's overall readiness and its 

surge capability for wartime operations. Beyond that, any further savings 

in Naval manpower (both military and civilian) would have to cone from the 

Navy shore establishment and possible measures for increased cost-effectiveness 

which are discussed in the separate DMC staff issue paper on "Support Forces. 

Beyond FY 77, the Navy will encounter additional manpower problems as 

it pursues its presently approved programs for expansion of the fleet and, 

beyond that, its announced further ol■'ective of a 600-ship active fleet. The 

fleet of FY 80 is already fairly well set by shipbuilding programs already 

in process, and some of the programming details out as far as FY 83-84 are 

taking shape. Beyond that, with respect to the Navy's goals of a 600-ship 

active fleet, the details of programming and the prospects for 0SD and 
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Congressional approval and funding are far f.ovt clear, so It Is laposslble 

for th« DMC at this stage to know whether or when the 600-shlp goal will be 

achieved. 

For FY 80, on the basis of testimony by the Assistant Secretary of the 

Navy (M&RA), It appears that the Navy, with an Increased number of ships, will 

require roughly the same number of -personnel as in FY 77, with some differences 

in composition. Accordingly, pus comments on ti ■ FY 77 levels will still apply. 

Before then, however, the experiments with different active/Reserve mixes will 

have been completed, and may be (or may not be) appropriate to make some 

manning changes on the basis of the results of these tests. 

Looking even further into the future, to the extent possible with 

existing manpower planning factors, the Navy estimates that Its goals of 

600 active ships, when and if achieved, would require approximately 2,000 

officers and 3<t,000 enlisted personnel over FY 76 levels. The LMC staff has 

no basis for arguing against, such an Increase (other than the recommendations 

in the separate paper on "Support Forces" and the expressed views on reducing 

routine operating tempo.) 

Conclusions 

The DMC staff concludes that the Navy has a number of unique and serious 

manpower problems and that this must be recognized, both within the Navy top 

management and the Department of Defense and elsewhere. 

Manpower planning has taken a back seat tc hardware planning in the 

Navy, and this is causing many serious problems within the manpower program. 

Additionally, these are irore serious because most manpower problems are long 

range and are difficult to solve expeditiously.  The staff notes that 
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solutions and efforts to implement these solutions have been started by 

the Navy and they should be strongly encouraged. By encouragement. It 

is meant that manpower and funds should be properly committed lo develop 

the necessary tools for decision-making in the development of weapons systems 

and the building of ships and aircraft. 

Rotation, continuous distant deployments, and tempo of operations 

,-ave major manpower duplications and should be considered by strategic 

planners. There has been a serious impact on the Navy's manpower and on 

reduced readiness and surge capability to meet emergency requirements.  In 

general, it appears that the tempo of peacetime operations could and should 

be reduced. The importance cf this is emphasized. 

The staff notes the. issue of the programmed level of carriers and 

accepts the plan that has been recommended by the Secretary of Defense. 

The tests of active/Reserve mixes that have been directed by :he Secretary 

of Defense appear valid and should be carried out.  It is hoped that this type 

of innovative thinking and testing may provide a better use for the Naval 

Reserve than is cur-ently being considered.  (For further treatment of the 

Naval Reserve, see separate DMC staff issue paper, "Selected Reserve Issues.") 

The DMC should tentatively accept the OSD manpower projections for the 

General Purpose Forces of the active Navy. 

V.  RECOMMFNDATION 

That tne DMC accept the foregoing analysis and conclusions as a 

basis for the preparation of pertinent parts of the DMC final report. 
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SUBJECT: 

ISSUE: 

BACKGROUND: 

ANALYSIS: 

CONCLUSION: 

RECOMMENDATION 

?X'C  ...E Si.HhAKY 

Total Force Overviev r>f the U. S. Marine Corpa 

T.jslc manpower problems of the Marine Corps. 

The IWC staff was directed Co prepare an overview 
paper on each Service In terms of the Total Force 
and to focus on Issues pertaining to General Purpose 
Forces. The first part of the paper Is informational. 

Reveals a unique and highly specialized force 
organised, la compliance with statutory requirements, 
for the primary mission of establishing and defending 
sdvanced bases in support of naval campaigns. 

Identifies signiflcsnt personnel quality shortcomings 
and problem of numbers vs. quality. 

Indicates Marine Corps is moving to improve quality. 

Shows that Marine Corps is undertaking organizational 
changes to enhance effectiveneas and save manpower. 

Marine Corps has serious manning problems, raising 
questions of ability or desirability of maintaining 
present levels. 

Marine Corps should: 

a. Emphasize quality—at expense of size, if 
necessary. 

b. Continue to examine its stricture for possible 
manpower savings which would not decrease combat 
capabilities. 

Major manpower savings and a more cost effective 
Marine Corps could be achieved. 

DMC accept the paper and its conclusions as a basis 
for rertinent sections of the final report. 

NOTE: The Senate Armed Services Committee has asked the Marine Corps 
for a special report concerning its mission force structure and manpower 
problems hy January 1, 1976. This DMC staff paper, therefore, is 
tentative, subject to revision based upon those reports. 
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U. S. MARINE CORPS 

TOTA.L i\RCE OVERVIEW A«D SELECTED MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS 

PART I OVERVIEW 

Purpose 

The purpose» of this paper are (a) In Part I, to provide a 

brief informational overview of the force structure and manpower 

of the U.S. Marina Corps, including its reserve component, in ter 

of the Total Force; (b) It. Part II, Selected lasuea, to discus« 

basic manpower probleas of the Marine Corps. 

(NOTE: The Senate Araed Service,* iviaaittee hro asked the Marine 

Corps to conduct a study concerning its mission, t'oixe structure 

and manpower problems and report back by 1 January 1976. The 

findings of that study could alter the determinations made in 

this paper.) 

Summary or Marine Corps Manpower in the Total Force 

U.S. Marine Corps forces consist of the active U.S. Marine Corps 

and the Marine Corps Reserve. The Marine Corps makes use of both the 

Selected Reserve and the Individual Ready Reserve.' 
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Marine Corps Manpower 

(As presented In the Df D budget 
(Tht-jaands) 

for FY 1976-7T) 

FY 64 FY 75 FY  76 FY 7T FY  77 

Active 
Military 169.8 196.« 196.ji' 196.5 197.6 

Civilian» 19. J-2-/ 20.3 19.9 20.4 20.« 

Direct Hire (18.0) (18.0) (17.6) (18.1) (18.1) 

Indirect Hire (1.3) (2.3) (2.3) (2.3) (2.3) 

Reserve!' 43.9 32.3 32.5 33.0 34.7 

4 

Marine Corps has established a full strength active duty manpower 

requirement at 212,000 military and 20,500 civilian spaces. For FY76-7T 

the authorisations requested «ere fiscally constrained to the 196-197,000 

rang? for military and 18,000 for civilian spaces, s little over 90Z of 

the requirement. As a result, selected units are not fully manned and 

some have been placed in cadre status. The Marine Corps structure 

emphaslxt's mobility and ready combat capability. The military/civilian 

mix Is, therefore, the highest In military of any of the services; and, 

additionally, the Marine Corps is manpower intensive. 

Organisation of the Marine Corps 

The Marine Corps is unique among the services lu that Its structure 

1« fixed by law. The Armed Forces Unification Act of 1947, as amended, 

(Title 10, U.S. Code) prescribes that "The Marine Corps, within the 

Department of the Navy, shall be so organised as to include not less than 

1/ SecDef will apportion a 9,000 cut among the services as directed by the 
Conference Committee. 

2/ Functions performed by the Navy and Marine Corps were differently 
divided in FY64.  These figure* are factored to provide companbility 
with today's situation. 

3/ FY75-F/77 Figures are average strength. 
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three combat divisions «ud tiirce »lr wings and such other land combat, 

aviation, and other aarvlcen ae «ay be organic therein." While the 

structure of the Marine Corp* is specified, ite alte la not. 

The Marine Ccrps mission Is to provide forces of conblned arms, 

together with supporting air, for selture or defense of advanced naval 

bases and for the conduct 01 Ian.- operations esjentlsl to a naval campaign. 

In addition. It li reaponslble for security of naval installations and 

aboard ship. Finally, It Is charged with developing tactics and equipment 

'.or atapu.il.iou» operation« and the performance of such other duties as t'.ie 

President may direct. The Marine Corpa organization reflects both Its 

statutory basis snd Its mission requirements. 

There sre thrne divlslon/wlng teams In the active force end a fourth 

In the Reserves. These operational elements are assigned to the Fleet 

Marine Forces (FMF). The remainder of the organization provides staff 

services, training and support for the operational forces. There ere 

two FMFs, one In vhe Atlantic and one for the Pacific, under operational 

control of the appropriate Fleet Contends, which, in turn, are under the 

Unified Commanda and the JC5. The Fleet Marine Forces themselves are 

management headquarters. 

FMFs are composed of divisions, wings, and force troop«, which provide 

support, additional combat strength, anJ services for the dlvlsion/wlng. 

When combined they form an Integrated combined arms team with Its own 

support eleBeiiis, designed to project naval power ashore. These deployable 

organizations are called Marine Amphibious Forces (MAF). 
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The Fleet Marine Porct» 

Second 
Marine 
Amphibious 
Fore« 

Fleet Marine Force*J 

Fleet Marine Force«,| 
Atlantic 

Firm and 
Third Marlnsj 
AaphlMou* | 
Fore« 

_J 
Second Marl  1 
Dlvlalon 

First and Third |_ 
Marine Dlvlalon* 

Force Troop*, 
Atlantic 

First Marine 
Brlg*d" 1/ r 
Force Troej,«,.   I 
'aclflc        I 

Second Marine 
—I Aircraft Wing 

Flr»t '.nd Third 
Marine Aircraft 

Wing 

One dlvlslon/wlng tean or MAF la located on the East Coast, 

committed to NATO and supporting Atlantic Fleet employments. One 1* 

forward deployed In the Pacific (based on Okinawa). The third 1* on 

the Weit Coast and can be used a* a strategic reserve. The Reserves form 

a fourth dlvlslon/wlng in the event of mobilization. The composition of 

a MAF la Indicated below: 

MARINE AMPHIBIOUS FORCE 
x: 

Land Forces 
-Marine Divisions 
-Force Troop» 
-Helicopter/Missile 
Units of Aircraft 

Wing 

_1_ 
Tactical Air Forces 
-Fighter/Attack Units 
of an Air Wing 
-Aircraft Carrier 
Security Detachments 

-Aerial Refuel Units 

1/ Composed of units from Third Marine Division, First Marine Aircraft 
Wing, and Force Troops Pacific. 
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Mniine Anphlblous Forces me, in .urn, organised In Marine Amphi- 

bious Unit* (KAI.1&) which nre tailored to their tasks and deployed an 

needed. A MAU would be composed of the sen« or a poi'lon of the eleaenta 

above, depending on ita lite, location nnd mission. 

At any time the Fleet Marine Forcea typically deploy ti'o amphibious 

unit« in the Western Pacific and one in the Mediterranean, while one 

rotates lnti the Carrlbean Area.  Each la task organized and aired for 

its particular mission.  At present the MAU In the Mediterranean numbers 

about 1800 own with supporting helicopter and Harrier (vertical take-off) 

fighter/attack aircraft.  Those in the Pacific are somewhat smaller. 

Marine Division Organlration 

A Marine division totals about 18,000 personnel.  Each is built 

around nine battalions of infantry and four artillery battalions. 

Division 

H 
Infantry 

Regiments 

[Q: 

Artillery 
Regiment 

Hq 

Reconnaissance 
Battalion        I 

105 Howitzer 
Battalion(DS) 

1 
155 Howitzer | 
Battallon(GS)| 

Infantry 
Battalion 

Shore Party 
Battalion 

Engineer 
Battalion 

Medical 
Battalion* 

j_J Service 
Battalion 

Motor Trans 
Battalion 

* Primarily Navy manned I  I/I 

1/ These elements will be removed from the division under the new FMF 

organization. 
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The Shore Party Battalion la vnlqi to Marina Dlvlslo1«, .  virtue of 

the aiphlbloua mission, it la the function of the shore party to provide 

ccaen.t and control In establishing and aupportlng beach operatlona during 

amphibious asaaults. It can serve the saae function during helicopter 

aasaulM. 

The infantry and artillery elements are similar to those of the Any 

except that the Infantry battalio.i la about 25 percent larger. Marine 

Corps dlvialina are somewhat differently constituted In other aspects. 

For example, they do not have tanks, helicopters or an Integral air defenae 

capability as doea the Army, not do they furnish the bulk of their medic 

needa. These are supplied by Force Troops, the associated Air Wings, 

and the Navy In the caae of radical support. The Marine Diviaion is 

about 1500 men larger.- 

Aa this paper la written, the Marine Corps la undertaking a 

comprehensive reorganization which will leave the Division with combat 

forcea only. This will be dlscursed in more detail below. 

Marine aviation is composed entirely of general purpose fighter/ 

attack, reconnaissance, transport/tanker fixed wing aircraft and transport 

and attack helicopters. In all, there are about 900 operational aircraft, 

roughly equally divided t-«*-ween fixed and rotary wing aircraft. 

Theee assets are organised into three wings in compliance with 

statutory requirements nd in parallel with the diviaion structure. 

1/ A U.S. Army infantry division is approximately 16,500. 
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Marine Air Wing Organization (MAW) 

Marine Air Wings are not uniform In size, although each hat attack, 

fighter, transport and helicopter and support aircraft ataignad to 

it. The Second Wing, for example, has about 500 aircraft, while the Flrat 

Wing in the Pacific has just under 200. The wings are subdlvldad into 

Groups (MAGs), each generally consisting of like tvoe aircraft, fixed 

wing or helicopter, and a support group. Certain limited resources, such 

ad electronic countermeasure (EA-6) and reconnaissance aircraft (RP4), 

are preaently concentrated In a single wing for ease of maintenance and 

operation. They provide these capabilities to other winga by deploying 

detachments on temporary duty. 

A Marine air wing could be as depleted below: 

MAW 
X 

MAG 
FTR/ATTACK 

MAG 
ATTACK 

[ ALL WEATHER 
ATTACK 

m HVY HELICOPTER Bun! 
HELICOPTER LGT. 

ATTACK 

E MARINE AIR ÜTROL CROUP 
MARINE WING 
SUPPORT GROUP 

I 
ANTI AIRCRFT 
MISSILE BN. 

TRANSPORT 
SQUADRON 

OBSERVATION 
SQUADRON 

The squadrons which make up these groups vary from twelve to twenty aircraft, 

depending on complexity of support and maintenance and mission. Each MAG 

has a Headquarters and Maintenance Squadron (H&KS) and a Marine Air Base 

Squadron (KABS), which provide specialized maintenance beyond squadron 

capability and operates the airstrip. The Control Group provides command 

and control, airborne observation and fire control in the combined arms 

concepts. 
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In the Marine structure, anti-aircraft capability is also vested in 

the air wing, which typically has a HAWK missile battalion for medium 

and low altitude area defense, extending beyond the portable Redeyes 

suitable for close-in, lower altitude use in forward areas. 

A Marine wing is highly mobile and provides tailored, task oriented 

packages to HA'Js or other operations as required.  It is versatile and 

its aircraft are capable of operating from carriers, airfields ashore 

or mobile SATS (short airfields for tactical support). Ir. the case of 

the VSTOL AV.8 Harrier and the helicopters, airfields are not necessary. 

Force Troops 

Each of the FMFs has, in addition to a division/wing team, a third 

component, known as Force Troops, to provide additional combat strength 

(with heavy artillery and armor) and engineering, supply and maintenance 

support beyond the capability of the division/wing. In addition to these 

functions, the Force Troops are the source of the major communications net 

and furnish services such as medical and dental facilities, cold storage, 

water purl  jtion and other necessities for a combat unit in the fluid. 

Like the other two components of the team, the Force Troops ace organized 

so that they can provide support to any size unit from a MAU to a full MAF. 

The New Organization 

At the present time, the Marine Corps is reorganizing its FMF 

structure on the East Coast.  FMF Atlantic -as established a new Force 

Service Support Group (FSSG), which assumes all the functions of the Force 

Troops except the artillery and armor and some of the support functions 

from the division and wing.  The new organization will consolidate the 

service, engineering, transportation and medical functions in the new 
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organization.  The Service Support Group will also take over the Shore 

Party Battalion from the division.  The divisions will have combat 

forces only and will be smaller. When completed they will have only the 

infantry regiments, the artillery regiment and the reconnaissance 

battalion.  The Force Troops will retain essentially the Artillery Group 

and armored elements. The air wings will not be as heavily affected and 

will retain motor transport and engineering functions. 

The change, says the Marine Corps, is designed to eliminate the 

duplication of functions and some manpower, centralize support functions 

and create an organization that is more responsive to both garrison and 

deployed net da. 

Organization and Role of the Reserves 

The Marine Corps Reserves are comprised of two elements—the 

Individual Reserves and the Organized Reserve. 

There is a third resource that can be called upon if necessary. 

The Fleet Marine Corps Reserve, which is peculiar to the Marine Corps 

(and.Navy with its Fleet Reserve),is composed of enlisted Marines who 

are retired from active duty after 20 but before 30 years of service. 

They are liable for training and recall until they reach 30 years. In 

the interim, they receive Retainer pay at the same rate as retirees 

from other Services. 

The Individual Reserves are primarily the Individual Ready 

Reserve (IRR) and the Sta.idby Reserve, both of which are described 

for all Services in the separate DVC st-ff papers on "Individual 

Reserves" and "Overview of the Reserve Components." They would he 

used as fillers and initial replacements in case of recall.  In addition, 
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other retired personnel (besides the Fleet Marine Corp« Reserve) are 

subject to recall under certain eaergtncy conditions. 

The Fourth Marine Division and Fouith Marine Air Wing U.S. Marine 

Corps Reserve, sake up the Organized Reuerve, which la the Selected Reserve 

paid drill component of the Marine Corps. üoth are organized in 

essentially the sane manner as the active duty divisions and wings, 

in the case of the wing, however, there is a lesser number of aircraft 

groups and squadrons. The Fourth Marine Division has three Infantry 

regiments, one artillery regiment and service elements. The Fourth 

Marine A'.rcraft Wing is comprised of two fixed-wing (one fighter and one 

attack and two votary-wing groups. The wing also has an air control group 

and t  service group. 

The overall authorized manning level of theae Reserve organizations 

1B Just over 'il.OOO -  --nnel. There sre almost 4,000 active duty Marines 

ajsigned (Include    '1 in the aviation units), so that the actual reserve 

strength should be   «,,. 37,000. At present, however, there is a 

shortfall of about 3000 Reserve personnel. The Marine Corps feelp that 

they will be able to bring the Reserve division/wing back up to authorized 

strength by FY 1978. The Marine Corps estimates that it would take 

between b0 and 120 days after activation for the division to be ready for 

deployment and, based upon the latest cycle of active duty tours, that 

about half the air units would be ready within 30 days and the reminder 

within 60. 

The Reserve has a three-fold mission.  First, it can provide sub- 

ordinate units of the division/wing team for assignment as needed; 
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second. It can provide a full division/vlng taaa In the event of general 

war; and third, It could be used as a source of Individual replacements 

in case of general mobilisation. 

FART II - SELECTED ISSUES 

Bssic Marine Corps Manpower Problem 

The Marines are both helped and hindered by their special statutory 

basis. On the one hand, they are guaranteed a structure made up of three 

divisions and wings and they are given a unique status and mission 

(emphasising amphibious operatlona). On the other hand, the Marine Corps 

is faced with serious manpower shortages and quality problems, primarily 

resulting from the special impact of the transition from a draft base to 

a volunteer force, which makes it difficult to maintain their statutory 

structure. 

In an effort to keep up the numbers, the Corps recruited many low 

quality enlistees, real troublemakers as well as those of low usefulness, 

and then was slow in getting rid of them. This situation unduly tied up 

unit commanders and NCO's in dealing with personnel problems to the 

detriment of unit training and readiness.  Now the Marine Corps has 

faced up to their problems and (as of the fall of 1975) is moving 

aggressively to correct them. The problems of the Services with respect 

to recruiting accession and subsequent utilization will be addressed In 

other DMC staff papers. Suffice to say here that the Marine Corps is 

moving to restore standards, correct malpractices in the recruiting 

and qualification of enlistees, and, through a combination of admin- 

istrative procedures and judicial measures, dispose of substandard 

personnel and disciplinary offenders already in the Marine Corps ranks- 
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The Marine Corps Is programmed to be manned at. a 196,OOu active 

military level in FY 76, approximately the same as FY75, while their full 

"requirement" Is calculated as 212,000. The result is that some active 

units have had to be programmed for FY76 undermanning—some reduced to 

cadre status oi even to zero. 

FY 76 active dm.' strength as a percent of 1002 wartime strength 

would be about as follows, if target accessions are achieved: 

1st Division   8CZ     lit Marine Air ' ing  90X 
2nd   "      961     2nd   '    90X 
3rd   "      88X     3rd       80X 

If target accession goals are not achieved for any reason (including 

vestored recruiting standards as well as other factors), then manning 

levels shown above will be correspondingly affected. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Marine Corps should emphasize the primacy of quality 

standards in its policies and procedures for recruiting, testing and 

eliminating personnel.  If this results in a somewhat smaller force, 

so be it. As the main advantage, this will provide a high quality, 

reliable Marine Corps—and still one of adequate size. 

2. The Marine Corps should continue to examine its force and support 

structure for possible manpower savings which would not decrease combat 

capabilities.  In this connection we endorse the ongoing Marine Corps 

examination of its mission, organization, and manpower shortcomings. 

Manpower Implications.   Depending upon actual developments, the 

foregoing could result in a somewhat smaller but more cost effective 

Marine Corps over the next decade.  Manpower savings, military and 

civilian, cannot be projected accurately.  Some of the manpower savings 
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achieved could be used to restore certain units to authorized Banning 

levels. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

That the DMC accept this paper as a ba? - for preparation of 

portions of the final report, subject to revision, based upon 

consideration of the Marine Corps special report to the Senate Anted 

Services Committee, due January 1976. 

Note: January 15, 1976 

No change was made in this paper after DMC staff review of the 

report submitted by the Commander of the Marino Corps to the Senate 

Armed Services Committee in January 1976. 
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WORKING PAPER - 
NOT AN OVFICIAt POSITION OF THE DMC 

U. S. AIR FORCE 

TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW ACT GENERAL PURPOSE 

FORCE MANPOWER REQUUJMENTS ISSUES 

A Staff I»sue Paper 

For The 

Defense Manpower Commission 

by Ray A. Dunn, Jr., Consultant 
Requirements Group 

Defense Manpower Commission Staff 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Subject: Total Force Overview of U.S. Air Force 

Issue:  Optimal Manning and General Purpose Forces 

Background: 

The DMC staff was directed to prepare an overivew paper on each 

Service, in terns of the Total Force, focusing analyses on manpower 

requirements and mix of the General Purpose Forces. 

The first part of the study is essentially informational. 

Analysis: 

Review shows excellent use of Reserve Forces, which arc highly 

effective. Questions exist about costly level of their manning and 

support, whlcn will be addressed later in a separate paper on Reserves. 

Major changes affecting manpower are in USAF's plan to expand 

tactical forces from 22 wing equivalents to 26 full wings. USAF is 

finding the necessary manpower spaces, which shows that without 

expansion, manpower savings could be effected.  Doubling up the new 

wings with existing wings on existing bases would save manpower. 

Review reveals imbalance between deployment (operational) require- 

ments and military manning —  fruitful areas for further civilianizatio.i 

and application of the Totil Force policy.  (Further analysis affecting the 

USAF will be provided in a separate paper on Support Forces.) 

Conclusion: 

USAF has done a ccmmendable job of using the Guard and Reserve under 

the Total Force pulley.  Substantial active force manpower savings which 

would have been possible will largely be offset by expansion to 26 wlsgs 
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Even so, significant opportunities exist for tome further savings and 

liaproveaents In mix. 

Recosnendatlon: 

That DMC accept the paper as a basis for pertinent sections of the 

DMC Final Report. 
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TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW AMD GENEHM. PURPOSE 
FORCE MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS ISSUES 

Purpoe«; 

Th« purpose» of thli paper at«:  (a) to present an Informational 

overview of the fore« structure end manpower levels of the active and 

reserve elements of the U.S. Air Fore«, and (b) to focus on Ceneral 

Purpose Air Forces organization and procedures affecting manpower 

requirements and co suggest changes which could yield lonp-tera 

economies. 

Major Fstturei of Air Force StTuctur« and Manpower in -.ha Total Force: 

U.S. Air Forcaa conalat of f:he active Air Force and its Reserve Com- 

ponents. The organized Reserve Components are the Selected Reserve elements 

of the Air National Guard and the Air Force Reserve. There are also Indiv- 

idual reservists, not assigned to selected units, in the Individual Ready 

Reserve and Standbv Reserve, which are discussed in a separate paper. Han- 

power data (excluding individual reservists and contractor personnel) «re 

summarized below, 

ATR FORCE MANPOWER (in thousands) 
(End Strengths except as noted) 

FY1964 FY1975 FY1976 Fil97T FY1977 
Actual  Authorized Authorized Authorized POD Program 

3/ 

Active Military 
Civilians (Total) 

(Direct Hire) 
(Indirect Hire) 

Air National Guard 1/ 
Air Force Reserve 27 

855.8 611.5 
337.7 281.2 
(305.C) (265.6) 
(32.7) (15.6) 
73.? 96.0 
67.0 51.3 

590.0 1/ 590.0 1/ 590.0 
271.3 1/ 273.2 1/ 271.0 
(255.9) (257.8) (255.7) 
(15.4) (15.4) (15.3) 
94.9 95.0 94.0 
51.8 54.0 55.0 

1/ Loss USAF part of a 9,000 military cut and a 23,000 civilian cut in DoD, 
made by Congress, to be apportion *  hy the Secretary of Defense. 

II  Selected Reserves, paid drill strength. For FY 75 through FY 77 figures are 
~ average strength as prescribed in P.L. 93-365, Title IV, Reserve Forces. 

3/ Throughout this paper, the FY 77 program figures are from the DoD Budget 

and Manpower Requirements Report for FY 76,  submitted ir. 197 5. 
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The active component of the Air Force is organized to provide air forces 

for strategic nuclear or i.nvt-ntional deterrencr on ;■ world-vide basis, for 

support and airlift of other for tj, and for actual offensive and defensive 

combat operations iü the event of hostilities.  For actual o. eratlons, oost of 

the operational control of the commanders of the specifl<d and unified comma ■.«.-, 

under the Joint Chiflc of Staff and the Secretary of Deftnse. 

The Strategic Air Command (SAC), a «pacified command of the JCS, 

serves as a deterrent to nuclear attack and provides the forces to 

retaliate If deterrence falls. 

The Aerospace Defense Command (ADC), also a specified command, is charged 

with surveillance and warning for the continental U.S. and with peace- 

time control of U.S. airspace.  In view of a Halted bomber threat 

agalns* the U.S., it has a ll-alted fighter defense force. 

The Military Airlift Command (MAC), a major command of the Air 

Force, provides a full spectrum of airlift services for thai entire 

Department of Defense.  Priorities are established by the JCS and the 

Commander, MAC, as the F.xecurive Director of Defense Airlift Services. 

The Tactical Air Command (TAC) provides general purpose fighter/ 

attack and reconnaissance fori-.&s to counter known threats or contingencies 

world-wide. A portion of the TAC Forces are assigned to Air Force 

components undsr operational control of Unifiec Commands  overseas. 

The two largest of these arc U.S. Air Forces, Europu, and PacifJr Air 

Forces, under the Commanders in Chief, Europe and Pacific. There are 

similar arrangements in Panama and Alaska.  In aduition, TAC Fc.^. 

in the United States are available for deployment to meet contingencies 

wurld-wide and serve as the Air Force element of the Readiness Command 

and the Atlantic Command. 
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Each of the major ccaoand» above will be  discussed In some detail 

further below. 

Supporting this structure are the logistic, training, research and 

aervlce element« of the Air Force. These are organized Into commands 

such as the Air Force Logistics Consjand (ARC) and the Air Training 

command (ATC), and Separate Operating Agencies (SOA'a), such as the 

Air Force Academy. 

Integral to the "Total Force" structure of the Air Force la the Air 

Reserve Force, made up of the Air National Cuard and the Air Force Reserve. 

The Selected Reserve elements of these Reserve Components provide trained, 

equipped combat and support units which can join the active force upon 

mobilization. Each such unit Is assigned to a wartime "gaining command," 

which assist« the unit by providing advisors, training teams and inspections 

an part of the training process. These Reserve Force units are required to 

meet substantially the same readiness standards as the active forces; and 

insofar as practicable, they receive the same priority, logistic support 

and training as comparable active units. 

Many reserve units contribute to the active Air Force mission on 

a regular and daily basis. For many years, the Air Natlr-il Guard has 

stood regular air defense alert and actually provides more than half 

the total interceptor force now. Even after force modernization is 

compute and the overall air defense structure reduced, they will still 

provide half the forces. The Air Force Reserve contributes to the 

daily airlift schedule of MAC through its Associate Program. This 

program lntegratea reserve aircrews and maintenance crews directly Into 
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active airlift squadron». They train and fly rith the active force 

equipment and materially augment the unit'a cap«Mlity. During the 

Israeli Airlift of 1973, reserve «*•i  flew 22* uf the flight: es «n 

essentially routine operation. The Air Force has for some yeara used 

its Reserve Forces in s manner now embodied in the Total Force policy 

and is expanding on this reliance by modernizing equipment and shifting 

greater responsibility to them. 

The Strat „lc Forces; 

The Strategic Forces are conposed of the Strategic Alv Comsaod and 

ehe Aerospace Defense Command. 

The Strategic Air Command (SAC): 

United Statte policy calls for maintenance of an assured retaliatory 

nuclear strike capability. The "TRIAD" of intercmtlnentel ballistic 

missiJ«a (ICBh's), long-range bombers and submarine-launched ballistic 

missiles (SLBM's) is designed to meet this requirement in Hal-'  f the 

currently perct. ed threat. The Strategic Air Command includes two elements 

of the TRIAD, the ICBM force and the bombc*. Both of these elements are 

undergoing changes to enhance their capabilities and to reduce their 

operational overhead. 

The ICBM force consists o' 1,000 solid propellent Mlnutemen missiles. 

Of these, 450 am MMll's and 550 are MMlll's, equipped with multiple 

independently targetable reentry vehicle warheads (MIRV's), which provide 

?-tit flexibility. In addition, there are 54 o.'.der, larger liquid-fueled 

Titans. The missile force is constantly on alert and maintains a very 

high raadinesf. rate. The missile f.-rce is undergoing modernization 

ant" hardening or both the launch facilities and the missiles themselves 

lr order to Increase survivability. 
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The Bomber Force presently consists of 330 B-52's and 66 FBlll's, 

plus their associated KC-135 tankers. This element too Is changing. 

The B-S2 force, whicn is ever ?0-ye»rs old, Is being modified, and a new 

bomber, the B-l, Is under development. Operational and organisational 

changes also are taking place that will reduce manpower requirements 

substantially compared to FY75 levels. By the end of FY76, there will 

be 22 B-52 squadrons •- marking a reorganisation, not a reduction, of 

the bomber force. In addition, SAC has reduced its 40Z bomber alert 

rate to JOI and achieved considerable resource savings with compara- 

tively little degradation ir. effectiveness. During FY76, the Air 

Reserve Forces «.111 start to assume a strategic offensive role for 

the first tiM..    By the end of FY77, SAC will transfer five squadrons 

of KC-13/ tankers to the reserves, where they will be formed into nine 

smaDar -ir refueling squadrons. 

Reporting to SAC Headquarters at Offutt AFB, Nebraska are two 

numbered Air Forces, the 8th and the ISth. Certain unique organizations 

and the 3rd Air Division (Guam) slso report directly to SAC. 

Each numbered air force is subdivided into air divisions which, 

in turn, command a number of bomber or mlssils wings. A typical bomber 

wing is equipped with 15 B-52's and IS K-135'a, organized into a bomb 

squadron and an air refueling squadron. Wings are highly centralized 

in their organization.  Maintenance, personnel, supply, security, 

operational control and partically everything other than those function* 

not directly connected with flying the aircraft Is done on a consolidated 

basis. The flying squadrons are fieed of all but their operational 

functions. 
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A typical bomb wing organization la shown below. 

B52/KC-135 Wing 

WJnfi Hq| 

1    307 

|HosDltall Combat Support 
GrouD 

Deputy Cmdr 
Maintenance 

Deputy Cmdr1 
Onerations 1 

Deputy Cndr 
Resources Mat. 

186 407 
* * * 

1 Civil 
J Engineering 

Avionics 
Maintenance 

Bomb 
Souadron 

Supply 
Sauadron 

134 231 
350 142 

Security 
Police 

r'ield 
Maintenance 
Sauadron 

I Ketueiing 
1 Souadron 

Transportation j 
Souadron     i 

104 110 
214 270 

Organizational 
Maintenance 
Squadron 

232 

Munitions 
Maintenance 

* Sauadron 

Officer s          Airmei i 

157 

Cl vilian       Total 

375 2018 451 2844 

FB-111 wings are similarly organized, except that there are two 

bomb squadrons cf 15 aircraft each, instead of one as in the B-52 wing. 

Minuteman wings are different.  Instead of being concentrated, the 

operational launch sites are widely dispersed and are supported from the 

base by crews on a rotational basis. The operational and support require- 

ments of this dispersed organization are considerably different from 

those of a highly centralized bomb wing. The great travel distances 

♦Included in Wing Hq manning 
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involved and number of sites to be secured are evident in the large 

number of security personnel and size of the transportation squrdron. 

The number of operational launch crews required to maintain the round- 

the-clock alert also results in about one-third more personnel being 

assigned in the mission area than in a bomb wing. Manning of a typical 

missile wing is shown below. 

Officers      Airmen      Civilians      Total 

598        2,703 564        3,865 

The Aerospace Defense C mnand (ADC): 

The Aerospace Defense Command, also in the category of Strategic 

Forces, is the defensive counterpart of SAC. Its mission Is to provide 

strategic warning of attack and to provide airspace surveillance and 

control. Since July 1975, after dissolution of the Continental Air 

D-.fense Comnand (CONAD) and the Army Air Defense Command (ARADCOM), 

ADC has assumed the additional function of controlling Army air defense 

forces. 

In the airspace surveillance and control role, the Air Natiolal 

Guard has played a significant part since 1964. At present, it provides 

15 air defense fighter squadrons. The active force has been reduced 

to six squadrons, by contrast. However, by FY77, the ANG will also 

phase out its older airc ft and reduce t six squadrons. These 

reductions are attributable to reevaluation of the bomber threat to 

the U.S. warning. 

With the changing nature of the threat, ADC has responded by 

decreasing emphasis on mannec interceptors and increasing its reliance 

on surveillance and warning to protect our forces. As an example, in 
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1964, ADC had 40 fighter Interceptor squadrons and was postured for 

defense against aircraft,since the U.S.S.R. had only a nominal missile 

force. Today, their missile force represents the primary threat to 

the U.S. and their bomber force has remained essentially constant; 

hence,  there has beer a shift to even grester emphasis on surveillance and 

warning, besides continual emphasis on deterrence, with a reduction to six 

active interceptor squadrons. These six squadrons represent only 35X of the 

total interceptor force, the remainder being In the Air National Guard. 

A major change taking place Is the program which conaolidates military 

radars with those of the Federal Aviation Agency. Alaoet 30 are now 

operated on a shared basis, and by 1978 it Is proposed that over 40 

of the facilities be shared. Consolidation will permit elimination of 

some overhead and management structure, and will also permit closer 

coordination and better control of U.S. airspace. 

Relatively minor strength changes are now programmed for the ADC. 

Strategic Forces Summary 

Strategic Force units and active force manpower programs are summarized 

below. 

Strategic Forces Summary (Units) 

FY1975    FY1976    FY197T    FY1977 

Active Forces 
B-52 Squadrons 
FB-111 Squadrons 
KC-135 Squadrons 
Titan Squadrons 
Mlnuteman Squadrons 
F-106 Squadrons 
SR-171 Squadrons 

23 22 22 22 
4 4 4 4 

38 35 35 33 
6 6 6 6 

20 20 20 20 
6 6 6 6 
1 1 1 1 
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Rtserve Forces 

KC-135 Squadrons 
F-4C Squadrons 
F-102 Squadrons 
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FY1975 FY1976 FY197T FY1977 

9 
1 

F-101 Squadrons                / 
F-106 Squadrons                6 

4 
6 

3 
6 ( 

Active USAF Strategic Force Total Manpower Summary 

FY1975 FY1976 FY197T FY1977 

Military                90,035 81,933 81,649 81,641 

Direct Hire Civilian        7,586 7,098 7.000 6,849 

Total                   97,621 89,031 88,649 88,490 

The General Purpose Forces: 

The General Purpose Forces of the Air Force consist of the fighter/ 

attack and reconnaissance forces of the Tactical Air Command and the 

mobility forces under the Military Airlift Command. 

Tactical Air Command (TAC): 

The mission of TAC is to train, equip and provide tactical fighter 

and reconnaissance forces for combat.  It is primarily a management 

headquarters and generally does not exercise command or control of 

forces which are assigned to the Unified Commands overseas. As an 

exception to this general rule, TAC does serve as the Air Component 

for the Atlantic Command (LANTCOM) and Readiness Command (REDCOM) and 

can provide them forces for contingencies in the Atlancic or Caribbean 

area or world-wide.  For the purpose of this overview, all USAF tactical 

units will be addressed, regardless ox  their actual assignment or location. 

TAC directs the activities of two numbered air forces within the 

United States, two specialized centers, two specialized schools, and a 

world-wide aircraft delivery group. 
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Tactical Air Command 

9th Air Force 12th Air Force 

-t- 

USAF Tactical Air USAF Air/Grd. School  2nd Aircraft     USAF Tactical 
Warfare Center    USAF Special Opera-  Delivery Group   Fighter Weapons 

tions School Center 

TAC's forces may be employed at primitive levels of conflict on 

a small scale up to full commitment of the force in all aspects of 

tactical operations, including nuclear delivery. As a result, organi- 

zations are tailored to a degree to meet the sorts of threat that might 

be encountered.  At the lower end of the scale, ther;= are a few units 

that are equipped with a variety of relatively unsophisticated aircraft 

suitable for limited operations in low intensity hostile environments. 

To deal with the bulk of the situations that might be encountered, the 

majority of tactical fighter and reconnaissance wings are equipped with 

high performance, versatile, ziulti purpose aircraft.  The F-A fills this 

role today in both attack/fighter and reconnaissance configurations. 

To support the upper end of the conflict spectrum, the basic fighter/ 

attack force wou-'d be reinforced by more specialized aircraft that can 

provide greater capability in selected areas.  An example would be the 

F-lll, with i.s very sophisticated attack capability and lonp, range, or 

the F-105 "Wild Weasels" wl-h their electronic countormeasure equipment. 

Today, there are 22 fighter/attack wing equivalents in the tactical 

air forces, plus reconnaissance units. While there is a basic wing 
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structure, there are difference» in numbers of aircraft and personnel. 

This result' from tailoring wings to meet specific wartime requirements, 

the number and type of bases to which the wing might deploy, and the 

host or tencnt status the wing might enjoy at its home base. A meaningful 

evaluation cf manning levels hi:ges basically on the wartime deployment 

requirements cf the wing, but muat take the other factors into account. 

A typical tactical tighter wing Is equipped with 72 aircraft. 

Although at present some fall short of that objective, a full wing may 
have either four squadrons of 18 aircraft or three squadrons of 24 aircraft. 
Frequently, one (or more) of these squadrons is not Immediately deploy- 

able (not even subject to a C-rating for readiness), but la In training 

status. A typical wing might be presented like this: 

Unit 

One (1) Squadron 

Two (2) Squadrons 

One (1) Squadron 

Readiness * 

C-l or C-2 

C-2 or C-3 

Training Status 

Deployable 

Immediately 

Combat ready — can be deployed 
fairly rapidly, but require 
upgrading prior to deployment. 

Deployable by M+30, but must 
be fully manned and equipped 
for combat prior to deployment. 

Since it is unlikely that an entire wing will deploy to a single 

base, the wing is structured to support individual squadrons. Each 

squadron Is supposed to be self-sustaining for short periods of time, 

and wing support elements are organized Into packages to deploy with 

the squadrons and provide them necessary support. The deployment re- 

quirements serve, therefore, as the baseline for establl-'- t military 

manpower requirements. In addition, provisions must be made co maintain 

* C-ratings, fror 1 through A, classify the readiness status of the 
organization In terms of equipment, personnel and training:  1, combat 
ready; 2, essentially ready; i,  marginally ready; 4, not combat ready. 
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an adequate military training bats, a rotation baa« for military personnel 

from ovcraaaa and hardship assignments, anC  a sufficient number of military 

replacement personnel, and to meat any other essentially military 

operutlocal requirements. 

Coupled with thete military personnel is the civilian component of the 

wing, concentrsted primarily in the support and services area. The organi- 

zation and manning table depicted belcw is for a typical 72 aircraft, 

3-squadroc F-4 wing. The manning depicts a hoat wing, which la the 

altuatlon at SOX of the TAC bases. 

j 
Tactical Fighter 

wing 
I   39 

Hospital 

254 

Deputy 
Conmnder 
Operations 

93 

'Tactical, 
^lghte.- j 
1 Squadron] 

68 

Tactical! 
Flght«r j 
Squadron; 

f,8 

Tactical! 
Fighter 
Squadron 

—sr 

368 
Officer 

Deputy   I \ Deputy 
Coomar.der , i Coaaander 
Malntenaacal [ Resources. 

138       1 148 

Organizational' I "Transports" 
-\ Maintenance  ! — tlon Sq. 
_Sa>uadron_ 

283 

Field 
' Maintenance 
Squadron 

394 

lAvlonica      ! 
—JMalntenancfJ 

Squadron     1 
288" 

4 
Munitions 
Maintenance 
Squadrou 

4T9~ 

2805 
Airman 

If 1 

175 

Supplv 
Squadron 

341 

5i7 
Civilian 

i 
Combat 
Support 
Croup 

235 

"CTvTI  
Eng. Sq. 

394 

Security 
■ Polic« 
1Squadron 

128 

Services 
Squadron 

187 

3730 
Total 
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A wing say contain four squadrons Instead of Jirec, with fewer air- 

craft each and the same total, but that would not materially change the 

remaining organization or total number« of personnel. 

The deployment package for auch a wing would consist of the fighter 

squadrons in their entirety, a large proportion of the aaintenanca 

elements, and lesser numbers of other support organizations. Al) indivi- 

duals and equipment in a deployment package are specifically designated, 

and frequent exercises aasvr« familiarity with procedures and require- 

ments. In all, the wing depicted would deploy about 1,750 personnel, 

and would be capable of carrying on combat operations for '»0 days in 

this manning configuration. 

When a wing has deployed, there is still a large element in residence 

at the home base. These personnel ere required to maintain the functions 

of the airfield, provide communications, service transient aircraft, train 

replacement and rotation personnel, and continue to support the 

tenant organizations on the base. 

This residual structure requires close analysis to assure that 

maximum economy is attained without damage to mission effectiveness. 

For example, there is considerable variance in the ratio of deployable 

to non-deployable personnel 'ii a given aquadron and In the military/ 

civilian mix of those squadrons. The following tabli! demonstrates 

this spread. The squadron titles explain the basic mission of the unit. 
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Military Manning 

Percent of Total 
Unit (of TAC Wing) Total Military Deployable Military Deployable 

Tactical Fighter Sqdn. 68 68 68 100 100 

Field Maintenance Sqdn. 394 394 289* 100 73* 

Avionics Maint. Sqdn. 288 288 148* 100 51* 

Supply Sqdn. 341 287 63 84 18 

Transportation Sqdn. 175 128 50 73 29 

Civil Engineering Sqdn. 394 198 60 50 15 

Services Sqdn. 187 78 4d 42 26 
Source: 4th Tactical Fighter Wing, Seyaour Johnson AFB, North Carolina 

It is apparent that there is wide diversity in the number r.nd types of 

military personnel required in a deployed situation.  The combat elements and 

those required to directly support the aircraft are totally (or alnost) 

military manned and deploy in large percentages. As the support becomes less 

directly associated with the aircraft and more generally allied tc personnel 

and facilities, the percentage of military personnel decreases, and so does 

the percentage of the unit which deploys. 

It is in this latter area that the Air Force should examine its 

requirements and objectives, especially in light of the DoD policy calling 

for civllianlzatlon of positions which do not need to be military.** In 

the example above, the Supply, Transportation and Services Squadrons would 

appear to be unnecesarily rich in military personnel, unless there is a 

demonstrated requirement not evident to the DMC staff for military manning. 

The non-deployable military manpower content of the Civil Engineering 

Squadron is also high, although the Air Force contends that there are 

reavirements for some of the residual personnel to be military. 

* Subsequent information fror, the Air Staff is that the above figures for 
deployable personnel in the Field Maintenance and Avionics Squadrons 
pertain to those immediately deployable, and that most of the remaining 
military personnel in those two squadrons would follow later. 

** The general subject of civllianlzatlon of positions in the support activities 
of all the Services is addressed further in anseparate DMC staff issue paper 
by the Requirements Group on "Support Forces." ■. 
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The Total Force Relationship: 

Forty-two percent of USIF tactical strike force« world-wide are 

in the Reserve Components.  In all. Air Reserve Forces vould provide 

some 60,500 persor-nel In case of mobilization. The great majority ut 

the forces gained by TAC are from th« ANG, but there Is also a signifi- 

cant input (turn the AFR. The Air N« cnal Guard would provide 116 units 

and the Air Force Reserve, 11 units. Together, they would augment TAC 

by about ],200 primary mission aircraft. The significant contribution 

that the reserves make gives T/C a veated interest in their capability. 

Each unit In the reserves Is matched by an advisory unit within TAC. 

The advisory unit Is responsible for au annual assistance visit with Its 

associated unit and such additional visits as it feels are necessary, or 

as .re requested by the reserve unit. Advisory assistance teams usually 

comprise about twenty personnel and cover plans, operations, standardiza- 

tion and eviluatlon, safety, maintenance, personnel, supply, civil en- 

gineering and administration, plus othar functions depen>"ng on the 

mission of the unit. In addition, active duty advisors are assigned 

to the \init to monitor their training and to provide advice and liaison 

with the parent unit. Typically, there is a regular and free exchange 

of ideas, new concepts, and problems between the units. The reserve 

unit    *s inspected by the numbered Air Force annually und meets 

essentially the same criteria and standards that apply to a like ..ctlve 

force unit. The difference in criteria is basically one of degree. 

For example, ei:  active RF-4 squadron would be required to demonstrate 

capability in all aspects it  day and night reconnaissance, whereas a 
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reserve unit would be charged with cither day "t night capability and 

familiarity with the other missions. 

In recant years, a strong effort has bacn made to moderrize the 

equipment of the Reserve Components. At prcaant, they are equipped with 

F and RF-4's, A-7's ai.d F-105'a, as are active units.  Older aircraft 

»uch as the F-100 and the KC-97 are programmed to be replaced with more 

A-7'a, F-4's and KC-135's as additional aircraft ar« released by active 

force conversions to F-15'i, F-16's and A- O'e. The A-10's will also go 

directly from the production line to the Reserve Force, a first In Air 

Force history. 

TAC Reconstltutlou: 

Along with the modernization of the Reserve Components, TAC la In 

the process of reinforcing Its own capabilities. The Vietnam War caused 

considerable personnel turbulence which resulted In reduced crew ratios, 

ahortages in certain support and maintenance fields, and delay in moderni- 

zation of weapons systems. During the Vietnam War, TAC was forced tJ 

reduce its slrcrew manning to 1.1 per aircraft, which limited achievement 

of desired sortie rates and use of equipment. They are in the process 

of returning to 1.25 per alrcrrft to meet the requirements of deployment 

and combat sorties rates. In addition, mclernlzation of the force la commencicg. 

The first F-15 squadron will activate t.   early 3 976 and the A-10 will be 

joining the force beginning in FY77. In the longer term, the ACF (F-lb; 

will be deployed to meet the threat expected in the 80'R. 

At the present time, combat crew training is a major effort. 

Additional crews are necessary to provide for sustained combat operations 

and to provide for full utilization of aircraft..  Two F-A wings have a 
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primary mission of combat cr*v training, and c third wing la just 

beginning to return to Its operational mission fro« that status. Th« 

goal Is to raise th« crrv rttlo to 1.25 par aircraft from tha presently 

authorized 1.1 ratio. Each wing In training atatua still has an opera- 

tional commitment, but temporarily is not required to meet readlnaaa 

standards until D+10 or longer. II they were called upon, Instructor 

personnel would. In combination with students, form crave and r^jualify 

in primary miaalon skills. Aircraft would alao be brought to combat 

readiness In the interval a lowed before deployment. This la different 

from the case of training squadrons within operational wings. 

In addition to the effort to ralae crew ratio«, the Air Force la in 

the proceaa of forming, aa «a objective, foui- additional tactical fighter 

wings over the next several years. If achieved, this will ralae the 

force level from the preeent 22 wing equivalents to 26 vlngr,. The Air 

Force, with the Secretary of Defense'* approval, proposes to do "-.hie 

within overall manpower ceilings by making use of personnel spacea 

released by reductions in support manning, elimination of headquarters 

and other management adjustment*. The aircraft necessary to flesh out 

this structure will accrue during modernization of the force and 

acquisition of the A-10- F-15, and F-16. 

Initiative«: 

Two initiatives have been taken within TAC to increase its effec- 

tiveness In the short term. The first Is the Designed Operational 

Capability System (DOC), which was Instituted as a result of Vietnam 

experience and as a counter to fuel r straints. DOC attempts to 
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optimize each wing's training by assigning It a specific tactical nisslon, 

either air-to-air or air-to-ground. The wing then concentrates its 

efforts I:* Its primary area, but also maintains capability in the 

secondary role. The training concept has further been modified to 

accomplish the training through , K allocation of sorties, rather than 

hours of training. The sortie approach is more economical, its results 

are readily measurable, and it can be adjusted to individual skill levels 

tc eliminate unnecessary training. The objective is optimum effective- 

ness with minimum sorties expended. 

The recond effort being made by TAC lies in the maintenance area. 

Several test programs which could save mai.r<.ver er* underway. Consoli- 

dation of effort is at the heart of two of them: one program combines 

the intermediate maintenance effort of a TAC fighter wing and a SAC 

bomb wing; another provides that certain maintenance functions be con- 

ducted at one base for a number of units from several bases — a regionali- 

zation of '.toiL. "nth tests are in the initial stages and manpower/ 

facility savings are not yet measurable. A more innovative test is 

being conducted by one fighter wing in which maintenance personnel are 

being crons-trained into other compatible specialties so that they may 

be more fully utilized. In addition, a considerable number of shop 

maintenance personnel have been physically moved to the flight line 

(where they have actually had to do the work in the past) to provide 

more rapid response and greater flexibility. The next phase cf this 

test involves reorganization of intermediate level maintenance to reduce 

over-specialization and to provide a better interface with the flight 
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line elements.  Initial results have been promising and the program 

has been well-received by the fighter squadrons. 

In the longer term, development of the high-low mix of aircraft 

structured to meet a specific threat is an attempt to meet requirements 

within reasonable resource allocation. The Air Force is developing a 

tactical force structure with a limited number of F-15's, high per- 

formance aircraft capable of performing the entire spectrum of tactical 

fighter operations (th* high side), and « larger number of F-16's and 

A-10's (the low side) which, while of lesser overall capability, are 

specifically designed for the air combat and ground support, roles. 

Their specialization yields two advantages: higher effectiveness and, 

by virtue of greater simplicity, lower cost in dollars and operational 

and maintenance manpower requirements. The shift to the optimized 

missions and aircraft concept and the choice of the air combat and ground 

support roles also reflect an effort to develop a force structure designed 

for combat against the NATO threat, which is seen to require strong 

initial air concrol and ground support capability in a United battle 

zone and which deemphaslzes tactical air's long standi-g adherence to 

deep strike counter-air and interdiction missions. 

The Military Airlift Command (MAC): 

MAC is responsible for strategic, tactical, and support airlift 

for the Air Force and the Department of Defense.  It derives its re- 

sources and doctrine from the Air Force and reports to the Chief of 

Staff, USAF. However, MAC performs its tasks in accordance with 

priorities established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff .ind Commander, MAC 
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in his capacity of Executive Director under the «ingle a«iu_;er concept. 

MAC'» mission waa broadened in 1975 by assumption of all C-130 tactical 

airlift aasatt and reaponilblllties from TAC. 

Airlift management and control la carried out through two numbered 

Air Forcee, which are equipped with C-S, C-141 and C-130 alrcrafr. 

Each of thaae numbered Air Forcee la responsible for operatlona in its 

half of the U.S. and around the globe to a coint where they meet again 

in India. Each la repoaslble for eupport of, and coordination with, 

theater and area commander• in it» geographical area of operatlona. 

MAC aquadrone typically have IS elrcraft for the C-S and C-141 and 16 

for the C-130. The C-S and C-141 are nominally strategic and the C-130 

tactical, but theae J»«ignationa are misleading since any of the aircraft 

can be uaed In elfter role depending on the situation. 

Three rpeclalized vlnga complete MAC a active airlift structure. 

The 89th Wing provides world-wide airlift for government officials 

and foreign dignitaries. The 443rd Wing conducts aircrew and associated 

ground crew training for the Command and the 357th Aeromedlcel Airlift 

Wing perform» domestic aeromedlcel flight» for all Services. Aeromedlcel 

Airlift overaeaa Is carried out by C-141'a which are designed to accept, 

specifically configured and equipped package» for thla purpose. 

In addition to its airlift organizations, MAC provides other services. 

The Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service and Air Weather Service provide 

a network of rescue services and weather support world-wide for the Ail 

Force and other DOD and government activities. 

MAC, like other commands, relies on Air Reserve Force» for a portion 

of its totax capability. Some airlift assets, notably the C-130's, are 
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assigned dirtctly to and operated by tht Reserve. At tht present, thay 

furnlah absut half tha total C-130 fore«. In addition, MAC haa estab- 

llahad a Raiaivt   iclate Program In which Raaarva crews, both air and 

ground, ara attach», a an acdva airlift unit. Thay train with and 

contrlbuta to tha day-to-day alsalon of their parent unit. 

Two othav tacata of airlift come within tha purview of MAC. Both 

Involve civil aviation. The flrtt and elaplest la direct purchaaa of 

airlift froa civil carriers. Mora than 90X of all military personnel 

ara moved unü" these contracts. Tha second Is management, as Executive 

Director, for the Secretary of the Air Force, of the Civil Reserve Air 

Fleet (CRAF) Program. This la a Joint program with the Department of 

Transportation to provide a ready transportation system for use during 

national emergencies. The CRAF can be called up incrementally to augment 

military airlift cupabillty aa needed. When totally mobilised, CRAF 

could supply about 250 aircraft, primarily In a cargo configuration. 

Airlift Enhancement: 

Since the 1973 Israeli Airlift, MAC haa *.aken several initiatives 

deaigned to enhance Its capabilities. One stt^ has been to try to rvise 

aircraft utilisation to 10 houra per day. In order to do this, MAC is 

raising craw ratios to 4:00 per aircraft; in this, they are relying 

heavily on Air Reserve personnel. Another step taken was to qualify 

C-5 crewa In air refueling techniques so that there will be leas 

reliance on intermediate alrfleide, loada can be increased, and fuel 

aaved in future criala situations. A final broad step involvea plane 
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to stretch C-141's and provide then with an in-flight refueling system 

and to upgrade the CRAF by providing Incentive« to build in "convert- 

ability" in civil jetit, particularly the new generation of wide body 

aircraft.  The total improvement package would penult the U.S. to 

deploy a division to Europe in seven days, instead of the approximate 

twenty days it takeJ now. 

General Purpose Forces Summary: 

General Purpose Forces units and active force manpower programs 

are summarised below. 

General Purpose Forces Summary (Units) 

Active Forces 7*1975 7Y1976 FY197T FY1977 

Tac. Fighter Wing Equivalent 22 22 22 22 
RF-4 Squadrons 13 9 9 9 
C-130 Squadrons 17 15 15 15 
F-5E Training Squadrons - 3 3 3 
C-141 Squadrons 13 13 13 13 
C- 9 Squadrons 3 3 3 3 
C-5 Squadron« 4 4 4 4 
AWACS Aircraft - - - 6 
SOS Squadrons 5 3 3 3 
Airborne CP Squadrons 3 3 3 3 
Rescue Aircraft: 115 B8 91 91 

Reserve Force FY1975 FY1976 FY197T FY1977 

TAC Fighter Squadrons 36 35 35 37 
TAC Fighter Training Squadrons  2 2 2 2 
RF-101 Squadrons 4 2 ? 2 
RF-4 Squadrons 3 7 7 7 
KC-97 Squadrons 9 8 8 5 
C-123 Squadrons 5 4 4 4 
C-130 Squadrons 29 30 30 30 
C-7 Squadrons 3 3 3 3 

C-141 Assoc. Squadrons 13 13 13 13 
C-i Assoc. Squadrons 4 4 4 4 
Aeromed Assoc. Squadrons 1 1 I 1 
0-2 (TACS) Squadrons 7 7 7 7 
EC-121 (TEWS) Squadrons 2 2 2 2 
Rescue Squadrons 6 6 6 6 
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Active General Purpose Force» Totil Manpower Summary 

Military 

Direct Hire Civilian 

Total 

FY1975   FY1976   FY197T 

11 ,530  112,A17  112,736 

"4.518   29.323   39,309 

140,)48  141,740  142,105 

FY1977 

116,598 

29.607 

146,205 
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USAF Support Structure 

Support (unction* are carried out by Major Commands, charged with 

specific tasks In support of the operational forces such as logistics, 

research and developaent and training, and by Separate Operating Agenclea 

whlih provide services on a more Halted basis.  Example« would be the 

Military Personnel Center or the Intelligence Service. 

The bulk of USAF .«nnpower is found In the support area, and it la 

in the this area that the largest reductions are being made. The majority 

of these are the result of management improvements, headquarters 

reductions, base closures and consolidations. FY 76 manpower reductions 

alone amount to approximately 31,000 spaces, of which about 25,000 are in 

th? support area. 

Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) 

AFSC is responsible for research, development, test and evaluation 

and procurement of Air Force aircraft, missiles and related materiel, tt is 

functionally organized to carry out these responsibilities and expends 

approximately 252 of the Air Force budget. Five Systems Divisions are respon- 

sible for the development and/or management of aircraft; electronic systems, 

medical programs, contract management ani foreign technology. In addition, 

the Space and Missile Organization develops, test» and procures space 

and missile hardware. There are also several test centers and laboratories 

involved in evaluation of materiel being developed. AFSC Is in the process 

of realigning its laboratory structure to more closely parallel Its 

major systems divisions and of consolidating its test slrcrsft in order 

to reduce operational costs and save manpower. 
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Air Fore« Logistics Cogeytnd (ARC) 

AFLC is charged with worldwide technlc.il And loglitlc support for 

the Air Force weapons system«. Their mission includes supporting Reserve 

Forces, allied forces and other U.S. agencies ns well as the active Air 

Fcrce.  The Coianand Is or», iltad Into five field organizations, designated 

Air Logistics Centers  (ALC), and four speclslii d organizations. Tie ALC's 

are industrial complexes, largely civilian staffed, that supply and 

service particular Air Force weapon systems. They are also responsible 

for designated equipment and commodities worldwide. The Contract 

Maintenance Center administers worldwide civilian maintenance contracts. 

Aircraft storage end disposition are handled for all Services, as is 'he 

maintenance and overhaul of lnertlal guld/ince systems at the Guidance 

and Meteorology Center. Steps are underway to Increase effectiveness and 

reduce costs at the ALCs through capital Investment in modern industrial 

equipment. Fiscal 1976 savings are programmed to be over 700 spaces and 

the ultimate goal is to save 3,000 spaces. 

Air Training Command (ATC) 

ATC recruits and trains firmen  It provides basic military 

training, technical training, and flying training, as well at specialized 

training.  It also provides field trnining detachments to USAF ind silled 

organizations to assist in teaching nev technology or as unique needs 

arise that are beyond the ability of the organization. Flying training 

is carried out at eight bases. One of these, Vance AFB In Oklahoma, has 

been operated under contract for several years with singularly successful 

results. Some of the lessons learned there in relation to organization 
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and supervision could well be applied to other organizations.* Technical 

training Is carried out at four large center« which are functionally 

specialized.  Each teaches associated skills auch as electronics and 

conpi'ter technology at Keesler or engine mechanics and alrfrane repair 

at Chanute. 

The Air University (AU) 

The Air University, with Its main facilities at Maxwell AFB, 

Alabama, Is a major command of the USAF and provides professional 

education for officers and senior non-commisuloned officers.  It Includes 

the Squadron Officers School, the Air Command and Staff College, the Air 

War College, the Non-Comlssloned Officers Academy and other specialized 

schools.  Th<2 Air University also Is responsible for the development and 

administration of 'he Air Force ROTC Program. 

Other Command« 

Two other major commands bear brief mention: One is the USAF 

Security Service, which provides signal intelligence and communications 

security worldwide.  The second is Headquarters Command, which Is respon- 

sible for operation of the two Air Force bases In the Washington area 

and which per »ce« all USAF personnel In the USAF Headquarters and 

associated agencies, and also provides some administrative support for 

personnel assigned to unified commands overseas. Additionally it operates 

the USAF Courier and Postal Service, the Civil Air Patrol, and the 

National Emergency Airborne Command Poet. 

Separate Operating Agencies (SOA) 

These agencies are charged with providing the specialized services 

indicated in their titles. Many of the agencies are operating extensiont 

of the Air Staff, their commanders serving in a dual capacity 

* For further discussion of contracting, see the DMC Staff paper on 
"Support Forces." 
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as an Assistant Chief of Staff or Director of the Staff agency reapon- 

alble for the function.  Theac SOA'a are: 

Air Fon e Academy 
Air Fo^re Accounting and Fliui-K-e Center* 
Air Force Audit Agency* 
Air Fore« Data Automation Agc.icy* 
Air Force Inspection and Safety Cen:..r* 
Air Force Intelligence Service* 
Air Force Office of Special Investigatic.ia 
Air Force Military Pertonnel Center* 
A'r Force Teat and Evaluation Center 
Air Reserve Feraonnel Center 

Manpower Su—arlea for Auxiliary Forcen, Support Forcea and Indlvlduala 

(ISAF active duty icaiipower categories other tha . Strategic Forcea 

and General Purpose Forces are summarized below. Organizational structure 

doea not extclly parallel thla breakout. For example, Mission Support 

Forces Include personnel providing base ope ating support In the strategic 

and tactical wings. For some accounting yjrposes and functionally they are 

support, but administratively they are assigned Co the combat organization 

they support. Thus, this category of manpower as well aa others can be 

found In SAC, TAC or in one of the support commands described above. 

Auxiliary Forces 

Activities in thin category Include intelligence cervices, 

research and development activities, communications function* and military 

assistance programs. 

Auxiliary Force Manpower 

FY 75 FY 76 FY 7T FY 77 

Military 71,767 67,723 67,630 67,525 

Direct Hire Civ. 32,549 31,024 31,005 30,987 

TOTAL 104,316 98,747 98,635 98,512 

* Air Staff extension 
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M tu Ion Support Forces 

These forces include base operating sivport, end covbst 

training operations. 

Mission Support Manpower 

FY 75    Ft  76    FY 7T    FY 77 

Military 

Direct Hire Civ. 
TOTAL 

164,107      157,099      150,989      '55,393 

77,024 74.623   74.782   73.212 
231.722  231,771  228,605 241,131 

Central Support Forces 

This category Include» centralized logistics functions, 

centralized training, associated base operating support, medical services 

and certain coaawn support activities for the entire Air Force. 

Central Support Forcta Manpower 

FY 75    FY 76    FY 7T    FY 77 

105,344  103,056  103,040  102,857 Military 

Direct Hire Civ. 
TOTAL 

Individual« 

135.489  129.200  131.031  130.362 
240,833  232,256  234,071  233,219 

Includes etutisrta, cadeta, patients and transients 

Individual Manpower Summary 

FY 75 FY 76 FY 7T FY 77 

Military: 

Students 38,531 38,339 39,039 39,152 
Acadeay 
Cadets 4,417 4,417 4,211 4,240 
Patients 800 800 800 800 
Transient 25.003 24,216 23.906 21,794 

Military TOTAL 68.751 67,772 67,956 65.986 

Civilian — — -- — 

TOTAL 68,751   67,772   67,956 65,986 
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The total* fcr the above USAF aanpover categorie* are given below. 

Total USAT Auxiliary and Support Fences Manpower and Indlvlduala(Actlve) 

Military 

Direct Hire Civ. 
TOTAL 

n  75 FY 76 FY 7T FT 77 

409,969 395.650 395,615 391,761 

245.062 234.847 236.818 234.561 
655.031 630,497 632.433 626,322 
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Manpower Programs (Active Force) 

As seen at the outset of this paper, the Air Force wan programed 

to reduce its overall strength by 21,000 military and 10,000 civilian 

personnel in FY 76 (compared to FY 75) and then more-or-less level off. 

Sooe small further reductions probably will be required as the Secretary 

of Defense apportions the overall DOD cuts of 9,000 military and 23,000 

civilian personnel made by the Congress in its action on the FY76 budget. 

This reduction IF being achieved by Improving organization structure, 

consolidating functions, eliminating marginally productive functions, 

and changing operational procedures.  The majority of the reductions 

are taking place in overhead support categories, tut there are also 

significant reductions in strategic forces, both offensive and defensive. 

The savings resulting from these reductions have prr. i^ed the manpower 

resources needed for development and modernization programs for th~ 

general purpose forces, and to enhance their co'ibat capability. 

Assessment 

Use of Air R.terve Forces in the Total 'orce Mix 

As to the Total Force Mix in the i.ir Force between the active 

and reserve components and the utilization ot reserve components, the 

1975 OSD Study on "The Guard and Reserve in the Total Force" stated: 

Total Force policy is closer to reality In the 
Air Force than in any other Service. The Air 
Force bus Integrated active and reserve forces 
through the gaining command concept, preassignlng 
Air Reserve Forces in peacetime to the organi- 
sations with which they will serve during wartime. 
The Air Reserve Forces have high states of readiness, 

with two-thirds of the f-rce considered deployable 
within ten days after mobilization, and sooe units 
deployable within threr days . . 
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On the basis of all Information available through our own research, 

the DMC staff concurs fully in the OSD assessment above. The Air Force 

has demonstrated commendable initiative In integration of tha Air 

Reserve Force into its Total Force capability.  Not only has it achieved 

a broad based ready adjunct to the Active Force for use in emergencies; 

it also has Integrated the Reserves into its day-to-day peacetime missions 

as well.  Especially notable are the parts played by sir defense forces 

of the Air National Guard and the MAC/Alr Force Reserve Aauociate Program. 

This latter was an innovative approach, well suited to the particular 

mission of MAC, end has significantly Increased Its effectiveness. The 

transfer of KC-135's from SAC to the Reserves Is a similar Imaginative 

step, and the program to deliver A-10's to the Reserves concurrently 

with Active Force acquisition is a major «tep in assuring a first line 

Reserve capability.  Similar Ideas could yield greater returns in the 

future. 

Several areas within the Reserv? structure bear further examination. 

One is the overhead structure, the number and size of headquarters 

necessary to manage the organization, etc.; and a second Is the apparent 

disparity between the numbers of advisors and technicians assigned the 

Air National Guard versus the Air Force Reserve.  In this respect, the 

National Guard appears far more heavily favored than the Air Force Reserve. 

Both of these combine into an Issue of how much manpower is really re- 

quired to man and support the Reserve units for maximum cost-effectiveness. 

These and other matters will be addressed in the separate DMC staff issue 

papers concerning the Reserves. 
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Clvlllanlzation and Contracting for Service» 

With respect to these aspects of Total Force mix, the Assistant 

Secretary of the Air Force for Manpower and Reserve Affairs stated 

the following as Air Force policy in testimony on the FY 76 Defense 

Appropriations Authorization Bill before the Military Personnel Suucommittee 

of the House Armed Services Committee: 

Authorizations requiring military Incumbency by reason 
of combat or direct combat support, support of contingency 
and overseas rotation, career progression, training, law, 
security or discipline are designated as military positions. 
The remaining positions are civilian. Within this category, 
decisions are made in consideration of the need to retain 
certain functions in house because of law or for proprietary 
reasons.  In-house versus contractor performance of all re- 
maining workloads is based on periodic assessments of their 
relative economy. 

Further assessment as to how the Air Force is doing In these aspects 

of Total Force mix will be presented In the separate DMC staff issue 

papers on "Support Forces." It should be noted here, however, that 

these papers will point the way to some more civillanlzatlon, 

more contracting, and considerable net savings. 

Manpower Requirements for Active USAF General Purpose Forces 

The DMC staff is convinced that further savings are possible 

in the Air Force, in'-j.udlng the T/.C wings, without hurting effective- 

ness.  Indeed, they are essential if the Air Force is to meet the 

26 fighter/attack wing goal that the Secretary of Defense has authorized 

for the Air Force.  This force has been established as one that can 

reasonably be attained in the early 1980's within the overall 590,000 

military space authorization and be able to meet the postulated threat 

at a level described Dy the Joint Chiefs of Staff as somewhat below a 

prudent risk level. 
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It Is evident that significant savings in active USAF military 

manpower could be achieved In the absence of the expansion to 26 full 

wings.  In ■"pite of manpower savings gleaned from reductions with TAC 

and other commands, TAC will still be faced with approximately a 5,000 

Bpace shortfall in striving to reach a 26-fighter wing rtructure. 

Evjry effort should be made to accommodate the additional wings within 

the existing USAF base structure In order to minimize support coats. 

A tenant wing costs far less In manpower than a host wing, yet yields 

the same operational capabilities. It is evident that dual basing of 

wings, even of different commands and with differing missions, can be 

accomplished effectively; and, If current maintenance consolidation 

tests are successful, substantial savings could be achieved by expanding 

the dual basing policy.  (By "dual basing", we mean basing, more than 

one wing on a base.) 

There are additional aspects of manning the General Purpose 

Forces that bear closer examination.  All tactical figtiter wings are 

structured to provide mobility capability and are generally organized 

t'a same way, whether based in the U.S. or overseas.  It is questionable 

whether this should be the case. Those that are already deployed to an 

overseas base may not all need the ability to deploy rapidly to another 

overaeas base. If some units could be relieved of this responsibility, 

immediate savings could be achieved and/or force nix changes could result. 

Further questions of military manning levels arise when deployment 

requirements ure examined. Tactical fighter squadrons are manned ertirely 

by m litary personnel, and the entire squadron deploys. Maintenance 

squadrons are likewise entirely manned by military personnel, 
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but vtrylng percentages of them deploy with the fighter squadrons. Other 

support organizations, Civil Engineering and Supply for example, have a 

heavy mix of military personnel, bit only a small percentage deploy. 

There is little apparent reason wby this type organization should be su 

heavily military. A critical »examination of requirements in these 

areas, both from the viewpoint of military/civilian mir. and residual 

population afU"' deployment, is indicated.  Application of the lessons 

learned from the ATC civilian contract operation at Vance AFB and appli- 

cation of the principles of the innovative Production Oriented Maintenance 

program to base services and support could yield significant savings. 

As previously indicated, these matters will be explored further in the 

separate DMC staff Issue paper on "Support Forces." 

Cone'uflons and Recommendations 

It is concluded that: 

Integration of the Air Reserve Components into the Air Force 

structure in conscnance with Total Force policy Is commendable. 

There are some opportunities for both immediate and long-term 

manpower savings, both within the Active Force and the Reserve Components, 

some of which have been addressed a'uove and other </hlch will be addressee 

in separate isjue papers. 

It is recommended that the Commissioners accept this paper and 

the foregoing conclusions as the ba.-sis, together with other related 

staff papers, for preparation of pertinent parts of the DMC Final 

Report. 
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SUBJECT: 

BACKGROUND: 

CONTENT: 

HIGHLICHTS: 

CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATION: 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Overview of thr Reserve Component* of th* U.S. 
Armed Forces. 

This Informational paper la for background use In 
connection with other DMC staff paper* concerning 
the Reserve Components and the Total Forca. 

This paper is designed to:  (1) define the categories 
of Reserves; (2) present personnel strengths of 
the various categories of Reserves; (3) present 
overviews of the Selected Reserves of each Service 
(•xcept the USMCR, which is covered in a aeparate 
overview paper of the Marine Corps),  including: 
historical background, mission, au,. nlrtratlon and 
management, strength, composition and organizational 
structure, readiness, and full-time personnel support. 

The IRR la declining rapidly, with serloua shortfalls 
projected, and la treated further in a separate DMC 
ataff iasue paper. 

DOD programs project future Selected Reserve strength* 
at roughly preaent levels except in the USAR and USNR, 
where programmed levels are below Congreasionally 
mandated minimum strength levels for FY76. 

The USAF integration of its Selected Reserve units 
(Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve) has 
produced high readiness condition*.  This high 
level of readiness has been maintained despite on- 
going unit conversions to newer aircraft during 
FY75 through FY7T. 

The readiness condition of the • ijor Army Reserve 
Component units is for the mos>" part onlv C-3 
(marginally ready) or C-4 (not ready). As a reault 
of the Army recrganlzation of 1973, Active Army 
aupport of its Reserve Components has increased. 
The Affiliation Program (roundout and augmentation) 
has had a positive Impact on improving r. jdiness 
of participating units.  However, the eight Guard 
divisions (four of which were C-3 and four rated C-4) 
are uot included In the program. 

No specific recommendation for action by the 
Commission can appropriately bj made directly 
on the basis of this study.  Issues concerning the 
Selected Reserve components and their support will 
be addressed in separate DMC staff issue papers. 

It is recommended that the Commission accept this 
informational piper for background use in connection 
with other DMC staff papers concerning the Reserve 
Components and the Total Force. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE RESERVE COWONENTS OF THE U.S. ARMED FORCES 

INTRODUCTION 

This la an informational paper on the Reserve 

Components of the U.S. Armed Forces, including (in Part I, below) 

information concerning the basic categories and strengths of the 

Reserve Components and (in subsequent parts) more detailed Information 

about the Selected Reserve Components of the Army, Navy and Air Force, 

respectively.  (There is no such separate section on the Marine Corps 

Reserve, the treatment of which is incorporated In the single Total 

Force overview paper on the Marine Cütpa.) These information*! papers 

are for background use In connection with other DMC staff papers 

concerning the Reserves or the Total Force, and there are no issues 

herein which require a DMC decision. Matters concerning the Reserve 

Components which require the formulation of a DMC position are 

presented in separate issue papers. 

PART I 

RESERVE COMPONENTS—BASIC CATEGORIES AND STRENGTHS 

1.  Categories of Reserves: The Guard/Reserve Forces of the 

United States consist of seven components:  the Army National Guard, 

the Army Reserve, the Naval Reserve, the Marine Corps Reserve, the 

Air National Guard, the Air Force Reserve and Me Coast Guard Reserve.* 

* The Coast Guard Reserve in peacetime is under the admin'jtritive 
and financial control of the Department of Transportation.  In 
time of war or national emergency, the Coast Guard in luding tl» 
Coast Guard Reserve would come under the operations' control o 
The Navy. 
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Reserve Component manpower assets are divided lnco three basic 

categories: The Ready Reserve, the Standby Reserve and the Retired 

Reserve. 

Ready Reserve: The Ready Reserve consists of members on 

active duty,* units and members of the Selected Reserve and members of 

the Individual Ready Reserve (IRK). The Ready Reserve Is limited by 

law to 2.9 million personnel. Up to one million Ready Reservists may 

be ordered to active duty without t.'xelr consent for 24 months upon a 

Presidential Declaration of National Emergency. The members on active 

duty cannot be considered a mobilization asset since they are already 

within the Active Force structure. The Selected Reserve and IRR repre- 

sent the major manpower sources to augment the Active Force and «»« 

further described below: 

(a)  Selected Reserve: The Selected Reserve consists 

principally cf individuals in units who have enlisted in the Guard or 

Reserve and who have served on active duty. Others In the Selected 

Reserve are fulfilling their obligation** to serve in a Selected Reserve 

unit from one to three years, following an initial active duty obligation. 

The minimum paid drill personnel strengths of each Reserve Component 

are authorized annually by the Congress. 

* Ready Reservists on extended active duty are counted as part 
of the Active Force. As of torch 31, 1975, there were 166,395 
(125,566 officers, 40,629 enlisted) Ready Reservists serving 
In the Active Forces. 

** Obligation terms in ths Reserve Components are for a six-year 
period minus time served in the Active Forces.  The obligor is 
assigned to the Ready Reserve when the completes his active duty 
term. When the period of active service plus satisfactory service 
in the Ready Reserve totals five years, personnel are, upon their 
request, transferred to the Standby Reserve for the remaining 
period of obligation. 
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Most Selected Reservists attend 48 drill« and two weeka 

annual training each year for which they -re paid (Pay Category A). 

>there attend 12 (Pay Category C), 24 (Pay Category B) or 36 (Pay 

Category M) drills and 12 to 14 days of annual training each year l*it 

which they are paid. The remainder of the Selected Reaervlsta Include 

nonprlor service personnel currently on Initial active duty for training 

(Pay Category F) and onprlor eervlc« personnel awaiting Initial active 

duty for training (Pay Category P;. 

(b)  Individual Randy Reserve:  Each Reserve Coaponent 

has an IRR element. The IRR consists of a pool of Individuals who have 

recently served In the Active Force or Selected Reserve and who have 

uone period of ob* 1 gated service reniln.'ng, ranging fron two to four 

years, of which one to three years are spent In the IRR. Most do not 

train, although a small percentage of Army IRR's have been called to two 

weeks active duty as fillers for Selected Reserve units during summer active 

duty training. However, Congressional opposition is forcing the Amy to 

discontinue involuntary IRR summer training call-ups after 1975. 

This manpower asset, which In part was draft related, is 

now diminishing, Li • IRR, which war 1.58 million In mid-1972, had 

decreased to 641,498 personnel In June 1975* and Is expected to continue 

dropping for several /ears, following the decrease In the size of the 

Active Forces and also reflecting other factors, as discussed in the 

separate DMC staff Issue Paper on "Individual Reserves." The diminishing 

trend is expected to level off by the end it  the decade (assuming the 

* Official Reserve Manpower — Strengths and Statistics, 
June 30, 1975, 0ASD(Mt>RA); Strengths of USCGR furnished by 
Hr, USCG, Reserve Division (as of June 30, 1975). 
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present «yiten remain» In force), and there still will be a residual IRJt 

of considerable alze and potential. 

Standby Reserve:  The Standby Reset»*« consists of individuals 

who do not maintain minimum Ready Reserve participation, have completed 

the Ready Reserve and active duty po.  ons of '.neir statutory six-year 

military obligation, or have been transferred to the Standby Reserve on 

request.  In practice, most of the members are in their sixth and last 

year of obligation. There is no legal limitation as to ita size. 

Merbers of the Standby Reserve are not eligible for pay. The Standby 

Reserve may be called to active duty in the event of war or national 

emergency declared by the Congress, but only after an individual deter- 

mination has been made by the Director of the Selective Service as to 

availability for active duty. 

The Standby Reserve Is divided Into Active and Inactive 

Reservists. A small number of those In the former category, key Federal 

employees and certain others placed in the Standby Reserve for cogent 

reasors by the Secretary of the Service concerned, are permitted to 

participate in training and take correspondence courses tot  retirement 

credit and promotion. 

Whenever an authority designated by the Service Secretary concerned 

considers that it is in the best interest of the Armed Force concerned, 

a member of the Standby Reserve who is not required to remain a Reservist, 

and who cannot participate in training, may be transferred to the 

Inactive status list. Such a member Is entitled under certain conditions 

to be returned to an Active status. 
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Retired Reterve: The Retired Reserve consist« of Individuals 

In a retired status fron either length of service or disability.  Under 

certain conditions In tine of war or national emergency declared by 

Congress, they are subject tc call-up (U.S. Code, Title 10, Sect. 672«). 

2. Composition and Strengths of the Reserve Components (Not on 

Active Duty)* 

a. Total Reserve Components — All Categories 

ARNG 403,057 

USAR                1,226,314 

USNR 386,943 

USMCR 133,616 

ANG 95,759 

USAFR 419,764 

USCCR 24,382 

TOTAL 2,689,835 

b.  Ready Reserve (Selected Reserve plus IRR) 

ARNG 402,057 

USAR 580,154 

USNR 220,152 

USMCR 90,766 

ANG 95,759 

USAFR 138,189 

USCGR 21,687 

TOTAL 1,549,764 

*From Official Reserve Manpower Strength and Statistics, ODASD 
Reserve Affairs), June 30, 1975.  Information on Retired Reserve Is 
as of March 31, 1975, and «as furnished by ODASD (Comptroller). 
Data on the Coast Guard Reserve was furnished by Hq U.S. Coaec 
Guard, Reserve Division, and is as of June 30, 1975. 
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Stlcctad Raaatv« 

AKMC 39«,720 

USAR 225,057 

USNR 98,235 

USNCR 32,391 

ANC 95,360 

USATR 50,691 

USCCR 11.812 

TOTAL «08,266 

Individual Raady Raaarva (IRR) 

ARHG 8,337 

USAK 355,097 

USNR 121,917 

USMCR 58,375 

ANG 399 

USAFR 87,498 

USCGR 9.875 

TOTAL 641,498 

c. Standby Raaarva 

USAR 282,698 

USNR 50,442 

USMCR 40,698 

USAFR 38,628 

USCGR 904 

TOTAL 413,370 
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Standby (Active) 

USA» 260,458 

USNR 22,165 

USMCR 40,420 

USAFR 10,316 

USCGR 140 

TOTAL 333,499 

Standby (Inactlva) 

USAR 22,240 

USNR 28.277 

USMCR 278 

USAFX 28,312 

USCGR 764 

TOTAL 79,871 

d. Retired Reaerve* 

US AR 363,462 

USNR 116,iA9 

USMCR 2,152 

USAFR 242,947 

USCGR 1.791 

TOTAL 726,701 

«Data aa of March 31, 1975, ODASD (Comptroller) 
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3. Authorized Strength o f Selected Reserve 

R. serve Component FY 75* FY 76** 

ARNG 400,000 400,000 

USAR 225,000 219,000 

USNR 117,000 106,000 

USMCR 36,703 32,481 

ANG 95,000 94,879 

USAFR 51,319 51,789 

i.. .GR 11.700 11,700 

TOTAL 936,722 915,900 

* Average strengths as prescribed In Public Law 93-365, Title IV- 
Rescrve Forces. 

** Figures contained in the DoD Appropriation Law for FY1976, 
PL 94-105, October 7, 1975. 
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PART  II 

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 

SELECTED RESERVE 

Historical Background 

The National Guard traces Its lineage back to local militifc 

organizations dating from colonial times ji.d the 230,000 militiamen 

who responded to General Washington's call for troops to fight the 

British in 1776.  The modern image of today's National Guard began 

to en>*rge in 1903 when Congressional legislation established procedures 

for a more direct and active role for the r.-6v"'»r Army in organizing, 

training and equipping Army Guard units. 

With the National Defense Act of 1916, the Army National Guard 

became a component of the Nation's organized peacetime military 

establishment, which when called into active Federal service, became an 

integral part of the Active Army.  In World War I, some 423,000 Guards- 

men were nrder to active duty.  The Guard supplied 17 combat divisions 

and some 40% of the American Expeditionary Forces.  In World War II, 

the Guard provided approximately 300,000 .uen and 18 combat divisions for 

the Activr Army.  Another 183,000 Guardsmen served in the Korean War. 

About 44,000 krwf  Guardsmen were mobilized during the Berlin Crisis in 

1961 and some 12,200 more in 1968 for Vietnam. 

Ir 1956, the various Federal laws relating to the Armed Forces and 

the National Guard were codified and all members of the Atmy National 

Guard were made members of the Ready Reserve. Public Law 90-T68 or 

December 1, 1967, created within the Ready Reserve a Selected Reserve 

within each Reserve Component. The ARNG, made up entirely of units, is 

in the Selected Reserve. Army National Guard personnnel strength at 

vari^is intervals since 1950 is shown belou. 
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ARNG Personnel Strength» 

(End of Fiscal Year) 

1950 — 352,883 1967 — 420,565 

1955 — 378,046 1970 — 409,872 

I960 — 407,549 1972 — 388,384 

1964 — 389,067 1974 — 411,603 

Mission: 

The Any National Guard has s dual Federal-State mission.  In its 

Ft den 1 mission, the Any Guard is required tc provide trained units 

and qualified individuals for active duty in the Army In time of war or 

national energency, and at other such tines as the nttioual security 

requires. More specifically, upon mobilization the eight Army Guard 

divisions a.id 14 «eparate brigades pro-'ide land force elements primarily 

for deployment ii. a NATO or Pacific area contingency. Three other 

brigades are assigned to Special Mission Forces for deployment In 

defense of Alaska, Panama and the Caribbean Theater. One brigade Is 

assigned to Central Support Fores ts  provide school troops for the 

C0NU3 training base.** In its state role, the Army Guard has the 

additional mission to provide a force for the Internal pro'ection of 

life and property and the preservation of peace, order. and public 

safety under competent orders of Federal or State authorities. 

* Selected Manpower Statistics, OASD (Comptroller), May 1975. 

** Reserve Forces Manpower Requirements Report, FY 1976, DoD, 
April 1975. 
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Administration and Management: 

The unite of the Army National Guard are federally funded and 

administered by the National Guard Bureau (NGB), which Is the legally 

designated channel of communication between the Department of the Army 

and the various states regarding ARNG matters. The Chief of the National 

Guard Bureau Is the manager of the ARNG program and reports to the 

Secretary of the Army through the Chief of Staff of the Army. The Chief 

of the National Guard Bureau serves as the military's principal staff 

advisor on national Guard Affairs.* In the performance of its state 

mission, ARNG units are under the governor of the state concerned. 

In the Army reorganization of 1973, Forces Command (FORSCOM) wes 

established und'r Department of Army t supervise the unit training and 

combat readiness of all CONUS Army units, including the Army National 

Guard. The three Continental U.S. Armies (CONUSA) under 

FORSCOM carry out this function through nine Army readiness Regions, 

which serve as the extensions of the CONUSAs to provide on-the-»»ot 

assistance to the ARNG units. The Army Readiness Regions are manned 

with Active Army personnel organized into functional specialist and 

branch assistance teams and unit advisors. 

Strength, Composition and Organization: 

The Congressionally authorized average minimum str*--.gih of the Army 

National Guard for FY 1975 was 400,000. Oi. June 30, 1975, the actual 

strength of the ARNG's Selected Reserve totaled 394,720. Current plans 

call for personnel strength in the ARNC to renain at 400,000 through the 

remainder of the dec*, J.  This strength provides the ARNG the capability to 

maintain an overall personnel manning level of 93X. 

*Thc National Guard Bureau Is a joint bureau of the Departments of 
Army and Air Force, and serves in a similar capacity for the two 
departments with respect to the Army and Air Guards, respectively.     £ 
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As of June 30, 1975, the force structure of the Army National 

Guard was composed of the following: 

8 Combat divisions (5 infantry, 1 Infantry (mechanized) and 

2 armored) 

18 Combat Brigades (Separate) - (9 Infantry, 6 infantry 

(mechanized) and 3 armored) 

3 Cavalry Regiments 

20V Other Combat Units 

1,027 Support Units 

The programmed paid drill strength for FY 76 reflects the distri- 

bution of Army Guard personnel in the above categories of units. 

Army National Guard* 

(FY 1976) 

Authorized Paid Drill 

8 Divisions 121,646 

21 Ilrigades/ACRs 83,310 

209 Other Combat Units 90,247 

1,027 Support Units 104,797 

TOTAL 400,000 

Three major changes in organization structure have occurred during 

the past two years:  (1) the implementation of the Army's "affiliation 

program," (2) the total elimination of the ARNG's Air Defense Artillery 

Nike-Hercules missile program; and (3) the relocation of several Army 

Guard divisions. 

•Reserve Forces Manpower Requirements Report, FY 1976, DoD, 
April, 1975, Page b-3. 
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Under the provisions of the Reserve Component Affiliation Plan, 

Army Guard and USAR combat units are "nfflllated" with Active Army units. 

The Active unit provides training support to the affiliated Guard/Reserve 

unit, designed to improve and sustain the latter's combat readiness and 

capability for more rapid deployment.  Command and control of the Guard/ 

Reserve unit remains with its commander. The affiliation program 

includes only separate brigades and battalions which In the event of 

war would deploy with Cb<3 Active Army unit with which they are affiliated. 

None of the Army Guard's eight combat divisions is Included In the program. 

At the present time, one ARNG brigade is affiliated with the Active 

Force division in Hawaii as a "roundout" brigade and constitutes the 

third brigade of that division. Two Separate Brigades of the ARNG are 

programmed for affiliation during FY 1976, as the Active Army builds to 

16 divisions. Each of these brigades will "roundout" one of the three 

new Active divisions (these divisions will contain only two Active Force 

brigades instead of the usual three*). The roundcut brigades will deploy 

and fight as an organic part of these divisions. 

Another four separate Army Guard brigades are affiliated with 

Active Army divisions for training support in peacetime, while in 

wartime they can be deployed as a fourth brigade of the Active division 

with which thev are affiliated. 

Additionally, 43 separate battalions (5 urmored, 8 infantry, 

15 field artillery, 1 special forces, 10 combat engineer and 4 Signa)', 

are, or are scheduled to be affiliated with CONUS Active Army units by 

the end of FY 1976.  Of these, 5 armored and 5 infantry are "roundout" 

* A USAR separate brigade will "roundout" the third new division. 
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battalions to Active Amy division» which do not presently have a full 

complement of battalions in their active structure. Upon aoblllzatlon 

these roundout battalions will become organic parts of the Active Army 

divisions to which they are affiliated. 

The lnactivatlon of the laat of the ARHG's Nike-Hercules battalion 

terminates a program which at its peak involved some 17,000 Guardsmen, 

manning 34 missile battalions in IS states. The 1974 lnactivatlon» 

Included "he elimination of about 4,300 military spaces and more than 

2,600 full-.lne technicians. 

The division relocation progrim has involved four of the eight 

ARNC division«, vlth the relocations designed to consolidate AUNG 

division» with'ti a single state. To date, the 30th Armored and the 

30th Infantry Divisions have been inactivated, with their respective 

brigades be oming ».>arate brigades. The new divisions, the 49th 

Armored and the 40th Inf\ntry (Mechanized) Divisions, were activated 

in Texas and California respectively, and were constituted from 

separate brigades located in the two states. The 28th Infantry and 

42nd Infantry Divisions, located in Pennsylvania and New York 

respectively, have bain realigned so that all brigades of each 

division are located within the same state. 

Training and Beading«»: 

At the beginning of Calendar Year 1975, all eight ARNG combat 

divisions were estimated to have the capability to meet or better 

the deployment objective time of 14 weeks. However, the resdinesu 

ratings varied.  .Two separate brigades were rated "substantially ready" 

(C-2); four divisions, nine separate brigades and two cavalry 

regiments wtre rated "marginally ready" (C-3), while the remaining four 

divisions, seven brigades and one cavalry regiment were not ready (C-4). 
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Shortage» of equipment 1« a principal problem degrading Army Guard 

combat readlneaa and was given aa the reaaon that half the Guard's 

combat divisions were rated C-4.» Moreover, the combat brigades did 

not have enough equipment to fulfill their mission, although there is 

a concerted effort to alleviate thla condition for high priority units. 

In the area of training, company level training proficiency wae 

attained by 67X of ARHG companies by the end of Annual Training In 1974. 

An inherent problem affecting training readiness In the ARNG, as In all 

other Reserve Components, Is the critical factor of time. The 48 four- 

hour drill periods per year of Inactive duty training plun the annual two- 

week period of active duty provide but 38 days per year In which tv 

accomplish training. It la primarily for this reaaon (assuming that equip- 

ment problem» could be resolved) that it la unrealistic to expect any ARNG 

or USAR unir to reach and austaln the level» of readlneas, prior to 

mobilization, that la exepcted of an Active Anay unit. 

ARNG Personnel: 

Procurement of Army Nstlonal Guard personnel is the responsibility 

of the ARNG, with the unit commander assigned the specific responsibility 

for the manning of his unit. 

In FY 1975, 39X of all ARNG accessions were non-prior service 

personnel aa compared to 32Z for DOD's six Reserve Components. Enlist- 

ments for the last four fiscal ysare follow: 

ENLISTMENTS IN ARMY GUARD»» 

FY 1972      FY 1973      FY 1974    FY 1975 

Non-prior Service  46,853 
Prior Service     37.896 

TOTAL        84,749 

27,300 

68,419 

28,087 
71,575 
99,662 

33,672 
55,780 
89,452 

* Hearing before the Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate, 
94th Congress, First Session on S.920, Part III, page 1188. 

»* From Briefing Charts, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Reserve Affairs), June 30, 1975. 
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Blark participation In the Army National Guard, which aa of 

Junt 30, 1975 was 7.2%  compared to 7.8X for the Reserve Components 

combined, has Increased sharply In the all-volunteer force environment 

as shown below. 

Black Participation in the ARNC» 

(End of the Fiscal Year) 

1972 1974 1975 

Number       7,680        22,377       28,515 

Percentage    2.OX        5.6X        7.2X 

Female participation in the Army National Guard, which was 1.6X 

on June 30, 1975, was less than the 3.4X average for the Reserve 

Components combined, nonetheless Increased sharply during the past 

year. Female participation in the ARNG is shown below. 

Female Participation In the ARNG» 

(End of Fiscal Year) 

1972     1973     19V»     1975 

Number       52      518     2,779    6,384 

Percentage    O.0X    0.1X    0.7X    1.6X 

Sources of officer procurement Include junior officers recently 

released from the Active Army, recent ROTC graduates and newly 

commissioned officers from State Officer Candidate Schools. An additional 

source of officers for FY 76 will become available through the Active 

Army R1F for FY 1976 which will affect approximately 2,200 company 

grade reserve and regular Army officers. 

* From Briefing Charts, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Reserve Affairs), June 30, 1975. 
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Tull-tlr» personnel support for the Arny N-*<onal Guard is provided 

by statutory tour officers, AKNG technicians and A tive Army personnel. 

Currently, the ARNG has SO authorized positions for statutory tour 

officers. These ARNG officers are on extended active duty tours In the 

National Guard Bureau, 03D, the Any Staff and major commands. An 

additional 95 ARNG positions were established following the 1973 CONUS 

Army reorganization to give Army commanders at the major and Intermediate 

levels needed additional AKNG expertise to fulfill their missions. These 

tours are two-year Active Duty for Training Tours, and it is anticipated 

that the positions will become part of the Statutory Tour Authority when 

legislative relief from the Officer Grade Limitation Act is granted. 

Army National Guard technicians are allocated to provide the 

day-to-day continuity in the operation of the ARNG. They ate Federal 

employees under Civil Service (95X are "excepted" positions and SZ are 

"competitive") with the same rights, privileges and benefits as other 

Federal employees with a few notable exceptions.  The "excepted" 

technicians must be a member of the ARNG F.S a condition of civilian 

employmenc and must be properly separated from technician employment 

upon loss of membership In the ARNG. The technicians who are "competitive" 

employees are secretarial and clerical personnel who are not required 

to be members of the ARNG. 

As of June 30, 1975, the Army Guard had a total of 28,831 authorized 

technician spaces. The projected strength of ARNG technicians through 

FY 1979 follows. 

Protected ARNG Technician Strength» 
(End of Fiscal Year) 

1976 197T 1977        1978 1979 

2r,203 29,203 29,203       30,550 30,550 

* National Guard Bureau E 
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In addition, approximately 4,900 Activ* Any personnel provide 

full-tine aupport to the Army Reserve Components (a breakout of this figure 

between the ARNG and the USAR is unavailable). The Active Army personnel 

are unit advisors, training Instructors and evaluatora at the COHUS field 

armies/Army Reserve Readiness level. 
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PAKT III 

UHITED STATES ARMY RESERVE (USA») 

SELECTED RESERVE 

Historical, Background: 

The Any Reserve began »• an organized component uf the U.S. Military 

force« with the establishment in 1908 by the Congress of the Army Medical 

Reserve Corps. Legislation In 1912 provided for an V:  lifted Amy Reserve 

Corps, and the National Defense Act In 1916 set up an Officers' Ritserve 

Corps. Units were organized for training, but U.S. Involvement In World 

War I followed shortly thereafter and all available Army Reservists were 

called into active service. 

Following World War I, Congress passed legislation establishing the 

Organized Reserve Corps (ORC), which included the old Officer Reserve end 

Enlisted Reserve Corps. Between World War I and World War II, ORC units 

attracted large numbers of officers, as compared to enlisted personnel, 

and many Reserve units consisted aostly of officers. 

At the beginning of World War II, there were 132,000 officers and awn 

In the 26 Organized Reserve Divisions when activated. By the end of 

World War II, some 202,100 Amy Reserve officers had served. 

Rapid expanalon of the Any was required at the outbreak of hostilities 

in Korea in 1950. Approximately 240,500 Army Reservlslts and 969 Army 

Reserve units w": -rhilized. Other units and personnel were mobilized 

for ten months during the 1961 Berlin Crisis. In the H68 partial 

mobilization of the Reserve Components, 5,200 USAR personnel in 45 

company/detachment size units and 2,600 from the Individual Ready Reserve were 

ordered to active duty and returned to civilian life the following year. 

The Reserve Forces Act of 1955 bolstered the Army Reserve program by 

prescribing an enlistment for six months of active training, followed by 
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duty In a Reserve unit, to complete the military obligation.  In 1963, 

PL 88-110 authorized a new Reserve Enlistment Program (REP-63), vhlch 

established a alx-year Ready Reserve obligation for young men between the 

ages of 17 and 26 upon enlistment in the Guard/Reserve, with the initial 

period n active duty for training a minimum of four months. This program 

waa responsible for keeping the USAR manned at desired levels throughout 

the war in Southeast Asls. 

The personnel strength of the U.'VR at various Intervals since 1950 

is shown below: 

USA» Personnel Strength* 

1950 - 186,541 
1955 - 163,137 
19f-0 - 301,081 
19Ö4 - 268,524 

1968 - 244,239 
1970 - 260,654 
1972 - 235,192 
1974 - 234,866 

Mission: 

*0ffice Chief, Army Reserve, Comptroller Division. 

The mission of the Army Reserve is to provide trained units and quali- 

fied individuals for active duty in the Army in time of war or national 

emergency. Upon mobilization, the USAR will provide forces for NATO or 

Pacific areas or other contingencies.  Two brigades are aaslgned to division 

forces, and one brigade to Special Mission Forces with the specific mission 

to deploy for the deiense of Iceland. 

Administration and Management: 

Within the Office of the Secretary of the Army, the Assist.nl .Secretary 

of the Army (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), with a Deputy for Reserve 

Affairs, haa overall responsibility for the Army Reserve.  The Chief, Army 
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Reserve, appointed by the President, rjads the Office of the Chief, Army 

Reserve (OOAR), which provides direction to Army Reserve Planning. The 

Chief, Army Reserve, reports to the Secretary of the Anry through the Chief 

of Staff of the Army.  He serves ss the military a principal advisor on Aray 

Reserve matters. 

Army Reserve activities rnd training throughout CONUS are under the 

general direction of Forces Ccmand (FJRSCOM)--except for Individual and 

school training for Individual Reservist«, which is under the supervision 

of Training and Doctrine COSBY, nd (TRADOC). FORSCOM exercises its 

supervision and control through the three CONUS Armies. Under the three 

Armies are nine Army Readiness Regions which maintain direct contact with 

the Army Reserve units in t^eir respective areas, lite Army Readiness 

Regie .a are manned with Active personnel organlreo into functional specialist 

and branch assist ice ..earns and unit advises. 

Strength, Composition arj üi-jinlrat 1 in 

To man all existing USAR units at 100T of the total structure 

requirement would require approxlma'a]f  276,000. However, peacetime 

manning levels are lower, aa will be (.'. :scrlbcd further below. 

The Congressionally authorited average minimum strength of the l,*{- 

Selected Reserve, for FY 1975 was 225,000 and for FY 197« la 219,000.* On 

June 30, 1975, the actual strength of the Selected Reserve i.- :aled 225,057. 

The programmed personnel strength for FY 1977 is 212,400.** 

* The Administration originally requested an average ncrengt-.h of 212,400 
for FY.1976 and FY197T, based on an understated forecast for recruitment 
success. An the USAR appeared to be maintaining a strength level signi- 
ficantly above the Administration's requested level, the Congress vas of 
the opinion that it would be Inappropriate to accept the 212,400 flgtre 
with the inevitable loss in trained rersonnel, when a higher figure la 
sustainable.  Thus, the Congress rilaed the FY 1976 figures to 219,000. 

** As shown in the FY 1976-1977 budget! and subjec- to change in the 
FY 1977 budget. 
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A« of June 30, 1975, the USAR's Sel«cted Reserve consisted of approx- 

imately 3,250 company/detachment size units.  Major organizations in the 

troop structure follow:* 

19 US Army Resene Commands (ARCCM's) 
12 Training Divisions 

2  Maneuver Area Command* 

1 Military Police Command 
2 Infantry Brigaden 
1 Mechanized Brigade 
1 Theater Amy Area Command 
3 Tranaportatlon Brigades 
3 Military Police Brigades 
2 Engineering BriguJri 
3 Support Brigades 
3 Civil Affairs A ea 
4 Hospital Centc.s 
5 Hospitals (1000 beds) 
1 IX Co'ps (augmentation) 
8 Maneuver Training Comnands 

98 Miscellaneous Hospitals 
61 Separate Battalions 

During FY 197' , pursuant to OSD direction, DA is supposed to continue 

efforts to identify marginal Selected Reserve units which are not needed 

in the event of mobilization. These units are to be deactivated or 

converted to unila for whirh there is a deployment requirement  In 

related action, the medical structure of the Army Reserve is being 

re-configured to provide better medical care during wartime, while 

conserving airlift for the movement of combat units in the critical 

early days of a NATO contingency. The USAP.'s medical structure is 

being fashioned to accomplish more of the medical workload in C0NUS and 

less in NATO. At a result, some hospitals currently scheduled to deploy 

will remain in C0NUS.  Some medical units will be eiiminats. 1. the <ami 

resources <_.  „e mrMU.zed from the civilian sector. 

* OCAR 
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Of special Interest Is Che Army's "affiliation program," involving 

•n increasing number of USAR units. Under the provision« of the plan, 

USAR and Army Guard combat units are "affiliated" with Active Army 

units. The Active unit provides training support to the affiliated 

Guar^/Reserve unit, designed to improve and suataln the letter's combat 

readiness and capability for more rapid deployment. 

During FY1976, one USAR separate infantry brigade may be affiliated 

(the definitive decision Is pending) with oua of the new divisions of 

the Active Army as the latter builds to 16 division,!. The Reserve 

brigade would "roundout" the Active division.which will only have two 

Active Aray brigadea. The roundout brigade would deploy and fight as 

an organic part of the division. 

Additionally, 15 separate battalions (one armored, one infantry, 

three artillery, one Special Forces, eight engineer, and one signal) 

are, or are scheduled to be, affiliated with CONUS Active Army units. 

Of these, one infantry battalion is a "roundout" battalion to an Active 

Army division which does not presently have a full complement of 

battalions in Its active structure. Upon mobilization, the USAR round- 

out battalion will become an organic part 0%  the Active 4rmy division 

with which it is affiliated. 

Manning and Readiness: 

A serious concern is the reduced level of personnel strength in 

USAR units. As a res'ilt, the President's budget for FY1976 proposed 
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a minimum end strength of 212,400, a drop of 12,600 based upon the FY1975 

CongreBslonally authorized avenge o;' 223,000. The pronc*ol was to 

provide a personnel manning level for the USAR of 77X, insteac of the 

normal 93X. This would allow a few selected units to maintain a C-l man- 

ning capability, while other units would be manned at much lower levels. 

(As previously indicated, the Congress tempered this cut by mandating 

a minimum average strength of 219,000 for FY 1976.) 

Existing equipment shortages in certain units continue to adversely 

affect readiness in USAR units. However, the Affiliation Program and 

the Army's Mutual Support Program have alleviated the situation somewhat 

by providing more USAR u.iits with access to modern equipment for training 

purposec. 

The minimum overall goal for most USAR units is C-3 (marginally ready). 

In early CY 1975 43 percent of USAR units had achieved or surpassed this 

goal while 57 percent were not ready (C-4).  The overall readiness slatus 

of company size ar.J larger units required to report follows: 

Fully Ready (C-l)  —  15X 

Substantially Ready (C-2)  --  10X 

Marginally Ready (C-3)  — 18* 

Not Ready (C-4)  — 57X 

USAR Personnel: 

Army Reserve recruiting has held steady since May 1974, with most 

of the increase in recruiting coming from prior service accessions, as 

shown below. 
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Enlistment in the USAR's Selected Reserve 

Prior Service 

Nor-Prior Service 

Total 

Black participation in -he  USAR has increased sharply In the All- 

Volunteer Force environment and is higher than the 7.8X average for 

DOD's six Reserve components combined. 

FY1972 FY19V. FY1974 FY1975 

25,883 28,467 35,315 38,324 

Lcc 15,529 9,403 6,299 18,229 

41,412 37,870 43,614 56,553 

Black Participation in the USAR 

June 1972      June 1974 June 1975 

24,998 

11. IX 

Number 6,869 16,866 

Percentage 2.9X 7.2X 

Female participation in the USAR exceeds all other Reserve Com- 

ponents and was 7.OX on June 30, 1975, compared to an average of 3.4X 

for all the Reserve Components combined. Oi the 30,881 women partici- 

pating in the six DOD Reserve Components as of June 30, 1975, 15,682 

were in the USAR. 

Female Participation in the USAR 
(end of fiscal year) 

1972    1973    1974    1975 

Number 1,197   2,48/   4,668  15,682 

Percentage 0.5X    1.1X    2.OX    7.0X 

* From briefing charts, 0DASD (Reserve Affairs), June 30, 1975. 
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The principal source of officer procurement Include junior officers 

recently released from the Active Amy and recent ROTC graduates. An 

additional source in FY1976 will become available through the Active 

Army's RIF program for FY1976 which will affect some 2,200 company 

grade Reserve and Regular Army officers. 

Full-time personnel support for the USAR is provided by statutory 

tour officers, Army Reserve technicians and Active Army personnel. 

A total of 43 USAR officers were on statutory tours of active duty (usunlly 

four-year tours) as of June 30, 1975. For FY1976, 51 statutory tour 

positions are programmed. These Army Reserve officers serve In OSD, 

the Army Staff and major Army commands.  In addition, 96 USAR positions 

were established following the CONUS Army reorganization in 1973 to 

give Army commanders ac the major and intermediate levels needed additional 

Reserve expertise to fulfill their missions. These tours are two-year 

active duty for training tours.  Eventually, it is anticipated that these 

tours will be added to the present statutory tour program. 

Army Reserve technicians are allocated to provide the day-to-day 

support to Any Reserve units in the field of administration, supply, 

maintenance and staff operations. The technician program is designed 

to help attain and maintain a state of training and readiness which 

will permit rapid mobilization and deployment. 

In all areas except clerical, the Army Reserve technician is re- 

quired to maintain a Reserve unit status that will insure full effec- 

tiveness in the event of mobilization.  Being in the competitive Civil 
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Serrice, a USAS technician any not be c*f«rM«d fro» hie civlliin 

employment «a « result: of involuntury los» ul  hie military status. 

Lost military status through Jault., however, Is cause for termination. 

Of the 8.43S technician positions authorised, a total of 8,253 were 

filled as of June 30, 1975.  The number programmel through FTE1&77 

follows. 

rY1976 m97T PY1977 

9,698 9,698 10,353 

\ 

In addition, approximately 4,900 Active Anay personnel provide full- 

time support to the Army Reserve Components (a breakout of this figure 

between the USAR and ARNG is unavailable). The Active Acmy personnel 

are training instructors and evaluators at the C0M1S field anaiss/Arrey 

Reserve Readiness Region ljvel and staff augroentee» for major USAR 

commands. 
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PART IV 

UNITKD STATES NAVAL HESERVE (USHR) 
SELECTED RE-SERVE" 

Historical Background 

State Naval Militia organizations were established In 19 states in 

the late 19th Century and proved a valuable asset to the U.S. Navy in the 

Spanish-American War. However, a Federal Reserve organization did not cone 

into being until 1916, when Congress established the Naval Reserve Force, 

which was organized into various parts including Fleet and Air Reserve elements. 

During World War I about 30,000 Naval Reserve officers and 300,000 

enlisted Reservists, including 12,000 women Reservists, served on active duty. 

Just prior to World War II, the drilling Naval Reserve totalled jus"; over 

11,000 officers and enlisted personnel. Another 19,500 were in non-drill 

status. By mid-1941 all Naval Reservists, except for deferred Individuals, 

had been callid to active duty. During the Korean conflict over 130,000 

Naval Reservists from sir and surface unit« were mobilized. Again, during 

the Berlin Crisi3 in 1961, 40 Naval Reserve ships with their crews and 

18 Naval Air Reserve squadrons were activated.  In the 1968 partial call- 

up during the conflict in Vietnam, oix Naval Air Reserve squadrons and 

two Reserve Seabee battalions were mobilizaed to serve for a year on 

active duty. 

The personnel strength oi the Selected Nav*l Reserve at various 

intervals since 1950 is show below. 

USNR Personnel Strength* 

1950 — 148,793 1967 -- 131,958 

1955 — 148,069 1970 -- 128,381 

1960 — 117,727 1972 — 124,098 

1964 -- 123,277 1974 -- 114,864 

* Bureau of Naval Personnel 
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Ml»»Ion 

The primary mission of the Naval Reserve is to provide trained 

units and Individuals available for active duty in tine of war, 

national emergency or when otherwise authorized to aeet special con- 

tingencies. 

More specifically, upon mobilization the Naval Reserve will 

provide both operational and support units.  Those assigned to the 

Active fleets based on the East avd West Coasts will participate 

in coastal defense operations and in the command missions to maintain 

open sea lanes and to provide tactic! iir and amphibious "projection" 

forces. Other units are for support activities. 

The Naval Reserve also has the mission to provide personnel to 

assist in activation and manning of inactive ships, to augment personnel 

on Active and Reserve ships, and to provide manpower to support base 

and training facility expansion. 

Administration and Management: 

The Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower and 

Reserve tiffairs) has overall responsibility for the Naval Reserve. 

The Director of Naval Reserve in the Office of the Chief of Nival 

Operations is the principal advisor and staff officer on Naval 

Reserve matters for the Chief of Naval Operations. The Director 

of Naval Reserve also serves as the Chief of the Naval Reserve Command, 
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with the minion of organising, administering, training and supplying 

the Naval Reaerve. H< haa two Deputy Chief* of Naval Reserve, one for 

th« Naval Surfice Reserve and on* for the Naval Air Reaerve. 

The Neval Reserve Coaaand, located In New Orleans, exerclaes direct 

supervision ovur Naval Reserve units through 22 Naval Reserve Readiness 

Co—»da throughout tha country with a Naval Reaervo Center In each 

Readiness Coaaand. The Readiness Commander Is responsible for the manning, 

training, and over all readiness of the Naval Reaerve units within his 

command. 

CommentIng in 19/3, the Naval Reserve was restructured 

into missior-capable, task-performing unlta specifically tailored to 

provide caprbilltieE fot the Active Navy, rather than the heavy 

emphasis on Individual augmentation that previously existed. The new 

structure contains 11 programs: Submarine Forcea, Mine Forces, 

Service Forces, Surface Combatant Forcea, Air Forces, Cargo Handling 

Forcea, Construction Forcea, Amphibious Forces, Marine Corps Forces, 

Naval Iuihore Warfare Forces, and Special and General Support. The 

first ten of these are major mission/platform programs, which are 

each divided into five functional gruups: combat operations, mobile 

support, base support, operational naff and mission training. The 

eleventh program, the Special and General Support Program contains 

a number oi sub-prog, uns, each having a separate Reserve Program 

sponsor. 

The basic unit types in the new structure are: 

(1) Complete Capability Response Units (CRU), which are 

self-conti-ined units designed to provide complete capabilities upon 
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recall.  Selected Reservists fill «11 manpower requirement» or provide 

rlpnifleant portion* of a composite crew for Novsl Reserve Fleet ship* 

or squadrons. CRU's ire intend. ■* to have their own hardware or to 

loploy pre-deaignated hardware upon r—-all. 

(2) Ship or Squadron Reinforcement Unite (SRU), which ar • 

te sin-performing units containing a mix of skills needed to bring an 

active Navy operation platform to full complement.  Each SRI! ia tailored 

to i specific ship class or aircraft squadron type. 

(3) Other Reinforcement Units (ORU), which are similar to 

SRU' ■ e:cept that they are tailored for activities other than ships 

ar.4 aircraft.  They provide capabilities for such activities as ship- 

yards, air stations, or staff. 

(4) Individual Reinforcement Units (IRU), which upon scbili- 

zation provide individual augmentees to a number of Navy activities. 

Strength. Composition and Organization: 

The actual strength of the Selected Naval R'-er/e as of June 30, 

1975 was 98,235. The Congressionally authorized average minimum 

strength for FY 1975 was 117,000 and for FY 1976 is 106,000.* Current 

DOD plans call for e personnel strength of 91.,000 for IY1977. ** 

The force structure requirements by number and type of units in 

each of the 11 programs of the Selected Naval Reserve, along with the 

personnel strengths programmed for FY 1976 follow. 

*The Administration originally requested a drop of 20,790 paid 
drill spaces for FY1976 from the FY 1975 Congressionally funded 
strength of 112,790.  The reduction was to include 9 of the 17 
Seabee construe"ion battalions.  The Congress wes of the opinion 
that the Navy's In-depth study of mobilization requirements in the 
Naval Reserve, wl.tch is near completion, establishes hard require- 
ments for a highev personnel strength figure if all 17 Seabee 
battalions are retained.  As the Congress was anxious that these 
units not be reduced, the mandated figure for FY 1976 was placed 
at 106,000. ,  .    , 

** Subsequent to the completion of this study, DoD significantly changed 
its position on this matter.  See Appendix 1. E 
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Selected Naval Reserve 

Number 
Program« of Units 

Subaarlne Fcice* 
Mobile Support Units 31 
Operational Staff Units 22 

53 

Mine Warfare Forces 
Minesweepers 22 
Mobile Support Units 26 
Operational Staff Units 9 

57 

Service Forces 
Mobile Support Units 76 
Operational Staff Units 12 

88 

Surface Combatant Forces 
Destroyers 30 
Mobile Support Units 32 

Operational Staff Units 54 
116 

Air Forces 
Attack Carrier Air Wings 2^ 
Patrol Squadrons 12 I 
Fleet Support Sqiiclrons 12 f 
Tactical Air Control Squadron lj 
Squadron Reinforcement Units 94-' 
Other Mission Relnftrccaent Units 164 

285 

Cargo Handling Forces 4 

Construction Forces 
Mobile Support Group 16 
Base Support Group 24 
Operational Staff Group 13 
Mission Training Group 11 

64 

Amphibious Forces 
Assault Ships 3 
Patrol Ships 8 
Mobile Support Units 58 
Base Support Group 15 
Operational Staff Group 19 

103" 

Total 
Average Strength 

1718 
1217 
2935 

1055 
690 
135 

1880 

2734 
533 

3267 

3592 
2147 
458 
6197 

8825 

7341 
8750 

24,916 

522 

7673 
780 
285 
478 

9216 

748 
245 

3404 
980 
731 

6108 
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Selected Nival Reserve (cont'd) 

Number Total 
Programs                      of Unlt<* Average Strength 

Marine Support Combat 
Operations Group                31 1156 

Naval Inshore Warfare Forces          29 2449 

Special and General Support Program 
Medical                      128 
Ship Systems                   39 
Military Sealift                37 
Naval Control of Shipping        76 

1130 

37C6 
4670 
1344 
1669 

70,035 

Other Reinforcement Unltr- for 
Augmentation of Fleet Support 
Activities (Shipyards, Air 
Stations, Operational Staffs, 
etc.) 1000 

Initial Active Duty for Training 

Grand Total 2130 

,'*' 

22,948 

989 

93,972 
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Principal Hardware tn the Naval Re««rv« Force 

Surface 

End FT .975 

V: Destroyers 

31 Minesweepers 

Air 

2 Attack Carrier Air Wlnp« 
(7 Sqdn/Ulng; average of 
12-14 aircraft per Sqdn) 
(F-8, A-4, RF-8, KA-3) 

2 Carrier Anti-submarine 
Aviation Group« (4 squadrona each) 
(S-2E, SH-3A/C, E-1B) 

2 Reserve Patrol Wings 
(6 Sqdns each)(SP-2H, P-3A) 

1 Reserve Tactical Support Wing 
(6 squadrons) 
(C-118. A-4L) 

End n  1976 

30 Destroyers 

22 Mlnesweepera 

1 Amphibious Cargo Ship 

/ Aaphlblous Personnel 
Carriers 

7 Patrol Combatant« 

2 Attack Carrier Air Wing» 
(Same aa FY1975 axccpt eac'i 
wing will gain one squadron 
of E-1B aircraft) 

1 Reserve Helicopter Wing 
(5 Squadron«) 
(SH-3A/C, HK-3) 

2 Reaerve Patrol Wing* 
(Sane as In FY 1975) 

1 Reserve Tactical Support 
Wing (same as In FY 1975) 
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Typ« Aircraft 

r-4fl 

F-8H/J 

A-7 A 

A- 4L 

RF-8C 

ÄA-3B 

E-15 

SH-3A 

SH-3C 

HH-3A 

S-2£ 

F-3A 

SP-2H 

C-118 

TOTAL 

35 

N»vf,l Alrjnyento»-" 

End FY1975 End FY1976 

24 24 

24 2'. 

48 48 

44 44 

8 8 

12 12 

6 8 

24 24 

8 6 

0 6 

24 14 

81 10 

36 24 

30 30 

375 364 
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During the past year, five overage NRF destroyers and nine coastal 

minesweepers were inactivated.  Five augmentation units are being 

activated which are designed to produce 20 percent Reserve manning 

to augment the 801 Active Force manning on regular Navy destroyers. 

One amphibious cargo ship, two amphibious transports and eight combatant 

patrol gunboats are being added ti the USNR's surface hardware units. 

In the Naval Air Reserve, two Carrier Anti-submarine Air Grours 

are being phased out by retiring the obsolescent S-2 carrier-based 

anti-submarine aircraft by the end of FY1976. A new Reserve Helicopter 

Wing is being activated which will consist of a new combat search and 

rescue helicopter squadron and four helicopter squadror > from the two 

deactivated groups. Two Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadrons, 

equipped uith E-1B aircraft, which were in the deactivated Groups, are 

being transferred to the two Attack Carrier Air Wings. 

Readiness: 

Naval Reserve Force hardware units report readiness through the 

Force Status (FORSTAT) reporting system used by the Active Navy.  The 

average Naval Reserve destroyer is in an overall C-3 (marginally ready) 

readiness condition.  The average NRF minesweeper is in an overall C-2 (sub- 

stantially ready) readiness condition. The five Coastal/River 

Squadrons/Divisions are C-2.  The Inshore Undersea Warfare Units average 

overall C-3 in readiness, primarily due to lack of equipment. 

The Seabees have equipment deficiencies, but In personnel, training 

command and control are considered sufficient for mobilization.  Their units 

are in an average overall C-3 readiness condition. 
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The Naval Air Reserve squadrons am uili'ing similr.r type 

aircraft as the Active Fleet  except for the C-9, F-14, S-3, A-6, and E-2 

aircraft. There are no newly procured aircraft in the Naval Air Reserve 

inventory, and Reserve aircraft generally lack the modern sophisticated 

systems incorporated in the newer fleet aircraft. 

The Naval Air Reserve squadrons average overall C-3 (marginally 

ready) in readiness. The primal tactors preventing Increased readiness 

are shortages in equipment ind supplies. 

The non-hardware units in the Naval Reserve do not report in the 

fleet FORSTAT system, although a similar system is used to measure the 

personnel end training areas. The overall rating in these units is 

good. 

USNR Personnel 

Naval Reserve recruiting has steadily decreased since FY 1972 as 

the Selected Reserve has decreased in manpower strength. New accessions 

are principally prior service personnel, as shown below. 

Enlistments in the USNR's Selected Reserve* 

FY 1972 

Prior Service 67,305 

Non-prior 
Service     14,931 

FY 1973 

25,772 

19,355 

FY 1974 

30 ,74 

2, ,205 

FY 1975 

24,076 

82,236       45,127       33,179       27,113 

Black participation in the UFNR has lagged bt. ind that of most of 

the other Reserve Components and is currently 4.4X -T f^"  Selected 

Naval Reserve, compared to the 7.8H average for DoD's six Reserve Components 

*-% 

*  From briefing charts, ODASD (Reserve Affairs), June 1975. 
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Black Participation In the USMR« 

June 1974 June 1973 

4,358 

3.5X 

June 1975 

4,359 

4.4X 

Number       3,718       4,358       3,866 

Percentage     3.OX        3.5X        3.4X 

Female participation In the USNR la increasing alovly and the 

current 2.IX if less than the 3.4X average of all the Reaerve Coaponante 

combined. 

Female Participation In th« USNR« 

June 1972    June 1973    June 1974    June 1975 

Number        1,405       1,616       1,814       2,058 

Percentage      1.1X        1.3X        1.6X        2.IX 

Full-time personnel support for the Selected Naval Reserve la 

provided by officer» and enliatad pereonnel in the TAR program (Training 

and Administration of the Reeerve), augmented by office« of the Regular 

Navy. TAR'a are Naval Reserve personnel on active duty who specialize 

in Reaerve affalra.  They are utilized to organize, administer, recruit, 

inatruct and train the Reaerve. Periodically, TAR» receive refresher 

training or a tour with the regular establishment. 

Currently, there are some 1,657 Reaerve Program Billets for 

Officers. The majority may be filled b, TARs or regular officers, 

others are designated for TARs only and approximately 100 billets are 

for regular officers only. 

* From Briefing Charts, ODASD (Reserve Affairs), June 1975. 
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As of the end of FY 1975 a total of 1,371 TAR officer» were 

on active duty. Just over 1,000 were assigned to a reserve billet. 

Regular officers filled the remaining Reserve Program Billets. Enlisted 

billets are Identified as TAR only and numbered 7,040 at the end of 

FY 1975. A total of 1,366 TAR officers and 7,459 TAR enlisted personnel 

are programed to FY 1976. 
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PART V 

AIR NATIONAL GUARD 

SELECTED RESERVE 

Historic«! Background: 

The Initial Involvement of the National Guard In aviation occurred 

In 1911 when New York'a Signal Corps became the first Guard unit to 

get a plane off the ground. It was not, however, until 1915 that the 

Army Guard's first Federally recognized aviation unit, an Aero Company 

of the New York National Guard, came Into being. 

When President Roosevelt ordered the National Guard Into Federal 

Service In 1940, some 4,800 men from the 29 Army Guard observation 

squadrons entered on Active Duty and helped form the nucleua of what 

waa to become the great Army Air Force of World War II. 

Following World War II, the National Guard waa reorganized. On 

June 30, 1946,the 120th Fighter Squadron of Colorado was the first 

post-World War II Guard aviation unit to be granted Federal recognition. 

With the adoption of the National Sicurlty Act of July 26, 1947, the 

name Air National Guard (ANG) came Lnto b'iine. and since that time the 

National Guard structure has conslr ted of br;h the Army and Air National 

Guards. 

Subsequently, elements of the Air National Guard have been mobilized 

and served in the Korean War, the Berlin Crisis in 1961, and in the war 

in Vietnam. 
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In 1956, the various Federal lava relating to the Armed Force» and 

the National Guard were codified and all members of the Air National 

Guard were made members of the Ready Reserve. Public Law 90-168 of 

December 1, 1957 created within the Ready Reserve a Selected Reserve 

within each of the Reserve Components under which priority is given 

in terms of personnel, training, and tquipaent for the Reserve elements 

which have the highest Reserve prio.ity requirement for meeting the 

needs of the Department of Defense. The ANG, made up entirely of units, 

is in the Selected Reserve. 

ANG personnel strength at various Intervals since 1950 is shown 

below. 

* 
ANG Personnel Strength 

(End of Fiscal Year) 

1967 — 83,758 

1970 -- 89,8*7 

1972 -- 89,237 

197« — 94,892 

1950 — 4rp,084 

1955 -- 61,306 

1960 — 70,820 

1964 — 73,217 

Mission: 

The Air National Guard has a dual Federal-State mission.  In Its 

Federal mission, the ANG forms an Integral part of the first line of 

defense of the nation. It is required to provide air offense, air 

defense and support units, which are trained and sufficiently equipped, 

capable and ready for mobilization in time of war or national emergency 

to augment the Active Air Force. 

* Selected Manpower Statistics, OASD (Comptroller), May, 1975. 
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More «pacifically In worldwide contlngenclea, tha ANC'a Flghtei 

Interceptor Groupa upon mobilization have tha primary misalon to raatrict 

unauthorized over-flight of tha United Stataa. The Tactical Fighter 

Squadrona upon <-\ployment have the mission to employ air power In 

coordination with ground and naval force« to gain and maintain air 

auperlority in tha objective area. Tha Tactical Airlift Croupe, upon 

mobilization have tha mission to provide Immediate and responsive air 

movement delivery of combat troopa and supplies directly into the 

objective area« and provide logistic aupport of theater forcaa. 

In the performance of ita «täte mission, the ANG provide«, under 

competent order« by Federal or «täte authorities, protection of life 

and property and the preservation of peace, order and public safety. 

For example, during 1974, Ohio Air Guard units «pant «everal weeks 

assisting tornado victims In Ohio, and over the laat few years, Alv 

Guard units from various statec have provided vital communications 

in areas that have become isolated a« a result of some form of natural 

disaster. 

Administration »au Management: 

The unite of the ANG are federally funded and administered by tha 

National Guard Bureau. The ANG maintains aircraft and equipment valued 

at more than $3.5 billion and has an annual federal appropriation of more 

than $700 mlllir... Military personnel coat« In FY1974 were $182.3 million 

and were programmed aa follows: $206.7 million In FY197S, $213.2 million 

In FY1976, and $61.1 million in FY197T. 
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The National Guard BurMu, which Is the legally designated channel 

of communication between the Department of Ali Force and the various 

states regarding ANG Batters, "•> the instrument through which Air Force 

policies and procedures ar« Bade applicable to AWC units. The Chief 

of the National Guard Bureau Is the manager of tha ANG program and 

reports to the Secretary of the Air Force through the Air Force Chief 

of Staff. The Chief of the NGB also serves aa the ullltary's principal 

staff advisor on National Guard Affairs.  In the performance of its 

state mission, ANG units sre under tue governor of the state concerned. 

Although not part of the National Guard, the Air Reserve Personnel 

Center maintains the recorda of all Air National Guard officers ano 

provides aulcsar?H personnel dsta support to the Directorate, Air 

National Guard. The state personnel offices maintain the record« of Air 

Guardsmen. 

Strength. Composition snd Organisation: 

The Congresslonslly authorized average minimum strength of the Air 

*• 
National Guard for FY197S was 95,000.  On June 30, 1975, the actual 

strength of the ANG totaled 95,360 (11,635 officers and 83,725 airmen). 

Current plans call for personnel strength In the ANG to remain around 

*** 
95,000, as reflected in tht following table: 

* The National Guard Bureau (NGB) is a joint bureau of the Departments 
of Army and Air Force.  I'.i relationship with the Department of Army 
Guard matters Is similar to its relationship with the Department of 
Air Force. 

** The FY75 average strength is prescribed in P.L. 93-365, Title IV, 
Reserve Forces.  P.L. 94-106, October 7, 1975, prescribed average 
minimum strength for the Selected Reserve for FY 1976 and FY197T of 
94,900 

*** Hearings before Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, 
94th Congress, First Session on S.920, Part 3, p. 1555. 
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Projected Personnel Strength 

End Fiscal Year 

1976    197T    1977    1978    1979 

ANG 94,574  94,519  94,403 94,961  95,724 

The ANG Is organized Into 24 wings, Including 91 flying units (plus 

support units), and some 298 specialized non-flying ground support units. 

Approximately 80Z of ANG personnel are assigned to the flying units. 

The flying units of the Air National Guard follow. 
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Air National Guard Structure 

Flying Units 

Equipped 
Units End FY1975 

Fighter interceptor Groups 
(F-102, F-101, F-106) 

Air Refuel Groups 
("C-135) 

Defens«. Svs. Fval. Groups 
(EB-57) 

Tactical Fighter Groups 
(A-71), F-100, F-104, F-105, A-37) 

Tactical Recon. Groups 
(P.F-101, RF-4) 

Air Refuel Groups 
(KC-97) 

Tactical Air Support Groups 
(0-2) 

Tactical Elect. Warfare Groups 
(EC-121) 

Rescue/Recovery Groups 
(HC-130/HH-3) 

Tactical Fighter Trng. Groups 
(F-100, A-7D, F-105) 

Special Operations Croups 
(C-119) 

Tactical Airlift Groups 
(C-130, C-123, C-7) 

Total Flying Units 

15 

0 

2 

29 

7 

9 

7 

1 

2 

2 

2 

15 

91 

Programmed 
FY1976 

11 

2 

28 

9 

8 

7 

17 

91 

* Reserve Forces Manpower Kequireicents Report, Fiscal Year 1976, DoD, 
April, 1975. 
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All ANC unit» arc assigned, for soblliiatlon purpose», to the Active 

Air Force major command»  Tactical Air Command (TAC), Acroapace Defense 

Command (ADC), Military Airlift Comaand (MAC), Air Training Command (ATC), 

Alaakan Air Command (AAC), the Air University (All), and AF Communication» 

Service (AFCS). ANC unite, for example, currently comprise 381 of TAC 

and 70X of ADC, thus providing a major portion of the air defense cap- 

ability for Continental United States, Puerto Rico, and the entire air 

defenae capability for Hawaii. 

Theae "gaining commands" in peacetime provide the assigned ANC units 

with advisory aaalatance and are responsible for the supervision of 

training, safety programs, and inapectiona of tha gained ueite. As a 

result of the "gaining command" concept, the Active unit commander haa 

a vaated Interest ttut the gained ANC unlta meet Active Force standards, 

for upon mobilization tha ANC unlta take their place In the organizational 

structure of their respective gelnlng commands. 

Some ANC units are serving in peacetime aa integral elements of the 

Active Air Force commands. For example, the ANC fighter-Interceptor 

squadrons assigned to Aerospace Defense Command maintain a 24-hour runway 

alert at all times under ADC control. A2)G tactical squadrons perform 

peacetime missions for TAC, auch aa "Creek Party" operations in which 

ANC tankers are periodically rotated to Europe for several weeks to 

provide mid-air refueling capabllit.es far USAFE aircraft. Also, in 

support of the Active Force, ANC heavy trai..pori» carry rnrgo for MAC 

on a global basis. 

\ 
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The 91 fijlng unit« Include 54 assigned Co Tactical Air Coanand 

(equipped with the F-100'e, RF-101's. F-104**, F-10S'a, F-*'e, RF-4'e. 

A-7u'a, A-37B'*, KC-97L'», KC-135'e, C-119'a. EC-121'e and 0-2'a), 22 

unite aealgned to Aerospace Pefenae Coanand (equipped with F-101'a, F-102'a, 

F-106'e and EB-57's) and IS units assigned to th* Military Airlift Coanand 

(equipped with C-123J'a, C-130'a and C-7'a). 

Training, and Readl.iess: 

Menbera of th« ANG are required to participate In 48 unit training 

assemblies each year, plus 15 daya active duty for ; anual training. In 

addition. Air Guard pilots and alrcrewa recel;: up to 36 additional 

flight training periods to lnaura that tha required levels of flight 

proficiency are maintained. 

The criteria uaed in determining the combat readlneaa of the Air 

National Guard are identical to that of the Activtj Air Force. In March 

1975, some 90X of the flying units in the ANG were combat ready.  Thla 

high level of readlneaa waa expected v. be maintained deaplte on-going 

unit converaiona to newer aircraft during FY1975 through FY197T, Including 

unit converaiona to C-130's and A-7D'a, the conversion of prop-driven 

KC-97L tankers to KC-135 jet tankers, and aeveral units from old series 

fighter aircraft to RF-4C Phantom reconnaissance aircraft. 

ANG Peraonnel: 

Procurement of ANG personnel is primarily the responsibility of 

the ANG Itself, although Increasing assistance la being provided by the 

* Statement by MG LaV«rn E. Weber, Chief of the National Guard Bureau, 
before the Subcommittee on Military Personnel, HASC, March 20, 1975. 
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USAF Recruiting Service.  Procurement for a specific unit la the assigned 

responsibility of unit commanders. While both non-prior service personnel 

and active duty separat oei. are needed to meet canning requirements, the 

emphasis In the ANG hi« been on the acquisition of prior service personnel 

ana on the retention of ANC members whose experience and training represent 

a sizeable Investment. 

In FY1975, 33.51 of all ANG accessions were non-prior service pxrsormel 

as compared to 32Z tor DOD'a six Reserve Components.  Enlistments in the ANG 

for the last four fiscal years follow. 

Enlistments in Air National Guard 

By Fiscal Year 

1972    1973    1974    1975 

7,873    4,139    2,281    6,446 

10^768    9.24*   14.3J3   12,818 

18,641   13,383   )0,634   19,264 

Black participation in the Air National. Guard, which was 3.8! on 

June 30, 1975, was less than the 7.8X Average for the Reserve Components 

combined. Nonetheless, it is increasing significantly in the All-Volunteer 

Force environment, as shown below. 

Non-Prior Service 

Prior Service 

Total 

« 

%4 

i 
*    From briefing charts. Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary uf 

Defense (Reserve Affairs), June 30, 1975. 
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* 
Black Participation In the AHG 

End of Fiscal Year 

1972 1974 

1.« 2.9X 

1.225 2,704 

1975 

3.81 

3.0S6 

Female participation, which was 3.22 on June 30, 1975, was only 

slightly below the 3.4X average of the Reserve Components combined. 

Female participation In the ANG Is shown below. 

* 
Femrle Participation In the ANG 

End of Fiscal Year 

1972    1973    1974    1975 

Percentage U.72    1.1!    1.4:    3.2* 

Number 600     996   1,277   3,086 

The rated Inventory of the ANG Is composed primarily of prior-service 

officers. A reduction in active duty rated officer production in a given 

year will appear in the ANG some years later.  The majority of prior-service 

gains in the ANG, that is, active duty rated officer separatees, are realized 

at year groups (years of commissioned service) 7 and 8 for rated officers. 

There are two groups of full-time ANG personnel who play a major 

role in bridging the gap between the ANG and the Active foi.ee in the 

implementation of Total Force management — (1) the statutory tour 

officers and (2) the Air Guard Technicians.  Currently, the ANG has 

* Ibid. 
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115 authorized positions for statutory tour officers of which about 

902 are manned. These officers are on extended active duty tours In 

OSD, the Air Force Staff, the National Guard Bureau and major Air Force 

commands. The Air Technicians, which numbered 22,550 on June 30, 1975, 

provide day-to-day continuity In the operation and training of ANG units. 

Air Technicians are allocated to the ANG primarily in support of 

particular weapon systems. They are Federal employees under Civil Service 

with the same rights, privileges and benefits as other Federal employees, 

with a few notable exceptions. The Air Technician must be a member of 

the ANG as a condition of civilian employment and must be promptly 

separated from technician employment upon loss of membership in the ANG. 

The key role of the Air technicians Is apparent, for not only do 

technicians make up one-fourth of the personnel strength of the ANG, but 

they are the commandinR officers of over half of the 91 i'lylng units in the 

ANG. The projected strength of ANG Technicians through FY1979 follows. 

Projected ANG Technician Strength 

End of Fiscal Year 

1976 197T 1977 1978 1979 

22,273       22,273        22,413        2\55U        22,587 

The Active ^ir Force provides additional personnel support for the ANG. 

Some 1,039 Active Force personnel wäre assigned to the "gaining commands" 

in FY1975 as advisors to ANG units. 

* Hearings before the Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, 
94th Congress, 1st Session, on S.920, Part 3, p. 1555. 
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Active Air Fcrce Advisors To AHC 

ADC 

AFCS 

MAC 

TAC 

Others 

.'otal 

FY1975 

338 

197 

44 

350 

 60 

1.039 
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PART VI 
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE RESERVE 

SELECTED RESERVE 

Historical Background: 

The first Air Reservists belonged to the Aviation !ec".ion of the 

Signal Reserve Corps, which was organized in 1916.  Pilot training was 

conducted at civilian .schools, with advanced training offered ft Army 

flying schools.  In 1917, the 1st Aero Reserve Squadron from the 

Governors Island Training Corps, i. civilian pilot school in New York, 

was activated and sent to France.  But it was not until after World 

War II that the Air Force Reservists became significant Reserve 

manpower assets. 

The Air Force Reserve, composed of 430,000 World War II veterans 

who accepted appointment or enlisted in the Army Air Force Reserves, 

was established in 1946.  In the revitalization of the Reserve Program 

in ^948, Contl1 ital Air Command (CONAC) was created to administer and 

manage the Air Force Reserve. 

In the Korean War some 147,000 Air Force Reservists were mobilized 

to augment the Active Air Force. After Korea, the Air Force Reserve 

engaged in a rebuilding program, but by the end of the 1950's, it had 

been reduced to 14 wings equipped with C-119's and one wing with C-123's. 

In 1957, the Air Reserve Technician Program was implemented as a measure 

to upgrade reaiiness by providing each unit with a cadre of full-time, 
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permanent, highly skilled personnel. Also In the late 1950's, the Air 

Force Reserve provided the Active Air Force with much-needed peacetime 

airlift augmentation. 

In 1961, some 5,600 Air i'orce Reservists were mobilized and served 

on Active Duty during the Berlin Crisis. During the Cuban Crisis the 

following year, eight troop carrier wings and six aerial port squadrons, 

in all over 14,000 personnel, were recalled to active duty. 

Although there was no fonsal recall until 1968, Air Force Reservists 

were active in Southeast Asia fron 1965 until the end of the U.S. involve- 

in nt la 1973, with Air Force Reserve units routinely flying Military 

Airlift Command missions to and within Southeast Asia. In 1968, some 

5,600 USAFR personnel were recalled to Active Duty. 

In 1960, the management of the Air Force Reserve was changed. 

Responsibilities for Inspection and (supervision of training were trans- 

ferred from C0NAC to the "gaining commands", which would gain the Air 

Reserve unit upon the letter's uobilizatlon. Reserve Regions were 

created which gave the Reservists a greater role in their own manage- 

ment programs.  In 1968, P.L. 90-168 established the Office of Air 

Force Reserve as the Reserve advisory and coordinating agency on the 

Air Stuff. Headquarters Air Force Reserve was also created to replace 

C0NAC, which was inactivated. 

Personnel strength of the Selected Air Force Reserve at various 

intervals since 19^0 is shown below. 

* The Selected Reserve was not established until 1968.  Figures prior 
to that time consist of those elements of the Ready Reserve which 
subsequently became the Selected Reserve. 
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Selected USAFR 

(End of Fiscal Year) 

1970 -- 50,290 

1972 -- 47,755 

1V74 -- 46,338 

I960 — 58,370 

1964 — 60,832 

1967 — 46,265 

Minion: 

The mission of the Air Force Reserve ii to organize and maintain 

operationally-ready units and qualified Individuals to be available 

for immediate active duty In the USAF in time of contingency or national 

emergency to support augmentation requirements and to perform peacetime 

missions as an adjunct of training. 

More specifically, In worldwide contingencies, the Air Force Reserve's 

Tactical Fighter Squ»-"ronu upon mobilization have the mission to provide 

reinforcement if  '■» .actlcal air capability. The Tactical Airlift 

Squadrons have t,     ion to provide airlifts and airdrops of personnel 

and equipment. The mission of the Associate Military Airlift Squadrons 

Is to provide aircrew augmentation to active duty military airlift wings. 

The mission of the Aerial Fort Squadrons is to perform air terminal 

service and inspection of cargo. Tie Prime Beef units (engineers) provide 

fire protection and support in special operations, disasters and other 
emergencies. 
Administration and Management: 

The Office of the Air Force Reserve, headed by the Chief of Air 

>'orce Reserve, is the advisory and coordinating agency on the Air Staff 

for all Air Force Reserve matters. The major field element in the manage- 
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ment structure is Headquarters, Air Force Reserve (AFRES) which Is 

located at Warner Robins AFB, Georgia.  Since Headquarters AFRES Is 

geographically separated from the Office of Chief, Air Force Reserve, 

the objective cf single management of the Air Force Reserve is accom- 

plished by designating the Chief concurrently to be the Commander, 

AFRES. 

Headquarters AFRES exercises command Jurisdiction over assigned 

personnel, facilities, property and funds and provides operational, 

logistical, administrative and perscunel support for all units and 

Individuals.  It has a subordinate structure which divides the country 

into three Air Force Reserve Regions. Each Regional Command exercises 

command supervision over Air Force Reserve units and personnel within 

their geographic areas of responsibility. 

Strength, Composition and Organization: 

The Congresslonally authorized average minimum strength of the 

USAFR for FY1975 was 51,319.** On June 30, 1975, the actual strength 

of the USAFE Selected Reserve totaled 50,691 (11,479 officers and 

39,212 airmen). Current plans call for personnel strength in the 

Selected Air Force Reserve to gradually Increase to just over 56,000, 

as the result or receiving KC-135 tankers from the Active Force (see 

.,' i*% 

*    The Air Force Personnel Center (ARPC) located at Denver, Colorado, is 
designated a separate operating agency and Is not in the chain of command 
of the Air Force Reserve management structure. However, it is under the 
technical guidance and supervision of the Chief of Air Force Reserve. 
It administers and participates In the development of policies, plans 
and programs applicable to personnel management, mobilization and 
personnel administration of Air Force Reserve personnel not on extended 
active duty. 

** The FY1975 average Btrength is prescribed in P.L. 93-365, Title IV, 
Reserve Forces.  P.L. 94-106, October 7, 1975, prescribed average 
minimum strength for the Selected Reserve for FY1976 and FY197T of 
51.8C0. 
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below). The projected personnel strengths are shown In the following 

table. 

Projected Personnel Strength 

(End of Fiscal Year) 

1976     197T     1977    1978    1979 

USAFR 53,210    53,743    55,240  56,163  56,163 

The USAFR Is organized Into 53 flying units and some 136 non-flying 

units as of June 30, 1975. Approximately 60X of USAFR personnel are in 

flying units, 25X in non-flying units, and most of the remainder assigned 

as individual mobilization augmentces. 

The programmed personnel strengths will provide for 94X manning in 

Fiscal Years 1976 and 197T, and 97% In FY 1977 In flying units and 92X manning in 

Fiscal Years 1976 and 197T, and 96X for FY1977 in non-flying units. 

All US\FE units are r«signed for mobilization purposes to the 

Active Air Force major commands. These "gaining" commands in peace- 

time provide advisory assistance and are responsible for training 

standards, safety programs and Inspections of the gained Reserve units. 

The 18 "associate" squadrons operate under a concept which was 

initiated in 1968. Each associate squadron flies and maintains Active 

Air Force aircraft. Eac aspociate unit is co-located with an Active 

MAC unit. Upon mobilization, the Active and Reserve units fully 

Integrate into one cor bat ready force. 

The structure of the Selected USAFR follows. 

* Hearir„H before the Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, 
94th Congress, 1st Session on S.920, Part 3, p. 1555. 
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USAFR Force Structure 

Flying Units 

Equipped Units 
End 

FH975 

* 
Programmed 

FV1976 and FY197T 

Tactical Airlift Squadrons 
(C-130) 

1, 14 

Tactical Airlift Sqiadrons 
(C-123) 

Tactical Airlift Sqtisirons 
(C-7) 

Aerospace Rescue & Recovery 
(HH-1/HH-3/HC-130) 

Air Weather Service 
(WC-130) 

Special Operations Squadrons 
(CH-3) 

Special Operations SquaIrons 
(AC-130) 

Airborne Early Warning & Control 
(EC-121) 

Tactical Fighter Squadrons 
(A-37) 

Tactical Fighter Squadrons 
(F-105) 

u 

Total Equipped Units 

Associate Units 

Military Airlift Squadrons 
(C-14l^ 

Military Airlift Squadrons 
(C-5A) 

Aeromed Evacuation Squadrons 

Total Associate Units 

Total Flying Units 

35 

13 

18 
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13 

18 

53 
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Non-Flying Unit» 

Air Logistical Center 
Augnentatlo 1 Squadrons 6 

Aaromedical Evacuation 
Squadrons/Flights 20 

Medical Service Units 13 

Aerial Port Squadrons 44 

Civil Engineer Flights 
(Prime Beef Flights) 35 

Maintenance Squadrons 7 

Civil Engineer Heavy Repair 
Squadrons (Red Horse) 1 

Supply Squadrons (Mobile) 7 

Air Force Renerve Region 
Headquarters 

Total Non-Flying Units 136 

20 

13 

47 

35 

7 

1 

7 

139 

* Department of Defense, Reserve Forces Manpower Requirements Report 
for Fiscal Year 1976, April, 1975. 
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The programed change« in the force structure of the USAFR during 

FY1976 will Include the conversion of one unit to AC-130 gunehlpe for 

the Air Reserve Special Operations Force and one unit to a weather recon- 

naissance squadron of WC-130's which will be a MAC-galned unit. The 

act.ivltatlon of three Aerial Fort squadron» are the only changes pro- 

grammed for non-flying units In FY1976. 

Beginning In FY1977, the Air Force Reserve will add a strategic 

air refueling role to its operational mission for the first time with 

the trsnsfer of 24 KC-135's from ths Active force to the USAFR. Three 

Reserve squadron« will convert to KC-135 refueling units. 

Readiness; 

The criteria used In determining the combat readiness of the Air 

Force Reserve are identical to that of the Active Air Force and are 

measured In the areas of personnel, equipment and supplies, aircraft 

operationally ready and training. Air Force readli.«as standard for 

USAFR units r.re set by their Active force gaining commands which, 

through readiness inspections equal to those given their Active units, 

determine if the standards have been met. Training to meet these 

standards, however. Is the responsibility of the Air Force Reserve. 

As of June 30, 1975, all flying units, with the exception of a 

previously corbet ready unit beginning conversion to AC-130 gunshlps, 

are combat ready. 

USAFR Personnel: 

Primary responsibility for the procurement of personnel rests vrlth 

the USAFR Itself, although increasing assistance Is being provided by 

the USAF Recruiting Service.  Unit commanders are charged with the 
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specific responsibility for procuring required personnel. 

While the Air Force Reserve needs both non-prior service and prior 

service personnel to meet manning requirement», emphasis has been on 

the acquisition of prior service personnel end on the retention of 

Air Force Reservists. This, in turn, aggravates the problem of retaining 

first-tenners who are discouraged because of limited grade progression. 

In FY1975, 851 of all USAFR accessions were prior service personnel, 

as compared to 681 for DOO's six Reserve Components.  Enlistments ir 

the Air Force Reserve for the last four fiscal years follow. 

USAFR Enlistments 

(By Fiscal Year) 

1972    1973    1974    1975 

Non-Prior Service 3,042   1,441   2,121   2,907 

Prior Service 11.373  10.767  13,324  17.051 

Total 14,415  12,208  15,445  19,958 

Black participation in the Air Force Reserve, which was 8.12 on 

June 30, 1975, exceeded the 7.8% average for the Reserve Components 

combined, and has increased significantly in the All-Volur.te*>r Force 

environment as shown below. 

* 
Black Participation in the USAFR 

(End of Fiscal Year) 

1972    1973 1974 1975 

Percentage                     3.3*    4.2* 5.63!     8.1% 

Number                       1,452   l,e38 2,615 4,111 

* From briefing charts, 0DASD (Reserve Affairs), Ju le 30, 1975. 
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Female participation, which was 6.53; on June 30, 1975, also exceeded 

the 3.4} average of all the Reserve Components combined,  female partici- 

pation in the Air Force Reserve is shown below. 

Female Participation in the USAFR 

(End of Fiscal Year) 

1972    1973    1974    1973 

Percentage 2.21    3.OX    3.9X    6.5X 

Number 1,069   1,328   1,609   3,281 

The rated inventory of the Selected USAFR includes some 2,400 

pilots and 700 navigators, of which approximately 901 are prior service 

officers. 

Full-Time Personnel Support Personnel: 

Four categories of personnel provide full-time personnel support 

for the Air Force Reserve — statutory tour Reserve officers, Air 

Reserve Technicians (ART's), Active Air Force personnel, and civilian 

person.el exclusive of Air Reserve Technicians. 

The statutory tour Reservists on extended active duty tours totaled 

108, as of June 30, 1975.  They are assigned to the Air Staff, OS!), 

Headquarters Air i-orce Reserve and the major Air Force commands for 

the purpose of advising and assisting In the development and implemen- 

tation "f Reserve policies, procedures and programs. 

The Air Reserve Technicians, which numbered 6,548 as of June 30, 

1975, have a dual role as civilian employees and Air Force Reservists 

in the sane unit. They provide continuity in the administration, 

* Ibid. 
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operation and training of USAFR unit.". About three-1» urtha of the 

ART'» arc eaploytd In aircraft maintenance. 

Air Forca Raaarva Technlclane maka up »tout 13X of the peraonnal 

strength of the Selected USAFR. The projected etrength of the Air 

Force Reaerve Technician» through FY1979 followa. 

USATR Technlclane 

(End of Flacal Year) 

1976        197T        1977        1978        1979 

7,217       7.217       7,207       7,3*5       7,3*5 

In addition, there are about 4,700 civilian employee« of the Air 

Force Reaerve who differ fron the Air Technician In that they are not 

military aaabera of the Selected Air Force Reaerve. For the moat part, 

they are aecretarlal, clerical, maintenance and other support peraonnal. 

Authorisation» for thla group of personnel are programmed to remain at 

the current level as Indicated below. 

USAFR Hon-Technlclan Civilian Employee» 

(End of Flacal Year) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 

*,79C *,768 *,768 4,768 

The Active Air Force alao provides personnel support for the Air 

Force Reaerve. As of June 30, 1975, 41 officers of the Active Force 

were assigned to major commands as advisors to the Air Force Reserve. 

The same number are programmed for FY1.176, as Indicated below. 
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Active Fore« Officer Advisor« to Ur rorc« R»t«rvs 

AFRLS 

End FY1975 

1 

Programmed for 
FY1976 

Headquarter! 1 

ADC 1 1 

TAC 9 9 

MAC 30 30 

Total 41 41 
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AFPuHDIX - i 

In the President's budget for FY 1977 which was forwarded to the 

Congress in Januaiy 1976, Che Administration proposed a drastic reduc- 

tion of the Selected Naval Reserve to 52,000 from the 102,000 drill spaces 

the Congress appropriated for FY 1976.  As the major part of this cut, 

the DoD plans .o transfer some 40,000 shore establishment billets to 

the IRR, which would save drill pay but which would seem to be of 

questionable practici»1- iity,  l£ runs counter to the .estimony given to 

the Congress *n 1175  J. to the ütorraatlor. presented in the major new 

study on the Ilaval Reserve coms>lecad by tne Navy in late 1975. 

The force structure requirements lv number and type of units in 

eac;: af the 11 programs of the Selected Naval Reserve, along with the 

personnül strength's programmed for FY 1977 follow (similar info<-"w- 

for FY 1976 is indued In lart IV of this paper). 
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Number 
ot Units 

31 

22 
4 
7 

31 

66 

30 
57 
5 

92 

2 
13 
11 

1 
89 
49 

bb 

NAVAL fESERVE FY 1977 

Description 

SUBMARINE 

Mobile Support Units 

MINE WARFARE 

Minesweepers 
Mobile Support Units 
Operational Staff Units 

SERVICE 

Mobile Support Units 

SURFACE COMBATANTS 

Destroyers 
Mobile Support Units 
Operational Staff Units 

AIR 

Attack Carrier Air Wings ) 
Patrol Squadrons ) 
Fleet Suoport Squadrons ) 
Tactical Air Control Squadron ) 
Squadron Reinforcement Units 
Other Mission Reinforcement Units 

TOTAL 
AVERAGE STRENCH 

1684 

1034 
183 

49 

226!) 

3496 
2944 

60 
6TW 

9819 

6512 
4476 
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Number TOTAL 
of Units Description 

CONSTRUCTION 

AVERAGE STRENGTH 

8 
5 
1 

Mobile Support Group 
Operational Stiff Group 
Mission Training Group 

AMPHIBIOUS 

6096 
127 
208 

673T 

3 
5 

u 6T 

Assault Ships 
Patrol Ships 
Mobile Support Units 

733 
ISO 

2649 
3TJ7 

4 CARGO HANDLING 512 

28 NIW (Naval Inshore Warfare) 2352 

34 MILITARY SEALIFT 1194 

74 NAVAL CONTROL OK SHIPPING 1287 

1 SHIP SYSTEM PROGRAM 177 

31 
F3T TOTAL 

MARINE SUPPORT COMBAT OPERATIONS GROUP 1340 
4"93"5T 

TOTAL Other Units 

38 
TIT TOTAL 

Other reinforcement units for 
of Fleet Support Activities. 

augmentation   1749 
OTTFO" 

Initial Active Duty for Tralnl ng 900 

GRAND TOTAL  52000 
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SUBJECT: 

ISSl'ES: 

BACKGROUND: 

ANALYSIS: 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Selected Reserve Issues 

• Size and omposltlon of the Selected Reserve 
Components of the Army, Navy and Air Force and 
Marine Corps. 

• Concept of employment of the eight Army National 
Guard Divisions. 

• Suitable additional missions for the Reserve 
Components. 

• Increased affiliation of Reserve Component units 
with active force units. 

• Reduction of management headquarters In Air Force 
Reserve Components. 

DMC staff was directed to prepare an Issue paper which 
would f^cus on the size and composition of the respective 
Selected Reserves of the Armed Forces nnd related readiness 
Issues. 

The size and composition of Lhe Selected Reserves of 
the Reserve Components should be based, within 
acceptable financial constraints, not only on the 
mobillzatloi requirements for augmentation of the 
active forces but on the ability of the Reserve Components 
to provide units which can reach and maintain a highly 
ready military posture and can be available for early 
deployment in the event of mobilization. 

The Army's Affiliation Program gives special assistance 
to affiliated units;, and the use of round-out battalions 
and brigades is being tested. Beyond that, it Is very 
difficult for the combat units of the Army Reserve 
Components to sustain levels of training proficiency above 
company level. A new concept for unit training and employ- 
ment may be required if this mobilization asset is to achieve 
its full potential. Upon mobilization, many of the large 
Army Reserve Component units might be considered a source of 
"building blocks," with the basic unit a battalion. 

The size and composition of the Selected Naval Reserve 
remains a highly controversial subject. It is difficult 
for the DMC to propose changes, given the Congressional 
action in FY76, the lack of access thuB far to the Navy's 
new study on Reserve requirements and OSD decisions on 
it, and the experiments in "he active/Reserve mix which 
will be taking place t'utough FY77.  Tiie Navy should 
continue to strive to structure its Reserve units keyed 
to reinforce specific active Navy mission and force units. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

ii 

Despite current efforts to improve readiness, there 
ere additional opportunities for up-grading Reserve 
readiness through an expansion of the affiliation concept. 
Appropriate Reserve units could be assigned to active 
operating ships while they are In port for fleet service 
functions, maintenance an,, or nlno- overhaul. 

Additional associate missions might be productive in the 
Air Force components with Tactical Air Cor-oand units and 
in the Undergraduate Pilot Training Prog.am. 

The managet snt structure of the Air Force Reserve 
Components appears to be larger than necessary. A recent 
Air Force study suggests manpower savings approximating 
1SX are possible In the Air National Guard State head- 
quarters. With regard to the Air Force Reserve, if the 
major operational commands of the Active Force successfully 
function with two subordinate headquarters, the Air Force 
Reserve could do likewise. 

Active Air Force advisors are especially valuable to 
Reserve Component units during transition to a new 
weapons system. The scope of this requirement diminishes 
markedly when the ANG or Reserve unit advances to readiness 
condition of C-3 or better. 

The 4th Marine Division is in a period of transition in 
terms of concept of euployment end organization. Its 
major difficulty it in achieving desired manning levels. 

The size and strength of the Selected Reserves of the Army, 
Air Fore» and Marines should continue at current levels. 
Fending availability of the new Navy Study on Naval Reserve 
Requirements, DMC should not recommend any changes in the 
manpower levels of the Selected Naval Reserve. 

The eight Army National Guard Divisions should be kept 
intact during peacetime, but their brigades and battalions 
Included in the Army's Affiliation Program. Upon 
mobilization, the divisions should function as training 
divisions, losing trained battalions for early deployment 
and training new battalions activated to replace the lost 
units. 

Potential additional missions for the Reserve components 
would be: manning anti-tank guided missile battalions by 
the ARNG and USAR; ASW missions for the Naval Air Reserve 
in helicopters aboard merchant chips; associate program 
expansion in the Air Force Reserve Components; and assign- 
ment of Naval Reserve units to operational ships that are 
in port for maintenance and light overhaul. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: 

iii 

Management headquarters in both Air Force Reserve 
Components should be reduced.  Support functions at 
Reserve Force bases with more than one unit should be 
consolidated and the non-deployed elements of the 
operational organisations should be reviewed with a vie« 
toward civilianlzation. 

The number of A-tive Air Force advisora for the 
Reserve Components should be reduced. 

The key to overcoming manpower shortages in the liarlne 
Corps Reserve is in recruiting non-prior service 
personnel. Maintenance of incentive programs and 
adequate recruiting funding would materially assist 
the Marine Corps Reserve in reaching manpower obji-tlvea. 

The DMC accept this paper and its conclusions as a 
basis for pertinent sections of the final report. 
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SELECTED RESERVE ISSUES 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this paper is to identify and discuss issues concerning 

the size, composition, and certain other aspects of the Selected Reserves 

of the Armed Forces on which the Defense Manpower Commission uhould 

establish a position. 

BACKGROUND: 

The DHC staff was directed to prepare an issue paper vhich would 

focus on the size and composition of the Selected Reserves of 

the Armed Services, and related readiness issues. Background information 

pertlnenn to this paper, especially definitions and the personnel strength, 

composition and organizational structure, is contained in the DMC paper 

entitled, "Overview of the Reserve Components o the U.S. Armed Forces." 

PART I 

ARMY RESERVE COMPONENTS 

The size and composition of the Selected Reserve of the Army Reserve 

Components should be based, within acceptable financial constraints, primarily 

on the mobilization requirements for augmentation of the Active Army, hut are 

also affected by the ability of the Reserve Components to provide units vhlch 

can reach and maintain a highly ready military posture and can be available 

for early deployment in the event of mobilization. The Army has under- 

taken numerous actions during the pa;:t two years to upgrade its Reserve 

Components as a mobilization asset. 
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Effort! are being continued In FY76 to Identify marginal unite In 

the Army National Guard and Selected Army Reserve which are not needed 

In the event of mobilltation. Theae organisations are to be Inactivated 

or converted to units for which there Is a deployment requirement. The 

USAK's medical structure Is being reconfigured to provide better medical 

care in vurtlm* and to accomplish more of the medical workload In CONUS, 

thereby conserving air lift In the critical early days of an overseas 

contingency. But perhaps the most significant development has been the 

implementation and expansion of the Army's Affiliation Program.» All 

indication« are that the Army ha* Increased its support of its Reserve 

Components and has uaed initiative and resources to implement Total 

Force Policy. 

As of June 30, 1975, the Army National Guard had an actual personnel 

strength of 394,720. The Congresslonally authorized minimum strength 

for FY76 is ..00,000, and current plans tenatlvely call for it to remain 

at this level through the remainder of the decade, although this is under 

continuing review. This strength provides the AHNG the capacity to main- 

tain an overall personnel manning level of 932. 

* The Army's Affiliation Program, as described in the DHC information 
paper "Overview of the Reserve Components," pertains to the peacetime 
affiliation of Reserve Component units with Active Army organizations 
(divisions, etc.) for training (at least annual field training) and othrr 
related assistance. Virtually all of these affiliated units in the program 
thus far are supposed to become able, as an objective, to deploy and fight 
with the Active Army units with which they are affiliated. The use of an 
affiliated Reserve Component brigade to round-out each of the active Army's 
hybrid divisions has been treated in detail In the 6 ,>arate DMC staff 
isaue paper entitled, "U.S. Army - Total Force Overview and General 
Purpose Force Manpower Requirements Issues." The DMC staff strongly 
endorses the affiliation concept and, with reservations, has recommended 
that the round-out concept, fully supported, be continued long enough 
to be thoroughly tested, with further decision then depending on the 
outcome of such testing. 
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In the Selected Army Reserve personnel strength has been a subject 

of controversy.  Actual strength on June 30, 1975, was 225,057. The 

Administration origirslly requested an average strength of 212,400 fcr 

FY76 and has programmed for FY77 at the same level.  The Congresslonally 

authorized average minimum strength for FY75 was 225,000 and for FV76 

Is 219,000.  The USAR appeared to be maintaining a strength level 

significantly above the Administration's requested level, and the Congress, 

for Its own reasons, notwithstanding lower requirement levels sMted 

by the Army and DOD, took the ^üsition that It was Inappropriate to 

accept the 212,400 figure with the Inevitable loss In trained personnel, 

when a higher figure Is sustainable. 

To man all existing USAR Selected units at 100X of the total would 

require approximately 276,000. A reduction to 212,400 was to provide a 

personnel manning, level for the USAR of only 77Z. This would allow a few 

selected units to maintain a "ready" manning capability, while other units 

would be manned at lover levels. This places reliance on the Individual 

Ready Reserve for filling in the event of mobilization.  (Problems regarding 

the IRR are discussed In a separate DMC staff Issue paper on the "Individual 

Reserves.") 

Reserve Component units for which there is no mobilization requirement 

should be eliminated or converted to units for which there is a requirement. 

There have been units in the Army's Reserve Components structure that were 

excess to the requirements calculated under the governing scenarios.  It 

was on that basis that the Army identified thousands of excess spaces in the 

USAR Selected Reserve in recent years and, quite properly under that logic, 
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recousnended reductions In paid drill strength.  Subsequently, however, 

In reconfiguration of the Total Force structure to go with the expanded 

force of 16 active divisions plus the Selected Reserve in the event of 

mobilization, it now appears that that Army actually needs the higher 

Selected Reserve strength levels authorized, assuming that the unnecessary 

units can be converted to needed ones. This uatter should be reviewed 

annually, in orderly planning and programming processes.  For the 

present, however, it sterns appropriate to continue the presently authorized 

levels for the Army Selected Reserve—the USAR as well as the Army National 

Guard.  In the same vein, planned changes In the composition of the Army 

Reserve Components which would eliminate unnecessary units and convert the 

manpower spaces to units for which there is a deployment requirement are not 

only justified but should be expedited. 

There remains a lack of readiness in the Army Reserve Components, which 

in no small part has been due to the inevitable result of low priority 

treatment with respect to equipment and other resources.  Better equipment 

support is needed, with priority to the "round-out" units, if reliance is 

going to be placed on early deployment of these units In the event of 

mobilization.  Even assuming that the equipment problems can eventually 

be resolved, there remains the critical factor of training time and 

its adverse effect on readiness.  It can be concluded that it is 

unrealistic under present conditions to expect the Ariry Reserve Component 

units to reach and sustain the high levels of readiness, pr or to 

mobilization, that are expected of active units. 
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It follows that a new concept of employment of the Army Reserve 

Components may be required If this mobilization asset Is to achieve Its 

full potential. Under present conditions (Halted training time, equip- 

ment problems, as well as geographic dispersion, etc.) it is extremely 

difficult for the combat elements of th« Reserve Components to sustain 

training proficiency above the company li »1. A few selected units have 

occasionally attained battalion proficiency, although more are hoped for 

under the Affiliation Program.  In 1974, 67Z of ARNG companies attained 

company level training proficiency by the end of Annual Training, and it 

was anticipated that 80X would reach that level in 1975. However, a 

Guard/Reserve battalion with proficient companies should be able to achieve 

overall proficiency a» a bat> alion fairly rapidly once assembled as an 

entity and given facilities as well as time for further training and 

exercising of all elements together as a Ceau. Obviously much longer times 

are required to achieve proficiency, successively, at the brigade and 

division levels—and therein lies the problem. 

Except for the separate brigades now in the Army's Affiliation 

Program, the Army Reserve '-.rapenents could be considered as a source of 

"building blocks" upon mobilization, with the basic unit a battalion. 

This would alter the "unit integrity" cojeept which is especially strong 

and considered "inviolable" throughout the Army National Guard. However, 

authoritative senior Army general officers are aware that aarly deployment 

of any of the eight Army National Guard division? would hardly be feasible 

from the standpoint of readiness. Yet the eight Guarü divisions unquestion- 

ably are major assets in the Army's Total Force arsenal, after the active 

divisions.  In light of the above, an effective utilization o! the eight 
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Guard division» would be to Veep then intact during peacetime, but 

include them (at the brigade and battalion level) for training purpose» 

and aupport, in an expansion of the Army Affiliation Program, Insofar 

aa they can be accommodated by the active Army. Upon mobilization, 

the Nation?! Guard division* would continue to function and could be 

kept intact, depending on their readiness «nd the situation, but if needed 

could be used to provide battalions ("building blocks") as required for 

early deployment. New battalions might be reconstituted to replace the 

ctetachad units. In effect, the divisional structure under these circum- 

stances would serve as a training division, at least in the early months 

of a conflict while and until It could be brought to the level of readiness 

for deployment as an entity. 

In the DOD Total Force Study, a major effort was made to establish 

a program for improving the U.S. antitank capability. In the light of 

the Warsaw Pact's some 20,000* main lattle tanks In peacetime operational 

service (12,400 of which are Soviet) in Central Europe, provision for 

destruction of large numbers of these tanks are imperative if defense of 

the NATO area Is to be successful.  The Total Force Study Undings have 

lesulted In a decision for the Army in FY77 to begin testing aud develop- 

ing doctrine and tactics for battalions (or other size units), designed 

around the Army's new anti-tank guided missiles which are far superior 

to any previous anti-tank weapon, 

* "The Military balance, 1974-75," The International Institute for 
Strategic Studies. 
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A« pointed out in th« Total Force Study, Reserve battalion! which 

now have lowest priority for neue of modern equlpnent and for deployment 

to Europe should be prime candidates for conversion. The Army Reserve 

Component» are well suited to take on the function, as it would be 

relatively easy for them to tralu, maintain the weapon system, achieve 

and maintain a high readiness posture and achieve a capability for rapid 

deployment. This potential mission tor the Reserve Components is highly 

desirable and efforts should ti made to expedite the programmed test. 

Conclusions (with respect to the Army Reserve Components): 

1. The site and manpower strength of the Army Reserve Components 

(the Army National Guard and the Selected Army Iwserve) should be continued 

at current levels. 

2. Planned changes In the composition of the Army Reserve Components 

which would eliminate unnecessary units and convert the manpower spaces to 

units for which there is a deployment requirement ahoxld be expedited. 

3. it 1- unrealistic under present conditions to expect the Army 

Reserve Components to sustain levels of readiness, prior to uobiliiatlon, 

that are expected of active units. 

4. The i-ight Army National Guard divisions should be kept .ntuct 

during peacetime, but their brigades or battalions should, as can be 

accommodated, be Included in an expansion of the Army's Affiliation Program. 

5. Upon mobilization, the eight Army Guard Divisions can continue 

to function as divisions, but could be used as s source of trained units, 

providing battalions ("building blocks") as required for early deployment. 
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In effect, the divisional structure would function as a training division 

in the early month» of a contingency. 

6. A potential additional mission, highly suitable for the Army 

Reserve Components, would be the manning of anti-tank guided missile 

battalions. The - ning and development of doctrine and tactics for 

srch units, which the active Army will begin in FY77, should be expedited. 

If the tests are successful, major programs to activate such units In the 

Guard and Reserve should have high priority. 
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PART II 

NAVAL RESERVE 

The size and composition of the Selected Naval Reserve has been a 

highly controversial subject in recent years.  Currently, the Naval Reserve 

is completing the process of restructuring initiated in 1973.  Further, 

the Navy's ln-depth study of mobilization requirements in the Naval Reserve 

(which reportedly is near completion, but not yet available to the DMC) 

and OSD decisions on that study can be expected to have major impact 

on the size and composition of the Naval Reserve In the next few years. 

As of June 30, 1975, the Selected Naval Reserve had an actual strength 

of 98,235.  The Congressionally authorized average minimum strength for 

FY75 had been 117,000 but paid drill spaces were funded for 112,790. 

For FY76 the Department of Dta-usc originally requested a reduction to 

92,000 paid drill spaces for FY76 on the basis that that was all the Navy 

could produce hard requirements for. 

The cuts principally involved elimination of nine of the 17 Seabee 

construction battalions, elimination of overage destroyers, coastal 

minesweepers and obsolescent air elements, and reduction in manpower for 

base support, operational staff groups and special and general support 

units. But the Congress, for Its own reasons, nevertheless objected to 

the magnitude of such cuts.  In particular, the Congress In the 1976 Defense 

Appropriations Authorization Act overruled the DOD proposal to eliminate 

nine of the 17 Seabee construction battalions. After Senate-House Conference 

action, the authorized minimum average strength for FY76 finally was placed 

at 106,000 in the Authorization Act (subject to subsequent  appropriation 

actions). * 

* For subsequent developments on the size of the Selected Naval Reserve, 
see Overview of the Reserve Components of the United States Armed Forces, 

Appendix 1. 
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Meanwhile, the Navy Is testing new concepts for mannit.4 Active 

Navy ships, using various Active/Reserve manning levels 

(comparing 802 Acttve/20Z Reserve and 6S/3S with 100X Active manning). 

The outcome of these tests will affect the future Active/Reserve mix 

which the Navy should use on some cf lta ships, where use of Reserves 

la practicable at all, and therefore will be a factor In determining the 

proper future site of the Naval Reserve. 

Looking toward the future years, FY77 onward, it Is difficult now 

for the DMC to propose any further changes In the Naval Reserve—given 

the Congressional action In FY76, the lack of access thus far to the 

new Naval Reserve study and OSD decision« on It, and the experiments In 

the Active/Reserve mix which will be taking place through FY77. Some of 

the considerations affecting future Naval Reserve manpower levels are 

described here. 

There are serious manning problems in the Active Nav-, which bear 

on Reserve requirements.  In the planning for the Active Nevy for FY77, 

there is a conscious DCD/Navy decision, no doubt forced by fiscal 

constraints, to underman by some 13,000 billets under full wartime 

requirements. Even though the Navy asserts most ships deploy In "an 

essentially combat ready status," such shortages, combined with the 

strenuous operating tempo of the Navy in recent years, are bound to 

Impact seriously on readiness and on the Navy's capability to meet surge 

requirements in the event of war.* Moreover, the shortfalls are not 

*For further discussion, see DMC staff paper entitled, "U.S. Navy 
Total Force Overview and General Purpose Force Manpower Requirements 
Issues." 
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evenly distributed and the Nuvy ha« assarted that there are some serious 

skill mi'-match problems vith, for exaaple, a 29,000 petty officer deficit 

In 45 underML   ratlng> during FY75. 

Considering i, , mam.ing problems of the Active Navy, It would appear 

now that the Navy has a more compelling need for augmentees to bring 

Active ships to full manning, assuming this Is a practical system, than 

was apparent when, in January 197S, the Administration requested a reduction 

of the Selected Naval Reserve to 92,000 for the end of Ff76, with the srme 

level projected for FY77.* Also, It is questionable if certain exotic 

ratings (secutlty, cryptographic and other specialist ratings) which were 

to be dropped from the Selected Reserve can be fulfilled from the Individual 

Ready Reserve (IRR).  It seemc only prudent that training billets In the 

Selected Reserve for such specialists be retained in order that expertise 

in these areas can be assured in the event of mobilization. 

Finally, the Active Navy's force structure is planned to Increase 

from 490 »hips in FY76 to 509 by the end of FY77, with a 17,000 Increase 

in the FY77 manning requirements over FY76. Further increases in the 

fleet are programmed in subsequent years as the Eavy works toward an ulti- 

mate goal of 600 ships (not yet approved by the Administration or the Congress). 

Such programmed and possible expansion of the Active Navy and its 

manpower requirements would seem to make it more important than ever to 

achieve the best cost effective Active/Reserve mix and to ensure that an 

adequate Naval Reserve is available for this purpose. 

Accordingly, it would seem imprudent for the DMC at tMs time to 

recommend reductions in the Naval Reserves available Co help man the 

fleet in the event of mobilization. 

* Subsequent to the completion of this study, DOD significantly changed its 
position on this matter.  See Appendix 1, dated March 1, 1976. 
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A* to the composition and use of ltd Reserves, the Navy should 

continue to strive to structure Naval Reserve units keyed to reinforce 

specific Active Nevy mission and force units, a difficult task at best 

In view of the changing size and composition of the Active Force. 

Reserve elements tor which there are no longer mobilization requirements 

should be converted to elements for which there are requirement?.  A policy 

of long-range realignments should be undertaken and efforts made to avoid 

loss of truined personnel. 

Innovative idea«! which a;e practical and can effectively upgrade 

the Naval Reserve as a mobilization asset should be pursued while Reserve 

force structure realignments are undertaken. One such proposal which Is 

expected to be tested In the near future would assigned a new mission to the 

Naval Air Reserve, designed to supplement the protection of the seaways for 

merchant shipping.* The merchant ship would carry a pack-up kit or portable 

decking arrangement for helicopters configured f.r anti-submarine warfare (AS«0 

missions. The Naval Air Reserve would be assigned the manning function.  The 

mission is well suited for implementation by the Naval Air Reserve and units 

of this t. ,,e  would constitute a valuable mobilization asset. 

Meanwhile, the Navy has implemented or programed several actions 

which are designed to increase its »upport of the Naval Reserve and 

further Total Force Policy in an effort to improve readiness and up-grade 

the Naval Reserve as a mobilization asset. For example, the expansion of 

carrier training of the two Reserve carrier air wings, and testing their 

capabilities to meet requirements of the carrier tactical air mission. 

Additionally, the previously mentioned tests of different Aztive/Reserve 

* "A New Naval Reserve MJs'.-r.:','' hy Rear Admiral John B. Johnson, USNR-Ret. 
The Officer. R'JA, Ac-il 1973. page Z5. 
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manpower mixes on surface combatants will take place in FY76-77.  The 

Reserve complement would join the Active crew during Reserve training 

periods and would be assigned to that same ship upon mobilization.  If 

th» tests rt-ve.il that the ships can be maintained in a ready material 

condition, and crews can be kept sufficiently trained so that upon 

augmentation the ships can quickly reich combat readiness, the concept 

will be significantly exj/afided among surface combatants which are not 

deployed in the forward areas. 

However, there are additional opportunities for the Active Navy to 

effectively upgrade Reserve readiness through an expansion of the 

affiliation concept. It would appear that a major breakthrough could 

be effected by taking various Reserve units out of the training center 

classroom In the 22 Readiness Commands and move them to appropriate 

naval ports to work and train on naval hardware under the tutelage of 

Active Force personnel.  There exists a huge Active Fleet pool of 

expertise in all facets of management and maintenance in port areas 

like San Diego,  Norfolk and Charleston, etc., which should be tapped 

for the mutual benefit of both Active and Reserve Forces. 

Appropriate Reserve units could be assigned to Active operating 

shlpB while they art. in port for Fleet service functions, maintenance 
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and/or minor overhaul. In this way units,* such aa thoaa CRUa which do 

not lave their own hardware, SRUs n.£  IRUa, could ba provided on the Job 

training aboard »hip, by aaaiatlng in overhaul, aarvlclng and management 

actlvltlea, while the ahlp'a crew would have lncreaaed opportunity in 

port for leave, echool training, or other taaporary duty aaalgnaenta. 

The Raaerve unit relatlonahip to the Active Force cr«w would be alallar 

to the Reserve/Active relatlonahip under the Aaaoclate program in the 

Air Force Rcaerve whereby the Reaerve unit operetea and malntalna 

Active Force aircraft. Alao, like the Amy'a Affiliation Program, the 

Active unit peraonnel would be available to provide training aupport 

and Jvisory assistance. Ferhapa, if not the ahlp'a Active complement, 

an Active Force ahore unit could be appropriately assigned reaponaiblllty 

for the aupervlelon of training and inapectlon and evaluation of the Reaerve 

unite, ae la the case with the Air Force Gaining Command'e relatlonahip 

with the gained Air Force Reaerve Component unit. 

While auch a Naval Reaerve program might, becauae of transportation 

1Imitatlens, of neceeaity be limited to areaa readily accessible to the 

port areaa, lie Implementation vouH not only upgrade training rtadlneae 

In the Naval Reserve but would provide the Reservist with stimulating. 

*The basic unit types in the atructure of the Naval Reaerve are: 
(1) Complete Capability Response Units (CRUs), which are self- 

contained units designed to provide complete capabilities upon recall. 
Selected Reservists fill all manpower requirement or provide significant 
portions of a composite crew for Naval Reserve Fljet ahips or squadrons. 

(2) Ship or Squadron Reinforcement Units (SKJs), which are task- 
performing units containing a mix of skills needed to bring an active 
Navy operation platform to full complement. Each SRU is tailored to a 
specific ship class or aircraft squadron type. 

(3) Other Reinforcement Units (ORUs), which are similar to SRUs 
except that they are tailored for shore activities. 

(A) Individual Reinforcement Units (IRU), which upon mobilization 
provide individual augmentees to a large number of Navy activities. 
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interesting, meaningful training which would have a poaitivc impact on 

rttantlon. 

Further, auch a program »ould aid the Active Force by allevitting 

rieet Banning problems of operational ships in port. It alao would 

leaaen the requirement for Reserve Training Cantera and probably would 

permit the closing of several. 

Conclualon» (with res, ct to the Naval Reserve): 

1. There la a need for the Navy to make better uae of the Naval 

Reserve, particularly the aurface elements. 

2. Fending availability of the new Navy Study on Naval Reserve 

Requ/remen's, the DMC should not recommend any changes In the manpower 

levels of the Selected Naval Reserve. 

3. Continued restructuring, however, is .appropriate as Naval 

Reserve uults must be more closely k*yed to reinforce specific Active 

Navy missions and force units. 

4. Appropriate additional missions are available for assignment 

to the Naval Air Reserve. 

5. Current actions and programs to further the Total Force Policy 

and Increase Integration of Active and Reserve elements should Improve 

the Selected Naval Reserve as a mobilisation asset. However, there appear 

to be opportunities for a significant expansion of the affiliation and 

association concepts whereby Reserve units would train aboard Active 

ships in port under programs which would be mutually beneficial to both 

Active and Reserve Forces. 
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PAKT III 

AI» FORCE «KStRVK COMPONENTS 

Air Reserve Fore* unit« provide an equipped, ready, well-trained 

fore« to augment active duty forcee. Theae component* contribute to 

the Total Force In peacetlae aa «all aa providing Bobllliatlon force*. 

Their authorized etrength for FT76 la 94,900 in the Air National Guard 

and 31,800 In the Air Force Reaerve. The Air Force Reaerve la pro- 

gramed to Incraaae to about 55,000 In FT77 and the Air National Guard 

will remain eaaantlally level. The outstanding characteristic of the 

Air Force program la readlneaa. Onlta can deploy lu a natter of daya 

rather than going through a long period of equipping, built! up tad 

training. This la not without coat. Reaerve units on the averag« 

coat roughly between 60X-75X of a comparable active duty unit to 

operate. The question that arlaea la not whether the reaerve unlta 

are capable or needed, but rather whether we are getting the beat 

value from thla reaource. The diacuaslc following will addraaa some 

areaa where value might b& enchanced. 

The Aaaoclate Program 

The aaaoclate program la preaently found only with the Air Force 

Reserve and the Military Airlift Command.  It haa proved to be a 

successful  program  and has inherent economic ind  operational 

advantages. First, the Reserve unit is always trained ou first line 

operational Air Force equipment and it receives precisely the same 

training as the active duty organization.  Secondly, the Reserve unit 
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has * »mailer overhead atructura and does not require funding for 

provision or maintenance of additional equipment. Finally, It Is 

productive In bo'h peacetime and when mobilized (witness the 1973 

Israeli resupply mission In which reserve 'trews flew about 20X of the 

missions). There are, however, difficulties ij administration of the 

program on both sides. For example, the active unit commander deala 

with hla regular military personnel, civilians snd reservists In 

carrying out hla nisslon. He also has in additional training load 

thrust upon him. On the Reserve side, career progression becomes a 

problem and difficulties arise in management of the Reserve personnel 

within tht active duty unit. 

On balance, however, it would appear that a diligent search for 

additional lssoclate missions would be productive. For example, could 

not reservists be used as flight Instructors, maintenance or support 

personnel In the Undergraduate Flirt Training Program:  It would be 

possible also to aaaoclate reservists directly with active duly 

tactical fighter or reconnaissance squadrons to provide a portion 

of the wartime surge capability that the present 1.25 crew ratio 

provides.  TAC could thereby reduce Its current heavy training 

requirement, and educe peacetime manning during which the higher 

ratio is not necessary. Both of these associations would make optimum 

uae of highly qualified separating active duty person' el and, In many 

cases, could continue them in precisely the same duty position they 

occupied at separation. 

The Management Structure 

The organization of Air Reserve Force units differs from that 

of the Active Force only to the degree needed to accommodate units 
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located at aeverel baaea and usually separated fron thalr parent unit. 

The management structure of the Air National Guard la dealgned to 

comply with tha dual federal-state rola preecrlbed by Statuts, It la 

flrat a stata force and «hen mobilised becomes a federally designated 

and recognised reserve component of the Air Force.  The Air Force 

Reserve la a federal force with an unbroken peacetime, aa well aa 

wartime, chain of command to the Chief of Staff, UiAF. 

The Air National Guard in rtacetlae la under atate control and 

la managed through lta atate headquarters.  They assure that the ANG 

provides subord.nate unite capable of mobilisation. During mobili- 

sation, the unlta come under federal control and the atate headquarters 

are charged with aacurlty and management of facilities and equipment 

left behind and lnaure control of Individuals not mobilised. They 

alao nut: perform a reverse function upon demobilisation. In short, 

they have a valid peacetime and wartime mlaalon. 

A recent USAF/ANU Study of Air National Guard State Headquarter! 

(20 June 197S) revealed -hat few were actually manned to authorised 

strength or envisioned to be ao manned. In addition, there was little 

atandardlsatljn In organisation or relationship of strengths to mission 

or workload, although common fun^ Ions were Identifiable. The atudy 

group drafted an overall st.ite headquarters mission statement and 

functional atateaent for the common functions Identified. It further 

recommended a standardised manning guide baaed upon accomplishment of 

necessary functions, adjuated for population to account for varying 

workloads. The exact manpower savings have not been determined, but 

could result lr manpower savings approximating 15X If the atudy la 
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approved for Implementation. Th« ataft haa reviewed the s:udy and 

endorse« early conalderatlon of the findings and recommendations. 

The Air r'orce Reserve la managed ty the Chief, Air Force Reserve, 

with a small ataff at Nq. USAF and a major Active Fore, headquarter« 

at Roblra AFB, (" >rgia. Under thla headquarters are three Air Force 

Reaerve Reglona. 

Theae organ)ration« »re charged with the day-to-day administration 

of Air Force Reaerve unite and personnel within their geographic aveaa 

of responsibility.  Additionally, they serve many of the sane functions 

ss the ANG state headquarters during the mobilisation and partial 

mobilisation perloda, Including doae;!:'e emergency, diaater relief, 

and In p<rloda of partial mobilisation, aa the management headquartera 

for remaining organization«. During full mobilization, the Reaerve 

Reglona are the designated Air Force agents for participation with the- 

U.S. Army for the defense of the United States. 

After considerable study of this structure, we conclude that 

there la little cogent reaaon for three Reaerve Regions. The major 

operational commands of the Air Force successfully function with two 

subordinate headquarters and It ia our opinion that the Air Force 

Reserve could do likewise, with concurrent manpower savlnga on the 

order of 25X-3I '.  In thla ljvel of management. 

Unit Support Overhead 

The operational elements anci direct support components of the 

Reserve Forces are comparable to the active force; that is a squadron 

has the same number of pilots as a like Active unit, the maintenance 
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manpower requirements are computed on the same basis, etc.  However» 

there is a difference caused by the geographical separation ; " the 

units.  Each islnated unit has Its own management structure .--id, in many 

cases, must provide for its own operating support.  This is costly 

in terms of manpower, for while the deployment package for a Reserve 

unit is the same as for an Active unit, the support requirements frequently 

are much heavier.  For example, an Active A-7 wing which Is a host unit 

with minor tenant responsibilities has about 3,000 personnel. An Air 

National Guard unit in similar circumstances has 2,606 personnel. Including 

740 full-time technicians.  Both deploy the same number of personnel, 

about 1,800.  The difference in strength is caused by the additional 

requirement for personnel support by the Active unit somewhat offset by 

the heavier management and support requirements! 11  the dispersed ANG wing. 

Several Initiatives have been taken to reduce overbeao.  The Air 

National Guard Is studying consolidation of support functions at bp.aes 

that have two squadrons.  They estimate a total possible St\\ of.   about 

1,200 spaces.  The concept for use of the KC-135's now goinr vf.co the 

Reserve Forces Is to have them stand their refueling alert at existing 

SAC bases, thereby avoiding costly command and control and support 

requirements.  In the air defense units, there is consideration of 

forming a single composite squadron of primary mission personnel to 

eliminate some of the management structure of the present functional 

organization.  These initiatives Indicate that savings can be effected. 

The consolidation of support functions at Air Force Reserve 

facilities with more than oiie squadron should also be undertaken.  Similar 

order of magnitude savings could be effected at the eight basis that fall 

in this category.  Further, deployment requirements provide the base line 
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for military manning requirements In the Reserve Forces, Just as In the 

Active Force and opportunities exist for clvillanlratlon and contracting 

for services, Just as In the Active Force. 

Active Duty Advisors 

There are approximately 1,300 active duty advisors assigned by the 

gaining commands to the Reserves. They perform primarily a llalion function 

between the Reserve organization and Its active duty counterpart.  During 

transition to a new weapons system, they, along with the augmentation 

package provided by the Active Force, are invaluable in providing advice, 

assisting with problems and trouble-shooting. As the unit reaches its 

desired readiness status, however, the scope of their dutlej and require- 

ment for assistance diminishes markedly. The staff recommends, therefore, 

that the requirement for advisors in every unit be reviewed, and that when 

a unit is declared operationally ready (C-3 or better) that no more than 

one advisor be assigned.  This action would result in an immediate saving 

of approximately 50Z with no, or dlnute, loss in effectiveness. 

Conclusion; (with respect to the Air Force Reserve Components): 

1. The current and programmed manpower levels of the Air Reserve 

Components are adequate and should be sustained. 

2. The Air Force Reserve Associate Program should be expanded to 

other missions. 

3. Management headquarters in both the Air Force Reserve and the 

Air National Guard should be reduced. 

4. Support functions at Reserve Force bases with more than one 

unit should be consolidated and the non-deployed elements of the operational 

organizations should be reviewed with a view toward civilianization. 

5. The number of active duty advisors should be reduced. 
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PART IV 

MARINE CORPS RESERVE 

The Marine Corps Reserve Is composed of two elementa; the Selected 

Reserve («onetimes referred to as the Organlied Reserve) and the Individual 

Reserve. A third component, the Fleet Marine Corps Reserve does not play 

a significant part in Marine Corps planning and is not treated here. 

The Selected Reserve is made up of the 4th Marine Division 

(augmented) and the 4th Marine Air Wing. The division is organized in 

essentially the same manner as an Active division except that for peace- 

time control, it Is augmented by the attachment of non-divisional ground 

elements of the Marine Reserve.* The air wing does not mirror an Active 

wing in that it does not have an all-weather attack capability or 

the same numbers or groups and squadrons found in an Active wing. 

The concept of employment of the two components likewise 

differs. The 4th Division is planned to be employed an a division 

although it Is recognized that some units might have to be used to 

augment Active Force shortfalls. The Marine Corps, however, Is taking 

a new look at the structure of the division with several objectives in 

mind. First, they are evaluating the best structure for combat In the 

NATO area. Concurrently, they are considering orientation of the division 

toward the needs of one particular Active Marine organization, in this 

case, the Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic and may modify the division 

structure to fit their particular requirements. This could take the 

«w**wj"B»*,,i" 

* These are the non-divisional "Force Troops" which in the active forces 
would be a Fleet Marine Force (for example, heavy artillery and non- 
divisional tank units). 
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fonn of augmented armor units or perhaps an increase In TOW capability 

to counter the heavy Warsaw Fact armor strength. In any case, the 4th 

Marine Division Is In a period of transition In terms of concept of 

employment and organization. Its major difficulty la in achieving 

desired manning levels. The table of organization calls for approximately 

29,900 personnel; current manning is »bout 5,000 short. In addition, 

distribution of grades la not in consonance with requirements, major 

shortfalls being in the lower three enlisted grades. Further, recruiting 

for the combat arms is more difficult than for, say the motor transport 

units, so the cumulative effect Is that shortages are concentrated in 

the lower grade infantry area. 

The air wing Is essentially up to strength (at 10,900) and 

capable of meeting its commitments. There is some mal-diatrlbution in 

enlisted grades, but essentially this results in a more qualified 

organization. The concept of employment In this case is to provMe 

ready squadrons upon mobilization which can be used as needed in addition 

to maintaining a viable if somewhat smaller air wing. The only concern 

the staff has Is that there are not enough spaces available to accommodate 

all the highly skilled aircrew and specialists who complete active duty 

commitments. We recommend, therefore, that the Marine Corps consider 

an associate program for those personnel, assigning them directly to 

active duty organizations for continuation training. This could materially 

increase their surge capability and provide a replacement pool in this 

critical area. 

The Individual Reserves, and specifically the Individual Reaay 

Leserve (IRR), are said by Marine Corps Headquarters to be sufficient to moet 

present Marine Corps Requirements. Their IRR projections indicate 
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no shortfall In the near future but again there la an exceas of alddle 

and upper grade enlisted personnel and shortages 01 the lower grades where 

the majority are needed. However, DMC ataff analyses show that the IRS 

pools of the Services are dwindling at a critical rate, and the future 

IRR projections of the Marine Corps, like those of the Any, need further 

examination. 

Hon Prior Service Accessions 

The only issue the staff takes with respect to the Marine Corpi 

is that, If It Is to achieve and maintain desired levels, quality and 

grade distribution in the Reserve, it needs help. There are two aspects 

to this. The first has to do with recruiting. The Congress has fiscally 

constrained recruiting to a level of 8,000, below the Marine Reserve 

requirements. The Marine Corps has been able to alleviate this somewhat 

(2,000 spaces) by recruiting personnel and delaying entry Into Initial 

active duty training until the next fiscal year. Key to this haa been 

the Incentive program In which high school seniors are recruited and 

in effect payed a retainer until thay enter training. The seconü aspect 

of the problem hau to do with how the strength is computed, and solution 

to this lins within the Department of Defense. The Marine Corps wants 

to man Selected Reserve units at 90* of authorised strength. In doing 

thic they do not count those in initial active duty training or the backlog 

of trainees mentioned above.  Their reasoning is simple; these personnel 

would no: be readily available upon mobilisation. By counting them they 

would be forced to stop recruiting at about the 85Z level and would be 

further delayed In attaining desired manning. Added to this is the fund 

limitations placed upon recruiting programs which further aggravates 
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the Marine Corps Reserve problem. Non prior service reservists «re 

recruited through the regular Marine recruiting prograa. Any reduction 

in level of effort in recruiting will therefore first Impact on the 

Reserve in competition with the regulars for acquisitions. 

In consideration of the serious impact of these factors the 

staff would support any actions that could temporarily alleviate the fiscal 

constraints presently inhibiting reserve recruiting and further recommends 

that the Department of Defense accede to the Marine Corps in the matter 

of accounting for reserve strength levels as applies to new acquisitions. 

In the longer term, we endorse a continuing adequately funded recruiting 

level to permit maintenance of a ready, quality Marine Reserve structure. 

CONCLUSIONS (with respect to the Marine Corps Reserve): 

1. The Individual Reserve pool of the Marine Corps Reserve is reported 

adequate for the present but the trend is sharrly downward and future 

projections should be reviewed. 

2. The Selected Reserve, particularly the 4th Marine Division, 

is experiencing significant -aanpover shortages. 

3. A key to overcoming sh^fcages in the Selected Reserve is in 

recruiting more Non Prior Service personnel. 

4. Maintenance of Incentive programs and adequate recruiting 

funding would materially assist the Marine Corps Reserve In reaching 

its manpower objectives. 
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Added 
March  1,   1976 

APPlgiPU.-.l 

In the President's budget for FY 1977 which «as forwarded to the 

Concrcss in January 1976, the Administration proposed a drastic reduc- 

tion of the Selected Nf.val Reser\e to 52,000 from the 102,000 drill spaces 

the Congress appropriated for FY 1976.  As the majo. part of this cut, 

tr■* Don plans to transfer sone 40,000 shore establishment billets to 

the IRR, which would save drill pay but which would seem to be of 

questionable practicjbility.  It runs counter to the testimony given to 

the Concrers in 1975 and to the information presented in the major now 

study on the Naval Reserve completed by the Navy in late 1975. 
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EXECVTIVE SUMMARY 

t 
SUBJECT: 

ISSUES: 

BACKGROUND: 

ANALYSIS: 

• 

CONCLUSIONS: 

Full-Time Personnel Support for the Reserve Components 

1. Levels of Active force personnel In support of the 
respective Reserve Components. 

2. Replacement of Army and Air Force Reserve Components 
technicians with active duty Guardsmen/Reservists. 

The DMC staff was directed to prepare an issue paper 
to fooii on Active military and civilian personnel in 
sunpct of the Reserve Components. 

1. Time for mission essential training is in short 
supply for the Reserve Components (31 days per year 
minus distractions from mission essential training for 
inspections, recruiting, etc.).  Thus, there Is a 
requirement for superior training management at all 
levels of command to obtain desired readiness levels. 

Active force personnel can supply needed support 
to upgrade training readiness. 

Principal problem has been in the Army Reserve 
Components. Army is aware of problem and a pilot 
program is due to commence in February 1976. Augment- 
ation of 200 Active force personnel will act as training 
managers, training assistants and evaluators whose efforts 
will be directed toward upgrading inactive duty training. 

Active Force support for the Naval Reserve is below 
the optimum level, while :.n the Air Force Reserve 
Components and the Marine Reserve there is no need for Jn 
increase. 

2. Army and Air Force Reserve Component technicians 
give day-to-day continuity to the operation of Guard/ 
Reserve units. The programs are designed solely to 
provide a nucleus of full-time personnel to increase the 
mobilization readiness of units. 

The technician occupies "dual status" (a Civil 
Service civilian and a military member of the unit) for, 
in effect, the same job. The compensation of the 
technician (civilian plus military) exceeds what an 
active duty military man would receive for the same job. 

1.  Some increase in Active personnel assigned to the 
Army Reserve Components and the Naval Reserve can provide 
the means to improve treining management and upgrade 
readiness.  These increases appear necessary only in 
units which are not affiliated with Active force units. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 

i 

In the cue of the Air Fore« Reserve Components 
and the Marine Reserve, there appear* to be no need to 
augment Active support. 

2. Replacement of Army and Air Force Reserve Coaponent 
technician* with Guardsmen/Reservists on extended active 
duty would accoapllsh the objectives of th~ present 
technician prograas at significant savings which are 
estimated to exceed $270 million per year in manpower costs. 

Proposed change must be affected through a long- 
rant.e plan which would not impact on readiness or Impose 
undue hardship on the technicians now In the programs. 

The DHC accept this paper and Its conclusions as a 
bas's for pertinent sections of the final report. 
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FULL-TIME PERSOmm SUPPORT FOR THE RESERVE mMPmnnrrc 

PugP0S.Ei The purposes of this paper are to discus» the current system 

of full-time support personnel for the Reterve Component» inJ to suggest 

change» that could Increase readiness of unlia and long-range change* 

that could reduce coats of the present personnel support programs as they 

pertain to technicians. 

BACKGROUND: The DMC staff was directed to prepare an issue paper to 

focus on Active military and civilian peraonr.el In support of the 

Reserve Components.  Additionally, the full-tine support accorded 

the Army and Air Force Reserve Components under the technician programs 

Is also examined. 

1.  ACTIVE FORCE SUPPORT FOR THE RESERVE COMPONENTS 

It is unrealistic to expect all Reserve Component units 

to reach a.id sustain the levels of readiness, prior to mobilization, that 

are expected of Active units. The reason for this, assuming that con- 

tinuing equipment problems could be resolved, is the critical factor of 

training time. This inherent problem Impacts on training readiness to 

varying degrees in each of the Reserve Components. The 48 four-hour 

drill periods per year of inactive duty training, plus the two-week 

period of annual active duty, provide 38 days per year in which to 

accomplish training. 

The time constraint on Army Reserve Component training is s case in 

point. Of the 38 days a year a unit may train, only 14 days (annual 

active duty training) are available for concentrated continuous training. 

The remaining 24 days are broken down into 4-hour unit training assemblies, 
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s« that units sect on two separate days twice r month or by containing 

into aultlple unit training assemblies (MUT As) on one weekend once a month. 

During these fragmented unit training aaseablles, preparations for 

the exercises and tests of th« »unser active duty phase must be made and 

cosaunders oust be allcved adequate time to prepare for miir.lon easentfil 

ffining. Distractlens fron unit mission training, further, typically 

include two training aaseablles for Annual General Inspection, two 

assemblies for recruiting, one assembly for domestic disturbance training, 

one assembly for maintenance, one assembly for administration, time 

needed for security, MOS training, travel and ceremonies. 

It follows that time for mission essential training is In short 

supply and ways must be found to maximize it.  This Implies a retirement 

on the Guard/Reserve commander for superior training management. Major 

improvement in this area requires thorough education/training in the 

details of sound training management at all levels of command. This 

can most readily be accomplished by assigning full-time management 

specialists from the Active force at all levels of command — perhaps 

one to four such personnel, depending on the size of command. 

Of the Services, the Air Force ha3 been the most successful in 

attaining a high condition of readiness in its Reserve Component units 

(Air National Guard ard Air Force Reserve).  Integration of the Active 

and Reserve forces has been achieved through the "gaining command concept" 

under which Reserve units are preasslgned in peaceti-te to the organizations 

with which they will serve upon mobilization. Among other things the 

"gaining commands" provide assigned units with advisory assistance and 

are responsible for the supervision of training. The system is 
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functioning effectively a« reflected In the high readiness posture of 

Air Force Reserve Component units.  Thus, there appear« to be no need 

to augment Active fore« support of the Air National Guard or Air Force 

Reserve at this time. 

On the other hand, the situation in the Army Reserve Components la 

different. There has been a major effort during the laat few years to 

upgrade Guard/Reserve readlneas.  However, current readiness conditions 

of most units do not meet the desired levels which would permit their 

early deployment. 

The Any la aware of Its need to strengthen the management and 

evaluation of Army Reserve Component training, especially for 

Inactive Duty Training (IDT). Aa a reault, a pilot prograr is due to 

coBrur.ce in February 1976, involving some 200 Active Force and SO 

civilian personnel. These individuals will act as training managers, 

training assistants and training evaluators whose efforts will be 

directed toward up-grading IDT aa e meana of Improving training readiness. 

If successful. It is anticipated that the concept will be expanded. 

Currently, the Army has approximately 4,900 Active force personnel 

who provide full-time support to Selected Reserve units of the Army Guard 

and USAR. Most of these are located at the C0NUS field armies/Army 

Readiness Region level, while others are ai-gmentees for major USAR 

commands or advisors in Army Guard units.  It la anticipated that a 

relatively amL.ll  augmentation of these Active fores personnel would 

significantly ameliorate the training problem of the Army Reserve 

Components. 
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It would »ppear, however, thai units which have a highly 

successful Affiliation Prograa have little requirement for Active force 

augmentation personnel to effect improvements in training management. 

Under the Affill»,, ion Prograa, priority assistance and support are 

provided the Reserve Coaponent unit by the Active unit with which it 

is affiliated. The sponsoring Active force unit provides sdvlce and 

assistance in all areas impacting on readiness, including training 

aanageaent. 

The results of the teat prograa to commence next February will art 

be available before the DHC completes its final report. Meanwhi'.e, the 

DHC should endorse the initiative of the Army, with tha provision that 

wherever possible sponsoring Active force units under ehe Affiliation 

Program provide the necessary training management expertise and assist- 

ance to their affiliated Reserve units. Thus, assuming the pilot 

program teats confirm the desired o",tcor,e, the number of Active force 

personnel required in any expansion rf the program could be considerably 

rediced. 

Beyond the Army's present program, it nicht make ocnoc to nakc uac 

of some Active Army personnel as full-time assigned members of some 

Selected Reserve units in place of Federal technicians.  (The technicians 

will be iully discussed later in ehe paper.) A main example would be in 

training Jobs, although there might be others.  Rotational assignment of 

a full-time Active irmy Training NCO in the S-3 section of each Selected 

Reserve battalion would offer many advantages In increased effectiveness— 

especially important since the problem of meaningful training is central 

to the reartinesj of Army Selected Reserve units. This assumes that the 
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Active Army NCO would be carefully selected and have appropriate 

prior tralnlrg and comparable experience In an Active Army unit. 

This should be tried, on a test basis, especially if the Federal 

technician programs continue as the: are and the major change proposed 

later in this paper is not adopted. 

In the Navy, the reorganization of 1973 was designed to Improve the 

Naval Reserve as a mobilization asset.  Since that, time several actions 

have been taken or programmed to further Total l'orce Policy.  For example, 

the tests involving various Active/Reserve mix manning levels for surface 

combatants (comparing 80X Active/201 Reserve and 65/35 with lOOX Active 

manning and including a test of a 35X Active/65T Reserve mix) reflect 

efforts to advance Active/Reserve integration.  Likewise, the provision 

for the two Rs  rve carrier air wings in the Naval Air Reserve to spend 

their active duty training on board a carrier promotes Total Force 

policy. 

However, these programs involve only a snwll number of the 

106,000 Selected Naval Reserve force programmed fjr FY76.  An expansion 

of Active Force support of Na al Reserve units and Active/Reserve inte- 

gration must Involve the major elements of the entire Selected Reserve, 

if Reserve readiness ia to be significantly up-giaded. 

As the Department of Defense has not released the nearly completed 

Navy's in-depth study .,f mobilization requirements in the Naval Reserve, 

it would seem inappropriate to suggest at this time specific require- 

ments for any augmentation of Active Navy personnel in direct support 

of the Naval Reserve programs.  Nevertheless, there does appear to be 

a requirement for the Active Navy to slgniticantly increase its support 
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of th" Naval Reserve through maximum affiliation of Reserve elements 

with Active force units as a means of up-grading Reserve readiness.  (See 

the DMC staff paper entitled "Selected Reserve Issues" for the development 

of this issue.) 

In the case of the Marine Corps, the problem of full-time support 

Is not an issue.  There are some 4,000 Active force Marines assigned to 

the Marine Reserve—approximately 1,500 to the ground element and 2,500 

in Aviation units.  These Active force personnel provide a full-time cadre 

for the 4th Marine Division and its 4th Marine Air Wir.g and there would 

be no advantage to Increase the number of Active Force personnel assigned 

to the Marine Reserve. However, thet. ^ay well be merit in a proposed 

"Affiliation Program" of Marine Reserve units with the two Active 

divisions and their air wings.  (See paper on Selected Reserve issues.) 

Conclusions 

Full-time support for the Reserve components by Active force personnel, 

designed to help raise Guard/Reserve readiness to required levels, is 

believed to be at optimum or at least satisfactory levels in the Air 

Force and Marines.  However, some increase in Active personnel assigned 

to the Aimy Reserve Components and the Naval Reserve might provide 

those Reserve Components with the means to improve their training 

management and up-grade unit readiness. T'.iese increases in Active 

force personnel appear to be necessary only in units which are not affiliated 

with Active force units. 

2.  FUII.-TIME SUPPORT UNDER THE TECHNICIAN PROGRAMS 

The basic programs for full-time personnel support to provide 

day-to-day continuity in the operation of Reserve Component unit» 

vary widely.  The Army and Air Force Reserve Components use civilian 
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technicians who are Federal Civil Service employees. The comparable 

support for the Naval Reserve is provided by personnel In the TAR 

program (Training and Administration of the Reserve).  TAR's are Naval 

Reserve personnel on active duty who are utilized to organize, 

administer, recruit, instruct and train the Reserve. 

On the other hand, the Marine Corps Reserve uses some 4,000 Active 

Force personnel, supplemented by a small cadre of active duty Reservists, 

to organize, administer, recruit, instruct and train the Marine Corps 

Reserve.  In effect, the Active Force personnel serve as a permanent 

active duty ccdre for the 4th Mailne Division and its Air Wing, which 

if mobilized would be brought up to full strength by Marine Reservists. 

In the Coast Guard Reserve, the full-time personnel support is 

provided by less than 100 Reserve Program Administrators, who are 

Reserve officers on extended active duty. 

Despite advantages and disadvantages in each of the programs, it 

can be said that each has proved ».-"cessful in providing full-time 

personnel support in the day-to-day operations of uniu ~f  the respective 

Reserve Compovents.  The issue to be treated here pertains only t.» the 

technician programs and long-range changes designed to reduce costs. 

The programmed personnel strength of Army and Air Force Reserve 

Component technicians for FY76 and the approximate percentage of 

technicians in each Reserve Component follow. 
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Technician Strength Approximate Percentage of 
Techniclana 

ARNG 29,203 71 

US AR 9.698 4X 

ANG ■J2.273 231 

USAFR 7,217 HX* 

The Army and Air National Guard technicians, the Air Force Reserve 

technician and the Army Reserve technician differ slightly in their 

legal rights and privileges. It suffices to say that they are Civil 

Service employees with the sane rights, privileges and benefits as other 

Federal employees with a few notable exceptions. They are required 

to be a member of the Reserve Component unit as a condition of civilian 

employment**and must be promptly separated from technician employment 

upon loss of membership In their Guard or Reserve unit. 

The sole function of the technician programs Is to provide a 

nucleus for each Amy and Air Force Selected Reserve unit which will 

increase the mobilization readiness of that unit. The military character 

of the technician programs is paramount, for the ultimate goal of each 

Reserve Component is to provide ready military units available for 

use in the event of mobilization. 

The requirement that the technician also be a member of the Guard 

or Reserve unit is for the purpose of providing full-time command, 

* If the 4,700 civilian employees of the Air Force Reserve, who are 
secretarial, maintenance and other support personnel and «ho differ 
fron» the Air Technician only in that they are not military members 
of the Selected Reserve, are counted with the Air Technicians, the 
percentage would be roughly equal to that of the ANG. 

** There is a small percentage of technicians who are employed as 
secretarial and clerical personnel who are not required to T>e 
members of the Guard/Reserve unit. 
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control, administrative, maintenance and/or training support to the unit, 

with continuation after mobilization. 

The technician Is compensated, as are other Guardsmen and Reservist», 

for both their civilian and military service. However, the technician 

occupies "dual status" (civilian and military) for the same job. An 

alternative way of accomplishing many of the same objectives as In the 

technician program vould be to replace the technician with full-time 

active duty Guard/Reserve personnel. This would eliminate dual pay and 

dual retirement for what in essence is the same job. 

Although dollar and strength by grade figure« have not been com- 

puted for each of the technician programs, we estimate that large net 

savings could be achieved per year if technicians were replaced by 

active duty Guardsmen/Reservists.* For «xamplx, the Air Force Reserve 

technician program was $103,200,000 in civilian pay for FY75. In 

addition, the cost of military pay for the same Air Force Reserve 

technicians totaled $10.9 million. Their civi'lan and military pay 

thus totaled $114 million. The comparable direct pay coats of a com- 

parable active duty force are estimated at $78 million. It follows 

that some $36 million in direct pay costs would have been saved had the 

technician force consisted of Air National Guardsmen on active duty. 

The Air National Guard technicians outnumber the Air Force Reserve 

technicians by about three to one. Thus, It can be assumed that, com- 

parable savings in direct pay for the ANG would be in the vicinity of 

$100,000,000. The number of technicians in the Army Reserve Components 

* The use of Guardsmen/Reservists would preserve the citizen-soldier 
composition of the Guard and Reserve forces. 
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outnumber those in the Air Force Reserve Components, but on the conserv- 

ative assumption Lhat savings from employing actlva duty Guardsmen/ 

Reservists in place of tecnnicians would no more than equal those in 

the Air Force Reserve Components, total savings in direct pay would 

approximate a figure in excess of $270,000,000 per year. Moreover, the 

technician's dual retirement is generally in excess of the active duty 

retiree.  However, no attempt has been made to project future savings 

in retirement that would accrue should the technician be replaced by an 

active duty Reservist.  More complete cost comparisons, including the 

support manpower requirements generated by Active military personnel, are 

quite complex and have not been computed In this instance.  However, 

the figures already cited are structure of the order of magnitude of the 

potential savings. 

Another aspect of the technician system Is that over half of the 

Guard and Reserve technicians currently are represented, like many other 

Civil Service employees, by nacional labor unions.  Jn this situation 

there is an inherent potential for undue union tuflue» ;e in the strictly 

military functions rjf the fechn.ic5.sns, resulrii» in a dilution of military 

command authority and adversely affecting the rcsponslveneTS ami 

discipline of Guard und Reserve units. 

Relative to all the foregoing is the basic fact that most of the 

technician positions In the Reserve Components are hardly bone f_ide 

civiliin type positions.  They simply have reflected an effort to flrd 

a formula for full-lime manning of certain essentially military position;. 

The alternative of creating a special category of full-time Guardsmen 

and Reservists on artive duty would involve some minor problems sue to 

their special status compared to other active duty personnel.  Nonethe- 
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less, the proposed change appears far preferable and most cost-effective 

than continuation Indefinitely of the present arrangement. 

The elimination of the technician systems must be approached with 

extreme -autlon. for any disruptive influence could have a serious 

negative imp let on readlntes. Moreover, the National Guard technician 

program Is established by law and any proposed radical change could be 

expected to encounter political resistance. However, the proposed 

replacement of the technician by active duty Guardsmen/Reservists could 

be implenented under a gradual, long-range program, which would provide 

the technician the opportunity to convert to an active duty status 

in his unit, or If he opted to continue in a civilian capacity a fair 

and editable tine to phase out of Che program.  Perhaps all those who 

hart been in the program over 10 years would be allowed to continue 

until the, were eliminated by attrition.  In any event, an equitable, 

lore.-range solution cf the problem could be worked out. 

Conclusions: The replacement of the technicians in the Army and Air 

Force Reserve Components with Guardsaievi/Kei.ervU-tf) serving on extended 

active duty would accomplish the objectives of the present technician 

programs at significant savings which arc estimated to exceed 

5270,OOü,ööö per year in manpower costs. 

The change should be adopted and implemented through a long-range 

plan which would not Jtgrade readiness or Impose undue hardship on the 

technician now in the program.  (Note:  Rater alsti to the Conclusions 

under Part 1, above.) 

3. M™*?*??™*!™ 
It is recommended that tie Defense Manpower Commission accept the 

analysis and conclusions of this paper as a basis for preparation of 

pertinent sections of the DMC Final Report. 
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ISSUE: 

BACKGROUND: 

PROBLEM: 

** - 

ALTERNATIVES: 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Individual Reserven 

The Commission has adopted -i "Total Force" approach 
in Us analyses that requires consideration of all 

elements of Reserve manpower as part of the "overall 
manpower requirements of the Department of Defense." 

The Defense Department has taken new initiatives toward 
improved mobilization manpower planning, including use 
of the individual Reserve systems (Individual Ready 
Reserve, Standby Reserve, sr.d Retired Reserve). As a 
result of the 1975 OSD study on "The Guard and Reserve 
in the Total Force," DOD is proposing legislation for 
a total (active and reserve) obligation through age 28, 
averaging about 9's years compared to the current six. 

If it were necessary to mobilize, several critical 
problems would have to be overcome: 
(1) Planning for use of individual reservists has been 
inadequate and mu<<t be Improved even beyond recent DOD 
initiatives.  (2) The pools of IRR and Standby 
Reservists are declining rapidly.  (3) Regardless oi 
the total strength of the pool, some Individual 
reservists could not be effectively used in wartime 
service.  (DOD estimates using 70X of the IRR, 50H of 
the Standby Reservists and 10% of Nondlsabillty 
Retired and Fleet Reserve personnel.) 

In all, there are projected to be critical shortages 
of manpower before the draft pipeline flows, especially 
in Army combat arms enlisted men. However, the require- 
ment iteelf was calculated on the basis of 100% fill of 
all units, which is questionable.  Further (see 
Appendix A), the DMC staff believes DOD has overestimated 
the future six« of the IRR/Standby pool; and the DOD 
remedy, extending the total military obligation for new 
enlistees to age 28, will not solve the problem adequately. 

Among possible remedies for the deficiences in the 
manpower mobilization system are the following: 

1. DOD legislative proposal to extend the IRR oblig- 
ation and stop transferring IRRs to Standby. 

2. Reassess the requirements for individual reservists 
to fill Army units to 100% wartime strength. 

3. Improve management of the individual reserve system, 
including training requirements, to increase effectiveness 
and the wartime utilization rates. 

4. Fill more units in peacetime. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (cont'd) 

CONCLUSIONS & 
RECOMMENDATION: 

^. 

i 

5. Consider use of some unit replacements rather 
than iming all Individuals as wartime replacements. 

6. Women, as well as men, should Incur reserve 
obligations after active service and be added to 
the pool of mobilization personnel. 

7. Consider cross-utilization of military personnel 
during the emergency period. (Other Services have 
excess individual reservists over their requirements, 
and some could help the Army.) 

8. Increase the size of the IRR/Standby pool by 
offering incentives for voluntary extension and 
reducing the current high level of prior-service 
enlistments in the Selected Reserve. 

9. A return to two-year combat arms enlistments In 
the Army and Marine Corps would help alleviate 
combat arms shortages In IRK. 

10.  Institute a draft to fill the IRR. 
but seen as politically infeasible.) 

(Discussed 

11.  Accept the risk of some IRR shortfall, ar, 
an alternative to a draft. 

The DOD proposed legislative change should be 
deferred pending a review of projected IRR/ 
Standby strength levels and requirements for 
each Service.  Then consider It and also 
Alternatives 2-9 above (in some combination) 
as remedies for the recognized inadequacies of 
the current manpower mobilization system. 
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Individual Reserves 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this paper 1* to address Che Issues of the require- 

nents for, and the manageaent, reliability and utilization of, Individ- 

ual reserves in the event of actual mobilization.  This paper will 

describe pertinent aspects of ailltary manpower requirements in a full 

nobllizjiioii situation; analyze the capability of the current individual 

reserve systea to effectively meet those requirements; and, with respect 

to the individual reserve systea, consider courses of action to remedy 

certain deficiencies that are identified. This paper treats primarily 

the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR), with consideration also to the 

Standby Reserves and Retired Reserve; however, the paper also goes on to 

consider aiipects of the Selected Reserve and the Actl"e Forces, as 

related parts of Total Force manpower resources (as explained further 

In the paper). 

NOTE:  Functional DMC staff areas Involved in this paper are 

Requirements, Utilization, Management and Recruitment.  Require- 

ments Team has had the lead and the overall responsibility for 

tue paper, in coordination with the other teams. The other 

r.-imed teams, besides coordinating and consulting regarding the 

entire paper, have been the primary contributors of specific 

sections, which are identified. 
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BACKGROUND 

Legislative History and Previous PMC Action» 

Section 702 of P.L. 93-]55 specified that "It shall be the duty of 

the Commission to conduct a comprehensive study »n<! Investigation of 

the overall manpower requirements of the Department of Defense on both a 

short-term and long-term basis with a view i" determining what the 

manpower requirements are currently and vlll '. lkely be over the next ten 

years, and how manpower can be more effective y utilised." 

The Commission has adopted a "Total Force" approach In Its analyses 

concerning Defense manpower that requires the consideration of all ele- 

ments of Reserve manpower as pert of the "overall manpower requirements 

of the Department of Defense." 

The DMC staff paper on "Framework of Manpower Requirement Analysis," 

approved by the Commission on March 14, 1975, pointed out that the 

voblllxatlon situation therein (Situation 3) "is limited to initial 

mobilization of the 'Total Force,' and we do not treat casualty losses 

and replacement requirements." Subsequently, however. In its action on 

April 18, 1975 on the Requirements Background and Iasues Paper, the DMC 

decided that the Individual Ready Reserve (requirements for, and manage- 

ment and utilization of) should be addressed. 

OSD Total Force Study and Implementing Legislative Proposals 

Department of Defense has already taken new Initiatives in addressing 

the need for Improved mobilization planning with respect to the use of 

the Reserve Components, including the several individual reserve systems. 

Particularly relevant Is the major classified study on The Guard and 
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Reserve In the Total Force, OSD, June 1975, SECRET (hereafter referred 

to as the "Total Force Study").  That atudy states on unclassified pages 

that by FY80 or earlier, given the declining size of the Individual Ready 

Reserve, there will be a serioua shortfall in the number* of Individual 

resertist« available to meet mobilization requirements, particularly in 

the Arn-.v combat arms.  (The requirements were calculated to fill ail 

Active & Reserve units to 100Z wartime manning and provide initial 

caaualty replacements.) 

As a result of that study, the Secretary of Defenae directed the 

DOD General Counsel tc prepare proponed legislation providing for people 

entering military service to I ive a Ready Reserve ohligatijn as a 

oembei of a Selected Reserve unit or as a membe  of the IRlt through age 

28 compared to the present six-year total obligation, active and 

resetvo combined, and eliminating the present requirement that after 

five years reservists be transferred to the Standby Reserve upon request. 

Thus DOD already has been actively working on the subject addressed in 

this DMC staff paper, and this paper uses the DOD Total Force Study as a 

basic reference. However, this DMC paper goes beyond the DOD Total 

Force Study, reexaminlng the problem and the approaches to deal with the 

problem. 

DISCUSSION 

General Premise 

Total Force military manpower available for mobilization ought to 

be programmed to provide and sustain the levels of wartime strengt . 

requirements envisioned by the moot  demanding scenario in approved 

defense planning guidance (assuming for the purposes of this paper that 

that guidance is accepted).  It is reasonable to assume that if this 
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most demanding requirement ein be met, any lesxer requirement will alto 

be, at leaat in terms of total numbers.  Even assuming that an affective 

standby Selective Service craft system la in being and promptly activated, 

the new draftees will not start flowing out of the training centers In 

quantity for 4-5 months after M-Day or longei (depending flrut on how 

fast the draft system sets into operation and how effectively it functions— 

and on the amount of training time required for various skills). 

Therefore, the total requirement for previously trained Total Force 

manpower available for prempt raol illiation lias to Include coverage of 

the gap until the t-llnid draftees become available.  Since the Total 

Force requirement exceeds the personnel level that the United 

States will maintain on ar tlve duty In peacetime. It la necessary to 

determine the appropriate mix of active and reserve forces that should 

comprise the Total Fotce.  Further, It has not been thought either 

tea£ible or necessary to hive all reeded reservists in paid drill 

status For the balance, therefore, the Department of Defense is relying 

heavily on Individual reservists who are supposedly available for 

mobilization but mostly do not have to be paid unless mobilized. 

Problem 

The problem to be addressed Includes the following parts: 

1.  What is the total initial mobilize:ion requirement for 

wartime manpower? 

?. What is the appropriate mix of active and reserve nanpower 

that is cost effective aid yet adeqyate for rapid mobillttfitlon? 

3.  H3w well does the piesent system of provJ. 11 jg manpower for 

mobilization meet these criteria and what needs to be done to remedy 

deficienc;es, with emphasis primarily on the individual Reserve Components? 
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4. What should be the DMC position with respect to the 

approaches being pursued by the Department of Defense? 

The Currant Systt-a 

The current system for providing mobilization manpower is complex 

and includes a large number c. personnel, but it was not entirely 

designed to meet requirements and is not necessarily respcnslve to 

national defense needs. A signal factor is that the IRR has been 

declining, following and in relation to the lower Active Force levels of 

preceding years, and is projected to decline further for the next 

several year«.  Table 1, below, shows the categories of available 

manpower and the numbers for each Service in FY 75. Table 2 shows 

'mparable DOD projections (in the OSD Total Force Study) for FV80, 

which la selected for examination as a critical year.  (The DMC ntaff 

questions the DOD future projections of the individual reserves, as will 

be discussed farther below.) A brief discussion of each category 

follows below Table " 
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TABLE 1 

Military Manpower Available for Mobilization, 1975 

(000) 

Total Army 

Active* 

Ready Reserve** 

- Selected 
Reserve 

- Individual 
Ready Reserve 

2,129.0  785.0 

896.1  619.7 

Navy 

536.1 

98.2 

Marine 
Corps 

196.4 

32.3 

Air 
Force 

611.5 

145.9 

631.3 

Standby Reserve**  412.2 

Retired 
Reserve*** 

363.3 121.9 58.3 87.9 

282.6 50.4 40.6 38.6 

194.3 19.6 242.9 820.2  363.4 

* Programmed Ff 1975 

** Aci-.'«1, as of June 30, 1975 

*** Includes Nondisabillty Retired and Fleet Reserves, as of March 31, 

1975. 

TABLE 2 

FY80 Military Manpower Available for Mobilization 

(000) 

Marine Air 
Total Army Navy Corps Force 

Active 2,124 793 543 198 590 

Ready Reserve 

-Selected its;- . ve 897 612 92 41 152 

-Individual Reserve 526 288 110 64 64 

Standby Reserve 311 172 49 53 37 

Retired Reserve* 986 310 273 47 356 

* Includes Non-disability Retired and Fleet Reserve 
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• Active - Military personnel .-Iready on active duty before 

mobilization, 

• Ready Reserve - Consists of two categories: 

M Selected Reserve cor.flsts principally of personnel who are 

in Guard and Reserve units and attend drills (typically 48 a 

year, less in some categories) and two weeks summer camp, for 

which they are paid. There also is a small number of 

Individual Selected Reservists designated as individual 

mobilization augmentees.  The Selected Reserve Includes the 

pcld drill elements of the Army and Air National Guard, the 

Army Reserve, the Naval Reserve, the Air Force Reserve, the 

Marine Corps Reserve, and the Coast Guard Reserve. 

•• Individual Ready Reserve consists of personnel who have 

served on active duty and are now serving the residual part 

of their six year total obligation but have not chosen to 

affiliate with a unit.  Some do attend drills voluntarily for 

which they are not paid but may earn retirement points. The 

Army has been calling up abo-t 10,000 IRR personnel (most of 

them involuntarily) to attend summer camp with Selected Reserve 

units (ARNG and USAR) each year, for which they are paid.  All 

Ready Reservists are subject to mobilization under Congressional 

or Presidential declaration of national emergency. The 

projected drop in the IRR fron 1975 to the FY80 levels, 

particularly in the Army, should be noted as a main point for 

subsequent discussion, 

o Standby Reserve - Personnel who have completed a satisfactory 

five years of active or Ready Reserve service may, under 

present law, transfer to the Standby Reserve for the sixth 
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year of their obligation; and In praetica thaae transfers 

have ba«n automatic on rcqueat. These reservists are not 

required to drill and ova not paid; but, again, som* drill 

voluntarily for retirement pointa. Standby Reservist« may be 

called up only with a Congressional declaration of war or 

national emergency and tbey must be declared available by the 

Director of Selective Service (ao processing of Standby Reservists 

must be accomplished in addition to the drafting of new men by 

the Selective Service system). 

e Retired Reserve - Personnel on retired atatus are subject to 

recall under different mobilization conditions, depending 

upon the Service from which they are retired. As a minimum, 

all are subject to recall by a Congressional declaration, 

which is what is assumed in this paper. The numbers shown 

in Tables 1 and 2 are those shown on the OSD Actuary Reports 

as in the Nondicibility Retired and Fleet Reserve categories. 

These appear to be those aost likely to be available and 

useful considering health, age, and years since active service. 

Even so, the DOD study recognized, of course, that the 

"Retired Reserve" has many people in it who may not, in fact, 

be available or useful for mobilization purposes. On the 

other hand, good use could be made of some members of the 

Retired Personnel (DOD estimates about 10Z of the Nondisability 

Retired and Fleet Reserve categories) who could be recalled 

tor active duty in the event of mobilization. 
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Fui ctlonlng of the System under Actual Mobil lotion 

The guidance provided by the Secretary of Defense (baaed on national 

security policies) directs the Military Services to base their force plan- 

ning on the assumption of a major war re  iring full mobilization.  Full 

mobilization is defined by DOD directl\ J as: 

"Expansion of the active armed forces resulting from action 
by Congress and the President to mobilize all unlta in the 
existing approved force structure and all individual reservists 
and the imperial resources .leaded for these units." 

Upon such mobilization, all Services would activate their reserve 

units, fill units (both active and reserve) to wartime manning levels 

and begin the organization of manpower pools to replace losses. (The 

OSD Total Force Study assumed that all units (both active and reserve) 

would be 100Z filled Immediately, with no differentiation in priorities, 

but this will be questioned later in this study.) The draft would be 

reactivated, but, as previously noted, about 4-5 months or more would 

pass before the first trained draftees vould be available for deployment 

in an overseas theater. During that critical period, therefore, 

especially considering the possibility of large-scale, intenalve combat 

between ground forces, an effective reserve system would be needed to 

provide the further military manpower to meet the requirement. The 

Defense Department plans to use the existing individual reserve systems, 

especially the IRR. This is most important in the case of the Army, which 

currently mans both active and reserve unita at less than 100Z of wartime 

strength (and even has totally unmanned units in the approved force 

program) and will most probably suffer the highest casualty levels. 

if there is sufficient strategic warning before the outbreak of 

major hostilities and if the United States acts on that warning by 

mobilizing in time—i.e., to the extent that M-Day precedes D-Day—the 
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the cruel«] B*P chat nee'« to be allied by previously trained Individual 

reservists is covreapooulnn'v reduced. However, If D-Üay follow» M-Day 

very closely, within « tine below the 4-5 month« repaired for the 

dr*ftee Pipeline, tht;n there will be t  cruel*! gap, as °"* i"8? feature 

of the tout demanding scenario for manpower kobllixatlon, previously 

alluded to. 

If it were neceseaty to w»btliie the reserve ainpower (Table» 1,2) 

to meet mobiliiation r»iquir*i»*flt», several critical problems would have 

to be overcome. First, it appear» cl*«r that heretofore DOB and the 

Services have not planned adequately for us* of the individual reserve« 

(other than «embers or.  the Selecrnd Reserve), although OSD ir 

1975 has given new inpetus to this subject.  The requirement6 for 

fillers and replacements have not been sufficiently »ell deleroiued, 

either in aggregates or in the detail needed for effective «anafwment; 

and no adequate plans have been nade to use effectively the 

IRR resouces that are available or to remedy 

shortfalls in specific skill categories, although progress is being oade, 

If all of this would have to be done after mobilization, it would take s 

lot of time at best—partly defeating the purpose. Second, the pools of 

IRR and Standby Reservists are declining rapidly as the last of the men 

who served in the longer forces during the Vietnam conflict complete 

their six-year obligations and as other factors take their effect. 

Although the IRR/Standby pools may level off at their lower levels in 

the FY79-80 period, those lower levels and the yields expected from the» 

will be critically short of the worst case requirements. Finally, 
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cor.ternlng those yields, not all reservists can be expected to be 

available for timely mobilization assignment for a variety of reasons— 

health, critical wartime occupation, family hardship, inability to 

locate quickly, or simply failure to show up when called. Availability 

rates which have been considered reasonable by DOD under the present 

system are: 9SZ for the Selected Reserve, 70! for the Individual Ready 

Reserve, SOI for the Standby Reserve, and perhaps 10Z for retired 

personnel. These are the rates used in the OSD Total Force Study. With 

respect to individual Reservists, those rates are estimates which may or 

may not be accurate. In any case, the yields are subject to management 

and dependent upon management. 

With respect to the declining size of the IRR and Standby Reserve 

pools, the OSD study projected that with'n ..he next fev years they will 

be insufficient to meet the needs of the Army for fillers and 

replacements In the gap period before draftees and new recruits could be 

trained after mobilization. The Army's problem is the worst because of 

its reliance on IRR fillers to bring units to full strength and because 

the Army would probably take the most casualties. From unclassified 

parts of the DOD study, it could be estimated that under the present 

system, the Army would be short about 140 thousand or more enlisted men 

in FY 80, mostly in the combat skills, comparing assumed IRR yield 

against requirements. Further, there will be problems of Imbalances of 

IRR Reservists available in some Services and in some skills in excess 

of requirements but not usable to meet critical requirements in other 

Services and skills. DOD, quite rightly, is requiring the Services to 

produce new detailed projections for comparing requirements, by skill, 

with the projected individual reserve resources. 
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PMC Staff Analysli of POD IRR Projections: A Different Estimate of 

Future IRR Availability 

As part of the multifunctional team approach to thla subject, two 

members of the UMC staff (Recruitment leaa) have conducted an Independent 

review and evaluation of tt .  DOD projections of future IRR availability 

(as published in the OSD Total Force Study). This Recruitment Team 

paper is attached to this paper (Appendix A, entitled "The Availability 

of Individual Ready Reservists (IRR)Upon Mobilization"). 

The attached staff analysis (Appendix A) indicates that the pro- 

jections in the Total F-jrce Study seriously underestimated the rate of 

decline in IRR strength over the next several years—i.e., seriously 

overestimated the projected levels of the IRR pool during the critical 

years ahead, FY79-80 and beyond. Whereas the Total Force Study in- 

dicated the Army's FYBO shortfall in enlisted IRR yield at about 140,000 

(difference between requirements and estimated yield), Appendix A 

estimates the shortfall in FY 80-81 to be far greater, by an order of 

magnitude. Further, if Appendix A is correct, then serious questions 

are raised as to the adequacy of the prospective DOD legislative proposals 

to deal with the coming mobilization manpower shortage. Indeed, serious 

questions are raised as to the adequacy of the IRR projections in the 

1975 OSD Total Force Study as a basis for official action or new legis- 

lation, even though that study was a highly commendable and long-needed 

new initiative which was an essential start in dealing with this problem. 
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The difference between the 1975 OSD Total Force Study and Appendix 

A can be resolved by the Department of Defense. Meanwhile, all can 

agree that a major IRR shortfall is In prospect, and It Is now seen as 

pr bably even more critical, particularly in Impact on army mobilization 

capabilities, than previously realized. 

Problems and Courses of Action 

Following is a discussion of the basic problem discussed above, 

plus further aspects of the subject, together with possible course of 

action which are presented where appropriate.  (The central subject of 

what to do about the critics] Array shortfall will be left until toward 

the last.) 

1, Reliance on and Utilisation of the Individual Reserve System 

While there is a clear need for nn effective individual reserve system, 

ready for mobilization, there are serious questions about the efficacy 

of the present system.  It is essentially untested. The extent of the 

reliance on the IRR presently projected for the Army appears to be 

highly questionable, given the predicted shortfalls in the size of the 

pool and problems of yield rates that are estimated but may not be 

reliable, plus problems of skill mismatches and people not being located, 

not reporting promptly when called, being out of condition, not trained 

on current weapons and equipment, etc. The patterns revealed by recent 

Army experience in calling up soae IRR's involuntarily for summer 

training is hardlv encouraging.  In CY 1974 the Army mailed 81,600 

selection r.otices to IRR personnel for two-week training with ARNG or 

USAB units, out of which 35,853 were actually trained after losses, most 

of «hich were excusals for one reason or another. The usefulness of some 
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former draftees who were recalled against their will left auch to be 

desired, but undoubtedly would be much better under genuine mobiltzatlop 

Of course, there are notable exceptions and it would be grossly wrong to 

criticize »any fl a  and well-motivated individual reservists who have 

already served their country well on active duty and stand ready to do 

it again If called.  It is the system we are questioning, not the people 

in it. 

As a disturbing revelation from this study, it is doubtful 

that this aspect cf mobilization manpower requirements ( the 

requirements for individual replacements and the Impact of lover active 

fo ces and ending the draft on the individual reserve system) was even 

taken adequately into consideration when the political decision was 

made, perhaps inevitably, to abandon the draft and go to an All-Volunteer 

Force in peacetime. Meanwhile, great efforts have been focused on 

making the visible parts of the All-Volunteer Force a success, while 

the under-the-surface problems addressed in this paper have rec?*«ed 

scant attention until the OSD initiatives which produced the 1975 Total 

Force Study. 

Notwithstanding the misgivings expressed above, there j^s an 

individual reserve system in this country, as has been described, and 

the Department of Defense is planning to use it, in the absence of any 

more effective solution (such as larger, more costly active forces). 

Accordingly, the ensuing discussion focuses on how to deal with the 

problems involved in the individual reserve system so as to make that 

system more adequate and effective. 
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2. Mobilization Manpower Planning and Management 

a.  Central.  It has become apparent that there Is a need 

for Improvement In virtually all aspect« of nobl'.lzaMon planning, 

not just resevve manpower, and In the overall coordinate . between 

the various aspects of It.  It achieves little to make a tremendous 

effort to solve the mobilization manpower problems if the equipment 

is net available, the ammunition runs out, and the other probl'Oj 

of readlnean and deployments are not also resolved in light of the 

threat and also considering the roles of the Allies. However, we 

tocus here only on the manpower aspects within the scope of the 

subject of this paper and the charter of the DMC. 
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b. Uit of Individual Reserve System. TV. ere »re fundamental 

inconsistencies among the Service«: In Che way each pinna to uae aoblll- 

tatlon manpower asteta. The Any require» almost 300 thouaand Individual 

reaervlete aa filler» to bridge the gap between peacetiae and wartlae 

atrength of their active and reserve units. The Marine Corpa requlrea 

some mobilimtioi. filler», but not nearly ao aany.  The Navy and the Air 

Force uae fury few IRS'a aa filler« because they man their unlta at 

or near 10CX of wartlae strength or use paid drill Reservists to 

achieve tht necessary fill. SOB« economies could be made If they were 

to reduce paid drill spaces and use IRR personnel for some of the 

post-aob'.llratlon fill aa the Army doe». There appears to be a need 

for a more consistent DOD policy on this lsaue. 

c. Basic Planning fo- Individual Reaerve Syatea.  If the 

Individual reserves are going to relied on, there la a need for better 

planning at all level» as to how they will be obtained and used, and it 

must take place b«fore mobilization.  The specific requirements should 

be Identified and records continually checked to assure that the needed 

personnel are available; modern data systems should make this feaaible. 

Perhaps those to be assigned as Initial fillers should be pre-aaalgned 

to their units and receive some training with those units (e.g., summer 

camp). The Department of Defense, the Army in psrticular, needs to 

maximize the useable yield from the individual reserve system, so as 

to get a muth better yield from the IRR and the Standby Reserve than the 
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currently estimated 70X and SOX.  In regard to the Standby, ao long aa 

there la one. It ahould be determined that Selective Service has Che 

capability to proceaa the« rapidly; or, better, new legialatlrn ahould 

It! «ought to remove the requirement for Selective Service to do it at all. 

Why not let the recall of Standby Reeervea be adalnlatered totally by DCD? 

Finally, the growing pool of retired personnel ahould be carefully analyzed 

to determine how many of then could and should be used to aaalat In mobili- 

zation emergencies. 

d. Organization, Hechaniams und Proc.durea In POO for Hanagment 

of Manpower for Contlngenclea«. Although OSD haa recently (in 1973) undertaken 

major new Initiatives to Improve mobilization plann'ng, many 

problem« remain with respect to the min.agcment system. The management of 

Department of Defense manpower for contingencies (including total mobili- 

zation) is charged to the individual Services, under OSD guidance and 

consonant with and supportive of approved operational plans of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff.  Review and evaluation of the Services.' efforts are 

charged by OSD directive to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and by JCS 

directive to J-l (Deputy for Personnel).  Insofar as we are able to 

determine, the review and evaluation are not actually being performed 

by J-l. 

The Services acknowledge their need to perform the function; however, 

they »-e each at varying levels of achievement, somewhat commensurate with 

their varying success in overall management of the manpower function. 

Critical to the accomplishment of the function is a data system to iiatch 

*This section was authored by the Management Team (lead by Norbert R. Kaus,) 
of the DMC staff. 
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requirement* and manpower resources (inventory).  Each of the Services has 

a detailed data base on the current Inventory side, and a great effort la 

currently being expended on tnalyzlng the resourca. Common to OSD and 

each of the Services Is a concern over the validity if the requirements 

statement and the articulation of the necessary details (by skills, etc.), and 

studies are underway in mich Service to answei these questions. Meanwhile, 

the Servlcea are u.ider guidance froi. OSD on managing a questionable future 

part of the projected inventory (Individual Ready Reserve) to meet the 

suspect requl-ement.  Oespltr the obvious faults, this guidance nevertheless 

has been A atart toward a solution and a useful jtlmrla.it for the Services, 

in the light of the absence of previous management, of this function from the 

JCS or Service staff level of the Array, Navy ana Marine Corps (the Air Force 

has done better).  However, the situation Is somewhat confused (as of the fall 

of 1975) and the job of the Services very difficult.  It would seem more pro- 

ductive for OSD '.o issue standard guldar.ee for a contingency manpower management 

system and requite the Services tc produce such a system, with justification 

for any deviations, and to produce the necessary numbers in the process. 

3.  Individual Reservists' Grade Structure and Training & Utlli \u Jjn 

Considerations.* 

a.  Grade Structure. Unless there are radical changes ti the 

active duty and Selected Reserve eitlnstsd promotion systems, the grade 

structure (distribution) of the individual reserve pools (which ""low from 

the active and Selected Reserve forces) will probably remain about what It 

is today.  The USAR enllsttd IRR is now about 70% E-4, 15% E-5, ttid aost of 

*This section was authorized by the Development & 1'tilization Tean> (lead 
by Raymond L. Pittman) of the DKC staff. 
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the remainder,, 2-3 or below. The Army Standby Reserve is about 54Z E-4, 

36% E-5.  The remainder, except for a scatt .n ■ fev at E-6, are in the 

lower grades. Whether the combat arms differ appreciably is not known. 

The grade distribution would cause some awkwardness if larger numbers 

were called to till rifleman and similar positions. Many of the recalled 

reservists would rank their squad leaders and sometimes their platoon ser- 

geants.  There are those who treat this problem lightly, saying 'hat in a 

combat situation this would make little difference. Others think not — 

that morale would suffer, thus combat capability. This problem should be 

better understood and taken into account in estimating yields and in 

planning utilization. 

b.  Cross-Utilisation within the Army,  This area presents a great 

challenge. While acute mobilisation shortages are foreseen in the combat 

career groups, some compensating overages exist within the Army IRR pool in 

other specialties. 

A greac number of the people in these other specialties once had at 

least basic individual training as infantry riflemen; some had actual combat 

experience. There are several career fields in which some overages exiut 

that would lend themselves to relatively rapid conversion; a.g., military 

policemen to riflemen, artillerymen to mortarmen or tank gunners. 

Other specialties would pose perhaps more difficulty in conversion, 

but a double change could be considered, such as administration to military 

police, thus freeing the latter for combai duty conversion. Physical 

condition and capability must, of course, be a consideration. Nevertheless, 

there may be a sufficient usable number in the total Army and Individual 

Reserve pools to help toward meeting the Army's combat arms mobJ1iüation 

requirements. 
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c. Potential for Cross-Service Ute of Reservists. There 1«, at 

least theoretically, a potential for cross-service utilization of reservists, 

since the Navy and Air Force do not . ontemplate a great need for fillers, but 

do have IRA pools. In some Instances fairly direct transfers of occupational 

skills could be made. For example, a former Air Policeman should be readily 

usable as an Army HP; certain supply and engineering jobs are similar 

enough; and so on with cooks, clerks, medics, drivers and many others. 

The other Services' ind?"idual reservists could seldom fill directly the 

Army's needs In the combat arms; however, a double switch In such instances 

In common specialties could be accomplished.  If the Army pool of, say, truck 

drivers and clerks were depleted by conversion to combat skills, it could 

be manned by truck drivers and clerks from the other Services at least 

temporarily. 

Opposing this idea is the fact that presently a person enlists for 

a particular Service,  and his subsequent IRR status is tied to that particular 

Service.  At present, therefore, It apparently could be considered as a breach 

of contract to transfer a Reservist involuntarily to another Service. However, 

it would seem that that obstacle could be gotten around und>»r the emergency 

conditions of mobilization—perhaps, for example, by recalling personnel to 

their parent Service and then assigning them elsewhere "on loan" as needed, 

even retaining the affiliation with and uniform of their parent Service. 

Changing the enlistment contract to provide more directly for cross-service 

utilization of further enlistees would be feasible but could have an adverse 

impact on recruiting. 
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d.  Rolt of Women. Because statutory restriction! now eliminate 

women from military obligation beyond active duty terms, they must presently 

be discounted a* part of the Individual reserve pool.  Should this situation 

change and the Army reach Its goal of 10Z plus Improved reserve accession 

from women, they would then comprise a significant part of the pool and could 

replace men needed In the combat arms. 

r. Training. There are problems about the state of training of 

individual reservists, depending on their skills and the amount of time since 

their last duty In the active force or Selected Reserve.  There have been, 

and will continue to be, changes In weapons, equipment, organization and 

procedures. Some quick re-trainlng would seem to be needed for many Individual 

reservists on recall to active duty; and the need would »e greater In ;he 

cases of minor skill mismatches, or cross-utilization, or the longer periods 

of obligation which would apply under the prospective DOD leglslatlva proposal. 

As a further step In the overall coordination of mobilization planning, 

after the necessary preceding steps have been completed, OSD should require 

each Service to analyze its requirements for any post H-day re-training 

of individuals and, if applicable (at least in the case of the Army), to 

make plans accordingly. 

The training problem highlights the significance of the program the 

Army already has, whereby a number of individual Reservists are recalled 

each summer (many involuntarily) for active duty field training with 

Selective Reserve units. This sharaens the training status of at least 

some of the participants and also serves to fill out the receiving Selected 

Reserve units so as to make their unit field training operations more 

meaningful and effective.  Obviously there have been some problems in the 
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involuntar-, recall of former Vietnam era draftees in the new ''all volunteer" 

atmosphere; many called have requested to be excused for any number of 

reasons and some not excused have failed to show up.  (OSD and the Army have 

detailed statistics.) Many who have shown up have been so poorly motivated 

as to question ttwir worth. Yet many individual Reservists called for such 

training have performed well.  If reliance is going to be placed on the 

individual reserve system and the period of obligation extended, the 

requirement for peacetime training will have to be given further impetus. 

A requirement for all individual reservists to attend some training, say 

two weeks every two years, either with Selected Reserve units or at an 

Active Army training activity, would seem appropriate where there is a plan, 

as in the Army, to utilize those reservists.  (There is no sense in calling 

up for training any people who would not be mobilized.) 

4.  What Can Be Done about the Army's Shortfall? 

It has been seen that, in the absence of effective new measures, 

the Army will have critical shortfalls in immediate mobilization manpower, 

particularly enlisted men in the combat irms, becoming critical before 

FY 80 as the IRR pool continues to drop rapidly and then levels off at new, 

low levels far short of "requirements." The critical measure is the 

difference between the requirements on one hand, and the projected usable 

yield from the individual enlisted reservist pool, on the other.  Each 

side of this equation will be addressed below. 

a.  Requirements: Reassessing and Reordering.  The Services' 

projections of FY 80 requirements for individual reservists for fillers and 

replacements, as used in the OSD Total Force Study, were a "rough cut," 

which is understandable in view of the changing details in projected force 

structure.  Subsequently these "requirements" quite rightly have been in the 

process of being reviewed, revalidated and worked out in greater detail. 
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Undc. the guidance that applied, the Amy's future requirements were 

calculated on the basis of 100X fill of all existing Active and Selected 

Reserve units In the approved wartime "orce structure (even including some 

planned Selected Reserve support units now totally unmanned). Many Active 

Army unlta now have peacetime manning below 100% wartime authorizations. 

In the Si-"acted Reserve, the DOD programs for the ARNG and USA» in FY 76-77 

set paid drill strength manning at 93* and 77Z, respectively. Filling all 

these units to 1002 on mbilizatlon accounts for a major portion of the 

projected Army requirements for individual reservists. 

In light of the critical shortfalls now projected, the "requirements " 

should be reassessed In terms of at least two priorities — distinguishing 

between units essential to fill quickly to 100% of wartime strength snd 

those less essential which could function for a while at lower levels 

and whose fill to 100X could await the availability of draftees.  Also, 

an assessment should be made of the impact of combat units having to 

function at something less than 100Z strength for a while after suffer. 

combat losses and receiving less than one-for-one replacements. The 

foregoing does not mean that the ideal objective should be any less than 

100%, but such reassessments would provide a cleaver picture of the're- 

quirements", distinguishing between the degrees of essentiality and pro- 

vide a better basis for planning.  Such further analyses are essential 

before any drastic measures should be adopted to deal with the problem. 
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b.  Increasing t.he Peacetime Fill of Unit«.  In view of the 

projected future shortfall in Amy enlisted Individual Reservists, one 

logical measure could be to reduce the shortfall by filling equivalent 

spaces (coi&sc arms) In peacetime In the force structures of the Active 

Army and the Selected Fesfcr/e.  This would add many thousanda of troops 

to the Active and Selected Reserve force structure and would Increase 

costs accordingly.  This runs counter to the savings the DMC hopes to 

produce but hopefully could be offret, at least in part, from savings 

from other measures recommended by the Commission. Also, increasing 

the force levels would Increase recruiting problems, which are already 

serious In the Reserves and which could develop again in the Active Army 

in the years ahead. On balance, nevertheless, this is clearly a practi- 

cal solution.  It should be adopted, In the view of the DMC staff, to 

the extent that the shortfall In initial mobilization manpower is not 

otherwise resolved. 
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v.  Replacement by Units.  Given the projected shortfalls ei 

individual reservists, consideration should be given to making son« use 

of unit replacement.  This vjould mean authorizing urn» additional com- 

bat units in the approved structure, the main purpose of which would b» 

to furnish replacements to the combat theater.  Besides helping to reduce 

the shortfall in Individual replacements, a principal advantage of this 

system is the flexibility that it would provide to the wartime theater 

commander. He could send in fresh units (with their equipment) to re- 

place any decimated (in equipment as well as personnel) during the in- 

tense combat phase or he could use them as a pool of Individual replace- 

ments when that was appropriate to the situation. 

These new units probably should be Infantry and/or armor battalions, 

assuming that equipment is provided for them.  Such units need not be ear- 

marked as to purpose, simply adding them to the General Purpose force 

structure, thus providing maximum flexibility for their employment. 

However, the exact nature of these units should be worked out by the 

Army, subject to OSD guidance and perhaps the views of the JCS.  Probably 

they would be Guard or Reserve, rather rhan active units, although some 

active replacement units may be needed for earliest deployment into the 

theater.  Spaces for new reserve units might be provided by eliminating 

some marginal units currently in the Selected Reserve structure.  If this 

measure results in a net increase in the Selected Reserve paid drill 

strength, then it would, of course, add to costs and reserve recruiting 

problems. 
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d.  Increasln the Size of thg Individual Reserve Pool and Yield 

Some possible courses of action to rcsolv* Armv shortfall by Increasing 

the IRR size and yield are as follows: 

(1) Maximize the Yield.  The CSD projections, as previously 

cited, center around estimates and assumptions of the nost probable yields 

being basically around 70?; of the IRR pool, plus 50X of the Standby Reserve 

and 10t of the Retired Reserve — all subject to some further degrading 

for mismatches In skills, etc.  Obviously the whole problem could be 

alleviated to a significant degree if the usable IRR yield could be raised 

to, say, 807 or better. We see no reason why this could not be achieved 

with better management of the 1RÄ, and we see no serious disadvantage 

unless standards are sacrificed significantly. 

(2) Stop Automatic Transfers from the IRR to the Standby 

Reserve.  This refers to the present provisions wherein a reservist having 

the six-year military service obligation transfers to the Standby Reserve 

for his sixth and (currently) last year.  The prospective DOD legislative 

package would stop this.  This has the advantage of adding one wholi year 

group to the IRR, with a higher net yield from the group an^ without the 

cumbersome procedures involving the Selective Service System that would 

have to 1 e used under present legislation.  Little disadvantage is seen, 

although one can speculate that there might possibly be a small impact 

on recruiting. Accordingly, this is, in general, definitely a move in 

the right direction and should be supported by the DMC. 

Some details need to be resolved.  First, when could this l.seded 

change be made effective? This change is different frcm the other proposal 
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to extend the total obligation beyond six years, which clearly should not 

apply retroactively to persons enlisted before enactment of the legisla- 

tion.  It would appear that the transfers to the Standby cou'.d be stopped 

without waiting five years after enactn.;nt of the change - i.e., could 

be made applicable to persons already serving in the active forces or the 

Selected Reserve ■  If this is legally feasible and acceptable to the 

Congress, then this change should be put into effect so as to stop the 

automatic transfers starting in 1977, In time to help counteract the 

impending IRR shortfall. 

One criticism of this proposed change is that it changes the indi- 

vidual reserve systems of all the Services just to solve the Army problem. 

A variation, if the Standby is to be retained at all, would be for the 

Secretary of Defense (or, by delegation, the Service Secretaries) to 

retain authority to control transfers from the TXR to the Standby Reserve 

In accordance with the varying needs of the Services. That way, Navy and 

Air Force reservists could still be allowed to transfer to the Standby, 

while the Army and Marine Corps reservists could be held in the IRR. 

The difference in treatment might make the Army and Marine recruiting 

problems even harder.  Another variation would be to stop the formal 

transfers the same way in all the Services but do the necessary further 

controlling internally — using modern data systems to place the IRR 

reservists in categories, depending on the needs of the Services, and 

to notify them individually of their standings. 

Finally, a further step would be to do away with the Standby Reserve 

altogether, in favor of a well managed IRR. This straightforward measure 

would appear to have much merit. 
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The DMC position should be at least to support the general proposi- 

tion of stopping the automatic transfers fron the IRR to the Selected 

Reserve, leaving the further details discussed above for the Department 

of Defense to resolve and recommend to the Congress. 

(3)  Extend the Reserve Obligation Beyond Six Years (coupled with 

no Standby Reserve).  In order to increase the size of the IRR pool the 

total six year period could be extended several >ears, or to an age cal- 

culated to meet the requirement. On the basis of the OSD Totax Fore« Study, 

the Secretary of Defense directed tht-t proposed legislation be prepared 

which would extend the obligation t'..rough age 28, which on the average 

(starting with enlistments at ige 19-1/2) would mean about 9-1/2 years total 

obligation.  The discussion Vlow focuses on this proposed formula.* 

The prospective DOD legislative proposal, if enacted by fall 1976, 

would produce further IRR increases starting by fall 1982 (additive to 

increases from the previously discussed change in the Stendby) and in- 

creasing yearly for 3-1/2 years until a leveling off in FY 1986 (late 

calendar year 1983 or early 1986). Given the OSD projections of the IRR 

pool and a 70X yield, this would leave a serious gip in the FY 79-84 

time frame, most critical in FY 80-81.  Given the same  DOD projections, 

the DOD formula would more than suffice after FY 84, even leaving a margin 

for mismatches and the posmDiiity that some of the oldest IRR year group 

might even be excused in the Army, while few with over six years would 

have to be called In the Air Force and Navy.  However, if the DMC Recruit- 

ment Team's analysis in Appendix A is correct, then the DOD formula, 

drastic as it is, still would not by itself ever completely resolve the 

shortfall below the requirements indicated in the 1975 OSD Total Force 

♦Subsequent to the completion of this Issue Paper, DOu decided not to forward 
this proposal to the Congress as originally conceived. II 
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Study.  I.e., according to Appendix A, the prospective DOD legislative 

proposal would not accoapllsh what It purports to accomplish.  However, 

this measure probably could solve the problem If used In conjunction with 

other measures suggested herein, especially If the Army's critical 

"requirement!;" are reassessed snd adjusted downward. 

A aerlous potential disadvantage of this measure vould be the adverse 

Impact on recruiting.  The present six year obligation la one thing; ex- 

tending It through age 28 or an average of 9-1/2 years obligation la quite 

another. How bad the Impact on recruiting would be is hard to estimate, 

but the Impact surely would be adverse to .tone degree. Further, the 

longer the IRR reservists are away from active duty and the older they 

are, the less ready for combat they generally will be. Even reducing the 

proposal by one year, taking the obligation only through age 27, would 

help on both scores. Using the pool projections In the Total Force Study 

and slightly reduced requirements, age 27 should suff.ee eventually if the 

DOD projections of tne IRR are correct — but not so if Appendix A is 

correct. Even with the lower IRR pool projections in Appendix A, however, 

the legislative proposal (through age 28) might suffice against reduced 

requirements if used in conjunction with other measures suggested herein. 

In sum, the general Idee of the prospective DOD legislative proposal 

to extend the IRR obligation has much merit. However, the fovegolng dis- 

cussion point* up the -leressiry for DOD to reassess the Army requirements 

projections and re-do the IRR pool projections before such legislation 

could properly be considered for enactment by the Congress. Further, this 

proposal, even If enacted in 1976, could still leave critical shortfalls 

for a number of years from about 1979 onward until the new law produces 

its full results. 
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(4)  Offer Selective Inducement» for Voluntary Extension of IRR 

Obligat Ions.  This is conceived essentially as an Interim measure aimed 

at filling the gap years from 1979 onward until a new law extending the 

obligation takes full effect, ,js previously discussed.  However, falling 

the enactment of such a new law, this measure could be continued Indefi- 

nitely, assuming it proves successful and cost-effective.  This idea 

visualizes the offering of bonuses to selected, physically qualified 

individuals having needed skills, primarily for the Army, in return for 

a voluntary but binding contract extending the individual's IRR obligation 

(including a training obligation) and his vulnerability to Involuntary 

recall in the event of mobilization.  The period of extension, through 

age 28 or less, would correspond to DOD's proposed involuntary exten- 

sions applicable to new enlistees.  This, if it is successful aid the 

costs are bearable, would solve or help solve problems during the gap 

years, as it could be made applicable to enlistees already In the active 

Army or Reserves.  The costs would be significant, to be determined by 

the inter» .-tlon of supply and demand — within limits set.  A bonus of "X" 

amount might be tried - for example, $300 tax free for each extra year. 

That might not seem like enough for su'-h a vital commitment, and indeed 

might not suffice, Ijt it could add up over 3 - 3-1/2 years and could be 

appealing, considering the hopefully small chance that the Individual 

will ever have to be mobilized.  If a bonus of $300 per year were paid 

to an average of 100,000 people over thi interim years (afr-pr allovinp for 

other measures), the bonus costs would average $30 million per year for 

a few years (say five years).  That would hardly seem an extreme cost to 

resolve such a vexing problem in the U. S. national defense posture, and 
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even substantially higher amount* should not be unacceptable In the interim 

period. 

This approach is wholly consistent with the philosophy of the Ail 

Vblunteer Force of paying market coats for military nanpower. A major 

problem Is that we do not know the extent to which it would succeed in 

keeping In the IRR 'he right number* of people with the right «kills. 

In the absence of any better interim solution, however, this approach 

would seem to be worth trying. 

(5) Posalble Return to Two-Year Enlistments In the Army Combat Arms. 

One of the factors contributing to the Army's projected IRR shortfall 

ha* been the termination of two-year enlistments.  Three-year enlistments 

(a* a minimum) generally are much better for the active force*, so long 

as recruiting goals can be met witheut sacrificing quality.  However, 

there la a direct Impact In reduced time remaining in the IRR.  If the 

economy and recruiting condltiona force a return to accepting two-year 

enlistments, the IRR pool will increase accordingly, helping to alleviate 

the projected shortage. A compromise might even be to accept two-year 

enlistments in the Army combat arms (and comparable Marine Corps 

skills), while holding to threv years for skills requiring more In-service 

technical training. This 1* not advocated In this paper, because of the 

impact on the active forces, but it would help the IRR side of th nix 

and that factor should be taken i .to consideration In any future DOD de- 

rision« to change enlistment periods. 
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(6) Limit prior-service (PS) enllsta'.'nts/reenlistmcntg In 

Army National Guard and Reserve Unit».  .Ills would force a few »ore 

people Into the IRR, increasing the 1RR pool, which la especially 

needed If the Increases are In the Aray coabat arms.  Importantly, if 

properly regulated, it might even help rather than hurt the Army Selected 

Reserve, where there are some probleas of imbalance between PS and 

non-prior-si.'rvice (H"S) personnel. A number of properly assigned PS 

enlisted personnel are essential in the Aray Guard and Reserve, to 

provide expertise and fill the higher NCO positions, but too many can 

cause stagnation as well as grade/skill mismatches and actually operate 

against the successful enlistment and retention of high quality DPS 

personnel,  the suggested n«a.<ure c-uld not be carried too far without 

the balance swinging to hurt the already difficult problems of manning 

the Aray Selected •'.«serve; and, assuming the Selected Reserve units 

have meaningful mobilization missions, they shoi'Vd take precedence over 

the IRR.  Within those limits, this measure could be one of the 

"band-aids" considered to help meet the IRK problem. 

(7) A drastic alternative: Draft for the IRR.  If Appendix A la 

correct and all the other measures adopted would still leave critical 

shortfalls, then a draatlc alternative would be to enact legislation 

providing for personnel to be drafted for the IRR, with provision for 

an initial period of active duty training (say six months, possibly more) 

and some subsequent summer training (say two weeks every two years). 

The draft could be selective, by lottery, calling only enough draftees 

to Increase the IRR pool sufficiently to meet the shortfall (depending 
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on Che reassessment of the requirement and on other measures adopted). 

(See Appendix A for a dicusslon of numbers.) Some might propose that 

this be part of a larger system of Universal Service, and there also 

are some ideas about extending any draft, if there is one, to maintain 

the mannouer readiness and quality of the Selected Reserves; but such 

further Issues are beyond the scope of this particular paper. 

Such an IRR draft would solve the problem of the Army's projected 

IRR shortfall. It could work in time to cover the critical years 

already identified. It also would provide additional advantages. I' 

could be used in place of the proposed extension of obligated service, 

holding at six years and producing a younger, more viable IRR pool. It 

would Increase the number of trainees already in the training pipeline, 

who would be added to the resources available for deployment during 

the critical initial months of mobilization. And it would exercise 

the Selective Service System, making it more ready to function fully, 

quickly and efficiently in the event of mobilization. On the other 

hand, the Army's authorized military personnel strength would have to 

be raised considerably, in order to accommoda'2 both the trainees and 

some necessary increase in the Active Army training centers. The 

costs would be substantial, including also the costs of operating a 

revitalized Selective Service System. 

The overriding consideration, however, is that it seems totally 

unrealistic to expect the Congress to enact the necessary draft legis- 

lation in this peacetime era of the All Volunteer Force—especially 

since the problem itself, however important, is not highly visible. 

Nevertheless, the listing of this course of action helps to sharpen 

the weighing of the alternatives. 
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(8) An Alternative Possibllty: Accept Part of the IRR Shortfall. 

Depending on the revaluation of the requirement and the present IRR 

projections (Appendix A), and on which measures above are applied, there 

may still be a future IRR shortfall In the Army combat arms, assuming 

an IRR draft is excluded.  In that case, one realistic course of action 

would be to accept the remaining shortfall. This would be like accepting 

the risk of letting insurance lapse.  If the need for mobilization does 

not materialize, or if H-Day precedes D-Day sufficiently, then the Impact 

of the IRR shortfall wculd be acceptable. And if there is little or no 

warning, the IRR would have little impact on the critical first weeks of 

fighting In Europe.  Thereafter, assuming continued land battles, or 

earlier if mobilization is In time, the IRR makes a significant difference, 

and a serious IRR shortfall could jeopardize the capabilities of U.S. 

Army forces for sustained conventional combat and lower the nuclear 

threshhold accordingly. Our strategic nuclear forces would not be 

affected by the IRR problems. Thus, and considering the doubts about 

heavy reliance on the IRR in the first place, it can be argued that 

some IRR shortfall could be accepted, with some increased risk, rather 

than adopt such drastic measures as an IRR draft. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The DMC should recognize the new initiatives by the Department 

of Defense to rationalize and improve the mobilization manpower system, 

but further measures are needed, 3S discussed in this paper. 

2. The Defense Department calculations of requirements for indi- 

vidual replacements, particularly in the Army, should be reassessed and 
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reordered, in terras of at least two levels of priority, differentiating 

the most urgently essential requirements for initial fillers from the 

requirements that could, if necessary, be deferred. 

3. The Defense Department should review and revalldate or revise 

its projections ,of future IRR pools and shortfalls, based on the revalid- 

ated requirements and taking into account the factors raised in the DMC 

staff analysis attached hereto as Appendix A. 

4. To remedy the prospective critical IRR shortfall, particularly 

in Army combat arms enlisted personnel, the Department of Defense should 

consider all the possible course" of action which have been suggested 

herein. 

5. Pending the early completion by UOD of a better analytical base 

(Paras. 2, 3, 4, above), DOD should defer submission to Congress of the 

prospective legislative proposal to extend the IRR obligation beyond 

the present period of six yenrs (including active duty). 

6. DOD should issue a standard description for a contin^ancy 

manpower system and require the Services to produce such a system, with 

justificiation for any deviation, and assure the availability of the 

required manpower. Much better mobilisation planning and coordination 

by OSD and OJCS are clearly needed. 

7. To the extent that DOD continues to rely upon individual 

reservists as flll-rs or replacements, the individuals needed should 

be identified by grade and skill, provided with any necessary training 

or retraining after active duty service, required to keep their Services 

informed of their whereabouts and availability, and given ample compen- 

sation to assure needed participation.  Women as well as men should be 

a part of the obligated mobilization reserves. 
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8. Continued heavy reliance upon the current IRR/Standby Reserve 

system by the Army cannot be recommended unless the problems 

which have been discussed are fully resolved, which seems doubtful. 

However, this resource can at least be considered a third echelon 

manpower reserve to help meet contingencies and of sufficient 

value to warrant consideration of the possible courses of action discussed 

herein. 

9. The projected problems concerning the individual res ve system 

underline the necessity for strong active forces (which nay need more 

military manpower than presently authorized), for adequate, rationally 

structured and well-supported Selected Reserve Forces, and for an 

efficient standby Selective Service System ready to go into effective 

operation immediately in the event of mobilization.  (The Selective 

Service System and other manpower mobilization matters will be treated 

in a separate DMC staff paper.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that the Commissioners accept the foregoing 

conclusions as the DMC position on this subject. 

Attachment 
Appendix A - DMC Staff Paper (Recruitment Croup) or "The 

Availability of Individual Ready Res.rvi.'r.s 
(IRR) Upon Mobilization."* 

♦Published separately in the Defense Manpower Commission Staff Studies 
as the next paper following this one. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

TITLE: The Availability of Individual Ready Reservists (IRR) 
Upon Mobilization 

BACKGROUND:       The Department of Defense Total Force Study projected 
both size and expected mobilization yields from the 
Individual Ready Reserve for the FY 80 - FY 85 period. 
Based on these projections, a mobilization shortfall was 
recognized and corrective action was proposed.  This paper 
challenges both the expected size of the IRR pool in the 
FY 80 - FY 85 period and the expected yields upon mobili- 
zation.  The challenge is based on an assessment of various 
All Volunteer Force era changes in numbers of initial 
enlistees, terms of enlistment, reenllstment and attrition 
rates, numbers of female accessions (who do not have IRK 
obligations), and increased rates of recruiting prior 
service veterans by Selected Reserve units. 

PROBLEM: To accurately project the size and expected yield from the 
IRR pool upon mobilization in the FY 80 - FY 85 period, and 
to develop adequate corrective measures. 

ALTERNATIVES:      Adjustments in Service accession policies and their impacts 
on the projected size of the IRR pool are assessed. The 
Impact of the DoD proposal to extend Ready Reserve obligations 
for an additional period of about four and one half years 
also Is assessed. 

CONCLUSION:       The changes in the "flow" pattern of accessions into the 
active forces and through their Ready Reserve period of 
obligation which have occurred in the AVF years have 
created IRR mobilization pr.' \ems far in excess of those 
projected by the Total Force Study.  Further, the proposed 
DoD solution of extending  Ready Reserve service 
obligations would have only marginal Impact and would not 
resolve 'he projected shortfall. Adjustments in Service 
accession and flow policies also would not resolve the 
shortfall problem, unless the Services returned to pre-AVF 
flow patterns, or developed new innovative recruitment/ 
retention devices for the IRR pool. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:   The Department of Defense should abandon their efforts 
to extend Ready Reserve service obligations and conduct 
an across-the-board critical analysis of manpower mobili- 
zation problems and possible solutions.  Consideration 
should be given to the creation of a volunteer paid reserve 
of IRR members in critical areas who would agree to serve 
for periods beyond their current statutory obligation. 

NOTE: This paper in its original form was Appendix A to the DMC Staff Issue 
Paper, Individual Reserves, presented to the Commission in October 1975. 
Subsequently it has been up-dated and fixed so that it can stand alone 
as a separate paper. 
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D.  THE AVAILABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL READY RESERVISTS UPON MOBILIZATION 

I. BACKGROUND 

The recently released Department of Defense study on the Total 

Force (The Guard and Reserve In the Total Force, June 1975, Secret) 

statea on unclassified pages that by FYSO there will be a shortfall 

In the numbers of Individual Ready Reservists required upon mobilization. 

Aa a result of this conclusion, the Secretary of Defense has directed 

the General Counsel to prepsre proposed legislation providing for people 

entering military service to have a Ready Reserve obligation (as a member 

of a Selected Reserve nit or as a member of the IRR) through age 28, 

and to eliminate the requirement that after five years, reservists 

(othir than members of six-month active duty reserve training programs) 

be transferred to the Standby Reserve upon requaat. 

Aa current law obligates male enlistees for six years (active duty, 

plus remainder of five years in Ready Reserve, sixth year in Stsndby), 

the DOD proposal would increaae current terms of obligated F- idy Reserve 

service by about four and one-half years (bared on an expected nine and 

one-half year obligation '.raa  today's average recruit who signs 01 

at age 18-1/2). The extension of the Ready Reserve obligation was 

thought necessary In order to Increase the size of  the IRR pool to fhe 

level where it could meet possible military manpower «.uutingencies in 

1980 and beyond. 

The requirement for this increase in the size of the IRR pool was based 

on the projection (prepared for the OSD review of Service Program Objective 

Memorandums) that the FY80 strength level of the IRR would be 595,000.  The 
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requirement also was based on (!) the POD estimate (contained In the Total 

Force Study) that 703 of the IRR members who were called up in an emergency 

would be usable to meet mobilization manpower requirements, and (2) that a 

"Insurance" factor of one and one-half years' worth of IRR obligation 

(contained in the 9 1/2 years of total obligation) would be necessary. 

II. PVmLFV 

The question that should be addressed by the DMC concerns the 

validity of the DOD projection* of the future size and yield of the 

IRK pool and the capability of the proposed policy change to extend 

Ready Reserve obligation through age 28 to resolve projected manpower 

shortages. 

III. DISCUSSION 

With t.ie current five-year limitation on the active service-Ready 

Reserve obligation, the size of the IRR pool in FT80 (June 30, 1980) 

will be determined by accaaslons Into the active armed forces In FY76 

and FY77.-  In projecting these accessions through their five years 

of active and Ready Reserve service, It le the contention of the staff 

that aeverel significant trends have developed In the AVF yeara that 

make the traditional methoda of projecting future IRR strength obsolete. 

Aa these trends did not become clear until recently, the staff bellevee 

that they were not fully recognized during the period In which the pro- 

jections used In the Total Force Study were prepared (early FY7S)• 

The trends which have changed during the AVF yeara which Impact 

on the FY80 elze of the IRR concern the length of enlistment terms, the 

«enlistment rates, and the numbers of prior-service veterans who sign 

on for service wilh the Selected Reserve after completion of their 

active duty (thus depleting the IRR pool).  In broad terms, with the 
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trend toward longer enlistments end shrinking force levels, fewer acces- 

sions are entering the Services, and each year fewer ire completing their 

Initial terms of service. Further, as more of those completing their 

firs'; term of service are reenllstlng, the numbers of men leaving 

active service with e remaining Ready Reserve obligation la dimin- 

ishing. Also, because of longer average active service periods, those 

leaving have ahorter remaining perloda of Ready Reserve obligation. 

Last, more veteran« with Ready Reserve obligations are affiliating 

with Selected Reserve units. 

In recognition of these trends, the following discussion concern« 

the probably else of the IRR pool In FY80» 

A. FY80 IRR Force Level Projections 

The logic of Che IRR projections begins with the recognition that 

acceaalons to active duty In FY76-FY77 will determine the IRR strength 

in FY80. The accessions figures for theae two years are projected at 

2/ 
428,000 and 402,000, respectively.-  Second, the distribution of en- 

listment terms determines when these people will be available for tran- 

sition to Ready Reserve statua. Enlistment terms heve increased on 

average since 1971, »nd DOD goals for FY76 reveal that 411 of accessions 

should enlist for three yeare, and S9Z should enlist for at leaat four 

3/ 
years.-  FY77 accessions will likely conform to a similar pattarn of 

enlistment teras. 

Third, the proportion of FY76-FY77 acceasions completing their 

first erm of service successfully, less the number who are expected to 

reenlist, will determine how many FY 76-FY 77 accessions will be assigned 
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to the Rudy Reseive during FY80. Approximately two-third* of 

4/ 
accessions art expected to complete the Initial tet-.~ and the 

recnllttnent rate la eatlmated to be 30X (up from tha 18X avarage 

of the draft era).-' 

Fourth, the forecasted numbers of prior-service people who will be 

assi|;ned to the Ready Reserve In FY80, less the number who elect to affili- 

ate with Selected Res«rvc Units (up from 30Z of Selected Reserve accessions 

in FY 70 to 7CZ In FY75),- represent the number of prior-service people who 

will ba aaalgtad to tha IRR pool Immediately following thalr actlva 

service. In iddltlon, some of tha man who elect to affiliate with 

Selected Raaarva unlta will voluntarily tranafar to tha IRR during 

FY8C, aftar \arylng period« of Selactad Raaarva aervice. This re- 

presente an uddltlonal flow of people Into tha IkR, although thalr 

parloda of remaining IKR service (up to flva years of total active, 

Selected Raaarva and IRR time) will ba dlainlabad by their length of 

servl e with Selected Reserve units. Although prior-aarvlca personnel 

"erlist" In Selected Reserve unite for 12-36 month terns, the vast majority 

sign-on for 12 month minimum terms. Of these, it is estimated that 

60Z ; emein affiliated with Selected Reserve units for the remainder of 

their military obligation, or longer.-  Thus, th. flow of prior-service 

personnel from Selected Reserve units to the IRR is limited to 401 of 

those who "enlisted" in the Selected Reserve after three year terms of 

active service (men with four or more years of active service who drop 

out of the Selected Reserve after 12 months have no remaining IRR obli- 

gation) . 
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By accounting tor active duty acceaalona, enlletaant tent», flrat- 

8/ 
tarn loaaee,- reenllataenta, afflllatlona of prlor-aarvlca paraonnal 

wich Salactad Raaarva unlta, an/ tha flow of prlor-errvlce vatarana 

from tha Salactad Raaarva to tha IRR, tha total and atrangth of tha IRR 

In FT60 ahould not axcaad 64,000 anllatad '»eraonnel. In addition, tha 

9/ 
offlcar atrangth haa been aatlnated to be 13,000,- for a total IRR 

atrangth In FT60 of only 77,000 paraonnal (thla la 518,000 laaa than 

tha DOD projection of 595,000). Tha following chart llluatr.uaa tha 

lapact of the FY76 and FY77 active luty tcceaelon groupa on tha PT80 

atrangth of thi IRR. 

Note:    CuAAent legislation concerning teAvice obligation* 

appliet only to men; iemxle enlittee* do not incur obti- 

gaticm ioK duty in tkt Rfc»e*ue farcei &oUouUng the end 

oi active duty iervice.   While aone prior-6erv'.ce women do in 

fact entiA the Selected Reierve on a voluntary ba&ii, the 

remainder o{ Jxoie twnaen completing their initial entiit- 

ment term axe not available ion alignment to the IRR. 

Female entitled arceiiioni axe projected at $2,600 in 

fV16 and 33,700 in FV77, appioximatelij It oi atl NTS active 

duty acceiiioni in each yean..    Even H it it aiiimed that 

these uiomen mil voluntarily enter the Selected Reierve 

at the iame note a& their male prior-service counterparts, 

the PMC projection cited above mil necessarily overestimate 

the IRR strength by about $1. 
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lm Gain« 4 lomi - FY80 ; Inllsted) 

End of       ^B 
5 year      ^—— 

obligated ™ SR Flow Co 
Re»jy Che IRR 
Reserve (28,000 by 
Service Che cad of 
(104,000) FY 80) 

FY 75 Accessions In IRR 
at beginning of FY80, 
transferred to Standby 
Reserve by the end of 
FY80 

(70,000) 

t( 
FT 76 and FY 77 accessions available 
to the IRR at the end of FY80 

(64,000) 

IRR enlisted strength at 
the end of FY 80 

(64,000) 
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B. Impact of the Proposed Leglalatlv« LI-(ige 

Although the Total Firce Study identified a major manpower «hortfall 

in the IRR in FY 80 (beyond 595,000), the proposed legislative change 

to extend Ready Reserve obligation through age 28 would not Impact on the 

strength levels of the IRR until the FY82-FY86 period. As currently 

drafted, the ltgislat on would extend the obligation of those entering 

active service after passage.  Thus, even assuming quick passage of the 

legislation by the end of FY76, the Impact would not be noticed until 

those enlisted in early FY77 passed their five year point of service In 

early FY82. Thereafter, there would be a steady Increase in IRR strength 

through FT86. 

C. IRR Requirements of the Army In FY80 

As the identified manpower problem upon mobilization occurs In the 

Army, the rate at which the Army IRR would increase is of vital concern. 

Thla rate can be estimated by relating the size of on« year group In the IRR 

to the proposed extension (In years) of Ready Reserve obligation. The Total 

Force Study cites two unrelated figures for the size of one year group In 

the IRP (unclassified pages 12, 12 und 16 cite a strength figure of 172,000, 

unclassified page 29 states that the elimination of the Standby Reserve 

(one year's worth jf Reserve personnel) would increase the sl.'.e of the IRR 

by only 120,000).  There is no ready explanation for this discrepancy, 

although It Is possible that the lower figure was submitted by the Army at 

a later date aa a correction to the Final Report and that It vaa not re- 

flected throughout the study. 

Utilizing the lower figure (120,000), OSD determined that an addi- 

tional three yeara of IRR obligation (total of eight year* obligation) 

would be minimally necessary in order t.0 meet mobilization requirements 
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„ .1  -.<: tb-' proposes i  e and one-half year period would give them some 

m*r; ;- for <■• .or, MOs mismatching, etc. Under a nine an' one-half year 

ebUiufclc  tlu. projected FY80 strength level of the Army  ' (288,000) would 

bu increased by 540,000 (four «nd one-half •"imce 120,000) for s  target TkR 

otrcr.gth for the Army of 828,000 by FY80. Under a cigh: year obligation, 

the target Ik* s\"«ngf.h would be 648,000. 

1 
Vtra 

n. The Impact of Polir« CW™^ "" Army'a FY80 IRR Strength Goal 

The -i>?act of extending Rend? Reserve obligations through age 28, as 

well as the impact of making ;aasi;u.ble adjustments in active service 

accession, »enlistment and Selected 8 serve accession policies,was examined 

in order to determine whether the Army FY80 IRR strength goal of 823,000 

ras possible. 

First, the extension of IRB obligations through age 2ft was examined, 

with no changei in current policies on terms of enlistments, reenlistment 

rates and rates jf affiliation of prior-service personnel with Selected 

Reserve units, '"th the Amy's share of the IRR at about 4C% of the to.al 

IRR strength, the Army IRR strength in FY8C, as projected by the DMC staff, 

would be no mor*. than 37,000 male veterans. The-, beginning ii FY82, there 

would be progressive increases. However, the staff believes that the 

minim-* figure supplied by the Army for the Total Force Study (120,000 

for each year of TF.R service extension) is too high in light of the factors 

discussed earlier. 

For example, the 187,000 non-piior service rxtive duty accessions 

scheduled for FY7S would produce a total out flow from active cervice 

(following three, four or mor? year« of active duty) of 87,000 enlisted 

plus sone officers. With today's first term attrition from active duty and 

reenlistment rates, this would be the maximum growth figure f . each year 

the J >R obligation m.« extended.  As it makes no provisions for discharges 

during the Ready Reserve period (medi.-al, punitive, o^arhs, etc.), makes no H " * 
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provision for women (who do not have an IRR obligation), and makes no 

provisions for those prior-service personnel who affiliate and remain with 

organized Reserve units, this estimate can be considered as high. However, 

using this figure, the DMC staff determined that the maximum IRR strength 

for the Army in FY86 would be approximately 300,000 (the FY80 strength of 

37,000, with yearly increases beginning at 31,000 and climbing to 87,000 

for the four and one-half year growth period of FY82-FY86). 

Recognizing that the strength level of the IRR vould > e Increasing 

during the FY82-FY86 period, the shortfall In the optimum IRR strength for 

the Army would be reduced from a shortfall of more than 790,000 in FY80 and 

FY81 to an FY86 shortfall of approximately 528,000. 

Ujing the IRR strength goal which was based on an eight-year obligation, 

(648,000), the projected shortfall in IRR strength would be somewhat smaller, 

ranging from 610,000 in FY80 and FY81 down to an FY86 shortfall of approx- 

imately 348,000. 

The actual impact of these projected shorrfalls in IRK. strength also 

can be calculated in terms of active duty personnel.  As the Army's optimum 

IRR strength goal of 828,000 would allow for up to 180,000 personnel to be 

excluded from the IRR pool upon mobilization for MOS mismatching, etc., 

the yield from the remainder would parallel that from the 648,000 IRR pool 

which «as projected for an eight year obligation period.  Thus, using the 

70% yield factor, the impact on the active forces following a mobilization 

would range from a shortfall of JSO.OOO to 375,000 active duty personnel 

in FY80 and FY81 down to a shortfall in active duty personnel in FY86 of 

approximately 200,000. 
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Regardless of whether the minimal or optimum strength (lie of the IRR 

Is ultimately justified as necessary by the Army, the DMC sraff projections 

support the conclusion that the proposed extension of Reserve service obliga- 

tion would not -'solve future manpower mobilization problems.  Indeed, a 

severe manpower shortage would exist at least through FY86 and then beyond 

indefinitely at a reduced -rate. 

E. Other Possible Policy Change« 

A number of approaches that might be implemented by the Services In order 

to reduce this severe manpower gap also were explored. First, the effect of 

a reduced rate of first-term reenllstments, from 30% to 1551, was examined. 

This policy chct.ge would have the probable effect of Increasing the OMC pro- 

jected FT80 IRR end strength by approximately 50%. 

Second, a celling on the percentage of PS people accessed into the 

Selected Reserve was examined. It was assumed that 43* instead of the 

projected 87% of the PS pool completing their first term of enlistment would 

be permitted to enter the Selected Reserve. This assumption led to a new 

projection of approximately two and one-half times the DMC i     't  projected FY80 

IRR end strength; however either of the two approaches still would result 

in a major requirements shortfall. 

Third, it was assumed that active duty accessions In FY76 and FY77 (and 

FY78) would rs vert to the distribution of shorter enlistment terms character- 

istic of accessions during the early 1970's (29% two-year terms, 53% three- 

year terms, and 197 four-year terms or longer). In this approach, while the 

FY80 IRR end strength is projected to be about 50% greater than the DMC staff 

projected IRR end otrengtn, a major shortfall would not be averted. 
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Fourth, «11 three modification* to existing condition* (reduced reenlist- 

ment rates, ceilings on Selected Reserve procurement of prior service people, 

and reduced terms of enlistment) were imposed simultaneously.  The cumulative 

Impact Is projected to be an IRR end strength still markedly lower than the 

DoD projection for the IRR, and significantly lower than the optimum IRR 

manpower level necessary to meet FYBO mobilization requirements. 

Finally, if all thraa modification* to «xl*tlng conditions were impo«ed 

simultaneously and the IRR obligation was extended through age 28, the DMC 

projected IRR end strength In PI80 still would be below that required for a 

major mobilization. However, with the growing Impact of extended Reserve 

service obligation», the »hortfall would dlmlnl»h In the rY80 - FY85 period 

10/ 
and would be eliminated by FY86. 

IV. ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative '1 would recognize the probable error in the DOD projections, 

but would require no corrective actions. 

The advantage of this alternative would be that a «tap would be taken 

(if Congress passes the proposed legislation) to resolve the mobilization 

manpower problem* in the FY82-FY86 period. 

The disadvantages of this alternative are multiple.  First, the proposed 

solution does not impact whatsoever on the critical years from the late 1970s 

through FY81.  Second, the impact of the solution, even in the out-years, 

is partial, with a resulting continuing mobilization problem. Third, 

the extension of service obligations for an average of four and one-half 
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years would have .in Immediate negative Impact on Service recruiting, 

particularly In the National Guard and Reserve units. 

Alternative #2 woulü requit- the fOD to manage the in-flow and out- 

flow of accession., during the FY76-FY80 period so that there would be a 

greater number of men entering the IRK pool. The management would take 

the form of requiring a set percentage of two-year enlistments, putting 

a celling on active service reenlistment rates, and limiting the recruit- 

ment of prior-service personnel by the Selected Reserve units. 

The advantage of this alternative would be the positive impact on 

the size of the IRR pool. 

The disadvantages would be multiple. The savings in costs and the 

increased professionalism recently achieved by the active forces because 

of longer term enlistments would '  lost. Limitations on the percentage 

of «enlistments not only would increase the recruiting requirements for 

first-termers, but would adversely impact on the professionalism of the 

active forces. A limitation on the nur.bers of prior-service personnel 

who could be recruited by the Selected Reserve would mean that additional 

non-prior service personnel would have to be recruited. In today's 

L^rket, without a large number of new and expensive incentives, it is 

unlikely that large increases could be made in recruitment levels of 

non-prior service personnel. The increased recruitment activities of 

National Guard and Reserve units would also impact adversely on the 

re-ruiting prospects for the active forces, with a possible result 

that extra active service incentives, or even a return to conscription, 

would be necessary in order to sustain active force levels. 
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Alternative 03 would require the Secretary of Defense to withdraw 

the proposal for extension of reserve service obligations end to seek 

on a priority basis other more feasible solutions to the future military 

manpower mobilization requirements.  Other solutions could include the 

possibility of creating a special mobilization pool within the Army 

(which is the only Service with critical mobilization manpower requirements), 

composed of men who volunteer for special incentives to remain on call 

beyond their current five-year period of Ready Reserve obligation. 

Other solutions could Include a lowering of mobilization manpower require- 

ments prompted by e critical rceveluetlon of Service needs as recommended 

elsewhere by the DMC staff, or even the realization that the IRR concept is 

not feasible In today's AVF era. 

The advantages of this alternative would be reflected in the National 

Defense capability of the U.S. in future years. Wh'.le tht size of the IRR 

is not critical for mobilization in FY76, the policies Implemented now 

Impact on the mobilization capability of our country in the late 1970's 

and early 1980's. 

The disadvants-t of this alternative is that it would stop and 

delay what is at least a partial solution to severe future military 

manpower problems 

V. TONCUIPION 

The DMC staff submits that the future size of the IRR pool has been 

under-estimated to a degree that the projected manpower geins from the IRR pool 

to the active forces upon mobilization would be significantly lower than the 
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levels projected by OSD.  Further, the staff submits that the proposed 

legislative change to extend Ready Reserve obligations through age 28 will 

have no Impact on the strength level of the IRR until the rY82-FY86 period, 

that the Impact of the legislation will not resolve the projected IRR 

strength level shortages, and that without alternative corrective actions, 

the shortage in the IRR strength level will continue for the indefinite 

future. 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The DMC staff recommends that the Secretary of Defense validate the 

correctness of the DMC methodology and preliminary estimates on the future 

size of  the IRR pool and the impact of the proposed legislation.  If this 

examination Is positive, then the DMC staff recommends that the Secretary of 

Defense withdraw his proposal to extend Reserve service obligation through 

age 28. As an alternative, the DMC staff recommends that the manpower 

accession and retention policies of the active. Selected Reserve, and IRR 

components be analyzed on a oervice-uy-Servlce Total Force basis with the 

objective of meeting the Total Force mobilization requirements of FY80 and 

beyond.  That in this process, Uie Secretary include consideration of 

creating a volunteer paid reserve of IRR members in critical areas, such as 

Army combat arms, who agree to serve for periods beyond their statutory 

obligation.  Finally, that the Secretary or a priority basis ensure the 

implementation of all policy changes required to support a mobilization 

capability which can mtjt mobilization manpower requirements in FY76 and 

beyond. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. With the currant three-year minimum enlistment terms, man enlisted 

In FY 78 would still be on active duty In FY 80. Man enlisted In 

FY 75 and earlier years will complete their five years of active/ 

Raadv Reserve obligation by tha em." of FY 80. Thua, IRR members 

in FY 80 will be limited to those men who enlist In FY 76 and FY 77. 

2. The FY 76 accessions figure is taken from a Hay 1975 presentation given 

by Mr, Brehm, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower and Reserve 

Affairs. The FY 77 figure is taken from the OSD (M&RA) report on 

"Accessions Requirements and the Availability of Volunteers, 1975-1990," 

November 1974. 

!). The enlistment term distribution for FY 76 Is based on projections cited 

by Mr. Brehm in the May 1975 preaentatlon i Dted in (2) above. 

4. Analye s of DoD-wide enlisted personnel turnover prepared by a civilian 

contractor for the DMC shows that, while approximately one-quarter of 

all recruits are discharged involuntarily (drug abusers, substandard 

performers, disciplinary problems, etc.), almost one-third overall fall 

to complete the first term of enlistment for sll reasons. The difference 

represents loasas for other than involuntary reasons including maJical 

discharges, enlisted entries into officer training programs, 

personal hardships, etc. 

5. The reenllstment statistics are taken from the OASD (Comptroller) report 

on "Selected Manpower Statistics," May 1975 (page 59). 

6. Prior service representation statistics among Selected Reserve accessions 

are based on DOD data contained in the June 30, 1975 report on the 

Selected Reserve, prepared by the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secrecary 

of Defense for Reserve Affairs. 
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7. The «:«tlmat« on prlcr-»«rvlc« personnel who remain In Selected Reserve 

unit« beyond 12-month term« was provided by Personnel Division, National 

Guard Bureau. 

8. It la assumed that first-term personnel discharged from active duty 

prior to completion of their first term are not normally permitted to 

transfer into the Ready Reserve. DOD Directive 1200.3, August 21, 1968 

(Fulfilling the Military Obligation) support« thi« assumption. 

9. The 13,000 officer «trength figure :s taken from the DOD Total Force 

Study referenced In the text above. The Total Force Study estimates 

a 13,000 officer strength for e 107,000 enlisted Increment in IRR 

growth, Although the 13,000 figure probably is too high for DMC 

projected enlisted strength of 64,000, no analysis was conducted by 

the DMC to better relate officer strength to the projected enlisted 

strength level. 

10. The modifications to existing conditions discussed by tht DMC staff 

regarding terms of enlistment, reenlistment rates and rates of affiliation 

of prior-service personnel with Selected Reserve units would return these 

rates to the pre-AVF level. As the DMC staff projection of the impact 

of a return to these pre-AVF levels on the FY80 size of the. IRR approxi- 

mates the FY80 IRR size projected by the Service! for the Tota] Force 

study, the pre-AVF levels probably were used by the Services in pro- 

jecting the FY80 strength levels. 
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ISSUE: 

BACKGROUND: 

PROBLEM: 

CONCLUSION: 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

U. S. and Soviet Combat-to-Support Ratios 

The DMC Is required by P.L. 93-155 to give special 
attention to ". . . the number of support forces 
In relation to romhat- forces"; (and) ". . .the 
cost effectiveness and manpower utilization of the 
U. S. Armed Forces as compared to the armed forcea 
of other countries." 

This "combat-to-support" comparison Is part of overall 
DMC staff efforts to comply with this requirement. 

There has been considerable Congressional pressure 
on DOD to reduce support and Increase U.S. combat 
strength, as evidenced by the Nunn Amendment, 
comments found In the legislative history of 
P.L. 93-155, etc. The Soviet Army has been held 
up by some as an example of a force with a high 
combat-to-support ratio and was selected by the 
DMC as the foreign force most relevant for 
comparison with U.S. forces. Therofore, this paper 
which uses as a primary basis a contract study, 
for the DMC by the General Research Corporation, Is 
designed to: 

1. Define what is combat and what is support, 
under various pertinent definitions and method- 
ologies. 

2. Determine and compare the combat-to-support 
ratios of the U.S. and Soviet Armies. 

3. Identify and examine the factors which 
influence the combat-to-support ratios of the U.S. 
and Soviet Armies and determine the significance 
of the differences In the ratios. 

1. The conclusions of the GRC study are: 

a. There is strong evidence that U.S. and 
Soviet divisions have roughly the same percentage 
of men in combat and support functions. 

b. In peacetime, the Soviet Army as a whole 
has a much smaller percentage of active duty men 
in support functions than the U. S. Army. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 

c. After mobilization, the Soviet Army may 
have about the same percentage of men in combat 
and support functions as the U.S. Army. 

d. The trend In the Soviet Armed Forces is in 
the direction of increasing support manpower. The 
trend in the U.S. Army is toward decreasing support 
manpower. 

e. Among the reasons for the higher peacetime 
combat-to-?upport ratio of the Soviet Army is it» 
ability to mobilize and deploy quickly large numbers 
of support personnel for a war close to the borders 
of the USSR. 

f. The combat-to-support ratio in the U.S. Army 
should be examined on its own merits, taking into 
account the Soviet threat and other strategic require- 
ments, but without necessarily emulating the structure 
of the Soviet Army or any other foreign force. 

2. DMC Staff commentary points out critical problems 
of U.S. force structure which are related to the 
discussion of combat-to-support '.atlos. 

3. No specific recommendation, for action concerning 
U.S. force structure can appropriately be inade 
directly on the basis of thij study. 

It is recommended that the Commission accept this DMC 
staff issue paper as an appropriate response to pertinent 
foregoing requirements of P.L. 93-155, to be considered 
together with other DMC papers concerning the composition 
of U.S. forces and the cost effectiveness and manpower 
utilization of the U. S. Armed forces as compared to the 
armed forces of other countries. 

NOTE: Other as» e^ts of the proper composition of 
U.S. Forces are -,  be dealt with In other DMC 
papers, and the spi cific subject of U.S. combat-to- 
support ratio (Sectiv... "■''»'(I) of P.L. 93-155) will 
be further addressed in material being prepared for 
the DMC Final Report. 
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U. S. AND SOVIET COMBAT-TO-SUPPORT RATIOS 

Background 

Public Law 93-155 requires the Defense Manpower Commission to give 

special attention to ". . . the number of support forces In relation to 

combat forces," (and) . . . the cost effectiveness and manpower utili- 

zation of the U.S. Armed Forces as compared to the armed forces of other 

countries." 

As one part ot the overall effort to comply with the foregoing 

requirements of P.L. 93-155, the DMC decided to undertake a "coobet-to 

support" comparison of the U.S. and Soviet Forces. The Soviet Army ha« 

been held up as an example of a large, modern force with a high combat- 

to-support ratio and is the force most relevant for comparison with the 

U.S. Army. 

It would appear that there Is a presumption in the Congressional 

charge to the DMC that i£ an inordinately large portion of U.S. military 

manpower is engaged In support rather than combat missions, (when com- 

pared to other countries) we as a nation may not be getting as much 

"mileage" out of our manpower. Maybe the U.S. defense establishment has 

too much "fat"; maybe It is simply inefficient when it comes to using 

people; on the other hand, maybe a relatively high supporting establish- 

ment '.t  consistent with valid mobilization plans. Whatever the explanation 

the charge to examine the number of support personnel In relationship to 

combat forces would appear by the .taw to be a question of effectiveness. 

In this larger context, the question of comparing U.S. and Soviet combat- 

to-support ratios is only one component of the larger subject. 

Preliminary study of the entire subject included classified briefings 

by the Army Staff, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the Central 
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Intelligence Agency, a s^jdy by the Army War College's Institute of 

Advanced Studies, an) research of various other pertinent reports 

Including several BrooW<ngs Institution publications and classified 

studies by the RAND Corporation.  (Bibliography attached.) 

It vas evident at the outset that differences in geographical 

sli.uat.lons, strategic and doctrinal policies and cco'omlc societies have 

significantly Impacted on U.S. and Soviet combat-* . «report ratios. It 

also became apparent that mere Is a need to place such ratios in proper 

perspective. As a for' e development device, the coobet-to-support ratio is 

of questionable value, as forces must be designed to provide an efficient 

mix of combat and support elements to accomplish specific tasks and 

missions, considering ail the factors, rather than to meet an abstract 

concept like combat-to-support ratio. Effectiveness is the proper 

measure. On the other hand, such ratios are not without relevance, as 

those of a major pot-.itial enemy need to be analyzed for meaning in 

threat assessments, and major differences between their combat-to-supporr 

ratios and ours may signal a need to examine our own strategy and 

organization to deal effectively with the threat. 

As the next step, the General Research Corporation, which has 

extensive background and expertise in the combat-to-aupp-rt problem, was, 

through competitive procedures, awarded a contract to develop an un- 

classified study for the Defense Manpower Commission on "United States 

and Soviet Combat-to-Support Ratios." In practice, the study was con- 

fined essentially to the ground forces of the two countries, as suffi- 

cient comparable data for the oth^r forces of the two countries proved 

to be unavailable in unclassified form. A copy of the GRC report is 

provided for each Commissioner, to accompany chis paper. The GRC report 
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serves as the main vehicle for the Commission's consideration of this 

specific subject—with the DMC Staff comments and supplemental infor- 

mation provided herein. 

Methodologies for Computing Combat-to-Support Ratios 

It Is essential and basic for meaningful combat-to-support com- 

parisons to define with precision both terms and methodology of comparison 

because different definitions and computation terms can produce wide 

variations of combat~to-Support ratio*. Thar« are some eight or nine recog- 

nized methods for computing combat-to-support ratios of ground forces, 

at listed In various publications of the Office of the Secretary of 

Defense, the Department of the Army and the Army War College. The GRC 

uses several of the most pertinent methods, which are summarized as 

follows: 

1. Major Combat Units Method  (Divisions Plus). This method 

treats as combat the entire division and all non-divisional combat 

elements (brigades, battalions, etc.) that close with the enemy or 

directly bring fire upon the enemy, such as corps artillery, separate 

infantry brigades, armored cavalry units, etc. All else is counted as 

support. This is an appropriate method for comparing combat-to-support 

ratios and is the one considered most meaningful by the DMC staff. 

2. Division Method  The category treats all personnel In 

combat divisions as combat and all other Army personnel as support. 

(Note: The GRC refers o the Division Method as the "division slice 

method" (page 36), thus giving the term "division slice" a different 

connotation from its customary meaning. The term is commonly used in 

the U.S. as a planning factot to cover the number of personnel in a 
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division in a cheater ot operations plus a proportiooate share of other 

theater Army forces—including other combat units and combat support as 

well as services support. For some years the U.S. Army pjanrlng factor 

has been 48,000, although this number could be reduced substantially If 

separate brigades are counted each as equivalent to one third of a 

division as once suggested by William K. Brehm, Assistant Secretary of 

Defense, Manpower and Reserve Affairs.) 

3. Battalion Method. This method, used in the so-called Nunn 

Amendment to the DOD Appropriation Authorization Act, FY 75, treats as 

combat only infantry, armor/cavalry, artillery, combat engineer, special 

forces, attack assault helicopter, air defense, and mlssil. combat units 

of battalion size or smaller. 

4. Combat Companies Method. This method counts as combs': 

only the personnel in combat companies (using the same criteria as the 

Battalion Method, except that Engineers ere excluded).  Vll others are 

support. 

5. Individual Jobs (MOS) Method. This method treats as 

combat only those individuals who are directly concerned with the 

loading and firing of a weapon or designating the target for a wenpon. 

(This method cannot be used for the Soviet Army because of a lack of 

sufficiently detailed information.) 

Basic Comparative Strength Information 

U.S. Army.  The U.S. Army has an authorized active military strength 

of 785,000. Out of this the Army in 1974 manned 13 active full-strength 

divisions (approximate peisonnel strengths: armored-16,500; mechanized- 

16,300; lnfantry-16,500; airbome-14,900; airmoblle-17,700) and five 

separate brigades (total of 43 brigades). Through reorganization t'.iis 
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goes to 16 divisions and 4 separate brigades In FY 76 and thereafter 

(usinf some Reserve "loundout" units at least through FY 76), with a 

programmed total of 50 active brigades (a net increase of 7 active 

combat brigades over 1974). 

Soviet Army. Estimates of total Soviet Army strength are somewhat 

controversial, depending not only on the intelligence estimates but also 

on details and definitions of Soviet organization and questions as to 

what should be included.  The CRC report uses) basically a total Soviet 

Army strength of 1,971,000; also discussed Is a larger possible figure 

of 2,221,000, obtained by allocating to the Army's support elements not 

previously identified as part of the Soviet Armed Forces but mentioned 

by Secretary Schicsinger in his Report to the Congress, February S, 1975. 

Out of that total strength the Soviet Army nominally gets some 167 

"divisions" of various types, according to the GRC report and the 

International Institute for Strategic Studies report. The Military 

Balance 1974-75.  (While official estimates may vary somewhat, these 

unclassified figures seem sufficiently accurate for the purposes of 

this study.) The CRC breakdown of the 167 "divisions" follows: 

66 Category I Divisions: 
(90X manned) 

49 Category II Divisions: 
(about 2/3 strength) 

52 Category III Divisions: 
(about 1/3 strength) 

24 Tank (average strength 8,550) 
35 Motorized Rifle (average 
strength  10,800) 
7 Airborne (average strength  7,000) 

(On mobilization, the Category II and III divisions are filled from the 

large Soviet reserve pools of manpower •:ith previous military service. 

The Category II and III divisions have no counterpart in the U. S. 
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Forces, just as the U.S. National Guard and Reserve units have no direct 

counterpart In the Soviet Forces. The Soviets are also able to mobilize 

a very large support establishment.) 

Highlights of the CgC Report 

Highlights of the GRC combat-to-support analysis follow: 

1. U.S. and full-strength Soviet divisions, slthough differing 

in size, have within them roughly comparable conbat-to-support ratios, 

regardless of which of several methodologies la used. 

2. In peacetime, the Soviet Army overall has had a much 

smaller percentage of active rtwcy personnel in support functions thin 

the U.S. Army; i.e., ths Soviet Army has had much higher combat-to- 

support ratios than the U.S. Army, as shown below. 

SOVIET AND U.S. COMBAT MANPOWER 

(Percent of Total Strength) 

Definition Soviet       U.S. Army (1974)* 

Division 61 32 

Major Combat Units 65 42 

Combat Battalion 46 25 

Combat Company 33 16 

(*DMC Staff Comment:  In calculating the figures above, the 

CRC has used the 1,971,000 estimate of total Soviet Army strength. 

Higher estimates of Soviet Army strength, which may pertain as explained 

in the GRC report, would raise the support elements considerably and 

lower the Soviet combat-to-support ratio significantly.  The U.S. Army 

ratios the GRC report uses were based on the 13-divislon Army of CY 

1974, not the programmed 16-dlvision force. Referring to the latter, in 
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testimony before a subcommittee of the Senate Armed Forces Committee on 

February 25, 197S, Mr. Faul D. Phillips, Deputy Assistant Secretary cf 

the Army (M&RA), stated that the U.S. combat-to-support ratio will have 

Improved to 53 percent in 1976. Apparently his ratios were computed 

uxlng the Major ComLit Units Method preferred by the Army.) 

3. After noblllzatlon, the Soviet Army may have about the 

same percentage of personnel In combat and support functions as the U.S. 

Army.  (Although the CRC does not provide numbers and the exactness of 

the statement may bu  questioned, the general substance of the statement 

is predicated on the Soviet ability to rapidly mobilize large additional 

support forces as discussed on pages 46-47 of the GRC report.) 

4. The trend in the Soviet Armed Forces is in the direction 

of increasing support manpower. The crei<d in the U.S. Army is toward 

decreasing support manpower. 

5. Differences in geographical situations, strategic and 

doctrinal policies, economic societies and peacetime operations signi- 

ficantly impact on the development of U.S. and Soviet combat-to-support 

ratios. 

6. The combat-to-support ratio in the U.S. Army should be 

examined on its own merits, taking into account the Soviet threat and 

other strategic requirements, but without necessarily emulating the 

structure of the Soviet Army or any other foreign force. 
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Differences In Individual Training Systems:  PMC Staff Comments 

The CRC study (pages 32-35)  compares certain pertinent aspects of 

training in the U.S. a'.id Soviet «rmles.  A major point is made that the 

Soviet Army, unlike the U.S. Army, sends inductees not requiring tech- 

nical speciality training directly to operational units.  CRC estimates 

that about 112,000 of thes. new inductees, short on individual training, 

normally are assigned to divisions and other major combat units at any 

one time.  The Soviet system significantly Increases the nominal combat- 

to-support ratio inevitably with some decrease in unit training status 

and combat readiness.  GRC observes that the Soviet combat-to-support 

ratio could be viewed as lowered significantly (by as much as 6%) If 

these trainees and their trainers are counted as part of the support 

establishment, as in the U.S. Army.  This could bring the Soviet combat- 

to-support ratiJ (computed on the bisis of the higher estimate of Soviet 

forces) quite close to the future U.S. Army ratios Mr. Phillips pro- 

jected for the 16-divlsio'i Army. Meanwhile, the Soviets presumably 

could change or adjust this system at any time as they see fit—for 

example, raising unit readiness by holding trained personnel longer 

within their units or by transferring already trained personnel into 

priority units.  By the same token, the U.S. Army could reduce its own 

training support establishment considerably and free manpower for 

operational duties by conducting more of its Individual training in 

operational units instead of in training centers; but, as in the case of 

the Soviets, this also would affect unit training status and lower 

combat readiness..  It also would reduce the mobilization training base 
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and training pipeline available to provide a  flov of Individual replace- 

ments In the event of hostilities. Thus far, considering the trade- 

offs, the U.S. Army has not chosen to go this route In peacetime. 

Overall PMC Staff Comments 

The CRC study systematically compares combat-to-support ratios of 

the U.S. and Soviet armies.  It l.i especially useful in helping to 

lessen the gaps of understanding evidenced by misrepresentation and 

controversy over combat-to-support ratios. The study properly emphasizes 

the significant impact that differences in geographical situations, 

strategic and doctrinal policies, economic societies and peacetime 

operations have on the development of U.S. and Soviet combat-to-suppoic 

ratios. 

The CRC study in its treatment of trends points out that modern 

technology continues to increase the combat capabilities of both the 

U.S. and Soviet armed forces. Concurrently, more complex weav ns and 

equlpuent have increased the requirements for supply, maintenance and 

transportation personnel. The Soviets are fully aware of this and 

indications are that the role of Soviet support troops is growing and 

will continue to grow. In contrast, the number of support troops in the 

U.S. Army, has been decreasing, in part because of Congressional 

pressure. Given these trends, the GRC study states it is not impossible 

that the Soviet peacetime army may eventually have a lowr combat-to- 

support ratio than the U.S. In any case, current trends clearly are 

that the U.S. combat-to-support ratio is increasing, that of the Soviet 

Army Is decreasing, and the differences are becoming much smaller than 
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commonly Relieved.  The trend In the U.S. Arny Is strikingly pointed up 

■■ the move to the planned 16-dlvislon force Is Implemented and U.S. 

support forces In Europe are reduced In compliance with the Nunn Amendment. 

The implications for the U.S. Army constitute the real significance 

of the ratio comparisons. Beyond the GRC study, there remain r.he critical 

questions of the proper U.S. military force structure to deal, together 

with allies, vlth the threat, particularly the Soviet and Warsaw Pact 

threat to the NATO Central Region of Europe.  Perhaps the central Issue 

Is how much of the U.S. military resources should be allocated to deter- 

rence and Initial defense in NATO, in what form, and how much should be 

organized for a longer conflict and other possible contingencies outside 

Western Europe. Key issues revolve »round the question of a long or 

short war scenario.  Soviet forces in Europe evidently are designed not 

only to project -Mximi'm visible combat strength in being, for political 

as well as military purposes, but to achieve, In the event of hostilities, 

a quick decisive blitzkrieg-type victory against the relatively shallow 

NATO defenses. 

Soviet Forces also have a tremendous and rapid mobilization capability 

as a hedge against a longer war and, unless effectively interdicted, 

could reinforce in th« critical Central European arena at a greater 

rate than the U.S. and its NATO Allies. 

In the event of a conflict with the Soviet Union, all indications 

rre that the initial stages will be vielen', in the extreme, with casualties 

In men and equipment and the eonsumptlc". ux i". »munition and POL extremely 

high. This situation implies that the demtnds on die U.S. for resupply 

of men and materiel would be greater than ever before and within a much 
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shorter tine frame than In past conflict*.  But, if the combat el erne--, 

already committed are insufficient and are overpowered by s<v*rior forces, 

then the matter of their subsequent support become* --.adetnic. 

Obviously, this matter Involves '-~n more than the U.S. Aray.  It 

Involves allies other '„'.s. Services (especially the Air I'jrc« and its 

role «5 Europe), and finally the subject of nuclear warfare, tactical 

and/or strategic. 

Such are the problems which are highlighted by the U.S. and Soviet 

combat-to-support comparisons. However, the problems are not solved by 

emulating Soviet or other foreign ratios, relevant as they may De. Kather 

we agree with the GRC tbet the Issues of U.S. force structure should be 

determined on their own merits, taking Into account the threat, the role 

of Allies, resources available, atrateglc options, and all other pertinent 

factors. 

The Ccnmisslon has previously determined that it will conduce its 

manpower studies within the framework of existing U.S. nc.ional security 

policy and ptrategy. Within those parameters, however, other DMC staff 

papers will treat varloua issues concerning the sixe and composition of 

U.S. forces. 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that the Commission accept this DMC staff paper as 

an appropriate response to the pertinent requirements of F.L. 93-155—to 

be considered together with other DMC papers concerning the composition 

of U.S. Forces as compared to the armed forces of other countries. 

Attachments 

Supplemental Bibliography 
GRC Report 
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NOTE TO THE READER 

Conmon military tens often have different Meanings end connotation« 

In the Soviet Union and the United States. Readers familiar with Soviet 

writings a* wall as readers familiar only with US military writings may 

find same ambiguities in the terms used In thla report. Thla note Is de- 

signed to clarify these ambiguities. For example, "Soviet Army" In the 

USSR Includes the Strategic Rocket Forces, National Air Defense Forces, 

Ground Forces and Air Forces, and sometimes the Navy. "Ground Forces" In 

the USSR la equivalent to the US Army, except for US air and missile defense 

units assigned to protect the United Stataa. "Ground Forces" Includes the 

Marine Corps in the US, but not the Naval Infantry in the Soviet Union. 

Units with the same name in the US and Soviet armies may have differ- 

ent strength as shown: 

Number of Men 
US Army Soviet Union 

Divisions 

Battalions 

Companies 

16,000 

500-800 

100-200 

10,000 

250-450 

50-100 

In this report, we give the following meanings to ambiguous words: 

Soviet Armed Forces 

Soviet Army 

All military units. Including those 
In the KGB and MVD not under the 
Ministry of Defense. 

That part of the Soviet Ar 
comparable to the US Army. 

ad Forces 
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SUMMAKT 

IHTRODUCTIOM 

This report compares th« military manpower devoted to combat and 

aupport function» of th« United Statea and the Soviet Union, primarily 

In the ground foreea. The report la deelgned to anawer the following 

queetlons: 

t. What la cotabat and what la aupport? 

2. la la true that th« Soviet Any haa leaa 
aupport than the US Army? 

3. What lnfluencea the combat-to-aupport 
ratio of the US and Soviet Armlea? 

4. How ehould we aaeeea propoaed change« In 
the combat-to-aupport ratio of the US 
Army? 

The anawera to theaa queatlona are baaed on the beat data available. 

It muat be emphasized, however, that theaa anawera cannot be e'ear, 

almple, or confident. Our knowledge of the organisation and atrength 

of the Soviet Armed Foreea ha« many gapa. Perhaps of more Importance, 

there are gapa In our understanding of the domestic and foreign political 

and military problems faced by the Soviets and how they heve gone ebout 

solving them. We can be aura that their problems are very different from 

oura and ao their solutions are alao different. Applying American ldeaa 

and categorlee to the Soviet Armed Foreea can lead to groaa distortions. 
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WHAT 18 COMBAT AND WHAT IS SUPPORT? 

The following definition* of combat end support are used In tHi report: 

- Troop» in divisions »re coabat; all othera are support. 

The difficulty »1th this definition is 
that some coabat units are not in divi- 
sions. The US and Soviet Armies have 
different proportions of these nondivi- 
slonal combat units,. 

- Troops In major combat units (divisions, separate brigades, 

raglmer.ts, and battalions) are combat; all othera are support. 

The difficulty »1th this definition is 
that all divisions, brigades, regiments, 
etc., contain support units. The US and 
Soviet Armies have different proportions 
of these support units. 

- Troops in battalion-slie uixlts (500-800 men In US battalions) 

entitled tank, Infantry, artillery, cavalry, aviation, and 

combat engineers are combat; 'ill others are support. 

The difficulty with t'.iis definition is 
that US battalions contain more support 
personnel than Soviet battalions. 

- Troops in company-si» unit* (100-200 men In US companies) en- 

titled tank. Infantry, etc., but not including combat engineers, 

are combat; all othera are support. 

Thi difficulty with this definition is 
that US companies contain support per- 
s innel but most Soviet companies do not. 

DOES THE SOVIET AXMY HAVE LESS SUPPORT THAN THE W ARMY? 

- Yes, if ell current active duty personnel are considered. 

The fraction of support personnel varies 
with the definition, but the Soviets have 
a smaller fraction than the US for all 
definitions. 
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Although there are large uncertainties in 
our knowledge of Soviet support personnel, 
these uncertainties are not large enough 
to reverse the answer. 

- No, within full-strength US and Soviet divisions. 

Our knowledge of the composition of 
Soviet divisions is more complete than 
our knowledge of the Soviet Army as a 
whcle. 

According to the combat battalion defi- 
nition, a US division has less support 
than a Soviet division (21» compared with 
28 percent). 

According to the company definition, US 
and Soviet divisions have about 50 percent 
of their manpower in support. 

- Unlikely, if reserves as well as active forces are considered. 

Soviet strategists state that mobiliza- 
tion plans include the possibility of a 
protracted war. 

These plans include the mobilization of 
entire civilian repair, truok transport, 
and medical establishments. 
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If the Soviets mobilize the support 
personnel in their reserve, the per- 
centage of support will more than match 
the US. 

WHAT INFLUENCES THE COMBAT-TO-SUPPORT RATIO IN THE US AND SOVIET ARMIES? 

- US and Soviet history have influenced the resources they devote 

to support. 

Since 1865, every major US war has been 
fought overseas. Expeditionary forces 
require all support to be in identified 
military units, rather than a mixture of 
civilian and military personnel. 
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A large part of World War I and World 
War II was fought In Russia, righting on 
home territory blur» the distinction be- 
tween civilian and military noncombat 
functions. This experience influences 
the present Soviet military establishment. 

The difference betv«en us and Soviet society and political 
institutions Influences the resources devoted to support. 

Everybody works for the State In a 
communist society. To some extent the 
distinction between military and civilian 
noncombat functions is bureaucratic rather 
than real. 

The US democratic tradition and the 
Constitution require a clear distinction 
between civilian and military noncombat 
functions. 

Government cor.crol over civilian repair 
and transport allows thu Soviet Army to 
count on prompt mobil) ;.s»tion of entire 
support units. 

There are politic :1 »iii social barriers 
to a similar arrangement for support 
units in the US national guard and reserve. 

Differences between the US and Soviet economy Influence the 
resources devoted to support. 

The US eco'iimy is service rather than pro- 
duction oriented. There is a large reser- 
voir of trained repairmen and large stocks 
of repair parts. This is reflected in a 
substantial repair capability in the peace- 
time armed forces. 

The Soviet economy is production rather 
than service oriented. There are short- 
ages of repair parts and repairmen. It 
is counterproductive to lock up these 
skills in the armed forces in peacetime. 
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- The Soviet military establishment differ» substantially fro« 

the US military establishment. 

there are seven rather than four military 
component!: KGB, MVD, Strategic Rocket 
Forces, Ground Forces, Air Defense Forces, 
Air Forces, and Navy. 

Each component trains Its own officers and 
men in its ovn schools and colleges and 
training establishments. lUl schools have 
been identified that produce Junior officers, 
and IT war colleges (or equivalents) for 
career officer training and education. 

There probably are 1200 or so military 
commissariat offices that run the draft 
and Keep track of all reservists, civilian 
vehicles, and other items that may be 
mobilized. 

The Ministry of Defense operates farms an<* 
industrial plants. Some farms exceed 10,000 
acres. 

The Ministry oi Defense supervises military 
training for all males between 1$ and 17; each 
high school h»B military instructors. In 
addition, there are youth camps for field 
training vlth a total membership in excess 
of 9.000,000. 

These functions, for which there is no 
counterpart in the United States except for 
academies and war colleges, may absorb over 
500,000 active duty personnel who would be 
treuted as support. 

- US end Soviet combat units have different peactime functions. 

Soviet combat units do all their own house- 
keeping, barracks repair, unloading of 
delivered supplies, and firefighting. 

A major political purpose of the draft in 
the Soviet Union is to inculcate loyalty to 
the regime. Many hours per week are devoted 
to political indoctrination of draftees and 
communist party affairs. 
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The US Array Increase! training time for 
combat units by allocating many house- 
keeping functions either to special units 
or to civilian contractors. 

HOW SHOULD CHANGES IN THE US AM« COHaAT-TO-SUPPORT RATIO BE ASSESSED? 

- The differences between the society, history, government, 
and functions of the US and Soviet Armies are so great that 
the proper ratio of combat and support in the US Army 
should be examined on Its own merits, not on presumed 
analogies with Soviet experience or practice. 
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Chapter 1 

DEFINITIONS OF COMFAT AMD SUPPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

Thar« are about a« nany daflnltlona of combat and aupport aa there are 

lava, regulation«, and studies treatIn» the problem. Hoat currant defini- 

tion« reflect the organization and atructure of the force under conaldera- 

tlon, the administrative purpoaa of the agency preparing the data, and the 

purpose the data are designed to serve. There Is not evjn a uniform method 

for breaking down categories of aupport within the US Aray, let alone cos- 

paring thea with Soviet forces. Even If there were s standard for the US 

Aray, the organisational difference« between US and Soviet units, even thoee 

with the eaas name, makes any alngl« definition a distortion of reality. 

At one extreae, divisions and Independent brlgadea and reglaents have 

been considered 100 percent coabat; all other peraonnal can be considered 

aupport. Such definitions give high coabet-to-aupport ratloe. At the 

other extreme, the function of each Individual In the araed forces can 

be assessed one-by-one and, If that .'unction doea not have the prlaary 

Job of Inflicting caaualtlea on the enemy—a gunner or loader or fire 

director—It Is treated as support. This method glvea a low combat-to- 

support ratio. Moreover, we do not have data available to coapare US and 

Soviet aanpower In such detail. Other daflnltlona fall within these two 

extremes. 

Restrictions ar* »emetine« placed on the definition of support, apply- 

ing the ratio only to forces deployed or planned for deployment overseas. 

This raises the coabat-to-aupport ratio because it eliminates froa support 
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•11 training and US baa« aupport and a substantial fraction of aadlcal, 

administrativ*, training and racrultlng manpower, support for th* 

reserves, and research, development, and test. Moreover, tha proportion 

of thaaa functions carrlad out by deployed Soviet forces differs sub- 

stantially froa the proportion carried out by US forces. 

Finally, technology tends to Increase the fraction of nanpever in 

support functions. A World War II antiaircraft battery of sis guns In 

the US, British, or German Army required at least three people to fire 

each gun. A «000111 surface-to-air missile battery needs only one man 

to push the button and, In aore advanced systems, only or* operator 

for the redar and computer which automatically fires the mlaalles. 

It Is essential, therefore, to state with precision exactly 

what la being compared when we define combat-to-support ratios. If we 

are to avoid manipulating the data to reach a predetermined conclusion. 

Thla chapter glvea a number of different definition» eo that the 

reader will always be conscious of the distortions Introduced by any 

single definition. 

DICTIONARY OF UNITED STATES ARMY MILITARI TERMS* 

Combat Unit 

"Unit trailed and equipped for fighting as 
an Independent tactical element." 

Combat units are cormrlly called divisions, regiments, brigades, and 

battalion» whan the adjecilvi Infantry, armor, artillery, or cavalry Is 

attached. 

Ail quotes In this section are from AR-310-24, Dictionary ef US Army 
Military Terms. 1972. 
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All ptttonul in • coabat unit »r« trained co fight, but a proportion 

have primarily administrativ« and support function» and actually fight 

only In extreme aaargaoclaa.    But, bccauaa all paraonnal art tralnad to 

fight, tha unit la lOMtlui traatad aa 100 percent coabat. 

>*-«. 

Coabat Suppo.t llomtn^s 

"Thoaa tleaents whose prlacry missions art to 
provlda operational aaalatanca to tha coabat 
forctj and which art a part, or ara prepared 
to bacoaa a part, of a theater, coaaand. or 
taak force foiasd for coabat operatlona." 

Coabat aupport Includes military police, military intelligence, and 

certain ei jlneer and algnal unit*. The US Any usually treata theae ualts 

aa coabat for traditional and paychologlcal reaaona. The Soviet Ar-iy, on 

the oth«r hand, haa no category of coabat aupport. Soviet engineers, 

algnal, and chemical paraonnal are Hated aa "apeclal troopa," along with 

tranaport, railroad, and road troopa which are clearly aupport. For pur- 

ports of thla report, therefore, US and Soviet troopa in theaa cattgorlaa 

will be contldtrtd aupport, except for coabat engineer battalions. 

Coabat Service Support Kleaanta 

"Thoaa eleatnta whose prlaary alaalone are to 
provide service support to coabat forces and 
which are or ara prepared to becoae a part of 
a thaattr, coaaand, or taak force foraed for 
coabat operatlona."* 

Service aupport provides the aeana for allltary forces to fight away 

fron their own hoaa baae. 

Overhead 

"Those rtsourcts consisting of personnel, funds, 
and/or asterlel which are used to provide In- 
direct support for the accomplishment of the 
direct mission of an organisation." 

Ibid. Service support Includes: medical, aupply, maintenance, trans- 
portation, construction, mapping, chaplain, finance, legal and admin- 
istration, military police, civil affaire, acquisition and disposal of 
property, bath, end laundry and dry cleaning. 
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Overhead coaprlaes that part of tht military forces that la not 

expected to fight. Currently, tha US Amy divides ovarhaad Into tha 

following categories: 

Auxiliary Forces: 

Hlaalon Support Forces: 

lotalllganca and security, world-vide 
—ml i ill irn. roaearch and development, 

•upport to othar nation«, and napping. 

aupport to raaarvaa and national guard, 
•upport of J-ome bases and training of coabat 
and coabat eervlce aupport unlta, and Jielr 

Cantral Support Fo.c«a: 

Individuals: 

aupport of Inatallatlona that have no 
coabat unlta, erny-vlde aadleal services, 
paraonnal aupport and Individual training, 
c wund and loglatlca, and allltary par- 
aonnal aaalgnad to othar aganclaa of tha 
US Co- Jraunt. 

allltary paraonnal not aaalgnad to a unit, 
Including patlantt, tranalonta, prlaonara, 
tralnaaa and itudanta, Including cadata at 
tha US Mllltery Acadaay. 

Moat dlacuaalona of coabat-to-eupport ratloa confine thcaaaivaa to 

coabat va. coabat aarvlca aupport. Ovarhaad la laft out. In 197S, *0 

percent of the US Any allltary manpower la In the overhead category plus 

en equal number of permanently employed civilian*. 

It la doubtful that tha Soviet Any makes the eeae distinction between 

coabat aarvlc* support and overhead. US catagorlaa may not be entirely 

applicable In all caeca when comparing US with Soviet allltary manpower 

allocation*. However, for purpoeea of this paper, US definitions should 

suffice, with the exception of coabat support. 

DIVISIONS 

Definition 

Treat all pereoone.l In US and Soviet divisions aa coabat; treat ell 

other uniformed per». ?nel In the Army as support. 
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The US Any ha« a l«rg« nuaber of coabat unit» that are not In divi- 

sions.  These Include armored cavalry reglaenta, »eparate brigades, and 

a nuaber of separat* artillery, engineer, and aviation battalions. The 

Soviet Aray ha;i similar nondlvlalonal coabat units, although it la believed 

that *Jiey are fever In proportion to the nuaber of dlvlalona. The effect 

of tr lating these nondlvlalonal coabat units as support Is to maximize 

the difference In apparent support of the US Aray coapared with the Soviet 

Amy. 

DIVISIONS AND OTHER MAJOR COMBAT UNITS 

Definition 

Treat all personnel In US and Soviet dlvlalona, separata brlgadea, 

coabat reglaenta, and coabat battalions as coabat; treat all other 

uniformed personnel In the Aray as support. This Is the preferred defi- 

nition of the US Aray. 

Effect 

This definition reduces the fraction of support personnel In both 

the US and Soviet Aralaa coapared with the previous definition. It does 

not, however, taka Into account the support personnel within these units 

In both US and Soviet dlvlalona and aeparate brigades, reglaenta, etc. 

The effect of this definition la to maximize the fraction of coabat per- 

sonnel In the US Aray In absolute teraa. 

COMBAT BATTALIONS 

Definition 

Treat aa coabat only personnel In infantry, cavalry, artillery, 

araored, coabat engineer, special forces, attack aasault helicopter, air 

defense, and missile coabat units of battalion or smaller size; treat all 

other uniformed personnel In the armies as support.* 

This definition Is identical to that given In Title III, Section 302.(b) 
of Public Law 93-365, the so-called Nunn Amendment, that required certain 
changes in US manpower In Europe in 1975. 
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«fact 

Thle definition reduces the absolut« fraction of personnel In combat 

unit« la both th« US and Soviet Amy, bacauaa all headquarters and other 

support unit» In a division, brigade, regiment, ate., that dc not hava tha 

tltl« glvan ara treaud as aupport. Th« «ffact of tl.la daflnltlon la to 

increase tha coabat-tc~eupport ratio ot th« US Army compered with th« 

Soviet Aray bacaua« a Soviet battalion has far lass internal support than 

a US battalion. 

COMBAT COMPAMIIS 

Daflnltlon 

Apply th« prevlou. definition, except for coabat engineers, to unite 

of company rather than battalion ft». 

«fact 

This daflnltlon further, reduces tha combat-to-eupport ratio coapared 

with previous definitions because all battalions have personnel in heed- 

quarters, medical, end other support units. It has the advantage of 

eliminating SOBS, but not ell, of the difficulty of equating US with 

Soviet unite of the saas naae. The effect of this daflnltlon la to in- 

crease the fraction of support manpower in the US Aray coapared «1th the 

Soviet Ar-iy. 

INDIVIDUAL JOBS 

Definition 

An extreme definition of coabat vs. support is to treat aa coabat 

only those personnel «ho are directly concerned «1th the loading and firing 

of a weapon or designating the target for the weapon. 

In principle, this definition would eliminate all distortions in com- 

paring US and Soviet coabat-to-aupport ratios. In practice, the available 

information regarding tha exact Job description« of each Soviet »oIdler la 

eo limited that a valid ccaparleon is not possible. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

It ehould be clear fro« iheae defInltlona that thara la no • Ingle 

daflDl.tl.on of coabat and aupport that appllaa to all clrcuaataneaa. Every 

definition can Introduce aoaa dlatortlon beceuee of tha vaat dlffaranca 

between tha US and Soviet governaente, aoclety, military forcea, and 

atratagy. 

Aa we ehall aae In Chapter 3, each definition allocate» a different 

fraction of manpower to coabat and aupport and altera tha coaparlaon of 

US and Soviet forcaa. 
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ORGANIZATION 

The organization of the Soviet anted forces is basically different from 

that of the military forces of the United States. This adds to the complex- 

lty of the tark of comparing combat-to-support ratios. These fundamental 

differences w 11 be apparent when the organization and structure of the 

Soviet military establishment are examined. 

Basic Structure 

According to Soviet law, the Armed Forces of the USSR are composed of 

the following primary components: 

SUPREME HIGH COMMAND 
(Headed by the Party Secretary) 

Troops' of the KGB Ministry of Defense Troops of the MVD 

Troops of 
Civil 

Defense 

Strategic 
Rocket Forces 

Construction 
Troops 

 1  
Special Troops 

 1 
Troops of 
the Rear 

-Engineer 
-Chemical 
Signal 
Automobile 
Railroad 
Road 

Services   of   the   Soviet   Armed   Forces 

Ground 
Forces 

Troops of 
National Air 

Defense 

15 

Air Forces Navy 
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Aa noted on the above chart, there are three baalc categories of 

Soviet troop«:  thoae of the Ministry of Defense, the KGB, and the MVD. 

Each haa ita own leadership and personnel management. Ministry of De- 

fense forces are by far the most Important, but the other forces cannot 

be discounted. For example, all of the skirmishes with the Chinese, In- 

cluding the 1969 Battle of Damanskly Island, have been fought by the 

Border Troops of the KGB, and not by Ministry of Defense Forces under 

command of Marshal Grechko. 

MINISTRY OF DEFENSE 

Armed Services 

There arc five armed services under the Ministry of Defense: 

Strategic Rocket Forces. Declared the primary service when it 
was created In 1959. Contalna all land-baaed ICBMa, IRBMs, and 
MRBMs with ranges greater than 1000 kilometers. 

Ground Force«. The largest of the Soviet services.  Equivalent 
in many respect« to the US Army, except for the national guard, 
air defense of the United State«, civil defense, and Corp« of 
Engineer civil function«: dams, rivers and harbors. The Soviet 
Ground Force« have four baalc components: rocket troops and 
artillery, motorized rifle troops, tank troops, and air defense 
troops. In addition, there are supporting branchea. 

Troops of National Air Defense. Thl i service provides for 
the air defense of the USSR, ai.d it« coverage noj ha« been 
extended to the other nation« of the Warsaw Pact. It con- 
sists of 3 major components: Interceptor aviation, ground- 
to-air missiles, snd radars. There also are the antimissile 
and antispace systems. 

Air Forces. Contalna three basic components: long range aviation, 
frontal aviation, and transport aviation. Helicopters are assigned 
to transport avi&tion. 

Navy. Consists of 3 baalc component«, the most Important is al- 
ways stated aa the nuclear submarine« armed with ballistic missiles. 
The other two components are the surface fleet and naval aviation. 
A large portion of the Soviet bomber-type aircraft are assigned to 
the Navy for reconnaissance and other purposes. In addition, the 
Soviet Navy has between 15,000—25,000 Naval Infantry, somewhat 
similar to the United States Marines. Nsval forces also include 
coastal rocket artillery and mine-laying elements. 
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Troop» of Civil Defense. Attention to civil defense In the Soviet 
Union has Increased nurkedly since 1967. In 1972, when a new Chief 
of Civil Defense was appointed, he also was designated as a Deputy 
Minister of Defense. Several dosen Soviet general officers now 
have been identified as being assigned to civil defense. 

Construction Troops. Like the Troopo of Civil Defense, these troops 
are headed by a Deputy Minister of Defense. Probably perform all of 
the functions of the US Corps of Engineers, including civil functions, 
the Navy construction corps and the greater part of the military con- 
struction that is done by civilian contractors in the United States. 
A aajor (".fference Is that construction troops build many of the 
civilian ilrports and major buildings, including apartment houses, 
that MI.  not directly associated with the military. Such troops in 
the Soviet Union act and serve under different regulations than other 
troops, both combat and support. Those Inductees reporting for duty 
In th» Construction Troops receive training different from those 
entering any of th-. five services or even other support elements. The 
educational level of the inductee may be a factor In the determination 
of assignments to these troops. 

Special Troops. The following troops sre often referred to as 
"special troops," and do not have a centralised head. Their chiefs 
are not "Deputy Ministers of Defense," as is the case with the Troops 
of Civil Defense and the Construction Troops. "Special troops are 
designated for supporting the combat activities of arms of services."* 
They Include: 

Engineer Troops. These are of many varieties, and some are 
specifically assigned to the services. 

Chemical Troops. Responsible for chemical, bacteriological, 
and nuclear decontamination—-suggesting preparation for chemical, 
bacteriological, and nuclear warfare. Assigned to sll services. 

Signal. A large arm, with troops assigned to all services and 
other agencies. 

Autoaotlve. These are divided into a number of  categories, and 
may be assigned to specific services. Responsible for motor 
transport In general. 

Railroad: A separate body of troops trained to build and repair 
railroads and railroad bridges under nuclear as well as conven- 
tional attack.  In 1974-75 large numbers of these troops were 
engaged in building th* new northern line of the Transslberian 
Railway, which circles Lake Baikal to the north. 

Textbook for Reserve Officers of Motorized Rifle and Tank Troops, Moscow: 
Military Publishing House, 1973, p. 40. 
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Roai. As with the railroad troops, the road troops build 
roads, Including bridges.  They are »part fro« the auto- 
aotlve troops, who are concerned with the transport of goods. 

Troops of the Hear Services. These arc essentially quartermaster 
troops. In the US sense. They Include medical troops, food-handling 
troops, fuel services, clothing, ammunition, etc. 

Educational Institutions* 

Host of the younger Soviet officers are graduates of "allltary and 

higher allltary schools." These are spe lallicd schools, accepting young 

■en ages 17-22 and graduating then with commissions as lieutenants. Host 

of the schools offer 4 or 5 year courses and award degrees. One-hundred- 

forty-ona of these military and higher military schools have been Identi- 

fied. Their nearest equivalents in the United States are the three service 

academies. West Point, Annapolis, and the Air Force Academy. 

It is estimated that, for each of these schools, the else of the 

student body may vary between 1000—200C, and the average number of 

graduates per school each year is 350. Total number of lieutenants com- 

missioned annually is believed to be approximately 49,000. 

For career officer training and education, the Soviet Armed Forces 

maintain 17 "academies," which are equivalent to the war colleges 

and staff and command schools in the United States. Courses are from 2 

to 5 years. 

Total personnel assigned to the military schools and academies, In- 

cluding staffs, faculties, students and housekeeping personnel, may number 

350,000 to 550,000. 

The number of officer Inputs for support of Soviet Ground Force opera- 

tions cannot be determined with any degree of certainty. From our analysis 

of the military and higher military schools, we believe the annual number 

of gisduates going into the Ground Forces and into supporting areas are 

Approximately as follows: 

* For a more detailed explanation of the Soviet educational Institutions 
and how the composition of the specialized military and higher military 
schools may suggest combat-to-support ratios, see Appendix A. 
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fovlet Ground Force School Graduates 

Combined arms, tanks, rockets and 
artillery, troop air defense, airborne 

Tank engineers and artillery engineers 

Support personnel fron Viint service 
schools that appear to support Ground 
force op«i«liüiiS 

Total 

Combat 

9,800 

Support   Total 

1,400 

9,800 

8,050_ 

9,450    19,250 

-; , 

Trooos In Special Assignments 

In addition to the above troops, which can be Identified By their 

Insignia, there are other special categories of troops, and troops in 

special assignments, which have no counterparts In the United States. Among 

these are the following: 

Military commissariat offices: Military commissariats are respon- 
sible for ensuring that youth receive their premllltary training 
and are prepared for universal military service. After this service 
Is completed, military commissariat offices also are responsible 
that reservists maintain the required military proficiency. Another 
duty is to keep track of all equipment that might have military 
utility, such as trucks, automobiles, motorcycles, bicycles, and 
farm machinery.  In Moscow there are at least 35 military commissariat 
offices, each believed to contain between 15-30 personnel. In 
Lithuania the regional military commissariat office contains the 
following: duty officer, secretary, chief of the political depart- 
ment, the pension group, and the administrative support unit. 

Within the city of Vllnuis there are at least 5 military commisar- 
iats, which appear to be the same size as the Moscow offices.* 
Insofar as is known, all personnel in Uiese offices are military. 

Military garrisons: Many major cities in the Soviet Union have 
"military garrisons" assigned. These perform ceremonial duties, 
as well as certain housekeeping functions.  General regulations 
of the Soviet anaed forces define soar,  aspects of these groups.** 

'.I 
'1 

Vllnuis City Telephone Lists, Vllnuis, 1971. 

See:  General Regulations of the Armed Forces of the USSR, Moscow: 
Military Publishing House, 1972, pp. 196-232. 
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Other Organizeton» In the Soviet Ministry of Defense 

Under the Ministry of Defense are two types of organization i that 

have received little attention when considering combat-to-support ratios. 

These are called "self-financing enterprises" and cultural institutions, 

and require considerable numbers of personnel. 

Self-Financing Enterprises 

The Ministry of Defense operates a number of organizations that are 

supposed to be self-supporting, i.e., requiring no direct budgetary support 

from the Ministry of Defense. Data are lacking on the number and tyve of 

such enterprises, but a few examples show how widespread these organizations 

are In the Soviet military establishment. 

Military Sovkhozes (farms):  The Soviet Ministry of Defense opera- 
tes military sovkhozes, the numbers and locations of which are 
considered a stat secret.  These range from large establishments 
of over 10,000 acres, some of which may produce as much as 15,000 
metric tons of grain and vegetables and using over 21,000 tons of 
fertilizer, to the smaller hay, vegetable, poultry and livestock 
farms managed by individual regiments of the services. One large 
military farm turned a clear profit of 1.3 million rubles In 1973, 
after supplying the local military forces with potatoes and beets.* 
These farms are probably under the control of the Deputy Minister 
of Defense and Chief of the Rear, General Kurkotkln, because a 
number of articles about these farms appear In the Soviet Army 
monthly journal. Rear and Supply of the Soviet Armea Forces. 
Soldier;! and airmen work on these regimental fares as part of 
their military service as is shown by a 1973 Ministry of Defense 
Regulation restricting the permitted uses of money from crop and 
animal sales by regimental commanders.** 

Post Exchanges.  The Soviet Military Trade Organization (Voyentorg) 
combines many of the functions of the Post Exchange and Commissary 
in US forces.  "The goal of military trade is to provide service 
for military men, their families, military industrial and office 
workers for all types of household equipment and operation. Basic 

** 
Rear and Supply of the Soviet Armed Forcen, No. 4, 1974, p. 24. 
At least 75 percent of the money must be spent on farm-related activities 
(self-financing); the remainder can be spent "to improve the food supply 
service." One percent of return from meat sales can be used for "awards 
to military personnel, civilian field workers, and office workers of 
the kitchen husbandry." Ibid.,  p. 68. 
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foods, clothing, refrigerators, motorcycle«, and cars are allocated 
directly to military trade In the Five Year Plan by the State 
Planning Committee.  Other Items, such as canned and froren products, 
matches, photographic equipment, must be distributed by local 
authorities.  In the period 1971-1972, 112 warehouses, 130 stores, 
and many dining rooms, coffee houses, and seamstress shops have 
been built. Voyentorg haa acquired more than 2000 trucks. Aa in 
the US, most Soviet Voyentorg workers are civilians, but the 
managers and supervisors are active-duty officers.  It should be 
noted that all orders for goods must be approved by the commander 
of the garrison where the Voyentorg Is located.* 

Host Voyentorg stores have tailor shops with civlllai labor to 
serve officers and career enlisted men. Unlike the US Army, career 
personnel in the Soviet armed forces are issued a bolt of -.loth 
and have their uniforms made to order.  It le apparently a wide- 
spread practice to use this, presumably very good cloth, for 
personal purposes and the tailor shops therefore are under-utilised. 
The shops then must serve the civilian roaaunlty in order to meet 
their production quotas.** It is possible that sce>* military re- 
pair depots may serve civilian trucking enterprises because of 
similar under-utillzation of the military vehicles. 

Cultural Institutions 

An extensive network of central cultural establishments is operated 

by the Ministry of Defense. At the top are the M. V. Frunze Central Soviet 

Army Club, the Central Armed Forces Museum, the Central Theater of the 

Soviet Army, and the Twice Red Banner Soviet Army Song and Dance Ensemble. 

Most major garrisons have officers' clubs, tea and coffee houses, and 

theaters for movies and amateur theatricals. The Military Publishing 

House publishes more than 350 titles—books and pamphlets—totaling almost 

17,000,000 copies.  The Ministry of Defense publishes 20-30 dally, weekly, 

Gen-Ma}. V. Bondarenko, Deputy Chief of Main Trade Administration of 
the USSR Ministry of De.ense, Rear and Supply of the Soviet Armed Forces, 
No. 7, 1973, pp. 60-65. 

** l.t-Col. A. Kortashov, Rear and Supply of the Soviet Armed Forces. No. 10, 
1973, p. 72. 
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and monthly newspaper« and magazines. The mmber of radio broadcasting 

atations operated for the Armed Forces hss tripled since I960.* 

Sport snd tourism Is a large-scale and highly organized activity In 

the Soviet Armed Forces. The chief of the Tourism Department of the USSR 

Ministry of Defense Is a brigadier general, General-Major N. Garetnln. 

There are 26 tourist bases with a capacity of 10,000 people. Apparently 

all Ministry of Defense personnel except conscripts, are eligible for 

tours. There are 700 tourist instructors under General Garetnln, most of 

them active-duty officers. The Central Military Hunting Society of the 

Ministry of Defense has facilities to handle 28,000 people. The total 

number of tourists planned for 1974 was 113,000 and more in 1975—the 30th 

anniversary of the Soviet victory in World War II. Tourism is supported 

by the Clothing and Supply Directorate, the Main Directorate of Trade, and 

the Central Military Hunting Society of the Ministry of Defense. The 

Ministry of Defense operates motorships on the Volga and Yeniaey Rivers 

and buses over routes totaling 20,000 miles.** 

TROOPS OUTSIDE OF THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE 

As previously noted. Troops of the KGB snd MVD are considered by 

Soviet law aa part of the Armed Forces. Manpower la provided through the 

Soviet system of universal military service. Subordination and tasks of 

these forces are as follows: 

Troops of the KGB. These forces are directly under the Committee 
for State Security. The largest component is the Border Guard, 
who are equipped with tanks, armored personnel carriers, aircraft 
and ships, which carry light armament and depth charges. In 
addition, other components of KGB troops provide high level 
cosnunlcatlons and guard nuclear stockpiles. 

General-Major A. S. Milovldov and Colonel V. G. Koxlov, eds., Problem 
of Contemporary War, Moscow, 1972.  (Translated and published under 
the auspices of the US Air Force. US Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C.) 

** General-.lajor N. Garetnln, Chief of the Tourism Department, Ministry 
of Defense, Bear and Supply of the Soviet Armed Forces. No. 4, 1974, 
pp. 62-63. 
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Troop« of the MVP. These troop*, under thu Ministry for Internal 
Affairs, In some respects serve the functions of the US Nstlonal 
Guard In quelling doaestlc disturbances.  The primary difference 
Is that thee« troops serve full-time, and training and equipment 
are very similar to that Issued to the Cround Forces.  MVD troops 
also guard concentration camps. 

COMBAT AM) SUPPORT 

This examination of the basic structure of the Soviet Armed Forces 

shows five combat services, supported by varied arms and branches, some 

of which arc: not the equivalent of Any organization within the armed forces 

of the United Statea.  The role of certain of the special troops—engineer, 

chemical, and signal—Is not difficult to understand. However, there are 

no units In the peacetime structure of the United States armed forces who, 

within the Interior of the nation, build railroads and roads for both 

civilian snd military use. Military commissariat offices, military garri- 

sons and military farms also have no counterparts. 

Voyentorg, thr Soviet Military Trade Organization, resembles 

post exchanges and commissaries in the United States.  To a leaner ex- 

tent, the same can be said for the Soviet military "cultural establish- 

ments." Sports and tourism in the Soviet military forces are somewhat 

similar to the function the special services in the United States Army 

would perform. 

Numbers of the Soviet support forces are not known with any degree 

of accuracy. But as thia examination of the organization and structure 

of tha Soviet Armed Fcices suggests, the numbers of uniformed personnel 

outside of the five basic services—Strategic Rocket Forces, Ground Force, 

Troops of National Air Defense, Air Forces and Navy—must number in the 

hundreds of thousands. 

COMPOSITION 0? TOTAL SOVIET MILITARY MANPOWER 

The Soviet Armed Forces have four categories of personnel:  officers, 

..■,r-„~r nfHreri  and ensigns, sergeants and petty officers, soldiers and 
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Officer« 

An analysis of Soviet officer strength la not Available.    But low 

scattered reference* In Soviet publication* to officer enlisted ratio« 

and our knowledge of officer candidate »chool» and military acadeale* sake 

It poaalbla to give ease reasonable eatlaate*.    The Soviet* atat* that the 

eollsted-to-offleer ratio In the traditional force* la between 7 and 11 

to 1, while It 1* much lower la ■Helle,  radio-  «chnlcal, and aviation 

unite.*   The number of offlcar candidate »chool* and an eatlaate of their 

■lie  Indicate that roughly 49,000 lleutenantc are produced annually.** 

Regulations provide a normal promotion cycle of 10 yeara from 1 leu'«-nant 

through eenlor lieutenant and captain, giving a total of 400,000 junior 

officers.'    Two third* of the officer* In regltv:,tal-elrad unit* are 

junior officer«, ao that there would be 200,000 major,  lieutenant-colonels, 

and coloneU.f    Thua,  there would be 600,000 offlcera below general officer 

rank.    Requirement* for lieutenant colonels,  colonel«, and general* at 

higher headquarter«, »chool», and agenda* of the Mini»try of Defense 

euggeat that there are more than 700,000 offlcera In the Soviet Armed 

Forces. 

The number of reserve officer* cannot be estimated because many superior 

draftee* become junior lieutenants after completing their draft aervlce,  If 

they paaa the required examination. 

Warrant Offlrere and Enalan» 

In 1972,  the Ministry of Defense revived the old Csarlat rank of 

warrant officer and ensign.    It la believed that the purpose was to keep 

adequate numbera of hlgh-achool graduates, not eligible for officer rank, 

in the Armed Force*.    The number of warrant officer* and ensign» la not 

•      Officer'a Handbook, p.   168. 
**    See Appendix A for a breakdown of 141 "military and higher military «chool«" 

which provide officer inputs to the Soviet Armed Force».    It 1» esti- 
mated that each of theae »chool» graduate between 300-400 officer» each 
year. 

S      Soviet Military Regulatlone.  Section 6, Article 16, and estimating 
about 20 percent attrition. 
Officer'» Handbook.  Ibid. §§ 
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known, but It li believed to b* Included In the officer portion of the 

7-11 to 1 ratio of enlisted ten to officer*. 

Serteente end Petty Officer» 

Soviet regulation* and practice provide 6 months Initial practical 

training in «chools and training unit* for all draftee* who have completed 

high ichool and have a militarily useful specialty. Inductees who success- 

fully complete this Initial speclallst training automatically become 

Junior sergeants. If they do well after Joining their unit, they can 

become sergeants (petty officers) after snother 6 months and senior 

sergeants after on* year In the unit. About 4U percent of the sergeant* 

and 30 percent of the petty officers are demobilized each year. Only 10 

percent reenllst.* Roughly 30 percent of Army Inductees become sergeants; 

80 percent of Inductees In the other services probably become sergesnts 

and petty officers. 

Soldiers and Sailors 

Privates have few amenities In the Armed Forces. A man with no 

specialty receives pay of 2.80 rubles psr month—equivalent In purchasing 

power to $5 at most in military «cores. Inductees are authorised a maximum 

of 10 days' leave In their 2-year tour, but only for exceptional performance 

and few are believed to receive It. Inducteea, not qualified for special- 

ist training, go directly to their military unit where they are Isolated 

for Indoctrination for 4 weeks, after which they take the oath and are 

given a permanent aoslgnment, and receive Individual and unit training as 

riflemen, loadera for tank and artillery guns, and other nonapeclallat Jobs. 

Prelnductloi. Training 

In 1967, the Soviet Union reduced the draft from three years to two 

and lowered the draft age from 19 to 18. To compensate for the reJ iced 

training period and Immaturity of  draftees, the law requires all lb and 

The Soviet "oldler, USAREUR Pamphlet 30-60-10, 1974, p. 17. 
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17 year-old males to racalva 140 houra of classroom Instruction and 10- 

24 daya of flald training. Including rifle practice. Prelnductlon class- 

room training la normally carried out by rcaerve offlcera; field exerclaea 

are normally conducted by reaerve offlcera under the aupervlalon of active 

duty offlcera. The Mlnlatry of Dafenae dlrecta the courae of lnatructlon, 

write» the textbooka, aupervlaea and lnepecta the courae of lnatructlon 

at schools, fame, and factorlea. I» alao provldea the weapons, aaau- 

nltlon, and targeta for the field exerclaea. 

Additional training la available In the cluba of the Voluntary Society 

for Aaalatanca to the Any, Air Force, and Navy (DOSAAF), DOSAAF la open 

to all Soviet cltltena over 14. It offera training In tractor, truck, 

and motorcycle driving, radio open r.cm, navigation, gliding and flying, 

skiing, and parachute Jumping. There are 9,000,000 members, but it la 

unlikely chat many cluba actually provide theaa activities. Recently, the 

Soviet preaa haa complained about the poor quality of driver training In 

the DOSAAF.* 

Tralnlna of Soviet Officer and Enlisted Reaerve Personnel 

The Universal Military Service Law of the Soviet Union provides for 

refreaher training of reaerve offlcera and enlisted peraonnel up to age 

SO. Reaerve otticera up to age 30 may be involuntarily racalltd to active 

duty for 2-3 yeara, "In the number an>' occupational specialties defined 

by the USSR Council of Ministers." Up to age 35, they may be called for 

refreaher training up to 3 months every year and for 30-60 houra of in- 

struction every 3 years. 

All enliated men, after completing their obligatory «ervice period, 

are "dlacharged into the reserves." They may be called an  for active duty 

4 times for a period at  3 month» each up to age 35  From age 35 to 50, 

the frequency and duration of call-ups declines.** 

*  "Moat people who complete these ichools fall the driving exam on their 
flrat try." Pravda, October 8, 1974. 

** Universal Military Service Law of the USSR. 12 October 1967. Artlclee 
49-61. 
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The number and frequency of reservist call-ups for refresher 

training Is not known  The training load on the active force Bust be 

substantial. If only 20 percent of the reservists receive full re- 

fresher training, there would be roughly 800,000 reservists undergoing 

training every auBsser, If It wete carried out during the three suaaer 

months. 
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Chapter 3 

COMPARISON OF US AND SOVIET COMBAT-TO-SUPPORT RATIOS 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the popular belief that 

the Soviet Army devotes proportionately less military manpower to support 

functions than the US Aray. 

r'ai'-ly reliable data are available regarding the manpower allocated 

to combat and support functions within Soviet it  lslons according to the 

definitions given in Chapter 1. Moreover, Soviet and US divisions have 

fundamentally the „ame function, although the Internal organization is 

different. 

There are few data regarding support manpower outside of divisions 

In the Soviet Army.  Estimates can be made, but it should be emphasized 

that the resulting comparisons have large uncertainties.  It is possible, 

however, to Indicate the Impact of these uncertainties on the issue 

whether the Soviets have proportionately fewer support personnel than the 

US Atmy. 

This chapter is in two parts: a comparison of combat and support 

manpower in full strength US and Soviet divisions, and the same compari- 

son for the entire ground force manpower. 

COMBAT-TO-SUPPORT RATIOS IN DIVISIONS 

The percent of personnel allocated to combat functions in the average 

US and the average Soviet division is shown in Table 1 for the four defi- 

nitions of combat and support given in Chapter 1.  The US average is taken 
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acroaa our 13 armored. Infantry, aachanliad Infantry, airmobile, and air- 

borne dlvlalona; tha Soviet average la taken acroaa their 167 tank, 

motorized rifle, and alrborna dlvlalona; all aaauaed to be at full strength. 

Table 1 

COMBAT MANPOWER IN FULL-STRENGTH DIVISIONS 
(Percent) 

Definition« 
Individual 

Joba 
Cciibat      Combat 

Companies    Battalions Dlvlalona 

AVERAGE US DIVISION 

X Combat X SI         76 100 

X Support 70 49         24 

AVERAGE SOVIET DIVISION 

0 

X Combat 

X Support 
Data not 
available 

54         72 

46        28 

100 

0 

Table 1 shows that there la little difference In the combat-to- 

support ratio of full-strength US and Soviet dlvlalona, regardleaa of the 

definition employed. 

If this result la surprising, and perhapa unbelievable to some, It 

may be because many people count tanks alone a* a measure of combat power. 

The Sovlate and tha US both emphasize that tanks cannot survive and be 

effective unless they are part of a balanced force of Infantry, artillery, 

and air.* The average US division haa about 16,000 men, while an average 

Soviet division has about 11,000 men. Although the Sovleta have about 

the same number of tanks and artillery aa the US In mechanized and armored 

divisions, they have fewer weapona of other klnda—antitank missile», anti- 

aircraft missiles, etc. 

Marshal of the Soviet Union A. A. Grechko, Minister of Defense, Armed 
Forces of the Soviet State, 2d Edition, Moscow, 1975, p. 196.  (This 
page was added in the second edition.) 
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The other conclusion that might bt drawn fro« Table 1 la that tha 

absolute value of. tha combat-to-support ratio haa little meaning. All 

four coluana uae Identical Input data. The method of defining combat 

la different. If US battalions are considered 100 percent combat, over 

three-quarters of the division manpower are combat. Since battalion» 

contain mechanics, radluaen, and medical personnel, only 50 percent of 

tha division manpower are in combat companies. If we examine each Job, 

40 percent of the personnel In combat companies do not normally handle 

weapon«. 

In the Soviet division, the drop In conbat-tc support ratio Is less 

striking from battalion to company. This Is because most tranaport and 

repair la centralised under direct divisional control rather than dis- 

persed among iittalions aa Is done in the US division. The Soviet Quarter- 

master General, S. Kurkotkln, explain» this difference as a consequence 

of World War II whan the Sovleta were short of trucks and could not afford 

to lock them up in battalions, since only a small portion of the battal- 

ions were »iaultaneoualy engaged In combat.* 

Total Strength of the Soviet Armed Forces 

Secretary of Defense Schleslnger, In his address to tha Conjress in 

February, 1975, estimated the total uniformed manpower in the Soviet Armed 

Forces at 4.2 million; also "there are a number of Individuals assigned to 

supply, researc. and training elementa for whom we ave not yet accounted."** 

In Table 2 we nave used the personnel strength for each Soviet service. 

as found lr. The Military Balance. 1974-1975. It ahould be noted that The 

Military Balance, when giving total manpower strengths for the Soviet Armed 

Forces, places all military personnel in one of the military services, or 

in the KGB or MVu. The journal does not attempt to show the number of 

personnel in units that are directly under the Ministry of Defense and which 

are not assigned to any one service. 

General S. Kurkotkln, Deputy Minister of Defense end Chief of the USSR 
Armed Forces Rear, "On Defense of the Socialist Motherland," Rear and 
Supply of the Soviet Armed Forces. No. 2, 1974. 

** Statement of Secretary of Defense James R. Schleslugei to the Congress, 
February 5, 1975. 
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In the table below, we have pieced the uneitlaated Soviet military 

manpower, Identified by Secretary Schleslnger, aa being the Con»truction 

Troop», Civil Defense Troop», Railroad Troop», Rear Service, and other». 

We recognize that these figures are lnex-ict, but It la believed they are 

probably lower limits. 

Officer strenth Is calculated on the basla of one officer to »even 

enlisted men In the Army, KGB and MVD; one officer to three enlisted men 

In the Strategic Rocket Forces; and one to five in the other services. 

Conscripts are calculated on the basis of 8$ percent of the enlisted 

strength In each service. The nuuber of trainees Is based on the number 

of conscripts with less than 6 months service: 17 percent of Navy con- 

scripts and 25 percent of all others. 

Table 2* 

STRENGTHS AND inAIMlUG LOAD IN SOVIET ARMED FORCES 
(In thousand») 

Service Total 
Manpower 

Officer 
Strength 

Enlisted 
Strength 

Conscript 
Strength 

Training 
Load 

Strategic 
Rocket Forces 350 88 262 223 56 

Army 1,800 225 1,575 1,339 335 

National Air 
Defense 500 83 417 354 89 

Air Force 400 07 333 253 71 

Navy 475 79 396 337 84 

KGB & MVD 310 51 259 220 55 

Construction, 
Civil Defense, 
Railroad, Rear 
Services,  etc. 365+ 61+ 304+ 253+ 64+ 

Total 4,200+ 654+ 3,546+ 3,014+ 754+ 

* 
Sources: The Military Balance,  1974- 1975 and Statement of Secretary of 

Defen-a tu the Congress, February 5, 1975. 
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Even though the available data do not permit the precision shown 

In Table 2, the totals are not rounded so that the calculation could be 

repeated by the reader for other Input data. 

Totti Strength of the US Armed Forces In 19/6 

For comparison, the US equivalent to Table 2 Is shown In Table 3. 

Table 3* 

STRENGTHS AND TRAINING LOAD IN US ARMED FORCES, 1976 ESTIMATED 
(In thousands) 

Servi ce Total 
Manpower 

Office- 
Strength 

Enlisted 
Strength <T 

Recruits 
raining Load) 

Army 785 98 687 83 

Navy + 
USMC 725 84 641 97 

Air Foi ce 

Total 

590 100 490 51 

2,100 282 1,818 231 

Source: Hearing before the Committee on Armed Services, US Senate, 
94th Congress, 1st Session, Part 3, pp. 959, 1056. 

Included in the Army are 900 cifleers and men assigned to the stra- 

tegic defense of the US who would b» equivalent to the troops of National 

Air Defense of the USSR. The number is so small that this distortion is 

neglected in the calculation of combat-to-support ratio. The US Marine 

Corps and Navy are combined because the Soviets combine their equivalent, 

the naval Infantry. 

Conscript and Specialty Training in the Soviet Armed Forces 

A rough estimate of the fraction of inductees who receive technical 

specialized training immediately upon entry into the Armed Forces is shown 

in Table 4. 
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Table 4 

CONSCRIPTS WITH SPECIALTY TRAINING 

Service 
Receiving Specialty Training 
Percent       No. (1000a) 

No. with no Specialty 
Training (1000a) 

Strategic 
Rocket Porcea 80 42 10 

Army 50 167 168 

Air Deftnae SO 68 17 

Air Force SC 54 14 

Navy 80 43 11 

KGB + MYD ? ? ? 
Conatr., etc. 50 31 31 

Total (rounded] 405+ 250+ 

Baaed on theae proportion», roughly one-half of the drafteea do not 

go to a a. .lltary unit lnaedlately after Induction but rece'.ve 6 months 

claaarooi and practical training in a specialty. The other half, largely 

Army, go lnaedlately to their unit. 

Data do not exiat to providt. even rough estimate« of the alloca- 

tion of manpower to coibat and support (including training) functl:»e in 

the Soviet Armed Forces, other than Army. The remainder of this chapter, 

therefore, la reatrlcted to Army manpower. 

Soviet Army Manpower 

The Soviet Army has 167 divisions of three types:  tank, motorized 

rifle, and airborne. These divisions are in three categories of readiness 

and peacetime strength. Category I divisions have 90 percent of their 

personnel on hand and all of their equipment. Category II divisions have 

two-thirds of their personnel on hand and all of their fighting vehicles 

and artillery. Category III divisions have one-third of their personnel 

on hand and possibly all of their fighting vehicles and artillery.* 

Theae are rough averages.  The Military Balance states that Category I 
divisions have 75-100 X  of their personnel; Category II, 50-75 Z;  and 
Category III, one-third.  For simplicity we have assumed that all the 
airborne divisions are at full strength. Since there are only 7 airborne 
divisions in the Soviet Army, till.« assumption has little effect on the 
calculation of combat~to-sup;>ort -atlos. 
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No data are available on the impact of the undcratrengtl. on th* 

coabat-to-«upport ratios within that« division». Tor purpose» of this 

report, we ahall assume that most of th* missing personnel are in support 

units. This assumption tends to overstate the combat-to-support ratio of 

the Soviet peacetime Army. The details of the calculation are shown in 

Appendix B for Category 1 and II divisions. 

Category III divisions are mors complicated because there are no 

divisions in the US Army with only one-third of their personnel. The 

peacetime task of th* active duty personnel in Category III divisions is 

to maintain equipment and supervise the training of the reservists to be 

assigned to the division upon mobilisation. From that point of view these 

active duty personnel are 100 percent support. On the other hand. Category 

III divisions could ba at full strength within a few day« after mobilization 

and could be committed to combat within a few weeks and so should be treated 

in the aame way as Category II divisions. To cover both point* of view. 

Category III division* are considered 100 percent combat under the division 

and major unit definitions; and 100 percent support for the battalion and 

company definition. 

It remain* to allocate the Soviet Army'a share of th* manpower 

in rear aervlces, construction, etc. In th* abaence of better information, 

the personnel In thl* category are allocated in proportion to the manpower 

of each service. The resulting total strength of the Soviet Army for 

calculating the combat-to-support ratio is 1,971,000. 

With these assumptions, the percent of combat manpower in the total 

Soviet and US Army la shown in Table 5 for the four definition* described 

In Chapter 1.* 

See Appendix B for details of the calculation. 
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Table 5 

SOVIET AND US COMBAT MANPOWER 
(Percent of Total Strength) 

Definition Soviet US 

Division 

Major Combat Uniti 

Bat älion 

Company 

61 32 

65 42 

46 25 

33 16 

The lr.nact of the division slice method of calculating combat-to- 

support ratios is shown in the top line of Table 5.  Nearly 60 percent of 

all Soviet soldiers are believed to be in divisions, while less than one- 

third of US soldiers are In divisions. When nondivisional combat units— 

separate regiments, brigades, und battalions—are taken Into account, th* 

Soviet combat percentage is Increased by 4 percent, while the US percentage 

is Increased by 10 percent. The battalion and company definitions give 

the Soviet Army 17-21 percent more men in combat units than the US Army. 

The figures in Table 5 include In the combat category draftees who 

are assigned directl) from civilian Kfe to coubat units and their trainers. 

The US Army does not assign recruits directly to combat units until they 

have received more than 16 weeks of basic combat training. Of the estimated 

168,000 Soviet draftees (with less than 6 months' service) who are assigned 

directly to unite, 112,000 would be assigned to divisions or other major 

combat units. If these draftees and their trainers were considered support, 

the Soviet combat-to-support ratio would be reduced by 6 percent for the 

division and major combat unit definition, 4 percent for the battalion 

definition, and 3 percent for company. 

If the intelligence review mentioned by the Secretary of Defense in 

his Statement of February 5, 1975 should result In finding an additional 

500,000 personnel in the Soviet Armed Forces, one-half of which could be 

allocated to the support of the Soviet Army, there would be a reduction of 

3-6 percent in the Soviet combat-to-support ratio. 
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It can be concluded tint the peacetime, active duty Soviet Army 

has a smaller fraction of Its strength In Support functions than the US 

Aray, regardless of the definition used.  Differences in the training of 

recruits and uncertainties In the total number of support personnel are 

not likely to modify this conclusion. 

Trends 

Soviet spokesmen emphasize that "the role of logistic troops has 

grown immeasurably" with the Introduction of complex weapons systems in*o 

the Armed Forces.* The increase in sophistication, as evidenced by the 

Soviet equipment sent to Syria since 1974, indicates that the role of 

logistic troops will continue to grow. 

In contrast, public and Congressional pressure has resulted in a 

decrease in the number of logistic troops in the US Amy. If this pressure 

continues. It is not impossible that the Soviet peacetime Army may even- 

tually have a lower combat-to-support ratio than the US. 

Discussion of Results 

The results of Table 5 may be surprising to some. The percentages 

for both the Soviet and US Army are lower than often quoted. A review of 

the available unclassified studies shows that most authors have restricted 

their comparisons of manpower to organized military units assigned to or 

planned for deployment overseas. They have not included the forces at home 

bases and the training, administrative, and overhead support for these bases. 

The US Army makes a clear distinction between forces overseas or 

available for deployment overseas, and forces involved in hoou-baae train- 

ing, support, and administration. The Soviet Army makes no such distinction 

because it has yet to develop a capability to project major parts of its 

Army overseas.** As we shall discuss in the next chapter, the Soviet Army 

General-Colonel N. A. Lomov, Editor, Scientific-Technical Progress and 
the Revolution in Military Affairs. Moscow: Military Publishing House, 
1973. An English translation of this work has been published under the 
auspices of the US Air Force by the Government Printing Office, Washing- 
ton, D. C, p. 118. 

** Except possibly for the seven airborne divisions. 
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can drive to war, «o there la no need to huve large number» of support 

units specially trained and equipped for overseas deployment. 

It la undoubtedly correct :o state that the Soviet Army haa relatively 

far lasa active duty support forces la peacetlae than the US Army. How- 

ever, full-strength Soviet divisions have roughly the same fraction of 

support personnel aa US divisions so that a few day» after Mobilisation, 

the Soviet support will undergo a major espanalon as the support elements 

of underatrengta, divisions are brought to active duty an«! nondlvlslonal 

support units are created from the civilian economy. 
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Chapter 4 

INFLUEKCRS ON THE COMBAT-TO-SUPPORT RATIO 

INTRODUCTION 

Th* purpose oi this chapter Is to describe reasons for the differ- 

ence in  the perceived combat-to-support /atlo of the US and the Soviet 

armlc». Since the araaid forcea of any country arc a airror of the society 

fro« which they costs, the i-o&bat-to-Bupport ratio reflects the history and 

geography of a country, its political and strategic objectives, It» society 

and political structure, Its economy, and the peacetime operation of Its 

silltary forcea. In every one of theae factors, the United States snd 

the Soviet Union differ profoundly. 

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 

United Statea 

The United Statea la aeparated fron potential enemies by oceans. It 

has not fought a war on lta own or adjacent territory since 186S; every 

war haa been fought overseas,* There are no fortlflcatlona along US borders 

and the US Army 1* not designed to repel Invasion from Canada or Mexico. 

The US Army and all of lta cfflcere in their lifetime have been exclusively 

concerned with the organisation, training, and deployment cf expeditionary 

forcea that are expected to fight thousanda of miles acroaa oceans. 

The Impact of the expeditionary forcea concept on the combat-to-support 

rstlo In the laat four overaeas wars Is shown In Figure 1. 

* Not counting the small expedltlcn into northern Mexico in 1916 
against the guerrilla, Franclaco Villa. 
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Figure I shows lie combat manpower In the US Army as a percent of the 

total uniformed personnel, for the peilod 1916-1975.  The heavy lines show 

wartime years when expeditionary forces were sent overseas.  The dotted 

lines show the demobilization period when forces were brought back to the 

United States.  The dash-dot lines show peacetime years.  The percent combat 

in each year was that defined b. cne US Army at the time.  No effort has 

been stade to secure uriformtty becauf,e of the differences In alrslon, 

organization, and unit functions.  In general, the proportions approximate 

the major combat unit definition described in Chapter 1.  Divisions and 

separate combat regiments, brigade , arvi battalions are treated as combat; 

all others ale support. 

The most s'.riklng feature of FI3. 1 is the sharp decreane in the 

1 onbat-to-support ratio in e»ery overseas war the US has Ought. The 

.-latest decrease took p'ace In 1917, primarily because of the inexperience 

of US Army planners. A number of combat divisions had to be broken into 

support units because Che planners had unrcestlmated the support require- 

ments . 

In both World War I and II the combat strength ended up at about 40 

percent.  Immediately after each war there was a further decline because 

men in combat units went home first, as shown by the dotted lines for 

1919 and 1946. 

The Korean War rhowed an upward trend for the first year because that 

war wa3 the o.tly one in US history when the US was in a hurry. A number 

of men in support units in Japan were transferred to combat units because 

of the desperate situation in the Summer of 1950.  La .er, the percentage 

in combat units dropped sharply because US support troops were needed to 

proviMe fuel, ammunition, and construction to support South Korean as well 

as US forces.  Moreover, many support units were needed in Germany '.o provide 

the base support for the five divisions sen'.: there in 1931-2. 

— •■--"-- after the armistice of 1953 because forces re- 

ny.  The upward trend in percent combat began in 

Jorld War I or II levels because of the malnten- 

iacetitne for the first time in US history. 
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The Vietnam War showed the same trend as the other wars down to the 

peak year: 1967. Aa the withdrawal began and accelerated, the upward 

trend began and la still In progress. 

The conclusion one can draw fron Flg. 1 la that slightly sure than 

1.5 tines as such support Is needed In war as in peacetime, except for 

Vietnam where only 1.3 times was needed. 

Soviet Union 

The Soviet Army has never been In combat acroea an ocean. The Russo- 

Japanese War, World War I, the Civil War, and World War II, Including the 

Finnish prelude, were fought either In Ruaalan territory or within a few 

hundred miles of the Russian land frjntler. Thus, the entire military 

experience of the Soviet Army and lta officera within their lifetime has 

dealt with the dealgn, training, and deployment of forces to flg^t either 

within or immediately adjacent to Its own land. 

The Soviet Union has 14,000 miles of land frontier, a Large portion 

of which confronts unfriendly countries. A large portion of its territory 

has been overrun by Germany within the lifetime of most of the population. 

On occasion, ammunition and weapons were delivered directly to front-line 

troops from rhe factory. Historically, therefore, there has not been a 

rigid distinction between military noncombat functions and civilian functions. 

When one'a own land is being fought over, every able-bodied m^n is, to some 

uegree, in the army. 

Data are not available to produce a companion graph to Fig. 1 for the 

percent combat manpower In the Soviet Army. Because of the nature of Its 

wars, It is doubtful whether even the Soviets have useful statistics on the 

number of people who performed support functions In World War II; and It 

is doubtful whether It was possible to make a distinction between military and 

civilian support. 
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Impact of Differences 

The US geography and historical experience «»tea It possible to 

distinguish between mllltsry and civilian support In wartime. The 

Soviet experience has tended to blur any distinction except within 

fighting divisions, corps, snd armies. 

POLITICAL AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

United States 

The political end strategic objectives of the United Stetes follow 

naturally from its history and geography. The current categories of US 

forces follow from these political and strategic objectives. 

Strategic forces are designed to defend the United States egsinst 

direct nuclear attack and not, It should be noted, against a land Invasion. 

General purpose forces are designed to be a shield against coercion 

or actual attack by a nuclear power against our allies. They are designed 

to provide an Initial defense, along with the forces of our allies and 

friends, against a conventional attack by a nuclear power. 

Reserve forces and mobilization plans provide a "long-war hedge."* 

National Guard forces of the United States provlds a "Kins for Stats 

Governments to maintain public order when locel police forces are inadequate. 

US objectives, which define the missions to be carried out by US 

military forces, emphasize an initial defense but explicitly take into 

account the possibility that the war may be a long one. A long war Implies 

a lower combet-to-support ratio than a short war. 

Soviet Union 

There are no official pronouncements of force planning objectives for 

the Sovltt Union equivalent to those briefly outlined for the United States. 

Statement of the Secretary of Defense to the Congress, February 5, 
1975. 
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However, Soviet polftical-ailltary spokesmen constantly reiterate the 

position that, although the goal Is a quick victory, the Soviet Armed 

Forces must be prepared both for a short war and a protracted war. 

Colonel V. V. Larlonov, composing editor of all three editions of 

Military Strategy, subsequently heaäed the political-military section at 

the Institute of the USA in Moscow.  At the present time he Is on the 

faculty of the General Staff Actdeay. In his view, any future war will be 

"short and swift-moving." But In the event that Initial attacks are not 

successful, the Soviet Union must have forces and resources "which are 

necessary for the successful continuation of a protracted war."* 

In all three editions of Military Strategy (1962, 1963 and 1968), 

Marshal Sokolovskly asserted the goal of "the attainment of victory in the 

shortest possible Lime." However, the nation must be prepared for "the 

possibility, if need be, nf waging war for a protracted period of time..."* 

A 1973 Soviet book, Scientific-Technical Progress and the Revolution 

in Military Affairs, edited by General-Colonel N. A. Lomov, contains the 

basic doctrinal concept: 

"A nuclear war can be comparatively short In time, since the 
chief political and strategic goals can be achieved as a result of 
the massed use of strategic nuclear metns and active operations by 
all services of armed forces in the basic theaters of military 
operations. . . At the seme tine, in examining various political, 
economic, and strategic problems related to the preparations for 
war, it is also essential to consider those conditions which can 
lead to a relatively long tnd protracted war."§ 

i 

* Colonel V. V. Larlonov, Doctor of Historical Sciences, "New Weapons and 
the Duration of War." Red Star, March 1965.  For an English translation, 
see William R. Kintner and Harriet Fast Scott, The Nuclear Revolution 
In Soviet Military Affairs. Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press, 
1968, pp. 62-63. 

** V. D. Sokolovskly, Marshal of the Soviet Union, editor, Military 
Strategy, 3rd Ed., Moscow, 1968.  For an Englist translation see: Soviet 
Military Strategy, Third Edition, edited with analysis and commentary 
by Harriet Fast Scott, New York: Crane and Russak, 1975.  This English 
edition shows those portions that are common to all three editions, as 
well as that added to the 3rd edition. 

5    N. A.  Lomov, op_.  cit.,  p.  137. 
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We believe these statements represent current Soviet planning 

guidance.  Similar statements can be found In numerous other Soviet 

publications. The organizational structure of the Soviet Armed Forces 

also suggests that they, too, have a "long-war hedge" and, consequently, 

a significant fraction of their reserves designated for support tasks. 

Impact of Differences 

Soviet strategy clearly envisages the possibility of a land invasion 

by either the Chinese or elsewhere. It Is even possible that they do 

not exclude the possibility of wholesale defections of their East Euro- 

pean satellites, unlikely though it appears today, that would open the 

Soviet Union to Invasion from the west. Thug, the major portion of their 

armed forces Is designed to protect the home country, either from nuclear 

attack or land invasion-. 

The Soviet combat-to-support ratio, therefore, Is based on the con- 

cept that major army forces will fight on land within a few hundred miles 

of Soviet territory. It Is unnecessary, therefore, to make preparations 

-or shipping forces overseas. Train, planes, trucks, repair facilities 

can shuttle back and forth from Soviet factories and warehouses to the 

fighting forces on land. Whether the men operating these trucks and 

railways are in uniform or not is immaterial so long as the taak is 

accomplished. 

In the United States, however, equipment shipped overseas Is in- 

evitably lost from the civilian economy for tl* duration of the war. 

Except for sir transport, therefore, personnel carrying out these support 

functions are almost entirely In uniform and treated as distinct from the 

civilian economy In wartime. 

SOCIETY AND TOUTICAL INSTITUTIONS 

United States 

One of the fundamental premises of US society and the Constitution 

is a rigid distinction between civil and military affairs and the concept 

of civilian control over the military. Ideas and institutions that blur 
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this distinction «re unwelcome, especially In peacetime. For example, 

the civil function* of the Corp* of Engineer* are no longer part of the 

US military budget. The direct mobilisation of civilian organizations 

and coapanlca Into tha araad forces is not done, although soae personnel 

and equipment may directly support military operations. One example Is 

the Civilian Reserve Air Fleet to provide airlift in case of emergency. 

But no similar arrangements are possible for US civilian truck companies. 

All US Army trucks «111 be operated by soldiers when they sre overseas. 

Thus, our society and Constitution make s rigid distinction between 

civilian and military personnel, even when the military personnel are 

carrying out noncombat functions. 

Thar* are also social barriers to increasing th« proportion of 

reserve units performing support functions. It would be politically 

almost Impossible for th* Secretary of Defense to transform a National 

Guard Division to, say, s number of Truck Transportation Brigades. It 

Is necessary, therefore, for the US Army to have active duty support 

units In peacetime to serve as a nucleus for mobilised Individuals to 

Join rsther than transfer s number of support units from the active Army 

to the reserves, which would increase the combat-to-support rstlo In the 

active forces in peacetime. 

There ara political barriers to th* involuntary call-up of reserve 

personnel In the US for nonemergency situations. Under some conditions, 

the ability to make such call-ups might Increase the combat-to-support 

ratio In peacetime. 

Soviet Union 

In contrast to the United States, Soviet society Is completely con- 

trolled. Everybody works for the government. There need be no distinction 

between civilian and military functions and, in a number of cases, it 1* 

impossible to separate noncombat military from civilian activities In 

peacetime. For example, the Com,.ruction Troops of the Soviet Union have 

been compared with the US Army Corps of Engineers. The Moscow airport, 

the Moscow university, end a number of buildings along the main street of 

Moscow were built by the Soviet Army. Unlike the Corps of Engineers, the 
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actual worker* and fortaan »re draftees and officer* In tha Sovlac Army. 

A high percentage of tha road* and railway* ar* also built by military 

partonnal, although thay ara not always considered part of tha Soviet 

Arned Forcaa. 

Raaarva training la tightly controlled aad rigidly enforced. Any 

reserve officer may ba called up involuntarily for 2-3 year* up to age 

35.* Entire repair and transportation truck unit* nay b* mobilised ar 

unit*.  "The formation during mobilization of certain special units (repair, 

automotlvit transport, hydros» taorologlcal, hospitals, etc.) can be accom- 

plished directly by civilian ministries and department»."** 

Many Soviet enterprises, such aa transport, civil aviation, communi- 

cations and tha Ilka, are established on a aami-mllltarlsad basis.! 

Senior individuals in thass eetabllahments often have military ranks. For 

example, the Mlnlatar of Aviation Industries Is a General Colonel of 

Aviation. Tha Minister of Civil Aviation, who alao heads Aaroflot, waa 

promoted from General Colonel of Aviation to Marahal of Aviation while 

serving in hia currant position. Tha head of the Soviet National Communica- 

tion* System is a General Colcel of tha Signal Corps. It is difficult to 

determine the degree to which theae ranks ara active or inactive. In any 

event, auch establishmenta, being under atata control, undoubtedly work 

closely with the Soviet Armed Forces. 

Impact of Difference» 

The Soviet society and political institution» are so different from 

those of the United Stataa that using US concepts and categories to 

describe Soviet combat-to-support ratloa can lead to gross distortions. 

It is possible that, except for support units that work directly with 

Law of Compulsory Military Service, Article 58. 
** Sokolovakly, op_. cit., p. 310. 
5 See, for example, J. T. Reltz, "Soviet Defenae—Associated Activities 

Outside of the Ministry of Defense," Economic " .-"ormance and the 
Military Burden in the Soviet Union. Joint -Jonomic Committee, Congress 
of the United States, 91st Congress, 2nd Session, Washington, D. C, 
US Government Printing Office, 1970, pp. 133-161. 
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combat units in Soviet divisions, there are few Identifiable support units 

In the peacetime Soviet Army. Anything 'hat needs major repair or the 

long-haul transportation of supplies is csrrled out by personnel that are 

not currently Identified as part of the Armed Forces. 

ECONOMY 

United States 

The US economy is basically service-irlented. There are more auto, 

radio, and television repairmen than there are people on the production 

line of these Items. This factor is reflected In the relationship of 

production contractors to the US Armed Services. Concurrent spares are 

a normal part of all contracts and. It is generally believed, that larger 

profits are made from concurrent and subsequent spare parts than from the 

major production item. Airline contracts with aircraft and engine manu- 

facturers normally have a clause requiring 24-48 hour delivery of major 

assemblies or engines anywhere in the world. This attitude is reflected 

in the large maintenance and repair portion of support units in all of the 

US Armed Forces, especially the US Army.  The rationale, presumably, is 

that fewer tanks, trucks, etc., are needed If worn or damaged items can 

be quickly repaired; and that the US economy can supply a very large 

number of trained mechanics and technicians.  This tends to reduce the 

combat-to-support ratio in US forces. 

Soviet Union 

In contrast, the Soviet economy is almost totally oriented to pro- 

duction of new items rather than maintenance of existing items. The 

Soviet press is filled with examples of maintenance failures and the lack 

of spare parts.  The Five Year Planners are itruggllng to devise incentives 

for plant managers to produce more spare parts.  The current system penal- 

izes a plant that produces repair parts at the expense of major item pro- 

duction, even if the major items are not needed.  Examples are cited of 

scrapping trucks, tractors, and whole plants because it is easier to build 

a new one than repair the old.* Even when equipment is repaired, there are 

* Pravda, July 23, 1974. 
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cases where the repairs were Inadequate."  it is expected that the »976- 

1980 Five Year nan nay hav* new i»».«uLl vk»  la. srdcr to ..ttsir. - better 

balance between new production and the economic lepalr of aajor ltens of 

equipcuent.** 

The current cottbat-to-support ratio of the pe<v:itlme Soviet Aray 

perhaps reflects this condition in the economy. Until the shortage of 

repairmen, particularly for vehicles and electronic equipment. Is elimi- 

nated, it is inefficient to lock up such skills tn the Armed Forces.  The 

ability to mob 11 lie them quickly makes it unnecessary to Wve nutny on 

active duty in peacetime. And, most important of all, these men can main 

tain their skills more easily in the civilian economy than In the Armed 

Forces,  the Soviet Army keeps most of its equipment am* vehicles In 

storage,! while the Motor Vehicle Administration of the City of Moscow, 

for example, hauls 500,000 metric tons per day in 35,000 trucks.§§ 

Sokolovskiy notes this point: 

"It would seem advisable to have peacetime armed forces set 
up in such a way that the main aims of the initial phase of 
the war can be attained without additional mobilization. How- 
ever, to keep the armed forces in such a state is economically 
Impossible for even the strongest country."t 

"Under present-day conditions there are possibilities for more 
rapid training and instruction of enlisted men and noncommissioned 
personnel because much of the equipment in the armed forces are 
similar to the equipment used In the national economy.  Indeed, 
such specialists as the operators and mechanics of dlesel, gasoline, 
and electric engines, radio engineering, radio electronics, optics, 
and others are fundamentally identical in the military and civilian 
production."tt 

For example, most of the 500,000 trucks and 1,500,000 truck engines 
overhauled in the Soviet Union In 1973 broke dow.i again within 8- 
16,000 miles.  Izvestla, October 22, 1974. 

** Economic Gazette, May 1974, pp. 13-14. 
§ Marshal of Tank Troops, A. Kh. Babazhanyan, Tanks and Tank Troops. 

Moscow, Military Publishing House, 1970.  JPRS Translation K.3441, 23 
April 1973. 

§§ Pravda, May 12, 1974. 
t Sokolovskiy, op_. cit., p. 307. 
tt Sokolovskiy, oj>. cit-, p. 309. 
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Impact of Difference» 

The US Aray tends to have a larger nuaber of aechanlcs and electronic 

tecnaiciens In peacetime than the Soviet Aray In proportion to the nuaber 

of lteaa of equlpaant. There la no ahortage of aechanlca and electronic 

technician» In the US. The availability of these »kill» In the allltary 

allow» the US Aray to drlva Its tanks and other vehicle« aore alle» In 

training than the Soviet Aray, giving the combat pcraonnal and support 

personnel aore training in repair as well as preventive aaintenance. The 

ahortage of mechanics In the Soviet economy tend» to reduce the nuaber 

available In the Anted Forces In peacetime. Tfce large fraction of vehicles 

and electronic equlpaant in storage reducaa the ability of these aupport 

personnel to maintain their »kill», except for preventive maintenance. 

Thua, the solution apparently preferred by the Soviet» la to mobilise aen 

with these skills aa quickly as possible, and keep only a minimum nuaber 

on active duty. 

PEACETIME OPERATIONS 

United State» 

It is a general practice in the US Aray to reduce aa auch aa possible 

t.I* housekeeping chores of personnel in combat units so that they can 

concentrate on training and coabat readiness. Host military facilities 

distinguish post troops from the combst units that are "tenants" at the 

facility. Normal repair and aaintenance la often done by civilian con- 

tractors, for example, replacing broken windows, plumbing fixtures, deliver- 

ing coal or fuel oil for heating and gasoline for motor pool operations, 

and food. Often, as in the Pentagon, the food service Is also contracted. 

Maintenance and repair of military vehicles and equipment, except 

for major overhaul, is carried out by combat and aupport units at all posts. 

There Is a general belief that a unit with all of its equipment and with 

less than 75-80 percent personnel strength Is unable to train and maintain 

adequately. The equipment that would be operated by the missing personnel, 

therefore, Is normally put In  btorage. And stored equlpaent is usually 

under the supervision of traii.ed support units. 
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Raw recruits art not cent to US Army combat or support units. They 

have a period of basic and advanced individual or specialized skill train- 

ing before they arrive at their military unit. As a result, units can 

■-.oncentrate on unit rather than on individual training, welding the per- 

sonnel into a viable teao. 

The Impact of these peacetime operating procedures allows a clear 

distinction to be made between personnel in military units on the one 

hand, and housekeeping and training personnel on the other. 

Soviet Union 

Combat and support units in the Soviet Array do almost all of their 

own housekeeping: repair of broken windows, unloading coal from railway 

freight cars for the winter, building tabIts and stools for the barrack», 

workbenches for repair ship», and fumigating snd whitewashing the barracks 

twice a year. In addition, moat units have truck gardens, keep pigs 

and chickens, and grow hay. Guard duty is aivf-ya psrt of a combat unit's 

function st a peacetime military post. 

At »any posts, it is Ukely chat nest equipment is in storage most 

of the time. The military joitrual, Teknika i V'joruzenlye (Technology and 

Armament) is rilled with examples of better vaya to ready equipment that 

hsi been in atoingc all winter or prepare equipment for atorage in the 

wlnctr. It is likely, thereto--», that Soviet personnel spend less time 

on preventive maintenance than US personnel and, because the equipment 

Is in storage, have less experience with unexpected breakdowns. There Is, 

accordingly, less of a need for skilled repairmen In the peacetime Soviet 

Army except as Instructors. 

Military combat and aupport units in the Soviet Army do ail of the 

advanced individual training of privates. Only candidates for sergeant 

are sent to a specialized training unit. It Is estimated thiit about one- 

half of the recruits semiannually are sent directly to a combat or support 

unit. Many Individuals In these units, therefore, can be classed aa 

trainers even though they belong to a combat unit. 

fa 
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The lapact of the** procedure« Is to blur the distinction between 

recruits and trainers coaparad with coabat unit personnel. 

It hss been argued that Soviet draftees have far aore tlae avail- 

able than US recruits because they get alaoet no leave and few off-post 

passes. This aay be true, but a Soviet draftee auat spend 6-6 hours per 

week In political Indoctrination In Marxist-Leninist principle«. It Is 

alaost aandatory for every Jraftee to be a aeaber of the Coeaunlst Touth 

Organluitlon, the gflggoaol. Koasoaol membership imposes obligations 

In addition to the forms! political Indoctrination by the Coeaunlst psrty 

Representative of the Unit, usually the Deputy Commander for Political 

Affairs. It Is, verefore, uncertain how auch tlae is available for 

training in the average Soviet coatMit unit. 
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Chapter S 

IMPLICATIONS 

The comparison of US and Soviet forces In the preceding chapters 

leads to the following conclusions. 

1. There is strong evidence that US and Soviet 
divisions have roughly the saac percentage 
of sen In coabat and support functions. 

2. In peacetime, the Soviet Army as s «hols has 
a auch ssaller percentage of active duty man 
In support functions than the US Any. 

3. After mobilisation, the Soviet Any aay hay« 
about the saac percentage of men In coabat 
and support functions aa the US Any. 

4. The trend in the Soviet Araed Forces is In 
the direction of Increasing support manpower. 
The trend In the US Army Is toward decreasing 
support manpower. 

5. Among the reasons for the higher peacetime 
coabst-to-support ratio of the Soviet Army 
Is Its ability to mobilize and deploy quick- 
ly large numbers of support personnel for a 
war close to the borders of the USSR. 

It follows from these conclusions that the combat-to-support ratio 

In the US Army should be examined on its own merits, taking Into account 

the Soviet threat and other strategic requirements, but without neces- 

sarily emulating the structure of the Soviet Army or any other foreign 

force. 
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SOVIET EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
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Appendix A 

SOVIET EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

MILITARY AND HIGHER MILITARY SCHOOLS* 

The primary input to the Soviet officer corps are graduate«, of 

"military and hlghei military schools." These are specialized Institu- 

tions, accepting young men ages 17-22 and graduating them with commissions 

as lieutenants.  Although these schools have no exact counterparts In the 

United States, In mar.y ways they mignt be compared to West Point and to 

the other two service academies. 

Of the total number of officers in the Soviet Armed Forces as of 

1973, for example, only "around half have a higher military or specialized 

edication."** This may be due. In part, to the fact that the number of 

military schools have Increased in the past decade. Obviously, however, 

there are other officer Inputs. Some of these are from universities, al- 

though estimates of officer Inputs from this source are not available. 

Most Soviet universities appear to have "military chairs." 

In the early I960's the majority of the military schools offered 

3-year courses.  In riie late 1960's and early 1970's the length of courses 

was extended to four or five years, a'td such schools were designated as 

"higher military schools." Graduate» of military schools have diplomas as 

technicians; those of hijher military schools receive degrees as engineers, 

according to their specialty.  These -re equivalent to university degrees. 

* Data on Soviet military and higher military schools are from an unpub- 
lished monograph by Harriet fast Scott, The Soviet Military School 
System.  Used by permission of the author. 

** A. A. Grechko, Marshal of the Soviet Union, Minister of Defense, The 
Armed Forces of the Soviet clate, Moscow:  Military Publishing House, 
1974, p. 212. 
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Only a few 3-year schools reaaln todcy. More and more school» are going 

Co 5-y«ar course». 

There are at least 141 military and higher military schools. An 

analysis of these schools, by service and type, will Indicate the 

attention given to support units In the Soviet Armed Forces, and some 

indication of combat vs. support troop ratios. 

Schools of specific serviced are as follows: 

Strategic Rocket Forces      7 

Ground Forces    31 
Combined arms 9 
Tanks ? 
Tank engineers 1 
Rocket» and artillery 6 
Artillery engineers 3 
Troop air defense 5 

Troops of National Air Defense    14 
Suflace-to-ilr missiles 7 
Flying training 2 
Radio technical 5 

Air Forces     24 
Flying training 13 
Aviation-engineering and 

technical 11 

Navy     10 
Higher naval schools 5 
Higher naval schools for 

specialized training       5 

Airborne (not a service, but has a 
special status)       1 

Total    87 

An examination of these schools suggests that some of the graduates 

might be considered as being in a "support" area, '.§, for example, the 

outputs of the artillery engineer schools in the Ground Forces. 
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A listing of other schools, providing specialised trilnlng to 

■cat Che need! of all flv* iervlr.es as well as the spaclal agencies under 

the Ministry of Defense, nay Indicate co*bat-to-aupport ratios «ore 

clearly. 

Civil Defense     1* 

Building and Construction     S 

Special Troops      26 
Military engineers 4 
Signal 12 
Automotive 4 
Chemical defenae 3 
Military-technical 1 
Road and engineer 1 
Finance 1 

Troops of the Rear Services       S 

** 
Political Troops    _9_ 

Total   46 

Military schools outside of the Ministry of Defense: 

KGB (Border Guards)   3 

MVD (Internal Security)    5 

The first Civil Defense School did not upea until the early 1970s. 

It is most difficult to categorize the political officers of the 
Soviet armed forces. These schools most likely are under the direct 
supervision of the Main Political Administration of the Soviet Army 
and Navy. This Administration has the rights of a department of the 
Central Committee of the USSR. It acts as the Party's watchdog over 
the Soviet armed forces. Political officers In the Soviet armed forces 
hava many responsibilities and duties that In the United States armed 
forces would Include those of the chaplain and special services 
officer. Political officers also serve as Instructors throughout 
the Soviet armed forces, providing lectures on military doctrine, 
strategy, purpose of the armed forces, etc. 
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Almost all of the military and higher military achoola arc commended 

by general officers or admirals.  Grounds and building» often are Impressive. 

Sample entrance examinations that are available indicate a high academic 

standard la required for admission, comparable to US military academics. 

In summary, the military and higher military achoola show the follow- 

ing breakdown: 

Schoola under the 5 services (Including airborne) 

Schools within the Ministry of Defense, but providing 
direct and indirect support to all services 

Military schools of the KGB and MVD 

Total 

87 

46 

8 

141 

There are many additional waya In which the achoola under the aervlces 

could be shown as Indicating combat and support. Oca possible method Is 

as follows: 

Strategic Rocket Forcee 

Ground Forces 

Combined arms, tanks, rockets and artillery, 
troop air defense 

Tank engineers and artillery engineers 

Air Forces 

Flying 

Aviation-engineering and technical 

Troops of National Air Defense (all) 

Navy 

Higher Naval schools 

Higher Naval schools for specialized train- 
ing 

Combat 
7 

27 

13 

14 

5 

Airborne 

Totals  67 

60 

Support 

11 

20 
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Using the above for comparative purposes only (recognizing that 

It Is not exact), the following ratio appears:* 

Service schools that may train officers 
primarily for combat duties 

Service schools that may train officers 
for supporting duties 

Other schools under the Ministry of Defense, 
whose graduates may be considered to be 
In support roles (both direct combat 
support and logistics) 

Combat 

67 

Totals 67 

Support 

20 

46 

66 

From the specialized nature of these schools, It is believed that 

graduates will remain for the early portion of their careers In the 

specific service or branch for which they have been prepared.  For 

example, we would expect that the graduate of the "Blagoveshchensk 

Higher Tank Command Red Banner School" would serve In a tank division, 

or in a tank unit assigned to a motorized rifle 'Hvlsion. After four 

years of preparation In a higher tank combined school hi probably would 

receive specific assignments in his specialty. 

The size of the annual entry classes, the percentages of students who 

do not complete the courses, and the average number of graduates are not 

known.  Based on personal observations of a number of these schools, combined 

with published photographs, it is e& .lasted that the size of the student 

body varies between 1000 and 2000. 

It should be recognized that the above breakdown of schools is not 
definitive. A number of the schools may use cover designations, especially 
for areas such as chemical warfare and strategic r--l;ets.  Also, it "is 
not known exactly where pilots for the Soviet Navy a.'e trained.  There 
may, of course, be additional schools which are never announced in the 
Soviet press.  Despite these uncertainties, it is believed that the por- 
trayal of military and higher military schools which provide primary 
officer inputs to the Soviet armed forces does provide a positive indi- 
cation of combat-to-support ratios. 
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It li believed that the wastage rate of school» la lev. Thoae 

who fall couraea or who ara consldertd unaultabla for offlcar material 

ara aant to unlta to complete thalr rsqulrad military aarvlca aa enlisted 

personnel. Tha penalty for failure to remain In school for the Individ- 

ual would appear greater than, for example, a cadet falling at West 

Point rr one of the other service academies In the United Statea. 

Our estimate, therefore, la that the graduates of each of the 

schools number somewhere between 300-400. Taking an average of 350, 

thla would give some 49,350 new officers each year for oil services, 

supporting branchaa, and the KGB and MVD aa well. 

Thus, our estimate la that approximately equal numbers of officers 

are trained for combat and support roles In all of the Soviet armed forces, 

in the following numbers (excluding KGB and MVD): 

Annual Input of Lieutenante Each Tear from Military 
and Higher Military Schools 

For C?nbat Servlcea 

For Support Servlcea 

23,450 

23,100 
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Appendix B 

COMPUTATION OF SOVIET COMBAT-TO-SUPPORT RATIOS 

The fraction of Soviet manpower given In Table 5* of this 

report has been calculated with the following assumptions and data: 

Category I divisions have 90 
percent of strength on hand; 
all of tha missing personnel 
are in support. 

Category II divisions have 67 
percent of their manpower on 
hand; 22 percent of the missing 
manpower is from support battal- 
ions; 11 percent from combat 
battalions. 

Category III divisions are 
treated as 100 percent combat 
for the major combat unit and 
division definitions; 100 per- 
cent support for the battalion 
and company definitions. 

3 
> .1 

Table 5 appears on page  36. 
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Manpower In tha thr«e typea of dlvlalona la ahown balow: 

Category I Category II Cataiory III 

No. of Tank Dlvlalona 24 21 5 

Avg, Strength/Division 8,550 6,333 3,117 

Coabat Bn. Hanpowar 6,400 5,700 0 

Coabat Co. Hanpowar 4,480 3,990 0 

Ho. of Hotorlcad Rifle 
Dlvlalona 35 28 47 

Avg. Strength/Divlelon 10,800 8,000 4,000 

Coabat Bn. Hanpowar 8,640 7,690 0 

Coabat Co. Hanpowar 6.480 5,770 0 

No. Alrborna Dlvlalona 7 

Avg. Strangth/Dlvlalon 7,000 

Coabat Bn. Hanpowar 5,040 

Coabat Co. Hanpowar 3,780 

Multiplying tha troopa by tha nuaber of dlvlalona In each catagory 

and aarmlng that 83,000 men ara In nondlvlalonal coabat unit», wa obtain 

tha raaulta In tha following table,  for a total Soviet Any atrangth of 

1,971,000. 

TOTAL SOVIET GROUND FORTE MANPOWER 
(In thouaanrta) 

Type Total Division 
Coabat 
Coabat 

Battalion» 
Support 

Coabst 
Coabat 

Companies 
Support 

Category 1 Dlvlalona 632 632 491 141 361 271 

Category II Dlvlalona 357 357 33b IL 245 in 
Category III Dlvlalona 204 ?04 204 202 

Nondlvlalonal Combat 83 75 8 33 20 

Total Combat 1,276 1,193 9G1 659 

Other Support b95 

Total 1,971 

Percent Coabat 65 61 46 33 

Peroent Coabat for 
Total Army - 2,221,000 57 54 41 JO 
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The lut line of th« tab la Indicates the Impact on tha coabat-to- 

tupport ratio, If Secretary Schlealnger'a riview should ahow an additional 

500,000 Soviet troops In support and administrative functions, one-half of 

which can be attributed to the Amy. 

A second alternative calculation indicates tha Impact of treating 

drafteea sent directly to unite and their trainers aa eupport—the 

category In which the US Amy places these personnel. 

If these 183,000 drafteea and their trainers are allocated to each 

type of force In accordance with Its aanpower, tha nuaber and percent that 

would be subtracted froa the coabat strength for each definition ia: 

Definition 
Number 
(1000s) 

Percent 

Major Coabat Unit 119 - 6 X 

Divisions HI - 6 

Coabat Battalions 76 - 4 

Coabat Coapanlea 60 - 3 
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ISSUE: 

PURPOSE: 

BACKGROUND: 

ANALYSIS: 

EXTXUTIVE SUMMARY 

Manpower Level« and Mix of the Support forces 

The purposes of this paper are: 

1. To asaeaa the manpower requirements of the Support 
Forcea. 

2. To Identify areaa in which reduction» In manpower and 
manpower coata could be made, and to estimate the order 
magnitude of the aavlnga. 

3. To recommend management principles that the Department 
of Defense, In turn, could translate Into policies that 
would reault in manpower aavlnga. 

Support forcea were aaaessed and narrowed dow to areaa 
which would give the greatest payoff. The atudy focused 
primarily on Base Operating Support (BOS). BOS comprises 
one out of six Defense personnel (335,000) but had not 
undergone the amount of management scrutiny during the 
post-Vietnam drawdown as had other support areas. 

1. Basing. Trend analysis shows that large amounts of 
BOS manpower are generated by the very exlatence of 
Defense Installations, whether or not they are needed. 
Similar analysis shewed that the number of baaea in the 
inventory doea not vary conaiatently with changes In 
the size and characterlatica of the force. Defenae does 
not have a way of objectively computing the land and 
facility requirement« of ita forcea <md, therefore, does 
not know exactly how much baaing it requires. Bases are 
presently allocated directly to the Service and, sub- 
sequently, to the major commands of the Services. This 
is a sub-optimal allocation of resources.  As a reault, 
there are more bases in the inventory than are needtd. 
Each unnecessary base generates requirements for un- 
necessary manpower. A rationalized long-range basing 
plan would result In significant manpower savings. 
Such a plan should Include « strong economic adjustment 
program for people and communities affected by base 
closures. 

2. BOS Management.  BOS is not managed as an Integrated 
program.  Its management Is highly fragmertpH among and 
within the Defense and Service Secretariates, the Service 
headquarters and their major commands, and the installations 
themselves.  There are .->o common standards or Defense-wide 
priorities for BOS.  BOS is not assessed "all at once" so 
that possible trade-offs between its various support 
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function! could be made.  Opportunities to allocate 
resources and provide support on a regional basis across 
Service lines have not been pursued fully. 

3. Contracting.  Increased contracting for services 
could achieve major savings in BOS manpower coats (as 
shown In LMI contract study for DMC).  Some work of 
this kind presently Is done under contract, but relatively 
llt'.le compared to the opportunities. Cost estimates 
comparing work performed under contract with ln-house 
performance generally do not consider the total cost to 
the Government.  The methods of making these comparisons 
ditfer across the Services. Successful experiences with 
contracting that have resulted in savings to the Government 
are not transferred for use at similar installations. 
Thei!  Is a general reluctance to award contract for BOS 
services, apparently to protect the well-being of Federal 
work force, and because of the apprehension of not being 
able to control the responsiveness and quality uf the work. 

4. BOS Manpower Mix.  Since a large share of BOS is 
performed in non-deploying organizations, the function 
lends itself to more optimal use of the Total Force mix. 
More military positions could be reduced in favor of 
less expensive Reserves, Federal civilians, or as 
discussed above, contractor employees. Alter providing 
for deployment and rotation base requirements for military 
personnel, many of these housekeep' j functions should be 
opened ro the selection of the least expensive kind of 
manpower that would be capable of performing the work up 
to prescribed standards. It appears, however, that 
traditional preferences for active military personnel 
have taken precedence over these opportunities. Defense 
should develop long-range and annual goals for the 
optimal cost-effective mix of these forces. 

5. Alternatives to Manpower (From previous DMC staff 
issue paper using ORI contract study). The Department of 
Defense has demonstrated that it can save large amounts of 
manpower dollars by substituting capital equipment for 
more expensive manpower.  It has not, however, institution- 
al^ d these practices, nor is the Department presently 
organized to do so. Defense should establish a capability 
to manage capital investments and should increase the 
amount of funds it spends on fast-amortizing capital 
prolects. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

HECOMMtNTATIONS: 

Within the Defense support estat.    ;hoent,  substantial 
manpower savings are lo-.slble In Base Operating 
Support over the nex    • t   years through actons 
recommended  in tHs paper. 

The paper list     »ec ™mend!>.tio.ia  for managemt       e stems 
that could lead to t <hstantlal savings In manpc—c costs. 
The tHinagemtftit ii»'-""'■ aaenus would b«-.   jade as part of an 
lnti:grat*<i,   lui.g-r.      t plen  that would permit  thfi 
Department of Delude to f»."      its by Institutionalizing 
management tapro--. uents it has already proven to be 
successful in iaoxc^td instances-. 

It is recommended that the . MC accept this peper ua a 
basis for preparation   <f the DNC final report. 
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THE SUPPORT FORCES 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose 

The purposes of this paper are as follows: 

1. To assess the manpower requirements of the Support Forces. 

2. To identify areas in which reductions in manpower and 

manpower costs could be made, and to estimate the order of 

magnitude of the savings. 

3. To recommend management principles that the Department of 

Defense, in turn, -ould translate into policies that would result 

In manpower savings. 

General 

"Support Foieeti", for the purpose of this paper, are defined in 

accordance with the Department of Defense Planning and Programming 

Categories (DPPCs), which av«. already in use by both the executive and 

legislative branches. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the Support Forces 

consist of two categories: Mission Support Fovces and Central Support 

Forces. They are defined by the Department of Detense as fellows: 

Mission Support Forces consist of activities which are not 

organic to a specific kind of unit (e.g., division, squadron, or ship), 

but directly support a group or complementary units (e.g., fighter 

squadrons, reconnaissance squadrons, and tactical airlift squadrons) 

devoted to a common mission. Mission Support Forces are categorized 

separately primarily because they are not rully ellocated to a specific 

kind of operating unit.  It should be emphasized that although these forces 
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TABLJ 1 

Department of Defense Military Manpower Requirements 
I Active Ltoty End Strengths in Thousands; 

FY 74 FY 75 FY 76 FY 7T FY 77 
Actual 

121.4 

(FY 1976 Budget) Program 

Strategic Forces 109.8 102.4 102.3 102.8 

General Purpose Forces 871.5 912.5 939.0 937.1 952.7 
Land Forces 79TT6" 5TTJ 55179" T5575" 55075 
Tactical Air Forces 162.9 169.7 168.7 168.9 171.3 
Naval Forces 173.2 173.9 172.6 173.0 182.5 
Mobility Forces 40.7 39.6 38.7 38.7 38.5 

Auxiliary Forces 151.5 139.9 127.0 126.2 123.3 
intelligence & Security "5T* ITS -7275" "7T78" -7T77 
Centrally Managed 

Communications 46.0 38.8 38.1 38.1 36.2 
Research & Development 32.3 32.5 32.0 31.9 31.7 
Support to Other Nations 4.3 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.3 
Geophysical Activities 13.4 12.4 11.1 11.1 11.0 

Mission Support Forces 306.0 298.5 289.4 289.3 286.8 
Reserve Cc.T.por.er.t£ Support "13T "TZTo" T5T -TIT -TF76" 
Base operating Support 208.9 206.5 199.9 199.9 196.8 
Force Support Training 33.1 31.8 31.6 31.7 32.3 
Command 50.5 46.2 44.4 44.2 44.0 

Central Support Forces 365.4 342.8 333.2 333.4 331.5 
Base Operating Support ~50"72" "7672* "7779" "7779" "7570* 
Medical Support 86.7 82.4 79.4 79.4 78,1 
Personnel Support 32.1 31.9 31.5 31.4 31.2 
Indiv'dual Training 134.0 121.6 118.0 118.4 118.1 
Comman. 38.3 35.8 35.4 35.3 35.1 
Logistics 21.0 21.1 20.3 20.2 20.3 
Federal Agency Support 3.0 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.7 

Individuals 345.1 325.6 309.1 330.7 334. e 
Transients HÖ77 "9T77" "9778" "9275" "8975" 
Patients & Prisoners 12.5 9.3 9.3 9.5 9.5 
Trainees & 'udents 211.4 209.1. 193.4 216.1 223.0 
Cadets 10.5 11.5 11.6 12.9 12.9 
Army Understrength (-) 

-3.7 -5.3 

Totftj DoD 2161.2 2129.0 2100.0 2115.4 2126.7 

Totals may not add due to rounding. 

SOURCE: DoD Manpower Requirements Report for FY 1976 
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are categorized separately for accounting purposes they are not programmed 

Independently. Mission Support Forces are an integral part of the primary 

mission forces being supported. 

Central Support Forces consist of those activities which are not 

easily associated with a single Defense .il.islon. 1 eluded are such 

activities as depot level supply and mainte '.nee, individual training, 

"fixed-site" medical facilities, service management headquarters, and 

supf>Tt services to all Defense manpower and to nther persons (e.g., retirees) 

and organizations (e.g.. the Coast Guard). By its nature, Central Support 

Ftir~.es manpower is not a direct function of mission force manpower or even 

total active duty military manpower. For example, depot maintenance 

manpower repairs equipment for the Reserve Components and allies, and 

maintains war reserve stocks, in addition to serving active forces requirements 

It should be noted that this paper does not address manpower require- 

ments of Individual Training or Medical Support. Another L.MC study team 

is addressing Individual training.  The Danpower requirements implications 

of their efforts will be determined separately. Medical support is the 

subject of a major Inter-departmental study headed by the OMB. The DMC 

staff does not duplicate that effort. 

The Logistics sub-category of Central Support Forces is handled in 

part in this paper under the consideration of depot-level plant consol- 

idation, a part of the Basing Requirements section of this paper.  It also 

is included to some extent in the consideration in the sub-study on 

"Alternatives to Manpower," which will be discussed later In this paper. 
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On the basis of preliminary analysis of the Support Forces and 

considering the alternatives, the DMC staff has focused this paper 

primarily on the Base Operating Support (BOS) part of the Support Forces. 

This is because BOS involves so many personnel (535,000), approximately 

one out of every six people in the active defense establishment (see 

Tables 1-3) snd presents especially significant opportunities to reduce 

manpower costs through lasting, institutional changes without reductions 

in national security. Aside from outright reductions in total manpower, 

the BOS function is highly susceptible to a revision of its total force 

composition that would result in a more cotr-effective mix of active. 

Reserve, Civil Service and contractor personnel. 

BASE OPERATING SUPPORT 

Background 

Base Operating Support (BOS) is defined by the Department of Defense 

as "wide range of diverse services similar to those provided by local 

government, utilities, and the 'service industry' segment of the civilian 

economy.  Included are: (a) services which directly support foiccs, 

active and reserve (e.g., airfield operations, wharf operation, and base 

supply and transportation activities); (b) services which maintain the 

installation facilities (e.g., building and road construction and repair, 

police and fire protection, trash and sewage disposal, and utilities 

operation); (c) services which directly support operating personnel, 

military and civilian (e.g., food services, laundries, clothing issue, 

payroll and administrative activities, and housing); and (d) services 

which maintain the 'standard of living' of servicemen, dependents, and 

retirees (e.g., commissaries, exchanges, theaters, libraries, religious 

activities, and sports and entertainment facilities). 
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Army 

Military 
Civilian (Direct & 

Indirect Hire) 

Air Force 

Military 
Civilian (Direct & 

Indirect Hire) 

Navv_ 

Military 
Civilian (Direct & 

Indirect Hire) 

Marine Corps 

Military 
Civilian (Direct & 

Indirect Hire) 

Defense Agencies 

Military 
Civilian (Direct & 

Indirect Hire) 

Total POD 

Military 
Civilian (Direct & 

Indirect Hire) 

TABLE 3 

NkSE OPERATING  Sl'PPokT 
Fif  76 Kt'.'jL'IREMEXTo 

(Combined Mission & Central Support Forces) 
(Thousands) 

TOTAL 

785.0 
401.8 

590.0 
271.3 

528.7 
313-9 

196.3 
19.9 

80S 

A2.9 
130.4 

140.2 
93.3 

39.5 
47.8 

22.2 
12.4 

73.7 

2,100.0* 
-.080.6 

6,5 

244.8 
290.2 

3,^0.6     535.0 

SOURCES: DoD Manpower Requirements Report for FY 1976 

( ) Already included in Service totals 

* Rounded total 

X BOS 

5.5 
32.5 

23.8 
34.4 

7.5 
15.2 

11.3 
62.3 

8.8 

11.7 
26.9 

16.3:: 
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Several major issues within BCS that impact heavily on support 

manpower requirements have been addressed in separate papers, prepared 

with contractor research support, which addressed the following subjects: 

1. Alternatives to manpower (Increased productivity through 

the u3e of capital <.-., ilpmetit as a substitute for manpower). 

2. Contracting for BOS services. 

In addition, this paper will discuss five other subjects of extreme 

importance to the size and capability of EOS forces: 

1. BOS trends- 

2. The organization and management of BOS. 

3. The total force mix of these forces, including civilian- 

Ization program. 

A. A different approach to BOS. 

5.  Defense Basing Requirements. 

While the first two subjects will be only summarized In this paper, 

It is important to note that they share several common threads that impact 

on BOS management: major inconsistencies were documented for each of these 

major issues in the form of redundancies on one hand, and, on the other hand, 

the failure to transfer successful practices from one installation to 

another, and from one Service to the others. The following are brief 

summaries of the papers on "Alternatives to Manpower" and "Contracting for 

Services." A summary of the Defense Basing Requirements paper is also 

included to facilitate the consideration of this complex srbject. 
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ALTERNATIVES TO MANPOWER 

The study, "Alternatives to Hanpower" was made to consider the extent 

to which savings in manpower costs could be made by the substitution of 

capital equipment for labor. A special impetus for the assessment was the 

continuing disproportionate share of the Defense budget, 53X, represented 

by manpower costs, it was reasoned that if manpower was often used in the 

past as a substitute for capital since it was the cheaper of the two 

resources, the recent inversion of these resource costs would warrant a 

re-thinking of the choices. The study concluded that capital substitutions 

for manpower would increase labor productivity, and thus provide the Depart- 

ment of Defense with tie option of reducing its manpower requirements. It 

was estimated that the Impending Defense program that will provide for 

$35 million per year for five yeras for quick amortizing capital Investments 

could result in a reductim in manpower requirements of 1,750 manpower 

spaces per year or approximately 6,750 spaces over a five year period. 

Further, It was estimated :hat for each IX of increase that the Department 

of Defense could attain, it could save approximately 7.000-10,000 manpower 

spaces and at least $200 million annually. 

The identification of capital equipment that would replace personnel 

at a savings is not a problem. A study conducted for the Defense Manpower 

Commission by Mr. Eckhard Bennewitz of Operations Research, Inc. lists 

pages of such substitutions that have already proven successful at military 

installations across the country, but have not been institutionalized. 

A more generalized use of these successes could become the beginning of a 

major Defenst capital equipment program at very little risk to the Govern- 

ment, considering also that any such program would contain a post-audit 

capability. 
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BASING REQUIREMENTS 

The following is a summary of a more extensive discussion contained 

In Annex A. Defense baking and base requirements are fundamental, major 

factors affecting the size and mix of BOS manpower requirements. 

There are approximately 6,500 Defense installations In the worldwide 

inventory. Of these, 764 are classified as "major" installations. Tsble 

A displays the amount of BOS manpower by Service, totaling 535,000 people 

for the entire Department of Defense 

it might be expected that with a resource ua  expensive as basing, 

the real estate and facilities needed by the forces would be allocated 

In accordance with the size and characteristics of those forces, across 

Service lines. But this is not the case.  Instead, the Defense inventory 

of bases, at least in the USA, appears to be largely a product of pa*t eras 

(especially WWII) that has been handed down through generations of Defense 

managers, susc of whom have made improvements, but none of whom have 

managed to update the criteria for basing requirements and thus create a 

more efficient allocation system for ehe resource. 

The Department of Defense, however, is in the process of: taking 

some steps to bring more order to this problem.  Installations have been 

categorized into homgeneous groupings (e.g., major, minor, medical) to 

make them more visible and facilitate management.  In the OASD(ISL), work 

has also begun to develop Service-oriented criteria for basing (considering 

mission, accers, floor space, special facilities, open space, weather, 

compatibility of mission with local communities, environnental impact, 

etc.) and a medal for allocating land and facilities to the forces based 

on their size and characteristic! . Until something of this order is 
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TABLE A 

BOS MANPOWER LEVELS (FY 1976^ 

(Authorization Requested by DoD) 

(Military and Civilian Employee» Combined) 

Total DOD 535.0* 

Army 173.3 

Navy 87.3 

Air Force 233.5 

Marine Corp* 34.6 

Defense Agencies 6.5 

* Figures may not add exactly, due t-> rounding 

SOURCE: DoD Manpower Requirements Report for FY 1976 
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completed, hovtvar, the Department of Defense will not know lta trut 

raquirenent« for baaing. 

Th« computation of requirements and the eubaequent allocation of 

baaing ahould cjt acroat Service llnea for maximum coat effectlvenaaa. 

Even when land and facllltlea repreaent a aunk coat and  aa auch could 

be conaldered to be freely available for allocation beyond minimi« 

eaaentlal needa, the manpower coata engendered by additional baaing 

ahould prohibit auch a couraa of action. 

Such an objective calculation of baaing requirements, however well 

determined, doea not aufflce to activate baae realignments and closures 

In the United Statea. This la becauae military baaing la not juat a 

Defense consideration; It la a national consideration with economic and 

politl-.al aapecta that affect communities all over the United Statea. To 

a community, a baae means jobt and a market for local bualneasea. 

Conaequently, preaaurea are placed on elected officials to keep bdses 

open, even though thoae baaea may be in excess of national aecurity 

requirements or their locations or present uae may not be the moat cost 

effective from the national viewpoint. Without imposing value judgments 

on Mils condition, It la aafe to say that the American citizens' needs 

for income are real and underatandable and that neither reaaonlng 

in the Executive Branch nor on the economist's calculator is going 

to eliminate such considerations. It appenra, therefore, that real hope 

of bringing change to this condition rests, in part, with the extent to 

which the people adversely Impacted by base closures are accommodated 

(compensated) in order to reduce pressures on elected officials to 

compete their local interests against the broader national interest. 
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The following conditions or changes would reduce these pressures and 

permit a more cost-effective distribution of Defense basing and the support 

manpower costs associated with that basing: 

1. The realignment of the basing structure and the closing 

of those bases in excess of national security requirements should, insofar 

as practicable, be approached a» a long-range (13-15 year) program. 

2. Time should be programed for the multitude of actions that 

must take place for the economic adjustment of the Impacted employees and 

conraunlties. Closures of bases or major activities thereon generally should be 

announced at least three years in advance. As to the employees, time 

permits choices and eases the problems of change.  Impacted personnel 

with enough advance notice can decide upon retirement, or have time to 

seek other employment more to their choosing. Career oriented employees 

subject to relocation (or else), would not have to move abruptly to the 

first new location that comes along as a permanent home for their families. 

The environment brought about by lonj-range planning would bring a sense 

of candor to installation hiring procedures: Employment with the Federal 

Government at an installation would lean that the employee would enter on 

duty with full knowledge that the Installation is scheduled to close at a 

set time, when he must move with transferred functions or seek other 

employment. 

Time is critical also for economic adjustment of a couunity affected 

by base closure.  The President's Economic Adjustment Committee has a record 

of successes in working uith impacted communities to attract new business, 

and thus jobs and markets, to replace those lost through base closures. 
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If the President's Committee is involved in each base closure from the 

initial planning phases, then its previous record indicates that the 

adjustment of the communities will be fully compensatory and timely. 

Ue regret that this long-range approach would defer savings in 

manpower and other costs, but It would be better in the long run, and the 

history of military basing sine. WWII shows that very little improvement 

will result unless such a different, more realistic approach is taken. 

The other ingredient needed for the long-term success of a long-r«inge 

comprehensive basing plan is money in the near term. Although proven 

successful, the process of planning for and preparing a community to 

attract new business is very expensive. In the case of the much 

publicized 1975 Defense base closure plan, the Economic Adjustment Committee 

will administer the expenditure of more than $100 million in loans and 

grants in the first two years of implementation. The plan is projected, 

however, to save $3.5 billion over the first 10 years. The adjustment funds 

are being provided mostly through HUD and the Departm. Tits of Commerce and 

Labor.  If Defense were to adopt a long range, comprehensive basing 

plsn, there would, under present circumstances, be no automatic assurance 

that such funds would be available adequately in the annual appropriations 

processes. The plan would be depe.ido.it on Congressional action to ensure 

the necessary funds as well as the coordinated funding procedures. As part 

of the total plan, and as a more direct source of Federal funds for this 

purpose, economic adjustment funds should be identified as a percentage 

of the dollars projected tor savings f'-oii base closures or other realign- 

ments, and used to restore the economic health of Impacted communities. 
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In summary, the Department of Defense should determine its optimal 

basing requirements, after developing a method to do so, and then formulate 

a long range plan to restructure its present basing in accordance with 

these optimal requirements. Part of the savings derived from bases no 

longer needed would be used for the economic adjustment of Impacted 

communities as part of a long range plan that would also accommodate the 

needs of impacted Federal employees. Although the lor.g range approach 

would reduce potential savings, it is more likely to result in needed 

base closures than the prnsent approach. 

Even with the best base requirements plan that DOD could formulate 

and the economic adjustment measures discussed above, it is unreasonable 

to expect that contrary parochial Congressional pressures would cease. 

Accordingly, a new bi-partisan national commission should be established 

to review DOD basing plans, when ready, and make appropriate recommendations 

to the Congress and the President. The composition oi this commission, 

as discussed further in Annex A, should be such ai  to ensure consideration 

of all major viewpoints and Interests involved and provide a broad 

basis for the commission's recommendations. 
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'J0NTRACT1NÜ FOR RASE OPERATING SUfPORT SERVICES 

An important part of the total manpower force available to the 

Department of Defense is private sector manpower - work performed unler 

contract.  Based on observations made during field visits of the utilli- 

atlon of contractor manpower in EOS, contracting appears to present an 

opportunity to rave manpower costs without reducing mission effectiveness. 

A study was conducted to evaluate this opportunity.  The study was 

designed anc". directed by the DMC staff, but was performed bv the Logistics 

Management Institute (Uli). The objectives of the study were as follows: 

- To identify the base operating support functions performed 

under cont-act. 

- To compare contractual services with similar functions 

performed ln-house and to explain relative efficiencies. 

- To identify areas in which contracting for services represents 

the best opportunities for savings in manpower costs. 

- To provide information from which management principles can 

be developed and translated into effective policies by the DOD. 

The following paragraphs are a summary of the study. 

Present government policies for contracting lor service a:u coufciinfcd 

in OMB Circular A-76.  DOD instruction 4100.15 prescribes Department of 

Defense policy and assigns responsibilities for implementation of the 

program.  In effect, the Defense directive reiterates policies of A-76 

with added emphasis on obtaining at least cost to the Government those 

products and services which need not be performed internally in order 

to meet military readiness requirements. DODI 4100.33 prescribes 

fcf 
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procedures for implementing the program.  It defines 101 functional areas 

as commercial or industrial activities, establishes requirements for 

inventorying and reviewing these functional areas, and specifies pro- 

cedures for conducting comparative cost analyses,  It specifically 

excludes from the program: 

- Products or services obtainable from other Federal agencies 

which are authorized or required by law to furnish them. 

- Products or services procured In accordance with treaties 

or international agreements. 

- Managerial advisory services such as those normally provided 

by an office of general counsel, a management and organization staff, 

automatic data processing staff, or a systems analysis unit. 

While all of the Services do some contracting for installation 

services, the amount of contracting, the functions placed under contract, 

and the in-house vs. contractor cost comparisons made to determine whether 

a cont act will be awarded, all differ from Service to Service.  The Army 

and Navy take a decentralized approach to the so-called "buy or make" 

decision.  In the Army, each installation reviews the functional areas 

contained within the 101 functions defined by DOD Instruction 4100.33 as 

Commercial or Industrial Activities in accordance with an Army-wide 

schedule.  A comparative cost analysis is made when required, and a 

recommendation is made to either continue the function in-house, or 

award to contract.  If a cost comparison is used to justify in-house 

performance, or if a conversion to contract will have an adverse impact 

on the present work force, the cost conparison is required to be audited 

by the Army Audit Agency. 
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Navy's program Is similar except that the cost comparisons are not 

subject to audit. 

The Air Force ap, roach differs in that there Is more central control 

of the process by the Air Staff.  The Air Staff selects the functions for 

review, and conducts subsequent review of many of the results.  Central 

decisions are also made, without regard to economics, to keep certain 

functions in-house in order to sustain needed deployable manpower and 

maintain a rotation base.  Since it Is felt that a Service-wide perspective 

is needed to make such decisions, the Air Staff retains the decision-making 

authority. 

The biggest difference among the Services, and the one having the 

greatest impact on the quality of the decision to contract or do the work 

in-house occurs in the cost-comparison process. The Army and Navy 

estimate their costs of doing in-house work, and also estimate what they 

think the contractor's cost would be.  The Air Force, on the other hand, 

estimates its cost, solicits bids from qualified contractors, and gives 

the work to the lowest bidder, whether it is in-house or a contractor. 

This process, in part, explains Table 5, a \?ry self-descriptive table. 

The Army and Navy assume that a contractor will do the job the same way 

as a Service, with the same organizational structure, and approximately 

the same numbers of people.  This limits the comparison mostiy to employee 

pay and benefits, which will be shown later in this summary not to be a 

major determinant in the decision. 

Table 6 displays the amount of BOS services that are under contract. 

Again, there are wide disparities between functions and between the 

Services. 

\ 
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TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF CO-.. COMPARISON RESULTS, FV 1973-75 

v,.,„.,r„ -., i COMPARISONS co: :AR:SC:\- NUMSLS OF 1 
__.,„,,   „   FAVORIMG    FAVOIUSCJ 
COMPARISON j  C0,.TRACT  I  1::_,.u._ 

AIR FORCE 79 70 9 

ARMY 69 33 36 

NAVY 47 6 41 

SOURCE:  A sample of comparisons provided by the Military Departments. 
(See LMI Report, Contracting for Services In the Department of 
Defense, October 1975.) 
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The comparison of the efficiency of doing work ln-house or under 

contract Is very much impaired by the cost comparison methods used by Army 

and Navy, as discussed above.  This limited the quality and amount of Infor- 

mation that was available for a functional comparison, although there Is 

still enough information to assess the opportunities to save manpower 

dollars. One hundred ninety five cost comparisons (contractor vs. 

ln-house) were available from the three Services: Air Force - 79; 

Army - 69; Navy - 47.  We saw in Table 5 the disparity In contractor 

selections between the Services. Table 7 goes further to co.pare the 

Army functions favoring contract with those that do not.  Since Army 

has dealt with a wide range of functions, its experience can serve as the 

"best available" example.  These areas suggest where time might be spent 

in pursuit of savings through service contracting.  Table 8 gives the 

percent of average savings resulting from work performed ai. Installations 

under contract.  Keeping Table 8 in mind, one can look to Table 9 to gain 

an idea of opportunities not just foregone, but never approached.  Another 

thing to consider in T^ble 9 is that the number of activities under 

contract, which can be derived, are in that category because they were in 

fact shown to more economical by a cost comparison.  One can imagine how 

this table would look if the Army and Navy cost comparisons looked more 

like those in the Air Force, or if the Air Force didn't concentrate its 

efforts in so few areas at a time.  (Most of the Air Force cencentration 

has been in custodial services, refuse collection and disposal, and 

laundry and dry cleanins strvice, although it is embarking on a program 

in fcod services that is expected to become heavily contractual.) 
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TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF ARMY COST COMPARISONS 

Functions Favoring Contract 

J501 Aircraft Maintenance 
J503 llssiles Maintenance 
J505 Combat Vehicles Maintenance 
J'06 NonCombat Vehicles Maintenance 
150/ Electronic 4 Communications Equipment Maintenance 

S709 Custodial Services 
5712 Rvfuse Collection i.  Disposal Services 

5713 Food Services 
S724 Guard Services 

' 

Functions Favoring In-House 

J511 Special Equipment Maintenance 
S717 Motor Vehicle Maintenance 
T807 Photographic, Flit. i.  TV Services 
W82b Systems Design, Development & Programming Services 

SOURCE: LMI Report, 
of Defense 
Defense. 

Contracting for Services In the Department 
using data provided by the Department of 
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TABLE 8 

FY  74 CONVtT.SlONS   t'HOW   IN-iiOUSE  TO  CONTRACT 

r 
1 

i 

! 

"*» 
E. t 

h *3 

CODE FUNCTION A AF " 
AVG" 

SAVINGS 

S70B Mundry,   Dry Cleaning Services 0 2 1 39X 

39% S709 Custodial Services < 19 2 

S712 
K**iuse  Collection  s  Disposal 
Service 

1 2 1 47* 

S713 Food Service» 1 3 1 2 2'-; 

S715 c liicvf   Equipment 1 1 0 -- 
WB2S Maintenance of ADP Equipment I 0 1 -- 

0T1IEK» • 0 » -- 

TOTAL » 27 9 

On« conversion per   function. 

Average  Savings  jre computed only  for  those   function   for which 
savings we ire  identified at more  Uian one activity. 

SOURCE; LMI Report, Cn*t.-acting for Services in the Department 
of Defense, based on the DoD Commercial and Industrial 
Activities Report, FY 1974. 
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TABLE 9 

DEMONSTRATED OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR  CONTRACT   SUPPORT 

ClOPI rtlNCTlO» 

AMY »1»   IC'Pfk nn 

• or 
ACTIVlTlrii 

•   HOT 
US INS 

CON i HACT 

• or 
ACTIVITIES 

49 

s   HOT 
USING 

COHTEACT 

34 

t or 
«-riviTlES 

17 

t   IIOT 
US 1 sr. 

14 J501 Aircraft  Maintenance 21 4 

«01 ►*!&►■ lc*    M.lM-;i..",rf 5 4 2 1 6 3 

jSn<, ccr^at  Vehiclea   Maintenance 16 12 - - 1 1 

J506 Ncnocntoat   vehlcK-s  Maintenance 44 1) - - 7 4 

J507 
Licet.omc  ...  Cor.— tnications 

41 22 72 62 7 6 

5711. Laundry.   Dry Cleaning   Services 42 22 31 6 21 16 

«709 u-1...1.1I  Service.! 109 10 88 4 104 40 

1712 
Kcfuse   Collection   A  ; .isr» r • 1 
f prvi.-oi 80 19 76 41 61 15 

S713 rot*i Services 109 4) 158 111 111 18 

• 71". Office   BqulpfMnt SI 1 21 2 11 2 

S717 Motor Vehicle  Maintenance 82 45 129 98 80 47 

• 714 Gear.!  Services 80 42 108 108 108 88 

S72D-S730 Utility   Syiitente 442 114 633 545 401 245 

1002 Cattloeing 9 t 5 2 5 4 

T«04 Training  & consultant Service» 46 5 27 27 25 14 

T807 Photuqraphic,   Flint  *.   TV  Services 98 «,n 99 98 52 18 

TB09 
Adr-.inis'. rative  Telephone 
Set v.cec 

92 61 90 90 66 14 

•.813 
Contractor   Engineering   A 
Technical   Service» 1 0 - - 7 0 

T814 Fueling  Service   lAircraftl 15 13 81 81 36 12 

*B24 T^at^  Processing  Services 122 44 98 91 115 16 

KB25 Maintenance or ADP  Equipment 38 0 5 0 12 7 

W826 
Syrtcin» Petign,   Development  u 
Piogranvincr Services 83 20 57 54 68 51 

1992 Buildings  & Structures 89 6 114 30 82 17 

7.994 Surfaced Areas 54 8 »J 40 34 10 

SOURCE:    LMI Report,  Contracting for Ser-rlces  In the Department of Defense, 
based en DoD Comnercial and Industrial Activities Report,  FY 1974. 
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The most slgnlfleant and noteworthy example of service« performed 

under contract to the advantage of the Government la at Vance AFB, Oklahoma 

where practically Its entire BOS Is performed under contract.  To deteralne 

the real value of BOS contracting and of the performance of practically 

all of an installation's support services under contract, the Kf.T  Force 

called on the RAND Corporation to make an analysis of the Vance experience.* 

RAND compared Vance with Reese AFB, which is almoBt Its mirror image in 

terms of missions, number and kind of facilities, amount of output (pilots 

trained), and number and kind of aircraft, and heirs flown.  Reeae AFB 

relies mostly on conventional "in-hotse" BOS. As cited In the mi contract 

report for the DMC and as further substantiated by a DMC staff visit to 

Vance AFB, RAND found two v".->tlnct dlfferencea: 

1. In measures oi quality and responsiveness of support, e.g., 

aircraft availability, supply and parts availability, Vance exceeded Reese 

in quality and, for that matter, most of the other basts in the Air Trail ing 

Command. 

2. As shown in Tables 15 and 16, p. 40 of the LMI study,** Vance 

used only 74X of ehe manpower and 871 fo the budget Reese used to get 

approximately the same output.  Some of the reasons for this are explained 

on page 41 of the LMI study** which distributes differences in manning 

between personnel availability, number of trainees, and management in three 

representative functions.  Tables 18 and 19 of the LMI report** give more 

reasons for the contractor efficiency in the fewer number of sub-organizations 

and supervisors used at Vance than at Rease, which is compelled to use the 

standard Air Force organizational structure. 

r*4 

* The RAND report contains privileged contractor information and therefore is 
"For Official Use Only", limited to use by government agencies. 

** The referenced tables in the LMI study contain privileged information and 

therefore have been deleted from the copies of the LMI study reproduced for 1 
public distribution in the Defense Manpower Commission Staff Studies.      " 
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Note that these differences could not manifest themselves In 

cost comparisons made by Any and Navy since those Services assumt that 

the contractor will organize and men his organization In the same fashlc, 

as the Services. 

BOS trends 

Th.»re Is much more to say about this management problem, but first 

It would be Leeful to look at some BOS manning trends to establish a 

broader perspective lor analysis: 

Figure 1 displays trends iron 1964-74 of total DoD manpower, 

total DOD support muvover, and total I'oD BOS manpower.  Figure 2 shows 

support as a percent of total manpower, BOS as a percent of total manpower, 

and BOS ao a percent of total support.  Key points from these chart; »re 

summarized below: 

MANPOWER REDUCTIONS 

1964-68-75 

Millions of Personnel       Percent ge Change 

Type 1964    1968   1975 1964-75  1968-75 

-16.5 -44.9 
-27.4 -40.1 
-28.6    -28.1 

SOURCE: Department of Defense Historical Five-Year Defense Program, 1975. 

As can be seen from the percentage reductions, 80S personnel from 1964 

to 1975 were reduced relatively more than total defense manpower and slightly 

more than support personnel.  Since 1968, however, reductions in both total 

manpower and support personnel have been much more dramatic.  This leads to 

the conclusion that too little emphasis has been placed upon reductions of BOS 

personnel and, accordingly, that this Is an area where concentration of effort 

can product further personnel reductions.  This further suggests that if 

Total manpower 3.86 «.95 J.22 
Support 2.09 2.54 1.52 
BOS .75 .74 .54 

J 
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new: 2 

(Percents) 

60 

A. Support iR a percent of Total Manpower 

30 

20 

B.     BOS  as  a  percent  of  Total   MJnriovcr 

40 

C.  ROS as a percent of Support Kmipowe 
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savings in BOS manpower costs are to be attained, the efforts should os 

more direct — i.e., not limited to the relationship between BOS manpower 

and total strength. 

The Organizational Management of Defense BOS 

Because of lack of cohesion in the management of BOS as cited in the 

issue papers mentioned above, and as a result of other observations made 

in Washington and during visits to field Installations, the Office of the 

Secretary of Defense was asked by the DMC to depict graphically and 

narratively the organization used by each Service for the various functions 

that compose dOS, from military Installations through Service Intermediate 

commands and Service Headquarters to the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 

One of the reasons that prompted this request was the absence of a manage- 

ment office in the Pentagon that could provide adequate basic management 

information on BOS as a whole. To get such information, several offices 

would have to be solicited and the resultant information compiled.  Further, 

even the total cost of BOS—involving 535,000 people—was not available in 

the OSD offices responsible for logistics management.  It would have to be 

formulated from information from several accounts, based on however the 

requestor of the information decided to define "BOS." 

From extensive observations made during the staff's assessment of 

this problem, and from the information on BOS organization received from 

the Office of the Secretary of Defense, It is apparent that the Department 

of Defense does not manage BOS as a single, Integrated function, but 

rather manages the separate functions that compose BOS. The principle 

separate functions that compose BOS are listed below: 

■; 
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Personnel support 
Supply Operations 
Materiel Maintenance 
Transportation 
Laundry 
Food Service 
Commissary 
Recreation 
Facility Engineering (incl. utilities, real property, maintenance, 

and minor construction) 
ADP 
Communications 
Medical Support 
Procurement 
Security 
Legal Services 
Administration (incl. finance and accounting and other comptroller 

functions) 
Public Information 
Chaplain Services 

For the most of these functions, each Service maintains a separate 

staff at its Service Staff level, a staff at each of their major commands 

that have cognizance over installations, and still another at the install- 

ations themrelves.  Even at the Office, Secretary of Defense, the manage- 

ment of BOS is divided between three major components within the Office of 

the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics), with 

financial management residing in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of 

Defense (Comptroller).  In this connection, it was surprising to find in 

the Army that the overall responsibility for 80S was assigned to the Army 

Comptroller, rather than to the Army's logistics chief (DCSLOG). 

There is yet another problem related to the fragmentation of this 

function.  That problem is the traditional concept that every individual 

base shoulc come equipped with a full set of BOS functions, regsrdless of 

whether the base may be one of the tight cluster of bases that could share 

some or all of this kind of support with nearby bases.  It should be added, 

however, that some steps have been taken by the OSD and the Services to 
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regionalize some BOS functions both on an intra- and inter-Service basis. 

This will be discussed further in the discussion of Naby Public Works. 

The major problems resulting from the diffusion of BOS management 

are as follows: 

1. With each Service and Service major command "owning" their 

own land and facilities, the allocation of these resources becomes 

expensively sub-optimal. Land, facilities, and related BOS resources, 

including personnel, should be treated as extremely precious assets.  As 

such, they could be managed from a central source and allocated on the 

basis of national security requirements with less regard to traditional, 

parochial interests. 

2. There is no mechanism for determining priorities for BOS 

resources, including manpower, across Service lines.  Further, there is 

no single set of criteria based on national security requirements and 

efficient resource utilization that could be used to develop such priorities. 

3. There Is no single compendium of BOS standards for the 

operation of military installations.  This results In some rich bases and 

some poor ones, with the danger that the larger share of the resources 

will go to the best "justification writers." 

4. The present DOD program/budget system serves to do little 

more than to collect and compile the pieces of BOS into several aggregations. 

The preparation of programs and budgets is the only time that BOS is 

evaluated at a level approaching an integrated function.  Even in this 

case, the urgency of the program/budget exercises leaves time to do little 

more than consider Service-initiated changes from the last cycle. There 
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is an urgent requirement In the Department of Defenoe for a single Defense 

management office to get in front of the power curve with this enormous 

segment of the Defense establishment by applying deliberate, coordinated, 

programmed management to the BOS resources as an entity. 

5. Large BOS management functions are kept too much in isolation. 

The important areas of contracting for base services is a good example. 

In this Instance, much of the entire effort is separated from the rest 

of logistics management. For example, in the OSD contracting for services 

policy is managed by the offices concerned with procurement, not installation 

management.  In the Air Force, it is the concern of the Director of 

Manpower and Organization. While these offices may or may not be the 

proper point for focus, the problem is that their energies seem to be 

directed more toward administrative satisfaction of the OMB/DOD/Service 

directives concerned with contracting than toward the potential manage- 

ment opportunities for the use of private sector manpower as a viable 

alternative for efficient manpower management. 

6. The present organization for BOS does not provide for the 

continuing review of the need for «allocation of BOS resources DOD-wide, 

except as part of the budget exercise which, as discussed above, is not 

a comprehensive evaluation. 

Between budget cycles, the present capability for reallocation is 

limited practically to change only after something has gone wrong. An 

increase in centralized responsibility for BOS, with the capability of 

execution on a geographically regionalized basis across Service lines, 

would permit the rapid allocation of resources (including people) to 

changes in operational needs. 
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Composition of the BOS Force - The Total Force Mix 

The four kinds of manpower available to the Department of Delense 

are as follows: 

1. Activs Military 

2. Civilian Employees 

3. Reserves 

4. Contractor Employees 

There are reasons and incentives for using each of these kinds of manpower 

In BOS functions.  Examples are: 

1. Active military personnel are deployable, provide for 

Service rotation needs, and would be a flexible resource upon mobilization. 

2. Civilian employees generally cost less than military personnel 

when life-cycle and support costs are compared, which will be discussed In 

more detail below. 

3. Reservists offer the advantage of not being present-for-pay 

on a full-time basis, and are thus far cheaper. 

4. Private sector business is able in some cases to provide 

installation supourt services satisfactorily under contract cheaper than 

when Federal employees are used. 

Because a large share of the BOS force works at fixed installations 

in non-deployabla jobs, BOS as a function lends itself to the use of 

all four of the kinds of manpower available to the Department of Defense, 

i.e., active military, Reserves, Civil Service personnel, and contractors. 

More attention is given to the use of civilian employees and contractors 

in this paper since other DMC papers consider the other kinds of manpower 

in more detail. 
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Before a change In force mix is made, however, essential military 

requirements for deployability and personnel rotation ifjn hardship 

tours must be provided fcr.  Beyond this computable manpower requirement 

needed to support the force levels representing combat capability 

requirements, the opportunity exists to efficiently utilize all of the 

four kinds of manpower available to the Department of Defense.  The 

objectives would be to mainta?-* the numbers of manpower spaces needed 

for national security requirements, but at the lowest possible manpower 

costs.  In this respect, for each generic category of work, e.g., base 

supply or citfll engineering, the capability of each of the four kinds 

of manpower to perform that work ihou1d be estimated.  Next, the relative 

costs of each of the four kinds of manpower for that kind of work should 

be computed. A five-to-ten year program could then be established that 

would provide target levels for each kind of manpower that would give 

Che Department of Defense a force composition whereby for each 

category of work, the capability and cost of each kind of manpower would 

be more nearly optimized.  There would be exceptions such as differences 

in manpower costs attributable to local conditions, but these would be 

manageable exceptions.  This would give the Department of Defense the 

option of selecting a less preferred force mix as an alternative to 

sustaining reductions in force levels imposed because of rising manpower 

costs. 

Separate issue papers have been prepared that describe in detail 

and give recommendations for the use of Reserve and contractor manpower. 

Annex B describes the Defense "civilianization" program, actions taken 

within It in the past and the reasons for these actions.  Annex B also 
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discusses the cost of Civil Service personnel in relation to active 

military personnel. 

An ICF, Inc. study of the relationship between the life-cycle an-1 

Indirect costs of active duty military personnel and civil service direcf 

hire personnel indicates that military personnel costs exceed civilian 

personnel costs for each and every grade comparison.  (For further discussion, 

see DMC staff paper, "Comparative Costs of Defense Manpower," with supporting 

contract studies.) 

Utilization of Civilian Employees 

Civilian employees compose a large, important. Integral component 

of the manpower available to the DoD.  Table 10 shows the share of the 

Defense forces represented by civilians, both in total and In BOS.  Sl"ce 

the majority of these personnel are employed in a support role, the entire 

civilian work force will be discussed in the following paragraphs. The 

discussions will Include both direct and Indirect-hire personnel. 

The operation of the Nation's Armed Forces encompasses moat of the 

occupations found in the American culture.  For many of the occupations, 

particularly those that are not combat-related, the Government has 

followed the practical policy of utilizing Civil Service employees.  Since 

it Is difficult sometimes to distinguish absolutely between jobs that 

are truly "military" and those that are not, it requires a great deal of 

discretion and management to develop the forces with the most economical 

yet the most effective mix of military and Civil Service personnel.  The 

selection process is made even more difficult with the addition of the 

considerations that the force mix selected must serve competently in 

rimes of war as well as in peace, that military personnel are a more 

flexible resource which can be mov?d on orders and used wherever needed. 
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TABLE  10 

Total DuD Military and Civil inn !'.an power, IY64-76 

Fiscal Total Military Civilian* Civil ion 
Year (000) (000) (000) (Percent) 

1964 3,CGI 2,6515 1,176 31 
19C5 3,021 2,663 I,ICC 31 
1966 4,361 3,091 1,270 29 
1967 4,603 3,3/7 1,423 30 
1968 4,969 3,6.17 1,406 26 
1969 4,7« 3,469 1,207 27 
1970 4,330 3,006 1,264 29 
1971 3.904 2,714 1,190 31 
1972 3,4dl 2,322 1.155 33 
1973 3.352 :.2L2 1,100 33 
1974 3,269 2,161 1,1 OH 34 
1976 3,209 2,131 1.070 3M 
1976** 3.149 2.091 1.050 34 

SOURCE:  Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Manpower and Reserve Affairs. 

♦Includes both Direct and Indirect Hire, 
and Youth Programs. 

Excludes Civil Functions 

**As authorl.ed In the Defense Authorization Appropriation Act, 1976. 

Civilian personnel comprised 31 percent of '.oral active DoD 
manpower in FY 64, declined to 27 percent at the height of the Vietnam 
conflict, and now stands at about 34 percent.  This period is a turbulent 
one incorporating the war, the. subsequent phase-down and changing mix of 
forces, and reductions in support activities such as headquarters and 
numerous base closures. Major civilianizatlon programs were conducted 
during FY 64-68 and FY 73-75. 
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and that a number of non-combatant jobs must be "reserved" for military 

personnel to provide then with the opportunity to rotate periodically 

from hardship tours to duty in the United States.  The so-called rotation 

base assignments must, of course, be related to military occupations so 

that, Insofar as practicable, the military personnel will continue to 

exercise and maintain or Improve their occupational proficiency.  On the 

other side of the scales is the previously mentioned difference In cost 

between the two kinds of manpower, with civilians generally being less 

costly to the taxpayer In the long run. This Is of basic Importance to 

the goal of attaining the roost effective armed force at the least cost to 

the taxpayer. 

The policy of the Department of Defense with respec; to the military/ 

civilian composition of the force Is expressed in DoD Directive 1400.b 

as follows: 

Civilians shall be utilli-ed in all positions which 
do not require military incumbents for reasons of law, 
training, security, discipline, rotation, or combat readiness, 
or which do not require a military background for successful 
performance of the duties Involved. 

As »-elated to the DMC in a Department of Defense paper, 

"This policy might seem sufficient to assure maximum 
use of civilian employees, but several factors militate 
against such a result.  These factors Include a prudent 
reluctance to reduce the ability to meet wartime surge require- 
ments for military personnel; the continuing pressure to reduce 
both military and civilian manpower; and the difficulty of 
determining which illitary positions truly are substii-utable 
according to the criteria cited in the DOD Directive.  Consequently, 
DOD has periodically mounted concerted efforts to identify that 
portion of the military work force that is reasonably substitutable 
through specific conversion programs.  These programs are generally 
referred to as 'clvlllanlzatlon.'" 
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Looking tack to Table 10, the trends In military/civilian force composition 

fro-.o 1964-76 are displayed.  Thtse trends have resulted from some deliberate 

management actions taken by the Department of Defense during that period. 

The driving force beyond these actions is to reduce the cost of the 

Armed Forces without reducing their effectiveness. 

Annex B, prepared by the Department of Defense at the request of the 

DMC staff, also gives a detailed, comprehensive history of civllianlzatlon 

programs from 1964-75.  In that Annex, two major civllianlzatlon progiams 

are discussed.  One occurred in the FY 1964-68 time :   jse whe1 114,213 

military positions were reduced In favor of 94,97^  ivillar positions.  In 

the FY 1973-75 program, 47,898 military positions were reduced in favor 

of 40,200 civilian ones.  These civllianlzatlon programs have, beyond 

question, resulted in savings in manpower costs, but there a.e two funda- 

mental problems associated with them: 

1.  Periodic "percentage reductions" are imposed on the 

DOD's civilian work force.  While the perpetuator of the reductions had 

in mind the reduction of only the civilian force, a reduction in the 

total force actually occurred because of the large number of civilian 

positions that were previously military.  This, of course, serves as a 

disincentive to reduce military positions in favor of less expensive 

civilian positions since the civilian ones are vulnerable to these 

"percentage reductions."  In addition, the civllianization programs mask 

the real reductions the DOD has sustained in its recent history.  Page 16 

of the Annex shows that the reductions taken from 1964-75 in the civilian 

force were actually more than appears on the surface pince so many 

positions were converted from military to civilian during that period 

of   time. 
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2, While clvl Hani tat Ion programs save money, they work In 

Isolation fro» total force goals and objective».  Rather than Imposing 

periodic clvlllanliation directive on the Service«, It would be better 

to establish mmml strength goals for each kind of manpower (active 

military. Reserves, civilian employees and contractor), considering the 

cost savings that could be attaiaed by the force nix represented by 

those goals. This would be a more coordinated and explainable approach 

and would result In maxliiied rather than periodic savings. 

Indirect-Hire Employee« (Foreign) 

"Indirect-hire employees" are those foreign employees overseas whose 

services are provided for the U.S. Forces ihrough arrangements with host 

governments.  (Not all foreign employees are in this category; some are 

"direct hire.") There are 88,782 of these Indirect-hire employees at 

the end of FY 1973. Virtually all are In support activities. 

Table 11 shows the detailed nuubers and countries of the Indirect-hire 

employees. 

The system for indlrrct-hlre employees, to quote from DOD Instruction 

1400.10, Is 

. . . that the host government assumes the respon- 
sibility of assuring that the needs of the U.S. Forces 
for local national personnel ire met and that the host 
government be in fact the official employer of sj-h 
personnel but that the host government specificislly 
grants to the U.S. Forces operational control under c 
program mutually agreed to by the host and the U.S. 
Forces for the day-to-day mane{ement of such personnel. . . 

Usually the host gover-w«nt recruits these employees for the U.S. Forces. 

The basic principle behind this arrangement, as given in DODI 1400.N; is, 

"That local law and customs are follow-d in the employment and administrate 

of local national personnel to the extent -hat such laws and custjms are 

compatible with the basic management needs of the U.S. Forces " 
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TABLE 11 

INDIRECT HIRE PERSONNEL BY COUNTRY 

(Foreign nationals supporting U.S. military forces 
under contract or agreements with 

foreign governments) 

June 30, 1975 

Other Defense 
Country Total Armv Navy Air Force Activities 

Belgium 473 471 2 
France — — — — — 
Germany 55,072 47,.'07 34 6,834 297 
Greece 639 12 247 371 9 

(Including Ci ete) 
Japan 1/ 25,226 10,892 8,924 5,154 256 

Korea 3,371 3,371 __     
Morocco 516 ~ 514 — 2 
Netherlands 286 210 — 76 — 
Spain 2,015 49 1,143 795 28 
United Kingdom 1,184 70 59 1,028 27 

TOTAL: 88,782 62,982 10,921 14,260 619 

1/ Now includes Okinawa, where the Ryukyun employees of the U.S. 
Armed Forcer were In the diract-hire category prior to reversion 
to Japan in 1972. 

Department of Defense 
OASD (Comptroller) 

Directorate for Information Operations 
and Control 

July 25, 1975 
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In the past, the ind<rect-hire employees have been outside the 

civilian manpower ceiling set by the Congress in the authorization 

process.  They were, of course, subject to funding controls in the 

appropriation process and to management controls within IV 3 and the 

military departments. Nevertheless, there was a loopho e which could 

have made it possible for the legislated manpower ceilings to be cir- 

cumvented by augmenting the controlled military and Civil Service man- 

power through use of foreign indlrect-l.lre personnel not under such 

controls. Accordingly, the Congress has acted to change that, effective 

in FY76-7T. Under a new type provision in the Defense Appropriation 

Authorization Act, 1976, the indirect-hire employees are lumped together 

with the direct-hire civilian employees in a single overall authorization 

for civilian personnel for the Department of Defense (to be further 

allocated among the military departments and DOD agencies by the Secretary 

of Defense).  This is a sound step with which the DMC is in agreement. 

Particularly since the Military Services are in the process of reducing 

support forces in favor of combat forces, it is advisable to keep the 

indirect-hire strengths within an overall ceiling for total civilian 

manpower, for better overall control. This way the full Impact of 

military/civilian conversions and reductions that may accompany the process 

can better be seen and measured. Accordingly, in the judgment of the 

DMC staff, the provision In the 1976 Authorization Act which combines 

indirect-hire and direct-hire employees into a single overall DoD civilian 

authorization should be continued ir FY1977 and thereafter. We shall treat 

the subject accordingly In further discussion of civilian manpower 

requirements and the military/civilian mix within DoD. 
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Military/Civilian Manpower Mix* 

Although Annex B discusses the Defense civillanization program in 

general, it is useful to focus here on some trends in BOS military/civilian 

manpower mix in each of the Services since the base year of FY1964. 

Figures 3 and 4, respectively, shew Army BOS military and civilian 

manpower trends for Mission and Central Support Forces and for Mission 

Support Forces by itself.  There are no surprises in either of these 

figures.  The preponderance of the Army BOS force is in civilian manpower, 

as would be expected since Army base support personnel are by and large 

non-deployable.  Air Force and Navy present another picture.  In the 

Air Force, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, BOS manpower included large 

numbers of military personnel, even more than civilian employees.  This 

is explained to uome extent by the fact that ■ portion of Air Force 

"".power, although categorized in BOS, is actually deplr/able manpower. 

The wing organizations include BOS and combat support personnel, as well 

as the operational elements.  On a wing base, ther^ Is no separate BOS 

organization outside the wing.  Thus, the Air Force organizes for the 

present mission in its winj structure, and designates those support 

positions in the wing that will deploy for combat support.  Under this 

system, all the personnel who need to be quickly deployable are necessarily 

military, including the deployable BOS elements.  In addition, the Air 

Force has felt that oterational requirements, security, contingencies, 

*0n use of civilian employees, refer to forthcoming separate paper on 
"Role of the DoD Civilians in the Total Force Structure," by the 
Development & Utilization Group of the DMC Staff, 
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FICURE  3 
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FIGURE 4 
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etc. dictate that many other support positions in a wing organization need 

to be Military- even though they are not in the deploying category.  This 

system has satisfied the Air Force well.  However, the preponderance of 

military in BOS, as we saw in Figures '» and 6, leaves much room for question. 

One of the areas that bears a much closer look is the use of Air 

Force civil engineering personnel at Air Force installations.  Unlike the 

other Services, whose installation facility engineering portions of BOS 

are more thai* 95% civilian, the Air Force uses mostly military personnel. 

The reason given for this unusual force mix is that the majority of the 

positions trust be military to support the "Prime Beef" concept.  The Prime 

Beef concept provides for four types of civil engineering teams that are 

formed for war or other emergency conditions by combining and deploying as 

a team designated personnel within the base civil engineering work force. 

For this reason, large numbers of the civil engineering work force are 

established as military positions.  The four types of teams are described 

as follows: 

1.  Base Recovery Team (BF.F.F-R) :  These teams comprise the 

minimum number of military personnel necessary to maintain essential 

base operation and maintenance service before, during, and immediately 

after an attack or during a major fire, flood, storm,  trife, or similar 

emergency.  They also form the nucleus for recovery of all base 

facilities following an attack, disaster, or other emergency.  In 

addition, the CONUS-assigned personnel provide the military resource of 

trained personnel to satisfy Air Force contingency and rotation require- 

ments on a worldwide bas^.s.  Team size may vary with the size, location, 

type, and number of facilities en the installation.  If an emergency 
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occur», the teams will provide the capability to operate and maintain 

essential functions for a »dnimum of 36 houra on a tvo-shift basis. 

2. Contingency Team (BEEF-C): These 60-man teams are 

designed to support worldwide contingencies, special air warfare 

operations, disasters, and other emergency situations.  BEEF-C teams 

are not attached to specific flying units; however, they may be requested 

to support BEEF-F teams that need assistance.  BEEF-C teams are located 

throughout the Air Force to meet contingency or emergency requirements. 

BEEF-C team members will not be assigned to any other BEEF team. 

3. Filing Team (BEEF-F):  BEEF-F teams (60 men), which are 

located within the CONUS, are attached to spaclfic flying units (TAC 

or MAC). When designated flying unit is a tenant organization, the 

;;rF-K team supports the flying unit but remains under the control of the 

host base/command. One example of such a ream is the BEEF-F team at 

Dyess AFB under SAC control. BEEF-F team cembers will not be assigned 

to any other BEEF team. 

4. Missile Team (BEEF-M): These teams will provide depot level 

maintenance for real property, installed equipment, and equipment and 

facility maintenance beyond the missile maintenance organization's 

capability. There is no set manning guide for the BEEF-M teams; therefore, 

manning will coincide with current civil engineering authorizations required 

to support the missile facilities.  If the missiles are launched, these 

teams will be available for deployment unless the sites are to be rearmed. 

BEEF-M team members will not be assigned to any other BEEF team without 

prior written approval of the major command.  "M" teams vary in strength, 

with an average of 98 personnel. 
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Review of the Civil Engineering teams above Indicates that the "R" 

teams in CONUS may offer significant opportunities for cost-effective 

changes in military/civilian mix.  There are 108 of these teams requiring 

17,433 of the Air Force's bas civil engineering positions to be military 

positions. The underlying assuuptions used by the Air Force appear to be 

as follows: 

1. Air Force bases in the CONUS (TAC as well as SAC) are 

likely targets of enemy attack. 

2. Civilian personnel cannot be counted upon to the same 

extent as military personnel to participate in recovery work during and 

after an attack or a natural disaster. 

The Air Staff has told the DMC staff that it is renvaluating the 

mission of the "R" teams, Including the assumptions underlying their 

need.  The Air Staff is still uncertain, however, as to what its new 

civil engineering requirement will be for military positions to support 

Prime Beef requirements.  Considering that there are more than 17,400 

military positions under question, many of which could potentially be 

converted to civilian positions at a rate of savings to total Air Force 

manpower of approximately 50X, the Air Force should be required to 

minimize its military manpower utilization for such non-deploying 

civil engineering support functions. 

Turning now to the Navy, Figures 7 and 8 show the military/civilian 

manpower trends for BOS.  Figure 8 shows an unusual turnabout in the 

Navy BOS force mix.  Formerly a predominantly civilian function, we can 

see that since 1969 the function has become predominantly military. 

Some of this is understandable because of the Navy's sea/shore rotation 

problem. Navy experience shows that its force would be better o.'f 
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If sea tours do not exceed three years.  There must, therefore, be a 

place to assign Navy enlisted personnel after completion ef a «ea tour. 

Large numbers, as Figure 8 indicates, are assigned to BOS jobs until 

they are reassigned to a subsequent tour at sea.  The Navy attempts to 

achieve a reasonably equitable rotation between sea and shore assignments 

in fairness to its people and especially to aid the retention of enlisted 

personnel.  Ue have examined the rotation base requirement in consider- 

able detail and accept it, in general.  Beyond thit, t.  frequent abrupt 

changes in the military/civilian mix as shewn in Figure 7 still Indicate 

that the mix of the Navy's Mission Support Forces should be brought under 

increased programmed control with objectives set for the most efficient 

mix of personnel (as constrained by the recognized need for a sound 

rotation base policy). 

Use of Reserves in BOS 

Our consideration of the use of Reserves to supplement or replace 

other kinds of manpower is concerned here with support operations, 

primarily with respect to active bases. 

The idea of routinely using Reservists for such purposes in peacetime 

must be tempered at the outset with prudent considerations as to the 

purpose of the Reserves in the first place.  Insofar at least as federal 

use of the Reserves is concerned (leaving aside the state use of the 

National Guard of the states), the Reserves traditionally have been 

thought of primarily as a resource to be used to augment the Active Forces 

in time of mobilization for national emergency or special needs. On the 

other hand, if Reservists are going to receive drill pay and retirement points 

for drill periods and the longer annual periods of Active Duty for Training, 
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why not, when practicable,  <e then in a way that not only exercises their 

■kills and provides meaningful training experience but also makes a meaning- 

ful contilbution to the Services (and ultimately the taxpayer)?  The Air 

Force has taken the lead in this in its Reserve Associate Program.  As one 

example, USAF Reserve pilots take scheduled turnB in piloting C-141 aircraft 

in military airlift operations.  This makes sense in every way, enhancing 

the Reservists' training and readiness, saving Active Force manpower, meeting 

surge requirements, and enhancing cost-effective utilization of expensive 

aircraft.  So why not extend this idea, where practicable, to BOS? 

Reserves can be used on weekends and during two-week drill periods to 

augment, or to reduce the requirement for, other kinds of manpower at 

Defense installations.  For example, the Services have ilready demonstrated 

the successful utilization of Reserve physicians, dentists, and medical 

support personnel during their periods of Active Duty for Training. 

Obviously, this needs to be done with discretion, but if such Reserve 

professionals are going to be in the system and they are willingly, their 

skills should be beneficially used rather than wasted.  Beyond that, Defense 

could increase the use of Reserve units and Reservists on weekends to achieve 

or aid multi-shift, seven-day-per-week operations in some areas (again 

while providing meaningful training experience for the Reservists). 

Examples would be as security guards, computer operators, and communications 

equipment operators and repairmen. Civil engineer and transportation units 

could also be us->d to relieve the full-time force on weekends.  The extent 

to which this is feasible, which would also determine the potential for 

savings, would depend largely on the proximity of the Reserve units to the 

supported military installation. 
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Another Idea on utilization of Reserves is less direct.  Die thought 

here concerns BOS positions In CONUS, particularly In the Air Force, which 

do not require military personnel routinely In CONUS and could De filled 

with less costly civilian personnel but are manned with military personnel 

because of possible deployment requirements or other emerging requirements. 

Take, for example, the Prime Beef "R" teams for Civil Engineering personnel 

In Air Force wings, as discussed elsewhere in this paper   (Page 33, above). 

These personnel now must be all military according to the Air Force— 

not because of routine peacetime requirements but because of emerging 

requirements of a wartime type. We suggest that Reserves could properly 

be used to help in emergencies, which in turn would make It possible 

to use more civlian personnel Instead of military in the civil engineering 

workforce for routine peacetime requirements.  In routine drill periods, 

the Reservists could combine useful work at the same bases with their 

training, in tui  enhancing their preparedness for emergency use. 

This is a good example of the interrelationship of the various elements 

ol_  the Total Force Mix as applied to BOS. 

Contractors: 

With respect to the use of contracting for services, the issue paper 

on that subject, as already referenced and summarized herein, shows the 

potential for large-scale savings.  These savings ai.e conctrained, hovever, 

by the impact 'hat contracting has on the present work force, and by the 

Inconsistent, incomplete cost comparison methodologies used by the 

Services to determine whether work should be done under contract. 
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Planning and Implementing the Best Total Force Mix 

On the basis of the foregoing overview of force mix, several points 

concerning planting and implementation are made as follows: 

The Department of Defense should articulate. Implement, and 

enforce much stronger, "tore definite and specific policies for a more 

cost-effective Total Force mix in the DOS area, both for near term 

purposes and, even more Importantly, to provide effective direction for 

the long-term.  Ideally Defense should have a 5-10 year plan wh,'-h gives 

annual targets for the percentage of the Total Force each level of manpower 

should represent to get the highest force levels for the lowest cost. 

Near term changes can be made as necessary, as In all other DOD planning 

and programming.  However, long-range planning of this type is needed to 

permit orderly developnent and to provide time to make reasonable 

accommodations for people who may be adversely affected by a change in 

force composition.  This would be a more effective approach than the 

recent imposition of "civilianization" programs, which consider only a 

part of the problem, and the Inadequate, ambiguous approach to contracting. 

Defense should not only be aware of the full potential for saving man- 

power costs through the force mix, but should work within an established, 

deliberate, strong, goal-oriented program to maximize this opportunity 

for savings in manpower costs. We are convinced that this can be done. 

A Different Approach to BOS Organization and Management 

Defense BOS is largely not managed as a single support st>"""tu).'e as 

would befit a function of its size and as might be expected for the 
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amount of resources associated with lt.  Further, the commonality of BOS 

functions within and across Service lines lends Itself to Integrated 

management. On one hand, the DoD Is faced with high and rising manpower 

costs that th-eaten the affordablllty of sensible national security 

measure".  On the other hand, It continues to allow manpower abundant 

enough for each Service to maintain its traditional practice of highly 

decentralized management and execution of BOS at each individual Install- 

ation.  This Is not the most efficient method of providing BOS to 

operating units and their personnel, as has already been demonstrated by 

the Services themselves in isolated examples. The Army, for example, 

has a system for assignment of regional responsibilities for specified 

BOS functions to selected installations. Even though this Is limited 

largely to the support of smal.1 posts and In some instances groups of 

buildings near a larger installation, the practice works very efficiently. 

It should be noted also that support Is provided sometimes to other 

Services. 

The Air Force is testing what appears to be a very efficient 

BOS organizational alignment for aircraft maintenance that would result 

in the consolidation of maintenance for TAC and SAC wings located on t'.ie 

same base.  In another test, SAC is determining the efficiency of cental- 

izing aircraft maintenance at one base to support wings on several other 

bases. This is referred to as the "Queen Bee" concept. These are 

initiatives taken by the Air Force as a step toward reducing BOS manpower 

without degrading operational capability.  It is significant that TAC and 

SAC were selected for these tests, since an often-used argument against 
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attccpr« at such efficiencies is that differences and criticallty of 

mission require each organization to own and control its own support to 

assure quality jnd responsiveness.  (There are few organizations requiring 

the responsiveness of SAC In a "peacetime" environment.) Members of the 

DMC staff observed both tests while on field visits and found the TAC 

and SAC personnel at the wings conducting the tests to be positive and 

optimistic about the suucesa 01" the effort, despite earlier reluctance. 

In both instances, potential clearly exist? for manpower savings.  Just 

as important, ehe tests are expected to prove that high quality, 

responsive support can be provided to high priority, combat-ready military 

units without all the support having to be organic to those units. 

(Note:  The Commanders of the supported wings acknowledged that it is 

"easier" to have and control your own support, but they believe that 

3ny difficulties can be overcome and savings achieved with proper manage- 

ment and cooperation.* 

The Navy has been highly successful In bringing increased efficiency 

to BOS through their Public WorUu Centtrs (PWC).  This has been an 

effort by the Navy that complies with a DOD Directive to consolidate 

Real Property Maintenance Activities (RPMA) where such action is cost- 

effective and can be taken without mission Impairment.  (Although this 

directive applies to all of the Services, the Navy was selected for this 

discussion because of their greater application of the concept and 

because they have been operating in this man:;tr longer than the other 

Services.) A 19b5 Navy study of the effects of consolidating 49 

previously decentralized public works operations into 10 consolidated 
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PWC'd showed annual manpower dollar savings then averaging approximately 

?20,COO,000 (3,552 employees at an annual pay rate or $5,007.00 per year, 

using figures for the 1959-64 period). There are now nine such PVC's, five 

of them In the CONUS.  The present environment vould lend itself to 

applying this concept even further, with even more emphasis on inter- 

Service applications.  It should be noted that additional decentralized 

activities have been incorporated into the Navy PWC's since 1965, 

including facility engineering activities of the other Services. 

A more recent and especially notable example is the Navy PWC 

established in San Francisco (at the Oakland Army Terminal) for inter- 

Service support of military activities in that geographical area. The 

San Francisco PWC combined five activities of Army, Air Force, and Navy, 

and has resulted in an am.ual manpower cost savings of $8,370,000 (465 

people at $18,000 per person).  (Figures provided by Navy.) 

The examples c'i.scussed above lend strength to the position that 

such changes can be nude in traditional BOS practices without degrading 

the U.S. national security capability and can achieve significant manpower 

savings in the process.  It could even be argued that if the past ways of 

handling BOS were not serving as a barrier to major changes to maximize 

BOS cost effectiveness, the Defense BOS structure of the future might be 

quite different from the organization that exists today. Fo- example, 

the present philosophy that each installation must have a complete set of 

BOS functions under the control of the major mission element on the 

installation would be considered too expensive.  If such control is 

essential, how are the tenants of an installation surviving who do not 
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have such ccntrol now?  Some tenants have missions as critical to our 

national defense as the cajor or host organization.  In the extreme, 

BOS (within the United States, at least) might be provided by a central 

80S support organisation (somewhat like GSA for civilian agencies of the 

Government) responsive to operational needs. Likewise, ei.ch BOS function 

would be stretched to as many installations as possible based on cost and 

effectiveness, again with little regard to which Service "owns" the 

Installation.  (Obviously, there are scae problems.  No military commander 

would like to be dependent on support, the control of which is far removed 

from his own command channels.) 

Given the budgetary pressuiett it is unlikely that in a fresh start each 

Service and Service Command would be permitted, as at present, ro develop 

its own priorities for allocation of resources and standards for quality 

and responsiveness. Correspondingly, allowing expensive trail and error 

in areas such as In contracting for services and in the use of capital 

equipment in place of manpower when experience already exists elsewhere within 

the system would simply not be tolerated, as it has been, and should not be. 

Cerrainly, the Department of Defense cannot simply wipe the slate 

clea. and all at once start anew—and that it not suggested. What it 

can do, however, is become absolutely convinced that it should take some 

bold steps toward the final objective of a restructuring; that the 

restructuring will save large amounts of much-needed manpower dollars; 

that those savings are more important thtn the preservation of the 

present BOS structure developed in the past by the separate Services; 
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and that change does not automatically mean a loss of quality and 

responsiveness any more than it means that It will automatically ei ponder 

savings.  These remarks should not be taken to mean that Defense utflclals 

In the Services and the OSD are unaware that greater efficiency can be 

brought to BOS.  To the contrary, membere of the DMC staff have 

discussed this with some very responsible officials who agree that 

something must be done, but by themselves can't turn the entire system 

around.  Further, this inability is not to their discredit.  The problem 

of changing strongly institutionalized practices has often proven too 

much for kings and presidents, much less Defense managers. 

Hoveve , a major change in institutionalized practices is exactly 

what It will take to change the condition described succinctly by one 

otserver, "If you want to ask a single question about BOS, you have to 

call a conference. Everybody has a piece of the action, but no one 

jfflce has the answers." It is concluded that BOS management 

should be more centralized—to the extent that it can be treated as a 

separat? program (as Army has done to t.fae e::tent) for planning and 

programming, so that manpower resources ;.in be allocated on the basis of 

Defense-wiue priorities and standards, and to provide for geographically 

(rather than Service) based execution that minimizes the amount of direct 

labor and overhead manpower allocated for bedding-down the forces. 

Annex C discusses the order of magnitude of the amounts of manpower 

that could be saved by maximizing the workload for each individual BOS 

organization (i.e., geographical centralization).  These estimates 

are based on the staffing standards used by the Services as guidance 

for required manning levels. 
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Management to Implement ^ New Approach to BOS 

Efficient management of BOS car occur only if the proper mechanism 

exists to make it happen.  While the problems with BOS are visible, and 

even though Defense managers know how to correct many of them, optimal 

solutions along the lines which have been discussed seem unlikely, or 

even out of reach, unless the Department is better organized to implement 

the solutions.  Improvements could be effected within the present 

management structure, of course, and it could be retained and may be; we 

shall call this Alternative 1.  In this respect, "low^ver, the continued 

fragmentation of BOS into 15-18 separate functions, each with its own 

management chain, would tend to perpetuate most of the BOS management 

problems, regardless of the fragmented solutions attempted within that 

framework.  While BOS management remains fragmented, the Department 

would still not be able to view BOS "all at once" except in terms of 

changes to annual programs.  Resources would still be planned and allocated 

In sub-optimal Service increments, with no single manager responsible 

for initiating deliberate management actions that encompass the entirety 

of this large portion of the Defense establishment. 

There are alternatives.  The management of BOS can be better inte- 

grated in one of two ways, either of which the DHC staff would find 

acceptable.  One (call it Alternative 2) would be to establish a Deputy 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Base Operating Support), under 

the Assistant Secretary (i&L).  The present offices of the DASD's for 

Supply and Maintenance Services, Frocurement, and Installations and Housing 

would transfer those parts of their present functions and personnel which ar 
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related to BOS.  Some additional staffing beyond that would be required 

for this office since It would be responsibl" for the active management 

of BOS, not just the establishment of policy.  The manpower would come 

from the Services, each of which would establish a comparable management 

office by integrating their miny offices involved In BOS management.  The 

Services would have excess manpower since the active management role that 

presently exists at many locations at Service b;uquarters and major 

command headquarters would pass to the new DASD(BOS). 

Another option (call it Alternative 3) would be to establish an 

Installation Management Agency to do the detailed BOS management, under 

policy guidance from OSD but without necessarily creatirg a new Deputy 

Assistant Secretary of Defense. The agency would function organizationally 

much like DSA in managing CONVJS Installations and providing institutional 

support to all Defense organizations. In either case, the BOS manager 

would be the «ingle "host," while all military operating units would be 

tenanted for support.  The operating units would assist in programming 

for resources, and would coordinate closely to maintain the quality and 

responsiveness of services. To work well enough to satisfy the military 

commanders, it would have to be highly responsive to their needs, and 

concern about that would generate strong opposition to the idea. 

To illustrate the concept, the DASD(BOS) or the Defense Installation 

Management Agency (DIMA) might have the following major functions: 

1. Compute Defense-wide basing requirements 

2. Compute real estate and facility requirements 
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3. Prepare and maintain a basing and facilities plan based 

on the size and characteristics of operating units. 

It.    Flan, progrtm, account for and allocate all BOS resources 

Including land, facilities, money and manpower. 

5. DIMA provide (or DASD oversee) the entire range of what 

is now considered BOS, Including such functions as installation 

supply, maintenance, and transportation services to the entire 

CCNUS force, using regional support offices where economies would 

result from the integration of local Installation BOS functions. 

6. In conjunction with the Services, develop Defense-wide 

resource priorities for installation support. 

7. In conjunction with the Services, develop quality and 

responsiveness standards for supported organizations, Defense- 

wide, based on operational requirements. 

There could be a number of variations and combinations of the 

foregoing within a framework of more centralized BOS management.  For 

example, there could '.>e both a new DASD(BOS) for policy, with a small 

office and a BOS operating agency for DOD, functioning much the way 

DSA operates under OSD.  For another, under strong, coordinated 

direction from OSD, there could be centralized BOS management within 

each Service (call this Alternative 4); this would be less effective 

than centralized management across Service lines but could be seen by 

the Services as more directly responsive to Service needs and, therefore, 

the Services probably would be more receptive to this than to Alternative 3. 
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Two other options were considered but discarded lor the reasons 

given below: 

Alternative 5.  One Service would serve as single manager 

for all BOS.  This would not work as well since It Is desirable 

to lave the manager and allocator of the resources not be a 

competitive recipient of that resource. 

Alternative 6.  Assign the junction to the Generel Service 

Administration.  This would cause extreme difficulties in resource 

appropriation management since one of the problems that would be 

solved by the other op-Ions is the formulation of BOS requirements 

on the basis of the other Defense appropriations, Including the 

operating forces. GSA's distance would not permit this. 

Comparing the alternatives, we view Alternative 1 as 

continued acceptance of an unsatisfactory status quo; the time has come 

to do better. As to the other options, the analysis clearly calls for 

greater centralized control and management of BOS. along the lines of 

Alternatives 2 or 3, or variations thereof. We favor Alternative 3. 

Alternative 4 is less preferable but would be a major improvement over 

the present as well as more acceptable to the Services; thus, it might 

be adopted as an interm solution for a few years in transition to 

Alternative 3 later In the future. 

Estimated Savings In Support Manpower Costs 

From all the above actions, it is estimated that the manpower 

savings would be significant.  For a more detailed estimate, sec 

Annex D. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Within the Support Forces of the Department c.f Defense, there 

are significant opportunities for manpower savings, especially in the 

a--ea of Base Operating Support (BOS).  BOS is i highly fragmented, 

inflated function for which manpower is un.ne.cetia.tiLy expended in 

excess of national security requirements. \K   i^ the area within the 

Department of Defense in which ch. iges could ^ icJ.u the greatest amount 

of saving In manpower costs with tue least impact on combat capability. 

2. Since the numbers and types of  ases are fundamental to BOS 

manpower requirements, there is a need tor    her rationalization 

of the base structure for elimination of any unmcessary bases, and for 

optimal allocation and use of the bases retained.  At present, DOD 

apparently does not have complete, substantiated knowledge of its true 

basing requirements, present aud 

basing so as to allocate land and facilities to its forces across 

Service lines  n an optimal cost-effective bas? ■, although the Department 

periodically has carried out some significant base closure realignments. 

Beyond that, however, DOD is constrained in the changes it can make within 

the United States because of powerful Congressional pressures which reflect 

the major impact that bases have on local economies.  Since DOD itself 

cannot overcome such pressures, a  >w bi-partisan national commission, 

reporting to the President and the Congress, should be established to 

review the military basing plans developed by DOD and recommend its 

adoption or the necessary changes to achieve, over time, an optimal cost 

effective basing structure that would be in the best overall national interest, 

taking all factors into account (including an economic adjustment plan for 

fc'f. 
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areas adversely affected).  The composition of the commission (as further 

discussed in Annex A), should be such as to ensure  onslderatlon of all 

major viewpoints and Interests Involved and provide a broad basis of 

support for the commission's recommendations.  Substantial futun 

manpower savings should result (as well as substantial other savings, 

once the Initial costs of change and economic adjustments are amortized). 

Substantial future manpower savings should result (as well as sub- 

stantial other savings, once the initial costs of change and economic 

adjustment are amortized). 

3.  Opportunities exist to save significant amounts of manpower 

costs by substituting fast amortizing capital equipment for manpower. 

The Services are already doing this on a small scale, can point to many 

Isolated savings resulting from capital equipment substitutions, but 

do not systematically transfer their success to other areas. Much 

more should be done in this area, as discussed in further detail in 

the DMC staff issue paper entitled "Alternatives to Manpower." 

A.  The Department of Defense is missing opportunities to save 

large-scale manpower costs by having more of its base services performed 

under contract, wnich generally is less costly then government manpower 

and in many Instances can do the job satisfactorily. Although there is 

some contracting out for services (notably Including an exemplary case 

at Vance AFB), too much of the effort Defense expends in this area was 

observed to be toward the administrative satisfaction of contracting 

policies and directives, rather than in genuine pursuit of tne maximum 

savings that could be extracted from the use of contractor manpower. 

Contracting efforts were observed to be inconsistent from Service -0 

\ 
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Service. Where successes have occurred (an at Vance APB), the lMlfai 

learned ate not lnatitutionalljed and applied elsewhere.  Coat comparison» 

made between ln-houae and contractor operations sre generally Incomplete. 

Comparison methods used in DoP generally favor the in-houee performance 

of work. Indicating a reluctance to perform BOS under contract or at leaat 

to chcnge.  Clearly there ahould be more contracting out for services 

th.in at present, with resulting aavlnga in government manpower and net 

aavinga in coata to the taxpayer. 

5. The overall Defenae organizational structure for BOS la sub-cj-.lmal. 

BOS la provided lart.dy °n » Service-by-Service, lnatallatlon-by-lnatall- 

atlon baala.  Further, the management of the approximately 18 major 

functlona that compose BOS ia fragmented among several managers at each 

of the varloua layera of the military and departmental heirarchlei. The 

function la not managed aa an Integral program with Defense-wide 

standards and priorities.  BOS in conaidercd aa a total program only 

during program/budget exercises, but time Is usually permitted to consider 

only recommended changes.  Deliberate, Integrated management oi the 

function across Service line«, preferably by a single DOD office or 

agency but at leaat closely coordinated, would result In large-scale 

savings. 

6. The Department of Defense does not take full advantage of tie 

opportunity to save manpower costs by optimally determining the force 

composition (active military, Reserves, Civi. Service employees, and 

contractors) for each base or type of base.  An optimal mix would mean 

that for generic categories of work (e.g., base supply, real property 

v    '•-. 
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maintenance) the optiröl composition would provide for a fore« mix of 

the four kind« of manpower that would result In maximum capability for 

the leaat coat.  Instead, Defense ard the Services rely too much on 

traditional utilization practices without considering adequately the 

tradeoffs between the four kinds of manpower.  Existing civillarization 

program» *nd contracting for services on only a fragmented, limited 

function-by-function basis do not represent adequate consideration and 

mangement of a four-way mix.  From son»- of the examples studied, It is 

probable that sizeable additional manpower and dollar savings could be 

achieved by tailoring the mix to meet the need. 

'. The foregoing conclusions all    it to areas wherein miraagement 

Improvements could be made that would reduce Defense manpower costs with- 

out accompanying reductions In combat capability. Primarily, tre nead 

for changes has been addressed in the areas of .-. more optimal allocation 

cJ tasirg, the regional consolidation of some BOS functions, the Increased 

use of Federal civilians and contractors in place of active military, and 

the substitution of capital equipment for more expensive manpower. 
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ANNEX A 

BASING REQUIREMENTS 

Purpose. 

The purpose of this paper is Co examine U.S. defense basing and 

base requirements as fundamental, major factors affecting the ?lze and 

mix of defense manpower requirements. 

General. 

Military Installations are established and operated to house, 

provide operating and training spac* and facilities for, and otherwise 

support the tenant operating units of the Amed Forces, Including 

facilities and support for the dependents of the military personnel. 

Base management policy presentl" is developed in the Office of 

the Secretary of Defense vOSD) by the Office of the Assistant Secretary 

of Defense (Installation and Logistics)(OASD I&L).  The land and 

facilities themselves are allocated to and managed by the Services. 

(Actual ownership, of course, is held by the United States and is 

par" of the General Services Administration (CSA) inventory.) 

There are approximately 6,500 military installations, large and 

small, in the worldwide real estate inventory of the Department of 

Defense.  Of these, 764 are categorized by OSD as "significant" 

installations.  Note that In the U.S. this amounts to an average of 

approximately ten major baaes per state.  For the moat part, these 

installations are assets of each Service inhericed fror; the past — 

not in all cases exactly what or where tbty would be if they could 

be planned anew and optimally tillocited and designed. 
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TABLE 1 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SIGNIFICANT 
INSTALLATllNS AND ACTIVITIES 

FY 73 FY 74 

USA (Fifty States) 

Army                          94 
Navy                        201 
Air Force                    156 

Total                    451 

93 
200 
156 
449 

Outside the Fifty States 

Army                        233 
Navy                         47 
Ali Force                     43 

Total                    323 

223 
51 
41 

315 

Total DOD 

Army                        327 
Navy                        248 
Air Force                    199 

Total                    774 

316 
251 
197 
764 

Source:  Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations & Logistics) 

TABLE 2 

APPROXIMATE POPULATIONS OF SIGNIFICANT INSTALLATIONS 

The approximate population size of these bases in percentage terms 
was as follows: 

100 - 1,000 
1,000 - 2,500 
2,500 - 5,000 
5,000 - 7,500 
7,500 - 15,000 

15,000 + 

Percent 

43 
14 
21 
12 
5 
5 

Total 100 

Source:  Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations 6. Logistics) 
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Although there Is no published DOD-wide definition that precisely 

defines "significant," these installations are for the most paft the 

larger, more populated base?.  Only in the last 3-4 years has OSD 

developed categories such as "major" and "minor" installations. 

Table 1 displays the BOD "significant'' Installations by Service 

for the two most recent fiscal years for which data are available. 

Table 2 summarizes the approximate population sizes of these 

installations. 

A basr organization Is required for each significant installation — 

to perform base operating support functions (BOS) including: building 

and ground maintenance, supply, transportation, utilities, equipment 

maintenance, communications, administrative services, data processing, 

security, fire protection, and all the life support functions provided 

to military personnel and their dependents, such as commissaries, churches 

and religious activities, schools, clubs, other community services, and 

recreational facilities.  (Medical support is closely related but is 

programmed separately and is not addressed herein.)  There is a minimum 

staffing level required just to open a sizeable base,* and beyond that 

the BOS manning can escalate and vary widely, depending on the base. 

In all,the DOD programs for FY76 (as submitted to the Congress) showed 

a total of 535  thousand (end strength) Defense personnel involved in base 

operating support (244.8 thousand military and 290.2 thousand civilians 

including 62.1 thousand foreign indirect-hire personnel overseas).  Tables 

3 and 4 show further details reporting BOS manpower. 

* The Air Force estimates that it requires a minimum of approximately 1,100 
support personnel just to open a wing-size base, almost regardless of the 
further details as to what goes on the base. 
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Armjr 

Military 
Civilian (Direct 4 

Indirect Hire) 

Air Force 

Military 
Civilian (Direct 4 

Indirect Hire) 

Navy 

Military 
Civilian (nir*ct 

Indirect lure) 

Marine Corps 

Military 
Civilian (Direct 4 

Indirect Hire) 

Defense agencies 

Military 
Civilian   (Direct  4 

Indirect Hire) 

Total POD 

Military 
Civilian  (Direct  4 

Indirect Hire) 

TABLE 3 

BASE OIKnATINC Sl'Prohi 
rt 70 Ki:"'ju;RKME:n~s 

(Thousands) 

TOTAL 

785.0 
101. E 

590.0 
271.3 

528.7 
3)3.9 

196.3 
19.9 

(9.0) 
73.7 

2,100.0* 
1,080.6 

BOS 

A2.9 
120.« 

140.2 
93.3 

39.5 
47.8 

22.2 

(.1) 
6.:> 

244.8 
290.2 

3,180.6 535.0 

Source:    DoD Manpower Requirements Report for FY  1976 

*    Already included in Service totals. 
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% BOS 

5.5 
32.5 

23.8 
34.4 

7.5 
15. 2 

11.3 
62.3 

(l.0< 
8.8 

11.7 
26.9 

16.82 
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TABLE 4 

BOS MANPOWER LEVELS 
By Service <000) 

(FY 76 PROGRAM) 

Overall POD 

Army 

Navy 

Air Force 

Marine Corps 

Defense Agencies 

5?5.0 

173.3 

87.3 

233.5 

34.6 

6.5 

Source:  DoD Manpower Requirements Report for FY 1976. 
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The tremendous numbers of personnel involved are In pert a function 

of the numbers and types of bases involvfd--as well AS, of course, the 

BOS manning of each base.  With respect to the latter, there is a great 

deal of information available in the OSD and the Military Departments 

that provides guidance on the amount of manpower needed to operate 

military Installations.  This annex paper will not go into the details 

of these manpower authorization criteria but will follow the principles 

that bases ine\ tably generate BOS manpower requirements and that a 

primary means of attaining maximum manpower productivity of the base 

support workforce is to maximize the workload imposed on an existing 

base before operating another one.  In this respect, it is axiomatic 

that greater efficiencies usually are achieved at the higher workload 

levels.  This principle is applied and depleted graphically In Depart- 

ment of the Army Pamphlet 20-551, Staffing Guide for U.S. Army Garrisons, 

and in similar documents of the Air Force and Marine Corps. 

Determination of Base Requirements; Trends and Problems 

Given the importance of basing, it should follow that the numbers, 

kind, size, and location of Defense bases ideally would be determined 

objectively by the size and characteristics of the forces.  Considering 

the cost of this resource, it would be expected also that basing might 

have a mathematical (although not linear) relationship with the forces 

supported, in that the amount or kind of basing would vary in some 
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consistent relationship with changes In the forces.  Each Service Is able 

to determine Its number of personnel to be housed and trained; ships to 

be operated, berthed, supplied, and maintained; aircraft to be operated and 

maintained; and its logistical facility requiremenf  as calculated 

by personnel and equipment inventories.  The problem is that thesi 

available measures of basing requirements are not being used In the 

aggregate to determine optimal Defense basing requirements.  From 

information maüe available from the Department of Defense, it is apparent 

that basing is determined somewhat apait from force and inventory require- 

ments.  For example. Figures 1 through 3 show the trends in the relation 

between numbers of bases and force size over time (FY64-75), and indicate 

that,except for the Navy, the changes in numbers of installations bear 

little relation to levels of major mission forces.  Figure 4, which 

shows the aggregated overall trend for DOD Installations, indicates also 

that basing management has occurred quite separately from force management. 

Since many complex factors are involved, these simplified trend lines are 

not shown to prove that basing is wrong, but they are relevant.  Even 

though there has been a slow but steady decrease in number of bases, 

basing seems little affected by the dramatic force and eraipment 

changes that occurred during the same period as a result of the Vietnam 

war.  It is not difficult to conclude, therefore, that the Department of 

Defense is still in the process of adjusting from basing patterns that 

were established during WWII, which in turn gave rise to regional 

economic patterns, which must be taken into account before decreases in 

basing can be made. 
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FIGURE 2 

NAVY TRENDS — INSTALLATIONS AND MAJOR MISSION FORCES 
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Source:    DoD Five Year Defense Program Historical Report. 
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TRENDS IN TOTAL DOD MANPOWER AND INSTALLATIONS 
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It is significant to this analvsls that neither the OSD nor 

the Service« can point to calculations that optimize Che utilization 

of the base« to bed-down, train -nd operate the force».  In fact, work 

his lust begun in the OSU to develop BU<-1I • capability.  What has 

happened instead is that each generation of managers has inherited an 

established basing structure from their predecessors that was based on 

requirements and available resources of an earlier era.  In some in- 

stances, managers have been abl<: to re'ace the number of unneeded bases 

from the active Inventory.  (Refer back to Figure 4, which shows the 

slow, gradual, reduction in number of installations.) 

A problem, of course, is that base closures are not just a question 

of efficient national security, but are as much or more so a question 

of local and regional economics, with Inevitable political implications. 

In many instances, the abrupt closure of a military installation could 

mean economic disaster to a local community, or in some cases, large 

portions of entire states.  The economic loss would be felt both by 

former employees of the closed installation, and by the local or regional 

businesses that have become dependent upon the base work force for 

revenues.  As a result of this potential loss of livelihood, the people 

who would be displaced by a base closure, acting individually and through 

political organizations, labor unions, city and state governments, 

Chambers of Coinerce and trade associations, apply intensive pressure 

on their Congressional representatives to keep the bases open. In 

other cases, a Congressional representative himself may take the lead 

for obvious reasons.  More often than not, the local interest has taken 

precedence over the national Interest, and the bases have remained intact. 

As a result, conversations 
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with civilian official» and general/flag officer« in the Pentagon 

indicate that a "why bother" attitude, or at least a cautious reluctance 

to a^t, increases In proportion to the fruotratio.i or defeats incurred 

fron attempts to close bases or mov« to curtail activities thereon that 

Impact significantly on the local economy.  Even an awareness of the role 

and interests of a particularly powerful member of Congress can suffice 

to Influence the location of bases  and deter their closure; the member 

himself does not necessarily have to do or say anything.  These are 

simply realities of the American political system.  Nevertheless, the 

Departifccnt of Defense, with Administration blessing, has acted numerous 

times in the past to effect selected base closures and realignments—showing 

that it could be dort but still leaving much more to be done. 

Understanding why things got to be the way they are, we nevertheless 

believe that a way should be found within the American political system to 

serve better the overall national interest In this matter.  Given the high 

costs of manpower, there is even more than ever a need to pare down further 

the Inventory of defense installations by eliminating any that are not 

valid requirements, and thus to reduce the base overhead population to 

only the levels needed for national security. 

Reassessing Base Requirements 

As the first and basic major step to cost-effective basing, a deter- 

mination must be made as to how much basing is really required to support 

the forces. This should be determined at the OSD levei for optiual use. 

The absence of this knowledge is, of course, an underlying foundation of 

the entire basing problem.  Initially, the problem of computing long-term 
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basir.o, requirements, *s an oblective to work towatl. «hodd he 

kept separate fron the further major problems of reducing the number« 

of bases and associated overhead personnel that do not contribute to 

combat capability.  What is Important first is that the Department o' 

Defense should know, and that the Congress snd the public should b«.- 

informed of, just how much of this national resource is really needed 

for national defense when the calculation is optimised at the Defense 

(rather th«n Individual Service) level.  Thr DMC ctaff Is already 

convinced, beyond any doubt whatsoever, that savings in basing can be 

achieved.  But we do not know how much, because »t this point neither 

DOD nor any one else can say exactly what the requirements »ould be if based 

on optimal utilisation.  Determining and specifying the base requirement 

(with allowances for contingencies) undoubtedly will provide ample 

evidence that subetantial aavlngs could be made in this area.The following 

are just a few specific examples of questions which should be pursued. 

The Air Force can be questioned for the necessity of its expensive 

prsctlce of having one-wing bases, such as in the Tactical Air ComiMr.d. 

(See Figure 5.)  Sxperiencf has shown beyond doubt that more than ona 

wing can function effectively on one base.  Further, as Fi».iie 6 Indicates, 

the dramatic reduction in the aircraft Inventory In the Air Force has had 

little effect on the tota1. number of Air Force installations.  This indi- 

cates large amounts of unused capacity at the installations that lost the 

aircraft and, as such, the opportunity to save manpower resources through 

organizational realignment.  Additionally, there clearly are facilities in 

the Air Training Command which are surplus to present ATC needs, although 

the Air Force may want to use them in other 
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Source: DoD Five Year Defence Program Historical Report. 
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ways In connection with itB expansion to 26 tactical wings. Along 

these lines, preliminary analysis shows the possibility of reductions 

in the training bases of all the Services.which would lead to savings 

in support manpower. 

Turning to another Service, the Army is operating 93 major in- 

stallations In CONUS.  It is recognized that a great deal of baaing 

and facilities are needed and even more for the additional units for 

ten actlv; divisions in CONUS under the 16-division program, plus some 

contingency allowances for mobilization needs.  However, it would appear 

that with the vast land masses covered by these installations, colocatlon 

of some of the dispersed activities, carried out over time, would reduce 

basing requirements and thus base support personnel.  Further, a com- 

parison of Figures 7 and 8 indicates that there is little relationship 

between numbers of personnel and numbers of bases. A close relationship 

between these factors would be expected in the iranpower-intensive 

Services. 

Turning to the Navy, it is appropriate to question the Navy's need 

for more than twice the number of major shore installations than the 

Army has (200 versus 93).  It is recognized that the Navy has many 

small installations clustered in a few geographical areas such as 

Norfolk and San Diego,  There may be opportunities, however, to save 

manpower by additional consolidation of BOS management in these clusters 

of 
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bases.  To the Navy's credit, their use of centralized Public Works 

Centers appears r.o present an Improvement in the efficiency of install- 

ation maintenance.  This concept will be analyzed for use by the other 

Services. 

Note also that the ability of all of the Services to sub-allocate 

large numbers of bases to their subordinate major commands (inherently a 

non-optimal distribution) indicates an overabundance of the resource. 

In this regard, truly optimal allocation of this resource on an inter- 

Service basis could occur only at the Defense Department level. 

The DMC staff has encouraged ani* endorses the work of the OASD(I&L) 

to develop a model or otherwise a means of objectively calculating basing 

requirements based on the known, quantifiable determinations of basing 

requirements.  In fact, the potential for Improvement is great enough 

to warrant even a larger investment In management personnel and analysts 

by the OSD   f only 100 installations (less than 1 out of 7) could be 

inactivated through optimal distribution of the forces, given an average 

of 712 overhead personnel at each installation, the amount of overhead 

affected would be more than "1,000 personnel. Applying the same propor- 

tion of .losings just to CCNTJS installations would free up more than 

49,000 overhead personnel.  Not all of these BOS personnel 

displaced by these actions would represent a net savings to the Government, 

since some would have to accompany transferred operating units to provide 

support; but, in the net, there would be far fewer numbers than were 

originally used, and major savings would result.  This does not mean 

that the Department of Defense has 100 too many installation. 
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The problem is that no one knows precisely how many installations could 

he inactivated, since the Department of Defense does not have a system 

or any other management mechanism to objectively measure its requiremei.es 

for bases.  The point is that the order of magnitude of the manpower  savings 

opportunity is large; the potential is in terms of hundred of millions of 

dollars in manpower savings, aside from other major savings involved over 

time, after affecting initial relocation costs.  And all this apparently 

could be achieved without causing any degradation of combat capability. 

As a somewhat separate but related consideration, the consolidation 

of depot-level maintenance plants was wxamined with a view to eliminating 

excess capcity.  Although the greatest portion of costs that would be saved 

by consolidation would be in facilities and equipment, there is also a 

potential for saving some manpower costs, somewhat as a result of reductions 

in direct labor requirements, but mostly in overhead manpower.  The DMC 

staff's evaluation of this area found that much of the needed work has 

already been done as a result of extensive OSD and GAO analyses of 

maintenance depots.  In addition, :he Ai*- Tor'-e has taken it upon 

itself to consolidate its depot maintenance system for eight large 

maintenance depots into five plan's now referred to as Air Logistics 

Centers.  The OSD study, called the Depot Maintenance Consolidation 

Study, resulted in the following major points with respect to plant 

reductions: 
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(1) Tlie study supports the previously proposed recommendation 

to close-out the maintenance portions of the Army's Sharpe, Pueblo, and 

Lexington-Blue Grass Depots.  The maintenance workload would be trans- 

ferred to other Army depots where unused capacity exists. 

(2) Depot-level maintenance performed at the Port Hueneme, 

Davlsvllle, and Gulfport Construction Battalion Centers would be 

realised, with Davlsvllle cutting back on almost all of Its Depot 

maintenance which would be transferred to Hueneme and Gulfport. 

(3) An analysis was made of three Navy missile depots—Seal 

Beach, Indian Head, and Ycrktown.  Navy agreed to study this problem 

further with a view toward consolidation.  It is still under study by 

the Navy with close mor.itorship from the OSD. 

The GAO, in a report entitled "Navy's Aircraft Overhead Depots Could 

Become Move Productive," has concluded r>iat the Navy's system of Naval Air 

Rework Facilities (NARFs) are operating at 81.51 of their one-shift 

capacity.  The scudy asks for consolidation of the workload to 

eliminate the unueed capac'ty, which could lead to the closing of one 

of two NAFR8.  The kinds of unused capacity were not fully identified 

in the CAO report, which leaves questions, since the work within the 

plants i3 not all interchangeable; e.g., an overage in electronic 

maintenance cannot re  transferred to fill unused capacity in a :t.a} - 

working shop.  Nonetheless, unused capacity apparently does exist and 

efforts continue between the GAO, OSD, and the Navy to make the system 

more efficient. 

In addition to those studies, intensive- work at the OSD is continuing 

that leaves reason to believe that the entire Defense depot system will 

be far more efficient.  The number of people at the DOD who are working 
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on this problem exceed» the entire staff of the DMC,  Since tlwi DMC 

staff was satisfied that prudent management efforts were already in 

progress, the staff studied this part of the basing problem no dirt tin. 

Further Aspects of Determining Requirements and Allocating Bases 

As discussed above, the Department of Defense should determine Its 

true long-term basing requirements, as an objective to worn toward.  This 

should be done by fitting the forces to land and facilities, based on the 

size and characteristics of those forces.  In dolnt this, basing determinants 

(i.e., the characteristics and requirements of the forces that determine 

the amount, kind, and location of bases) sh ild be developed.  From this, 

a system of categorizing requirements and base« should be developed to 

make the problem more manageable — e.g., reouirements for posts, ranges, 

airstrips, weather, terrain, billeting, and square footage of open space. 

The paper, "An Analytical Approach to the Management of the Military Base 

Structure," by E. A. Rognei, could provide a beginning of this task. 

(Mr. Rogner, presently the Director of Installations Management and 

Planning, OSD, authored that paper while a student at the Industrial 

College of the Armed Forces in 1974.) 

It is critical to the optimal management of the basing resource, 

ard hence the BOS manpower resource, that the distribution of operating 

organisations among the Defense bases should be done at the OSD level 

on an inter-Service basis.  Tbt practice of allocating large numbers of 

bases to the Services, which is followed by a sub-allocation by the 

Services to their major fluid commands, is sub-optimal and unnecescarily 

expensive.  It is understood that each Service has unique requirements 

for basing — such as the Army and Marine Corps have for maneuver areas 
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and firing ranges, the Navy for ports and related facilities, and 

the Air Force for runways, airspace, *nd ranges, etc.  Climate Is also 

a factor.  Even so, there is still room for much more intra- aid inter- 

Service sharing of real estate.  During this process, the factors already 

developed by the Services, such a ■ square footage per person and acreage 

per operating unit, should be incorporated into the planning. 

Programming and Implementation 

Up Lo this point, what would be achieved is a determination of time 

requirements, as a long-term objective, and an optimal target allocation 

of the bases (hopefully with a number marked for closure or other 

disposition, or possible reversion to a standby status for use in the 

event of mobilization).  The next step is to complete cost effectiveness 

and impact analyses of any proposed changes, including the costs of 

the moves and of any new construction or modifications needed.  (Preliminary 

cost analyses will have been done earlier.)  The next steps are those of 

actual planning and programming, including time-phasing and budgeting, 

all within the context of overall Defense planning and programming which 

takes lorce structure changes and all other factors and priorities into 

account. 

An important objective of the program should be to reduce the 

number of personnel serving in Base Operating Support, and to sustain 

the BOS manning levels at its minimum essential requirement when that 

level has been attained.  Accordingly, the OASD(MSRA) should collaborate 

closely with the 0ASD(I&L) in the design and implementation of the program. 

If a comprehensive, long-range basing requirements plan is e'er tc 

be supported by the Congress and successfully carried out, more attention 
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must b* given to the roles of local communities.  The President's 

Economic Adjustment Committee could be used to help in this and should 

be Involved In the programming and the implementation of economic 

adjustment actions related to base closures and realignments.  Admin- 

istrative assistance to impacted communities is not enough  What is 

needed would be precisely what would be taken nvay by a 'jase closure— 

jobs and money.  Providing these resources would not be necessarily 

unreachable or impractical when weighing the costs against the impact 

of base closures on the one hand, and the long-term gains to the nation, 

on the other.  It follows that Impacted communities should share the 

gains as well as the loses, particularly If this is the only way that 

the gains would be realized In the first place.  More to the point, If 

the impact on specific connu.nities was brought intr the comprehensive 

plan for basing requirements much earlier and the costs needed to 

compensate those communities were made an integral part of the plan 

much earlier (as an expense), then the likelihood of the success of the 

plan would increase.  The communities still might not like the planned 

closures or realignments; but their elected representatives, having 

something to give in return, would be enabled to take a more positive 

attitude toward the closing as an Improvement in the national interest 

Again, looking at th^ practicality of this kind of a solution, 

there muct be reason to believe that economic adjustment programs will 

work, and r'.iat, except for the short run, the affected comrunl .y  will 

noc be seriously Impaired.  Table 5 gives reason to believe that the 

interests of t^.^e communities can be protected.  This table shows ehe 
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recjnt history of the record of the President's Economic Adjustment 

Committee.  Not« that during the '969-73 period, more lobs were pained by 

affected communities than were lost. (The table. "Defense Jobs 

Lost," are Included those lost to the communities by transfer and 

therefore does not represent totai savings to the DOD.)  There is 

evidence to believe, therefore, that the ability to fully comr^nsate 

affected communities does exist,  /.n Important probier, is how fast since 

the initial impact and prompt adjustment for it is critical to the people 

Involved.  The answer to "How fast?" is a function of the quality of the 

adjustments, how soon the process is begun, and whether adequate 

funds are brought to bear on the problem as soon as needed.  The exper- 

ienced Economic Adjustment Committee should have the capability of 

bringing timely solution.-, provided that they are brought into the 

closure plan early enough. Their history shows that they have been 

quite adept at working with affected communities ro orcaniie the 

local governments and citizen groups into planning establishments that 

determine the anticipated impacts and the remelles needed (mostly in 

terms of attracting new Industry).  This, of course, could require 

some new civil construction or modifications to make the community 

attractive to new industry (e.g., facilities, utilities and local trans- 

portation arrangements^ and careful planning to avoid the undesirable dis- 

ruption of the physical and residential characteristics of the community. 

The Economic Adjustment Committee estimates that it can run as much as 

$400,000 just for the initial planning for or« area.  In the case of 

the much publicized 1973-74 Defense base closure plan, the Economic 
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Adjustment Committee will aÜL.inister the expenditure of more than 

$100,000,000 in loans and grants in the first two years of imp lenient at Ion. 

These funds were provided mostly by HUD, the Department of Commerce, 

Small Business Administration and the Department of Labor.  The plan 

is projected to save $3.5 billion over the first ten years. 

It is fair to conclude, therefore, that communities impacted by 

base closures can be protected if the process is begun early enough, 

and if funds are available.  As to the availability of föderal funds, 

it ij reasonable tu conclude that these funds, JS an expense of a 

base closure, should come from money saved from the closure.  In this 

respect, the closure plan should determine how much money would be needed 

for community adjustment, and those fundt should be programmed for that 

purpose as a percentage of the anticipated net savings for an established 

period—say the first ten years at the outside.  The set-aside accounts 

could be administered and disbursed by the Economic Adjustment Committee. 

^e precise amount of money, or the exact percentage of the savings that 

should be applied to community adjustment would take an extensive, detailed 

analysis, and should be conducted by the Economic Adjustment Committee. 

Even with the best basing requirements plan that DOD could formulate, 

the hard reality remains that the Department of Defense is constrained 

in the basing changes it can make within the United States because of the 

powerful Congressional pressures which reflect the major impact that bases 

have on local economies. The economic adjustment measures discussed above 

»•♦.14 Umir> mr+**ly In r*o«rd to the economics and therefore should help to 

ease the political pressures, but it is unreasonable to expect t' ,t 
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parochial Congressional pressures would cea"e.  Accordingly, a new 

bi-parti8an national commiss'on, reporting directly to the President 

and the Congress, should be eKiablisr.e ! to review the military basing 

plan, at* developed by DOD, and recommend any necessary changes to achieve, 

uver HUE, su  optimal cost-effective tasing structure that would be in the 

best overall national Interest, taking all factors into account (including 

the eonomic adjustment measures for areas adversely affected). 

The composition of such a commission should be such as to ensure the 

necessary ompetence and provide for representation and consideration of 

the various vi>. »points and interests involved. There should, of course, 

be provision for  adequate staff expertise and support.  This commission 

and its work should command such rf.spect that its recommendations , based 

on overall national interests, will be accepted by the President ar.d the 

Congress and provide a bro.id i sis oi support for overcoming any contrary 

parochial inter sts and presi res.   It is suggested that thr composition 

of such a commission should include at least two members (at least " 

civilian and one reclred military) with high level experience in the 

Department of Defense); a representatlvt  of the Econcmic Adjustment 

Committee; an economic authority (outside the foregoing committee); 

representatives .,f the viewpoints of 1abor and industry/commerce; 

a representative of the viewpoints of the ■»eterans organizations end/or 

retired military communitieo; and a member or recent member of esch house 

of the Congress.  Thi.- list is not meant to he definitive, but 

illustrative -if the VLCIOUS Interests which should be considered. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

1. Major savings in BOS manpower, besides other Important savings, 

can be achieved by rationalization of the military base structure over time. 

2. The first step of a better, more cost effective basing plan is 

the establishment of optimal base and facility requirements as an oujective 

to work toward.  This would be a difficult task but could and should 

be done, taking Into account the considerations discussed herein.  Further 

steps should be taken for effectively planning, programming and 

implementing a more cost effective busing structure along the lines 

outlined herein. 

3. The Department of Defense as part of a comprehensive, coordinated 

Federal program should, Insofar as practicable, request the approval of 

major realignments and closures three years in advance.  This time should 

be taken for local economic adjustment in the communities near the bases, 

and for priority placement of Federal employees whose Jobs were eliminated. 

This amount of lead time .ill also provide for voluntary employment 

behavior such as voluntary transfers, retirements, and the selection of 

other options by people considering Federal «änploymert at the closing 

installation. With knowledge of the: total plan made public, people 

accepting employment at affected installations would do so with fulJ 

knowledge that they would become subject tc transfer, or that their 

jobs will terminate by a specific date.  This degree of candor is 

commonplace in the private sector. 

4. In the past, a major obstacle to the closing jf bases (ar.d thus 

the resultant improved use of Defense manpower resources) has been 

Congressional opposition spurred by local rummunity pressures.  The kind 
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of Improvement program suggested In this paper could be successful 

only with a Congressional commitment to the closing of unnecessary 

bases made possible by a well-planned local readjustment program along 

the lines discussed herein.  Further, a bi-psrdsan national commission 

should be established, rs discussed herein, to review the basing plans 

of DOD and make recommendations to the President and the Congress. 
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ANNEX B 

JiiiO* 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

CIVILIANIZATION PROGRAMS 

A REVIEW OF THE EXPERIENCE, FY64-75 

(NOTE:  This paper is a Department of Defense working paper 

prepared in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of 

Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and was made 

available informally to the Defense Manpower Commission. 

It does not represent an official statement by the 

Department of Defense or the Defe.ise Manpower 'ommission. 

It has been included with the D> v. assessment of the 

support forces foi' its informative, factual content.) 
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Background 

The Department of Defense has had a longstanding policy, stated in 
DoD Directive 1400.5, that "civilians sh»ll be utll: ted in all positions 
which do not require military incumbents for reason;, of law, training, 
security, discipline, rotation, or combat rca'*ness, or which do not 
require z  military background for successful performance of the duties 
involved." This policy might seem sufficient to assure maxltuj use of 
civilian employees, but sevural factors mlMtfte against such a resulL. 
These factors Include a prudent reluctance tr reduce the a' ility to meet 
wartime surge requirements for military personnel; the continuing 
pressure to reduce bjth military anJ civilian manpower; and the difficulty 
of determining which military positions tiuly are substitutable acco-ding 
to t.ie criteria cited in the DoD Directive.  Consequently, DoD has 
periodically mounted concerted efforts to identify that portion of the 
military work force that is reasonably substitutable by civilians and 
to achieve the desired reductions through specific conversion programs. 
These preg-iü arc generally referred to ee ''-i-.-llianization." 

Table 1 displays DoD military and civilian manpower an- the pro- 
portion of civilian manpower from end FY64 through end FY76.  The ratio 
of civilian to military personnel is not in itself a measure of the 
goodness of a particular military/civilian manpower mix.  It does serve 
as a useful indicator of overall trends. 
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Table 1 
Total DoD Military and Civilian Manpower, FY64-76 

Fiscal Total Military Civil in« Civilian 
vc„r (000) 

3,861 

(000) 

2,685 

(000) 

1,17« 

(Percent) 

196« 31 
1965 3,821 2.61.J 1,168 31 
1966 4,361 3,091 1,270 29 
J.967 4,803 3,377 1,426 30 
1968 4,969 3,547 1,406 28 
1969 4,746 3,459 1,287 27 
1970 4,330 3,066 1,264 29 
1971 3,904 2,714 1,190 31 
1972 3,431 2,322 1,159 33 
1973 3,352 2,252 1,100 33 
1974 3,269 2,161 1,108 34 
1975 3,209- 2,131 1,078 34 
1976** 3,149 2,091 1,058 34 

♦Includes both Direct and Indirect Hire. Excludes Civil Functions 
and Youth Programs. 

**Recommended in Senate/House Conference Report on FY76 Authorization 
Bill. 

Civilian personnel comprised 31 percent of total active DoD 
manpower in FY64, declined to 27 percent at ihe height of the Vietnam 
conflict, and now stands at about 34 percent. This perljd is a urbulert 
one incorporating the war, the subsequent phase-do"n and changing mix of 
forces, and reductions in supprrt activities such &s headquarters and 
numerous base closires. Civilianization programs conducted during FY64- 
68 and FY73-75; the earlier of these periods saw the civilian percent 
decrease, the later, an increase. Little can be determined about tha 
impact of the programs from reviewing overall trends. 
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A significant motivation fcr civilianization is to save money.  The 
potential for savings is seen by examining the two basic elements of 
personnel cost;:  the direct costs of salary and related expenses for 
the employee, and the indirect costs of additional personnel to support 
the employee.  Diract costs of military and civilian personnel are 
currently about equal.  In the draft ere, military personnel were 
relatively less expensive, but general pay comparability has been 
achieved in the 1970s.  Cost savings from civilianization, therefore, 
result primarily from the fact that military personnel generate more 
secondary support requirements than do civilian personnel.  Military 
personnel are housed, fed, ard provided medical treatment by the DoD; 
civilian personnel provide their own housing, food, and medical treat- 
ment.  Military personnel mostly attend DoD training centers and schools, 
civilian personnel for the most part receive their training and education 
outside DoD.  Thus, a military person generates a requirement for seme 
fractional part of other military personnel to run bases, operate 
hospitals and schools, and perform oth»r necessary personnel support 
functions.  The removal of a military pe:oL.n allows DoD to cut down to a 
certain extent (not necessarily in direct proportion) on these functions. 
Thus, the conversion of a military person to a civilian allows, in 
addition, the elimination of another one-tenth or twe-tenths of a military 
person.  Putting it another way, only 1,000 civilians are needed to 
substitute for 1,100 to 1,200 military personnel. There are some 
limitations to thif conversion advantage, but savings on indirect sup- 
port are meaningful financial and manpower advantages of civilianization. 

Another significant motivation In practise has been a perceived 
need to conserve United military manpower resources by Increasing the 
number of Jobs performed by civilians.  This factor was particularly 
Important during the buildup for tht Vietnam War. 

Other motivations are also important.  Some perceive that a gradual 
but substantial reduction in the number of uniformed military personnel 
is desliable.  The necessity to shift from the draft to an all-volunteer 
environment made it attractive to substitute volunteer civilians for 
presumably hard-to-get volunteer soldiers.  Some people believe that it 
Is advantageous, particularly in support type activities, to have long- 
ttrm civilian employees who can develop real Job expertise rather than 
short-term military personnel who have barely time to learn their jobs 
before moving on to other jobs.  Another motivation is the perceived 
necessity by local managers to maintain the size of the total workforce 
as military strengths were reduced after Vietnam.  Faced with certain 
reductions in military strengths and the uncertainty of recruiting 
capability in tne absence of the draft, managers at all levels (whose 
workload was not necessarily diminshed) sought to carry out their 
missions by using civilians to perform vork formerly accomplished by 
military men.  This necessity to accomplish necessary work somehow has 
encouraged civilianization. 
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Agreement on the merits of civilian substitution is not universal. 
Some object on the grounds that civilianlzatlon affects combat readiness 
adversely in thai work that can be done by civilians in peacetime may 
require a military incumbent in wartime without suffielen: time for 
conversion after mobilization.  Some contend that civilianlzatlon 
interferes unduly with military career patterns and depletes the rotation 
base necessarv in C0N1.1S for maintaining the overseas forces.  Others 
believe that military personnel ar£ more useful because they can be 
ordered to work ^onger hours and Irregular hours, car: be used to perform 
ancillary duties (e.g., guard duty or cleaning the area) and can be 
transferred or relieved fo." inefficiency more easily.  These concerns 
make it difficult to determine the appropriate military/civilian mix 
without a posltlon-by-position analysis.  A major objection is based on 
the observation that after military spaces are red'*_ed by civilianlzatlon 
actions, there has often been a separate reduction in civilian speces 
and a consequent overall loss of effectiveness.  This complaint is not 
without foundation as the discussion on page 0  of this report Indicates. 
Civilianlzatlon in practise has often been a straight reduction action; 
military spaces have been deleted, and the replacement civilian spaces 
have also been deleted. 

Notwithstanding the objections, however, a number of forces both 
inside and outside of DoD have interacted to bring about civilianlzatlon 
programs in thu past decade. The Vietnam war required a large build-up 
in military strength, and civilian substitution was a way of putting 
more of this military manpower into combat and combat support activities. 
Public reaction against the wartime draft made reductions uf military 
personnel accessions a desirable goal.  Rising manpower ccsts were a 
problem throughout, but more especially after the 1971 military pay 
increase.  DoD was under considerable pressure fron the administration 
and the Congress to reduce costs and responded with programs of civilian 
substitution, headquarters reductions, and base closures.  The resulting 
civilianlzatlon was conducted in two major programs - one from 1964 to 
1968 and the other from 1973 to 1975. 
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The FY64-FY68 Clvlllanlzatlon Program 

General 

In April ]964, President Johnson directed the Defense Department to 
make a comprehensive study of the military manpower system with emphasis 
on three policy issues:  the equity of the draft system, the necessity 
for the draft to meet military needs, and the conditions under which the 
draft might be eliminated.  This effort stimulated investigation of 
feasible methods to reduce military personnel requirements.  Previous 
studies had indicated that each of the Services had some capability of 
substituting civilians for military personnel without adverse effect 
upon overall defense capabilities or costs.  One task of the draft sutdy 
was to establish both the full extent of the potential and the principal 
policy implications of military/civilian manpower substitutabillty. 

In order to accomplish this task, a detailed inventory was compiled 
of all authorized military positions as of June 1964 by such characteristics 
as type of unit and program category, occupational specialty, pay grade, 
and geographic location.  All military positions were reviewed to 
determine if they either (1) were military in nature or (2) justified 
assignment of military personnel for such reasons as training or rotation. 
Based upon this review- military positions were classified into three 
broad categories:  (1) nonsubstitutability, (2) relatively limited 
substitutabillty, and (3) relative high substitutabillty.  A total of 
1.4 million military positions, about 60 percent of the 2.4 million in 
units, were Identified as nonsubstitutable.  Another 582 thousand were 
categorized as being somewhat limited In their potential for substitution. 
Most positions with limited substitutabillty were In the headquarters 
and support elements of operating forces organizations or in trainining 
functions requiring a military environment. 

About 370 thousand positions, considered to have the least need for 
military incumbents were placed in the high substitutabillty category. 
Virtually all of these positions were In occupations with close counter- 
parts in the civilian labor force, and most were in the Continental 
'Jnited States. They were In headquarters, logistical, base maintenance, 
end other support-type activities. 

With the Intensification of US involvement in Vietnam in the summer 
uf 1965, implementation of the draft study was superseded by efforts to 
expand the armed forces.  Civilianization was an attractive approach. 
It van  decided, however, not to convert all of the high substitutabillty 
positions because of personnel management considerations (e.g., career 
development), potential turbulence problems associated wit.i eliminating 
a large number of military men, especially those in senior grades and 
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because the military personnel would b 
The forces.  The number of annual r.ill 
grade of the incumbent, was estimated 
bility positions in each Service.  Thl 
75,000, concentrated among first term 
The highest rate of turnover was being 
positions due to the short enlistment 
personnel and the low reenlistment rat 
used as the basis for the Phase I port 

Phase I 

e r.quired for an expansion of 
t .ry personnel losses, by pay 
for the group of Mgh substitu*a- 
s figure was estimated to be tbout 
personnel in grades below E-5. 
experienced by the Army in these 

periods of first-term enlisted 
es of draftees. This estimate was 
ion of the FY64-FY68 program. 

On September 16, 1965, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara directed 
the Services to substitute civilian personnel by 30 June 1966, as follows: 

Table 2 
Phase I of the FY64-FY68 DoD Civilianizatlon Program 

Service 

Tctal 
Army 
Navy- 
Marine Corps 
Air Force 

Military Reduction    Civilian Substitution 

M.300 
36,500 
15,000 
2,800 

20,000 

60,500 
28,500 
12,iJ0 
2,530 

17,000 

The difference between the military and civilian positions were the 
estimated possible reduction in personnel support manpower required for 
military personnel.  This factor was determined to be about 20% on the 
basis of the previcus study of substitutable positions; however, the 
factor resulting from the directed program is about 23%. 

Overall annual economic cost savings associated with such a redaction, 
taking account of both direct and second order life-cycle impacts (such 
as retirement costs" were estimated at $1,100 per position. The total 
life-cycle cost savings were estimated to be $16.5 million, of which 
about $11 million affected the FY 1966 budget. 1/ 

The Servl^s believed that implementation would be seriously 
impeded by funding difficulties and recommended discontinuance of the 
program so that U&M funds made available for it could be shifted to pay 
for expanded Vietnam operations. The Phase I completion date, planned 
for 30 June 1966, was reestablished as 31 December 1966, because only 
one-third of the program had been accomplished by the original target 
date.  By December about 90 percent of the program had been completed 
and the balance was completed in the first six months of 1967. 

1/ The reported difference between one-year and life-cycle cost savings 
is due to variable "odd factors" in the costing. 
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Phase  II 

During the period of Implementation of Phase I, a Phase II progra 
was planned, but was somewhat limited by Vietmm rotation requirements. 
The new objective was seen to be primarily on.; of facilitating the 
build-up for Southeast Asia by use of civilian positions ir lieu of 
military personnel, with the dollar savings no longer emphasized. 

The Services first identified by skill and grade level the oc- 
cupation for which the rotation base was favorable and military career 
development was adequate. Vithin these occupations, further positions 
were identified which should be military because of law or tradition, 
security requirements, and the need for military discipline. 

The Phase II program, approved in September 1966, is shown in 
Table 3. These figures were based upon the sane general premise as 
the Phase I program except for the reduced substitution requirements for 
the Army and Marine Corps, due largely to Vietnam rotation problems. 

Table 3 
Phase II of the FY64-FY68 DoD Civilianization Program 

Service 

Total 
Army 
Navy 
Marine Corps 
Air Force 

Military Reduction 

39,915 
8,004 

15,381 
620 

15,910 

Civilian Substitution 

34,479 
7,094 

12,839 
522 

14,018 

Difficulties in implementing the Phase II program resulted in a 
number of requests by the Services to rescind it.  Many shifts in the 
originally planned objectives were made because of civilian hiring 
shortfalls and changing military personnel rotation base requirements. 
As of February 1968, only 38 percent of Phase II had been accomplished. 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (M&RA) Alfred Fitt reviewed the program 
at that time and issued new guidelines which specified that all Services 
except the Air Force agreed to complete their programs by 30 June 1968. 
The Air Force was to complete its program by 30 September of thct year. 
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Summary 

The total Phase I and Phase II programs are shown In Table 4. 

Table 4 
The FY64-FY68 DoD Civlllanlzatlon Program 

Military Reduction Civilian Substitution 

114,215 
44,504 

94,979 
35,600 

30,381 25,339 
3,420 3,022 
35,910 31,018 

Army 
Navy 
Marin» Corps 
Air Force 

The program was completed as planned except that Public Law 90-364, 
which established restrictions on civilian employment, limited actual 
substitutions to about 90,000 civilian personnel.  Thus about 5,000 of 
the civilians which were planned to substitute for military personnel 
never did because they were eliminated from the DoD workforce by other 
actions.  The most notable short-term benefits wer'-- reduced draft calls 
during the Vietnam build-up, although the net effects of the substitution 
efforts were somewhat obscured by overall military strength additions. 
(See again Table 1, above.) 
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The FY73-75 Clvlllanlzation Progrtj» 

With the planned withdrawal fron Vietnam and considerable unfavorable 
public attention on the draft, the Defense Department itarted to restudy 
the all-volunteer concept. The plan for Project Volunteer was approved 
by Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird in February 1969, calling for a 
balanced prograu designed to neet future military manpower requirements 
without reliance on Inductions.  In March of that year, President 
Richard Nixon announced the formation of a commission on an All-Volunteer 
Anted Force under the chairmanship of former Defense Secretary Thomas 
Gates.  The Gates Commission saw a potential for replacing 117,000 
nilltary personnel with civilians In a 2.5 allMon force at a savings of 
S100 million in 1969 dollars. DoD Project Volunteer alao recognized the 
importance of civilian substitution in reaching the zero-draft target. 

The Senate Armed Services Committee report on the Department of 
Defense Authorization Bill for FT 1973 (SR 92-962) stated that: 

"As the cost of military manpower has Increased and the diffi- 
culties of achieving an all-volunteer force become apparent, 
clvillanlzatlon programs need to be reassessed.  The greatest 
potential for civilian substitution appear« to exlat in the Air 
Force since a large number cf base operations positions are locrted 
in the United States.  The Gates Commission had indicated that of 
about 100,000 billets that were found to be appropriate for civilian 
substitution, about three-fourths were Air Force positions. The 
comittee therefore desires that the Department of Defense conduct 
a thorough analysis of civilian substitution potential and Include 
the results in next year's Military Manpower Requirements Report." 

The House Appropriations Committee report on the Department of 
Defense Appropriations Bill for FY 1973 (HR 92-1389) also addressed 
clvlllanlzation by stating that: 

"The Committee wants and expects to sec military personnel out from 
behind desks and back In aircraft, ships nd troop units.  The 
Committee hopes to encourage thd Department of Defense, at all 
levels, to move in this direction by r :tlng aside $25,000,000 of 
the transfer authority exclusively for this purpose.  It should be 
noted that the amount set aside does not constitute a limitation 
and such additional amounts of the transfer authority as may be 
needed may be used for this purpose. 

"While the Committee expects the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
to rake the lead In directing the implementation of this program, 
all other elements of the Department of Defense should be encouraged 
to actively pursue the objective. 
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Additionally, the Committee serves notice on all concerned that 
ceilings on civilian personnel, however imposed, are to be ad- 
lusted as and when necessary to permit this program to go forward. 
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Congressional interest in and support for civlllanlzation is 
clearl'-' stated in these reports. 

The DoD Central All-Volunteer Force Task Force concluded that an 
objective of converting 35,000 military positions - 10,000 each for the 
Army, Navy, and Air Force, and 5,000 for the Marine Corps - would be 
reasonable.  The Military Services first opposed the plan, fearing that 
it would lead to reducing both military and civilian strength, as had in 
fact happened In 1967-68 (see page 9).  However, they later agreed tVat 
civlllanlzation was desirable, assuming that OSD and the Office of 
Management and Budget would protect their civilian spaces.  It was also 
agreed that the Marine Corps substitution program would be reduced to 
1,000 because of the relatively fewer support activities In that Service 
compared to the other Services. 

Deputy Secretary of Defense Kenneth ;<ush established on 11 December 
1972 a minimum objective of clvlllanlzing 31,000 military positions DoD- 
wlde by the end of Fiscal Year 1974.  In addition to reducing military 
manpower requirements. It was estimated that annual life-cycle cost 
savings of $1,200 to $1,800 per military space reduced could be achieved. 
The FY74 Civlllanlzation Program Is shown in Table 5.  Most of the 
conversions were to occur In CCHUS and most In emlsted positions. 

Table 5 
The FY74 DoD Civlllanlzation Program 

Military Jobs to be Converted 
By 30 Jun 73 
By 30 Jun 74 

Total 
Military Support Reduction* 
Total Mil Pers Reduction 
Civilian Jobs Added 

♦Reduction in spaces for trainees, students, transients, patients, 
and military support. 

The program lagged soirewhat in implementation in FY 1973. The 
principle reason cited for the lag was fiscal uncertainty as to Con- 
gressional approval of the transfer of funds from the military pay 
account for new civilian hires.  Appropriations Committee approval was 
granted on June 8, 1973 and the fo^. owing was reported as accomplished 
during FY73: 

Marine Air 
Total Army Navy Corps Force 

4,566 1,000 1,000 243 2,323 
26,434 9,000 9,000 757 7,677 
31,000 10,000 10,000 1,000 10,000 
6,622 1,700 1,900 135 2,887 
37,622 11,700 11,900 1,135 12,887 
31,000 10,000 10,000 1,000 10,000 
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Table  6 
FY   74 DoD Civillaniz.ition Program Accomplishments During  FY   73 

Mir lne Air 
Total 

4,566 

Army 

1,000 

Navy 

1,000 

Co rps Force 

Planned  Conversion 243 2,323 

Accomplished 
Number 1,793 404 203 22 1,164 
Percent  of PI an 39 40 20 9 bo 

Table   7  provides  some  descriptive data on  the   1,793 conversions 
accomplished during January-June  1973: 

Table  7 
Details  of  Civi lianlzation Accomplished During F".   73 

Occupational  Distribution 
Administrative and Clerks 
Service and  Supply Handlers 
Craftsmen 
Equipment Repairmen 
All Others 

Total 

Percent 
43 
24 
16 

5 
12 

100 

Grades 
Military 

Average Grade E-4 
82% E-3 to F.-5 

Military_ Personnel 
Reassigned at same base 
Transferred to another base 
Discharged or retired 

Total 

Civilian Replacements 
DoD Displaced Employees 
Vietnam Returnees 
Retired Military 
Other 

Total 

Civilian 
Average Grade GS-4 
67Z GS-2 to CS-5 

Percent 
74 
13 

_13 
100 

14 
5 
4 

_77 
10Ö 

*& * 
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Performance Improved during FY 74. Table 8 shows ehe progress of 
the clvlllanlzatlon program during FY74. By the end of the fiscal year, 
94Z of the program had been completed. 

Table 8 
FY74 t)oD Clvlllanlzatlon Program Accomplishments During iT74 

Marine Air 
Total Army Navy Corps Force 

31,000 10,000 10,000 1,000 10,000 

18,100 7,000 4,600 500 6,w00 
29,188 9 600 9,199 989 9,400 

Planned Conversitn 

Accomplished by: 
31 March 19-4 
30 June 1974 

During the same period (FY73-75) there were also Dol> programs to 
reduce headquarters manpower spaces, to close or consolidate a number of 
military bases, and to reduce support manpower.  The .-lmultaneous 
Implementation of these various manpower reduction programs make it 
difficult to access the real lmpacr of any one of them.  It is • ot clear 
how many of the savings reported from headquarters reductions, base 
closures, or support reductions were also included in civllianlzation 
reports. 

A FY75 program to convert approximately 10,000 military space! to 
3,700 civilian spaces was planned with the Service distribution an shown 
In Table 9.  Also included In Table 9 Is a summary of the entire FY73- 
FY75 program.  As of March 1975, about 35,000 of the 40,020 planned 
civilian hires to replace military personnel had been compiled. 
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Table 9 
Overall   Summary  of   the DoD FY73-FY75  Clvilianlzation Progran 

FY73-4 

Army 
Navy 
Marine Corps 
Air Force 
Defense Agencies 
Total 

FY75 

Army 
Navy 
Marine Corps 
Air Force 
Defense Agencies 
Total 

FY73-75 

Army 
Navy 
Marine  Corps 
Air Force 
Defense Agencies 
Total 

Mil   (-) 

37,912 

9,986 

47,898 

Civ   (+) 

11,784 10,000 

11,939 10,000 
1,141 1,000 

13,048 10,000 
290 

31,290 

5,106 4,078 
34 0 

220 194 
4,626 4,078 

380 
8,730 

16,890 14,078 

11,973 10,000 
1,361 1,194 

17,674 14,078 
670 

40,020 

tu 
* .1» 
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Table   10 shows  the  results  of  a cost  analysis of   the  FY73-FY75 
program provided  In March  1974  in response  to  a Congressional   inquiry. 

T-ible  10 
Cost   Implication of  the Do.   FY73-FY75 Civilianlzation Program 

(Millions of  Dollars) 

$-255.5 
-  55.3 

$-310.8 

$+289.3 
-  31.1 

$+258.2 

$-  52.6 

FY  1973/74 Program 

Military  Personnel  Conversion 
Military Personnel Reduction 

Subtotal 

Civilian Personnel  Costs 
Less:     Operating Support  Savings 

Subtotal 

Net Savings  FY   1973/74  Program 

FY 1975 Program 

Military Personnel Conversion 
Military Personnel Reduction 

Subtotal 

Civilian Personnel Costs 
Less: Operating Support Savings 

Subtotal 

Net Savings FY 1975 Program* 

Total Net Savings, FY 1974/75 Programs* 

*Assuming completion as planned. 

These year-to-year budgetary savings are less than estimated total 
life-cycle cost savings which include retirement and other long-term 
costs. The buQgeted savings ate based on assumed support redi-:tions, 
grade conversions, and other factors, which may amount to more or less 
in fact.  The savings per position were higher than those reported in 
the earlier FY64-FY68 program because of the considerable increase in 
manpower costs between 1968 and 1973. 

$- 41 2 
- 5 4 

$- 46 6 

$+ 43 9 

$7 
5 

38 
1 
8 

$- 7 8 

$- 60 4 

I 
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Observations 

The overall results of the two DoD civilian substitution programs 
from FYb4-FY7S (and all othe»- personnel actions affecting the results) 
may be determined by adding hack the military reductions achieved and 
subtracting the added civilian positions. 

.'    ! 

m$ 

Table 11 
Results of Dor Civilianizatlon rrogram, FY64-FY75 

End FY75 Strengths 
Military Reductions 
Civilians Added 
Revised Total 

Total 
(000) 

3,209 

3,241 

Military Civilian  Civilian 
(000)    (000)     (*) 

2,131 
+162 

2,293 

1,078 

-130 
9.,8 

34 

30 

The revised total shows what "would have been" in the absence of 
civilianizatlon. 

— Total DoD strength would have been 32,000 higher. 

Civilian strength would have been substantially lower and 
would have comprised only 30% of the total instead of 34X. 

— Military strength Is 162,000 lower, or about 'IX  lower. 

The multiplicity of simultaneous and overlapping reduction programs 
within DoD during the past decade makes it difficult to isolate the 
specific consequences of each individual program.  However, it may be 
concluded that the civilianizatlon programs were of some value In easing 
the transition to the all-volunteer force by decreasing military strength 
requirements. 

Civilianizatlon has also helped to reduce total manpower costs. 
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Unfortunately, civillanlzatlon also accelerated the overall decline 
In DoD strength because the real decline In civilian manpower strengths 
was hidden by the clvlllanlzation progra&i. Table 12 shows civilian 
strengths for critical periods since FY64. 

The revised totals, which take clvlllanlzation into account, reveal 
that DoD civilian employment has declined 228,000 or about 19X from the 
FY64 base.  The reported totals show an apparent decline of only 98,000 
or about 81.  Those who assess manpower reductions based on a judgment 
as to what is a "reasonable" reduction from the previous strength might 
have been underestimating the real Impact of their reductions. From 
FY73 to FY75, for example, fie apparent reduction of only 22,000 civilians, 
or about 21, is small compared to the "real" reduction of 68,000, or 6Z. 
Whether o>- net the difference between 2Z and 6Z is significant, the fact 
is that the magnitude of the reduction was masked by the civilian spaces 
added as a result of clvlllanlzation. 

Table 12 
Impact of DoD Clvlllanlzation Programs on Civilian Employment 

Total Civilians 1/ 
Less Cumulative Civilians Added 
Revised Total 

FY64 

1,176 
 0 
1,176 

FY68 

1,406 
-90 

FY73 

,100 
-90 

1,316   1,010 

FY75 

1,078 
^130 
9.8 

1/ Includes direct and indirect hire in military functions; excludes 
civil functions and summer youth programs. 

Improved methods of manpower programming should supersede civlliani- 
zatlon programs. For the past few years a concept for integrated manpower 
programing has been evolving within DoD.  Integrated manpower programing 
means that all forms of manpower—active military, civilian, reserve 
military, and contract—are to be considered in each instance to perform 
a job of work.  The least costly form of manpower, or the least cost mix 
of varlouj types of manpower, which can perform the work satisfactoril" 
U to bj chosen in each instance. Not only will the specific nature of 
eac!: individual job of work be considered, but such overall considerations 
as military necessity, mobilization plans, rotation baae, and personnel 
management will also enter into the manpower mix determination.  The 
integrated manpower approach promises the derivation if a Department of 
Defense manpower program in which the best mix of ehe various forms of 
manpower will already have been determined. Adherence to this policy 
will eliminate the necessity for separate civilianizatlon programs. 
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ANNEX C 

UPtQgTUNITIES FOR MANPOWER SAVINGS FROM BASE CONSOLIDATION 

The purpose of this Arne» Is to illustrate the opportunities for 

manpower savings from the consolidation of base support functions. Such 

consolidations m&y be achieved by closing several smaller bases and com- 

bining all of theii activities at a larger base or by the consolidation 

of certain base support functions on a regional bßSls. For instance, the 

civilian personnel function for all bases within a given geographic arei. 

may be performed by one personnel office.  Economies of scale may be 

achieved by efficient combinations of overhejd functions.  It Is generally 

accepted that the application of economies of scale would lead to manpower 

savings.  The purpose of the Annex is limited therefore to provide an 

order of magnitude estimate of the possible savings. 

Tables 1, 2 and 3 present data on base support n:unpower by func- 

tion for the Army, Air Force and Marine Corps.  Manpower requirements 

for each base support function are shown for three levels of buse popula- 

tions and Illustrate the average number of personnel requited to perform 

such function at bases of small, medium and large size.  These data were 

estimated from sources such as listings of military bases by population 

and staffing guides for each Service, except the Navy, for which no such 

data are currently available.  The manpower requirements are related to 

base population only by rough approximation and therefore Indicate ranges 

rather than precise measurements.  N<  all base support activities are 

shown on the tables, only those for which data were readily available. 
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Several examples should suffice to Illustrate some potential 

savings.  From Table 1, It may seem that the consolidation of three 

small Army bases« each approximately 5,000 in population, into one base 

of 15,000 would result in overhead manpower savings of 23%: 

Three bases of 5,000 require a total of 3,?45 (3 X 1,115) 
base support manpower.  One base of 15,000 requires approxi- 
mately 2,583 in base support. The difference is 762, or 21%. 

Table 2 suggests that if the base support function for two Air 

Force bases of medium size (say 7,500) located in close proximity were 

combined to serve the total population, manpower savings of about 10Z 

might be achieved: 

Base support manpower for two basies of 7,500 is 5,624 
(2 X 2,812).  The number required for one base of approxi- 
mately 15,000 Is 5,067.  5,624 - 5,0'57 - 557, or 10X. 

Consolidation of two medium-sized Marine Corps bases might result 

in a 12X savings (from Table 3): 

Two bases of about 12,000 require 1,416 support personnel 
i'2 X 708).  One base of over 20,000 requires 1,252. 
1,416 - 1,252 - 164, or 122. 

The rationale for base closings and consolidation Is presented 

elsewhere in this report.  The purpose of this Annex is to provide some 

order -if magnitude potential manpower savings.  On this basis, it Is not 

unreasonable to consider savings of 10%, or better in the base support 

area. 
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Table 1 

Base Support Manpower by Function 

Army 

Function Manpower Requirements* 

(1) (2) (3) 

1. Commanding Officer/General 32 (No significant var 

_>f Information Office 9 lb 25 

3. Staff Judge Advocate 8 2: 28 

•'.. Inspector General 8 13 19 

5. Mgt. Information Systems 35 71 106 

ö. Hqs. Commandant 18 30 4b 

7. Comptroller 60 173 377 

8. Directorate of Personnel and 
Community Activities 163 407 680 

9. Directorate of Security 5 9 14 

10. Directorate of Plans 4 Training 102 179 246 

11. Directorate if Industrial 
Operations 483 1,134 1,873 

12. Directorate of Facilities 
Engineering 140 391 665 

13. Directorate of Communications/ 
Electronics                    52 107 169 

Totals 1,115 2,583 4,280 

•4 

Source:  Staffing Guide ior U.S. Army Garrisons, Jan. 72 as changed 

* Base population:  (1) - 0 - 1,000;  (2) ' 10,000 - 20 000;  (3) - 20,000 + 
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Table  2 

Bas* Support Manpower by Function 

Mr   Force 

Manpower Requirements Function 

1. Judge Advocate 

2. Inapeccion 

3. Information 

4. Base Chaplain 

5. Ground Safety 

6. Accounting and Finance 

7. Base Personnel Office 

8. Base Audio-Visual Library 

9. Base Support Photographic 
Laboratory 

10. Base Supply 

11. Fuels Management 

12. Transportation 

13. Security Police 

14. Civil Engineering 

15. Special Services 

16. Food Service 

17. Base Operations & Training 

18. Disaster Preparedness 

Totals 780     2,812 

Source: Air Force Manpower Standards, February 1973 as changed 

(1) (2) (3) 

5 23 37 

2 : 2 

3 10 13 

4 15 27 

1 4 6 

80 208 397 

59 208 475 

2 7 11 

4 8 17 

170 382 592 

26 100 183 

81 261 456 

119 181 243 

134 979 1,836 

36 175 315 

33 209 395 

19 37 57 

2 3 5 

5,067 

*    Base population:     (1)   0 -  5,000;     (2)   5 -  10,000;     (3)     10,000 + 
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Table 3 

Base Support Manpower by Function 

L!'S. Marine Corns 

Function 

i. Correctional Facility 

2. Administrative (. Clerical 

3. Messes & Clubs 

4. Food Service 

3. Inspector/Instructor Staff 

6. Data Processing 

7. Postal Services 

8. Security For:-c 

9. Fire Protection 

10. Armament Repair 

11. Disbursing Services 

12. Laundry Services 

13. Marine Corps Exchange 

14. Civilian Personnel Office 

15. Special Services 

16. Engineer Equipment Operation/ 
Maintenance 

17. Personal Staff of General 
Officers 

IS.  Marine Air Reserve 'training 
Detachment 

19.  Office of the Area Auditor 

Manpower Requirements* 

(1) C) (3) 

14 41 80 

I« 17 32 

14 23 30 

23 78 154 

5 6 9 

40 41 86 

6 20 50 

19 59 138 

13 3J 51 

1 3 5 

6 53 100 

23 60 99 

10 14 19 

6 16 30 

13 34 56 

44 

24 

40 

47 

30 

89 

52 

44 

(Continued on next page) 
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20. Fleet Marine Force Organic 
Supply 

21. Subslstenr- Supply 

22. Traffic Management 

23. Bachelor Officers' Quarters 

24. Safety Program 

Totals 

) 2 7 52 

3 B 16 

2 17 35 

6 13 2"> 

6 6  7 

01 708 1,252 

Source:     U.S.   Marine Corps  Staffing Guidance 

*    Base  population:     (1)  - 0 -   5,000;     (2)   -  5 -  20,000;     (3)     20,000   I- 
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ANKEX D 

EBtlmated SavlnRg In Defense Manpower Cmti 

The assessment of the support forces disclosed many opportunities to 

reduce the amount and cost of manpower used by the Services without an 

accompanying degradation of combat capability.  It should be noted that 

improvements recommended by the DMC staff are neither innovative nor 

hypothetical.  All of the DMC staff recommendations to save support manpower 

costs are based on observations of management actions resulting In manpower 

savings that were already uemünaLiaied to be successful by at least one of 

the Services. 

The opportunities available to the Department of Defense to save 

large amounts of manpower dollars are in the following four areas: 

1. Basing Requirements 

2. Regional consolidation of installation functions 

3. Total Force Composition (i.e., the mix of active military, 

Reserve, Civil Service, and contractor personnel) 

4. Alternatives to Manpower (The substitution of capital equip- 

ment for manpower) 

It is emphasized that the DMC staff recommendations present opportuni- 

ties to reduce coses.  Whether the total Defense budget should be reduced as 

a result of reductions in the target areas should be decided after considering 

threat assessments for subsequent years and the advisability of retaining the 

savings within the Defense appropriation to compensate for inflation or to pay 

for additional combat capability. It should be recognized also, that a 

National-level commission such as the DMC is not created to make highly micro- 

analyses of the Government operations that are subject to its investigation. 
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Instead, lti purpose (and a far more useful one) la to aasesa the Department 

of Defense as a single operating system In terms of reconsiendlng Institutional 

changes that engender lasting savings through Improved approachea to Institu- 

tionalized problems.  These recommendations are in the form of management 

principles that are readily translatable by the Depari.c*nt of Defense Into 

management policies that will result In the actual savings.  Accordingly, 

the DMC did not attempt to compute with mathematical precision the exact 

amount of savings that would result from the application of the management 

principles It recommends.  It was necessary, however, to estimate the order 

of magnitude of resultant savings to knot whether a management area vaa 

worth investigating in the first place, and to establish targets for the 

savings that should be expected when Defense Implements the principles re- 

commended by the DMC. 

Order of magnitude estimates of the potential savings for each of 

the major target areis are given and discussed below: 

Basing Requirements 

The major problem disclosed in the analysis of Defense basing is 

that the department does not have the capability of computing Its comprehen- 

sive basing needs and therefore lacks knowledge of its precise requirement 

(i.e., In terms of an objectively computed, optimized requirement). Many 

factors point to a' potential for large-scale savings in this area: (1) the 

sheer size of the real estate resource—approximately 20 million acres; 

(2) the practice of distributing military commands in a ratio of one per 

base; (3) the practice of sub-optimally allocating bases to Services and 

to Service major commands. With respect to the latter, It would be more 

efficient to allocate basing to organizations and missions regardless of 

the Service in which these organizations and missions reside. 
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A leas traditional (parochial) and more efficient allocation system 

should result In large savings In the overhead (BOS) manpower generated by 

the mere existence of the unneeded bases. Potential savings could be in the 

order of magnitude discussed below: 

1. there are approximately 6500 bases worldwide. 

2. There are approximately 764 major installations worldwide. 

3. The BOS manpower required at the major installations is an 

average of 712 spaces. 

4. There are 449 bases in the CONUS (50 states). These basen 

generate a requirement for 319,688 base operating aupport 

personnel. 

5. If land and facilities were allocated optimally to the forces 

worldwide and resulted In a savings of only one out of every 

ten or 76 bases, the world-wide BOS manpower from those bases 

would be 54,112 (76 x 712). Not all would be saved. 

6. If a new allocation eliminates only one of every ten CONUS 

bases, or 45 bases or average size, the BOS manpower from those 

bases would be approximately 32,000 (not all saved). 

7. Looking at an Air Forcu base with one wing and some tenant 

units, the manpower authorization of such a wing typically is 

over 4,000, nearly half in BOS. A second wing, when receiving 

tenant support from the host wing, typically requires only 

approximately 2,000 or less. A host wing has to be tailored 

and augmented to support its tenants, but closing (or not 

opening) a second base should save a sizeable proposition of 

the BOS force of a wing stationed separately. 

1, n 
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For the Army, the Staffing Guide for U.S. Army Gar. Isons gives the 

non-linear effects of Increasing the workload of combining the workload of 

three bases with a population of about 5,000 people each into one base with 

about 15,000 people. Under the assumptions used the Army Staffing Guide 

Indicates 30S in the order of 23%-say 25%. Under other assumptions the 

savings could be higher. (The same comparison was not made of Air Force and 

Marin« Corps staffing guides since it was found to be unreallstlcally 

linear.  The Navy had no such standards to contribute to the analysis.) 

It is seen  that the savings night vary widely for in a low of 23-25% of 

the iSOS manpower effected to potentially much higher figures, as in the 

case of the USAF wings.  Definitive calculations would have to be based on 

specific actual costs. 

8. Applying a conservative 25% figure to the CONUS BOS manpower 

(32,000) affectt'u by closing just one-tenth of the bases, and assuming 

that the majority of the BOS manpower spaces would accompany transferred 

functions, the net reduction would be in the order of 8,000 spaces.  A 

37.5% bavings factor would yield 12,000 spaces.  Five percent CONUS base 

closings with higher savings factors would produce the same reductions. 

9. If one out of every seven CONUS bases is found to be in excess 

of optimal requirements, the savings (using a 25% factor) would be in the 

order of 64 bastfs, 45,568 BOS manpower spaces, with a net savings of 

about 11.392 spaces or about $170,880,000 per year at the conservative 

rate of $15,000 per space. A 50% savings factor would double that. 

10. Looking at the various combinations of base closures and 

assumed savings factors, it seems reasonable to estimate that potential 

BOS manpower savings in the range of 10-25 thousand might be achieved, 

at least as an illustrative figure or as an objective. 
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Regional Consolidation of Installation Functions 

It Is the practice vithin the Department of defense, for the most 

part, that each military installation will have its own complete set of 

BOS functions principally in support of organizations located on that base. 

Looking at the distribution cf manpower to installation functions (Annex D), 

it can be seen that about 507 of the base manpower is allocated to three 

functions: (1) Civil Fngineering, (2) Base Supply, (3) Base Finance and 

other comptroller functions.  (In addition, keep in mind that the Air 

Force is testing regionalized intermediate maintenance for its SAC air- 

craft).  The three functions numbered above have in common that all or 

part of those functions can be performed from some distance from the 

supported organization. For example, considering the present use of 

computer terminals in base supply and financial accounting, there is 

little compelling reason why such accounting must occur at every 

installation.  Planning, distribution and disbursement, of course, are 

another matter. Further, the Navy has been demonstrating for years that 

the civil engineering function can be regionalized.  The recent placement 

of five activities of Army, Air Force, and Navy, under the Navy Public 

Vorks Center in the San Francisco area resulted in a savings of 465 people 

per year.  Think of doing this in the Washington, D.C. area. 

The real impact of regionalization of selected base functions (i.e., 

those amenable to performance from some distance) become» :1"ir when we 

recall that we are discussing a CONUS BOS population of about 320,000 

positions.  If only 10% of the BOS functions could be consolidated, and 

if consolidation could save 157 (Army staffing guides show as much as 

237), the savings would be in the order of 4800 manpower spaces with 

@$15,000 would be an annual savings of $72.000,000.  (This assumes no 
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prior closure of the bases supported.) 

Total Force Composition; i.e.. the Total Force Mix 

Traditional military custons and practices have evolved into a 

"cultural" preference of military managers for an active military workforce. 

The reason most often stated for this preference is that active military 

members are more reliable, a condition stemming from the absolute control 

that can be exercised over the workforce to work harder, longer hours, 

and under adverse conditions.  Another feeling expressed about military 

members (by military members) is that they sre more dedicated and are 

better team players.  The extent to which these asserted beliefs are true 

1J certainly open to question.  Another question that should be answered 

concurrently is that if these feelings are to some extent accurate, how 

much can be afforded, given whatever advantages accrue from the extra 

cost of using military personnel? vet another question, hov much perceived 

lack of control and cooperation in the housekeeping force could be restored 

by using more productive forms of management and supervision? 

Unquestionably, some of the military manpower used for installation 

support functions could be replaced by a less expensive part of the force 

(Reserves, Civil Service employees, or contractors), without a loss in 

effectiveness at hose insta^ations.  (Overall Service effectiveness could 

be reduced if enough military positions did not remain for Service manage- 

ment purposes such as the personnel rotation base).  The DMC staff has 

suggested that savings might result from a better active/Reserve mix. 

These suggestions would have an early effect on n. ional military strategy 

and on the force structures formulated in response :o those strategies. 

As such, the introduction of ar'aitional Reserve suj ort roles, and the 

increased use of Reserve uni'.s for weekend and active duty for training 
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drills, should be tested before the force composition is actually changed. 

There is enough knowledge on hand, however, about the impart of the 

increased uses of Civil Service employees and contractors to make sore 

immediate judgments and changes.  Keep in mind that the DMC studies show 

Civil Service and contractor manpower to cost the taxpayer less than active 

military ma ;>ower, at least in the long run and considering total life-cycle 

and support costs. 

Replacing, Military Manpower with Civilian Manpower 

The basic Support Forces paper discusses civilian manpower at some 

length.  It is believed to be convincing enough to assure that the Civil 

Service employee represents a useful capability to the Department of Defense 

to perform, among other things, installation support duties.  Tt has buen 

argued that these functions of themselves are quite "civilian", i.e., in the 

realm of city management and service duties.  While certainly some differ- 

ences exist because of the military missions assigned Defense installations, 

the use of civilians should not be discounted begrudgingly for any reasons 

considering that the DMC and other studies show civilian cost less th«n 

military manpower.  Fewer civilian personnel should be required to replace a 

given number of military personnel, because less support structure is re- 

quired.  Now, let's applv that thought to the 244,800 military personnel in 

the BOS workforce (FY 1976, worldwide).  It has been acknowledged that a 

large portion of BOS manpower must remain military to support deployable 

mission and the Service rotation bases.  It was learned, however, that in 

a tvpical CONUS-based Air Force wing, only about 50? of its manpower is 

subject to rapid deploymer", while 86? of its manpower Is military.  It 

would take a complete restudy of the entire support forces on a micro- 

level to determine the precise amount of military spaces that could be 
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replaced by fever civilian ones before deployment an.! rotation capabilities 

were affected.  Such an analysis should be run only by the Air Force in order 

to establish long-range annual targets for each kind of manpower, anH as 

'such, provide an orderly path to the actual implementation of  a more optimal 

mix.  Meanwhile, let us look at the order o*  magnitude of the savings that 

might result, assuming that 203 fewer civilians would be needed to replace 

the militaryi  If the military sliare of manpower were reduced 25" in favor 

of civilian manpower, the net savings would be in the order of 17,000 spaces. 

This is only an illustrative figure.  As stated above, the conversion target 

for each year in the long-range plan would consider the deployment and 

rotation needs of the Services as well as their needs to reduce manpower 

costs. 

Contracting for P£S >eivices 

The use of contractors to perform installati >n r.ousekeeping services 

is more than a substitution of one kind of manpower for another.  The Support 

Forces paper showed that contractors, less constrained by prescribed organi- 

zational alignment and personnel utilisation rules fe.g., military occupational 

specialities or Civil Service lob classifications), bring fresh, new approaches 

to the management of installations.  The contractor at Vance AFB uses 26" 

fewer people than the Air Force uses at Reese AFB, mostly because he constructs 

jobs and his total organisation to get the job done.  Reese, on the otner 

hand, must satisfy a myriad of regulations that impose manuals full of manage- 

ment generalizations that require the expenditure of energy Just to read and 

implement.  In general, it appears that a disproportionate share of the 

energies of installation managers, compared to EPS contractor operators, is 

directed toward the satisfaction of administrative regulations than to produce 

outputs.  While centrally developed management systems must be employed in 
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organization as large as a military Service, and for that matter, the Civil 

ServlcB, they have apparently become so "headquarters oriented" at the expense 

of .leid operations that an organization not as bound by these constraints can 

easily come in and do the Job cheaper and as well.  The Department of Defense 

and the Civil Service Commission must decide whether their constraining regula- 

tions are worth the value gained at the headquarters; whether it would be as 

well to contract for base services and not have the worry and expense of develop- 

ing and managing centralized systems; or whether the centralized and local 

management systems should reflect what has been learned from contractor 

operations and give the contractors a better run for their money.  It would 

seem that if installation management were to become im,.-e efficient the cost 

of installation services could be driven down regardless of whether it is 

performed in-house or under contract, although contracting Inherently is 

more flexible in affording opportunities for savings. 

looking at the effects of the application of Intensive business 

management as applied at Installations by contractors, the basic Support 

Forces paper estimates that savings might range from 26-W;.  This is not 

difficult to believe since contractors, like Civil Service employees, require 

little "garrison support" and thus start off with a lessor commitment from 

the Government.  Savings of this magnitude, if applied to C0N11S installations 

would give the following results: 

1. If only 257 of the C0N11S installations had their housekeeping 

performed under contract, then 112 installations would he affected. 

2. At an average of 712 BOS positions at each installation, the 

position population affected would be approximately 79,744 positions; i.e., 

that many military and federal civilian employees could be eliminated by 

contracting. 
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3.  With savings of 25% resulting from contracting,« conservative 

estimate the total number of BOS positions (federal or contractor) could be 

reduced by 19.936 assuming $15,000 per position that would save $299.040.000 

per year. 

Alternatives to Manpower 

Dealing with the substitution of capital equipment for manpower on 

a very conservative basis. I.e., considering no more than the $^5M per year 

Defense plans to invest in fast-amortizing capital projects, the savings 

here would be 1750 positions per year.  Going further, it is estimated that 

for each W  of increase in Defense productivity, the Itpartment could save 

7 - 10.000 manpower spaces each year. I'sing the mid-point of this estimate, 

8,500 spaces, and considering that capital investment is usually responsible 

for 60?. of increases in productivity, using alternatives to manpower should 

be attributable for savings of 5.100 per year with a productivity increase of 

only 1_X.  Defense, of course, would be required to Invest more than its 

planned $35M to attain the reduction of 5,100 manpower »p-ices. 

Recapitulation; 

The order of magnitude of the savings that could be realized by 

applying the examples used above would be about 31,000 spaces over 10 years 

as a result of basing realignre.its and contracting; about 16,500 spaces from 

civlllanlzatlon and consolidation of functions on a more or less one time 

basis; a,id about 5,100 spaces annually irotr using alternatives to »»icovrr. 

(Total 52,600 spaces.) 
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NOT1CF. Of PRIVILr.GtD INFORMATION 

This document contains privileged informat:on about the Co*ts, manning, and 

organization of a contractor's operation at Vance Air Force Base. Access to this 

information is to be limited to Government agencies only. Specifically, no contractors arc 

to receive Tables 13 thru 19 on Pages '*0, *t\ and 1*3; the first two paragraphs of texi on 

Page <»2; or the first sentence of the second paragraph on Page <V6. 

■*7 

The privilege»} information items referred to above has been deleted 
from the copies of this report released outside U.S. Government agencies 
or reproduced for publication in the Defense Manpower Commission Staff 
Studies.  U.S. Government agencies having official need for the deleted 
portion nay request the information from the Defense Manpower Commission 
or (after the Commission's termination) the Lo-: cticg Management Institute. 
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SUMMARY 

I 

This report provides the Defense Manpower Commission with specific Information en 

the use of conn actors lor base operations support on CONUS military installations. 

The Department of Defense identifies and reviews opportunities for using contrac- 

tors to provide suppoi t services through its commercial or industrial activities program. 

This program implements OMB Circular A-76, "Policies for Acquiring Commercial or 

industrial Products or Services for Government Use.'' Although the program is not 

oriented toward base management, it encompasses many of the products and services 

which comprise base operations support. 

The annual report prepared under the commercial or industrial activities program 

shows that of ;he $^.3 billion expended for base services and products in FY 7<(, only 20% 

was for contractoi support. Almost 1Q% of the contract dollars were concentrated in a 

dozen luncticral areas in each Military Department, and 62* of the 7661 activities re- 

viewed under the program included no contractor support at all. 

There are valid reasons for not using contractors for base services in many 

instances. These reasons may relate to the ir.ililiry essentiality of the suupoo, the reed 

for military personnel trained in certain skills, the- lack of suitable commercial sources, or 

the cost advantages of accomplishing the function Li-house. Howevei, the Military 

Departments have only recently placed much emphasis on the commercial or industr al 

activities program. It is expected that many of tie functions now accomplished by 

Government employees will be converted to contract support as the traditional 

justifications for continued in-huuse support yield to ihe findings of carefully prepared 

cost comparisons. 

Estimating the cost of contract support is one area in which the present DoD 

procedures for making cost comparisons can be improved.   The Army and Navy, adhering 
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to 1V-D jnstrMC t'tons, iisc Government prepared estimates of "ihr going contract Drice in a 

local or regional area." Frequently the estimates are marl; by applying local commercial 

hourly rates to an in-house workload. This procedure docs not allow (or the contractor's 

difference ol organization or .1pproa.h--.M1ly his ability or need to pay difleicnt wage 

rates and shire ove^nead with non-Government business. The Air Force, rather than 

estimating contra* t costs, solicits bids ami prepares an estimate of in-house c^st using the 

same specifications. If a bid from a qualified contractor is lower than the estimated in- 

house cost, the con'ract is awarded. If not, the operation continues (or converts to) in- 

houso. The Air Force procedures have proven to be effective; thev should b* adopted 

throughout the Hon. 

This report identifies 7k functional areas in which t'.e economic feasibility of 

contract support has been demonstrated cither by the present use of contractors or by 

cost comparisons prepared by if.c Military Departments. There still are many 

installations th.it use no contractor support in most s, these function3! »r^'S. I bus, the 

opportunities for greater savings through com,act.in for base services appear to exist in 

the same 'uiictioii.il areas which now account for must contractor support. 

There are other opportunities for effectively using contractors for base operating 

support which cannot be identified in the present commercial or industrial activities 

program. The functional areas which are inventoried and reviewed under the prof: am arc 

specific products and services; they are not the generic Junctions normally used to 

delineate management responsibilities within base operations support. Yet it is in base 

manage nont--;he function of management--that contractors believe they i_an contribute 

the most tc efficient base operating support. 

An excellent example of the benefits from a contractor approach to base 

management is provided by a comparison of the base operations support costs of Vance 
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and Reese Air F-'orce Bases. Vance is contractor-operated; Reese is not. A RAND 

Corporation stuoy shows that Vance accomplishes the same mission under approximately 

the same circumstances as Reese with 7<t% of the manpower and S7% of the budget. 

Much of the difference is attributed to the contractor's management approach: The way 

he organized for the task, the ratio oi Supervisors to employees, and his cost 

consciousness. 

!n the long ran, efficient base operating support depends on effective rnan.'.gemor t. 

The present DoD approach to contracting for base services focuses en incivi jual oroducts 

and services. Contractors believe, and have demonstrated at Vance AFR, that «vings in 

base operations support costs and manpower can he obtained !^y using co;rme"'i">i saures 

to provide management as well as products am' services. To recognize .»no sxploit 

opportunities for this type of contract support, functions must be defined to incluJe 

substantial management responsibility. These opportun ties often can be created by 

grouping together products and services on an in'j'.allation or within a regional crea. The 

DoD should take measures to develop situations in which contrac'or management can be 

used to provide base operating support. 

? 
Robert M. Paulson and Arnold Zimmer. An Analysis of Methods of B?se Support: 

Contractor Operations vs. Standard Operations at Two Undergraduate Pilot Training 
Bas_es, The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California, March 1975. 
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DEFINITIONS' 

A "new start" is a newly established Government commercial or industrial activitiy 

involving additional capital investment of $25,000 or more or additional annual costs of 

production of $50,000 or more. A reactivation, expansion, modernization or replacement 

of an activity involving additional capital investment of $50,000 or more or additional 

annual costs of production of $100,000 or more are, for purposes of tnis Circular, also 

regarded as "new starts." Consolidation of two or more activities without increasing the 

overall total amount of products or services provided is not a "new start." 

A Government commercial or industrial activity is one which is operated and 

managed by an executive agency and which provides for the Government's o*n use a 

product or service that is obtainable from a private source. The term does not include a 

Government-owned contractor-operated activity. 

A private commercial source is a private business concern which provides a 

commercial or industrial product or service required by agencies and which is located in 

the United States, its territories and possessions, the District of Columbia, or the 

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 

OMB Circular No. A-76, "Policies for Acquiring Commercial or Industrial Products 
and Services for Government Use. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. PURPOSE 

As part of its investigation of the overall manpower requirements of the Department 

of Defense (DoD), the Defense Manpower Commission is addressing the question "How can 

manpower be utilized more effectively?" The issue encompasses all manpower available 

to me DoD: active and reserve military, Government employed civilians, and other 

civilians whose services are obtained through private commercial sources. Particular 

interest has been focused on the use of contractors to provide support services on military 

installations. 

This report is the product of d 90-day study conducted by the Logistics Management 

Institute to provide the Defense Manpower Commission with specific information about 

the use of private commercial sources by the DoD for base operating support (DOS). The 

objectives of this study are limited: 

- To identify the base operating support functions performed under contract. 

- To compare contractual  services  with similar functions performed in-house 

and to explain relative efficiencies. 

- To identify areas in which contracting for services represents the best 

opportunities for savings in manpower costs. 

- To provide information from which management principles can be translated 

into effective policies by the DoD. 

B. BACKGROUND 

Base operating support encompasses a wide vsriety of activities required to operate 

and maintain a military installation and provide services to DoD organizations and 

individuals at or near the installation. These activities include operation of utility 

systems,   maintenance   of   real   property,   provision  of   logistics   support   to   military 
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organizations, and provision of support services to military and DoD civilian personnel. In 

FY 7* 12% ol the active duty military and 29% of the civilian manpower of the DoD were 

employed in BOS activities. Table 1 shows the military and civilian manpower in each 

Military Department that was devoted to BOS at the end of FY 74. 

Although BOS is identified as a subcategory of both Mission Support Forces and 

Central Support Forces, it is neither funded nor managed as a separate support mission. 

Throughout the DoD the activities comprising BOS are primarily managed as separate 

functions. For example, the base supply activities are a functional responsibility of the 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Supply, Maintenance, arid Services) who 

establishes policy for supply operations and monitors policy implementation through 

functionally oriented staff elements at each echelon of command. Similarly, the real 

property maintenance activities are a functional responsibility of the Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of Defense (Installations and Housing) who monitors these activities through 

civil engineering or facility management staffs. Thus, within the Office of the Secretary 

of Defense, responsibility for BOS is dispersed. 

The DoD has established the commercial or industrial activities program for 

identifying and reviewing opportunities for the use of contractor: to provide support 

services. It, too, is functionally structured and includes but is not limited to the 

activities involved in BOS. The program is a functional responsibility of the Deputy 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Procurement) and is implemented by functionally oriented 

1975. 
Department of Defense, Manpower Requirements Report for FY  1976, February 

Mission Support Forces and Central Support Forces are two of six Defense Planning 
and Programming Categories used to aggregate units performing similar activities. 

Department of Defense Directive Number 4100.15, "Commercial or Industrial 
Activities," Duly 8, 1971 and Department of Defense Instruction Number 4100.33, 
"Operation of Commercial or Industrial Activities," July 16, 1971. 
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TABLE  1 

BASE OPERATING SUPPORT 
FY 74 END STRENGTHS 

(Thousands) 

TOTAL BOS % BOS 

Ariny_ 

Military 
Civilian 

782.9 
342.2 

45.8 
125.7 

5.8 
36.8 

Air Force 

Military 
Civilian 

643.8 
273.6 

152.1 
99.7 

23.6 
36.4 

Navy 

Military 
Civilian 

545.7 
306.2 

36.9 
48.2 

6.8 
15.7 

Marine Corps 

Military 
Civilian 

188.8 
17.5 

24.3 
12.4 

12.9 
70.9 

Defense Aqencies 

Military 
Civilian 74.7 6.8 9.1 

Total DoD 

Military 
Civilian 

2,161.2 
1,014.2 

259.1 
292.8 

12.0 
28.9 

Military in Defense Agencies included in 
the Services above. 

Source:  Manpower Report for FY 1976 
(DoD Feb. 1975) 
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staff elements throughout DoD. The DoD program implements OM3 Circular A-76, 

"Policies for Acquiring Commercial or Industrial Products or Services for Government 

Use." 

A-76 establishes guidelines "...in furtherance of the Government's general policy of 

relying on the private enterprise system to supply its needs." It also allows that "...in 

some circumstances, however, it is in the national interest for the Government to provide 

directly the products and services it uses." The circular defines the circumstances under 

which the Government may provide commercial or industrial products and services for its 

own use, specifies the use of comparative cost ana.yses to support decisions to r'.iy upon a 

Governmeni activity for reasons involving relative costs, and prescribes measures for 

administering the policy. Those measures include compiling and maintaining an inventory 

of commercial or industrial activities, conducting trienniel reviews of these activities, and 

evaluating "new starts" to determine whether the product or service can be obtained from 

commercial sources. 

The guidelines of OMB Circular A-76 are implemented by DoDD 4I00.1J and DoDI 

4100.33. DoDD 4100.15 prescribes Department of Defense policy and assigns responsibil- 

ities for implementation of the program. In effect, the directive reiterates policies of A- 

76 with added emphasis on obtaining at least cost to the Government those products and 

services which need not be performed internally in order to meet military readiness 

requirements. DoD5 4100.33 prescribes procedures for implementing the program. It 

defines 101 functional areas as commercial or industrial activities, establishes 

requirements far inventorying and reviewing these functional areas, and specifies 

procedures for conducting comparative cost analyses. It specifically excludes from the 

program: 

The functional areas are identified in Appendix A. 
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- Products or services obtainable from other FederaJ Agencies which are 

authorised or required by law to furnish them. 

- Products or services procured in accordance with treaties or international 

agreements. 

- Managerial advisory services such as those normally provided by an office of 

general counsel, a management and organization staff, automatic data processing 

staff, or a systems analysis unit. 

C.      STUDY APPROACH 

There are many facets to the topic of contracting for base services: legal, political, 

military and economic. This study focuses only on the economics. Furthermore, the 

emphasis is on presenting quantitative evidence of the extent of contracting for base 

services and the opportunities for greater use of contractor support. 

The major obstacle to conducting a study of this nature is the unavailability of data. 

As previously noted, BOS is not managed in the DoD as a separate mission. Thus program 

and budget data are not readily available. For example, the DoD was unable to provide 

information on the magnitude of DOS in the United States or the extent of contracting 

within BOS. The raw data exist bu\ could not be compiled within the time requirements of 

the study. 

The only readily available data on the extent of base services contracting is from 

the commercial or industrial activities program. This program is not oriented to base 

management. Its purpose is to implement OMB Circular A-76, and its scope neither is 

limited to BOS nor includes all BOS functions. However, because the commercial or 

industrial activities program has provided the principal mechanisms for identifying and 

reviewing opportunities for contractor support, the data compiled under this program do 

reflect the current state of base service contracting. Consequently, in this study, data 

from the Commercial or Industrial Activities Inventory Report are used to identify the 

functional areas in which most contract support now occurs.  In addition, information from 
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cost analyses prepared under the commercial or industrial activities program is used to 

compare contract and in-house support. The end result is a list of functional areas in 

which contractor support has been demonstrated to be feasible and in which there appear 

to be more opportunities to contract for oase services. 

There are other opportunities for using contractors for BOS which cannot be 

identified in the commercial or industrial activities program. The functional areas which 

are inventoried and reviewed under the program are specific products and services; they 

are not the generic functions normally used to delineate management responsibilities 

within BOS. Yet it is in base management—the function of management—that contractors 

believe they can contribute the most to efficient BOS. 

Ah excellent example of the benefits from a contractor approach to base 

management is provided by a comparison of the BOS costs of Vance and Reese Air Force 

Bases. Vance is contractor-operated; Reese is not. A RAND Corporation Study showed 

that Vance accomplishes the same mission under approximately the same circumstances as 

Reese with 7<t% of the manpower and S7% of the budget. Much of the difference is 

attributed to the contractor's management approach: the way he organized for the task, 

the ratio of supervisors to employees, and his cost consciousness. 

The theme of this report is that the opportunities for better utilization of manpower 

resources for BOS are in the efficient, effective management of military installations. 

Some of this management can come from commercial sources. But to fully exploit the 

potential for this type of contractor support, the functional areas which are contracted 

must be defined broadly enough to include a substantial portion of base management 

responsibilities. 

Robert M. Paulson and Arnold Zimmer. Op cit. 
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"•  THE PRESENT STATUS OF BASE SERVICE CONTRACTING 

A.      THE APPROACHES USED BY THE MILITARY SERVICES 

."he DoD program lor operation of commercial or industrial activities implies single 

function c infracting. Each service or product at each base is reviewed to determine if it 

is feasible to obtain that service or product from private commercial sources. If it is both 

possible and militarily and economically desirable to use commercial sources, the usual 

practice is then to obtain each service or product under separate contract. The DoD 

policies "b not preclude other approaches. However, the implementing instructions, 

including the reviewing, reporting and cost comparison procedures, imply single function 

contracting, and the Military Departments have generally interpreted DoD policy as 

prescribing this approach. 

Both tiic Army and Navy have decentralized implementation of the commercial 01 

industrial activities program. In the Army each installation reviews each functional area 

according to an Army-wid» schedule, conducts the comparative cost analysis when 

required and recommends either continuing the function under the existing method of 

performance or converting. In general, a cost comparison is required whenever the 

decision on method of performance is based on economic considerations. If a cost 

comparison is used to justify in-house performance or if a conversion to contract will 

rerult in an adverse personnel action, (e.g., reduction r force, transfer of an individual to 

a less desirable position, etc.) the cost compaiison is audited by the Army Audit Agency. 

Approval authority, except for new starts, is delegated to major commanders. 

The Navy program is very similar to the Army's with the exception that cost 

comparisons are not audited. The Navy has also just this year established goals of 

accomplishing 50% of guard service*, 60% of refuse collection, and 70% of custodial 

services via contract support. 
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i? Air Force is taking a different approach. Although the inventorying and 

revic . ,', of functions at individual installations is continuing in accordance with DoDl 

1(100. :.', there is strv.g central direction of the program by the Ail Stuff. In each of the 

last several yea: . 'ne Air Staff has reviewed selected functions, Air Force-wide, and 

established that soi^e must be accomplished in-house for rc«sons other than cost (e.g., 

niilitary essentially) and others can te accomplished iii-house or by contrac' based on 

least cost to the Government. When the method of perfoimance of a function can be 

decided on the basis of cost, the Air Staff has directed the preparation of cost analyses 

and reviewed their results. For example, the Air Staff has established that, in getieial, 

guard services, aircraft refueling services and rodent control are to be performed in-house 

for reasons other than cost. These reasons include the need to use military personnel to 

accomplish direct combat support functions, the integration of the civilian workforce with 

needed military personnel, and the need to maintain sufficient numbers of trained military 

personnel in CONUS to meet overseas assignment requirements. The method of 

performance of the following functions will be basi-d on cost considerations: custodial 

services, laundry and dry cleaning, bus services, food services, office equipment repair, 

refuse collection anci disposal, itioloi vehicle operations and maintenance, and audio visual 

services. 

The rationale for the centralized approach in the Air Force stems in part from the 

different role of BOS in the Air Force compared to that in the Army and Navy. In the 

Army and Navy, BOS primarily provides fixed-site services (e.g., theaters, commissaries, 

housing, etc.) to military units which provide their own necessary services (e.g., food 

services, transportation, supply, etc.) In the Air Force, BOS provides both fixed-site and 

necessary services to operating units. Thus in the Air Force, direct support for mission 

forces is integrated in'.o Z .,„; in the other services it is not. Consequently, not only is a 

greater percentage of  BOS accomplished by  military manpower in the Air Force, but 
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decisions to use contract support often must consider the world-wide requirements for 

military personnel skilled in BOS functions. Only the Air Staff has the perspective needed 

to make such decisions affecting world-wide manpower. 

There is one other major difference between the approach used by the Air Force and 

that used b) the Army and the Navy. It concerns the methods used to obtain the cost of 

the contract alternative for a function which is being performed in-house. DoDI <» 100.33 

states that the contract cost used in a cost comparison will normally be "the going 

contract price in a local or regional area." Several sources are iuggested for obtaining 

assistance in establishing comparable contract costs. The implication is that the contract 

cost used in the analysis is to be a Government estimate and that the solicitation of firm 

bids from commercial sources will be a consequence of deciding that contract support is 

likely to cost less than continued in-house operation. Both the Army and Navy follow the 

procedures implied by DoDI 4100.33. 

The Air Force, rather than estimating contract costs, makes bid solicitation a part 

of the decision process. Once it is decided that the method of performance is ;o be based 

on cost, the Air Force estimates the cost of in-house performance. Bids for performance 

cf the function are then solicited from prospective contractors. If a bid from a qualified 

contractor is less than the estimated cost of performing the function in-house and the 

contractors proposal is otherwise satisfactory, the contract is awarded. Otherwise the 

operation continues in-house. We believe the Air Force procedures result in more 

realistic estimates of contract cost than do the procedures used by the Army and Navy. 

The subject is discussed later in this report. 

[},       THE EXTENT OF BASE SERVICE CONTRACTING 

The primary source of information about the extent of service contracting in the 

DoD is the Commercial or Industrial Activities Inventory Report. This is an annual report 

established by DoDI ^ 100.33.    For each installation it identifies the functions that have 
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been defined as commercial or industrial activities and provides information about t!ie 

manpower used and cost consumed in these activities, whether performed in-house or by 

contract. 

The scope of the Inventory Report, as weil as that of the entire commercial or 

industrial activities program, is not limited to BOS. Of the eight functional categories 

de :ned in DoDl 1(100.33 and shown in Table 2, two, noted by asterisks, consist solely of 

non-BOS functions and are therefore excluded from the study. In the other six cat^ories 

it is impossible to segregate BOS from non-BOS activities. Consequently, we have 

compiled information from the Inventory Report on the assumption that all activities in 

these six categories contribute tc BOS. 

Figure 1 shows the changes in cost and percentages of in-hcuse and contract support 

services, as reflected in the Inventory Reports for the last three years. The reports 

indicate that the Air Force has shown little change over the three-year period, while the 

Army and Navy have steadily, though slowly, increased the percentage of activities 

performed under contract. In addition to the activities identified in the Inventory Report, 

however, the Air Force has six CONUS installations at which a single contractor provides 

almost all supnc t services. These installations are not included in the Inventory Report 

because the functional areas defined in DoDI <tl00.33 are individual products or services. 

Since the contactors at the six installations provide multiple products and services their 

activities cannot be identified to a single functional area and are therefore omitted from 

the report. 

A summa y of the FY 7H Inventory Report by functional category is shown in Table 

3. Note that no contract activities in category X, "Products Manufacturers/Fabricated In- 

House" require review or inventory. Hence the inventory reflects zero in this category for 

both the Air Force and Navy. We assume the 1% contracting in category X for the Army 

represents former in-house activities that have been converted to contract.   A listing of 
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TAbLE 2 

COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 
FUNCTIONAL CATEGORY GROUPINGS 

n 

! 

CODE 

J 

S 

T 

W 

X 

z 

Maintenance and/or Repair of Equipment (Intermediate/ 
Direct/General) 

Nonmission-Essential Repair; Maintenance Modification, 
Alteration and/or Rebuild of Equipment (Depot/Indirect) 

Mission-Essential Repair, Maintenance Modification, 
Alteration and/or Rebuild of Equipment (Depot/Indirect) 

Installation Services 

Other Nonmanufaet'tring Operations 

Automatic Data Processing 

Products Manufactured/Fabricated In-Housc 

Repair, Alteration & Minor Construction of Real property 

Not included in Base Operating Support. 
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TOTAL   IN-HOUSE  AND  CONTRACTED 

SERVICES   BY   FISCAL  YEAR 
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total cost, contract cost, and percentage on contract for every functional area in each 

Military Service is in Appendix B. 

Although there are 101 functional areas defined in the commercial or industrial 

activities program, 8S% • 90% of the contract expenditures are concentrated in a dozen 

functional areas in each Military Department. Table U identifies the 12 functional areas 

in each Military Department in which the most contracting (in dollars) has occurred. 

A different perspective on the extent of contracting can be obtained by examining 

the number of bases reporting each function and, of these, the number which have 

contracted for at least a part of the workload. Table 5 shows the functions accomplished 

most frequently by contract support in the Army, Air Force, and Navy \ complete listing 

of the number of installations reporting each activity, the number of ...jtallations which 

accomplish a portion of the workload by contract support, and the average cost of the 

function at each installation is included in A-upendi* !). 

C.      COMPARISON OF 1N-HOUSE AND CONTRACTOR SUPPORT 

There are at least three approaches which can be used for comparing contracted 

services with similar functions performed in-house. 

- Directly compare efficiencies (output/input). 

- Compare the existing method of performance with a hypothesized alternative. 

- Examine conversions between in-house and contract support. 

Each approach has its limitations. Usually there are few situations in which the 

needed parameters can be identified and observed. The situations in which the parameters 

are identifiable and observable frequently are a biased representation of support 

activities. Despite the limitatio",», however, the combined information obtained via these 

approaches provides insight into the circumstances under which contractor support has 

been demonstrated to cost less than in-house support and the reasons contractors have 

been able (in these circumstances) to provide base services for lower costs. 
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TABLE 4 

CONCENTRATION OF CONTRACTING:  THE TWELVE FUNCTIONAL AREAS 
IN EACH MILITARY DEPARTMENT WITH THE GREATEST CONTRACT DOLLARS 

\ 

r. •» t' 

r  
CODE FUNCTION ARKV AIR   FORCE NAVY 

J501 Aircraft  Maintenance X X 

3708 Laundry,   Dry Cleaning Services X X 

S709 Custodial Services X X X 

S712 Refuse Collection &. Disposal 
Services X X X 

S.711 Food Services X X X 

S715 Office Equipment X 

S717 Motor Vehicle Maintenance X 

T802 Cataloging X 

TS04 Training  & Consultant Ssrvices X 

T807 Photographic,   Film & TV 
Services 

X 

T809 
Administrative  Telephone 
Services X X 

T813 Contractor  Engineering  6, Tech. 
Svcs.    (CRTS' 

X 

T814 Fueling Service   (Aircraft) X 

TR17 Other X x 

W824 Data  Processing Services X X 

W825 Maintenance of ADP  Equipment X X 

W626 Systems  Design,   Development  f* 
Prcqraminimi Services X X X 

Z992 Buildings  i. Structures X X X 

Z994 Surfaced Areas X X 

CONTRACTS   COST  FOR   12   FUNCTIONS $330,690,000 $137,019,000 $175,466,000 

X OF  TOTAL CONTRACTS 88.7% 90.1% 87.8% 
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TABLE   5 

FUNCTIONS ACCOMPLISHED MOST 
FREQUENTLY BY CONTRACT SUPPORT* 

(FY 74 Inventory Report) 

CODE FUNCTIONS ARMY AF NAVY 

S70y Custodial Services X X X 

S712 
Refuse Collection and 
Disposal Services 

X X 

S713 Food Services X X 

S717 Motor Venicle Maintenance X X X 

S725 - S730 Utility Systems X X 

T807 
Photographic, Film and TV 
Services 

X 

T809 Admin. Telephone Services X 

W8?4 Data Processing Services X 

Z992 Buildings and Structures A 

Z994 Surfaced Areas X 

These are the functions: 

1. Which are identified as commercial or industrial 
activities at more than 75 installations in a 
Military service, and 

2. For which at least 25?£ of the installations which 
have the function accomplish a portion of it 
un^-^r contract. 
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I.       Direct Comparison of Output Per Unit Input 

If one- were able to identity ar.d measure all outputs and inputs o( an operation 

as well as the influences of the circumstances under which the outputs were produced, the 

most objective method of determining the relative efficiencies of contractor and in-house 

operations would be to compare output per unit input for the two methods of performance. 

Unfortunately, the conditions for such an ideal comparison do not exist. Base services 

outputs, though similar at most bases and sometimes easily described, are seldom 

quantitatively measurable and are frequently produced under different circumstances. 

Even the Government inputs, whether to a contractor or an in-house operation, frequently 

cannot be completely identified or quantified. Thus, to conduct comparisons of output per 

'unit input, it is necessary to substitute for true outputs and inputs proxies which are 

identifiable, measurable and, hopefully, representative of the relative magnitudes of 

actual inputs and outputs. 

The time and data limitations of this study did not permit full execution of this 

approach to comparing contractor with in-house operations. However, early in the study 

we tried it. using some readily available information from 2} Army bases. Our first effort 

was to look for correlation between the efficiency of an installation in providing base 

services and the percentages of support provided by contractors. Efficiency was defined 

as output per unit cost. Cost was total in-house (less investments) and contract costs for 

all commercial or industrial activities reported in the FY 7*» Inventory Report. Base 

population (resident and non-resident) was used as the output proxy. The rationale for this 

selection of an output proxy was that a primary mission of Army base operations support 

is to provide services to the personnel employed by or assigned to the base. The 

percentage of support provided by the contractor was defined as the cost of contractor 

support (X 100) divided by the total in-house and contract costs for the base, as reported 

in the Inventory Report. Figure 2 is a plot of the efficiency versus percentage of 

contractor support for the sum total of commercial and industrial activities on each of the 
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EFFICIENCY UF BASE SERVICES 
AS A FUNCTION OF CONTRACT SUPPORT* 

(29, B) 
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FIGURE 2 

The data are tablulated in appendix C. 
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25 largest (by population) Army bases. No trend is apparent. Statistical analysis of the 

data reveals that there may be a positive correlation between efficiency and the 

percentage of contractor support. A positive correlation would indicatr that, in general, 

bases with a high percentage of contractor support also provide these services more 

efficiently. However, the indication is weak. Therefore, one can only conclude that the 

results are inconclusive. 

The same type of analysis for the food services function produced more useful 

results. Figure 3 is a plot of the number of people supported per thousand dollars of food 

services expenditures versus percentage of contract support. Only those bases spending 

over one million dollars on food services are included. This time a trend is evident and 

statistically significant. The more contractor support used, the more efficiently the food 

service function is performed. This confirms what the Military Services already know: 

food service is a function for which contractor support frequently costs less than in-iiouse 

support. As of the end of FY 74 the Army accomplished 32 percent of the food services 

function by contract! the Navy 18 percent. Food services was also one of the functional 

areas selected for review by the Air Force during FY 75; indications are that most food 

services activities reviewed will be converted to contract support. 

Several other comparisons of output per unit input were attempted. None 

produced conclusive results. For most functional areas we were unable to identify 

suitable output proxies. In a few cases, reasonable output measures existed, but it was 

apparent that many factors other than percentage of contractor support had substantial 

influence on the cost of services. Some of these factors are the type of facilities, the 

type of military forces tenant on the base, the geographical location, the local economy, 

and the climate. Adc itionally, many of the activities were so infrequently performed 

under contract that there was no basis for directly comparing contractor efficiency. 

Nonetheless, we believe that the statistical comparison of efficiencies is a potentially 

I 

i 
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The data are tabulated in Appendix C. 
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rewarding method of analyzing the economic benefits of contract support.   We encourage 

the DoD to more iully explore this approach. 

2.       Comparison With A Hypothesized Alternative 

The DoD commercial or industrial activities program requires, under certain 

circumstances, that a comparative cost analysis be made to compare the cost of 

continuing an activity under its present method of performance with the cost of 

converting to a hypothesized alternative. If the activity is being performed under 

contract, the alternative is usually the initiation or expansion of an in-house operation. If 

the present method is in-house, the alternatives may include contract support, 

interservice support, or support from another Government agency. 

Cost comparisons are made at the installation level. Since they are very time 

consuming methods for justifying in-house or contract performance, the Mili'ary 

Departments tend to avoid them if possible. This means justifying the metho-: of 

performance on a basis other than cost. However, when the decision as to the metho.i of 

performance of an activity is based solely on economic considerations a cost comparison is 

required. Cost comparisons are also required whenl) the decision to rely on a commercial 

source will cause the Government to finance, directly or indirectly, $50,000 or more for 

costs of facilities and equipment; (2) services being procured from commercial sources 

might possibly be provided by Government sources at a lower overall cost to the 

Government; or (3) additional manpower authorizations are needed by installations to 

convert uneconomical contracts to inservxe operation. Also, a cost comparison may be 

made any time if requested by: a commander investigating economic efficiency, a higher 

headquarter level conducting a special study, or a nonservice source. 

7„. 
Air Force Regulation 26-12 "Use of Contract Services and Operation of 

Commercial or Industrial Activities," 29 January 1974, specifically directs the use of 
noncost comparison justifications whenever possible. 
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LMl examined 195 cost comparisons from the three Military Departments. The 

Air Force, directing the program from a centralized position, provided 79 comparisons 

covering four functional areas. The Armv (represented by TRADOC) provided 69 compari- 

sons covering 23 functional areas. The Navy (represented mostly by Public Work Centers) 

provided 47 comparisons covering IS functional areas. The number of cos: comparisons 

reviewed in each functional area, by Service, is shown in Table 6. Table 7 shows the 

number favoring each type of performance—rontract and in-house. 

All but nine of the Mr Force cost comparisons favored contract support. Two 

of those nine were in installation bus service (S706), one in food service (S713) and the 

others were in laundry and dry cleaning services (! 708). All but six of the Navy cost 

comparisons favored in-house performance, usually by a iart,   amount. 

The Army cou con.parisons were about equally split between contractor and 

in-house. Nine of the functic"1 vere shown by the cost comparisons to cost less, in most 

cases, if accomplished by contract support. Four of the functions predominately favored 

in-house performance. For the other ten functions, the Army cost comparisons showed 

mixed or inconclusive results. These findings are st.imarized in Table 8. 

3.       Examinat.on of Conversions 

This approach to comparing in-house and contract support examines only those 

activities that have been converted from one to the oth< method of performance. The 

objective is to determine how much was gained (saved) by the conversion. 

"Die first thing that becomes apparent upon examination w* conversions is that 

there have not oeen very many. During the three year period FY 72-FY 7U over five 

thousand in-housc activities were reviewed by the Services for possible conversion to 

contract support.  Less than one hundred were t ther completely or partially converted. 

The FY 7U Inventory Report identified 53 activities that were convert.-d to 

contract for reasons of cost.    These conversions are identified by function in Table 9. 

5 t. i 
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TABLE 6 

NUMBER OF COST COMPARISONS BY FUNCUuN 

;1 
I' 1. r .-■  «a* 

coo« ruwcrio* An*TY                   HAW         { AIR   FCRCt 

JS'Jl Aircraft i*.aint«n*nc» 1 

.7501 MIT.i lot   fwintr-inr.ct 

Ji05 Cori>at  vehicla«  Maintenance 

JiOt Noncotnbat  Vahiclee   >4»jni«ninc« 1 

JS.07 
Electronic    i.   i\.,rk-, ,.nici tiona 
Eauipment   Maintenance 

«11 Special   Equipownt   Ma mu.'iinr» 

1706  ' lrntAlUtion  tua   Service* 1 

■ 70« Laundry,   Dry  Cleaning  Scrvict» 14 

S70» Cuatodial  Sarvicea 27 

S710 Xneect   *.  Rodent   Control 1 

«■>12 
*efu»e Collection    <  D.-ipoaal 
Sa rvicea 

3 

,.U Food Satvlctia 1 33 

6714 Furniture 

S715 Office Equiptntnt 

S716 Motor Vehicle, operation« 4 

S71, Motor vehicl« Maintenance 1 

S724 Guard  Service» 

S7J6 

Elec'.ricnl  Plant«   f> £yst*ait 1 

Ha«tiny  »>lant»  fc Syatema 4 

S72"'    j Watci   PUnti  i,  syatema 5 

S728 
Sewj^f   &  Waste   Plant«   6 
Systems 

4 

S729 
AJT   Conditioning   fa  Refrigera- 
tion  Plant? 

s 

T001 Packing  <.   -rat ing 1 

T807 
photographic.   Film 4. TV 
Services 

2 

T811 Air  Transportation   bervirna 1 

T812 Rail Transporation Service« 1 

T814 Fueling Service   (Aircraft) 1            1            i 

WS 24 

W82S 

Data   Processing  Service« 3 1 

Maintenance  of ADP  Equipment 1 

WB26 
Syctoms  Design,   Development t, 
Proqr;inrunq  f.rrvice* 

3 1 

Z992 Building?   1   Structure« 5 

TOTAL 69 47 79 

23 M 
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TABLE 7 

SUMMARY OF COST COMPARISON PE'.UI.TS 

NUMBER OF 
COMPARISONS 

COMPARISONS 
FAVORING 
CONTRACT 

COMPARISONS 
FAVORING 
IN-HOUSE 

AIR FORCE 79 70 9 

ARMY 69 33 36 

NAVY 47 6 41 

'1Ä2T.E 8 

SUMMARY OF ARMY COST COMP^RISONS 

Functions Favoring Contract 

J501 Aircraft Maintenance 
J503 Missiles Maintenance 
J505 Combat Vehicles Maintenance 
J506 NonCombat Vehicles Maintenance 
J507 Electronic 6. Communications Equipment Maintenance 
S709 Custodial Services 
5712 Refuse Collection & Disposal Services 
5713 Food Services 
S724 Guard Services 

! 

Functions  Favoring  In-House 

J511 Special  Fquipment Maintenance 
S717 Motor Vehicle Maintenance 
T807 Photographic,   Film & TV Services 
W826 Systems  Design,   Development & 1'rcgramming Services 
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Half ol the conversions were in the Air Force, and most of those were in the custodial 

services function !S709). Table 9 also shows the average percent of in-house cost saved by 

the conversions. Although the indicated savings are substantial, we note that th' vinf;s 

an: strongly weighteo by Air Force data. In no functional area were Army or Navy savings 

identified in the Inventory Report at more than one installation. (There may have been 

savings at other installations, hut the savings arc not identified in the ref art.) The FY 7<* 

Inventory Report also showed nine partial conversions from contract to in-house. All but 

one was in the Army.   No savings were identified. 

Although the FY 75 Inventory Report has not yet been compiled, we were able 

to obtain a list of FY 75 conversions in tne Army Training and Doctrine Command. There 

were a total of twelve, one of which .vas a conversion from contract to in-house in the 

missile repair function (3503). The other eleven convei sions were to contract. The eleven 

conversions and the average percent saved by the conversions in each function are shown 

in Table 10. Not only arc the savings modest, but 45 percent of the savings are in costs 

which arc not funded by the Army:   Federal taxes, depreciation, interest and insurance. 

The only other information on conversions which was available for examination 

W3S from recent cost studies conducted by the Air Force. In FY 75, the food service 

function (S713) at 33 Air Force installations were reviewed for possible conversion to 

contract. All but one review indicated that perfo; mance by contract would cost less than 

by in-house. The cost differences ranged Irorn 13% to 53%. The average savings as a 

percentage of in-house cost was 31%. The one cost comparison favcring in-house 

performance did so by 2<i%. 

The difference in results obtained from Air Force cost comparison; and those 

of the Army and "'Jaw are striking. The Air Force, as previously noted, centrally dir ;Cts 

the cost comparisons. When the Air Force decides that the method of performance of a 

function is to be based on cost, the cost comparisons have shown contrac* support to be 

the preferred method of performance, usually by a wide margin.   In the Army and Navy, 
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TABU: 9 

FY 74 CONVERSIONS [ROM IN-HOUSE 10 CONTRACT 

^j 

j -    4 

CODE FUNCTION A AF N 
AVG« * 

SAVINGS 

s7oa Mundry,   Dry  Cleaning  Services 0 2 1 39% 

S709 Cust.odi.il  Services 4 19 2 39* 

S712 
Refuse  Collection  k  Disposal 
Service 

1 2 1 47% 

S713 Food Services 1 3 1 2 2% 

S715 

VJ825 

OfI ice   Equipment 1 1 0 - 
Maintenance  of  ADr  Equipment      '    I o 1 - 

OTHER* 9 0 3 -- 
TOTAL 17 27 9 

One conversion per function. 

Avernqc Savings ore computed only for those function for whicr 

pavings vi-re identified at more than one activity. 

F Y 75 C ON V i: K S T O SS t R 0 M ] N - HOLT r. TO C ONT RAC T 

(ARMY TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMM-.ND) 

CODE FUNCTION # AVG  V- 
SAV.NO 

JD07 Electronic and Cojrjr.uiucations 
Equipment  Ma'ntcr.ance 

1 10 

S7J2 Refuse  Collection  and 
Diüposal  Services 

1 3 

S713 Food Services 4 G 

S715 Office PciUipr.-unt 1 9 

S724 Cuard  Service 2 9 

T814 Fueling   Service   (Aircraft) 2 10 
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the cost comparisons are directed by the local commander, and the estimates of contract 

support cost are made by Government personnel employed at ths base. The conversions 

are few, and the expected savings are small. We believe the reason !or the difference in 

results is the more reliable method used by the Air Force for obtaining estimates of 

contract cost. 

The Air Force first produces an estimate of the in-house cost for the activity. 

It then solicits bids for performance of the activity under contract. The lowest responsive 

commercial bid is compared with the estimate of in-house cost; the lower of the two 

operates the function. This procedure accomplishes two major goals: (1) reliable 

estima'es of contract cost are obtained because commercial sources are induced to give 

accurate estimates, and (2) because the lowest bidder probably will be awarded the 

contract, the activity will be performed at the lowest possible cost. 

In contrast, the Army and Navy produce Government estimates of both in- 

house and contract cost. If contract support appears to be tlv? least cost method of per- 

iormance, then bids are solicited. The estimates of contract cost are usually unreliable. 

Frequently ttiey are generated by applying estimated local hourly rates to an in-house 

workload. This does not allow for the contractor's difference of organization or approach—only 

his ability or need to pay different wage rates and share overhead with non-Government 

business. Sometime;, informational quotations are requested from potential commercial 

sources. Not only may the requests be vague, but the contractors often believe that the 

quotations will be used solely to support the installations' decisions to continue activities 

in-house. Thus realistic contrac; estimates are viewed by the contractors as a waste of 

time. Consequently, Army and Navy estimates of contractor cost frequently are based on 

assumptions and "polite" responses from contractors; seldom are they based on accurate 

information. 
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III.  OPPORTUNITIES FOR GREATER USE OF CONTRACTOR SUPPORT 

A.      OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN THE PRESENT DoD PROGRAM 

In Section II of this report, we identified the activities in which the greatest use of 

contractors now exists. In addition, our reviews of Military Department prepared cost 

comparisons permuted identification of other areas in which greater use of contract 

support seems likely. More contract support in these same areas can be expected in the 

future. Only in the past couple of years have the Military Departments placed much 

emphasis on the commercial or industrial activities program. The Air Force, uiing its 

deliberate approach, has initially concentrated on those functional areas in which 

contracting is most prevalent in the Army and Navy. In the Army and Navy, as 

installation commanders become aware of successful contracting at ether bases and feel 

ihe pressures of tight budgets, contract support can be expected to expand in *hese same 

functions. 

In Table II wc list the functional areas in which the economic feasibility of contract 

support has been demonstrated either by the present use of contractors or by cost 

comparison« prepared by the Military Departments. 'Ä'e a'so show the number of 

installations in each Military Department that are not now accomplishing a part of the 

workload in these functions by contract. There appear to be many opportunities for 

greater use of contract support in most of these functional areas. 

The DoD is fully aware of the deficiencies in implementation of the commercial or 

industrial activities program. Actions are being taken by the Military Departments to 

improve procedures for conducting cost analyses and contracting for base services. There 

if every indication that as procedures improve, contractoi support will be found 

economically feasible in a larger percentage of commercial and industrial activities. 
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TABLE   11 

DEMONSTRATED OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR CONTRACT SUPPORT 

jj^^HIppiiiiI....,.,i ,Pa, 

\ 

CODE roscTioit 
ARMY                  I             AIR  FORCB NAVY 

*  OF 
ACTIVITIES 

*  N0T    j        . OF 
*  HOT 
USING 

Cr STRACT 

» PF 
ACTIVITIES 

•  HOT 
USING 

rONTRACT 

J501 Aircraft Maintenance 21 4 49 34 17 14 

«03 Missiles   Maintenance 5 4 2 1 6 1 

J505 Combat Vehicle»   Maintenance 16 12 - - 1 1 

jsor. Noncombat Vehicle« Maintenance 44 13 - - 7 4 

J507 
Electronic  & communic}tlone 
Equipment  Maintenance 

40 22 72 62 7 6 

S70Ü Laundry,   Dry Cleaning Services 42 22 21 6 23 16 

8709 Custodial Services 109 18 88 4 104 40 

S712 
Refuse Collection fc> Disposal 
Services 

60 19 76 43 61 15 

8713 rood Services 1C5 43 158 138 111 38 

S715 office Equipment 51 3 25 2 13 2 

8717 Motor Vehicle Maintenance 62 45 129 98 80 47 

8724 C'-»»-rf  Services 60 42 108 108 108 88 

S725-S730 Utility Systems i<2 134 633 545 401 245 

T802 Cataloging 9 8 5 2 ; 4 

T804 Training & Consultant Services 46 5 27 27 2r. 14 

T807 photographic.   Film fc TV Services 9B 60 99 98 52 38 

T309 
Administrative Telephone 
Services 

92 61 90 90 66 14 

TB13 
Contractor Er.Tineerlng u 
Technical Services 3 0 - - 7 0 

TBM Fueling Service   (Aircraft) 15 13 83 63 36 12 

WS24 Data  Processing Services 122 44 96 91 115 .6 

K825 Maintenance of ADP Equipment 38 0 5 0 32 7 

W626 
Systems Desic.,1,   Development & 
proqrai^ing Services 

63 20 57 54 68 51 

2992 Buildings  & structures 65 6 114 30 62 17 

Z994 Surfaced Areas 54 8 97 40 34 10 
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Unfortunately, the present DoD approach to seeking opportunities to use contractor 

support may not in the long run, result in much savings to the DoD. The reasons lie in the 

DoD definition of commercial or industrial activities as individual products aud services; 

the best opportunities for contractor support of DoD installations appear to be available 

onlv through c much broader definition of commercial or industrial activities. 

B.      OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH BROADER DEFINITION OF ACTIVITIES 

1.       Limitations of Single Function Contracting 

The present DoD program for using commercial sources fcr base services has 

been described as single function contracting. Individual products or services at each base 

are obtained from separate contractors. Frequently, the contractor is a small business 

which, in the case of services, provides what amounts to the labor force and first line 

mcr.agtment. Types of activities which are or will be accomplished by contract under the 

existing DoD program are predominately either those requiring specialized skills which are 

readily available in the local economy (elevator inspection, tile work, generator rewinding, 

etc.) or those requiring a low skill, labor intensive effort (custodial services, food service, 

refuse collection, etc.). Those in the former category constitute a very small fraction oi 

the totpl cost of base services and have traditionally been accomplished by contractor 

support. Thcc in the Utter category now cost less through contract primarily because 

the contractor can pay lower wage rates. Although the law provides that pay rates for 

Federal blue collar employees be adjusted in accordance with local prevailing rates, under 

present procedures for  making the adjustments the Government rate is likely to be 

g 
12 percent over the average rate prevailing in the local area. 

A specific example is provided by a General Accounting Office review of 

contracted janitorial services at ..tcGuire Air Force Base.   The review concluded that the 

c 
Comptroller General of the United States. Report to the Congress: Improving the 

Pay Deterniination Process for Federal Blue Collar Employees, (FPCD 75-122), The 
General Accounting Office, June 3, 1975. 
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annual savings are due primarily to the lower wage and benefits paid by the contractor. It 

was estimated that the Government's direct man-hour costs exceeded the contractor's by 

$1.35, or 37%.9 

Effort is being made to remove the wage differences. The General Accounting 

Office has called for revision of procedures for establishing Federal blue collar wages. In 

addition, the Congress in 1972 amended the Service Contract Act of 1965 for the express 

purpose of eliminating the gap between the wage and fringe benefit rates of service 

contract employees and the Federal Wage Board employees. The intent was to insure that 

service contract employees receive wajes and benefits comparable to those received by 

Federal employees. In other words, any advantage contractors may now have in the 

ccst of labor may be short-lived. 

The present definitions of activities as individual products and services also 

make it difficult for the Government to either recognize the magnitude of overhead 

associated with in-house operations or to realize reductions of overhead when activi- 

ties are contracted. The cost comparisons now conducted under the DoD commercial or 

industrial activities program examine only the incremental cost of an in-house or contract 

operation. This incremental costing approach is in accordance with the guidelines of OMB 

Circular A-76. However, because the DoD has defined activities as individual products 

and services, the total workload being evaluated in any one cost comparison is usually such 

a small portion of the total workload of the installation that seldom is any overhead 

allocated to the Government in-house operation. 

Comptroller General of the United States. The Air Force Should Review 
Contracting Out for Services at McGuire Air Force Base, (FPCD 75-119). The General 
Accounting Office, November 5, 1971». 

Subcommittee on Labor Management Relations of the Committee on Education 
and Labor, House of Representatives, Congress of the United States. Congressional 
Oversight Hearings: The Plight of the Service Worker Revisited, U. S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D. C, April 1975. 
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1 
The impact of the incremental costing appro '■> when activities are defined as 

individual products and services can be demonstrated by examining the maintenance 

operation at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma. Table 12 shows the marning for the in-house maintenance 

activities at Ft. Sill as reflected in the FY i"t Inventor) .report. (Aircraft maintenance is 

being conducted under contract.) The in-house method of performance of the activities 

was justified on the basis of least cost to the Government. LM1 examined comparisons of 

in-house and estimated contractor cost for the six activities indicated by an asterisk. 

None included Government overhead. Taken individually each activity is so small that 

conversion of the activity to contract would probably not reduce manpower requirements 

in any other installation activity. But suppose the entire maintenance of materiel 

function were considered as one activity, and a comparison of in-house and contractors 

cost then made. What then would be the incremental overhead attributable to this more 

broadly defined activity? 

To make a rough estimate, LMI identified from the Staffing G'iide for U. S. 

Army Garrisons those additianal organizational positions that might be eliminated if the 

strength of the Maintenance Division were reduced by 139 people, the number now 

employed by the maintenance activities. Table 13 shows the possible manpower 

reductions that were identified. All identified reductions could be considered production 

overhead because they would occur in either the Maintenance Division or its parent 

organization, the Directorate of Industrial Operations. Staffing for general and 

administrative activities, such as finance and accounting or civilian personnel manage- 

ment, was also examined; reductions of one or two people in these activities would be 

possible but unlikely. The rough estimate indicates that the reduction of 199 manning 

spaces in the individual activities could generate a reduction of an additional 31 

production overhead spaces, approximately 15% of the maintenance division reduction. In 

contrast, of tne 71 Army cost comparisons LMI reviewed, only 17 showed any overhead at 

all.  For those 17 the overhead ranged from 1 to 9 percent and averaged 3 percent. 

33 
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fT.. Slit iN-tion:»i: MATNTI-HAUCF-: ACTIVITIES 

CODE FVKCTIOH CIV MIL TOTAL 

J503 Missiles 14 1 15 

JM". ComVjt  Vehicles* 33 4 37 

,1S» Noncomrat  Vehicles* 43 1 44 

«07 

J511 

Electronic   f.  communications 
Equillnent* 

21 21 

Special  Equipment 7 7 

J!,12 Arir-iro^nt 20 20 

J513 Mets Hall   Equipment 4 4 

JS15 
Containers;   Textiles,   Tents 
1   Tarpaul ins 

3 3 

J5;0 Othei 7 7 

S717 Motor Vehicle  Maintenance 41 -il 

TOTAL l'J3 6 199 

Cosv   r^'iiparisoiis   for   tltcse   functions  vor«?   reviewed 
by   LM1. 

TAbLt   13 

FOSSIDI.U   PIDI'CTIO':;'    1 '.i  OVEKHIViD  MA.NN 1 HG 

ESTIMATED 
PRESENT A KFrf 

MAINTENANCE DIVISION 

Office  Chiei   of  Maint. 2 0 2 
Adnun.   «. Mgt. 4 2 2 
liudyet  & Analysis 3 1 2 

Office Chief  prod,   plan t. Control 2 1 1 
production  &  Control 7 6 1 
Data collection - - - 
Maint.   Supply 21 16 5 

Chief,   ship operations 4 1 3 

OFFICE: OF THE DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL 
OPERATIONS 

Industrial Engineers 2 1 1 

Procurement Div. -Contracts  Dranch VJnkho\-*n 3 unXiiu-T, 

TOTAL KEDt'CTlON 31 

- 
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There is evidence that even the 15 percent figure generated from the Ft. Sill 

data may greatly underestimate the production overhead for support services at an in- 

stallation. In the Navy, Public Work Centers provide maintenance of real property, 

utilities, and transportation services to installations at 8 major Naval complexes. These 

services are the same as those normally provided by base civil engineers end 

transportation divisions or squadrons in the Army and Air Force. The Public Work Centers 

are industrially funded organizations. Unc^r the industrial fund concept each center 

operates as a private corpotation, providing services and billing its customers for services 

rendered. Rates are designed for a break-even result: no profit; no loss. Significant to 

this study is that overhead (exclusive of capital investment and military personnel) is fully 

allocated and recovered in the rates. Thus, it is possible to identify the production and 

general and administrative overhead associated with a set of activities that normally 

comprise a large portion of base operating support. 

Table I h shows the ratios of overhead labor (or cost) per direct labor hour (or 

dollar) at each of five CONUS Naval Public Work Centers during FY 75. On the average, 

there were 18 production overhead hours expended for every 100 hours of direct labor. In 

cost, production overhead was 29 percent of direct labor cost. We have called attention 

only to the production overhead because GAA expenses are not likely to change much and 

would therefore not be allocated on the incremental costing approach. However, 

production overhead should be fully allocated because it is an in-house cost that could be 

avoided if contractors provide both the management and services for broadly defined 

commercial or industrial activities. However, under the present DoD program which 

defines activities as individual products and services, production overhead is not 

recognized as a cost of in-house operations. It is not included in cost comparisons and is 

not significantly reduced when these narrowly defined activities are separately con- 

tracted. 
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TABLE   14 

OVERHEAD  RATIOS  AT 
CONUS   NAVAL  PUBLIC  WORKS   CENTERS 

(FY75) 

"\ 

1 2 3 4 
PROD/DIR G<iA/DIR PROD/DIR GSA/DIR 
(Hours) (Hours) ($) ($) 

NORFOLK 17.8 15.9 29.6 21.4 
PENSACOLA 18.9 15.0 28.6 20.2 
GREAT   LAKES 18.7 r:0.8 33.4 26.6 
SAN  DIEGO 15.7 19.8 25.1 23.8 
SAN  FRANCISCO 20.2 16.5 30.2 21.0 

AVERAGE 18.26 17.6 29.38 22.6 

1. Production overhead hours per 100 direct labor 
hours. 

2. General & administrative hours per 100 direct 
labor hours. 

3. Production overhead cost as a percent of direct 
l?bor dollars. 

4. General & administrative cost as a percent of 
direct labor dollars. 

w- ? 
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Another limitation of contracting for individual products and sei vices is that 

the magnitude of some workloads is not attractive to commercial sources. Our reviews of 

Military Department prepared cost comparisons indicated that this situation is prevalent 

in both the Army and Navy. The workloads of some activities are too big for local 

contractors' capabilities a.id cannot be made smaller without incurring the inefficiencies 

of multiple, similar operations. Yet, they are too small to attract outside firms because 

they address only individual products or services. 

2.       The Mult: -Punctio i Approach 

Largel; unevpioited in the present DoD program arc opportunities for 

effectively using commercial sources to provide middle and higher level management of 

base operation support. To take advantage of such opportunities requires combining 

multiple functions under a single contract. The objective is to create a workload that is 

large enough to attract businesses whose principal service is good management. 

Not surprisingly, the principal advocates of the multi-function approach are 

large companies of the aerospace and technical services Industrie j. Some of these 

companies now operate and maintain installations for Government agencies, including the 

DoD, both overseas and in CONUS. A frequently cited example of contractor support of a 

non-DoD installation is the Kennedy Space Center at which Boeing Aerospace Company 

provides NASA with installation and technical support services. Within, the DoD there are 

a half-dozen Air Force installations which are operai 1 and maintained by contractors. In 

addition, the DoD has made .frequent use of cot tractors to provide BOS overseas; Canada, 

Alaska, Puerto Rico. Spain, Turkey and Ethiopia are a few of the major locations. 

During the course of this study LM1 talked to several contractors and visited 

an installation operated under contract foi HEW. We discussed the approaches 

contra 'urs take or would take in operating a military installation and the reasons they 

believe contractor support \'. a more efficient method of providing base services.   We were 

37 
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also shown proposals for contractor operation of specific military installations. Con- 

tractors believe their operations to be more efficient than in-housc operations for the 

following reasons: 

Civilians replace military personnel. Military personnel 

require more training than civilian employee:; turnover at a 

higher rate; because of military duties are less available to 

their primary joh; and require more Government support (food, 

housing, clothing, recreation, etc.) 

Functionally structured organizations are replaced by organi- 

zations structured according to tasks and skills. The result is 

leA'er organizational units, fewer supervisors and, frequently, 

fewer workers. 

There is greater flexibility in the use of personnel.    Part of 

this  is a result  of  organizing according to skills and tasks 

rather  than  functions.     However,  part  also  is  a resuit of 

viewing  total  base  operations as  the principal mission and 

applying   available   resources,   without   regard   to   assigned 

functional responsibility, to the highest priority tasks. 

Competition  in  private industry and the profit  motive are 

effective incentives to the contractor but are unavailable to 

Government in-house operation.     The difference is in cost 

consciousness.    The Government manager is motivated to do 

the job without wasting resources.    The contractor is moti- 

vated to do the job at minimum cost. 

An excellent quantitative example and analysis of a contractor's approach to 

base management is a comparison of Vance and Reese Air Force Bases conducted by 
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RAND. Reese Air Force Base is organized and managed according to standard Air 

Force practices. Vance Air Force Base is primarily contractor operated. Both ba:.cs have 

the same pilot training mission and are approximately the same in terms o* student load, 

number of assigned aircraft, flying program, plant capacity and geographical area. Both 

have met expected A,. Force standards in all phases of their operation. In other words, 

the outputs of the two bases and the circumstances under which the outputs art' produced 

are, for all practical pjrposes, the same. The principal difference between the bases is 

the method of accomplishing base support. 

The RAND comparison first shows that Vance Air Force Base is operated with 

substantially fewer personnel and at a lower budget. Table 15 summarizes the manning of 

the two bases; Table 16 the budgets. Note that at both bases, most of the budget is for 

manpower and that the major differences in manning are in the Wing Staff, the Air Base 

Croup and Logistics. 

Paulson and Zimmer then examine the reasons for the manning differences, 

focusing on three of the support areas in which the differences are the greatest: supply, 

civil engineering, and transportation. Table 17 summarizes the differences by function 

and attributes the differences to three sources: availability, trainees and management. 

The additional manpower at Reese attributed to availability and trainees is the result of 

using military personnel. Combined, these account for 34% of the manning difference 

between the two bases in the three functions examined. The other 66% of the manning 

difference is attributed to the management approach: organization, supervision, 

incentive, etc. 

The organizational structure of Vance is different from that of the standard 

Air Force Training Base. Although the contractor must support the same functions that 

are supported at other bases, he has not adopted the standard organization.   Instead he has 

II 
Robert M. Paulson and Arnold dimmer.  Op cit. 
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TABLE   15 

HANPOWF.R AVTHORIZATIONS" 

i- 
WING  STAFF 

AIR   K.SE  GROUP 

LOGISTICS 

HOSPITAL/CLINIC 

OPERATIONS 

TOTAL   IATC) 

REESE AFB 

co.'.f ;  ICAT]O;.3 :AFCS) 4 

TOTALS 

/UBt'EiXIS.U. 
lfl 

Pb(> 

10 

CPNTIIVT j TOTAL jciTKEr.s| AIRMEN! cr/lL I CONTRACT! T 
-1 

0 

6) 

0 

 r- 
Deleted bv DHC 

-t- 
_| ,. 

2.593J 

108 

2,701 

_| (- 

H 1 

"t- 
See O^t«,   n»«e  11  

 1 1 , h 

I 

■: 

Paulson  & Zimmer,   p.   12. 

Cost» end manning at Vance AFii are  privileged  information.     Distribution  ii   limited to 
Government agencies only. 

TABLE 16 

ELEMENTS OF BUDGET ESTIt-'ATZn FY 1974 

l$000s) 

OPERATION AND  MAINTENANCE APPROPRIATION MILITARY 
PERSONNEL 

APPROPRIATION 
TOTAL 

CIVIL SERVICE 
PERSONNEL 

CONTRACT 
PERSOSNL-L 

CT]!."!! 
EXPENSES 

TOTAL 
CtM 

REESE AK!) C7,092.0 
1 

5345.3 1    Sf>.6':L.-> $14.102.4 517,150.6 $31,253.0 

VANCE AFB      1 Deleted by DHC 
1 

See note, sage 11 

Paulson and Zimmer, p. 17. 

* 
Ccstb and manning at Vance AFB arc privileged information.  Distribution is 
limited to Government agencies only. 
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TABLE   17 

MAtJNINÜ  DTKl-TUKNCr: KWLYT. IS ' 
.^y  L und ion 

Deleted by DMC.     See note,  Page  11 

Paulson  ar.r?  Zimmer.   P.   48. 

* 
Costs  and manning  at Vance AFB  are  privileged 
information.     Distribution  is   limited  to 
Government agencies  only. 
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organized to perform the specific tasks under the specific circumstances at Vance. 

Privileged information 

Deleted by DMC.     See note,  Page ii 

Paulson and Zimmer also identified, but did not quantify other reasons for the 

manning differences between Vance end Reese.    The most significant of these reasons, 

judging  by   I.MI  experience  in   conversations  with  contractors and  observation  of  a 

contractor support operation, is the attitude of the contractor and the work force.   As 

observed by Paulson and Zimmer: 

There was also evidence of the effect of a clearly defined 
oüjective function on the motivation of the total contractor 
labor lorce. At both supervisory and working levels, the labor 
fo-ce is aware that the success of the contractor effort could 
be most easily measured in the generation of serviceable 
aircraft to support the Vance Air Force Base UPT training 
mission, it the stipulated contract price—and within the s*.t of 
resources currently available. Thus functional and organi- 
zat'onal goals and performance indices are subordinated to the 

a.- .% 
fcr  : 
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TABLE   18 

^sü^OUMUamQm.UUT.8JEtfl*m".E 

TKA:-"!')|;TATIüN 0:1; V.I-K/NS 

Deleted by DMC.     See note,  Page 11 

TABLE   19 

surEuvisoM UXII.T.'/.;:D 

Deleted by DMC.       See note,  Page 11 

Paulson and Zimmer,   p.   51. 

Ibid,   p.   52. 

k 

CostG and manning at Vance AFB are privileged information. 
Distribution is limited to Government agencies only. 
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flying mission goal, whenever this is required. There can be no 
advancement in a career field, such as supply or civil 
engineering, unless there is good performance on the entire 
contract. Each employee !;*iows that his job security depends 
on the corporation management team. With this kind of 
working level motivation and the monetary incentive that the 
contract placed on management, there is a ,cpnstant pressure 
for minimum manning and high performance." 

Surprisingly, the most important finding that emerged from the Vance/Reese 

comparison is that substantial savings can be realized in BOS management without 

converting to contractor support. These savings can be obtained by minimising the use of 

military personnel for BOS, by tailoring task oriented organizations, and by increasing the 

span of control for supervisors. Even the contractor's motivation to minimize costs could 

be instituted in Government operations by revising the incentive structure for key people. 

B it the fact is, these actions have been taken at Vance Air Force Base under a 

contractor's management; they have not been taken at other Air Force Training Command 

bases. 

Vance Air Force Base is an extreme example of multi-function contracting. A 

single contractor provides most support services. The support requirements of every base 

may not lend themselves to complete contract support or to support by a single 

contractor. Nonetheless, opportunities for exploiting contracto management can be 

created by grouping products and services on a single installation or by providing regional 

support for some services. 

Consider, for example, a multi-activity function comprised of the real 

property maintenance activities (RPMA). These ar ihe support services normally 

provided by the civil engineers on an installation. Only in the Army are we able to 

identify the fraction of CONUS BOS attributable to RPMA: approximately 1/3 (see Table 

20); however, we are confident that in the Air Fr.rce and Navy RPMA also accounts for a 

substantial portion  of a base  operating  support.    The cost of in-house labor, funded 
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TABLE   20 

ARMY  CONUS   BASE   OPERATION  SUPPORT 

FY 74    OMA 

(5M) 

I 

FUNCTION COST % 

Audio Visual 
Supply Operations 
Maintenance of Material 
Transportation Services 
Laundry 5< Dry Cleaning 
Food Service 
Personnel Support 
Bachelor Housing Furnishings 
Real Property Maintenance Activities 
Administration 
ADP Activities 
Base Communication 

2 
72 

114 
66 
16 

124 
49 
22 

381 
220 
38 
38 

i 

1 
6 

10 
6 
1 

11 
4 
2 

33 
19 
3 
3 

Total* $1,144 100 

Entries may not add  to  totals  because of rounding. 
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contracts and total expenditures for each activity worldwide is shown in Table 21. 

Table 22 shows the approximate strengths and cost of RPMA manpower. 

In the Vance-Reese study, Paulson and Zimmer show that the entire civil 

engineering function (equivalent to RPMA) has been accomplished under contract at Vance 

with * fewer personnel than at Reese. Furthermore, 53% of the difference in manning 

was attributed to the management approach. Although one cannot assume that such 

savings would be realized at every installation, the magnitude of RPMA and the 

demonstrated potential fo. contract support indicate that the opportunities for contract- 

ing RPMA should be explored. Under the present DoD commercial and industrial 

activities program, they are not and will not be explored. The only contracting normally 

considered in these activities is for the purchase of utilities, minor construction and repair 

projects, and individual services, such as custodial services, refuse removal, rodent 

control, etc. Even routine maintenance of buildings and grounds is not included in the 

reviews of commercial and industrial activities. In effect, the contractable activities arc 

so narrowly ned that the possibility of  exploiting contractor management of  the 

function is not recognized. 

It is feasible to accomplish some BOS on a regional basis. The Navy Public 

Works Centers, for example, provide regional support of RPMA and transportation 

services. In fact, one center provides support to several Army and Air Force, as well as 

Navy, installations in the San Francisco Bay area. It is not unreasonabl" to suggest that 

other BOS services might also be provided on a regional basis, in some cases by contract 

support. The Army recognizes this approach as a potentially effective means of providing 

some of the base services that are too small and specialized to be efficiently contracted 

at each base. For example, it is considering a proposal to provide all CONUS audio visual 

services through a single contractor. 

*    Privileged information deleted by DMC.     See note,  Page ii. 
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TABLE   21 

HEM. PROPERTY HAlNTEHAHCt; ACTIVITIES 
APPnoxiKvrn KY74  EXI

!
I:NPITVRES 

1$ Millions) 

'i 
I> 

'ITERATION* 
OK  UTILITIES 

MAINTENANCE 0!' 
REAL   PRCTERTY 

MINOR 
CONSTRUCTION 

OTHER 
ENG   SPT 

TOTAL 

6J4MX 
Tptal 

Labor** 
Contract 

$419 
15% 
45% 

$597 
37% 
44% 

$47 
27% 
49% 

$318 
64% 
28% 

$1,362 
36% 
41% 

AIS FORCE 
Total" 

Labor** 
Contract 

$234 
2 2% 
44% 

$345 
59% 
2 7% 

$71 
21% 
62% 

$410 
80% 
1.3% 

$1,164 
5 3% 
31% 

NAVY 
Total 

Labor* * 
Contract 

$122 
17% 
34% 

$199 
38% 
29% 

$13 
B% 

66% 

$129 
69% 
12% 

$462 
40» 
27% 

DoD TWA I $775 $1,141 $131 $36=, $3,008 

Most contracts are  for  purchased utilities   (e.g.,   electricity). 

In-House Labor. 

TABLE   22 

REAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
END STRENGTHS AMD LABOR COST 

FY   74 

END 
STRENGTH 

IN-HOUSE 
LP.B0R  COST 

<$M) 

APPROX 
%  BOS 

MANPOWER 

ARNY 10,981 $496 29 

AIP.   FORCE 58,826 $617 23 

NAVY NOT  AVAIL $187 

Si.-  'A 
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IV.  RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. THE POD SHOULD DEVELOP OPPORTUNITIES FOR USING CONTRACTOR 
MANAGEMbNT IN BASE OPERATING SUPPORT 

In the long run, eificient base operating support depends on effective management. 

The present DoD approach to contracting for base services focuses on individual products 

and services. Contractors believe, and have demonstrated at Vance AFB, that savings in 

BOS costs and manpower can be obtained by using commercial sources to provide manage- 

merv. as well as products and services. 

The key is to consider contract support as an alternative to in-house management of 

some BOS functions. To recognize and exploit opportunities for this type of contract 

support, functions must be defined such that substantial management responsibility is 

included. These opportunities often can be created by grouping together products and 

services at an installation or within a regional area. For example, the real property 

maintenance activities constitute an area of management responsibility which might be 

suitable for contract support. The activities involve fixed-site services, many of which 

are often individually contracted. A single contractor is managing the real property 

maintenance activities on at least one Air Force Base. In the Navy, Public Works Centers 

have demonstrated the feasibility of providing the services on a regional basis. 

B. THE DOD PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING COMPARATIVE COST ANALYSES 
SHOULD BE CHANGED TO ENCOURAGE THE USE OF SOLICITED Cr\TRACTOR 
BIDS AS THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF CONTRACT COST ESTIMATES 

When the decision as to whether to contract for base services is based on relative 

costs, the cost of each alternative should be obtained from the test possible source.   The 

best source for the contract alternative is a contractor.     However, contractors are 

unwilling to devote resources to the evaluation of a military installation's workload unless 

there is a good chance that a contract will be awarded. 
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The Air Force screens functional areas to identify those for which contract support 

is likely to cost less. Bids are solicited and an estimate of in-house cost is prepared using 

the same specifications. If a bid from a qualified contractor is lower than the estimated 

in-house cost, the contract is awarded. If not, the operation continues (or converts to) in- 

house. 

The Air Force procedures have proven to be effective. These same procedures 

should be adopted throughout the DoD. 

*i 
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APPENDIX A 

FUNCTIONAL CODES FOR DoD COMMERCIAL OR 
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES AND DoD CONTRACT SUPPORT SERVICES 

(Source:  DoDI 4100.33) 

Maintenance and/or Repair of Equipment (Intermediate/ 
Direct/General) 

J501 Aircraft 
J502 Aircraft Engines 
J503 Missiles 
J504 Vessels 
J505 Combat Vehicles 
J506 Noncombat Vehic'es 
.J507 Electronic & Communications Equipment 
J510 Railway Equir.nent 
J511 Special Equ'pment 
J512 Armament 
J513 Mess Hall Equipment 
J514 Medical , Dental Equipment 
J515 Contain rs; Textiles, Tents & Tarpaulins 
J516 Metal '.ontainers 
J519 Indus .rial Plant Equipment 
J520 Othe 

Nonmi.ision-E^ jential Repair, Maintenance Modification, Alter- 
ations and/c £  Rebuild of Equipment (Depot/Indirect) 

«s 

K531 Aircraft 
K532 Aircraft Engines 
K53, Missiles 
K5 ,4 Vessels 
K,35 Combat Vehicles 
\536 Noncombat Vehicles 
K537 Electronic & Communications Equipment 
K538 Railway Equipment 
K539 Special Equipment 
K540 Armament 
K541 Industrial Plant Equipment 
K542 Mess Hall Equipment 
K543 Medical & Dental Equipment 
K544 Containers; Textiles, Tents & Tarpaulins 
K545 Metal Containers 
K546 Other 

A-l 
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Mission-Essential Repair. Maintenance Modification. Alteration 
and/or Rebuild of Equipment (Depot/Indirect) 

M531 Aircraft 
M532 Aircraft Engines 
M533 Missiles 
M534 Vessels 
M535 Combat Vehicles 
M537 Electronic & Communications Equipment 
M538 Railway Equipment 
M539 Special Equipment 
M540 Armament 

Installation Services 

S706 Installation Bus Services 
5708 laundry, Dry Cleaning Services 
5709 Custodial Services 
5710 Insect & RodenV Control 
5712 Refuse Collection & Disposal Services 
5713 Food Services 
5714 Furniture 
5715 Office Equipment 
5716 Motor Vehicle Operations 
5717 Motor Vehicle Maintenance 
5724 Guard Services 
5725 Electrical Plants & Systems 
5726 Heating Plants & Systems 
5727 Water Plants U  Systems 
S72B Sewage & Waste Plants & Systeme 
5729 Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Plants 
5730 Other Services or Utilities 

Other Nonmanufacturinq Operations 

T801 Packing & Crating 
T802 Cataloging 
T803 Acceptance Testing 
T804 Training & Consultant Services 
T~05 Operation of Bulk Liquid Storage 
T806 Printing fi Reproduction (except JCP approved 

printing plants) 
T807 Photographic, Film & TV Services, including CATV 
T808 Mapping & Charting 
T809 Administrative Telephone Services 

A-2 
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T810 Air Transportation Services 
T811 Water Transportation Services 
T812 Rail Transportation Services 
T813 Contractor Engineering & Technical Services 
T814 Fueling Service (Aircraft) 
T815 Scrap Metal Operation 
T816 Communications & Electronic Services 
T817 Other 

} 

™ ■ *■ .1 

Automatic Data Processing 

Wb/4 Data Processing Services 
W825 Maintenance of ADP Equipment 
W826 Systems Design, Development 6. Programming Services 
W827 Other 

Products Manufactured/Fabricated In-House 

X931 Ordnance Equipment - Ammunition & Related Products 
X932 Froducts made from Fabric or Similar Materials 
X933 Container Products & Related Items 
X934 Food & Bakery Products 
X935 Liquid, Gas-sous & Chemical Products 
X936 Rope, Cordage 6. Twine Products 
X937 Logging 6. Lumber, rroducts 
X938 Communications & Electronic Products 
X939 Construction Products 
X940 Rubber & Plastic Products 
X941 Optical & Related Products 
X942 Sheev Metal Products 
X943 Foundry Products 
X944 Machined Parts 
X945 Other 

Repair, Alteration & Minor Construction of Real Property 
(Excludes Repair Incident to Maintenance & Militarv Construction 
(MILCON) Funded Projects) 

Z992 Buildings & Structures 
Z993 Grounds (Improved) 
Z994 Surfaced Areas 
Z996 Grounds (Other than Improved) 
Z997 Railroad Facilities 
Z998 Waterways & Waterfront Facilities 
Z999 Other 

£, 4 
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APPENDIX   D 

EXTENT  OF  CONTRACT  SUPPORT:      FY 74 

ARMY 
.(Costs   in  Thousands  of  Dollars) 

t 

■ 4 

ruRCTion TM-HOUfC CONTRACT -  CONTRACT TC7A1. m  Ü1 A'.   CGf,-   CEB •  ACTlvi    1T.S '» ACTIVITIES 1 

J501 

_£iV.T_ CiT CGfT ACT 1,5 1T1Ü ACTIVITY CONTRACTF0_l   CONTViCTCP   . 

19,»32 29.205 59 25 I.MS 21 «4 

J501 6.551 « A 5 1.311 1 20 

JS04 2.15) 1.576 40 5 786 5 100 

J505 12.139 82 1 It 7b4 4 25 

J50C 22.415 1.0C7 5 44 534 11 70 

J507 15.812 2.65T 14 48 385 26 5. 

J510 uo 5 1 4 161 1 25 

Jill 12.241 1,305 10 52 2(1 24 46 

JS12 7.239 34 1 26 2H0 4 15 
J513 1,1. j 3 A 10 112 1 10 

lilt 5.853 1.051 15 33 209 9 27 

J515 2.806 624 18 23 149 8 35 

JM6 8 0 0 1 6 0 0 
J519 5,836 219 4 8 757 4 50 
J520 
SUB 

_ A. JAP 
118.205 

212 
3». 04c 

 6 
24 317 

 204 
493 

8 
147 

4 7 
46 

S706 12.155 1,410 11 59 230 18 31 
S70B 26.740 818 3 42 656 20 48 

S7C9 17,147 24.574 59 109 38 3 91 81 
S710 3.001 111 « 35 89 12 14 
571? 6.ore 6. 570 52 80 ISP 61 76 
S713 86, ''48 41   115 32 105 1.2.B 62 59 
5114 4,193 948 18 36 143 22 61 
S715 2.B31 4.763 61 51 149 48 94 
6716 45.010 324 1 102 444 19 19 
S717 25.579 1.1B7 4 82 331 37 45 
S724 36.097 3,450 ■> 60 659 18 10 
1725 g.'-L'a 10,366 51 79 257 59 75 

(1726 H.l'fc 11,947 15 83 948 61 73 

S727 9.120 2,130 19 ™ 142 55 70 

£723 7.C14 3.150 31 7B 130 47 60 

S729 12.903 1.631 11 74 196 51 69 

6730 
SUB 

10,24] 
381.932 

23,952 
130,491 

70 
27 

 46 
1,200 

74} 
434 

-li 
716 

_76 
to 

T801 29.32B 4,719 14 46 740 6 11 
T802 13.267 5 A » 1.475 1 11 
T803 7.101 750 10 5 1.570 2 40 
T804 15.173 9.594 39 46 538 41 89 
T805 2.694 447 14 6 523 1 17 
T806 3,883 496 1) 32 137 15 47 
T807 27.163 4,979 16 »8 328 38 19 
T608 1/ 0 0 1 12 0 0 
•<'809 29,622 10.035 25 92 431 11 14 
T810 1.711 268 14 14 145 3 21 
ten 796 66 8 6 144 2 31 
T812 2,199 57 3 34 66 4                           12 

,     1813 0 1,124 100 3 375 3 100 
T814 2,586 9 36 27 15 235 2 1J 
T616 11,295 551 5 42 282 10 24 
T617 
SUB 

37)., (.39 
532,499 

168,914 
20.,961 

31 
28 

60 
509 

9.093 
1,4~4 5 

27 
186 

45 
37" 

less   than 1% 
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ARMY (CONT'D) 
(Coots in Thousands of Dollars) 

JUNCTION IN-HOUSE CONTRACT * CONTRACT TOTAL •  or AV COST   PFB • ACTIVITIES * ACTIVITIES 
CODE COST rncr "nn~ *C?!VITICS ACTIVITY CONTRACT™ CONTRACTED 

K824 74,830 12.363 30 122 879 76 (4 
W825 9u 9.051 99 16 241 38 100 
K826 92.jua 6.521 7 6] 1.069 11 16 
KSJ7 ",115 3,076 IS _li —1U _i -14 
?VB 166,419 50.011 21 259 616 115 52 

X911 81.003 769 1 7 11.(62 2 2« 
X912 1.619 0 0 4 455 0 0 
X9:i 7,285 0 0 9 609 0 0 
X934 B>0 253 21 5 217 1 20 
X935 173 0 0 1 173 0 0 
X938 10.506 31 A 3 3,513 1 1) 
X939 366 8 3 2 137 1 so 
X940 2.643 7 A 4 662 1 25 
X941 3.426 64 1 7 785 1 14 
X942 1.0S3 7 1 5 212 1 20 
X9*> 310 * 2 2 157 1 50 
X944 20,470 176 1 4 5.163 2 so 
M*i  }<W*_  6. _s. _1 71» _1 21 
SUB 134,664 1.126 1 57 23,648 12 21 

199! 53,046 36.496 41 65 1.17« 59 91 
Z991 6,711 2,953 25 58 201 14 St 
Z994 5.935 6.232 47 54 244 46 S3 
Z996 1.646 177 10 21 87 8 36 
Z997 1,101 715 39 23 79 14 (1 
1996 76 1,745 96 4 456 4 100 
Z999 4,914 3.350 .il _u 435 JL2 -i» 
SU3 76,431 51,668 40 244 2,880 162 75 

TOTAL 1.410.175 482,503 25 2,586 732 .'. . 178 53 

!•■• than 171 

43 
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AIR FORCE 
(Costs in Thousands of Dollars> 

FUNCTION IN-HOUSE CONTRACT % CONTRACT| TOTAL • OFi AV COST   PER # ACTIVITIES % ACTIVITIES] 
COPE COST COST COST       | ACTIVITIES ACTIVITY CONTRACTED CONTRACTED 

J501 161,120 5,373 4 49 3,408 is 31 
J50J 390 375 49 2 382 1 50 
J507 41.190 2.719 6 72 610 10 14 
J514 1.400 —221 .11 _li 102 -1 -4 

S706 4,702 351 7 30 168 3 10 
.-7-M 1.970 :■    51 62 31 168 23 ei 
9709 4, If» 2i,B5T 84 88 30» 84 95 
S71n f., y.; 151 3 63 75 2 3 
«717 1,442 3.379 38 76 116 33 43 
>i:. • 67,100 9,659 13 158 487 20 13 
SU4 0 314 100 1 314 1 100 
6715 5' 3,390 8« 25 157 23 92 
S716 51.J.» 1,217 2 132 398 5 4 
S717 65,661. 4,475 6 109 544 31 28 
S72« 37,939 0 0 108 351 0 0 
S725 35,011 4,671 12 158 251 24 15 
S726 17   446 4,825 8 157 397 25 16 
S727 9.669 285 3 96 104 4 4 
S72H 8,024 314 4 91 92 5 5 
S729 
SUB 

71,017 5,392 
64,725 14 

-ill 
1,454 

27B 
4,209 

30 
31b' 

2; 
22 3B4.793 

T801 41,797 840 2 82 120 5 6 
TB02 24,030 107 18 5 5,877 3 60 
TOO) 775 0 0 1 7'.^ 0 0 
T804 972 0 27 36 0 0 
TB05 13,008 0 87 130 0 0 
TBOG 3.624 613 51 B7 2 4 
T307 25,930 3,12? 99 294 1 1 
T809 16.365 0 90 162 0 C 
T810 3,6*1 0 7 11 331 0 0 
T8U 482 0 0 2 241 p 0 
T8U 1,37.' 0 0 29 47 0 0 
1814 210 0 0 83 352 0 ' 
1316 

|      SUB 
J:,312 

194,725 
171 

9,836 
.1 

5 
40 

607 
837 

9.679 
2 

13" d 

'    W624 : 0,566 754 1 98 R26 7 7 
1     WQij 1,759 100 5 '-; 5 100 
|     W826 
;   SOB 

61 .86 
.2'.152 

5,084 
7,597 

_ 8 
160 

1,15.. 
2.-:o 

3 
15 

5 
9 

1     X932 30 0 0 1 30 0 0 
[     X934 221 0 0 1 221 0 0 

,35 ..4SI 0 0 S7 31 0 0 
1942 

SUB 
iiii'l 
2,983 0 0 

a. 
ti 3b9 

_o_ 
0 

_0_ 
0 

2*92 115,167 ■;:.25i 31 114 1.46 84 74 
Z993 23.174 2.179 9 90 28.. 22 24 
7.994 .0,592 11 .'.74 48 »7 412 57 59 
2996 7.175 1.263 15 «3 176 6 13 
Z.J97 291 461 61 6 125 3 50 
SUB 166,399 74,728 31 355 2.457 172 48 

TOTAL 1,074,152 166   104 13 2,776 447 542 20 
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NAVY 
(Costs in Thousands of Dollars) 

R-'V 

IIJNCTION IN-HOUSE CONTRACT % CONTRACT TOTAL #  OF AV  COST  VER (t  ACTIVITIES'* ACTIVITIES 
CODE COST COST COST ACTIVITY" ACTIVITY CONTRACTCD CONTRACTED 

.1501 15.048 393 2 17 955 

 ■  

3 18 
J502 5,470 0 0 13 421 0 0 
JM) 7,7b4 :58 3 6 1,337 3 50 
jro« 19,629 ' '8 1 5 3,963 2 40 
J505 81 0 0 1 81 0 0 
J506 2.73B 510 16 7 464 3 43 
J507 3.196 6 0 7 457 1 14 
J510 119 1 1 1 120 1 100 
.'511 9,363 223 2 13 737 6 46 
•IS1J 2,»73 9 A 6 479 1 17 
J513 77 0 0 1 77 0 0 
J514 413 62 13 3 137 2 67 
J515 86 0 0 1 86 0 0 
JS19 335 5 2 2 170 1 50 
0520 
SUB 

4^7 
68.749 

 g 
1.755 

_0 
3 

_1 
64 

757 
839 

_0 
23 

0 
37 

S^Cte 3,291 137 4 33 104 7 21 
S708 3,227 701 18 23 171 7 30 
S709 20,734 15,188 42 104 345 64 62 
S ?10 1   naq in 1 12 92 2 17 
S712 5,489 3,590 40 61 149 46 75 
sin 68.183 13,524 IB 111 691 73 84 
S714 454 24 5 4 119 3 75 
S715 361 930 72 13 "9 11 85 
S716 30,729 1.075 3 95 335 18 19 
S717 21,271 1,554 7 80 265 33 11 
S724 58,75; 1,306 2 108 556 20 19 
572'.. 35.513 J.905 14 ',3 567 32 44 
5726 65,950 3,230 5 85 814 30 35 
S-27 8,434 1.5*3 15 71 140 35 .'5 
57211 4,571 1.880 29 71 91 26 37 
S729 6,603 530 7 59 121 25 42 
5730 
SUB 

 6,150 
337,802 

409 
51,52». 

.5 
13 

42 
1,045 

2C4 
373 

14 
436 

33 
42 

TB01 16,102 73 1 47 143 1 2 
T802 3.589 1 A 71h 1 20 
T803 5.684 935 14 14 47.1 5 36 
TB04 24,901 1,333 5 25 1,049 11 44 
T805 6,717 225 3 39 178 'J 23 
T806 2.689 117 4 15 187 5 13 

T6Ö7 12.625 1.686 12 52 275 14 27 
TOO? 8,240 17,252 6B 66 366 5." 79 

T610 6,168 1,726 22 13 607 7 31 

T811 20,648 762 4 IS 1.191 3 17 
TB12 2,401 47 2 21 117 3 14 

Ten 0 44,96" 100 7 6,424 7 100 
T814 2,689 3,946 60 36 184 24 67 
T815 65 0 0 1 65 0 0 

T816 4,242 685 14 9 547 3 33 
TO 17 
SUB 

52,981 
169,741 

10,879 
84,654 

17 
33 

12 
380 

5,3:2 
669 

8 
153 

67 
40 

W824 57,672 28,107 33 115 748 79                           69 
W825 1,940 4,883 72 32 213 25 78 
W826 48,973 10,265 17 68 871 17 25 
KB27 
SUB 

1,443 
110,228 

134 
43,394 

9 
2B 

5 
220 

315 
69>) 

1 
122 

20 

less  than 1% 
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NAVY (CONT'D) 
(Costs in Thousands of Dollars) 

rimcTioN IN-IIOUSE CONTRACT % CONTRACT TOTAL «  OF AV COST   PER #  ACTIVITIES X ACTIVITIES 
CODE COST COST COST ACTIVITIES ACTIVITY CONTRACTFD CONTRACTED 

»931 83.01.9 0 0 9 9,319 0 0 
X932 64 0 0 1 64 0 0 
X933 452 0 0 3 151 0 0 
X934 132 0 0 2 61 0 0 
X935 145 0 0 2 72 0 0 
19 36 773 0 0 1 773 0 0 
«938 1,770 0 0 3 593 0 0 
X940 124 0 0 1 124 0 0 
X941 2.920 0 0 1 2,920 0 0 
X942 2,113 0 0 4 528 0 0 
X943 59 0 0 1 59 0 0 
X944 13,717 0 0 6 2,206 0 0 
X945 
SUB 

27,655 
133.009 

0 
0 

_0 
0 

7 
41 

3.951 
3,264 

0 
0 

_0 
0 

2992 56.355 I5.62B 31 02 1,000 65 79 
«993 5.089 1.620 24 47 143 27 64 
Z994 2,577 3,232 56 34 171 24 71 
Z996 ?76 115 40 3 97 2 67 
1997 6Ci 674 44 0 192 5 63 
Z998 2,5*7 S02 24 10 337 6 60 
Z999 
SUB 

 192 
67,017 

0 
32,071 

0 
32 

 1 
105 

ill 
540 

0 
129 

0 
70 

TOTAL 800.146 213,390 19 1,955 801 863 44 
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(Costs 
„>RINE  CORPS 
Thousands  of  Dollars) 

A «   lese   than  IX 

Source:     Commercial  Industrial Activities   Inventory 
Report:   FY  74 

B-6 

FUNCTION IN-HOI;:;;: CONTRACT '.; CUNT:     r TOTAL   W   OF AV COST Pi:; »  ACTIVITIES % ACTlVITl'-sl 
com: 
J505 

COST  COST COST          ACTIVITIES ACTIVITY CONTRACTED CONTRACTED ! 

556 0 0 1 556 
1 

0 
J506 3.959 302 7 14 304 7 
J507 2.C27 63 3 4 521 25 
Jill 1,975 21 1 10 200 10 
J5i2 765 0 0 2 383 0 
«1! 781 3 A 6 131 17 
J519 65 0 _0 _1 65 0 
SUB 10.123 389 "4 38 277 11 

:;7n6 1.465 47 3 13 116 8 
S7ng 2.376 97 4 8 309 13 
S709 J ,640 695 30 11 212 64 
S710 536 0 0 5 107 0 
S712 2,096 392 16 13 191 62 
S713 23.044 3,170 12 15 1.74T 40 
R714 229 69 23 4 75 50 
S715 362 613 63 9 100 100 
S716 10,455 57 1 16 657 13 
S717 65 0 0 1 65 0 
S724 10.672 0 0 16 667 0 
S725 1.2.7 160 11 14 101 29 
S726 9.063 444 5 15 634 13 
S727 2,584 215 8 14 200 29 
6720 2,331 169 7 13 192 39 
S729 976 42 4 9 113 33 
S730 298  J4 "*.  5  66 20 
SUB 69,439 6,212 0 181 4 IS 5? 30 

TBOl 3,399 0 0 6 567 0 
T602 906 178 16 1 1.084 100 
TB04 513 67 11 3 182 33 
T805 936 0 0 9 104 0 
T80G 594 27 4 7 89 29 
TG07 2,290 0 0 12 191 0 
T809 2,391 0 0 10 239 0 
TB10 1,027 61 6 1 1,088 100 
T811 138 0 0 1 138 0 
T812 140 3 2 3 48 33 
T814 1,069 198 16 7 181 14 
T517 
SUB 

323 
13,746 

352 
8B6 

52 
6 

3 
63 

144 
232 -j 67 

14 

W821 8,493 100 2 12 723 17 
W825 9 1.355 99 10 136 10 100 
W826 4,696 19 A 11 429 18 
W827 97  0 0 _1 _S2  0 
SUB 13,295 1,554 10 34 437 14 41 

X933 9B1 0 0 2 491 0 0 
X934 546 0 0 3 182 0 0 
X939  76 _0 _0 .1 76 0 _0_ 
SUB 1,603 0 0 6 267 0 0 

Z992 5,191 3,144 38 11 758 9 82 
Z9'J3 276 342 55 5 124 4 80 
K994 187 1,872 91 5 412 5 100 
Z996 
SUE 

 211 
5.682 

 0 
5,358 

_0 
49 

1 
22 

28 
502 

0 
IB 

0 
82 

TOTAL 113,888 14,399 11 344 373     1 1*0 29 
 J 
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APPENDIX C 

ARMY  COST ANIJ   POPUIATICN   DATA 

FOOD  SERVICES   COST AND   POPULATION  DATA 

>■* 

INSTALLATION 

1     ACTIVE 
1 RESIDENT 
'POPULATION 

1 
TOTAL COST ,% 

($000)       j 
CONTRACT 

COST 
POPULATE 
TCTA.L,  CC 

Ft. Bslvoii" '      .10,086 
! 

3,337      ! 21.7 
f       *"          ' 

3.62 

Ft. Bei.ning 32,550 4,374      I 40.0 7.44 

Ft. Blir.3 23,425 1,653 58.3 14.17 
Ft. ßvayy 49,057 4,568     , 76.9 10.74 

FI-. Camnbell j     30,171 I       1,866     ; 90.8 16.15 

Ft . Cdrs:i:i 18,551 2,184      : 93.8 8.4-; 

Ft. De \ o.iii !     13,506 1,426 60.0 9.47 
Ft. Dix !     20,608 3,691 34.1 D.58 
Fl; K-U-3*-.;-- i      11,403 i        2.740 23.1 4.16 

rt. Cordon 10,872 3,752 50.4 2.90 

Ft. Hood !      34,190 2,855 81.1 11.98 

Ft. Jacks or. 1      } 7.2L-7 1T _ AUd i 8. 3 1.28 

!", . Knox ,     28,394 5,SGI 5G.1 4.63 

FL. IS'"? |       9,271 1,365 0.0 6.79 
Ft. n.onard v.'ocd 25,039 4,361 23.3 i           5.74 

Ft. L-"!wis j      34,181 2,638 Ct2.9 12.96 

,: i.. teClelir.r 6,069 i        2,377 56.6 2. = 5 

Ft. Orri 24,705 6,700 17.7 3.69 

Ft. Poll. 1      16,286 2,656 46.0 1           6.13 

Ft. Kile1' !      28,249 1, 746 81.2 16. 10 

Ft.. Si 3.3 16,346 2 ,632 49.1 j           6.2?. 

Rud ctone Arucnal ,        6,599 1,495      1 
|                         l 

40.1 4.41 

.iul/lndustrial  Inventory Report FY  74; 
Department 
Engineers. 

Vrmy,   Office  of  the  Chief  of 
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HASE SERVICES  COST AND POPULATION DATA 

i 
1 

reCTMJATIOH 
** 

BASE 
POPULATION 

1 

TOTAL COST 
($000) 

% CONTRACT 
COST 

—                 i 

POPULATION/ 
TOTAL COSTS 

!  pt Belvoir 20,442 

- 
;     22,893 21.0 .09 

i ft. Banning 43,442 1     2 3,908 22.5 1.81 
i  Ft. Bliss 37,136 24,107 15.9 1.54 
Ft. Bragq 59,5e2 25.34 2 29.5 2.31 
Ft. Campbell 35,742 ;      16,320 29.6 2.19 
Ft. Carson 3 2,9ay 16,197 34.8 2.04 
Ft. Dix 24,054 17,540 28.0 1.37 
Ft. Eustis 15,265 2 3,254 1.7.6 .67 
Ft. Gordon 19,785 12,936 21.7 1.53 

; Ft. Harr.il ton 16,890 I        6,662 245. S 2.54 
Ft. Huachuca 17,585 14,908 27.0 1.18 

,  Ft. Hood 55 ,4S5 22,220 21.3 2.50 
Ft. Houston 21,748 9,133 20.1 2.36 

: Ft. Jackson 2 3,687 i      25,210 18.0 .95 

1 Ft- Knox 43.3U4 i      25,054 24.7 1.73 
i  Ft. Leonard Wood 29,839 13,642 18.9 2.19        ' 
Ft. Law is 38,470 24,124 22.2 1.59 

'  Ft. Keade 40,662 10,54-; 24.4 3.86 
!   Ft. Ord 30,126 ;     16,686 11.7 1.81 
'  Ft, PolX 19,502 12,914 18. 3 1.51 
! Ft. Riley 30,816 14,145 29.0 ,          2.18 
Ft. Rucker 20,727 ,      11,550 31.2 1.79        j 

. Ft. Sheridan 57,700 7,008 29.1 1          9.23        ! 
Ft. fill 28,727 '      19,043 22.3 1.51 

1 

Base Services include all those activities identifod in tha 
Commercial/Industrial Inventory Report Ftf 74. 

Base Population includes both resident and non-res ident 
populations. 

Sources:  Commercial/Industrial Inventory Report FY 74; 
Department of the Army, Office of  the Chiuf of 
Engineers. 
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ISSUE: 

BACKGROUND: 

PROBLEM: 

ALTERNATIVES: 

CONCLUSION 

RECOMMENDATION: 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The substitution of capital investment for labor 
as a means cf increasing manpower productivity 
and thur reducing manpower and overall costs. 

Manpower costs now represent 53'1  of the Defense 
budget.  Rising manpower costs constrain 
sensible force structures based on national 
security requirements, and are encroaching on 
other important Defense programs. 

What steps can be faker, to incr^jse Defense 
productivity through capital investment and as a 

result reduce manpowir costs? 

There are various ways to contribute to increased 
productivity, including improved training and 
motivation,  tne increased application of work 
measurement, £.nd the restructuring of organi- 
zations and functions.  This paper concentrates 
on one major way:  the use of fast amortizing 
capital investment programs to acquire equipment 
as  substitutes for people. 

While the DOD has made some excellent beginnir^s 
of a capital investment program, these programs 
require expansion and should be better inte- 
grated and controlled within and among the Jervices 

The paper gives nine recomiuendat ions that would 
result in a better managed capital investment 
program to enhance productivity and sav» manpower 
and overall costs in certain support  reas of 
the Department of Defense. 

F» > 

t       4 

NOTE:  This PMC staff paper Is based on Technical Report No. "44, 
Alternatives to Manpower, Operations Research, Inc. 
(Principal Author, Echardt Bennewit') 
Prepared OP contract for the Defense Manpover Commission, 

August 1975 
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ALTERNATIVES TO MANPOWER 

Introduction 

With manpower costs greater than all other Defense expenditures put 

together, it is essential that the Department of Defense reevaluate its 

resource options.  Table No. I, developed by Defense, depicts the problem 

of manpower costs growing over '. ime at the expense of other important 

Defense programs. As a means of reapportioning these expenses, programs 

that reduce the requirement for manpower resources in favor of less 

expensive substitutes should be established.  The prospects for further 

inflation and continuing substantial increases in Federal pay make this 

a    mat 1er of urgency.  There ute vaiious ways lo   reduce manpower 

costs, including improved training and utilization, behavioral programs 

designed to improve mof-ivation, and the restructuring oi  organizations 

and functions.  Other DMC staff papers and the final report of the DMC 

will addrebs some of these.  This particular paper as part of the DMC 

t^tudy of manpower in support forces, concentrates on the use of capital 

equipmc.i: as a subsli tutf; for both civil ian and military employees in 

manpower intensive-, industrial-type support activities in the Department 

of Defense. 

A study of this subject entitled, ''Alternatives to Manpower," wat, 

designed by the CMC staff (Requirements Croup) and conducted under 

contract by Operations Research Inc. (OKI Technical Reporr No. 944 , 

Alternatives to Manpower, August 3 3( 1975).  This paper draws heavily 

from the more lengtny OR1 study, which should be referred to tor 

further details. 
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'lu- Increased! use ol capita] equipment as an alternative to man- 

power would increase    manpower productivity witiiin the Department of 

Defense and, as a result, permit that Department tu reduce its manpower 

costs.  H should he noted that the need for increased productivity is 

not limited to the Department of Defense.  Rather, it is a national 

problem, with manifestations evident in Government as we1.1 as in the 

privat*, sector.  To he -nore explicit, growth in capital cer man-hour has 

been an important factor in productivity growth.  More and better 

equipment can enable a worker to perform his job more effectively 

Sine».' growth in out put per man-hour is closely related to the amount of 

capital support ing each worker, the rat io of capital investment to 

output is a precursor of potential growth in productivity.* Productivity 

is more Likely to increase rap idly in countries where this ratio is 

high.  The United States lias long enjoyed a high level of industrial 

productivity relative to other countries fo the World.  Since Wo*-Id War 

II, however, the rate of increase in productivity in the United States 

has been only about three percent per year.  Except for the United 

Kingdom, this is th** lowest rate of increase of any of the Western 

nations.md Japan.  During the 1%0's the United States had the lowest 

average new capital investment ratio in manufacturing of the tfa.jor Free 

World industrial nations, as well as the lowest average increase in 

manufacturing productivity.   Japan, on the other hand, had the highest 

investment rat io during this period and the hi ghest rate of product ivity 

gain. 

Nat ion.il Commission on Productivity, Productivity and the Economy, 

Bulletin 177u, 1973, pp. 48-51.  This data was developed by the 

Bureau of Labor Statistics in con June tion with the National Commission 

on Product ivitv. 
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Defense Productivity In Gen r.»l 

It '.s generally held that capital Investment and technology account 

for about 60S; of increases In productivity, with Increased productivity 

being the soundest way to offset inflation and rising manpower costs. 

Figure 1 displays the productivity trenda of the Department of Defense 

from FY 1967 to 1974. As a baae of departure for more detailed discussion 

to follow, the following general background information should be not'id 

with respect to Defense productivity. 

• From 1967 to 1971 DOD increased its productivity by almost 

12 percent, while significantly reducing activities with 

the withdrawal from Southeast Asia (31 percent decrease 

In input and a 20 percent decrease in output). 

• Productivity, however, over the four years 1971-74 remained 

at a fairly constant level. 

s  DOD productivity measurement coverage is inadequate. Although 

tome excellent measurement systems are in use in various 

activities with the Defense establishments, only 34 percent 

of the DOD civilian work force were covered by pro- 

ductivity measures in 1974, compared to 83 percent for the 

rest o_ the Federal Government.  Coverage is spotty in DOD, 

actoss and within the Services.  Overall, DOD's productivity 

measurement and evaluation program has lacked the cohesion 

and thrust to make it the viable management tool it could 

and should be. 
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The DOD is concerned about productivity and exerting new 

initiative«. The Secretary of Defense has established as an 

objective an annual Increase in productivity in the 

support and logistics areas of 1.7 percent in FY 76, at 

least 1.51 in the "out years", and expanded coverage of 55 

percent of the civilian work force (MBO objective 

provided to President in July 1975). The 1.7J represents 

the amount of the last annual increase that occurred in 

Defense productivity  (Refer back to Figure 1) and on that 

basis is considered realistically attainable. Major change 

in program enphasls 1« required to accomplish these objectives. 

Opportunities for Savings 

The areas most susceptible to productivity Improvement through cspltal 

investment are Base Operating Support (BOS) and Central Logistics (the 

Logistics portion of Central Support Forces, as used in the Defense Planning 

and Programming Categories).  In FY 76, there will be approximately 936,000 

personnel engaged in BOS and Central Logistics activities. Even savings of 

a small percentage, therefore, would yield large manpower dollar returns.  In 

this respect, ORI estimates that a IX increase in annual productivity would 

save $200M and 7 - 10,000 employees. Along these lines, Army experience In 

certain programs has been that for each dollar of capital investment, s 

75 cent ssving in cost of labor and a more than 25 cent saving In other 

resources could be attained in the first full year of operation. Given 

such fast amortization in the first year, labor savings will continue to 

accumulate in all subsequent years.  Of course, some worthwhile capital 

investments will take longer to amortize, but the ORI study shows an 

abundance of fast amortizing opportunities In the one-two year range. 

ORI estimates (and we agree) that a Defense program starting In FY 77, 

that Includes $35H per year for five years for fast amortizing K 
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capital Investments, could result In a reduction of 1,750 personnel per 

year, or approximately 8,750 personnel over a five year period (based on 

actual returns on Investments made by the Services). There would be no 

difficulty in identifying areas in which capital could be put to work in 

place of people.  In one OSD assessment alone, $106H worth of unfunded 

capital investment programs were identified.  This assessment was made tafore 

emphasis was placed on fast amortizing capital projects. The real opportunity 

would be in multiples of this. 

(NOTE:  It should be noted that the manpower cost savings 

estimated in the OKI report—See pages 39 and A-1,2—are 

based on DOD figures which do not include total life cycle 

personnel costs and, therefore, are extremely low.) 

Several management actions recently undertaken by ehe Office of the 

Secretary of Defense are Intended to turn the corner on productivity 

increases through better defined, deliberately managed capital invest- 

ment programs. A major step was the «°tabllshment of the new MBO 

objective already cited.  Some of the other actions are lescrlbed below. 

1.  On April 11, 1975, the Deputy Secretary of Defense sent a 

memorandum to the Service Secretaries giving guidelines for the manage- 

ment of the DOD Manufacturing Technology (NT) Program.*  The memorandum 

told the Services to take advantage of the "... numerous opportunities 

to obtain significant cost savings i.i the production of Defense materiel 

* Reproduced in the ORI report (Exhibit 3, following P. 77). 
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by Increasing ihe application of state-of-the-art manufacturing tech- 

niques and by the development of new or Improved manufacturing technology." 

One hundred million dollars will be set aside in the Cafenje budget for 

this purpose.  Although Secretary Clements' memorandum specifically 

addressed weapons acquisition costs, the contents are quite r«lawant to 

the general subject of productivity increases within DOD. 

2. Starting in FY 77, $35 million will be identified annually 

in the Five Year Defense Program for quick payback capital Investments 

($10 million for each Service; $3 million for the Marine Corps; $2 million 

for the Defense Agencies). 

3. Within the industrial fund, the OSD has given authority 

tor procurement of productivity-increasing equipment up to $100,000 per 

project (projects up to $25,000 can be approved by the industrial fund 

commander; projects from $25 - 100,000 by the OS" Comptroller). This 

can be charged to overhead funds at no additional charge to the customer 

under the conditions that the: 

a. Equipment can be amortired in two years; or 

b. If related to a specific job order, equipment can 

be amortized within the period of that job order. 

As seen above, the Office of the Secretary of Defense has taken 

some commendable steps toward finding cost-effective alternatives to the 

use of manpower. Nonetheless, there are many problems associated with 

increased productivity for which management improvement action needs 

to be taken.  Th«. most immediate are listed below: 
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1. Hie authorization process (outside industrial fund 

activities) requires revision.  Even it funds were available for an 

investment with a reasonably certain payback, it can take as much aa a 

year or two to get the necessary change to the Service's taMe of 

allowances which provides a standing authorization for such an 

organization to have the item of equipment.  While the new equipment 

should be made a matter of record In such authorization documents, the 

process should be speeded up.  Possibly  the formal documentation could 

be published after the equipment has been acquired, using a quicker form 

of authorization in the Interim. 

2. Some Civil Service personnel grading policies are a 

disincentive to increased productivif .  Specifically, criteria that 

make supervisory grades dependent upon the number of personnel super- 

vised create an incentive to increase personnel, not decrease them. 

An innovative supervisor who develops a means of reducing his workforce 

should be given a reward, not a demotion, (tn  example of this problem, 

actually observed at a military installation, is given on Page 57 of 

the ORI report.) 

3. Economic analysis should be required to justify capital 

investments,but the level of detail of the analyses should be tailored 

to the size of the Investment.  Sor.e organizations require the same 

level of detail for a small projtct as for one of over $100,000.  This 

creates a reluctance to pursue many labor saving, productivity 

enhancing proposals. 
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A. While Che recent OSD capital Investment Initiatives 

are coimendable, the scope of the programs seems to be directed 

toward specific Defense communities—most notably, large manufacturing, 

supply,and maintenance plants. These Investments are certainly encouraged 

but it would be useful for a well-defined program to direct Invest- 

ment also to the area of Base Operating Support (BOS). 

5. Numerical control (NC) machine toola, where applicable, 

have proven to be highly uaeful in reducing manpower requirements. 

Defense organizations, even though leaders in NC, are inconsistent 

in their use. Standards for their manufacture and use should be 

developed.  In addition, possibilities for the increased use of 

Computer AiieJ Manufacturing (CAM) and Computer Assisted Design (CAD) 

should be puri/ued.  In some irstances, CAM has yielded productivity 

improvements of more than 400%. 
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Financing 

At the beginning of the paper. It was noted that the need for 

productivity Increases Is a national problem shared by the Department of 

Defense.  Another national problem shared by the Department of Defense 

is the raising and allocation of capital, even when excellent returns 

can be expected.  To the credit of the Department of Defense, it has 

allocated $100 million for its Manufacturing Technology program, $35 

million annually (FY 19""? - 81)  for fast amortizing projects, and 

continuing substantial sums tor plant modernization.  It Is still a 

problem, however, to get large sums of money optimally allocated within 

the Services so that as many military support programs as possible can 

benefit from the potential increases In productivity.  Some of the 

successful financing programs used by the Services that were discussed 

earlier are as follows: 

Set Aside Funding 

The Government-owned, Contractor-operated (GOCO) Ammunition 

Program, the Productivity Enhancing Capital Investment Program (PECIP), 

and the set aside funds in the Operations ana Maintenance Account (Army) 

were examples of programs that could be generalized in scope. 

Industrial Fund 

Changes recently approved by the Secretary of Defense that 

permit larger amounts of dollars from the fund to be used for fast 

amortizing capital investments have already yielded significant returns 

on investments. 

Several other approaches should be given serious study as possible 

additional approaches to financing capital investments: 

• \ 
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Fermit borrowing fru-o the Industrial Fund for capital 

Investment. 

Establish a Productivity Bank, which would operate In a 

manner similar to a commercial bank, operating under a 

Congressional approved capital fund and charter. The 

bank would lend funds for capital Investment, with a 

repayment schedule tailored to the projected savings. 

Funds would not ba taken away fron DOD for capital 

Improvements, nor would the competition between operating 

costs and Investment funding occur. The bank would be 

repaid fron aavlnga, possibly with interest. The bank 

would have a first lien on the Service appropriations for 

repayment, If the scheduled savings did not materialize. 

Tha necessity for repayment would In fact reduce the 

amount of "brochuresman" In the original request. 

Establish a capital budget for the Government.  In the 

Federal Government, capital outlays In operating 

appropriations are budgeted and accounted for as 

current expenses and financed from current revenues. 

The charging of capital outlays to current expense 

and their financing out of current revenue! reduces the 

level available for Internal operating programs. 

The alternative is to establish a capital budget. 

Investment designed to Increase the capacity and/or 

productivity would be financed from borrowing, as in 

AH*0MIT**.*-*.^ maw».*.". «. 
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Industry.  Interest and depreciation would be charged 

as a current expense under the capital budget concept. 

- Establish a separate centrally mart <ed DOD revolving working 

capital fund for procurement of modern production equipment. 

This fund would finance the procurement of fast amortizing 

capital investments at nonlnduf.trially funded installations. 

Repayments can be made to the working capital fund on an 

annual basis until the cost in recovered from the beneflttlng 

appropriation on the basis of budgeted savings. 

NOTE: The following conclusions and recouienaatlons are baaed largely 

on the OKI study and are consistent with it, although there are 

some differences in presentation. 

Conclusions 

1. Defense capital Investment programs can engender significant iacreasts 

in productivity which permit decreases in manpower costs.  Savings in 

manpower costs «re urgently needed to offset inflation, anticipated 

payroll Increases, and the further encroachment of the manpower budget 

on other high priority Defense programs. 

2. The Department of Defense, at the policy level, has initiated some 

extremely promising productivity enhancing programs, most notably the 

$100 million Manufacturing Technology program, the $35 million fast- 

amortizlng capital investment program, and the increased availability 

of capital from the industrial funds for fast amortizing projects. If 

previous returns on investment continue, the $35 million program should 

result in a reduction of 1,750 personnel per year, or approximataly 

8,750 over a five year period. 
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3. On ■ casa-by-case basis, the Department of Defenee has Implemented 

many aucceaaful productl"lty enhancing capital investment projacta 

that have enabled the !V partmenc to reduce manpower coats.  In the 

«ggregale, however, evm more money reeda to ba made available for 

capital lnveatmenta since the returns have proven to ba high and 

manpower coat reduction Is wo sorely needed. 

4. \1though successful capital lnveatment programa are numerous, the 

Department of Deferae has no adequate atructure or system for maxi- 

mizing the return from theee lnveatmenta by Implementing the improve- 

ment in organi.itIons or functions similar to the one in which the 

auccessful project was executed.  In thi* respect, capital investment 

projects often are conducted in organizational isolation. Seldom Is 

knowledge of proven methodologies transferred from installation to 

installation — even leas frequently from function to function (e.g., 

depot maintenance to base operating support), ur from Service to 

Service. Not only la the gain not maximized, but there is risk that 

the same result will be paid for more than once. 

5. The establishment of a goal for annual productivity lncreaaes 

of 1.7Z in FY 1976 and 1.5X thereafter waa a commendable management 

declaion on the part of the Department of Defense. It and the associ- 

ated implementing actions should result in a positive move away from 

the productivity inertia experienced in the last few years. In the 

future, however, productivity targets sl.ould be calculated more on 

the basis of management needs, such as the need to compensate for 

increasing payroll costs.  In turn, the amount of dollars programmed 

I 
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for fast »mortizing capital investment projacta should ba heavily 

Influenced by tha goal established for Increased productivity. 

It la important that these relatlonahlpa 31a kept well Integrated 

alnca It la estlmatrd that capital investment and technological 

improvemente ara responalble for approximately 60X of productivity 

lncreaaaa, and alnca It haa baan estimated (In tha ORI atudy) that 

for aach IX lncraaaa In productivity, 7-10 thouaand personnel and 

at laaat $200 million annually can ba saved. The OSD first yaar goal 

of an Increase of 1.7X, and l.SX In the following four ycara,would tranulntc 

to a savlnga of 11,900-17,000 In the first year and 10,500-15,000 each year 

In the following four years. Even further significant savlnga should be 

achieved by implementation of the recommendations hereii, although we are 

unable to compute specific estimates of these aavlnga. 

6. Tha araaa In thia atudy that lend themselves to capital Investment programa are 

the Defanaa Central Logistics and Base Operations Support functlona. 

These labor inte'.slve araaa, comprising over 93S,0OO people, ara 

engaged In industrlal-lJ.ke activities for which non-human substltutas 

for labor already exiat In many Instances. 

7. Since the opportunities for manpower aavings through capital in- 

vestments presently are so numerous (based on actual examples drawn 

from the Services), inveatment criteria during the initial phases of 

this program generally should require tvo-year amortization.  In due 

courae that initial limitation could be reviewed and, if warranted, 

expanded to three years. 

8. The Manufacturing Technology Program (MT) has brought good results 

and should therefore be expanded to more in-house activities, including 

Base Operating Support.  The KT program complements fast-amortizing 

capital investment programs. 
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9. Defense organization for capital Investment programs requires 

restructuring and expansion to take full advantage of lnvestmr.it oppor- 

tunities, maximize return on Investment, latcprate capital Investment 

programs with other sreas of resource management (e.g., fiscal and 

manpower), identify Investment capital, and reduce the present barriers 

to sensible investment programs and projects.  Strong, adequately manned 

(not necessary large) staffa should be established in the Office, 

Secretary of Defense and on the staffs of the Military Departments. 

These staffs are needed to work exclusively on productivity enhancing 

programs. The initial else of the ataffs ahould be determined largely 

in relation to the amounts of manpower and dollars targeted for savlnga. 

Thereafter the continuing manpower authorization of these staffs could 

be expanded or contracted in relationship with the amounts of resources 

saved as s result of their efforts. 

10. The present coversge of the work force by productivity programs 

within the Defense Department is highly Inadequate.  Only 34X of the 

civilian workforce was covered by productivity measures in 1974, 

compared to 83X for the rest of the Federal Government.  Further 

coverage is spotty within and among the Services.  Increased coverage 

is necessary to permit more Intensive management, to serve as target 

incentives, and tc serve as an additional basis for rating the effectiveness 

of individual managers. 

Recommendations 

1.  Eatabllsh management organizations in the Office, Secretary of 

Defense and In the Military Departments to expand capital investment 

\ 
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programs to Cake full advantage of Identified opportunities, to 

maximize return on Investment by spreading the results of successful 

projects across other organizations and functions, and to coordinate 

the capital investment prograa with other resource management program» 

The size of the staffs should be determined In 'relation to the manpower 

and coat savings achieved as a result of their efforts. 

3. Develop new DoO and Service programs, or expand existing ones, 

to extend Manufacturing Technology (MT) to ln-hcuae activities, and 

both MT and capital investment progress to beie support activities. 

4. Establish  DoD »rd Service targets for the expanded coverage 

of productivity measures of Defense support activities. 

5. Successful achievement of Increased productivity should be a directed 

mission snd comaami responsibility of esch Major Command an' of lower 

commands whsrs applicable  To assist the Commander, each such head- 

quarters should have a small staff or field office dedicated to pro- 

ductivity measures snd programs that increase productivity, such ss 

by MT and fast amortizing capital investment. The stsffs should have 

qualified Industrial engineers as well aa reaource oriented management 

personnel.  The command-]svel stsffs would be suthorlzed direct 

informational communications with each other and with the counterparts 

staffs at all echelona. 

6. Establish a poet audit capability to identify savings resulting 

from capital Investment programs. 

7. The Civil Service Commission should develop alternative criteria tor 

grading personnel when existing criteria (such as number of personnel 

supervised) are a disincentive to increased productivity. 
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8. Authority for acquisition of fast payback Items efcuuld be de- 

centralized (but subject to post audit). 

9. Expand the training progress for management personnel and Industrial 

engineers to improve their capability of Identifying opportunities 

and managing the program. 

f. 
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FOREWORD 

Alternatives to Manpower 1s a study directed by the Defense Manpower 
Commission to "reduce the amount or cost of manpower required by the Depart- 
ment of Defense (DoD) to meet Its national security objectives through the 
development and application of capital equipment such as tools and mechanized 
or electronic systems and equipment." The study Involved the examination of 
DoD labor intensive areas in logistics, manufacturing, and base support civil 
engineering and housekeeping functions. The opportunities for quick payback 
capital investments within DoD to reduce manpower were identified in terms of 
past experience and future potentials. The Study involved extensive field visits 
to Army (Army Materiel Command, Picatinny Arsenal, Armaments Command), Navy 
(Norfolk Shipyard, Norfolk Air Rework Facility, and Norfolk Public Works Center), 
Air Force (Warner Robins Air Logistics Center, Air Force Logistics Command, and 
Military Air Command), and Marine Corps (Albany, Georgia Supply Center). Dis- 
cussions were held with key logistics and financial management personnel at the 
Pentagon of all Services and the Office of the Secretary of Defense. These in- 
cluded the OSD Comptroller, the three Service Assistant Secretaries (Financial 
Manao^men'-), key staff from the OSD, Services, Assistant Secretary (Installation 
and Logistics) offices and key military personnel. Cooperation was outstanding 
at both the Washington and field levels. Captain Joseph Murray, the Special 
Assistant for Defense Manpower Matters for th' Assistant Secretary of OSD 
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs) provided highij responsive cooperation in per- 
mitting this study to meet its expected time schedule. 
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1    Productivity Trends Defense FY 1967- FY 1974 
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I. BACKGROUND- WHY ARE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS NEEDED 

Capital Investment for productivity enhancement in the Department 
of Defense (DoD) is essential to reduce manpower costs in labor intensive 
areas and to maintain current levels of defense, thereby offsetting continued 
personnel salary increases and inflation. With military and civilian personnel 
costs amounting to over 53 percent of the Defense budget, major emphasis must 
be directed toward labor intensive areas to determine more efficient means 
of performance, without reducing military effectiveness. Increa.ed capital 
investment and technological improvements provide the major thrust for pro- 
ductivity advances. Economists are of the opinion that capital investment 
and technological innovation 1n industry contribute to over 60 percent of the 
growth in productivity. A similar potential exists in DoD. 

'lith almost one million civilian and military employees engaged in 
base support, logistics, and manufacturing operations in DoD, this is the area 
of major opportunity for applying the capital investment and technology to 
enhance productivity. This study highlights the opportunities that exist for 
Increased capital investment and the significant return on investment that 
will result. A well integrated and dynamic program of productivity enhance- 
ment, of which capital investment is a major element, can result in estimated 
savings of $200 million for each one percent increase 1n DoD productivity, 
including savings of 7,000-10,000 military and civilian personnel. 

Capital investments have been successfully applied to DoD manufactur- 
ing, logistics and base operations support areas on a selected basis. Per- 
sonnel reductions and increased productivity occurred. The most notable 
example has been its application to government-owned contractor-operated 
(G0C0) munitions plants, with an immediate high rate of return. The success 
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of this effort, lauded by General Accounting Office (GAO) and the Congress, 
has led to extensions to the depot. Installation and arsenal levels. Using 
FY 1973-FY 1975 experience as a base, each dollar of capital Investment has 
resulted In a minimum saving of: 

! 

t  Over 75 cents In personnel 

• Over 25 cents In other resources, with the total 
cost of the project amortized In one year. 

Constraints 1n financing have existed Inhibiting the Initiation of 
fast amortizing capital Investment programs. Lengthy processing time of 
projects, sometimes exceeding two years, have deterred Initiation of capital 
Investment programs. Investments have frequently been assigned low priority 
since savings materialize In future years and Investments are 1n direct com- 
petition with today's force operating requirements, new weapon systems, or 
projects for safety, health, energy conservation or pollution abatement. Small 
projects (as low as $1,000) and large projects of millions of dollars have 1n 
many cases been given the same review process for authorization and budget 
approval. This long time cycle and review process and the uncertainty of 
approval have created frustrations In even requesting fast amortizing projects. 
Earlier this year, the General Services Administration (GSA) requested from 
all agencies a listing of unfunded fast amortizing projects. OoO, 1n response, 
submitted a 11st of over $106 million of productivity enhancing Investment pro- 
jects with an average payback period of 2.2 years. This backlog Indlcat&s the 
potential of projects for which funds can be applied. 

Recognition now exists of the benefits of capital Investment for pro- 
ductivity enhancement. The Secretary of Defense has taken two positive steps 
to expedite the application of a capital Investment program. These are: 

• An Increase 1n the authority of the Industrial fund 
commander to Invest In Industrially funded equip- 
ment *rom $1,000 to $25,000, and authority to use 
an Industrial fund for projects up to $100,000, 
subject to 0SD Comptroller approval and a two year 
amortization period. (June 5 , 1975.) 

• A Program Decision Memorandum for the 1977-82 POM 
authorizing $35 million per year ($10 million for 
each Service, $3 million for Marine Corps and $2 
million for Defense agencies) for fast amortizing 
capital Investment projects starting ii FY 1977. 
The $35 million will be added to the FYDP approved 
programs. 

The application of capital Investment programs, however, is still 
spotty. Fast amortizing capital investment programs exist only in tlie Army 
(G0C0, arsenals, depots and instillations) and Air i:orce (tiepot maintenance). 
Instructions on the implementation of the industrial fund increase in funding 
authority are still being prepared by the Services. A major effort Is thus 
required to develop a strong productivity er.hinci.g capital Investment pro- 
gram 1n DoD, to implement the funding program now ?pproved, and attain the 
return on Investment objectives and manpower sa/lngs. 
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This Study will highlight the extensive opportunities for fast 
amortizing programs that exist 1n each Service, the barriers and the problems 
that must be overcome to develop a successful program, and recommend the 
actions required to have a dynamic, organized, and Integrated capital Invest- 
ment enhancement program to which DoD's top management Is cc-mltted. The 
development of a successful progrant must inc'ude such areas as: 

Identification of capital Investment opportunities- 
methods and training 

Incentives- removal of barriers 

Financing- fast amortizing projects and major capital 
Investment improvements including military construction 

Diffusion of knowledge 

Post audit. 
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II. PRODUCTIV!IT AND CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN DoD 

\ 
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This Study 1s directed toward the application of capital investments 
to enhance productivity and reduce manpower costs in DoD. To understand the 
need for a major capital investment program, the DoD productivity record nust 
be briefly reviewed, as well as clarifying what is meant by productivity 
measurement. 

Productivity 1s the ratio between the units produced or services pro- 
vided by an organization (output) and the resources consumed in their pro- 
duction during a specifieo period of time. Twenty-seven functions of the DoD 
support structure are measured with over 70 input/output sumrary indicators, 
which represent true measures of the prime mission of each functional area. 
Units of output include requisitions processed, tons shipped, health care 
composite units, end items processed, and number of meals served. Input is 
expressed in man-hours and costs. The measures of productivity are thus units 
of manpower per unit of output or dollars per unit of output. Thus, if we 
decrease the manpower or dollar cost per unit of output by substituting capital 
investment for manpower, an increase in productivity occurs. 

From an overall viewpoint, the following points should be noted 
relative to DoD productivity: 

• From 196/-74 DoD Increased its productivity by almost 
12 percent, while significantly reducing activities 
with the withdrawal from Southeast Asia (31 percent 
decrease in input and a 20 percent decrease 1n output). 
Figure 1 provides a summary of productivity trends in 
Defense from 1967-71. 

• Productivity, however, over the past four years 
(1971-74) has remained at a constant level. 
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DoD productivity measurement coverage Is Inadequate. 
Only 34 percent of the civilian work fcrce are 
covered by productivity measures in 1974, ccipared 
to 83 percent lor the rest of the Federal Govern- 
ment. Coverage Is spotty In DoD across and within 
the Servil es. 

DoD objective is an annual Increase In productivity 
In the support and logistics areas of 1.7 percent 
and coverage of 55 percent of the civilian work 
force (MBO objective provided to President in July 
1975). Major chanqe in program emphasis Is required 
to accomplish these objectives. 

Fr m 1964-72* pay Increases exceeded Inflation. 
Since 1972, the rate of inflation has exceeded pay 
increases (see Table 1). Projections from the 
FY 1976 Budget show that Inflation win be below 
pay Increases starting in 1976. If the Budget 
projections of inflation rates and Federal pay 
increases actually occur. DoD will of necessity 
require productivity increases to stay even with 
the pay increases, plating Increased emphasis on 
the need for capital Investment. 

Productivity measurement is fundamental to any 
analysis of productivity. Input/output measure- 
ment Is important to determine If functions of DoD 
are performed efficiently and to see if functions 
are necessary or worthwhile to perform at all. 
DoD's productivity measurement and evaluation 
program lacks the cohesion and thrust required to 
make 1t the viable management tool it could and 
should be. 
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ASSESSMENT OF DoD OPPORTUNITIES FOR CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
AND TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS 
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III. OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

INTRODUCTION 

Long-terni productivity growth reflects basic change* 1n the factors 
underlying productivity improvement. These include increased availability of 
capital and advances in technology. Other factors include quality of labor, 
improvements in the allocation of resources, increased economies of scale, 
and advances in managerial know-how. According to leading economists, capital 
•investment and technology are considered responsible for over 60 percent of the 
productivity growth in the private sector. This same relationship applies to 
DoD. Consequently the emphasis of this study is on expanding capital invest- 
ments and technology. 

This section will examine the Office of the Secretary of Defense and 
Service programs currently underway for productivity enhancement through 
capital investment, the interchange or diffusion of information on equipmsnt 
which will increas; prsductivity, the programs which can be used for identify- 
ing opportunities for capital investment, examples of deferred and unfunded 
capital investment opportunities to illustrate the potentials for productivity 
enhancement and resultant personnel reductions that exist at the Service level, 
approaches for financing, and barriers that exist limiting an effective capital 
investment program. The emphasis is on the DoD support and logistics areas 
covering the depot maintenance and supply area, manufacturing and housekeeping 
(civil engineering) functions. This includes the so-called base operating 
support area- mission and central support forces- and the logistics area, 
totalling 950,000 military and civilian personnel in FY 1975 and a Congres- 
sional request of 936,200 in FY 1976, as shown in Table 2. 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Clements on 11 April 1975 
directed a major study effurt to develop a list of potential DoD initiatives 
to reduce the cost of material acquisition and improve the productivity of our 
contractors. This cost reduction initiative recognized that "there are numerous 
opportunities to obtain significant cost savings in the production of Defense 
material by increasiny the application of state-of-the-art manufacturing tech- 
niques and by the development of new or improved manufacturing technology." 
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TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL IN AREA OF GREATEST POTENTIAL FOR 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT 

FY 1975 FY 1976 

Military   Civilian Military   Civilian 

Base Operating Support 

Mission Support Forces 

Array 26.5      89.3 25.8      90.8 

Navy 37.1      26.7 36.7      26.4 

Marine Corps 17.6      10.7 17.6      10.7 

Air Force 125.3      64.7 119.8      63.2 

Total 206.5      191.4 199.9      191.1 

397.9 391.0 

Central Support Forces 

Army 18.1      42.3 17.1      39.6 

Navy 2.8      20.7 2.8      21.4 

Marine Corps 4.6       1.9 4.6       1.7 

Air Force 20.7      31.0 20.4      30.1 

Defense Agencies 

Total 

6.8 6.5 

46.2      102 7 44.9      99.3 

148.9 144.2 
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TABLE 2 (CONT) 
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FY 1975 FY 1976 

Military   Civilian Military   Civilian 

Logistics 

7.4     102.3 7.1     10:.5 Army 

Navy 8.0     155-8 7.8     159.7 

Marine Corps 0.9       2.1 0.8       3.0 

Air Force* 4.8     74.7 4.6      70.5 

Defense Agencies 

Total 

47.2 46.0 

21.1     382.1 20.3      380.7 

403.2 401 0 

Total 950.0 936.2 

* Air Force also has Logistics in Command Category- special maintenance, 
ammo maintenance and disposal and Civil Engineering Center. 
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The emphasis of this program is on contractor effort to reduce weapon system 
acquisition costs, with new initiatives to provide greater incentive for 
contractor capital investments in modern, more efficient manufacturing faci- 
lities. Production Support Engineering (PSE) funding- "seed money" aim?d at 
manufacturing productivity improvement (similar to IR4D), evaluation of ASPR 
provisions to insure that cost-effective contractor capital equipment invest- 
ments are encouraged, revaluation of feasibility of multi-year contracting, 
and identification of a number of major weapon system programs where the 
application of existing or new manufacturing tecnnology promises a high 
return on Investment. 

With 936,200 DoD 1n-house personnel devoted to base operations and 
logistics support activities, the emphasis needs to be on 1n-house effort, as 
well as weapon s."sten acquisition and contractor effort. Discussions with 
Service personnel indicated that this OSD effort was not directed towarr* the 
areas of major in-house opportunity for personnel savings. No DoD-wide 
concerted effort for improving manufacturing methods in-house is underlay. 
An Identification of major problems in the base support and logistics areas 
and an intensive Do0-w1de effort to solve these in-house problems would have 
a great return on investment. At present thers will be only limited fallout 
for base operations and logistics from the OSD 11 April 1975 directive. The 
Navy, for example, had identified only one naval shipyard manufacturing tech- 
nology (MT) project in the Navy's five year MT Program. As the Navy indicated, 
It is difficult to Delleve that, if funds were made available for special 
productivity improvement analysis or development of new methods or plant equip- 
ment to solve particular production problems, unique equipment or methods for 
improvement, mechanization, or automation of operations could not be developed 
in drydock, shipboard, and shop work. Thus, the approach of Mr. Clement's 
11 April 1975 memorandum has wide application to in-house activities and the 
thrust of the study is to point out those opportunities that can materialize 
with resultant manpower savings. 

OSD, in response to a GSA request, submitted a list of unfunded fast 
amortizing projects. These totalled over $106 million, with a payback capa- 
bility of 2.2 years, as shown in Table 3. 

Examples of the items included in thf. OSD submission are contained 
in Table 4 showing by Service and Coin-nand, selected unfunded projects. This 
provides specific identification of the potential of financing of projects 
with a high rate of return on investment. 
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TABLE 3 

UNFUNDED FAST AMORTIZINÜ PROJECTS 
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Category of Value 
of Each Project Number 

Investment 
Cost 

(Millions 
of Dollars) 

Gross Annual 
Savings 

(Millions of 
Dollars) 

Amortization 
Period 
(Years) 

$10.000-$50,000 301 $ 7.4 $ 5.3 1.4 

$50.ooo-$i,000,000 .02 24.8 11.4 1.9 

Over $1 million 22 74.8 29.9 2.4 

Total unfunded 425 $106.9* $46.6 2.2 

* Do not add due to rounding 
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A major capital Investment productivity enhancing program was started in 
the government-owned contractor-operated (GOCO) munitions plants in 1973. This 
showed a high rate of return on Investment, with one project amortized in 29 days. 
Gross annual savings for the projects undertaken 1n the first year showed savings 
doublv the cost *rom an overall standpoint. I.e., amortization In six months once 
project is installed and operating. Table 5 provides specific Illustrations of 
savings which materialized In the first year of the GOCO program. Senator Proxmire 
■issued a most favorable press release on this project after being briefed, conclud- 
ing that, "it is great to find a military program that has turned out to be a gold 
mine for the taxpc>er." 1/ GOCO productivity has Increased by over 42 percont from 
FY 1967 to 1975 despite decreases In input (33 percent), with capital investments 
assisting in creating this favorable environment. The success of the GOCO program 
has led to significant extension of the capital investment program to depots, 
arsenals, and the instillation level. Three additional programs were established 
to cover Quick Amortizing Projects, funded from the Weapons Procurement Army 
Appropriation, Operation and Maintenance, Army Appropriation, and Other Procure- 
ment, Army Appropriation. The scope and savings of these four capital investment 
programs are shown in Table 6. The coverage and criteria for the four programs 
are shown in Table 7. 

The Army Productivity Enhancing Capital Investment Program (l-ECIP) 
is designed to provide for rapid approval and to cover installations on a world- 
wide basis. This program authorizing the use of a fund administered on a de- 
centralized basis, operating under DA guidance and criteria, providing rapid 
approval of projects meetinq the quick amortizing criteria, is •■ecommended for 
Defense-wide application. Approval is at the Command level (FORSCOM, TRADOC, 
USAEUR, Communications Command), with the AMC Troop Support Command (TROSCOM) 
serving as the bookkeeper, hut with no veto power. Review of the project from 
the installation level in terms of meeting criteria is made at the Command 
level and funding approval from TRCSCOM is provided within five days. In fact, 
approval has been provided in many cases on the same day from TROSCOM. As of 
30 June 1975, 102 projects with a value of over $2.5 million have been approved 
as productivity enhancing capital investments in FY 1975. Example: of projects 
under PECIP are shown in Table 8 based on a report from the Training and Doctrine 

TT Kearings, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Priorities and Economy 
in Government, December 17, 1973, on Productivity in Government. 
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TABLE 6 

ARMY SELF AMORTIZING PROJECTS 

Fiscal 
Year Program Projects Cost 

Gross Annual 
Savings 

1973 Ammo (GOCO) 23 $ 467,510 $ 918,940 

1974 Ammo (GOCO) 32 1,173,737 1,890,349 

OMA 9 105,343 342.326 

Weapons 3 41,640 38,186 

1975 Ammo (GOCC) 31 1.574,132 4,906,386 

OMA 14 90,008 211,503 

Weapons 8 57,400 52,882 

PECIP- TR0SCÜM 102 2,524,021 2,303.573 

1976 Ammo (GOCO) 1,000.000 - 

OMA - 200.000 - 

Weapons - 500,000 - 

PECIP - 3,000,000 - 
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TABLE 8 

TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND FY 1975 PECIP FUNDED PROJECTS 

r 
:■ 

Project Installation 

Estimated 
Annual 
Savings 
(Dollars) 

Cost 
(Dollars) 

Time to 
Amortize 

1. Intrusion detection 
system 

ELStlS $ 38,259 $ 17,221 .5 year 

2. Capacitor Eustls 2,822 5,300 1.9 ye*r 

3. Chlorine cylinder Rucker 7,950 10,500 1.3 year 

4. Boiler controls Rucker 49,380 8,000 .2 year 

5. Programmable cal- 
culator 

Sill 2,983 3,597 1.2 year 

6. Laundry equipment Knox 65,044 81,600 1.3 year 

7. Lime silo Knox 5,280 10,000 1.9 year 

8. Navigational 
equipment 

Sill 7,200 4,356 .6 year 

9. Laundry equipment Gordon 53,725 68,000 1.3 year 

10. Laundry equipment L. Wood 29,945 29,350 1.0 year 

11. Boiler controls McClellan 66,800 99,300 1.5 year 

12. Filing equipment Belvoir 14,992 20,676 1.4 year 

13. Laundry equipment Benning 34,431 35,000 1.0 year 

14. Plastic packaging 
equipment 

Sill 6,233 6,757 1.1 year 

15. Laundry equipment Lee 14,310 13,000 .9 year 

16. Laundry equipment Belvoir 25,022 34,900 1.4 year 

17. Laundry equipment Bliss 46,143 88,000 1.9 year 

18. Plastic packaging 
equipment 

Benning 22,932 35,000 1.5 yei.r 

Total $493,451 $570,557 1.2 year 
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Command (TRADOC). Total personnel savings are estimated to be 50 civilian and 
military. Only the first project approved, however, had military personnel 
savligs, since TRADOC did not accept subsequent projects based on military per- 
sonnel savings. This 1s a criteria which is questionable and needs change on 
an Army-wide basis. Seven of 18 TRADOC projects Involved no personnel savings, 
only nonpersonne: resource savings. This will be the case in a number of pro- 
jects. For example, Picatlnny has been leasing a street sweeper for $51,000 
per year. Procurement of the street sweeper would cost about $48,000. An 
interpretation originally placed on PECIP indicated that only projects with 
productivity enhancement could be procured under PECIP. Thus, the street 
sweeper was a one-to-one replacement and was not considered eligible under 
an ARMC0M interpretation. This interpretation has subsequently been reversed 
after discussion with the Deputy Commanding General of ARMC0M. The street 
sweeper, providing a resource saving with a one year amortization, can now be 
procured under FECIP. 

* 

r3 
M 

On personnel savings, the Commands have assumed that they are appli- 
cable to meet other priority requirements. For example, personne savings in 
TRADOC for the installation of automatic boiler controls in Building 8795 at 
Ft. Rucker were applied against a personnel requiremr «. for another boiler plant 
in Building 6021. 

LESSONS LEARNED FROM PROJECTS TO DATE 

• High return on investment is possible by decentraliz- 
ing control of project approval, but approvals must 
be based on clear-cut criteria developed jointly with 
higher headquarters. These criteria provided that 
return on investment must be in 2-3 years, equipment 
would be off-the-shelf, and an audit trail would 
exist to assure that savings actually materialized. 

• For the GOCO capital investment projects, the first 
year after installation auditable savings were 197 
percent of cost on an overall basis, average cost 
was $20,000 per project, amortized return on invest- 
ment averaged 120 days, witn one project amortized in 
29 days. 

• Decentralization of approving authority permits fast 
response. 

• Major training effort is required to overcome past 
frustrations on approval of projects and to energize 
management engineers to identify and initiate projects 
for which savings are possible. 

• Top level support and interest arc jssential. 

• Small dollar projects do not need the same detailed 
review as required for major modernization projects, 
as long as clearly established criteria exists. 
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A post audit capability must exist for recording before 
and after costs, but auditing itself should be on a 
sample basis. Audit below $100,000 should be by Army 
Audit Agency or specially designed auditors, not left 
to plant representatives. 

Work load projections must te reviewed to be certain 
that they are realistic and that the savings are possible 
on the claimed work load potential. 

The length of time for reporting savings on a project 
should be established. Limit should probably be six 
months xo one year after amortization. Concern exists 
in field on administrative cost of such reporting. 

Once Army Industrial Fund authorization for equipment 
purchase of fast amortizing projücts extended to 
$25,000 at local level and from $25,000 to $100,000 
requiring 0SD Comptroller approval, reporting on an 
after-the-fact periodic basis to indicate cost and 
savings, highlighting status and progress of this 
financial approach is required. 

Limited use of GOC0 program by some GOCO's. Some 
GOCO's have identified potential projects and have a 
record of significant savings. 0th?r GOCO's, such 
as Long Horn, with only two small projects in FY 1975, 
have made very limited us? of program. 

Omnibus Design Fund beneficial to cover projects in 
which off-the-shelf items need some design funding to 
modify or adapt equipment to proposal use. This applied 
especially to the construction of a machine to auto- 
matically assemble the components of the low-cost in- 
ertial impact switch used in nine Army fuzes. The pro- 
ject would increase production rate from 50 switches 
per hour per employee to 1,200 switches per hour pt:r 
employee, with quality increasing by eliminating handl- 
ing of the hairline switch. Savings, based on work 
load projections would be about $265,000 annually, with 
a one-time capital investment cost of $243,000 and a 
manufacturing methods and technique requirement of 
$90,000. This is not RTD&E. Guidance is not clear 
as to use of PECIP for design. With conservative 
savings of $265,000, project will amortize itself in 
1.2 years, work load is present, thus the PECIP fast 
amortizing capital investment funding for productivity 
enhancement appears as a logical source of funding and 
a broadening of criteria to include design appears in 
order. 

Considerable opportunities exist in the base operations 
area, which will result in personnel savings. Tech- 
nological improvements have not been directed into this 
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area, nor has a strong program for diffusion of proven 
technology been directed to Installations. One Installa- 
tion commander Indicated that he was an Isolated Island 
performing base engineering wit*- no diffusion of tech- 
nology advances provided him and with personnel reductions 
of one-third to perform same level of support on a quality 
basis. The Introduction of more capital investment pro- 
jects would be greatly welcomed by him to offset the per- 
sonnel reductions already made. As a result of personnel 
reductions, he has contracted out some of his base opera- 
tions and engineering functions such as waste collection, 
but even with this contracting out effort, savings are 
possible. For example, a compactor would reduce the 
number of pickups per week in buildings by 40-60 percent, 
with a resultant reduction in the waste collection 
contract. 

FINANCING 
iJ .' 

\ 

Army in FY 1976 proposes to finance productivity enhancing capital 
investments at a level of over $4.7 million annually. The objective is to 
provide rapid financing for programs with a high rate of return on investment. 
There are several approaches. 

•  Set Aside Funding 

- G0C0 Ammunition Program-This has been a successiii'< 
effort in the GOC0 ammo program, operating on a de- 
centralized basis, with a specific allocated amount- 
nov; a separate line item-in the Ammunition Procure- 
ment, Army Appropriation. The G0C0 plants olace 
their requests on ARMCGM ard funds are released. 

- PECIP Program- A set aside administered by Troop 
Support Command for all Army installations, arsenals, 
and depots. Funds are separately identified in the 
Other Procurement, Army Appropriation. In Fy 1975, 
this was open ended, with additional funding pro- 
vided when the original allocation was used up from 
within the Procurement, Army Appropriation. West 
Pcint, AMC, and CONUS Commands have used this fund. 
Overseas application is increasing. 

OMA 

Arsenal- For procurement of arsenal base opera- 
tions type equipment items. Funding provided 
from a set aside amount in the OMA Program, 
and administered by ARMCOM on a decentralized 
basis. (See Table 9 for examples.) 

Supply- 0&M funds have been used in the Army to 
procure depot modernization equipment and labor 
saving devices that were justified by an economic 
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TABLE 9 

OMA SELF AMORTIZING PROJECTS 

I 
1 

\ 

i 

Vd 

> 

Item Cost Description 

Fog generator- cold aerosol $ 2,450 Sprayer which allows use of 
insecticide and water instead 
of diesel fuel with insecti- 
cides 

Programmable printer, desk model 2,735 Desk model programmable elec- 
tronic printer, Monroe 1860 

Hewlett Packard calculator 17,331 Hewlett Packard calculator 
with plotter and appropriate 
options 'Model 9830-A) 

Wang calculator 3.9S7 Wang electronic calculator 
Model 600-14-11 

Modern key disk equipment 42,690 Controller, 32K, disc with 
appropriate options 

Techtronlx calculator 3.502 Tektronix calculator with 
paper printer and mathematical 
and statistical libraries 

Itek platemaster 2,793 Platemaster, 12-18 Mark III 
RDHT, duplicating equipment 

MTST W/2 -ag tar 4,84? Typewriter, magnetic tape, 
with two-tape station console, 
IBM Model IV 

Tracer reaction mechanism 25.1T0 Nicnlete 1083 Spectrum Analy- 
zer with accessories- used to 
retrieve tracing data 

Calculator, electronic 5,312 Monroe electronic display 
calculate i used to speed up 
data assessment 

Industrial lift for material 
handling equipment 

3,500 Industrial lift used for main- 
tenance and inspection opera- 
tions 

Vehicle lift for wash rack 4,000 Wash rack to lift an entire 
vehicle in one operation du* ing 
steam cleaning and washing 

Leaf loader 5.200 Leaf loader to facilitate the 
manual leaf raking Operation 
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ar.älysis with mor''zatli'• hiriods up to five 
years. Funds .. e pn irarmpd for this purpose 
to increase product<\; 's  an.; o'fset large draw- 
downs of personnel. This is a continuing 
program to ta^c advantage of the techiu logical 
advances in the state-of-the-art in materials 
handling, packaging, storage and retrieval 
systems, sort;-,ion systems and control device:. 
Examples are shown in Table 10. 

Weapons- An amount is set aside for the Armament 
Command arsenals for capital investments for weapons 
component overhaul , modification, and manufactu; *ng. 
This is administered by the Armaments Command, based 
on criteria from AMC, and funded from tne Weapons 
Procurement Appropriations Army. Examrles of the 
projects approved are shown on Tab'e 11. 

Industrial Fund 

-  With the recent .hange 1n authority by the Deputy 
Secretary of Defpnse to procure equipment f"i om the 
Industrial funu up to $100,000 per project- up to 
$25,000 by industrial fund commander and from 
$25,000 to $100,000 with 0SD Cortvfoller approval, 
a new source of funding exists. This can 1n fact 
be in two approaches: 

Overhead Charges- Equipment that can be 
amortized within two years can be procured 
and charged to the Industrial Fund overhead 
with no increased cost to custumer, as long 
as cash position is not impaired. 

.Job Order-- Equipment purchased can be charged 
to a job with nc increased cost to customer 
if the equipment can be amortized wUhin the 
period of the job order on that specific 
project. 

Another aspect of the Industrial Fund should be con- 
sidered and that relates to depreciation charges which 
could be charged on equipment, held in the Industrial 
Fund, and used for replacement ot equipment as needed. 
If the Industrial Fund is to be a viable operatinq 
program followinq industrial practices, the deprecia- 
tion approach should be autnorized. Although memo- 
randum entries exist for 'oreiqn sales and ether non- 
government sales, this is not i paper account only. 
Thus, the Industrial Fund is no' being used to its 
full potential as a business tool. Depreciation 
is not being charged on all sales. The program 
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TABLE 10 

OMA DEPOT MODERNIZATION AND LABOR SAVING DEVICES 

Item Cost Description 

Sortalion system and conveyer $1,037,000 Sorts and conveys to central 
net work point for containerization 

and consolidation 

Bin retrieval systen 705,000 Computerized storing and 
retrieval system 

Integrated handling system 1,434,000 Handles and palletizes 
supply loads- receiving, 
shipping and packing 

Painting booth 125,000 Used for painting vehicles 

Drying oven 70,000 Used tor drying painted 
vehicles 

Shrink machine 24,000 Packing material for ship- 
ment 
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TABLt 11 

UEAPONS ZLLr  AMORTIZING PROJECTS 

Item Cost Description 

Automatic oxyyen analyzer $14,950 Analyze oxygen content of 
powu°red metals 

Heat treating furnacr 8,690 Heat treating furnace for 
powdered metallurgy parts 

Ccmputerized tape prepara- 
tion system 

18,000 Computerized system to make 
tapes for numerical control 
machines 

AC/DC calibrator 6,000 Solid state all transistorized 
AC/DC calibrator to calibrate 
all types of meters 

Gage block comparator 4,600 Gage block comparator with 
twin contact qayir.g arri 
electronic steppiny to im- 
prove productivity 

Dual-trace oscilloscope 2,000 Dual-trace oscilloscope 
highly portable with high 
rise tin>r; elimiiates two 
pieces of equipiuent 

<» .»I 
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manager should be authorized to charge depreciation, 
place funds from the charge in a depreciation account 
which could be used by the program manager for pro- 
curement of production equipment for modernization 
and replacement. For foreign military sales and 
other nongovernment sales, GAO has required re- 
covering depreciation on capital investment and thus 
the accounting procedures are present. 

Additional Approaches- Several other approaches could 
be applied to provide funding for capital investment 
improvements with fast amortization potential: 

Permit borrowing from the Industrial Fund for 
capital Investment. 

Establish a Productivity Bank, which would operate 
in a manner similar to a commerlcal bank, operating 
under a Congressional approved capital fund and 
charter. The bank woulu lend funds for capital In- 
vestment, with a repayment scheduled tailored to 
the projected savings. Funds would not be taken 
away from DoD for capital inprovements, nor would 
the competition between operating costs and Invest- 
ment funding occur. The Bank would be repaid from 
savings, possibly with interest. The Bank would 
have i  first lien on the Service appropriations 
for repayment, if the scheduled savings did not 
materialize. The necessity for repayment would 
in fact reduce the effort for "brochL^esman" in 
the original request. 

Establish a capital budget for the government. !r. 
the Federal Government, capital outlays in operating 
appropriations are budgeted and accounted for as 
current expenses and financed from current, revenues. 
The charging of capital outlays to current expense 
and their financing out of current revenues 
reduces the level available for internal operating 
programs. The alternative is to establish a capital 
budget. Investment designed to increase the capa- 
city and/or productivity would be financed from 
borrowing, as in industry. Interest and deprecia- 
tion would be charged as a current expense under 
the capital budget concept. 

Establish a separate centrally manaqed DoD re- 
volving working capital fund for procurement of 
modern production equipment. This fund would 
finance the procurement of fast amortizing capital 
investments at nonindustrially funded installations. 
Repayments can be made to the working capital fund 
on an annual bas^s until the cost is recovered from 
the benefitting appropriation on the basis of 
budgeted savings. 
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AMMUNITION MODERNIZATION PROGRAM 

In 1970, Army initiated a modernization and expansion program of 
the Army's ammunition production base. The objective of the program was to 
improve the mobilization readiness capability nf the ammunition production 
base. The base m 1970 was comprised of World War II and Korean War vintage 
facilities. Many were obsolete, worn out and often required cannibalization 
of parts for other vintage equipment to maintain production schedules. In 
datermir.ing the scope of the modernization program, trade-offs were made 
between investment in inventory and an investment in facilities to achieve 
the desired readiness. Generally facilities provided the lower cost alterna- 
tive. The modernization program recognized the changing skills and shifts 
of skills in the work force, changing product mix of ammunition, technological 
adv?rces in products and production techniques, and new problems in energy 
conservation and pollution control. The highest priority was given to expand 
the base to meet current production and secondly to modernize existing facil- 
ities to meet current production. The total cost in EY 1975 dollars is as 
follows: 

Manufacturing, methods and technology $ 310.0 

Modernization and expansion projects 5,963.9 

Production equipment package modernization 
projects 1.C00.0 

Total      $7,273.9 

j 

} 
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Over $1 billion dollars has been appropriated. Three hundred eighty-seven 
projects are underway or under design totalling $2.3 billion. By KY 1979, 
annual program requirement will be in excess of $400 million. 

The G0C0 quick amortization capital investment, program has 'unded 
a number of projects which can be applied to the Ammunition Modernization 
Program in the small arms, loading, assembly, and pack, propr". lants and 
explosive and demilitarization of small arms areas. These are shown in 
Table 12. Thus major savings (personnel and other resources) for current 
production are obtained from the G0CO Quick Amortization Capital Investment 
Prodnctivity Enhancing Proaram, which are applicable to the long-range 
Ammunition Modernization Program. 

The current Ammunition Modernization Program includes brick and 
mortar as well as equipment. Both are funded from the Other Procurement, 
Army Appropriation account, compared to Army installations, at which brick 
and mortar construction must be funded from Military Construction, Army 
Appropriation. The language in the f"V 1976 Appropriation Bill may require 
that no brick and mortar construction financed by the Procurement Appropria- 
tion may be initiated without specific Congressional approval. 

PERSONNEL SAVINGS 

Capital investment programs to date have had significant personnel 
savings, which can readily be assumed for future programs. The three years 
of the G0C0 program has resulted in reductions as follows. 
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Personnel Savings 

Total Annual 
Total Cost Number Dollars Savings 

FY 1973 $ 467,510 40 $ 420,000 $ 918,940 

FY 1974 1,173,737 60 720,000 1,890.349 

FY 1975 1.574,132 92 1,242,000 4,9CD,33S 

Total $2,795,379 192 $2,382,000 $7.715,675 

Thus for every dollar of capital investment, personnel savings 
totalled 85 cents. 

The TRAD0C program under the PECIP program Indicates the following 
return on investment: 

Total Cost 

Personnel Savings 

Total Annual 
Savings Number Dollars 

$570,557 50 $438,000 1/ $493,451 

Thus in this case, for every dollar of capital Investment, personnel 
savings totalled 77 cents. 

An estimate of 75 cents saved in personnel costs for every dollar of 
capital investment provided for PECIP type projects can thus be applied to 
future projects on a conservative basis. 

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY 

Over $100 million annually is devoted Defense-wide for improvement of 
manufacturing techniques (MT). The emphasis is on weapon systems and funding 
is provided to contractors. The effort is to provide greater incentive for 
contractor capital investments in modern, more efficient manufacturing facil- 
ities to improve manufacturing productivity. Fall outs for 1n-house use at 
the Army installation level has lifted oenefit. Of the $65 million provided 
Army, about 60 percent is directed 10 the Ammunition modernization program. 
In view of l^.: large funding for base operations, supply and depot maintenance, 
transportation, and other in-house operating areas, manufacturing technology 
funding directed at the support areas could have significant ir.ipact in reducing 
personnel and costs, and providing significant productivity gains. This could 
include some research effort to improve the equipment used at DoD installations 
for housekeeping functions. 

-  Based on estimated personnel costs effected by capital investment action, 
not by an average. 
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At the arsenals, manufacturing technology is applied. The Tank 
Automative Commander, for example, pointed out a successful MT project on 
the M60 line-a 1'iOCO operation operated by Chrysler-but indicated that he 
was asking Chrysler to implement the improvement from corporate funding. 
Since this is a GOCO plant, there is a question as to why a program similar 
to the GCCO ammunition program had not been applied to provide the necessary 
financing. An improved bridge between MT and implementation is required. 

INCENTIVES AND BARf'lERS 

There is a general resistance to change. Why go from a comfortable 
"kncwn" to an uncertain "unknown" whatever the potential benefits. Change 
involves risk. Know-how exists but does not reach the manager so he knows 
the benefits of the '.rade-offs for change. There is a low rate of transfer 
of the knowledge of rew methods. 

The reluctance to change must be overcome. The willingness to change 
requires aggressive ltadership and positive capital investment program direction. 
The commander must provide the drive to improve and to become cost competitive. 
Reductions in personnel ceilings have forced managers to look for better way: 
of performing, This is expecially tr-je in the civil engineering area, where 
actual strength is considerably below the manning standards. This provides 
a pressure for substituting capital investment for labor or contracting out. 
Funds do not appear to te as short as personnel celling authorizations. 

In tha GOCO area, the application of contractual value engineering 
sharing arrangement with the contractors has been successful as an Incentive 
for some plants. This, as well as the potential of future closings, has 
created a productivity consciousness. 

Specifically there are a number of barriers which are self-inflicted 
which need to be overcome, Including: 

• The application of the PECIP program to only non- 
controlled items (listed n the accounting codes 
as Progran 5300). Broader application has 
potentials. 

• Interpretation by Commands that projects which 
Serve military personnel should not be considered 
eligible for PF.CIP funding. 

• Interpretation of 0MB Circular A-76 (Policies for 
Acquiring Commerical or Industrial Products and 
Services for Government Use). The Army inter- 
pretation of A-75 has stated that an item is not a 
new start if it is a: 

-  Replacement of an individual machine damaged 
or worn out beyond economic repair with a 
similar machine designed to perform the same 
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or like task, If productive capacity of the re- 
placement machine does not exceed that of the 
replaced" machines. 

Thus, If a numerically controlled machine tool replaces 
4 larger number of manually operd J machine tools, re- 
sulting in a reduction of operators, it is Interpreted 
under Army Regulation 235-5, for example, to be a new 
start, although from a productivity standpoint, it f-> 
a sound capital investment. This interpretation does 
not permit a rapid response to apply labor saving pro- 
ductivity enhancing capital investment opportunities. 

Reporting of savings. With indefinite reporting of 
savings from capital Investment projects, Irrespective 
of size of the project, there is a reluctance to under- 
take some projects. A time limit, after amortization, 
needs to be placed on reporting of savings. This is 
part of the post audit effort and should be done on 
a selective basis, depending on size of project and 
validity of original estimates. 

ngineers to 
increasing pro- 
t Army Manage- 
5teering Committee 
. The objective 
tal i[".vestments. 
AMETA staff, 
hing were major 
oad standpeint 
s punching, 
nding. Of the 

TRAINING 

A major trairing effort is required for Industrial e 
develop a capability for identifying capital investments for 
ductivity. The need becomes apparent after examining a recen 
ment Engineering Training Agency (AMETA) study for the Joint 
on Measuring and Enhancing Productivity in the Federal Sector 
was to determine the in-house capability for identifying capi 
Tha Anniston Army Depot was selected for a two week study by 
Anniston staff indicated that spot welding, grinding and punc 
problems. The AMETA examination indicated that fro..i a work 1 
that punching was a major problem. The work load priority wa 
milling, arc welding, turning, forming, spot welding, and gri 
areas studied, the following were the results: 

• Punching- analysis justified capital investment 

• Milling- analysis justified capital investment 

• Grinding- low work load prchibits justification 

• Spot welding- supposed high maintenance costs not 
supported by available records. 

Punching equipment could be amortized in 0.65 years and milling 
equipment in 0.67 years. The depot installation original recommendations on 
the grinding and spot welding equipment would not have resulted in economic 
procurement and productivity enhancement. Although staff who made the original 
recommendations were industrial engineers, additional training was apparent. 
At the installation level the problem of training is even greater for analysts 
and management personnel. 
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AMETA has a good training program, which is used by other Services, 
and this training effort needs to be expanded to extensive on-site instruction. 
Further, the intern training program at Red River Army Depot provides an ex- 
cellent training potential. 

Major training effort is required to overcome past frustrations on 
approval of projects and to energize industrial engineers and related manage- 
ment personnel to identify and initiate projects for which personnel savings 
are possible. 

It should be noted that Anniston Army Depot has organized a Productivity 
Improvement, Measurement and Evaluation (PRIME) division in the Directorate of 
Maintenance for making in-depth analysis of equipment for productivity enhance- 
ment. For example, a major analysis was recently made on Pneumatic Impact 
Wrenches to develop a replacement policy. The analysis found that lack of a 
definitive guideline for replacement of failed units resulted in a continual 
build-up of unusable units in the current inventory. Purification of the in- 
ventory and replacing noneconomic reparable wrenches with new tools reflecting 
technological advances and productivity increases had not occurred. Better 
assignment of tools and preventive maintenance also was needed and so re- 
commended. 

DISSEMINATION OF TECHNOLOGY 

Technology diffusion is a major problem. Successful programs are 
developed at an installation but dissemination does not occur. Diffusion is 
spotty. At Picatinny, the Ammunition Modernization Project Manager has an 
extensive Manufacutring Technology Program. It has for example proven that 
an acrylic ^tex paint with silicon polymer can last four times as long as 
ordinary paint. This has major implications in reducing personnel and costs 
at all DoD installations. Navy and Air Force personnel indicated a great 
interest, but were unaware of the program or results. An outstanding effort 
at dissemination exists in the ammunition modernization program. Contacts 
and exchange of munitions production techniques on a world-wide basis were 
made to assure that the modernization program would apply the most up-to-date 
techniques of production. The Project Manager provides a monthly publication 
on major developments. Although this is a good medium, dissemination to 
potential users in base operations support personnel would be limited. It 
should be noted that there are other ammunition modernization projects which 
also have applicability to base operations on which a similar dissemination 
problem exists. These include electronic intrusion detection devices and 
energy conservation efforts. Picatinny is using electronic intrusion detecting 
devices, which can have application at other sensitive operations, reducing 
guard personnel and decrease the risk of loss of sensitive material. There are 
also major efforts on energy conservation and assessment, utilizing infrared 
detection devices on profiles of heat loss to determine insulation needs. A 
major contract with Dupont has been let to analyze the energy requirements at 
six installations. Also the Holston GOCO facility is utilizing waste for 
energy production. 

The Federal Government has, through HUD, the National Commission on 
Productivity, the National Science Foundation, and other agencies, financed 
research at the local government level. This research includes the transfer 
of technology from NASA, work in solid waste collection, recycling and disposal, 
road maintenance, fire fighting, equipment maintenance, energy conservation, 
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and communications to the local government. For example, NASA, through Public 
Technology, Inc., a nonprofit organization financed by local governments, is 
applying its technology to such problem areas as powerline fault detection, 
fireman's life support system, ccmmunication systems for firemen, new fire 
hoses and couplings, automatic fire hose pressure regulator, protective cloth- 
ing for firemen, underground pipe detection, and pavement stripping materials. 

The results of these efforts have aprl ;c»t.ion at the OoD installation 
level. Each installation is in fact a small self-contained city. The house- 
keeping and civil engineering requirements are similar. Thus, there should be 
a flow of technology and new products from the local government to the Dol) 
installations. This has not happened. In fact, the DoD installation personnel 
were unaware of the large scale efforts being undertaken, with Federal support, 
at the local government level, this is an jrea of dissemination which has 
great potential for productivity enhancement. 

1; 
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NAVY 

Navy is undertaking a series of manaoement improvement actions. These 
Include restructuring a shipyard modernization program which was initiated in 
FY 1966, examining aircraft maintenance procedures, with contractor support, on 
a weapon sy,tem-by-system basis, consolidating management of aviation main- 
tenance, reducing overhead costs of Military Sealift Command, and reducing ship 
overhaul costs. Except for shipyard modernization, the Navy has minimum efforts 
directed toward capital investment substitution for productivity enhancement. 
In fact, the productivity program of the Navy is fragmented and responsibility 
within the Navy is difficult to pin-down. Normal equipment replacement pro- 
grams are in effect, but no significant accelerated fast amortizing production 
equipment capital investment program similar to the approach used in the Army 
or Air Force exists. Two efforts exist as follows: 

• A set aside of $200,000 to $250,000 for each of the 
eight Navy shipyards for projects costing $5,000 or 
less for equipment modernization. The commander of 
the shipyard has the authority to use these funds 
for local procurement and does not need Washington 
approval. Projects over $5,000 require approval 
from Naval Sea Systems Command. 

• The Navy Comptroller indicated that Navy has made 
an initial start on a program for self amortizing 
projects with a set aside in FY 1975 of $100,000. 

Processing time for obtaining approval of capital investment projects with 
high rate of return on investment is lenothy. Except for the shipyards, pro- 
jects of small dollar value must be submitted to Washington Navy Headquarters 
for approval. On the use and value of numerical control machine tools, 
different guidelines exist within Navy Commands. Civil Service guidelines 
were found to be barriers by reducing personnel. Considerable opportunity 
exists for the establishment of a dynamic program for productivity enhancing 
capital investments. 
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Since many of the problems of finanjing, training and diffusion of 
technology are similar to the points in the Army section, they will not be 
repeated. Rather the discussion will center on three areas- shipyards, 
naval air rework facilities (NARF), and the public works centers. 

NAVAL SHIPYARDS 

Shipyard Modernization 

Modernizing of Navy shipyards has been underway for the past 10 years 
with the initial impetus occurring with the closing of the New York Naval 
shipyard and Ship Repair facility, San Diego in the mid 1960's. In 1974 the 
shipyards were further reduced from 10 to 8, requiring the restructure of the 
modernization program. The facilities are antiquated and updating is required. 
The Navy has recently completed a comprehensive on-site engineering survey of 
each Naval shipyard to detemine requirements. Estimates indicate a require- 
ment of over $1 billion ($834 million for military construction and $180 
million for product on equipment) in 1977 constant dollars. ($1.3 billion in 
current dollars.) A Secretary of the Navy Overview Committee has proposed 
funding $100-$110 million annually for military construction and equipment. 
This represents a major increase. In the past few years (FY 1972-75) this has 
averaged only $25 million annually. The modernization program is directed 
toward facilities for conversion, alteration and repair (CAR). Facilities 
and equipment modernization for new construction of ships are not included in 
the $1 billion estimate. 

The $25 million annual allocation over the past several years has 
been used to meet priority pollution, fleet composition changes, home porting 
needs, and inflation. The $25 million annual level provided limited funding 
for productivity enhancing and labor saving capital investments. The trend 
of financing for shipyards has been down rather ihan up as noted below: 

FY 1965-69      FY 1970-74 
(In Millions of Dollarsf 

Military construction $159 $112 

Industrial production 
equipment 

Total 

56 

$168 

rf, 1 

In FY 1975, $15.8 million was programmed for Military Construction end $10.6 
million for Industrial Production Equipment, a total of $26.4 million. It 
should be noted that the shipyard modernization program involves two appro- 
priations-Military Construction, Navy and Other Procurement, Navy, compared 
to the Army ammunition modernization program, which is funded from a single 
procurement appiopriation. A s-'ngle appropriation simplifies programming 
and assures balanced programming more readily than two appropriations. 

Manufacturing Technology 

The Naval Sea Systems Command has taken an aggressive approach in 
Manufacturing Technology (MT). It has recognized that the Deputy Secretary 
of Defense Clements memorandum of 11 April 19/5 on cost reduction initiatives 
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for manufacturing technology can be applied to in-house activities such as 
shipyards. j/ Consequently the Naval Sea Systems Command has directed the 
development of methods or unique eouipmont for special productivity improve- 
ment in shipyards under MT to include these ureas: 

• Dry dock work- rudder, prop and shaft handling, blast 
deaningT painting am material handling. 

• SJnpbi^nJ_work-hand f eld portable power tools, test 
equipment, stress relieving, welding, cleaning, paint- 
ing, and material handling. 

• Shop work- industrial eniineering or methods improve- 
ment analysis aimed at increasing productivity or 
quality assurance, and development of unique shop 
equipment not readily available or the commercial 
market. 

• Miscellaneous- development of first time or uniqje 
solutions to problems which directly or indirectly 
affect productivity, safety, pollution control, 
worker incentives and support functions in supply, 
material handling, weight lifting, quality assurance, 
and administration. 

This is a positive statement of the importance of the in-house activities and 
the urgent need for manufacturing process development and improvement to en- 
hance productivity. A capital investment program can ".hen procure the MT 
developed equipment. With increased financing of MT, now projected by DoD, 
and the increased modernization and capital investment productivity funding, 
this program can result in significant manpower savings. 

The Norfolk shipyard had a major MT program in effect. A qualified 
staff of industrial engineers were involved in identifying areas where improve- 
ments would be most effective. Table 13 provides an illustrative list of the 
efforts in effect, under development, and future programs and the savings 
which are estimated at one shipyard alone. 

From an overall Navy standpoint, the size of the MT program is the 
lowest of the Services- S6.8 million annually, but is increasing with FY 197? 
POM action ($20.5 million). The Naval Sea Systems Command recognizes the 
importance of capital investments and technology to increase productivity and 
manpower savings. 

-  Naval Sea Systems Command, Manufacturing Technology Program, letter from 
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command to Commander All U.S. Naval Ship- 
yards, 23 May 1975. 
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TABLE  13 

EFFECTS OF MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY EFFORTS ON PRODUCTION- 
NORFOLK brilDYARD 

■ .'  I 

v       ) 

\ 

Estimated Savings 

A. Typical Projects in Effect 

Cleaning sanitary tanks on S'jbs \    S.OOO/Sub 
Floor plan installation changes 40,000/CVA 
Sub battery exchange 2,500,'Sub 
Cable inspection standards 15,000/Yr 
Chainfall certification 10,000/Yr 
Pilgram nut use 50,000/Yr 
GRP dome installation 
Rad. waste tank platform 10,000/Yr 
*team test (FINBACK) 70,000/Yr 

B. Typical Projects Under Development 

Prop/shaft/rudder handling S145.000/CVA 
Trident blasting equipment 20,000/ROH 
Fire brick removal 60,000/Yr 
Underwater shaft seal 3,500/Yr 
Nozzle block torque tool 15,000/Yr 
Acetylene recovery 17,000/Yr 
Modernization of blast hoppers 25,C00/Yr 
Engineered service package (SSNs) 400,000/Yr 
Engireered service package (surface ?liips) 500,000/Yr 
Engineered waterfront service improvement 250,000/Yr 

C. Areac Where Improvements Are Needed 

1. Develop a machine(s) to automatic/semi- $500,000/Yr 
automatically hydrostalically test valve 
bodies in the shop et overhaul 

2. Develop a machine to water blast ships/subs 500,000/Yr 
hulls for marine gruwti and loose oaint/coating 
at dry dock between regular schedule overhaul 

3. Develop a machine to clean and preserve pro- 
peller shafts after machining while still in 
the lathe 

4. Develop a machine to static/dynamic/certify 
chainfalls iter repairs and annual certifica- 
tion; also test wire rope slings and antennas 
after manufacture 
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TABLE 13 (CONT) 

C. Areas Where Improvementi Are Needed (lont) 

5. Develop a suit for use in hazardous area 
(paint, welding, tank blasting, etc.) that 
will cool the employee for longer "stay time" 
during working periods 

6. Develop a suitable process to clean Sanitary 
tanks aboard ships/subs for internal inspection 
and/or repairs without sending personnel inside 
to clean 

peller shafts, while waterborne, to change/ 
Inspect gland packing on the inboard side 

8, Develop a machine/tool to remove and reinstall 
turbine nozzle block cover nuts to reduce man- 
power requirements and increase reliability 

9. Develop a process Lo remove anti-sklcl matfrial 
from flat decks and hanger decks rap'dly 

10. Deve^p a process/tools to clean condenser tubs 
aboard ships rapidly; also develop a means to 
inspect tube internals to insure they are clean 

11. Develop a deep tank, high volume, high head 
hydraulic driven pump to remove fuel at pier 
side 

12. Develop an end connection for aluminum stage 
planks to provide a continuous flat surface from 
plank to plank when installed for staging 

13. Develop a machine/tool to deburr, champher, 
and polish rapidly 

14. Develop a process to clean bilges, tanks, voids 
etc. that will reduce cost/time/manpower 

15. Develop a process to reuse blasting grit 
economically 

16. Develop a process to cast small quantity parts 
using the powder metallurgy process 

17. Develop a machine/device to blast and paint 
ships hulls simultaneously using one operator 
per machine/device 

estimated Savings 

$500,000/Yr 

20,000/Yr 
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TABLE 13 (CONT) 

Estimated Savings 

C. Areas Where Improvements Are Needed (Cont) 

18. Develop a mad.ine/tools to clean dry dock 
floors during ROH and prior to flooding 
rapidly and economically 

$ 50.000/Yr 

19. Develop a safety lamp for painting and 
blasting that is portable, safe, and 
will withstand excessive abuse 

20. Develop a process to transfill acetylene 
cylinders from partially filled cylinders 
prior to returning to vendor for filling 

21. Develop a process to open/clean/inspect/ 
hydro and preserve interior of sub air 
flask in place 

22. Develop a quick disconnect for shipboard 
ventilation to facilitate shipboard repairs, 
maintenance and shipalts 

23. Develop a method to bevel plates for butt 
welding quickly and economically 

24. Develop a method to cut rubber and fiber 
parts for gaskets/seals/etc., using high 
velocity water jet 

25. Removal of metal preservatives (paint, plastic) 
by blasting with means other than steel shot, 
sand, dry abrasives, etc., ultrasonics, laser, 
explosives, liquids, blase heat, cryogenic 
materials 

26. Develop a process/method to accurately locate 
weld defects in metals using radiography 

27. Develop a process/method to record direct labor 
charges and attendance electronically eliminat- 
ing the time card 

28. Develop a machine/method to machine valve seats 
in place during repai; and/or overhaul 

29. Develop methods to "cut-off" pipe for fabrication 
using rapid methods vs. present slow sawing 
methods 
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TABLE  13 (CONT) 

Estimated Savings 

C. Areas Where Improvements Are Needed (Cont) 

30. Develop a method to spot blast, say 4 ft x 
4 ft maximum, with hand held close cycle 
system as an improvement over present chipping 
hammer/von gun methods 

31. Catapult cover system 

32. Catapult alignment and gaging systen 

33. Propeller/rudder/shaft handling device 

34. Nitrogen charging machine 

35. Chainfall certification machine 

36. Fire brick crusher 

37. Chemical cleaning of submarine air flask 
in place 

38. Hydrostatic testing of submarine air Mask 
in place and shop 

39. New lift and handling equipment 

40. CV hanger/flight deck cleaning 

$ 40,000/CVA 

10,000/CVA 

i 
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Numerical Control Machine Tools 

Norfolk Shipyard received its first numerically controlled (NC) 
machine in 1958, the majority in 1967, and the last of nine in 1968. Between 
1973-75, 111 machine tools were planned for acquisiti n, all conventional 
and no additional numerical control. Discussions with shipyard s.taff in- 
dicated that possibly two additional might be obtained. The reason given for 
programming conventional rather than numerical control was the volume of small 
job orders. 

Thi>- rationale contrasted with the Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF) 
at Norfolk which has 14 NC machines and planned additions of eight more, stating 
that these were essential in view of Its largs number of small job orde.s. The 
NARF pointed out that it had decreased the number of machinists by hi*. 1 f as a 
result of the NC machines and was performing more work then previously. 

The Norfolk Shipyard negative attitude on NC equipment may have been 
due to a lack of training of planners. GAO recently noted that they were told 
the following: 

Shop planners had n; formal orientation or written 
criteria about NC machines and that many jobs were missed. 
A planning supervisor said that NC machines were usually 
used if the parts were already programmed, if the work 
was complex, and If lead time requirements were short. 
Other jobs might be informally selected when programmers 
toured the shops and observed conventional machine work. 2/ 

The view at the Norfolk Shipyard contrasts also with the Long Beach 
Naval Shipyard, which considers the introduction of NC machine tools one of 
the most significant improvements of recent years. It estimates that NC 
tool« saved $600,000 annually over conventional tools. This savings is 
developed by comparing costs of many parts produced by conventional means 
and computer produced parts. For example, the repair of boiler superheater 
headers, a fairly repetitive process consisting of renewing the holes into 
which the superheater tubes are fitted, requires 92 man-hours by conventional 
means and 32 by NC machine tools. Rework is eliminated due to errors or mis- 
takes, a faster return of completed work to the ship occurs reducing overall 
time required for repairs to the vessels. 

This rationale also contrasts with Pudget Sound and Mare Island 
shipyards which are using and requesting more numerical control machine tools 
for job order work and manufacturing. 

Ther- is an apparent need for an overall policy position on the 
procurement of numerical control machines within Navy. Some Services have 
taken the position- if not NC equipment, prove why not. When work load 
warrants, NC tools result in manpower savings.  
27 General Accounting Office, Numerically Controlled Industrial equipment: 

Progress and Problems, GAO Report to the Congress, 24 September 1974, 
p. 32. 
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Shipyard Efficiency 

The emphasis at Norfolk Shipyard Is on methods and process review. 
Performance standards have been iowngraded and staff reduced from 35 to about 
four individuals who are concerned with developing standards. The emphasis 
is on planning. Based on exn.rience of past ship overhauls, the necessary 
skills, parts, softwee' an1; equipment, are available when the ship arrives 
for its overhaul. All planning and paperwork have already been computed. 
New approaches to material handling and control have been established. 
The yard knows the type of problems to be expected from a class of ships and 
determines what will be done. A fixed price is established. Schedules are 
met. The approach has resulted in cutting overhaul costs by 25 percent 
through improved management. An aggressive program for reducing costs thus 
exists at this shipyard, augmented by a strong manufacturing technology pro- 
gram, which in turn needs a quick amortization capital investment program 
to bridge the MT effort and its implementation. The capital Investment 
program needs to be established. 

Civil Engineering 

Emphasis at Norfolk Shipyard is on the overhaul mission. Personnel 
ceiling allowances are used to meet that mission and the housekeeping function 
is thus contracted out for the most part. Attention to these costs is still 
necessary and means of cutting costs through capital investment identified 
and explored. Although the Public Works Center is in Norfolk, it has no 
responsibility for the shipyard civil engineering functions. 

NAVAL AIR REWORK FACILITY (NARF) 

As noted previously, the NARF has a high concentration of NC equip- 
ment and is planning more. The NARF is well organized with an effective 
Production Engineering Department and is alert to opportunities for improved 
utilization of NC equipment to increase productivity and reduce manpower. 

Exhibit 1 displays the details of the justification used for request- 
ing a machine tool. In this case it is a Heavy Duty Engine Lathe to replace 
two similar machines which are beyond economical repair and cannot provide 
tolerances. Operating cost savings are $16,795 once installed and ODerating, 
compared to a net investment of $25,300. The item was requested 1n January 
1974 and has not been funded at the time of visiting the NARF. 

The NARF will produce component part., for the inventory control center, 
when these parts cannot be obtained on a responsive basis from industry, are 
not available on the open market, or are required for depot maintenance. 

Table 14 Indicjtes a list of projects planned for procurement in 
FY 1977. Many of these could result in savings now if funding were made 
available, since the FY 1977 list is based on present levels of work load. 
Definitive economic analysis, of course, would be developed highlighting 
manpower and other savings. These lists provide an indication of the oppor- 
tunities that exist for capital investment. 
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EXHIBIT 1 

MACHINE TOOL REPLACEMENT ANALYSIS WORK SHEET 
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MChltt TOOL REPI..CEMHHI 
ANALYSIS MRU SHEET 

1.   1CTIIIII 

NAVAIREWORKFAC 

UltJ-l 

' 11  JANUARY   1974 

I.    LOCH 10« 

NORVA 

H(S|«T   [OUlMtfl 
a.   (IKli'lid 

».    OiliCl    LAIQI 

• ■  i»ei»(ci uio* 

rf.   MUtif   |[M[C Ml 

t.   'Ott 

J.    UMP'MlOU« 

LATHE, ENGINE, HEAVY DUTY, 16" SWING, 
78" CC, 15 HP 

KELSON MANUFACTURING CO. 
«.    BOPIL   "0. 

4-   »««.OuOlO«   (OUifHtiT   COOt 

3416-3122-1001(05016) 
• . D(*l*THtt.Tll  ICt>- 

188/107151 1957 $30.787 
QPflUTfC,  COM   W*i>SiS  tW  tL LmiAU*T QiiXiui iriit uuitl 

■ ■CM I Mi    LOtO   fffoor*   »•••   ft) 

J.   »A» mfcS'OTnii   0fl«*iiO»l.    AiM-nT 

I.   OTHC«   COill 

TOTU.  OrtHTtNG C057J 

For* *fp<»**d 

962 b LP-20 

»«0»OS|ft !;ul^t>T 
D'.lCll" 10» 

LATHE, ENGlNL. HEAVY Dull. Its" SWING. 78" 
CC, PRE-5ELECT SHIFT, SPIMkL «.PEED 
21-1740 RPM.   INITIALLY WIRED »OR 480 VOLTS 
20 HP. PWR CODE s4 
fc.   «l»HU*IClU«l« 

LODGE J SHIPLEY CO. •OWERSHIFT 
1610 

4.  »»OBuc'io«  ioui»mm CCDI 

3416-3122-5003(80316) 
t.    HOOUCIIMM    ll[«(lil    »AllO 

2:1 

mst»! louirxt«! 

2,860 

I.   »CT   0P[*«T)HG   COST)   M<GIUG   PHOPOilD  EQUifntNT   ri,   <■ • I 

19,190 
4.575 

J^jO 
430 

28,725 

M0PO510 lOUINrtHT 

1,403 

9,415 

230 

11,930 

■<-«• >■ «•< n   '      It,,795 

CiHTil COST   »WkLYSIS Of   PIOPOSID (QUIPMfM   (».,*   t"') 

*.    ACOUI % IT1 OH   CO iT 
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I     2.1,600 
 ■ 800" 

TOtH    |nW*LL[C'   C 0'. 1 S   (la   |1„   tb) 

4.  'sum oilPom v*iut of  r«tu«i  tQUirmm 

,     28,300 

7    Ijöciö" 
•-    «I!   «19UI»(0    iNftjmtHl   f*<   ■ *«■»   14) 

r. imKt url 

i • CMftl   'HCtAl 

ft. TOTAL ctmu. COST fl» JT l|J 

'     26.300 

15 
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2 LATHI, ENGINE, HEAVY DUTY, 16" SWING, 78" C 
15 HP 

K.HJI. 1' A1 ft 

COM •1*1  IVJilU 

188/107150 
188/107151 

S16.050 
14,737 

1957 
1957 

((IMMIN" «NOHI("')«MIMl»1 "*.S 
JUSTIFICATION: THE PROPOSED MACHINE IS REQUIRED IN THE ENGINE OVERHAUL MACHINE SHOP TO 
REPLACE TWO SIMILAR MACHINE? THAT HAVE EXCEEDED THEIR SERVICE LIFE BY 4 YEARS. THESE 
MACHINES OPERATED ON MULTIPLE SHIFTS BETVEEN 1962 - 1968 IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN THE WORKLOAD 
SCHEDULE. NOW. BOTH MACHINES ARE WORN BEYOND ECONOMICAL RFPAIR AND ARE ONLY USED WHEN 
CLOSE TOLERANCES ARE NOT REQUIRED. ALL THE FEEDSCREWS HAVE EXCESSIVE BACKLASH. FINE 
THREADING CAN ONLY BE ACCOMPLISHED BY A HIGHl.'i SKILLED MACHINIST. THIS PRESENT EOUIPMENT 
IS PRIMARILY USED FOR MANUFACTURING JIGS AND FIXTURES PEOUISED FOR REWORKING JET ENGINE 
PARTS ON SUCH EQUIPMENT AS: GRINDERS, EDM, MILLING MACHINES, AND N/C MACHINES. SINCE THE 
ELIMINATION OF RECIPROCATING ENGINES, THERE HAS BEEN LESS REQUIREMENT FOR THIS TYPE OF 
EQUIPMENT. THEREFORE, THE EXTRA SPACE CAN BE UTILIZED FOR A GRINDER OR ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE 
MttHlNE (EDM) WHICH IS REQUIRED FOR REWORKING JET ENGINE COMPONENTS. BESIDES MANUFACTIIPtNG 
JIGS AND FIXTURE, THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES REPRESENT THE WORKLOAD FOR THIS EQUIPMENT AND 
THE SAVINGS OCCUR BY ACQUISITION OF THE PROPOSED MACHINE: 

1. REAR COMPRESSOR, FRONT HUB - P/N 589412, TF30-P408 

PRESENT EQUIPMENT 
4 HRS/UNIT X 200 UN.TS/VR X $8.31 TOT. LABOR COST/HR ■ 16648 TOT. LABOR COST/YR 

PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
4 HRS/UNIT  
} PROP. INC. RATIO - X 200 UNITS/YR X $8.31 TOT. LABOR COST/HR *  $3324 TCf. LABOR 

COST/YR 

SA'.iiviS PER YEAR $3324 

2. TURBINE STATOR SHROUD. F/N 567293, TF30-P8 

PRESENT EQUIPMENT 
3 HRS/UNIT X 200 UN!TS/V« X $8.31 TOT. LABOR COST/HR » S49P,c TOT. LABOR COST/YR 

PROPOSED EQUIPMCNT 
I  lv|i;!A'f!!T  X 200 UNITS/YR X $8.31 TOT. LABOR CCST/HP « $2493 TOT. LAPOR 
ZI'ROO. 1HC.  RATIO       SAVINGS PER YEAR ■  P24<:3 COST /YR 

N«L »SIS  B* 

E,  A,  BJORKEM 
ffnovto "v 
I.  L.  BROWN 

EQUIPMENT SPIC I AL IST 

PLANT ENGINEER 

11  JAN 1974 
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THE FOLLOWING LIST IS A PARTIAL WORKLOAD REQUIRING THE UTILIZATION OF THIS EQUIPMENT: 

PART NO. 

494273 
4942/4 
5E7293 
567294 
565206 
52477 

TF30-P6 150 
TF30-P6 150 
TF30-P8 200 
TF30-P8 200 
J6? 500 
C-47, C-54 C-117 100 
TF30-P408 2u0 
TF3G-P40H 200 
P-3 A/C 25 

NOMENCLATURE PART NO. PROGRAM Q1T/YR 

TURBINE STATOR SHROUD 
TURBINE STATOR SHROUD 
TURBINE STATrR SHROUD 
TURBINE STATOR SHROUD 
A/B NOZZLE ACTUATING CYL. 
PROP DOME 
REAR COMPRESSOR, FRONT HUB 589412 
REAR COMPRESSOR, REAR HUB 568316 
PITCH LOCK REGULATOR     558280 

HOUSING 
PROP PISTON 554870 P-3 A/C 100 

WORKLOAD: THE PROPOSED WORKLOAD FOR THE NEXT 3 FISCAL YEARS IS: 

ENGINES             FY 76           FY 77 FY 78 

J52                38             36 35 

J57               121            95 82 

TF30               440            501 503 

,66                37             36 36 

ADDITIONAL WORKLOADS WILL BE GENERATED BY F/J MATERIAL (SUPPLY) AND THROUGH 
CUSTOMER SERVICE. 

BREAKDOWN OF ANALYSIS WORKSHEET. DO 1106 

ITEMS 1 THROUGH 6e. THESE ITEMS ARE SELF-EXPLANATORY. 

ITEM 6f. PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE RATIO. ACQUISITION Of !ME PROPOSED EQUIPMENT COULD 
COUBLE PRODUCTION (2:1). THIS IS DUE TO SEVERAl REASO'.S: 

1. ELIMINATION OF CONSTANTLY STOPPING "HE PRESENT MACHINE FOR SIZE AND TAPER CHECKS 
CAUSED BY THE WORN CONDITION OF FEED SCREWS. 

2. PRE-SELECTION OF NEXT SPINDLE SPEED THEREBY ELIMINATING T«E 
EQUIPMENT AND THEN MAKING THE NEXT SPINDLE SPEED SELECTION. 

_(•_! 10 STOP THE 

ITEM 7a. MACHINE LOAD, LATHE, N1D 188/107150, DUE TO ITS WORN CONDITION, ONLY 
AVERAGES 3 HOURS PIOAY OPERATION, WHILE LATHE, NID 188/107157, WHICH IS IN A BETTER 
CONDITION,AVERAGES A FULL SHICT PER DAY. 

PRESENT EQUIPMENT 
VKH.  1 - 3 HR57UAY X 5 DAYS/WK X 52 WK5/YR = 780 HRS/YR 
MACH. 2 - 8 HRS/DAY X 5 DAYS/WK X U  WKS/YR *  2080 HRS/YR 

TOTAL MACHINE LOAD PER YEAR 2860 HOURS. 
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PROPOSED layiWENT 

2806 HRS/YR ; 2 PR00. INC. RATIO * 1403 HR'./YR 

ITEM 7b. DIRECT LABOR. DIRECT LABOR CHARGE FOR COST CENTER 96 (ENGINE OVERHAUL) 
IS $6.71 PER HOUR. 

PRESENT EQUIPMENT 
28ÄD HRS/VRTJOl DIR. LABOR COST/HR > $19,131 DIR. LABOR CObT/tK 

PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
TOTHRS7YR X $6.71 DIR. LABOK COST/HR ■ $9,414 DIR. LABOR COST/TR. 

ITEM 7c.  INDIRECT LABOR. INDIRECT LABOR CHARGE FOR COST CENTER 96 IS $1.60 PER HOUR. 

PRESENT EQUIPMENT 
2910 HRS/YR X J1.60 IND. LABOR COST/HR ■ $4,576 I NU. LABOR COST/YR 

PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
1403 HRSTYRTTTJO IND. LABOR COST/HR * S2,24i IND. LABOR COST/YR 

ITEM 7e. MAINTENANCE. INFORMATION INDICATES THAT MACHINE, NIO 188-107150, AVERAGED 
APPROXIMATELY ',5 HOURS PER MONTH DOWNTIME PLUS $300 IN PARIS REPLACEMENT. 
KACHINE, NID 188/107151. AVERAGED APPROXIMATELY 8 HOURS PER MONTH DOWNTIME PLUS 
$200 IN PARTS REPLACEMENT. IT TAKES 2 MECHANICS TO WORK ON A MACHINE OF THIS TYPE. 
TOTAL LABOR CHARGE (DIRECT AND INDIRECT) FOR COST CENTER 60 (MAINTENANCE) IS $9.33 
PER HOUR. 

PRESENT EQUIPMENT 
HACH. 1 ■ 10 HRI7M0 X 12 MOS/YR X 2 MECH X $9.33 TOT. LABOR COST/HR ♦ $300 PARTS ■ 

$2,539 MAIM COST/Y* 
MACH. 2 > 8 HRS/MO X 12 MOS/)i\ X 2 MECH. X $9.33 TOT. LADOR COST/HR < $200 PARTS • 

$1,991 MA1NI. COST/YR 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE COST PER YEAR - $4,530 

ITEM 7f. POWER. POWER IS BY ELECTRICITY. IN THIS AREA, THE RATE IS SLIGHTLY MORE 
THAN $.01 PETTllOWATT. 

PRESENT EQUIPMENT 
2660 HRS/YR X 15 HP X 1 KW/HP X $.01 COST/KWHR -" 5429 POWER COST/UR 

PROPOSED EQUIPMENT 
TTOTHUS/YR X 26 HP X 1  KW/HP X $.01  COST/KWHR ■  $281  POWER COST/rR 

CAPITAL RECOVERY ■= NET INVESTMENT  
RETTYTARS SAVING m^TjTg=i -93 y£ftRs 
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Civil Service Guidance 

1 

Mil 

3 

Civil Service emphasis on relating grade structure to the numter of 
employees creates a disincentive. For the production superintendent in charge 
of the metals machine shop, the following guidance is provided: 

Grade 
Nature 

Structures for 
of Organization 
Managed 

Number of Employees Level B i.evel A 

100-600 GS-12 GS-13 

800-1,300 GS-13 GS-14 

1,500 and above GS-14 GS-15 

Thus if the machine shop operation has 700 employees and through 
management actions, the majority of the conventional machine tools are re- 
placed by numerically controlled machine tools and a personnel decrease occurs, 
the superintendent would be downgraded. The organization could reduce to 300 
employees, double the production output it had with 700 employees, and yet a 
reduction in the grade structure to a GS-12 could occur for the superintendent. 
The management problems would, in fact, increase due to the complexity of the 
new manufacturing technique. 

This problem arose and the superintendent was scheduled for a reduction 
in grade after installation of the numerical control equipment and a decrease 
in employees. The number of machinists, for example, have decreased from 115 
to 52. The introduction of the NC equipment was largely due to the strong 
personality of the superintendent and yet the system would have penalized him 
for his innovations. His grade structure was preserved by moving new functions 
and trades into his shop area to hold the level of employees over 800. 

A similar situation arose at the NARF with a WS-10 being reduced to 
a WS-9 due to a reduction in employees supervised, which decreased from 12 to 8. 
The redurtion was due to an innovative change in the manufacturing process, 
which resulted in increased productivity and the resultant manpower reduction. 
The unit was, in fact, doing a better job according to Metal Shop Staff. On 
July 14, 1975, the job was raised to a WS-10 again due to the influx of work 
from the new F-14 mission, which raised employment to 14 employees. 

PUBLIC WORKS CENTER 

The Public Worko Center (PWC) performs the housekeeping civil engi- 
neering functions at the Navy Installations. At Norfolk, PWC undertook the 
work of maintaining the Naval air station and Naval port operations. PWC 
Norfolk operated on ü specific personnel ceiling allocation level and under- 
tjok work within that level, with funding provided by the customers into an 
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industrial fund, 
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iu i./j «■ lot" -s July 1975. PWC Norfolk does rot 
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There are n. n 
enhancement and labor 

• >y».i. (unities for capital investment productivity 
.9 as will be noied below. 

There are no Industrial engineers nor anyone else trained to identify 
capital investment opportuntiies. PWC Norfolk has under discussion a plan to 
hire an industrial engineer, who would devote part of his time to this functior,. 
Interchange of data on innovations at other installations is limited. Naval 
Facilities Engineering Ccmi.iand (Nav Fac) in Washington must approve small 
dollar equipment items, consuming time. Procedures for approving projects up 
to $25,000 under the Deputy Secretary of Defense memorandum of 5 June 1975 had 
not been developed, but staff assumed that even these would require Nav Fac 
approval. This, of rnurse, is time consuming and frustrating. Under current 
procedures, PWC Norfolk staff had not been given an indication of which equip- 
ment items submitted on 31 March 1975 for FY 1976 would be approved. Perform- 
ance standards exist in 80 percent of the personnel employed, including main- 
tenance, utilities and transportation activities. 

There are a number of capital investment projects with man 
which should be provided, including the following: 

• Pile Driving Rig- Present rigs are jerry-rigged. 
Replacement by a modern rig would reduce the 
number of rigs from three to two, with a per- 
sonnel reduction from 24 to 16 civilians. 

«   Scissors High Lift Platform- Value of scissors 
platform proven. Time required to obtain a 
commerical type vehicle with scissors capability 
in past took over three years. 

»   Airless spray machine to eliminate overipray. 

• Modern snorkel type equipment for manhold opera- 
tions, replacing present equipment which is down 
two-thirds of the time due to maintenance. 

Vehicle painting booth for baking and drying paint. 
There is no drying booth, resulting in vehicle staying 
in paint area while nature dries paint. Consequently 
there are long waits until vehcile dries and can be 
moved and paint areas are consequently underutilized. 

Technology study for increasing life of large hoses 
used on piers should be undertaken. Life of hose is 
short, with result that costly replacements are 
required. Steam hose has only a six month life. 
With "Cold Iron" concept of shutting down ship 
boilers in port and hooking up to utilities and 
sewage on shore, hose replacement equipment will 
increase. Technology improvement in hose life are 
needed according to PWC Norfolk. 
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Other potential equipment projects include: 

'I 

r 

1 

Upright teles ,p1ng scaffold $ 1,100 

Brake shoe riveting machine 2,500 

Rotex hole punch 9,000 

Embossograph machine (Model 3669-14x) with 
letters and numerals 2,400 

Portable chlorinator with water circulating 
pump and mobile trailer 12,000 

Punching machine vertical "C" frame, power 
driven 5,400 

Engine lathe 17 in swing geared drive, light 
duty 72 in 13,000 

Cost 

On these latter projects, which are illustrative of the PWC Norfolk 
submission made nn 31 March 1975 to Naval Facilities Engineerino Command, 
the problem of economic si iirting data is highlignted. Nav Fac must make 
decisions without backup ju .ification in the savings (doMars and personnel) 
and the priority of reqiiiv snts. The sparcity of justification data is mo:t 
apparent. 

Naval shore activities are faced with reductions in the r-'.ilian work 
force and inflation, but with budgets which remain nearly leve'   .e backlog 
of essential maintenance ana repair is increasing. To offset this, capital 
investment productivity enhancement equipment is needed. There are .nany 
industrial applications which can be applied to the PWC. These have already 
demonstrated considerable savings in operating costs operational effective- 
ness and a high rate of return on investment. The potential applications of 
computerization and mechanization at Naval shore activities is quite brcid. 
Navy, however, has not provided guidelines for implementation of these changes, 
as noted in a recent Advanced System-. Concept Paper of the Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command. Navy is thus proposing conceptual system design to en- 
compass such functions as the following at lead installations: 

• Regulation of electrical power utilization 

• Dispatching of maintenance personnel to problem areas 

• Equipment failure or impending failure detection 

• Monitoring of station security 

• Control/dispatch of transportation vehicles 

• Regulation of equipme.it utilization 
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• Scheduling/control of ongoing projects 

• Automation of machines and processes 

• Automation of maintenance equipment. 

NAVY PUBLICATIONS AND PRINT.NG SERVICE (NPPS) 

This office has recognized tne importance of procuring more productive 
items jf equipment. Rapid advances in the state-of-the-art, have nv.oe available 
a variety of equipments which offer many increased productivity benefits. 
Recently, NPPS Office in Norfolk acquired several automatic micrrfiche dup- 
licating machines to eliminate the manual microfiche duplicating procedure. 
The standard for manual duplicating was 100 fiche per hour while the automatic 
equipment could produce 500 fiche per hour- an appreciable increase. Along 
with this increased productivity came a secondary benefit- the price per fiche 
could be reduced from $.i5 to $.075. 

compute 
This wo 
this eq1 

increas 
convert 
version 
pe>- hr.j 
of the 

For the past several years, :he NPPS Office in Norfolk has provided 
r forms printing services to customers in the Fifth Naval District, 
rk was accomplished on a Xerox Computer Forms Printer- rated speed on 
uipment is 2.4C0 copies per hour. In an effort to reduce costs and 
e efficiency, an analysis was performed considering the possibility of 
ing a Xerox 7000 to handle computer forms input material. Upon con- 

it was found that the machine could handle the job at 3,600 copies 
r or 50 percent faster than the Computer Forms Printer. A description 
old and new method follows: 

Old Method 

First 39,000 copies 
@ $.02309 

12,180 copies 
(? $.00'/ 

43 hours labor 
@ $4.94 

Total 

900.51 

85.2. 

212.42 

$1.198.19 

New Method 

«11  51,180 copies 
9 $.006 

$307.08 

30 hours labor @ $4.94 148.20 

Muithly machine con- 
version fee 45.00 

TOtul $500.28 

Monthly savings $697.91, annual savir 5,374.92. 

During FY 1974, the NPPS Office Norfolk installed a new folder that is 
capable of folding sheets up to 15 inches. Prior to this equipment installa- 
tion, all sheets over 38'^ inches, that required folding, had to be folded par- 
tially by hand. This additional hand folding took approximately 30 miputes per 
100 charts. In this regard, this facility folds approximately 10,000 charts 
per month that exceed 38'j inches. By folding these charts automatically, the 
NSSP Office Norfolk saves approximately 50 man-hours per month; 600 man-hours 
annually. The pay rate for this job is $4.87 per hour- thus an annual savings 
of approximately $3,000.00. 

Tnese aro agai 
capital investments- sma 

llustrative of the savings which can be obtained by 
well as large investments and the manpower savings. 
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VI.    AIR FORCÜ 

Air Force has made major efforts to improve its manpower utilization 
and productivity. The efforts are directed to methods and process improvement, 
a limited fast amortization capital invostment program and an extensive supply 
and depot maintenance modernization program. Use of numerical control equip- 
ment is extensive, with innovative initiatives in Computer Aided Manufacturing. 
The Materials Laboratory of Air Force Systems Command at Wright Patterson in 
conjunction with the Air Logistics Command (ALC), is directing its efforts in 
manufacturing technology to the ALC depot maintenance and supply areas. 
Extensive opportunities still exist for increased capital investment to reduce 
manpower. Approval time must be decreased in providing authorization approval 
for equipment procurement. 

K^ 

R   *3 

Typical of the Air Force efforts to enhance productivity and to save 
manpower are the following programs in the maintenance process. These include: 

• Work load has been realigned into a Technology Repair 
Center posture. The number of repair points reduced 
from 52 to 23. 

• The Depot Plant Modernization Program (DPMP) designed 
to correct deficiencies in the AFLC industrial plant. 

• The Quick Amortizing Equipment Investment Program 
resulted from publicity given by the federal pro- 
ductivity program to a similar effort initiated by 
the Army Materiel Command. It provides funding 
and an accelerated approval cycle for off-the-shelf 
equipment which can be amortized within one year. 

• TJlp Maintenance Methods Improvement Program integrates 
both supervisory and working level personnel into a 
comprehensive program of methods and process improve- 
ments, involving goal setting, and formal reporting 
of results achieved. 
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Method ■ Laboratories involve dedicated technicians 
working iirectly with shop personnel to test and 
implement immediately solutions to worker-identified 
production problems. 

Pilot Projects in Work Force Motivation have been 
established at all maintenance activities to test 
and evaluate the effects on the maintenance work 
force of a variety of behavioral management concepts. 

}i 

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING 

A number of programs exist to identify opportunities for capital 
investments. These include the work methods improvement program in depot 
maint?nance, the manning standards engineering programs, laobr performance 
productivity programs, the materials laboratory efforts to improve manu- 
facturing, and the maintenance evaluation program for functional areas such 
as civil engineering. Each of these programs have a capability for pin- 
pointing areas in which capital investments for productivity enhancement 
may exist and has been done successfully. 

At Warner Robins, for example, the depot maintenance work methods 
improvement program has been successful in reducing man-hours required to 
accomplish programmed depot maintenance on the C-130 and C-141 aircaft. A 
joint maintenance material management review team analyzed the work package 
content of the two aircraft and made reductions in work methods and level of 
maintenance required with significant man-hour reductions as a result. Th? 
reduction on the C-130 resulted from methods improvements in removing corrosion, 
depainting, and fuel cell repair. The C-141 reductions were in the bilge 
area through improved methods of cleaning and depainting. The package was 
then service tested and adopted, resulting in the following savings with no 
degradation in quality. (See Table 15.) The almost $9 million saved equates 
to 24 C-141 and 38 C-130 programmed depot maintenance overhauls. 

A methods improvement laboratory at Warner Robins was established 
in February 1973, consisting of three employees, who were assigned the task 
of devising ways and means to repair items previously thought nonreparable 
or coded for throw away and to resolve producLion bottleneck situaiior.s. 
In conjunction with shop employees, opportunities are identified by deai^teä 
technicians, and program is tested within the shop and implemented immediately 
if successful. The lab personnel also identified areas in which equipment 
could be procured with resultant productivity gains and manpower savings. 1t"> 

efforts of the lab have resulted in $2.2 million in savings. 
The 

Management engineering staff at Warner Robins recommenced C-141 wrap- 
around-stands, a capital investment. The stand: provide ready access to all 
parts of the aircraft, alleviating the need to move portable equipment around 
from place to place. They are equipped with air and power connections, ar.d 
permit heavier man-loading then would be possible with portable stands. The 
cost of the two stands was $603.OQn, amortized in seven months. 
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The in-depth analysis undertaken in Methods Improvement Project is 
shown in Exhibit 2. 

FACILIT. AND EQUIPMENT MODERNIZATION 

Air Force initiated a major effort to modernize its ^upply and main- 
tenance facilities. This followed the red ciion of depots from eight to five. 
Top Air Force management supported this program. The modernization program 
will result in major manpower savings. The modernization program will re- 
quire about $419 million (current dollars) of Military Construction/Procure- 
ment funding.  (See Table 16.) Air Force claims that this modernization will 
save over 3,000 personnel. The effort has been directed toward the mainten- 
ance and supply missions, not base operations. 

At Warner Robins, major progress has already been made. The depot 
maintenance complex has been reduced from 68 buildings dispersed all over the 
base to 40 highly centralized. Two independent complexes were established. 
The airborne electronics maintenance function is located next to the supply 
facility. A pnejmatic tube system operating from the supply area to the 
avionics work areas will connect the two buildings. The aircraft repair, in- 
dustrial and life support products, gyro repair, and precision measuring equip- 
ment in the secord complex. 

The gyro repair complex cost $955,000, reduced the number of buildings 
from four dispers?d facilities to one, permitting fixed processing stations so 
that gyros flow across the various stations in a sequential process, rather than 
the old job shop process. Amortization is estimated at 0.94 years (11 months). 

The supply facilities modernization program represents a major improve- 
ment. The current technological improvements have been incorporated, including 
automated warehousing systems, automatic packaging equipment/systems, auto- 
mated labeling, and microfilm storage and retrieval systems. These improve- 
ments applied the Following: 

• Receiving/shipping functions 

- Automatic control of conveyor systems 

- In-process visibility and data system interface 

- ~.nmnutpri7Pd planning of shipments 

- Computerized microfilm files 

• Preservation/packaging/packing 

- Standardization of container sizes/methods of pack 

- Ajtomated packaging equipment 

- Ajtomatic weighing and dimensioning equipment 

I 
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EXHIBIT 2 

METHODS IMPROVEMENT PROJECT SUMMARY 
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nr.1'0ill':    Technical  order  ir-'.(    )-3-2 Scries  rcqrlrcd   that   the  cent!';  vine. 
bc~rcmov»d and  set   up  in overhaul   repair  fixture  :ili-HRF2-53-) 1002-1TD-2TU1 
to make structural  repair and mair.tnlt. win};  alir.nncnl,   tolerance,   and structural 
Integrity.    '.'' 'n the   (1)  main  landlnn r.car  intermediate rib   (R/Ü TN 
32-11416-..'l  -id L/ll r:i   32-11416-102)  or  (2)   the n.iln  landing r.c.r actuator 
rib   (K/ll I'I  11-11045-3111   and  I./ll 1'N  53-11045-3O2)   or   (3)   the   Inboard  roar 
spar  (R/.. .1-1103,1-21   and  L/II P!J i3-11038-2:)   or   ('.)   outboard   rear 
spar (R/i: f.     ">-11149-77  and L/ll Til 32-11149-7G)   retires replacement due 
to struc:  ir   i   failure,   ttie  winß  ls   rtnoved   and  routed   to  the  support  shop 
for repair  .:   accordance with the above  technical  order.     This  process 
dictates  :.h ■    the winr, be placed  in a  special shop overhaul   fixture to 
maintain  clc e alignment  and  tolerances necessary  to  achi   v'e   inter-changeability 

(See  attached) 

ICONOMir  ANALVUI 

f, •SIJIN1  *Y COST 

See  attached sheets   for  computations. 
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Then t''P Ci-nlrr v» i,j' r.'-cllon 1 rt pl.if-Cil III i <'■   nliu, ', I p. o     i i< ill 
(no ,uu w'r, • li.-.lvp', .ire separated fron ihr crntri ,)h :■   '.ii .u  >■; i 
splice point.  Then, by placing one or both wing h-'ilv^n In Urn VJIIP. 

fixture, the actual ntructur.il repairs are made.  The win" li.ilvc; arc 
then joined to each other by the mating Jig anil tin' win;; Is rouicl 
bad; to the aircraft for rcinutailation. The labor standard to renovc 
and reinstall etui wing at the aircraft la 3,204 hours.  Also, added to this 
is the support shop set up time of 150 hours to nour.t/demount the wings 
In the fixtures. 

HANACIVICT ACTION:  On 14 November 1974, direction war. given to conduct c 
Valuo Engineering study to consider alternate vayn to reduce costs of 
making wing repairs.  The result of this study was the dcvelopp.cnt of a 
process order to revise and supplement T.O. 1F4(  )-3-2.  Process Order 
Number M3241 was drawn up as a team action between aircraft onginenrip;; 
personnel and production line mechanics.  This process order authorised 
the procedure to deviate fron the T.O. and na!:e structural repairs on 
ribs and spars without i-er.iovlng the wing.  Thus far, prototyping these 
procedures by MR3 actions has proven highly successful.  As of this 
date, no Quality Deficiency Reports have been documented by the using, 
activities. On 2 January 1975, the process order was approved by 
Service Engineering for incorporation into the Technical Order 1F4( )-3-2 
for world wide distribution. 

AFTER:  Structural repairs on the center wing are authorized to be 
accomplished on the aircraft without resorting to the costly procedure 
of vine, removal. The T.O. will be revised to incorporate the approved 
process order and the detailed repair procedures will be sent out for 
fleet application on all F-4 aircraft. 

DATE OF ACTION:  The effective d?te for process orders is 1 December 1974, 
with subsequent revision of technical T.O. lF-4(  )-3-2 to be published 
at a future date. 

Computations of Savings 

MMIP Action 
FY-75 

1. Cost of making structural repairs in accordance with T.O. ll'-4( )-3-2 
for one aircraft. 

a. Hour;; to remove/reins tall wing 
and related operational checku 3,204 

b. Hours to n.ike structural changes 
in support shop.  (1) Set up time 150 

(2) Structural repair      160 

J 
KM 

C.  Extensions 3,204 hours at 519.469 
Extensions  330 hours at $15.780 

Total 

cav**?.* 

$61,378.68 
5,207.40 

$6'.',3i;h.0fl 
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2. Coru  of n.ihlni', itni-tur.nl repair.i  on  the   I'.'cr.'L  1 i ricxon'M: :r ■ 
i'roccr '.  '■ \!  r  Number r.33^-Ai  on om_   liicr.ift. 

a. Mourn  to make  structural   repairs  on   ttic 
aircraft cquali 160 hours. 

b. Extension 160 hours at $19.469 la  $3,115.0/.. 

3. Number of A/C to l>c  repaired  from effective;  date of process order 
1 December  1974  to  1 December 1975. 

A.    Failure data  for calculations ot  occurrences  forecasted 
(1 July 1974 thru 1 January  1975), 

F4C F4P 

Infito 

(MRB) 
Failures 

Occurrences 
Percentage 

23 

12 

52 

23 

26 

44 

RF4C 

23 

35 

b.    Projected aircraft  schedule  from 1 December 1974  thru 
1 December 1975. 

F4C 

63 

F4D 

45 

F4K 

86 

UF4C 

57 

c.     Number of aircraft  to receive structural   repair 1 December 19 74 
thru 1 December  1975. 

F4F.      RF4C 

17.  (86)   352 (57) 

6      20 
Total A/C equals 71 

F4C       F4D 

52Z (63)  26Z (45) 

33       12 

4. BEFORE COSTS:  (WING REMOVALS) 

71 A/„ at $67,586.08/A/C (See paragraph 1) equals $4,798,611.08 

5. AFTER COSTS:  (NO WISC REMOVAL) 

71 A/C at  $3,115.04/A/C  (See pnraftraph  2)  equals    $    2?1,167.SA 

6. IMll.EMi'OTATlOM COSTS: 

Engineering Cost  (160 hours X $7.00 P/M equals)     $ LiZSLsSP. 
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Total 

;irr SAVINCS ONJJMTP ACTION : 

BEFORE COST: 

LESS AFTrr. COST: 
(iROSS SAVTfXS: 

LESS HfPLF-'fTNTATION COST: 
MET  SAVINGS: 

".    ''i'VVi 
f,i, 7?*o. on 

2?1.1fi7.Sft 
?4,577,ftft3.Bft 

$« ,575,723.34 

8. The followinp, personnel were responsible for rornulntin;* and inplcncntlng 
these technical procedures on the aircraft: 

Oral J. Preece Industrial Engineer "Aflr.D 
Vorn A. Hanley Industrial Fneineer Technician 
Kenneth 11. Adans Industrial Engineer Technician 
Karl P. Mackenzie Industrial Engineer Technician 
L»x Evinp, Sheetnatal Forcnan MAIfPSS 
Richard Hansen Structural Engineer VM5AS 
Richard Cordon Sheetnctal Foreman '1ABPBS 

MA3EB 
MABEB 
MABF.B 
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TABLE 16 

AIR FORCE DEPOT PLANT MODERNIZATION PROGRAM 

Funded          Proposed 
FY 1972-75         FY 1976-78 
(In Millions of Current Dollars) Total 

Construction 

Equipment 
(procurement) 

Total 

$161.6           $ 89.4 

122.0             45.5 

$283.6            $134.9 

$251.0 

167.5 

$418.5 
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»   Storage 

- .".'jtomated warehousing system 

- In-process control and data system interface 

• Management information systems 

- Computerized computation of manpower requirements 

- Automated production wmt/work load scheduling. 

PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCING EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT PROGRAM 

This program was developed In FY 1974 for the depot maintenance area 
and patterned after the Army GOCO program, 't Is aimed specifically at quick 
amortizing equipment purchases. Air Logistics Command programmed a total of 
$2.3 million in FY 1974 and FY 1975 with savings estimated at S3.7 million 
annually at levei-off. In FY 1976 $2 million is programmed but not released. 
The program 1s limited to ALC depot maintenance, and applied principally to 
maintenance area, and not to civil engineering, or other base operations 
where opportuntlies exist for quick amortization equipment projects. Originally 
a one year amortization was required, but this has now been extended to a two 
yea- amortization. The criteria 1s more stringent than that applied to the 
Depot Plant Modernization Program. 

Illustrative of the projects financed art three at Warner Robins: 

• Random Wander Test Set, using advanced state technology, 
pretest and final test gyros. Cost was $156,474 with 
a 1.4 year amortization period. 

• Solid State Power Converter replaces six MD-3 motor 
generators which have experienced extensive downtime 
In the gyo complex. Up to 50 production people are 
idle wher, i generator goes down. Cost was $60,000 
with a 2.0 year amortization period. 

• Flexible automatic circuit tester for expanding 
capability in avionics area to accurately test 
wiring assemblies, main frames, cable harnesses, 
and other electronic systems. Cost was $110,000, 
with a 1.0 year amortization ^°riod. 

The program has shown Its potential and expansion to other areas of 
logistics and support 1s possible and in fact needed. 

! 
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Extensive use is made of labor performance factirs. An innovative 
approach for measuring productivity-called "Market Basket"-has been applied 
to depot maintenance. "Market Basket" reflects changes in man-hour require- 
ments for selected items of equipment as standards change due to work improve- 
ment methods or new problems requiring maintenance not previously programmed in 
the work package, rather than having a more or less inflexible standard related 
to a period in time. I.e., 1972. 

Labor performance is carefully monitored. At Warner Robins, for ex- 
ample, the cost of labor increased by 78 percent from 1969-1975. The cost per 
standard labor hour, passed on to customers, increased by only 71 percent, with 
the savings achieved by overhead reductions and productivity increases. Over 
234 persons were reduced in the overhead accounts alone. 

Manning standards are used for determining base personnel needs. While 
100 percent manning is provided for activities such as base maintenance, the 
civil engineering authorization is reduced significantly. For example at the 
Military Airlift Command, the following allocations were made for the base 
civil engineering functions: 

Manning standard 

Authorized 

Assigned 

6,590 

4,878 

4,692 

Percent 

100 

74 

71 

The base civil engineering function can hire up to the 100 percent 
manning standard by using contractors, but the contract equivalent personnel 
and the assigned cannot exceed the 100 percent manning standard. Also, holding 
tlie civil engineering function to 74 percent provides a major incentive for 
labor saving capital investment projects. 

NUMERICAL CONTROL (NC) EQUIPMENT 

Extensive use is made of NC equipment, although utilization can be 
increased. Air Logistics Command objectives are to increase application of 
NC, insure continuing utilization of NC equipment, insure work load/economic 
justification to acquire new equipment, and two shift utilization. 

Warner Robins had six NC machines, with 65 percent utilization. 
Management emphasis and interest was high in obtaining full utilization and 
savings. Examples of the savings during FY 1975 are the following. 
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•  ALE-20 flare dispenser guide 

Conventional hours    8.25 

NC hours 

-  Savings 

•   C-130 wing fitting 

Conventional hours 

NC hours 

- Savings 

•  C-130 ramp latch actuator 
fitting 

- Conventional hours 

NC hours 

3.08 

13.36 

2.05 

$ 37.C71 

120,143 

8.00 

5,07 

-  Savings 

Total savings 

1,432 

$158,646 

Air Force is also engaged in examining potential uses of Computer 
Aided Manufacturing (CAM), an area requiring major new initiatives. The 
United States developed the numerically controlled tool with Air Force leader- 
ship. The U.S. is the leader, but other countries have recognized, adopted, 
adapted and innovated this technology so that their level of Compute"- Assisted 
Design (CADJ/CAM is moving rapidly to equal ours. The nee. for DoD/government- 
wide initiatives to diffuse established technology throughout the industrial 
base or to advance the state of manufacturing technology in the private sector 
is thus most important. The 11 April 1975 Deputy Secretary of Defense memo- 
randum provides a vehicle for enhancing our manufacturing technology in CAD/ 
CAM for productivity enhancement and future facilities modernization. 

BARRIERS TO CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

Before an item of equipment can be purchased, it must be placed on 
authorization list, in the table of allowances. Thus even if funding 1s 
available, authorization process can be a barrier. The period of testing be- 
fore adopted for Air Force use can take as long as three years. The follow- 
ing represents several items recently added to the Table of Allowance for civil 
engineering and the lerqth of the authorization process. 
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Item 

High Pressure Waslier- for clea .ing heavy 
duty equipment  Prestnt authorized 
washers are not adequate for cleaning 
dirt and debris from track laying equip- 
ment, towing tractors, and refuse handl- 
ing equipment. This item is a ccmmerical 
portable high pressure washer and effec- 
tive in cleaning vehicles. Cleaning 
can be accom;.lished in less than half 
the time required for authorized washers. 

Starting Date 
Of Request 

Authorization 
Date 

21 March 1972   1 May 1975 

the detector permits  4 April 1973   1 February 1975 Water Leak Detector 
the conducting of leak surveys under a 
wide range of climatic and operating 
conditions. It is a commerical item. 
The leak detection system could save 
thousands of dollars in manpower by 
eliminating unnecessary digging to locate 
leaks and also prevent unnecessary loss 
of valuable resources. It is very success- 
ful in locating leaks in underground water 
lines. At ine base, during the test, 34 
leaks were oiscovered. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

The following are illustrative opportunities noted at Scott Air 
Force Base: 

• Aircraft wash rack for C-9 aircraft. At prec"^t five 
to seven people are engaged on a permanent basis wash- 
ing C-9s dally. An automatic wash rack would save 
two to four spaces and be quickly amortized. Aircraft 
wash racks exist and are used extensively by the Navy. 

• Runway sensors to determine temperature of concrete 
runways. Chemical spray Is applied to prevent 1c1ig. 
Each pass costs $300.00. If the temperature of the 
runway was known, passes would not be required in 
many cases, thus saving resources. Civil engineers 
believe sensors would be amortized quickly. 

• Hydrohammer- used for breaking up concrete. This 
can be done in one-fourth the time it now takes. 
Equipment has been rented for three months at a 
cost greater than procurement of a new Item. 
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Central Supervisory Control Systems for controlling and 
monitoring central entiled water plants. The central 
console for each system monitors and controls the water 
chillers and air handling units. Twenty-five buildings 
at Charlestjn ATB ,>nd 40 buildings at McGuire AFB are 
connected to the Central Supervisory Control System. 
Heating, refrigeration, lighting, and cathodic pro- 
tection systems, as well as remote pumping stations, 
will be monitored in the future. On energy savings 
alor.e, the system will amortize itself in five years. 
Other benefits derived from the system include improved 
manpower productivity by reducing the frequency of in- 
spection trips, longer equipment life through shorter 
hours of operation and earlier identification of 
problems, and reduced vehicle mileege. 

• Deferred procurement by MAC Civil Engineering and 
Services Organization, with fast amortization and 
labor saving potential: 

- Pots and pans washing machine- six 
at $5,065 $30,390 

- Commercial style car wash 7,000 

Rotary mower- three it $1,170 3,510 

Tractor mower- three at $6,000 18,000 

Lube and servicing unit 11,240 

Dishwasher 12,876 

- Scooters (three-wheel) for family 
housing mechanic troubleshooter, 
two at $2,207. 4,414 

• Base maintenance 

- Disgnostic equipment for aircraft 
maintenance. 

f       Base civil engineer 

Trasn shredder 

- Water leak detector 

- Sewer reveal and seal mobile unit and TV 
inspection and repair unit for use in man- 
holes. Wright Patterson borrowed unit from 
city of Columbus. Unit proved most successful. 
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Capital  Investment unfunded projects reported to 
GSA In 1975 survey: 

Air Training Command, San Antonio- 72 Inch 
rotary mowers 

Cost 

labor savings 

Amortization 

$51,000 

70,201 

8.7 months 

USAF Academy- Conveyor dishwashing system 

Cost »55,500 

Labor savings 

Amortization 

90.200 

8.7 months 

Reduction of 20 manpower spaces In Sanitation 
Division, Cadet Dining Hall, would occur. Fort 
Carson has recently Installed six smaller units 
in six dining halls and realized a savings of 
12 manpower spaces and are satisfied with results. 

Work processing has been successfully applied in two areas in the 
Military Airlift Command. Production has increased significantly. Standard 
typewriter production is 200-300 lines per day, while the production from the 
work processing centers is 500-800 lines per uay. Reviews indicate that the 
average document is rewritten two to four times before being released and 
signed. The automatic typewriter can retype document at a rate of 180 words 
per minute. Savings in manpower are thus significant. The test areas re- 
duced their staff by 11 employees, with an average salary of $8,578, totalling 
$94,400. MAC believes a reduction of et least 67 initially of the 426 secre- 
tarial staff in MAC Headquarters could be made (15 percent) with apotential 
of a 25 percent manpower »-eduction. Investment cost would include either 
procurement or leasing of 100 automatic typewriters. 

The success of the program at MAC Headquarters was such that the Scott 
Air Force Base Civil Engineering Office was requesting the application of word 
processing to offset its reduced personnel levels. 

Word processing offers significant potentials throughout DoD for re- 
ducing personnel costs. 
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VII. MARINE CORPS 

Marine Corps Supply Centers, with a mission to repair, store, and 
distribute all items, except aeronautical, have applied capital investments 
to enhance productivity. The Albany, Georgia Supply Center has moved effect- 
ively to reduce personnel costs by use of capital equipment. Performance 
standards are extensively used with 1,985 of the 2,380 civilian and military 
personnel covered. The standards are used in estimating manpower require- 
ments, determining organizational labor effectiveness, and identifying areas 
for capital investment. A moaern supply facility has been established, with 
one man controlling the flow of requisitions being filled in the 160,000 
item warehouse complex. 

The examples of the use of capital investment equipment to decrease 
personnel cost are numerous at Albany, Georgia. So are the examples of de- 
ferred projects, which if funds were available, could result in earlier savings. 
Examples of projects which have been implemented to save personnel include the 
following: 

t   In the Comptroller Division, the Transportation 
Voucher Certification Branch has been collecting 
transportation data by manually coding information 
onto code sheets to be keypunched. This operation 
requires eight Coding Clerks. Approval has been 
obtained from the Commandant of the Marine Corps 
to procure key-to-disc input devices which will 
eliminate the coding of information onto code 
sheets. This operation will result in a savings 
of about five man-years within the Transportation 
Voucher Certification Branch and is planned to be 
operational during November/December 1975. 
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• Some other labor saving devlcs and procedures that 
have been implemented at this Command and havs en- 
hanced productivity are: 

- Power floor cleaners 

Pneumatic/hydraulic ram tire bieaker for tires 
greater than 1100 x 20 

- Microfilm Information System for research on 
design specifications 

- Telescoping work platform for high ceiling 
replacement of lights 1n warehouses and ad- 
mi nib.rative spaces 

- Reworked dynamometer facilities to accommodate 
a greater scope of vehicles 

- Establishing Assembly Line Process for rebuilding 
M35, M113 and ME77 vehicles because of quantities 
Involved. 

• Examples of potential labor saving devices not yet 
funded are: 

- Paint measurement standards test equipment 

- Master control panel to monitor multifacility 
meters and guages 

- Land fill machine 

- Automatic pricing of commissary stocks. 

In addition, there are over $170,000 of items projected for FY 1977 
procurement at Albany which could result in quick amortizing projects. These 
are mostly for replacement of equipment which is worn out, requiring excessive 
maintenance and fcr which parts are no longer available due to the age of the 
equipment. 

Examples of the proposed FY 1977 procurement which if funding were 
available could be funded now are shown 1n Table 17. 

Albany, Georgia performs overhaul on Marine Corps equipment. Work- 
manship is high, but need for separate facility to overhaul Army-type items, 
such as tanks and vehicles, with proximity to the Anniston Army Depot and the 
capability of Anniston to overhaul these items bears review. It will be an 
item under review in the forthcoming GA0 Study of DoD depot maintenance 
facilities. GA0 will examine consolidating maintenance efforts, redundancies 
in facilities and equipment, as well as opportunities for fostering improved 
manufacturing technology and production. 
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TABLE 17 

PROPOSED FY 1977 PROCUREMENT 

lt«*:n Cost Justification 

Electric hoist, two-ton $10,800 Replacement 1n Depot Maintenance 
Shop.    Item due for retirement In 
1971.    Parts no longer available 
to repair hoist. 

Vapor degreaser- Baron 
Blakeslee Model 

22,000 Replacement.    Item 1« approxi- 
mately 20 years old.    The distilla- 
tion unit 1s m1ss1nvj, thus causing 
excessive use of new solvents which 
are costly. 

Marquette engine analyzer 1,950 Parts are unavailable for repair 
of present machine.    Machine Is 
obsolete sir.ee U does not have 
capability of testing newer model 
equipment with transistorized 
circuits. 

SSB-50-1 spectrum analyzer 7,017 Replacement.    Item 1s worn, un- 
reliable and unstable and will not 
allow proper checkout of communica- 
tions equipment. 

Monarch lathe Model EE, 
10 Inch turret, electric 
speedmatlc 

14.400 Replacement of like item worn out 
in service.    Used for production 
runs such as sleeves, and a large 
quantity fabrication of production 
parts. 
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Growth in capital per man-hour has been an Important factor iii pro- 
ductivity growth. More and better equipment allow a worker to perform his 
job more effectively. Since growth in output per man-hour is closely related 
to the  amount of capital supporting each worker, the ratio of capital invest- 
ment to output is a precursor of potential growth in productivity. i/ Pro- 
ductivity is more likely to increase rapidly 1n countries where this -atlo 
is high. During the 1960's the United States had the lowest average capital 
Investment ratio 1n manufacturing of the major Free World industrial nations, 
as well as the lowest average Increase in manufacturing productivity. Japan 
on the othpr hand, had the highest investment ratio and the highest rate of 
productivity gain. The rate of increase in productivity in the United States 
since World War II has been about three percent per year. Except for the 
United Kingdom, this is the lowest rate of Increase of any of the Western 
Nations and Japan. 

The Deputy Secretary of Defense as previously noted, on April 11, 
1975 directed that a major effort be directed to reduce weapon system acquisi- 
tion costs and improve the productivity of the DoD contractors. A copy of 
this directive is shown as Exhibit 3. Mr. Clements was convinced that signi- 
ficant cost savings in the production of Defense material could be obtained 
by increasing the application of state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques 
and by the developm?nt of new and improved manufacturing technology  Manu- 
facturing technology cost reduction opportunities should be identified and 
aggressively exploited. Effective use should be made of numerically controlled 

TT National Commission on Productivity, Productivity and the Economy, 
Bulletin 1779, 1973, pp. 48-51. This data was developed by the 
Bureau of Laoor Stati .tics in conjunction with the National Commission 
on Productivity. 
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EXHIBIT 3 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 

SUBJECT: COST REDUCTION INITIATIVES 
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«f R M 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOH The Secretaries of the Military Dcpirtmcnls 

SUDJECT:   Cost Reduction Initiatives 

ta-Ji of you ir. fully aware of the critical cofl problems wc hive faced 
and will continue lo face it. weapons systems acquisition.    Wc have 
addressed them from almost every conceivable aspect.    However, 
many remain today and it is my intention lo make a renewed attack 
on these problems. 

During the p:\st several months,  1 have asked my staff lo prepare a 
list of potential DoD initiatives which,   if implemented, would reduce 
the cost of material acquisition and improve tiic productivity of our 
contractors.    They have developed a number of separate but closely 
related tasks we will be considering in the near future.    Ticsc include 
such things an: adjustment of weighted guidelines lo provide greater 
incentive for contractor c ipital investments in modern,   more efficient 
manufacturing facilities; establishing a revolving capital fund for DoD 
procurement of modern production equipment; Production Support 
tnginccring (PS£) funding -  "seed money" aimed at manufacturing 
productivity improvement (similar lo in&D); evaluating ASPK provisions 
to inr.urc that cost effective contractor capital equipment investments 
arc encouraged; rc-cvalunting the feasibility uf multi-year contracting, 
etc.    There may !;c others that you may suggest which wc should also 
consider. 

You will recognizu that several of these present many complo: problems 
and could require action outside the DoD environment before wc could 
implement them.     However,  there is one area where I believe we can 
start immediately with definitive action. 

1 am convinced there arc numerous opportunities lo obtain significant 
cool savings in the production of Defense materiel by incensing the 
application of Elalc-of-thc-art manufacturing techniques and by the 
development of new or improved manufacturing technology.    Kor 
example,   not only should we be making more effective use of 
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numerically controlled machine tools and other new, highl, productive 
manufacturing processes but wc should also be exploiting emerging 
technologies such as computer aided manufacturing,  laser welding, 
diffusion banding,   use of composites,   etc. 

I am informed that wc arc spending approximately 560 billion each 
year in this country to remove metal from parts where it is not. needed. 
Wc should therefore develop and apply manufacturing processes that 
permit fabrication of parts closer to required net shape.    This would 
not only reduce metal removal costs,   but would also conserve many 
critically short,   expensive strategic materials. 

While 1 am aware that many of these, opportunities are presently being 
pursued to sonic degree,   I am convinced wo must increase our efforts 
manyfold if wc are to get the payoff that is needed to bring DoO systems 
and equipment costs down significantly. 

The recently published guidance in the PPGM on the DoD Manufacturing 
Technology Program directed significant increases in emphasis and 
,'unding levels to realize our productivity goals.    To assure that wj are 
directing our efforts to the areas of greatest need and greatest piyoff, 
to prevent duplication o' effort and to promote widest possible application 
of new manufacturing technology advances across the board to all systems, 
this guidance further staled the program should be centrally managed 
within each Service. 

1 am therefore directing the organization be structured in each Service 
to provide for  central management ond control of this program and that 
it be adequately staffed with highly qualified personnel 'hat have sufficient 
authority to promote the objectives  of this effort. 

As a next step to permit realization of the savings and benefits that 1 
believe exist,   1 am directing that a new  "initiative" be established. 
Under this new "initiative",   I want to identify and then aggressively 
exploit application of manufacturing technology cost reduction opportuni- 
ties.     Each Military Depirtment is asked to identify a   number of new 
manufacturing technology efforts,   and a number of m.ijor weapon system 
programs where the application of existing or.icw manufacturing 
technology promises a high return on investment.     You should plan to 
fund the opportunities identified on a demonstration basis.    Sp-cial 
funding may be  required.     If the payoff appears to be  significant,   and if 
it is necessary,   I am prepared to take this program to Congress. 
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Please be prepared to brief mc within  120 days of the initial actions 
and plans ltw.t you have taken to pursue this initiative.    The briefing 
should ii,elude:   A description of the organisational structure that 
will provide for ccntr.1l17.ed managcntc.lt and control of the manu- 
facturing technology program in your Service; an identification of the 
weapon systems that have been selected for the cost reduction efforts, 
to include a description if proposed manufacturing improvement 
actions with associated costs; an analysis of potential benefits to be 
realized; a time-phased plan for implementation; ft listing of other 
major manufacturing technology projects,   and a projection of funds 
identified by program clement,  that will support the total Manufacturing 
Technology Program through FY 81.    In addition,   I would also -pprc- 
ciatc any additional ideas that offer the potential for increasing 
manufacturing productivity and reducing costs. 

1 believe we cannot delay in taking affirmative action to exploit the 
cost saving opportunities offered in this area.    As a result,  I have 
appointed Jacques S.   Ganslcr,   Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Materiel Acquisition),   OA.'.'D(l&L),   to direct this program during the 
initial stages,   and he can furnish any additional information you require. 
Some initial dialogue has already taken place between OASD(lkL) and 
representatives of your staff. 

In view of the potential fur a large return on these investments and the 
resulting opportunities to demonstrate to Congress that we arc making 
a concerted effort to reduce materiel acquisition costs,   1 solicit your 
personal assistance and involvement in carrying out this program. 

Signed 
\l P, ClEiERIS 11 
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machine tools, other new highly productive manufacturing processes, and 
emerging technologies such as computer aided manufacturing, laser welding, 
diffusion bounding, use of composites, and new methods permitting fabrica- 
tion of parts closer to required net shape. 

GAO has recently completed a survey of government use of numerically 
controlled (NC) machine tools. The survey revealed that: 

1 Some advancements in the field of NC may be limited 
because users are confronted with so many NC systems 
and different standards. 

2 Generally nn formal systems to identify whe"e NC 
could be economically used, nor adequate staffs 
to search out opportunities. 

3. Work mix studies not undertaken. 

4. NC equipment purchased only when conventional 
equipment deteriorated or when a new work load 
was anticipated. Large numbers of machine tools 
wore planned, but very little NC. 

GAO believes DoO should take the lead in working with industry to 
bring about greater standardization in the field by closely coordinating wit 
industry and perhaps sponsor R&D in the NC field. In addition, improved sys 
terns for identifying opportunities for NC are needed and management and use 
of NC improved. 

Greater emphasis must be given to Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) 
and Us counterpart, Computer Aided Deisgn (CAD). CAM can yield upwards of 
400 percent productivity improvement over today's practice, according to GAO. 
Foreign nations are treating CAM as a national goal. Japan is spending approxi- 
mately $100 million to reach the goal of a totally automated plant. Germany, 
Great Britain, Norway, Sweden, and the Iron Curtain Countries are devoting 
significant financial support and government emphasis to CAM. The United States 
is the only major industrialized nation that has no formal program, goals, or 
significant support to development of CAM or the diffusion of CAM technology 
throughout the industrial base. GAO based on tho'r extensive study believes 
that there is more CAM/CAD in place in the United States then elsewhere, but 
that it is primarily clustered in a relatively few high technology capital 
intensive firms. It has been estimated that over 75 percent of American in- 
dustry is comprised of small firms employing less than (500 persons. These 
firms have neither the capital or the know-how to reap the advantages avail- 
able through CAM/CAD. Many firms apparently are still accomplishing their metal 
cutting functions much as they did 25 or 30 years ago. The dissemination of 
CAM/CAD technology is a major challenge. 

The need for CAM in the future is clear. It has tremendous manpower 
implications and application in DoD as well as industry. 
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Productivity problems exist in industry. A 1973 study by the Air 
Force (Acquisition Cost Evaluation) highlighted these productivity problems, 
mostly from previous study efforts. 

• forty-five percent of typical aircraft assembly pro- 
duction labor man-hours are nonproductive, even 
at plane H000 (AFML-Sagamore Study). 

• Thirty-two percent of manufacturing labor was 
Idle (Hughes Pnoenix Should Cost Study). 

• Average direct labor productivity was 61 percent 
1n 11 departments analyzed (F-4 Manufacturing 
Operations Survey). 

• Overall efficiency of the plant during 1971 was 
68.6 percent (General ! lectric Albuquerque 
Manufacturing Plant GAC T.eport). 

• Improvement In labor standards program and a 
methods improvement program could reduce cost 
at the plants reviewed (Aircraft Engine 6A0 
Report). 

• Of the total direct costs on a typical production 
contract, 42 percent is traceable to manufacturing 
labor. About half of this labor cost 1s nonproductive 
bacause of inefficiencies of one kind or another. 
If it were possible to achieve only a 20 percent 
improvement in labor productivity, approximately one 
billion dollars could be saved on 11 of the major 
A1r Force contracts. U 

A recent survey of 12 well-managed companies, representing a cross- 
section of industrial groups and functional areas (insurance, airlines, 
manufacturing- steel, automotive, apparel, electronics, and facilities), was 
undertaken, examining, among other areas, the Impact of capital investment 
on productivity. V   A summary of the survey is as follows: 

t  Feasibility of proposed capital investment 

—  Each company undertook some type of economic 
analysis. Techniques included discounted cash 
flow (present value) before and after tax, pay- 
back method, and rate of return. 

  
-  Air Force Systems Command, Project ACE Executive Summary, June 1973, 

p. 41. 

* ..'•1 

3/ Army Management Engineering Training Agency, Survey of Productivity 
Measurement Systems in Non-Government Organizations, May 1972. 
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-  Economic justification required on the acquisition 
of assets whose primary objective is to: produce 
new products; increase capacity to produce current 
products; replace capital facilities being retired 
from service; or reduce costs. 

Capital investment decisions are tied directly to 
the planning and control system.  !n one case this 
involved prioritized decision packages, with a 
cut-off line or budget limit established for each 
organizational element. Ranking in some cases is 
based on return on investment, keeping pace with 

environmental. 

Wf 

ta 7  *r' : 

- All companies with documented procedures had dollar 
thresholds criteria to determine the organizational 
level responsible for the final decision. 

- Three of the companies indicated advantages of 
leasing over buying to 1) avoid risk of obsolescence, 
2) provide additional source of financing, 3) pro- 
vide facilities that are only needed temporarily, 
4) relieve the user of maintenance, servicing and 
administrative problems, and 5) give leasee flexi- 
bility in areas of equipment choice and where short- 
term capacity is a consideration. 

Post audit of implemented capital investments 

- Seven of the 10 companies performing economic analysis 
have a formal follow-up audit after the capital ex- 
penditure has been completed. The follow-up program 
is originated between 6-18 months after the project 
has been in operation. The purpose of the audits 
are to: 

Determine whether the actual accomplishment 
equaled the planning estimate. How has the 
capital investment affected standard unit costs 
and sales. This is used in some cases to 
assess the quality of the decision made by 
managers. 

Gain knowledge to improve the economic analysis 
and decision making process in the future. 

- Thresholds were set on projects to be audited on a 
100 percent basis, which ranged from $100,000- 
$250,000 capital investment projects. A sample 
approach was used on those below the threshold. 
Projects with overruns, irrespective of amount, 
were given post audits in several of the companies. 
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Examples of capital investment projects 

-  One firm increased productivity through computer- 
ization in one of the most labor intensive opera- 
tions in its integrated cricuit manufacturing 
cycle. With this computer controlled bonding 
system, the operator can improve productivity 
500 percent, save 50 percent of the gold wire 
previously required, and produce a more reliable 
product. 

; i 
-, « 

In this same firm, an 
Line Balancing: is bei 
semiconductor manufact 
assembly lines. This 
manpower requirements 
conditions. Work and 
manufacturing time hav 
use of the system, and 
gains achieved- up to 

ADP system called "Dynamic 
ng used on more than 40 
uring and printed board 
system calculates optimum 
under any requested set of 
process inventories and 
e been reduced with the 
significant productivity 

20 percent on an average. 
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IX. OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 

The .Joint Financial Management Improvement Program's Annual Report 
to the President and the Congress on Productivity Programs in the Federal 
Government. FY 1974, issued June 1975, highlighted a number of capital invest- 
ment and technological improvements, which Federal agencies ocher than DoD 
undertook in FY 1974. Many of these have application in DoD. They point, up 
the necessity for data interchange. Again, they indicate capital investment 
opportunities for manpower savings and productivity enhancement. The list 
includes the following: 

Facility maintenance 

- Procure dehumidifie- to slow oxidation process 
for ships being preserved. 

- Develop improved point, which lasts 50 percent longer. 

"■I 

»4 

— Use electronic sensors to monitor eiectric power 
equipment. 

— New sensory devices which qive immediate Infonra- 
tic on locations of breakdowns. 

— New floor cleaning techniques. 

— Automated preventive maintp'./nee scheduling 
program. 

— Replacement of overage ana uneconomical repair 
refuse handling equipment. 
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Printing 

- Installation of a folding machine which folds 
large sheets automatically and results in annual 
labo- savings of $30,000. 

- Installation of a total copy system. 

- Installation of an automatic filer processor 
in the copy preparation process. 

- Use of mechanical collating machines. 

- Purchase of new and more sophisticated presses. 

- Acquisition of more efficient varitypers and 
headliners. 

- Optical scanning system. 

- Installation of jet speed collation which takes 
only half the time of the old machine. 

Records administration 

- Expanded uso of con.juter terminals (F&A). 

- AcquisiTiun of automatic typewriters and power 
files. 

- Technological improvements through replacement 
of punch card entry by key-to-tape entry. 

- Automation of laboratory analyses. 

- Capital investment in microfilm equipment, 
optical character readers and computerized 
data banks. 

- Automation of data input at source and trans- 
mission of computer readable data up the line. 

Reference services 

- Increased use of word processing and microfilm. 

- Installation of a mail opening machine. 

- From batch processing terhniques to an on-line 
interactive sedrch procedure which represented 
manpower savings. 
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Inspection and enforcement 

- Automated darkroom equipment. 

- Added sophistication in laboratory equipment. 

Health care 

- Automated »trst eouipment in chemical laboratories. 

- Automated film processing in radiology. 

- Automated recording of mecicaticn orders and in- 
ventory controls in pharmacies. 

- Automated kitchen equipment (food f":tory and 
optimum utilization of innovative food production 
and distribution techniques. 

- Automated laundry equipment. 

- Mechanical pill counters and container ,abelers. 

Construction planning to reflect new emphasis on 
outpatient care. 

Supply 

- Use of a polyethylene shrink film method for 
unitizing arj protecting export shipments. 

Financing and accounting 

Computer based accounting system automated for 
invoice payment, service billing, payroll and 
pt.-sonnel system:,. 

- USG of optical character reader equipment. 

- Acquisition of new endorsing machines to 
expedite check processing. 
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X. MAJOR FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

J< 

GENERAL 

Personnel reductions and productivity Increases through 
capital investment and technology are possible- in fact 
essential- to stem the tide of increased personnel costs. 
For each one percent increase in productivity, $200 
million and 7,000-10,000 military and civilian employees 
are saved. 

Based on Army experience to date, for each dollar of 
capital Investment, a 75 cent saving in cost of labor 
and over 25 cents saving in other resources, can be 
attained in the fir^t full year of operation. 

Extensive opportunities for fast payback capital in- 
vestment exists in each service. These opportunities 
related to logistics, manufacturing, and base opera- 
tions (housekeeping) support functions, involving 
over 935,000 military and civilian employees. 

Timely identification, eva uation and funding of fast 
payback capital investment opportunities is a key for 
successful productivity improvement. Capital invest- 
ments and technological improvements are responsible 
for over 60 percent of the productivity increases in 
industry. The sam<* is possible in DoD. Decentraliza- 
tion of approving authority permits fast response. 
Prompt action r>ii all opportunities/ideas identified is 
an essential el'.inent of the fast payback program. 
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Defense has established a target objective (MBO) 
for Increased productivity of 1.7 percent in FY 1976 
and at least 1.5 percent 1n the outyears. To attain 
this, an active aggressive program with strong leader- 
ship at the CSD and Service levels must be estaolished 
to Identify, evaluate, »nd finance innovative capital 
Investment programs in labor intensive areas for per- 
sonnel and other resource savings. 

The criteria for these capital Investment projects 
should Include the following: amortization within 
two years, be an off-the-shelf item, be authorized 
limited design and modification effort, and be 
subject to a post audit review. 

Modernization In many cases Involves both military 
construction and equipment capital investmei.t with 
significant personnel savings. With the exception 
of the Army Ammunition Modernization Program, the 
funding is through separate appropriations. Im- 
proved integration of military construction and 
procurement funding Is required. 

An aggressive Manufacturing Technology (MT) program 
has been Initiated with significant fund Increases. 
The emphasis of this program 1s generally considered 
to be directed at contractors and weapon systems 
acquisition costs. Air Logistics Command and Navy 
Sea Systems Command have shifted the MT emphasis to 
1n-house efforts as well. The potential savings of 
expanding MT within DoD to Incorporate all 1n-house 
activities in manufacturing, logistics, and base 
operaf' ns is great, since MT complements the capital 
ir.vestmt.it productivity enhancement program. 

Rapid approval on a decentralized basis for fast pay- 
back capital investment projects 1s essential. Army 
and Air Force have programs for such rapid approval. 
Navy, in the 3ea Systems Command, has a program but 
it is limited to $5,000 for each project at a shipyard. 
Army will be expending $4.7 million in FY 1976, Air 
Force $2 million, and Navy $2 million. Coverage in 
the Army extends to all installations, but has not 
been fully utilized by the installations and commands. 
Air Force to the depot maintenance area only, and 
Navy to the shipyard area only. Thus much broader 
coverage and utilization is needed with higher levels 
of funding. Beginning in FY 1977, DoD has programmed 
$35 million per year through the FYDP. This repre- 
sents a major increase in capital investment funds, 
requiring a major boost in program direction as well. 
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This $35 million program for capital  Investment 1n 
productivity tnhancem.nt can result In personnel 
savings, If pant accomplishments continue, of 1,750 
military and civilian employees per year or approxi- 
mately 8,750 employees over a five year period. 1/ 

ORGANIZATION 

The Productivity Enhancement Program, to be effective, must have a 
well-defined, structured, and balanced organization at every level of command. 
It should: 

• Be delegated specific authority and responsibilities 
to exercise centralized management authority over 
the planning, direction, control, and execution of 
VIIC   prCyi'äiliis . 

• Be the focal point for all productivity enhancement 
actions. 

• Be adequately staffed to use all available means, dis- 
ciplines and techniques to: 

Identify investment opportunities 

Evaluate investment opportunities 

Obtain necessary funding 

Verify that savings materialized as planned 

-  Render reports as required. 

• 8e responsible to obtain capital investment data 
from other commands and services for possible use 
in own command/service. 

• Be responsible to provide capital investment data 
to other commands and services for their possible 
use. 

• Have a program of idea interchange with other 
commands/services. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FAST PAYBACK CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROJECTS 

The benefits of decentralized authority for fast payback capital 
investment projects has been proven. The success to date of the Army and 
Navy projects are most convincing as noted below. 

—  The method used in computing these personnel savings are shown in 
Appendix A. 
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Service and Time Period 

Army- FY 1973-75 

Air Force- FY 1974-75 

Cost 

Annual 
Level-Off 
Savings 

(In Millions of Dollars) 

$6.0        $10.6 

2.3 3.7 

\ 

Each Service has many Investment opportunities for small and large 
projects. These are over and above the $8.7 billion In ammunition, depot, 
and shipyard modernization programs underway or programmed. T,ie opportunities 
include a portion of the $106 million of deferred projects reported to the 
General Service Administration, projects deferred until after FY 1973 due to 
funding restraints, but with a high rate of return, projects related to manu- 
facturing technology which will develop 1nt> fast payback capital investment 
projects, and projects identified at one "istallation that can be applied 
by DoO 1n other Installations. There are almost 100 of these type of projects. 
In addition, there are potential capital Investment areas which have been proven 
at the local government level-many funded with 'ederal funds-that can be 
applied to the base operations civil engineering housekeeping functions at the 
installation level. An installation 1s, In fact, a city and the local govern- 
ment developments and improvement in garbage pickup, sewage disposal, fire 
fighting, building and road maintenance and other services can be applied to 
the military installation. Word processing is another opportunity with major 
personnel reduction potentials- 2b percent in secretarial reductions estimated 
by one command. 

FINANCING- ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 

There are many approaches to financing of fast payback cipita1 in- 
vestments. These include the set aside, the Industrial Fund, and additional 
innovative approaches. 

• Set Aside- This has been used by the three Services 
with varying levels of application. Funds are 
specifically earmarked for fast payback capital 
investments. Criteria are established and projects 
are approved at a decentralized command or shipyard. 
DoD is proposing a set aside of $35 million annually 
starting in FY 1977. Generally funding is on a f-'rst- 
come first-serve basis. 

• Industrial Fund- Several approaches exist for providing 
equipment, now that the $1,000 limitation nas been 
raised to $100,000 by the Deputy Secretary uf Defense, 
including the following: 

-  Equipment that can be amortized within two year: 
can be procured and charged to the Industrial Fund 
overhead, as long as cash position is not impaired. 
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- Job Order- Equipment can be purchased against a 
specific job order as long as the equipment can 
be amortized during the life of that specific 
job order. 

- Not authorized, but a potential approach 

Permit borrowing from the Industrial Furd 

Charge depreciation, establishing a de- 
preciation account for equipment replacement. 

Other innovative approaches not yet approved 

Establish a Productivity Bank outside of DoO, 
which would operate in a manner similar to a 
commerical bank, operating under a Congressional 
approved corpus and charter. Repayments would 
be required in line with the projected savings. 
The bank would charge interest and have first 
lien on Service appropriations for repayment. 

- Establish a capital budgat fcr the Government. 
Today capital outlays are budgeted as though 
they were current expenses. Interest and de- 
preciation would be charged as a current expense. 

- EstabMsh a working capital fund under DoD for 
the procurement of productivity enhancing equip- 
ment which would operate similar to the Industrial 
Fund. 

Traditional- This is the approach generally used today 
for equipment funded either from procurement or opera- 
tion and maintenance appropriations. This review and 
approach process is lengthy and K'iether the equipment 
requirements are small or large, the process is almost 
the same. The lead time is too long to  acquire capital 
investment funds through normal budgeting channels. 
This is why there is the e'fort to provide a capital 
investment program that gives the managers a quick 
method for acquiring productivity enhancing capital 
equipment. 

Reprograixiing requires reordering of priorities, but 
if the capital investment has suff'ciert priority, it 
can result in earlier funding. Congress authorizes 
reprogramming of funds within specified constraints 
in its appropriations. 
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INCENTIVES FOR CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

Although there is normal reluctance to change, there are a number 
of Incentives which provide the drive for the commander to improve and 
become cost competitive. These Include: 

• The reduced response timi? of the fast payback 
capital investment program, and reducing the 
long lead time that formerly existed to obtain 
funding. 

• Tight personnel ceilings, in many cases below the 
manning standards, are forcing managers to find 
improved ways of doing business. Productivity en- 
hancing capital investments provide the necessary 
vehicle to assist the manager in meeting his needs. 

• Use of positive mGtivational devices, such as pro- 
ductivity improvement goals, employee suggestion 
systems, and cost or personnel sharing of the 
savings. Service command personnel desire to 
use these savings for ot..er high priority projects. 

• In case of government-owned contractor-operated (GOCO) 
ammunition facilities, cost sharing approach similar 
to value engineering contractual sharing provisions, 
has been most successful in motivating contractors. 
Some contractors saw it as an opportunity to obtain 
small fast payback capital investments to make their 
facili.ies cost competitive. 

• Psycti.c benefits are  also of value when the policy of 
tte Commander of the installation or contractor, in 
t'if case of GOCO's, is to give recognition to the 
pr.-son(s) who identifies a capital investment oppor- 
tunity. Publicity is given also to show that the 
fast payback capital investment program yields 
successful results. This communication aspect is 
as important within the installation as the diffusion 
cf the project's success is to other DoD and govern- 
mental organizations. 

BARRIERS TO INITIATING CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROJECTS 

There are a number of disincentives which can inhibit the fast 
payback capital investment program an^ must be resolved. These include: 

• Authorization Process to procure equipment. Even if 
Tunds are available, the equipment to be procured, 
which will generate the personnel savings, must be on 
an authorized table of allowance 'ist for the organiza- 
tion. This process may take as long as three years, as 
evidenced by some of the Air force civil engineering 
items. Expedited processing cf autnorizaticn documents 
is required. 
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Civil Service Guidance for grade structure of super- 
visors 1s based on the number of employees supervised. 
Thus, 1f an Innovative application of equipment reduces 
the number of employees, the grade structure of the 
supervisor may be retlucec, although his action results 
in personnel savings but retains the same or higher 
levels of work output and quality. This becomes 
evident at the Navy Air Rework Facility. This dis- 
incentive to improvement needs to be removed. The 
supervisor who applies labor saving approaches should 
be given an award, not a demotion. 

r A-76 (Policies for Acquiring Commerical 
al Products and Services for Government Use) 
terpreted by some to apply to new equipment 
s the productive capacity of the replaced 
Thus, 1f a numerically controlled machine 

:es several conventional tools, 'twill be- 
a new start requiring an Involved justifica- 
s. Under this self-inflicted interpreta- 
pplication of productivity enhancement capital 
could be delayed. This restrictive interpreta- 
t? be eliminated to permit a rapic" response 
ving capital investment opportunities. 

• 0MB Clrcula 
or In-ustr1 
has been in 
that exceed 
equipment, 
tool replac 
considered 
tion proces 
tion, the a 
investments 
tion needs 
to labor sa 

• The administrative cort of Indefinite reporting of 
savins after installation can offset the actual savings. 
A reasorab".■» limit needs to be established for report- 
ing savings which for some programs may be 6-12 months 
after payback. 

t  Economic analysis is necessary for justifying capital 
investments. The level of detail required should be 
tailored to the size of the investment. Some organiza- 
tions require the same level of detail for a small 
project as for one of over $100,00C  This has creat-jd 
a reluctance on the part of some managers to submit 
labor saving productivity enhancing projects. 

i   Limitation in Scope- The application of the fast pay- 
back capital investment program has been limited to 
specific accounting codes. This restricts its applica- 
tion and eliminates many potential areas. Broader 
appMcation is required. 

TRAINING- IDENTIFICATION 

Trained management personnel and industrial engineers are essential 
for the management, planning, direction, control and execution of the pro- 
ductivity enhancement program. A training effort is required for industrial 
engineers and related management personnel for identifying opportunities 
for capital investment to increase productivity and to overcome past frustra- 
tions on the length of time for obtaining approval of capital investment 
projects. 
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Training programs are 1n being which can be utilized. These Include 
he excellent Army Management Engineering Training Agency, which has developed 

itrvice-wide training programs 1n productivity and capital investment Interface, 
s «i the Red River Army Depot Intern Training Program. 

The extensive management engineering programs of the Air Force provide 
an approach toward developing disciplines and a capability for identifying 
opportunities for fast payback capital Investment. These Include the work 
methods improvement program, the methods laboratory, the materials laboratory, 
the manning standards engineering program, and the maintenance evaluation pro- 
gram for functional areas. 

Management indicators covering performance, schedule conditions and 
equipment age, downtime, and utilization assist in pinpointing areas of capital 
Investment opportunity. 

DISSEMINATION 

Diffusion of technology and opportunities for capital Investment are 
spotty. Capital investment opportunities are identified which have toD-w1de 
applications, but communication of their benefits to others 1s limited. 

Since base operations- civil engineering and housekeeping- is a highly 
labor Intensive area, the results of the research at the local government level 
should be diffused to the DoD installation level for possible application. 
These are largely funded from Federal sources, in solid waste, road and build- 
ing maintenance, fire fighting, equipment maintenance, energy conservation, 
communications and related fields. Generally DoD at the installation level 
were unaware of these developments. One civil engineer at one of the installa- 
tions visited considered himself an isolated island with respect to diffusion 
of current technology in his field. 

POST AUDIT 

Audits of the actual cost savings needs to be made to avoid "brochure- 
menship" in selling the project. A post audit capability, with records avail- 
able on a before-and-after condition, is necessary. The audit for investments 
uiider $100,000 should be conducted using sample techniques to assure credibility 
while avoiding large administrative costs. The audit should be made when the 
capital investment reaches the point of self amortization. On projects, with 
an investment cost of $100,000 or more, or with a cost overrun or major de- 
viation from the original estimate, a 100 percent audit should be performed. 
The survey of industrial establishments follows this approach on post audits. 
Generally this prevailed in the review of DoD objectives, althou-h the threshold 
for audit appeared too high, leaving too many projects below $100,000 to be 
audited by interested parties. 

NUMERICAL CONTROL MACHINE TOOLS (NC) 

Use of numerical tools ^NC) has demonstrated significant savings.  In 
some areas, there are still questions as to their use on certain job orders, 
although proven in others. Large numbers of machine tools were planned but 
very little NC. Utilization can and should be increased. Too many NC systems 
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and Standards fxist. DoO, which has been the leader in NC and one of the 
large users, s lould take leadership to bring about greater standardization 
in the industry. Greater enphasis must be given to Computer Aided Manu- 
facturing (CAM) and to its counterpart CAD. CAM can yield upwards of 400 
percent productivity improvement over current practices. Foreign countries 
are devuting significant financial support and government interest and 
emphasis on CAM. The need for CAM is strengthened because of its large 
manpower implications. 

CLARIFICATION 

There are several areas which need additional clarification of 
definitions. 
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Military Personnel-Trie economic analysis determining 
whether a project or alternative approach are cost- 
effective for undertaking should include both military 
and civilian personnel in its computation of savings. 
One command did not consider military personnel savings 
as a basis for undertaking fast payback capital in- 
vestment projects. There should be no differentiation 
between military and civilian personnel in determining 
savings, especially since in a number of operations- 
maintenance for example, they are interchangeable. 

Resource Savings- In a number of cases resources could 
be saved by applying fast payback capital investments 
to procure rather than lease. Equipment is leased at 
a h;gher cost than the procurement cost, i.e., a 
street sweeper. No in^-ease in productivity occurs, 
but dollar savings do. Present guidar.e for some 
programs state that savings must be .elated to pro- 
ductivity increases, not to changes in ownership. 
This guidance should be liberalized. 

Reporting of Savings- Savings are reported in a number 
of different ways including gross and net. A standard 
approach is necessary. One suggested approach, used 
in this Study, is to consider the gross savings, which 
will occur once the equipment is installed and operating. 
This is at level-off and permits a comparison between 
present operating cost and level-off cost for the same 
work load level. The difference is the gross savings. 
Another approach is to offset gross savings with Ue 
cost of the equipment and installation. These are 
one-time costs. The net savings do not show the con- 
tinuing actual annual savings expected over the years. 
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XI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND ACTION PROGRAM FOR DoD QUICK 
PAYBACK CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

Annual manpower savings of 1,750 and 8.7b0 ewe- the FYDP time period 
are possible as a result of quick payback capital investment projects. This 
requires an action program complementing actions already taken by DoD to: 

• Provide $35 million annually through the FYDP 
for quick payback capital investments, and increase 
authorization level for equipment procurement from 
the Industrial Fund. 

• Undertake an accelerated Manufacturing Technology 
Program. 

• Establish the MBO objective of an annual Increase 
in productivity of 1.7 percent in FY 1976 and at 
least 1.5 percent in the outyears. 

The Recommended Program for Productivity Enhancement through Capital 
Investments will: 

• Concentrate on the logistics, manufacturing and 
base support operations in which over 935,000 
military and civilian employees are employed. 

• Expand the coverage of the DoD manufacturing 
technology program to cover the in-house functions 
of logistics (supply and maintenance), manufactur- 
ing (arsenals and shipyards), and the base support 
civil engineering housekeeping functions. 

t 
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Initiate the development of an active DoD productivity 
program Involving 1) the Increased use by management 
and budget of productivity measurement at all levels 
of DcD, 2) the establishment of Functional Conferences 
in DoD for each major area of productivity measurement 
to determine the basis for increasing or decreasing 
performance levels and Interchange of Information on 
different management techniques or approaches, and 3) 
Increased coverage. 

Specifically with respect to the Quick Payback Capital 
Investment Program: 

-  Establish an organization at each level of Command 
that will be responsible for energizing a capital 
Investment program. 

Establish firm manpower and cost saving goals at 
each major command to meet the MBO 1.7 percent 
Productivity increase, with specific identifica- 
tir . of the capital investment program. 

Establish a DoD Capital Investment Productivity 
Council or Task Force responsible for implement- 
ing and executing the goals and performance 
objectives. This Council or Task Force will 
also develop means for the dissemination of 
the results of the manufacturing technology 
efforts and accomplishments and idea inter- 
change and to translate these efforts into 
areas of possible capital invertment opportunities. 

Energize the Capital Investment Program by 

Decentralizing approval authority for fast 
payback items 

Extending the fasv payback capital investment 
program to all procurement and operating 
appropriations 

Expand the training programs for management 
personnel and industrial engineers to improve 
the capability to identify opportunities and 
manage the program 

Remove the disincentive* and negative approaches 
to capital investment by clarifyirg and simplify- 
ing directives and making them less restrictive 
in interpretation 

Undertake leadership in the exploitation of 
the potentials of Computer Aided Mar.ufa-turing 
and Design. 
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APPENDIX A 

METHOD USFO IN COMPUTING PROJECTED AVERAGE PERSONNEL 
SAVINGS RESULTING FROM QUICK AMORTIZING 

PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCING CAPITAL 
INVESTMENT 

&.'** 

A. PROGRAM LEVEL OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT FOR QUICK AMORTIZING PROJECTS 

The Secretary of Defense 1n his FY 1977 programming process hes 
added $35 million to FY 1977 program and a total of $165 million through the 
Five Year Defense Program (FYPD) for quick payback capital Investments. This 
is a reasonable level through the FYDP, considering the many opportunities 
for capital investment that exist, the low level of financing today-less than 
$9 million, and the requirement for OSD and the Services to develop a dynamic 
capital investment program and provide the leadership and training. The $35 
million requirement per year for five years has thus be°n assumed. 

B. PERSONNEL SAVINGS 

Based on three years Army experience and over one year's Air Force 
experience, the capital investments on an average ca" be amortized within one 
yz*r after startup. Army experience indicates that on an average at least 75 
percent of the sav tigs wiil be personnel savings and the remainder other re- 
source savings. 

The 75 percent is a conservative estimate. The government-owned 
contractor-operated capital Investment progräm resulted in savings of 85 per- 
cent in personnel and the Army Training and Doctrine Command quick amortiz- 
ing capital investment program directed at the installation level resulted in 
personnel savings of 77 percent. 

C. COST PER AVERAGE EMPLOYEE 

The .Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) 
before the Senate Armed Services Committee recently testified th.it the average 
cost per U.S. serviceman on active duty in FY 1976 is eslimated to be $12,750 
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and the average direct civilian personnel cost per capita averaged $15,548. 
The military personnel costs include basic pay, allowances, ether military 
personnel expenses and family housing. 

1/ 

These figures do not Include the economic "life cycle" costs, such as 
retirement and other costs and would be far greater than the current year cost 
factors. They are an average, covering current basic personnel costs. Examining 
a specific program area will result in different costs since the mix of grade 
structures may well be diffe-ent. For example, the Air Logistics Command on 
23 July 1975 completed a cost estimate of its Directorate of Maintenance as- 
signed military personnel, using a standard annual rate for each grade. The 
average military cost was $15,335 for eaci serviceman in the directorate. At 
TRADOC, an installation study, again due to the mix, had an average civilian 
personnel cost that was considerably jelow the $15,548 average cost, since 
personnel saved represented lower Diving oositions in laundry and base en- 
gineering services. 

Staff of the Defense Manpower Commission recommended utilizing the 
OSD provided averages for personnel cost for FY 1976: $12,750 for military 
and $15,548 for civilian personnel. This has been done. Utilizing an 80 per- 
cent civilian/20 percent military distribution for the atea of logistics, 
manufacturing, and base operations, average personnel costs equated to $15,000. 

D. NUMBER OF PERSONNEL SAVED 

The average cost of $15,000 per employee was then divided into the 
$26,250 million costs related to the area of logistics, manufacturing and base 
operations. This resulted in an annual saving of 1,750 employees- military 
and civilian- on a round up basis. On a five year basis, this would be equiva- 
lent to approximately 8,750 employees. 

SUMMARY 

• $35 million in capital investments per year for quick 
amortizing capital investment productivity enhancing 
projects and $165 million provided over a five year 
period. 

• Personnel savings equated to at least 75 percent for 
each dollar of capital investment applied. 

• Average salary per military and civilian employee 
equates to $15,000 per OSD testimony before Senate 
Armed Services Committee. 

• Average personnel savings for $35 million capital 
investment equates to 1,750 annually and 8,750 
military and civilian employees over five years 
with a $165 million capital investment through 
the FYDP. 

1/ Report of the Senate Armed Services Committee on S. 920 (Defense 
ApproDriations Authorization Bill, FY 1976), Part 3, Manpower, pp. 
1974-1075 and 1108. 
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